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Purpose and Scope of Plan Coverage
This Integrated Contingency Plan (ICP) is designed to follow the National Response Team’s
(NRT) Integrated Contingency Plan Guidance (Federal Register # 61: 28641-28664). This
ICP is a mechanism to consolidate multiple plans that the Facility is required to maintain
throughout the United States.
The purpose of this Plan is to help Facility personnel prepare for and respond quickly and
safely to a spill incident originating at the Facility. The Plan's primary purpose is to ensure an
effective, comprehensive response and prevent injury or damage to facility employees, the
public and the environment.
The specific objectives of the Plan are to:







To assist facility personnel to prepare for, and respond effectively, safely, and
efficiently, in the event of an all-hazards incident;
To outline response procedures and techniques;
To minimize hazards, and prevent injury to human health, and the environment from
fire, explosions, or any unplanned sudden or non-sudden release of hazardous
material to the air, soil or water;
Define notification procedures when a response is required;
Identify equipment, manpower, and other resources available to implement a
response; and
To familiarize onsite and offsite personnel with the types of material handled and
internal emergency response procedures.

The ICP Core contains information applicable to the Facility.
From here on out everything referred to as Phillips 66 Company will be referred to throughout
this plan as the “Facility”.
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Regulatory Compliance
This ICP is based on the National Incident Management System (NIMS) and the Incident
Command System (ICS). This plan utilizes the standard format guidance provided for by
the NRT.
For the purposes of this Plan the following Federal agencies and their
corresponding regulatory requirements are included in the Plan.
The Plan is intended to satisfy the requirements of regulatory agencies
mandating written procedures to address planning and response to emergencies,
including:
U.S. Environmental Protection Agency's (EPA) Oil Pollution Prevention

Regulations, 40 CFR, Part 112.
 U.S. Coast Guard (USCG), 33 CFR, Part 154.
 The National Contingency Plan and the Area Contingency Plan.
 OSHA’s 29 CFR 1910.
 Applicable State requirements.
 Oil Pollution Act of 1990 (OPA ‘90).
The Facility has opted to follow the PREP Guidelines for exercise/drilling

purposes.
I-2.1

Interface with Other Plans

This Plan has been prepared in accordance with the National Oil and Hazardous Substances
Pollution Contingency Plan (NCP). The NCP provides for an organized and coordinated
response by Federal agencies to discharges and threats of discharge of oil into the
environment if the Responsible Party’s (RP) response actions are improper or insufficient.
The NCP calls for a system of regional and local contingency plans. Regional and local
agencies subsequently develop Area Contingency Plans (ACPs) that conform to the NCP.
OPA '90 regulations stipulate that Federal and State agencies which regulate production
facilities review their Emergency Response Plans (ERP) annually to insure conformance with
Federal and State regulations. Inconsistencies are corrected prior to compliance certification.
Conformance is reviewed and certified by Facility personnel.
The major governmental agencies, and some of their responsibilities, are discussed below.
National Response Team: consists of representatives of primary and advisory Federal
agencies. It serves as the national body for planning and preparedness, including
recommending revisions to the NCP. The NRT may be activated in the event of a pollution
incident which exceeds the response capabilities of the Regional Response Team (RRT).
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Regional Response Team: consists of representatives from selected Federal and State
agencies and is the regional body responsible for planning and preparedness. The RRT
functions as an emergency advisory and assistance team to the Federal on Scene
Coordinator (FOSC).
Federal On-Scene Coordinator: the USCG acts as the FOSC for oil spills occurring in the
coastal zone and on inland navigable waterways. The EPA acts as FOSC in other inland
areas. A Memorandum of Understanding for each region defines federal jurisdiction
boundaries between the USCG and EPA.
The FOSC has developed a Federal, Local
Contingency Plan for each zone of responsibility.

I-3

General Facility Identification Information
Each geographic area and type of operations has its own unique challenges. In the guidance
provided for by the NRTs ICP format, all geographic specific operations and their
corresponding emergency response (regulatory) requirements are found in the appropriate
ICP Geographical Annexes to this plan. The corresponding facility specific information will
also be found in the applicable ICP Geographical Annex.
Required emergency response notifications will be made during any emergency response
operation. Refer to the Annex 2 Notifications Section located in this Plan for contact
information.
Emergency response operations involve; actions taken at, or in close proximity to, the site of
an incident that are designed to mitigate the situation, establish ICS command and control
over the incident, ensure the safety of responders and general public, develop plans of action,
and facilitate communications. Emergency response operations also include actions taken
away from the incident scene to support on-scene response operations, facilitate planning,
address the concerns of external parties, and manage the financial aspects of response
operations.
This Plan demonstrates the potential response capabilities available by the Facility to respond
to any product release. It is not a guarantee of what will occur or the equipment/deployment
sequencing that will be used in an actual spill event. Nothing in this Plan is intended to limit
the discretion of Facility employees to select any sequence of actions or to take whatever time
they deem necessary to maximize the effectiveness of the response, consistent with safety
considerations.
This Plan represents a planning standard but is not and should not be regarded as a
performance guarantee. Response operations in any spill event will be tailored to meet the
actual circumstances.
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This Response Plan contains information applicable to the Facility. This Plan applies to
emergency response operations carried out by the on-site field personnel and the Emergency
Response Team (ERT). This plan applies to any type or size of incident that may occur within
the United States.
The plan contains prioritized procedures for personnel to follow in the event of a release or
other emergency situation involving Facility assets.

I-4

Consistency with NCP and ACPs
This ICP has been prepared for and is maintained with the policies and information contained
in the NCP. This also includes the local ACP and its corresponding geographically specific
requirements.
Areas of concern regarding consistency with NCP, and ACP:



Identification of environmentally and economically sensitive areas potentially impacted
by a spill.
Descriptions of the Facility’s response strategies and responsibilities.



Integration of the Facility’s response efforts with those of the Federal, State and local
agencies.



I-5

Plan Implementation, Review and Update Procedures
I-5.1

Plan Implementation

This Plan shall also be implemented in times of natural disasters (i.e., earthquakes, floods,
hurricanes, etc.) as well as incidents involving civil unrest or terrorism, which could potentially
adversely impact a Facility asset resulting in the release of oil or highly volatile liquids. Each
IC, in consultation with the ICS, shall be responsible to take any necessary action(s) to
minimize the impact a natural disaster might have on a Facility asset. Precautionary measures
should also be taken as necessary. The IC will consider population, Environmentally
Sensitive Areas (ESAs), pipeline or facility system designs, and operating and maintenance
practices when determining what precautionary measures to implement. These precautionary
measures may include; decreasing operating pressures, or shutting in lines, etc.
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Plan Review and Update Procedures

Reviewing and updating this Plan shall be the responsibility of the Facility Manager or
designee. Revisions to the Plan may result from:






Scheduled annual reviews;
As a result of conducting formal drills and training exercises;
From a response to an accidental discharge;
A change in the Facility’s configuration that materially alters the information included in
the Response Plan; and
A material change at the Facility (or with a contracted Oil Spill Removal Organization
(OSRO) or Qualified Individual (QI)) which alters the required response capabilities
and/or resources.

All revisions to the Plan shall be distributed to all Plan holders. In addition, any material or
significant changes at the Facility that mandate a change in this Plan as described in this
section shall be submitted to the appropriate regulatory agency. The following sections outline
the procedures to be followed to ensure that the Plan is periodically reviewed and updated so
that the Plan remains current and functional.
Plan revisions or amendments may be generated as a result of the annual and review
process, or by a post drill/post discharge review as discussed above. If new or different
operating conditions or information is determined to substantially affect the implementation of
this Plan, the Facility Manager or designee shall immediately modify this Plan to address such
a change. Within 30 days of changes in the Record Copy of the Plan, revisions and
amendments will be submitted to the appropriate Federal and State Agencies listed in this
Plan. In addition, the Facility Manager or designee will ensure all revisions and amendments
are provided to each Plan holder for incorporation into his/her Plan. Applicable Agency (EPA
& USCG) regulatory language is included below to assist with determining conditions and
timeframes for various agency plan revisions and submittals.
USCG Plan Revisions
A facility owner or operator must review his or her response plan(s) annually. This review shall
incorporate any revisions to the plan, including listings of fish and wildlife and sensitive
environments identified in the ACP in effect 6 months prior to plan review.
For a Marine-Transportation Related (MTR) facility, this review must occur within one month
of the anniversary date of the Captain-of-the-Port (COTP) approval of the Plan. For an MTR
facility identified as a “substantial harm facility” this review must occur within one month of the
anniversary date of submission of the plan to the COTP.
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The Facility owner or operator shall submit any revision(s) to the response plan to the COTP
and all other holders of the response plan for information or approval, as appropriate.




Along with the revisions, the facility owner or operator shall submit a cover letter
containing a detailed listing of all revisions to the response plan.
If no revisions are required, the facility owner or operator shall indicate the completion
of the annual review on the record of changes page.
The COTP will review the revision(s) submitted by the owner or operator and will give
written notice to the owner or operator of any COTP objection(s) to the proposed
revisions within 30 days of the date the revision(s) were submitted to the COTP. The
revisions shall become effective not later than 30 days from their submission to the
COTP unless the COTP indicates otherwise in writing as provided in this paragraph. If
the COTP indicates that the revision(s) need to be modified before implementation, the
owner or operator will modify the revision(s) within the time period set by the COTP.

Any required revisions must be entered in the Plan and noted on the record of changes page.
The Facility owner or operator shall submit revisions to a previously submitted or approved
plan to the COTP and all other holders of the response plan for information or approval within
30 days, whenever there is:








A change in the facility's configuration that significantly affects the information included
in the response plan;
A change in the type of oil (petroleum oil group) handled, stored or transported that
affects the required response resources;
A change in the name(s) or capabilities of the OSRO(s);
A change in the facility's emergency response procedures;
A change in the facility’s operating area that includes ports or geographic area(s) not
covered by the previously approved plan. A facility may not operate in an area not
covered in a plan previously submitted or approved, as appropriate, unless the revised
plan is approved or interim operating approval is received;
Any other changes that significantly affect the implementation of the plan.

Revisions to personnel and telephone number lists included in the response plan do not
require COTP approval. The COTP and all other holders of the response plan shall be
advised of these revisions and provided a copy of the revisions as they occur.
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The COTP may require a facility owner or operator to revise a response plan at any time as a
result of a compliance inspection if the COTP determines that the response plan does not
meet the requirements, or as a result of inadequacies noted in the response plan during an
actual incident at the facility.
EPA Plan Revisions
The owner or operator of a facility for which a response plan is required shall revise and
resubmit revised portions of the response plan within 60 days of each facility change that
materially may affect the response to a worst case discharge, including:






A change in the facility’s configuration that materially alters the information included in
the response plan;
A change in the type of oil handled, stored or transferred that materially alters the
required response resources;
A material change in capabilities of the OSRO(s) that provide equipment and
personnel to respond to discharges of oil;
A material change in the facility's spill prevention and response equipment or
emergency response procedures; and
Any other changes that materially affect the implementation of the response plan.

For EPA-associated ERP’s, amendments to personnel and telephone number lists included in
the response plan and a change in the oil spill removal organization(s) that does not result in a
material change in support capabilities do not require approval by the Regional Administrator.
Facility owners or operators shall provide a copy of such changes to the Regional
Administrator as the revisions occur.
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Definition
A

Absorbent Material
Absorption
Access/Staging Areas
Acute Toxic Effect
Adsorption

Adverse Weather

Agency
Representative
Air Operations Branch
Director
Alert
Allocated Resources
Alteration
Ambient Conditions
API Gravity
Aquatic

Area
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Any of several materials designed to absorb oil, both hydrocarbon and
non-hydrocarbon.
The process by which one substance draws into itself another
substance. Example: a sponge picking up water; an oil absorbent
pulling in petroleum products.
Designated areas offering access to spill sites for the gathering and
deployment of spill response equipment and personnel.
The effect on man of a single exposure of short duration to high
concentrations of poisonous compounds or vapors.
The process by which one substance is attracted to and adheres to the
surface of another substance without actually penetration its internal
structure.
The weather conditions that will be considered when identifying
response systems and equipment in a response plan for the applicable
operation environment. Factors to consider include significant wave
height, ice, temperature, weather-related visibility, and currents within
the Captain of the Port (COTP) zone in which the systems or
equipment are intended to function.
Individual assigned to an incident from an assisting or cooperating
agency that has been delegated full authority to make decisions on all
matters affecting his/her agency’s participation at the incident.
The person primarily responsible for preparing and implementing the
air operations portion of the Incident Action Plan. Also responsible for
providing logistical support to helicopters assigned to the incident.
Means an incident has occurred at the terminal that has the potential to
affect off-site locations.
Resources dispatched to an incident.
Any work on a tank or related equipment involving cutting, burning,
welding, or heating operations that changes the physical dimensions or
configuration of a tank.
Normal or typical surrounding temperature and pressure conditions.
An arbitrary scale expressing the gravity or density of liquid petroleum
products. (By the American Petroleum Institute)
Living in or frequenting the water.
The geographic area for which a separate and distinct Area
Contingency Plan has been prepared. For EPA Areas with sub-area
plans or annexes to the Area Contingency Plan, the EPA Regional
Administrator will decide which sub-area is to be exercised within the
triennial cycle.
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A (Continued)

Area Committee (AC)

Area Spill
Management Team
Aromatic
Hydrocarbons
Assigned Resources
Assignments

Assistant

Assisting Agency
Available Resources

Average Most
Probable Discharge

Ballast
Barrel
Base
Berm
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Area Committees are those committees comprised of Federal, State
and Local officials, formed in accordance with Section 4202 of the Oil
Pollution Act of 1990, whose task is to prepare an Area Contingency
Plan for the Area for response to a discharge of oil or hazardous
substance.
The Area Spill Management Team is the group of individuals within the
Coast Guard or EPA OSC organization with responsibility for spill
response management within the respective Area.
Hydrocarbons characterized by unsaturated ring structures of the
carbon atoms. Commercial petroleum aromatics are benzene, toluene,
and xylenes. Aromatics are the heaviest, have the highest boiling
points and are the most toxic of crudes.
Resources checked-in and assigned work tasks on an incident.
Tasks given to resources to perform within a given operational period,
based upon tactical objectives in the Incident Action Plan.
Title for subordinates of the Command Staff positions. The title
indicates a level of technical capability, qualifications, and responsibility
subordinate to the primary positions. Assistants may also be used to
supervise unit activities at camps.
An agency directly contributing tactical or service resources to another
agency.
Incident-based resources that are immediately available for
assignment.
(Small Oil Spill) – The size of the discharge as defined in 33 CFR
154.1020 (a discharge of the lesser of 50 barrels or 1 percent of the
volume of the worst case discharge), 33 CFR 155.1020 (a discharge of
50 barrels of oil from the vessel during oil transfer operations) – (for
Coast Guard regulated facilities & vessels); for EPA, the tiered planning
quantity of 2,100 gallons or less, provided this amount is less than the
worst case discharge; for PHMSA and BOEMRE, the size of the
discharge as defined in each agency’s respective regulations, as
appropriate; and the size of the discharge as defined in the respective
Area Contingency Plan.
B
Ballast is used along the bottom of lower edge of the skirt in order to
keep the skirt in a vertical position in the water. This ballast is made in a
variety of sizes and materials, from pieces of lead to continuous links of
chain or cable.
Measure of volume equaling 42 U.S. gallons at 60 degrees Fahrenheit.
The location as which the primary logistics functions are coordinated
and administered. The Incident Command Post may be collocated with
the base. There will only be one base per incident.
A raised shoulder or dike around a tank or tank farm, providing a
reservoir should any oil be discharged from the tanks.
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Definition
B (Continued)

Biodegradable

Boom

Boom Deployment

Booming Strategies

Bottom Tension

Branch

Cache
Camp
Canister
Captain of the Port
Zone (COTP)
Carcinogen
Cargo Handling
Centigrade (Celsius)

CERCLA
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The property of a material to decompose naturally (natural
attenuation).
A mechanical device used to contain and hold oil or other substances
from spreading (containment) or to deflect or divert floating product
towards a pick up point or away from certain areas (diversion). Basic
components of an oil containment boom are flotation, a skirt, ballast
and tension member.
The methodology for installing boom based on differing water depths,
currents, wave heights, etc.
Techniques which identify the location, quantity, and type of boom
required to protect differing water bodies and their shore lines. These
strategies are developed by identifying potential spill scenarios and
assuming certain conditions which affect oil movement on water.
Term to describe the function of a type of tension member for a
containment boom. The tension member, placed at the bottom, is
several inches shorter than the overall length of the boom. This
causes the bottom to be under tension and take a definite “set” in the
water against a current.
The organizational level having functional/geographic responsibility for
major incident operations. The Branch level is organizationally
between Section and Division/Group in the Operations Section, and
between Section and Units in the Logistics Section.
C
A pre-determined complement of tools, equipment, and/or supplies
stored in a designated location, and available for incident use.
A geographical site, within the general incident area, separate from
the base, equipped and staffed to provide sleeping areas, food, water,
and sanitary services to incident personnel.
A container with a filter, sorbent, or catalyst which removes specific
contaminants from the air drawn through it.
Refers to a zone specified in 33 CFR Part 3 and the seaward
extension of that zone to the outer boundary of the exclusive
economic zone (EEZ).
A chemical substance or agent capable of causing or producing
cancer.
The loading, discharging, and transferring of cargo.
The standard Metric temperature scale based on water freezing at 0
and boiling at 100. The Centigrade and Fahrenheit scales are related
by the equation: F=(9/5) x C + 32 or C=(5/9) x F - 32
The Comprehensive Environmental Response, Compensation Liability
Act regarding hazardous substance releases into the environment and
the cleanup of inactive hazardous waste disposal sites.
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C (Continued)

Certification

CHEMTREC
Chief

Clean-up

Clean-Up Contractor

Coastal Waters

Combustible Gas
Indicator
Combustible Liquid
Command

Command Post

Command Staff
Communication
Equipment
Communications Unit
Compatibility
Contamination
Reduction Zone
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The act of confirming that an exercise: 1) was completed, 2) met the
required objectives, and 3) was evaluated to determine effectiveness
of the response plan based on exercise performance.
Chemical Transportation Emergency Center which provides information
and/or assistance to emergency responders. Can be reached 24 hours
a day by calling 800-424-9300.
The ICS title of individuals responsible for command of functional
sections: Operations, Planning, Logistics, and Finance/Administration.
For the purposes of this document, clean-up refers to the removal
and/or treatment of oil, hazardous substances, and/or the waste or
contaminated materials generated by the incident. Clean up includes
restoration of the site and its natural resources.
Non-facility person contractually engaged to respond and clean up an
oil spill.
All tidally influenced waters extending from the head of tide seaward
to the three marine league limit of state jurisdiction; and non-tidally
influenced waters extending from the head of tide in the arms inland to
the point at which navigation by regulated vessels is naturally or
artificially obstructed.
An instrument sued to detect explosive gas/air mixtures; it usually
measures concentration in terms of the Lower Explosive Limit (LEL)
Any liquid having a flash point above 80 F.
The act of directing, ordering, and/or controlling resources by virtue of
explicit legal, agency, or delegated authority. May also refer to the
Incident Command/Unified Command.
A site located in the cold zone where response decisions and activities
can be planned, coordinated, and managed. The Incident Commander
and regulatory On-Scene Coordinator(s) may operate from this location.
It consists of the Information Officer, Safety Officer and Liaison Officer,
who report directly to the Incident Commander. They may have an
assistant or assistants, as needed.
Equipment that will be utilized during response operations to maintain
communication between employees, contractors, Federal/State/Local
agencies. (Radio/telephone equipment and links).
A vehicle (trailer or mobile van) used to provide the major part of an
incident Communications Center.
A measure of the degree to which structural material, contaminants
and other cargoes react with a particular chemical cargo.
The area between the contaminated zone and the clean zone. This
area is designed to reduce the probability that can clean zone will
become contaminated. Also known as the warm zone.
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C (Continued)
A document used by (1) Federal, State, and Local agencies to guide
ties planning and response procedures regarding spill of oil,
hazardous substances, or other emergencies; (2) a document used by
industry as a response plan to spills of oil, hazardous substances, or
other emergencies occurring upon their vessels or at their facilities.
An agency supplying assistance other than direct tactical, support, or
service functions or resources to the incident control effort (e.g., Red
Cross, telephone company, etc.).
Functional unit within the Finance/Administration Section responsible
for tracking costs, analyzing cost data, making cost estimates, and
recommending cost-saving measures.
1. A written contractual agreement with a response contractor. The
agreement should identify and ensure the availability of the
specified personnel and equipment described under this plan
within stipulated response times;
2. Certification by the facility owner/operator that the specified
personnel and equipment described under this plan are owned,
operated, or under the direct control of the facility owner or
operator, and are available within the stipulated times;
3. Active membership in a local or regional oil spill removal
organization that has identified specific personnel and equipment
described under this plan that are available to respond to a
discharge within stipulated times;
4. A document which:
a) Identifies the personnel, equipment, services, capable of being
provided by the response contractor within stipulated response
times in specified geographic areas;
b) Sets out the parties' acknowledgment that the response
contractor intends to commit the resources during an event;
c) Permits the Coast Guard to verify availability of the response
resources identified through tests, inspections and drills; and
d) Is incorporated by reference in the response plan; or
5. With the written consent of the response contractor or the oil spill
removal organization, the identification of a response contractor or
oil spill removal organization with specified equipment and
personnel which are available within stipulated response times:
a) For a facility that could reasonably be expected to cause
substantial harm to the environment;
b) For a facility that handles, stores, or transports Group V
petroleum oil; and
c) For a facility that handles, stores, or transports non-petroleum
oil.
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Definition
C (Continued)
An action taken to prevent oil spillage, to clean up a spill, or to other
mitigate spill impacts.
Areas which, if impacted by a spill, may result in threats to public
health and/or safety.
Any liquid hydrocarbon mixture occurring naturally in the earth,
whether or not treated to render it suitable for transportation, and
includes crude oil from which certain distillate fractions may have been
removed and crude oil to which certain distillate fractions may have
been added.
Current, historic, prehistoric, and archaeological resources which
include deposits, structures, sites, ruins, buildings, graves, artifacts,
fossils, or other objects of antiquity which provide information
pertaining to historical or prehistoric culture of people as well as the
natural history of the state.
D

Damage Assessment

Decomposition
Decontamination

Deputy

Demobilization Unit
Director
Discharge
Discharge Clean-up
Organization
Dispatch

2015 Revision

The process of determining and measuring damages and injury to the
human environment and natural resources, including cultural
resources. Damages include differences between the conditions and
use of natural resources and the human environment that would have
occurred without the incident, and the conditions and use that ensued
following the incident. Damage assessment includes planning for
restoration and determining the costs of restoration.
Breakdown of a material or substance by heat, chemical reaction,
electrolysis, decay, or other processes.
The removal of hazardous substances from personnel and equipment
necessary to prevent adverse health effects.
A fully qualified individual who, in the absence of a superior, could be
delegated the authority to manage a functional operation or perform a
specific task. In some cases, a Deputy could act as relief for a
superior, and, therefore, must be fully qualified in the position.
Deputies can be assigned to the Incident Commander, General Staff,
and Branch Directors.
Functional unit within the Planning Section responsible for assuring
orderly, safe and efficient demobilization of incident resources.
The ICS title for individuals responsible for supervising a Branch.
Any spilling, leaking, pumping, pouring, emitting, emptying, or
dumping.
A corporation, proprietorship, partnership, company organization, or
association that has, as its primary function, engaged itself in the
response to, clean up, and removal of spills of oil or hazardous
substance.
To move resources from one place to another.
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D (Continued)

Dispatch Center
Dispersants

Distillate Fuel Oils

Division

Documentation Unit

Emergency

Emergency Planning
Zone
Emergency
Operations Center
(EOC)
Emergency Response
Emergency Service

Emulsion

Entrainment

Environmentally
Sensitive Areas (ESA)
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A facility from which resources are directly assigned to an incident.
Those chemical agents that emulsify, disperse, or solubilize oil into the
water column or promote the surface spreading of oil slicks to facilitate
dispersal of the oil into the water column.
A general classification for one of the overhead fractions produced
from crude oil in conventional distillation operations. The so-called light
heating oil, diesel fuels and gas oil come from this fraction.
The organization level having responsibility for operation within a
defined geographic area or with functional responsibility. The Division
level is organizationally between the Task Force/Strike Teams and
Branches.
Functional unit within the Planning Section responsible for collecting,
recording and safeguarding all documents relevant to the incident.
E
Any abnormal situation, observed or reported, that causes or has the
potential to cause harm to life, property or the environment. This
includes - but is not limited to - fire, medical, rescue, toxic release/spill
to air /ground/water, radiation, weather, natural disasters.
The area designated by the jurisdiction boundaries of those
communities that are within a radial distance of one-half mile from the
terminal.
A pre-designated facility established by an agency or jurisdiction to
coordinate the overall agency or jurisdictional response and support to
an emergency response.
The response to any occurrence that results, or is likely to result in a
release of a hazardous substance due to an event.
Those activities provided by the state and local government to prepare
for and carry out any activity to prevent, minimize, respond to, or
recover from an emergency.
A mechanical mixture of two liquids which do not naturally mix, as oil
and water. Water-in-oil emulsions have the water as the internal phase
and the oil as the external. Oil-in-water emulsions have water as the
external phase and the internal phase is oil.
To carry along with or under. Mechanically as in find drops of oil being
carried along with water underneath an oil containment boom.
Streams and water bodies, aquifer recharge zones, springs, wetlands,
agricultural areas, bird rookeries, endangered or threatened species
(flora and fauna) habitat, wildlife preserves or conservation areas,
parks, beaches, dunes, or any other area protected or managed for its
natural resource value.
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E (Continued)

Equipment Activation
Equipment
Deployment Exercise
Emergency Response
Team (ERT)
Estuary
Evaporation Rate
Exclusion Zone
Exclusive Economic
Zone

Exercise Design Team

Facilities Unit

Facility
Facility That Could
Reasonably Be
Expected to Cause
Significant and
Substantial Harm
Federal On-Scene
Coordinator (FOSC)
Finance /
Administration
Section
First Responders,
First Response
Agency
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The movement, staging, deployment and/or operation of response
equipment as determined by the plan holder in consultation with the
exercise design team.
An exercise where response equipment is deployed to a specific site
and operated in its normal operating medium.
The emergency response team is the group of personnel identified to
staff the appropriate organizational structure to manage emergency
response implementation in accordance with the response plans.
Unique environment at the mouth of coastal rivers where fresh water
and sea water meet, providing important habitat for marine life, birds,
and other wildlife.
A term used to express the relative rate of evaporation for a chemical
when compared to the known evaporation rate of standard liquid.
The area where contamination does or may occur.
The zone contiguous to the territorial sea of the United States
extending to a distance up to 200 nautical miles from the baseline
from which the breadth of the territorial sea is measured.
A team comprised of federal, state and industry representatives with
responsibility for designing an Area Exercise. The exercise design
team is charged with working with the lead plan holder to develop the
scope, parameters and exercise scenario, although the lead plan
holder retains the final decision on these.
F
Functional unit within the Support Branch of the Logistics Section that
provides fixed facilities for the incident. These facilities may include an
Incident Base, feeding areas, sleeping areas, sanitary facilities, etc.
Any pipeline, structure, equipment, or device used for handling oil
including, but not limited to, underground and aboveground storage
tanks, impoundments, mobile or portable drilling or work over rigs.
Any fixed MTR on-shore facility (including piping and any structures
that are used for the transfer of oil between a vessel and a facility) that
is capable of transferring oil, in bulk, to or from a vessel of 250 barrels
or more, and a deep water port. This also includes any facility
specifically identified by the COTP.
The pre-designated Federal On-Scene Coordinator operating under
the authority of the National Contingency Plan (NCP).
The Section responsible for all incident costs and financial
considerations. Includes the Time Unit, Procurement Unit,
Compensation/Claims Unit and Cost Unit.
A public health or safety agency (i.e., fire service or police
department) charged with responding to a spill during the emergency
phase and alleviating immediate danger to human life, health, safety,
or property.
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F (Continued)

Fish and Wildlife and
Sensitive
Environments

Flammable
Flammable Liquid

Flammable Range

Flashpoint
Flotation
Food Unit
Fuel Oil Grade

Function

Gas Free

General Emergency
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Areas that may be identified by either their legal designation or by
evaluations of Area Committees (for planning) or members of the
Federal On-Scene Coordinator’s spill response structure (during
responses). These areas may include wetlands, National and State
parks, critical habitats for endangered/threatened species, wilderness
and natural resource areas, marine sanctuaries and estuarine
reserves, conservation areas, preserves, wildlife areas, wildlife
refuges, wild and scenic rivers, recreational areas, national forests,
Federal and State lands that are research national areas, heritage
program areas, land trust areas, and historical and archeological sites
and parks. These areas may also include unique habitats such as
aquaculture sites and agricultural surface water intakes, bird nesting
areas, critical biological resource areas, designated migratory routes,
and designated seasonal habitats.
Capable of being ignited and burning in air, land and sea
Any liquid which gives off flammable vapors at or below a temperature
of 80F.
The limits between the minimum and maximum concentrations of
vapor in air which form explosive or burnable mixtures. Usually
abbreviated LEL (Lower Explosive Limit) and UEL (Upper Explosive
Limit)
The lowest temperature at which an oil gives off sufficient vapor to
form a mixture which will ignite, under standard conditions.
Every oil containment boom requires a flotation section in order to
keep the boom on the surface of the water. The flotation unit in the
case of many booms acts as the freeboard portion of the boom.
Functional unit within the Service Branch of the Logistics Section
responsible for providing meals for incident personnel.
Numerical rating ranging from 1 to 6. The lower the grade number, the
thinner the oil is and the more easily it evaporates. A high number
indicates a relatively thick, heavy oil.
In ICS, function refers to the five major activities in the ICS, i.e.,
Command, Operations, Planning, Logistics, and
Finance/Administration. The term function is also used when
describing the activity involved, e.g., "the planning function."
G
The condition of a tank, compartment or container that has been
tested using an appropriate gas detector and found to be sufficiently
free, at the time of the test, of toxic or explosive gases for a specified
purpose.
An incident has occurred and the affected community is implementing
protective actions.
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G (Continued)

General Staff
Geographic
Information System
(GIS)
Geographic Response
Site (GRS)
Ground Support Unit

Group

Handle

Harmful Quantity of
Oil

Hazardous Area

Hazardous Chemicals

Hazardous Material

Hazardous Substance
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The group of incident management personnel comprised of: Incident
Commander, Operations Section Chief, Planning Section Chief,
Logistics Section Chief, and Finance/Administration Section Chief.
An electronic information system that provides a geo-referenced data
base to support management decision-making.
Emergency planning/response geographical site.
Functional unit within the Support Branch of the Logistics Section
responsible for fueling, maintaining, and repairing vehicles, and the
ground transportation of personnel and supplies.
Groups are established to divide the incident into functional areas of
operation. Groups are composed of resources assembled to perform a
special function not necessarily within a single geographic division.
(See Division.) Groups are located between Branches (when activated)
and Single Resources in the Operations Section.
H
To transfer, transport, pump, treat, process, store, dispose of, drill for,
or produce.
The presence of oil from an unauthorized discharge in a quantity
sufficient either to create a visible film or sheen or discoloration upon
water, shoreline, tidal flat, beach, or marsh, or to cause a sludge or
emulsion to be deposited beneath the surface of the water or on a
shoreline, tidal flat, beach, or marsh.
An area in which vapor may be present continuously or intermittently in
sufficient concentrations to create a dangerous (flammable and/or
toxic) atmosphere.
Any chemical which is classified as a physical hazard or a health
hazard, a simple asphyxiant, combustible dust, pyrophoric gas, or
hazard not otherwise classified.
Any non-radioactive solid, liquid, or gaseous substance which, when
uncontrolled, may be harmful to humans, animals, or the environment.
Including but not limited to substances otherwise defined as hazardous
wastes, dangerous wastes, extremely hazardous wastes, oil, or
pollutants.
Any substance designed as such by the Administrator of the EPA
pursuant to the Comprehensive Environmental Response,
Compensation, and Liability Act, regulated pursuant to Section 311 of
the Federal Water Pollution Control Act.
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H (Continued)

Hazardous Waste

Health Hazard
Heavy Ends
Helibase
Helispot

High Consequence
Area (HCA)

High Population Area
(HPA)

Hot Work

Hydrocarbons

Immediate Response
Steps
Incident
Incident Action Plan
(IAP)
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A solid waste, or combination of solid wastes, which because of its
quantity, concentration, or physical, chemical, or infectious
characteristics maya) cause or significantly contribute to an increase in mortality or
an increase in serious irreversible, or incapacitating reversible,
illness; or
b) pose a substantial present or potential hazard to human health
or the environment when improperly treated, stored,
transported, or disposed of, or otherwise managed.
A chemical for which there is statistically significant evidence based
on at least one study conducted in accordance with established
scientific principles that acute or chronic health effects may occur in
exposed employees.
The higher-boiling components of a mixture of hydrocarbons.
A location within the general incident area for parking, fueling,
maintaining, and loading helicopters.
A location where a helicopter can take off and land. Some helispots
may be used for temporary loading.
Includes commercially navigable waterway, a high population area,
other populated area, (which means a place, as defined and
delineated by the Census Bureau, that contains a concentrated
population, such as an incorporated or unincorporated city, town,
village, or other designated residential or commercial area), and an
unusually sensitive area.
Urbanized area, as defined and delineated by the Census Bureau that
contains 50,000 or more people and has a population density of at
least 1,000 people per square mile.
Any activity producing flames or temperatures likely to be sufficiently
high to cause ignition of flammable gas. This includes any work
involving the use of welding, burning or soldering equipment; blow
torches; some power-driven tools; equipment with internal and
external combustion engines, and like fire-producing operations.
Compounds contain carbon and hydrocarbons are gases at room
temperature, but with increasing molecular weight, they change to
liquid and finally solid form.
I
The immediate steps that are to be taken by the spill observer after
detection of a spill.
Any event that results in the spill of oil or hazardous materials.
Is initially prepared at the first meeting, contains general control
objectives reflecting the overall incident strategy, and specific action
plans for the next operational period. When complete, the Incident
Action Plans will include a number of attachments.
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Incident Area
Incident Base
Incident Commander
Incident Command Post
(ICP)
Incident Command
System
Incident Communication
Center
Incident Management
Handbook (IMH)

Incident Objectives

Incident Situation
Display
Incompatible
Industrial Hygiene
Industry

Information Officer (IO)
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I (Continued)
Legal geographical area of the incident including affected area(s) and
traffic route(s) to corresponding storage and disposal sites.
See “BASE”
The one individual in charge at any given time of an incident. The
incident commander will be responsible for establishing a unified
command with all on-scene coordinators.
The location at which the primary command functions are executed;
may be collocated with the incident base.
A standardized on-scene emergency management system specifically
designed to allow its user(s) to adopt an integrated organizational
structure equal to the complexity and demands of single or multiple
incidents, without being hindered by jurisdictional boundaries.
The location of the Communications Unit and the Message Center.
The IMH is intended to be used as an easy reference job aid for
responders; designed to assist responders in the use of the National
Incident Management System (NIMS) Incident Command System
(ICS) during response operations.
Statements of guidance and direction necessary for the selection of
appropriate strategies, and the tactical direction of resources. Incident
objectives are based on realistic expectations of what can be
accomplished when all allocated resources have been effectively
deployed. Incident objectives must be achievable and measurable,
yet flexible enough to allow for strategic and tactical alternatives.
The Situation Unit is responsible for maintaining a display of status
boards that communicate critical incident information vital to
establishing and maintaining an effective command and control
environment.
Materials which could cause dangerous reactions from direct contact
with one another
The study and control of occupational factors that may cause sickness,
impaired health, or significant discomfort of employees
For the purpose of these guidelines, industry means the oil and
hazardous substance industry required to submit response plans, in
accordance with Federal regulations.
A member of the Command Staff responsible for providing incident
information to the public and news media or other agencies or
organizations. There is only one Information Officer per incident. The
Information Officer may have assistants.
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Ingestion
Inhalation

Initial Clean-up

Initial Notification

Injury

Inland Waters

Interim Storage Site

Internally Reported
Event
Irritants

Joint Information Center
(JIC)
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I (Continued)
The act of introducing a substance into the body via the digestive
system
The process of drawing air into the lungs; breathing
Remedial action at a site to eliminate acute hazards associated with
a spill. An initial clean-up action is implemented at a site when a
spill of material is an actual or potentially imminent threat to public
health or the environment, or difficulty of cleanup increases
significantly without timely remedial action. All sites must be
evaluated to determine whether initial cleanup is total cleanup;
however, this will not be possible in all cases due to site conditions
(i.e., a site where overland transport or flooding may occur).
The process of notifying necessary facility personnel and
Federal/State/Local agencies that a spill has occurred, including all
pertinent available information surrounding the incident.
A measurable adverse change, either long- or short-term, in the
chemical or physical quality of the viability of a natural resource
resulting either directly or indirectly from exposure to a discharge of
oil, or exposure to a product of reactions resulting from a discharge
of oil.
State waters not considered coastal waters; lakes, rivers, ponds,
streams, underground water, et. Al.
A site used to temporarily store recovered oil or oily waste until the
recovered oil or oily waste is disposed of at a permanent disposal
site. Interim storage sites include trucks, barges, and other vehicles,
used to store waste until the transport begins.
Refers to an incident has occurred that does not meet the reporting
criteria established for notification of off-site authorities. No
evacuation has occurred.
Chemical substances which may cause inflammatory responses or
reactions of the eyes, skin, or respiratory system.
J
A facility established within, or near, the Incident Command Post
where the Information Officer and staff can coordinate and provide
incident information to the public, news media, and other agencies
or organizations. The JIC is normally staffed with representatives
from the FOSC, SOSC and RP.
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J (Continued)

Jurisdiction

Jurisdictional Agency

Knot

A range or sphere of authority. At an incident, public agencies have
jurisdiction related to their legal responsibilities and authority for
incident mitigation. Jurisdictional authority at an incident can be
political/geographical (e.g., city, county, state, or Federal boundary
lines), or functional (e.g., police department, health department,
etc.). (See Multi-Jurisdiction).
The agency having jurisdiction and responsibility for a specific
geographical area, or a mandated function.
K
Nautical measure of speed, equal to approximately 1.2 mph
L

Landing Zone
Lead Agency

Lead Federal Agency

Lead State Agency
Leader
Liaison Officer (LNO)
Light Ends
Light Oil Terminal
Operations
Lightering
Local Government
Local On Scene
Coordinator (LOSC)
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See “HELISPOT”
The government agency that assumes the lead for directing
response.
The agency that coordinates the federal response to incidents on
navigable waters. The lead Federal agencies are:
 U. S. Coast Guard (USCG): Oil and chemically hazardous
materials incidents on navigable waters.
 U. S. Environmental Protection Agency (EPA): Oil and
chemically hazardous materials incidents on inland waters.
The agency that coordinates state support to Federal and/or Local
governments or assumes the lead in the absence of Federal
response.
The ICS title for an individual responsible for a Task Force/Strike
Team or functional Unit.
A member of the Command Staff responsible for coordinating with
stakeholder groups and representatives from assisting and
cooperating agencies.
The lower-boiling components of a mixture of hydrocarbons
The storage and distribution of gasoline and diesel fuel to wholesale
customers.
The pumping or transferring of oil from cargo compartments of a tank
vessel to another vessel and/or barge
Any county, city, town, village, or other political subdivision of the
State and any Indian tribe or authorized tribal organization
Local Government Representative.
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Local Emergency
Planning Committees
(LEPC)
Location Boundaries
Logistics Section
Longshore Current
Lower Explosive Limit
(LEL)
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Definition
L (Continued)
Provide input regarding a state’s implementation of federal law.
LEPC’s provide local emergency planning, representing a variety of
disciplines interested in hazardous materials management designed
to help the State Chemical Emergency Planning and Response
Commission (CEPRC) fit the needs of a particular region.
Areas where oil may be expected to impact during the first day of a
spill event.
The Section responsible for providing facilities, services and
materials for the incident.
The wave-generated current in the nearshore zone flowing parallel
with the shore.
Air measurement to determine the lowest concentration of vapors
that support combustion. This measurement must be made prior to
entry into a spill area.
M

Managers
Marinas
Marine Facility

Marine Transportation
Related Facility (MTR)

Maximum Extent
Practicable

2015 Revision
Version 2

Individuals within ICS organizational units who are assigned specific
managerial responsibilities (e.g., Staging Area Manager or Camp
Manager).
Small harbors with docks, services, etc. for pleasure craft.
Any facility used for tank vessel wharfage or anchorage, including
any equipment used for the purpose of handling or transferring oil in
bulk to or from a tank vessel.
An on-shore facility, including piping and any structure used to
transfer oil to or from a vessel, subject to regulation under 33 CFR
Part 154 and any deep water port subject to regulation under 33
CFR Part 150.
The limitations used to determine oil spill planning resources and
response times for on-water recovery, shoreline protection, and
cleanup for worst-case discharges from onshore non-transportationrelated facilities in adverse weather. It considers the planned
capability to respond to a worst case discharge in adverse weather,
as contained in a response plan that meets the requirements in 40
CFR 112.20 or in a specific plan approved by the Regional
Administrator.
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Definition
M (Continued)

Maximum Most
Probable Discharge

Medical Unit

Message Center

Multi-Agency
Coordination

Multi-Agency Incident

National Contingency
Plan (NCP)

Natural Resource

Natural Resource
Damage Assessment
(NRDA)
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(Medium Oil Spill) - The size of the discharge as defined in 33 CFR
154.1020 (a discharge of the lesser of 1,200 barrels or 10 percent of
the volume of a worst case discharge), 33 CFR 155.1020 (a discharge
of 2,500 barrels of oil for vessels with an oil cargo capacity equal to or
greater than 25,000 barrels, or 10 percent of the vessel’s oil cargo
capacity for vessels with a capacity of less than 25,000 barrels) - (for
Coast Guard regulated facilities & vessels); for EPA regulated
facilities, a discharge greater than 2,100 gallons and less than or equal
to 36,000 gallons or 10 percent of the capacity of the largest tank at
the facility, whichever is less; for PHMSA and BOEMRE, the size of
the discharge as defined in each agency’s respective regulations, if
appropriate; and the size of the discharge as defined in the respective
Area Contingency Plan.
Functional unit within the Service Branch of the Logistics Section
responsible for developing the Medical Plan, and for providing
emergency medical treatment for incident response personnel.
The message center is part of the Communications Center and
collocated with or adjacent to it. It receives, records, and routes
information about resources reporting to the incident, resource status,
and handles administration and tactical traffic.
A generalized term which describes the functions and activities of
representatives of involved agencies and/or jurisdictions who come
together to make decisions regarding the prioritizing of incidents, and
the sharing and use of critical resources. The MAC organization is not
a part of the on-scene ICS and is not involved in developing incident
strategy or tactics.
An incident where one or more agencies assists a jurisdictional agency
or agencies. May be single or Unified Command.
N
The purpose of the National Oil and Hazardous Substances Pollution
Contingency Plan (NCP) is to provide the organizational structure and
procedures for preparing for and responding to discharges of oil and
releases of hazardous substances, pollutants, and contaminants
Land, fish, wildlife, biota, air, water, groundwater, drinking water
supplies, and other resources belonging to, managed by, held in trust
by, appertaining to or otherwise controlled by the state, federal
government, private parties, or a municipality.
The process of collecting and analyzing information to evaluate the
nature and extent of injuries resulting from an incident, and determine
the restoration actions needed to bring injured natural resources and
services back to baseline and make the environment whole for interim
losses.
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N (Continued)

Navigable Waters

Nearshore Area
Non-Crude Oil

Non-Persistent or
Group I Oil

Non-Petroleum Oil

Ocean
Officer
Offshore Area

Oil or Oils

Oil Spill Cooperative

Oil Spill Removal
Organization (OSRO)
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Waters of the United States and their adjoining shorelines and
tributaries that are subject to the ebb and flow of the tide and/or are
presently used, have been used in the past, or may be susceptible for
use to transport intrastate, interstate, or foreign commerce.
The area extending seaward 12 miles from the boundary lines
defined in 46 CFR Part 7, except in the Gulf of Mexico.
Any oil other than crude oil.
Refers to a petroleum-based oil that, at the time of shipment, consists
of hydrocarbon fractions -a) At least 50% of which by volume, distill at a temperature of 340° C
(645° F); and
b) At least 95% of which by volume, distill at a temperature of 370° C
(700° F).
Oil of any kind that is not petroleum-based. It includes, but is not
limited to, animal and vegetable oils.
O
The offshore area and nearshore area as defined in this Appendix.
The ICS title for personnel responsible for the Command Staff
positions of Safety, Liaison and Information.
Refers to the area beyond 12 nautical miles measured from the
boundary lines defined in 46 CFR Part 7 extending seaward to 50
nautical miles, except in the Gulf of Mexico.
Oil of any kind or in any form, including, but not limited to, petroleum,
fuel oil, sludge, oil refuse, and oil mixed with wastes other than
dredged spoil. Oil, as defined by section 1001 of the OPA means oil of
any kind or in any form, including, but not limited to, petroleum, fuel
oil, sludge, oil refuse, and oil mixed with wastes other than dredged
spoil, but does not include petroleum, including crude oil or any
fraction thereof, which is specifically listed or designated as a
hazardous substance under subparagraphs (A) through (F) of section
101(14) of the Comprehensive Environmental Response,
Compensation, and Liability Act (42 U.S.C. 9601) and which is subject
to the provisions of that Act.
Multi-company cooperative organization developed by industry to
assist with oil spill response and clean up. Typically, manpower and
equipment are identified by a company on a voluntary basis.
An entity that provides oil spill response resources, and includes any
for-profit or not-for-profit contractor, cooperative, or in-house response
resources that have been established in a geographic area to
provided required response resources.
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Oil Spill Response
Contractors
Oily Waste
Oleophilic
On Scene Coordinator
(OC)

Operating Area
Operating
Environment
Operational Period

Operations Section

Organic
Out-of-Service
Resources
Owner or Operator

Permissible Exposure
Limit (PEL)

Persistent Oil
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O (Continued)
Persons/Companies contracted to undertake a response action to
contain and/or clean up a spill.
Oil-contaminated waste resulting from an oil spill or spill response
operations.
Substance having an affinity for oil
The federal official pre-designated by EPA or the USCG to coordinate
and direct federal responses under subpart D, or the official
designated by the lead agency to coordinate and direct removal
actions under subpart E of the National Contingency Plan.
Refers to the Rivers and Canals, Inland, Nearshore, Great Lakes or
Offshore geographic location(s) in which a facility is handling, storing
or transporting oil.
Refers to Rivers and Canals, Inland, Great Lakes, or Ocean. These
terms are used to define the conditions in which response equipment
is designed to function.
The period of time scheduled for execution of a given set of
operational actions specified in the Incident Action Plan. Operational
Periods can be various lengths, usually not over 24 hours.
Responsible for all operations directly applicable to the primary
mission. Directs unit operational plans preparation, requests or
releases resources, makes expedient changes to the Incident Action
Plan (as necessary) and reports such to the Incident Commander.
Includes the Recovery and Protection Branch, Emergency Response
Branch, Air Operations Branch, and Wildlife Branch.
A chemical term indicating almost all compounds that contain one or
more carbon atoms. Certain materials which contain carbons are
considered organic compounds.
Resources assigned to an incident but unable to respond for
mechanical, rest, or personnel reasons.
Any person, individual, partnership, corporation, association,
governmental unit or public or private organization of any character.
P
The legal exposure limit established by OSHA for regulated
chemicals. PELs are published by OSHA in 29 CFR 1910.1000. When
exposures are maintained at or below the PELs, OSHA believes that
nearly all workers may be repeatedly exposed day after day with no
adverse effects.
Under OPA 90, persistent oils are petroleum-based oils that do not
meet the distillation criteria for a non-persistent oil. Persistent oils are
classified based on a specific gravities as follows:
 Group II – specific gravity less than .85;
 Group III – specific gravity between .85 and less than .95;
 Group IV – specific gravity .95 to and including 1.0.; and
 Group V – specific gravity greater than 1.0.
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Person

Planning Meeting

Planning Section

Pollutant
Post-Emergency
Response
Parts per Million
(PPM)
Primary Response
Contractor(s)
PSI
Procurement Unit

Radio Cache

Recorders

Regional Response
Team (RRT)
Regulated Vessel
Repair
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Any political subdivision, government agency, municipality, industry,
public or private corporation, co-partnership, association, firm,
individual, or any other entity whatsoever.
A meeting, held as needed throughout the duration of an incident, to
select specific strategies and tactics for incident control operations
and for service and support planning.
Responsible for collecting, evaluating and disseminating tactical
information related to the incident, and for preparing and documenting
Incident Action Plans. The section also maintains information on the
current and forecast situation, and on the status of resources assigned
to the incident. Includes the Situation, Resource, Environmental,
Documentation, and Demobilization Units, and Technical Specialists.
Any material entering the water which is not a normal part of the local
environment, or which is in a concentration that is not normal to the
local environment.
The portion of a response performed after the immediate threat of a
release has been stabilized or eliminated and cleanup of the sites has
begun.
A unit used for expressing concentrations of gas and vapors in air.
PPM indicates the number of molecules of gas or vapor contained in a
million molecules of air. It may also be used to express the
concentration of a substance in liquid or solid.
An individual, company, or cooperative that has contracted directly
with the plan holder to provide equipment and/or personnel for the
containment or cleanup of spilled oil.
Pressure expressed in pounds per square inch
Functional unit within the Finance/Administration Section responsible
for financial matters involving vendor contracts.
R
A cache may consist of a number of portable radios, a base station,
and, in some cases, a repeater stored in a predetermined location for
dispatch to incidents.
Individuals within ICS organizational units who are responsible for
recording information. Recorders may be found in Planning, Logistics
and Finance/Administration.
A Federal response organization, consisting of representatives from
specific Federal and state agencies, responsible for regional planning
and preparedness before an oil spill occurs and for providing advice to
the FOSC in the event of a major or substantial spill.
A vessel with a capacity to carry 10,000 U.S. gallons or more of oil as
fuel or cargo.
Any work necessary to maintain or restore a tank or related equipment
to a condition suitable for safe operation.
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R (Continued)

Regulated Vessel
Repair

Reporting Location

Residual Fuel Oils

Resources

Resources Unit

Respirator

Response Activities

Response Contractors
Response Guidelines
Response Resources

Response Plan
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A vessel with a capacity to carry 10,000 U.S. gallons or more of oil as
fuel or cargo.
Any work necessary to maintain or restore a tank or related equipment
to a condition suitable for safe operation.
Any one of six facilities/locations where incident assigned resources
may be checked in. The locations are: Incident Command PostResources Unit, Base, Camp, Staging Area, Helibase, or
Division/Group Supervisors (for direct line assignments.) Check-in for
each specific resource occurs at one location only.
Product remaining after the removal, by distillation or other artificial
means, of an appreciable quantity of the more volatile components of
crude petroleum. Commercial grades of burner fuel oils No. 5 and 6
are residual oils and include bunker fuels and Navy special.
All personnel and major items of equipment available, or potentially
available, for assignment to incident tasks on which status is
maintained.
Functional unit within the Planning Section responsible for recording
the status of resources committed to the incident. The Unit also
evaluates resources currently committed to the incident, the impact
that additional responding resources will have on the incident, and
anticipated resource needs.
A device designed to protect the wearer from the inhalation of harmful
atmospheres
Refers to the containment and removal of oil from the water and
shorelines, the temporary storage and disposal of recovered oil, or the
taking of other actions as necessary to minimize or mitigate damage to
the environment.
Persons/companies contracted to undertake a response action to
contain and/or clean up a spill.
Guidelines for initial response that are based on the types of product
involved in the spill, these guidelines are utilized to determine clean-up
methods and equipment.
The personnel, equipment, supplies and other capability necessary to
perform the response activities identified in a response plan.
A practical plan used by industry for responding to a spill. Its features
include (1) identifying the notification sequence, responsibilities,
response techniques, etc. in an easy to use format; (2) using decision
trees, flowcharts, and checklists to insure the proper response for
spills with varying characteristics; and (3) segregating information
needed during the response from that required by regulatory agencies
to prevent confusion during a spill incident.
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R (Continued)

Responsible Party
(RP)
Responsible Party
Incident Commander
(RPIC)
Restoration
Rivers and Canals

Safe Work Permit

Safety Officer (SOFR)

Section

Securing the Source

Self-Certification

Self-Evaluation

Service Branch
Short Term Exposure
Limit (STEL)

Single Resource
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The owner/operator of the vessel or facility that is the spill source.
Responsible Party’s designated incident commander.
The actions involved in returning a site to its former condition.
A body of water confined within the inland area that has a project
depth of 12 feet or less, including the Intracoastal Waterway and other
waterways artificially created for navigation.
S
A document issued by an authorized person permitting specific work
for a specific time to be done in a defined area employing tools and
equipment which could cause ignition of flammable gas. (See Hot
Work.)
A member of the Command Staff responsible for monitoring and
assessing safety hazards or unsafe situations, and for developing
measures for ensuring personnel safety. The Safety Officer may have
assistants.
The organization level having functional responsibility for primary
segments of incident operation such as: Operations, Planning,
Logistics, Finance/Administration. The Section level is organizationally
between Branch and Incident Commander.
Steps that must be taken to stop the spill of oil at the source of the
spill.
Self-certification involves the following action on the part of the plan
holder: 1) completed the exercise, 2) ensured the exercise met the
required objectives, and 3) evaluated effectiveness of the plan based
on exercise performance. Documentation must be approved and
signed by an appropriate official within the organization.
Self-evaluation means the plan holder evaluates effectiveness of the
plan during the exercise using the stated objectives as minimum
criteria and an evaluation process, which adequately measures
performance. The plan holder is then responsible for correcting
deficiencies identified in the evaluation process.
A Branch within the Logistics Section responsible for service activities
at the incident. Includes the Communications, Medical & Food Units.
Short Term Exposure Limit, when referring to the air-borne
concentration of a substance to which workers can be exposed to
continuously for a short period of time without suffering adverse health
effects.
An individual, a piece of equipment and its personnel complement, or
a crew or team of individuals with an identified work supervisor that
can be used on an incident.
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Site Emergency

Site Safety and Health
Plan (SSHP)

Site Conditions
Site Security and
Control
Situation Unit

Skimmers

Skirt
Solvent
Sorbents

Source Control

Span of Control
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Means an incident has occurred and the entire terminal, with the
exception of critical employees has been sheltered on-site or
evacuated.
Site-specific document required by state and Federal OSHA
regulations and specified in the Area Contingency Plan. The SSHP, at
minimum, addresses, includes, or contains the following elements:
health and safety hazard analysis for each site task or operation,
comprehensive operations work plan, personnel training requirements,
PPE selection criteria, site-specific occupational medical monitoring
requirements, air monitoring plan, site control measures, confined
space entry procedures (if needed), pre-entry briefings (tailgate
meetings, initial and as needed), pre-operations commencement
health and safety briefing for all incident participants, and quality
assurance of SSHP effectiveness.
Details of the area surrounding the facility, including shoreline
descriptions, typical weather conditions, socioeconomic breakdowns,
etc.
Steps that must be taken to provide safeguards needed to protect
personnel and property, as well as the general public, to ensure an
efficient clean-up operation.
Functional unit within the Planning Section responsible for collecting,
organizing and analyzing incident status information, and for analyzing
the situation as it progresses. Reports to the Planning Section Chief.
Mechanical devices used to skim the surface of water and recover
floating oil. There are four basic categories of skimmers; suction
heads, floating weirs, oleophilic surface units, and hydrodynamic
devices. These vary in efficiency depending on the type of oil and
size of spill.
The skirt or fin provides the bottom barrier portion of the boom which
prevents the oil from passing by the containment boom. The skirts
vary in their depth below the water depending on their particular
application.
A liquid which will dissolve or disperse other substances
Materials ranging from natural products to synthetic polymeric foams
placed in confined areas to soak up small quantities of oil. Sorbents
are very effective in protecting walkways, boat decks, working areas,
and previously uncontaminated or cleaned areas.
Actions necessary to control the spill source and prevent the
continued release of oil or hazardous substance(s) into the
environment.
On how many organizational elements may be directly managed by
one person. Span of Control may vary from three to seven, and a
ratio of one to five reporting elements is recommended.
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Specific Gravity
Spill Observer

Spill Response

Spill Response
Personnel
Staging Area
Stakeholders
State Emergency
Response
Commission (SERC)
State On-Scene
Coordinator (SOSC)
Strategy
Strike Team

Substantial Threat of a
Discharge

Supervisor
Supply Unit

Support Branch
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The ratio of the weight of a liquid of body to the weight of an equal
volume of water at 4 C or other specified temperature
The first facility individual who discovers an oil spill. This individual
must function as the responsible person-in-charge until relieved by an
authorized supervisor.
All actions taken in responding to spills of oil and hazardous materials,
i.e., receiving and making notifications; information gathering and
technical advisory phone calls; preparation for and travel to and from
spill sites; direction of clean-up activities; damage assessments; report
writing, enforcement investigations and actions; cost recovery; and
program development.
Federal, State, Local agency, and industry personnel responsible for
participating in or otherwise involved in spill response. All spill
response personnel will be preapproved on a list maintained in each
region.
The location where incident personnel and equipment are staged
awaiting tactical assignment.
Any person, group, or organization affected by, and having a vested
interest in, the incident and/or the response operation.
A group of officials appointed by the Governor to implement the
provisions of Title III of the Federal Superfund Amendments and
Reauthorization Act of 1986 (SARA). The SERC approves the State Oil
and Hazardous Substance Discharge Prevention and Contingency
Plan and Local Emergency Response Plans.
The pre-designated State On-Scene Coordinator.
The general plan or direction selected to accomplish incident
objectives.
Specified combinations of the same kinds and types of resources, with
common communications and a leader.
Any incident or condition involving a facility that may create a risk of
discharge of fuel or cargo oil. Such incidents include, but are not limited
to storage tank or piping failures, above ground or underground leaks,
fires, explosions, flooding, spills contained within the facility, or other
similar occurrences.
The ICS title for individuals responsible for directing the activities of a
Division or Group.
Functional unit within the Support Branch of the Logistics Section
responsible for ordering equipment and supplies required for incident
operations.
A Branch within the Logistics Section responsible for providing
personnel, equipment and supplies to support incident operations.
Includes the Supply, Facilities, Ground Support and Vessel Support
Units.
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Supporting Materials

Surfactant

Tabletop Exercise
(TTX)

Tactical Direction

Tactics
Tank Barge
Tank Vessel
Task Force
Technical Specialists
Temporary Flight
Restrictions (TFR)
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Refers to the several attachments that may be included with an
Incident Action Plan (e.g., communications plan, map, site safety and
health plan, traffic plan, and medical plan).
A condensation of the descriptive phase surface-active agent. Some
characteristics are:
1. Surfactant molecules or ions form oriented monolayers at phase
interphases.
2. Surfactants cause a lowering of surface tension.
3. Solutions of surfactants exhibit some combination of the following
functional properties: detergency, foaming, wetting, emulsifying,
solubilizing, and dispersing.
T
A tabletop exercise is an activity in which key members of the plan
holder's staff with emergency management responsibilities are
gathered together informally, usually in a conference room, to discuss
actions to be taken during an oil or hazardous substance spill, based
upon the response plan and their standard operating procedures. The
primary characteristic is a verbal "walk through" of a response. The
tabletop exercise is designed to elicit constructive discussion by the
participants, usually without time constraints, as they examine and
resolve problems based on the response plan. A tabletop exercise has
participants practice problem solving and resolve questions of
coordination and assignment of responsibilities in a non-threatening
format, under minimum stress.
Directions given by the Operations Section Chief including: the tactics
appropriate for the selected strategy; the selection and assignment of
resources; tactics implementation; and performance monitoring for
each operational period.
Deploying and directing resources during an incident to accomplish
the desired objective.
Any tank vessel not equipped with means of self-propulsion
Any vessel specially constructed or converted to carry liquid bulk
cargo in tanks.
A group of resources with common communications and a leader
assembled for a specific mission.
Personnel with special skills or technical expertise who can be used
anywhere within the ICS organization.
Temporary airspace restrictions for non-emergency aircraft in the
incident area. TFRs are established by the FAA to ensure aircraft
safety and are normally limited to a five-nautical-mile radius and 2000
feet in altitude.
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Tension Member

Threshold Limit Value
(TLV)
Tidal Current Charts
Tidal Current Tables
Time Unit
Toxic Substances
Tribal On Scene
Coordinator (TOSC)
Time Weighted
Average (TWA)

Unauthorized Spill

Underwriter

Unified Command
(UC)
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The tension member is a cable or chain running the length of the
boom and serves to carry the loads imposed on the boom. This
tension member can be positioned at the water line or, in many cases,
is positioned at the bottom of the boom and acts to provide the
secondary function of the ballast as well.
The highest concentration of a harmful substance in air to which it is
believed a person may be exposed for eight hours per day for an
indefinite period without danger to health.
Comprehensive charts which contain the predicted tidal current for
each day of the year for designated areas. These charts specify the
direction and speed of the current in the specific areas.
Tables which contain the predicted times and heights of high and low
waters for each day of the year for designated areas.
Functional unit within the Finance/Administration Section responsible
for recording time for incident personnel and hired equipment.
Substances that have the capacity to produce personal injury or
illness to man through ingestion, inhalation or absorption through any
of the body’s surfaces.
Local Tribal Agency Representative.
Time Weighted Average is an exposure limit TLV (i.e. TLV-TWA
3ppm-per 8 hour day).
U
Spills excluding those authorized by an in compliance with a
government permit, seepage from the earth solely from natural
causes, and unavoidable, minute spills of oil from a properly
functioning engine, of a harmful quantity of oil from a vessel or facility
either: (1) into coastal water; or (2) on any waters or land adjacent to
coastal waters where harmful quantity of oil may enter coastal waters
or threaten to enter coastal waters if the spill is not abated, not
contained and the oil is not removed.
An insurer, a surety company, a guarantor, or any person other than
an owner or operator who undertakes to pay all or part of the liability
of an owner or operator.
The method by which local, state, and federal agencies and the
responsible party will work with the Incident Commander to:
 Determine their roles and responsibilities for a given incident.
 Determine their overall objectives for management of an
incident.
 Select a strategy to achieve agreed upon objectives.
 Deploy resources to achieve agreed-upon objectives.
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Unit
Unusual Event

Vacuum Pump
Vapor
Vapor Pressure
Ventilation
Venting

Vessel Support Unit

Viscosity

Viscous
Volatility
Volunteer

Water Spray
Waters of the State
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The organizational element having functional responsibility for a specific
incident planning, logistic, or finance/administration activity.
Means an incident has occurred which is noticeable and dramatic from
the Terminal perimeter, however, no outside assistance is required and
no evacuation outside the incident scene has occurred.
V
A pump which evacuates the air from equipment or tanks
The gaseous form of a substance which is normally a liquid or soil when
it is at atmospheric pressure and room temperature
The force exerted when a solid or liquid is in equilibrium with its own
vapor, depending on its composition and temperature.
The replacement of air in an enclosed space by natural or forced
means, particularly the replenishment of oxygen for breathing purposes.
The process of air release to and from cargo tanks
Functional unit within the Support Branch of the Logistics Section
responsible for implementing the Vessel Routing Plan; for fueling,
maintaining, and repairing vessels and other vessel support equipment;
and coordinating transportation on the water and between or among
shore resources.
The property of liquids which causes them to resist instantaneous
change of shape, or instantaneous re-arrangement of their parts, due to
internal friction. The resistance which the particles of liquid offer to a
force tending to move them in relation to each other. Viscosity of oil is
usually expressed as the number of seconds at a definite temperature
required for a standard quantity of oil to flow through a standard
apparatus.
Thick, resistant to flow, having a high viscosity
The tendency for a liquid to vaporize
Any individual accepted to perform services by the lead agency, which
has authority to accept volunteer services, when the individual performs
services without promise, expectation, or receipt of compensation for
services performed.
W
Water divided into coarse drops by delivery through a special nozzle
Includes lakes, rivers, ponds, streams, inland waters, underground
water, salt waters, estuaries, tidal flats, beaches and lands adjoining the
seacoast of the state, sewers, and all other surface waters and
watercourses within the jurisdiction of the State..
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Weathering

Wetlands
Wildlife Rescue

Worst Case Discharge

Worst Case
Unauthorized
Discharge
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The exposure of crude oils or light oils to the weather, with subsequent
evaporation of the light volatile constituents resulting in loss; in some
cases, oxidation and polymerizing effects are noted also, particularly
with cracked and asphaltic oils. Emulsification with water may also take
place.
Shallow tidal flats or swamps that are inundated most of the time with
fresh, brackish or salt water.
Efforts made in conjunction with Federal and State agencies to
retrieve, clean, and rehabilitate birds and wildlife affected by an oil spill.
For an onshore non-transportation-related facility means the largest
foreseeable discharge in adverse weather conditions as determined by
40 CFR Part 112 Appendix D
For the MTR segment of a facility, not less than The loss of the entire capacity of all in-line and break out
tank(s) needed for the continuous operation of the pipelines
used for the purposes of handling and transporting oil in bulk, to
or from a vessel regardless of the presence of secondary
containment, plus
 The discharge from all piping carrying oil between the marine
transfer manifold and the non-transportation portion of the
facility.
 For a mobile facility it means the loss of the entire contents of
the container in which the oil is stored or transported.
The largest foreseeable unauthorized spill under adverse weather
conditions. For facilities located above the high water line of coastal
waters, a worst case spill includes those weather conditions most likely
to cause oil spilled from the facility to enter coastal waters.
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ACP

Area Contingency Plan

ADAPTS

Air Deliverable Anti-Pollution Transport

AFFF

Aqueous Film Forming Foam

AGT

Any Gross Tonnage (TONS)

AOR

Area of Responsibility

API

American Petroleum Institute

ARPA

Automatic Radar Plotting Aid

AST

Aboveground Storage Tank

ASTM

American Society for Testing and Materials

AT

Airtight

ATSDR

Agency for Toxic Substances and Disease Registry

AWG

American Wire Gauge

B

Beam

BBL(S)

Barrel(s) (Unit of Volume Equal to 42 Gallons)

C

Degrees Centigrade

C&R

Cargoes and Restriction (List)

CDB

Continuous Discharge Book

CDG

Subcommittee on the Carriage of Dangerous Goods, IMO

CEQ

Council on Environmental Quality
Comprehensive Environmental Response, Compensation and
Liability Act of 1980

CERCLA
CFM

Cubic Feet per Minute

CFR

Code of Federal Regulations

CG or USCG

Coast Guard

CGA

Compressed Gas Association

CGIS

Coast Guard Intelligence Service

CH

Cargo Hold

CHEMTREC

Chemical Transportation Emergency Center

CHRIS

Chemical Hazards Response Information System

CMA

Chemical Manufacturers Association
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CMST

Crisis Management Support Team

CNG

Compressed Natural Gas

CO

Commanding Officer

COA

Certificate of Adequacy

COC

Certificate of Compliance

COE

U.S. Army Corps of Engineers (also USACE)

COF

Certificate of Fitness

COFR

Certificate of Financial Responsibility

COI

Certificate of Inspection

COIL

Central Oil Identification Laboratory

COMDTINST

Commandant Instruction

COMDTNOTE

Commandant Notice

COMDTPUB

Commandant's Publication

CONUS

Continental United States

COPH

Cargoes of Particular Hazard

CORE

Contingency Response

COTP

Captain of the Port

COW

Crude Oil Washing

C/S

General Cargo Ship

CSC

International Convention for Safe Containers

CT

Cargo Tank

C/V

Container Vessel

CVS

Commercial Vessel Safety Program

CWA

Clean Water Act

DEIS

Draft Environmental Administration

DL

Decision Letters

DOSC

Deputy On-Scene Coordinator
U.S. Department of Transportation/Pipeline & Hazardous
Materials Safety Administration

DOT/PHMSA
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DWT

Deadweight Tons

EEBA

Emergency Escape Breathing Apparatus

EEI

Essential Elements of Information

EERU

Environmental Emergency Response Unit

EG

Emergency Generator Room

EIS

Environmental Impact Statement

EMT

Emergency Medical Technician

EO

Executive Order

EOC

Emergency Operations Center

EOD

Explosive Ordinance Disposal

EP

Estimated Position

EPA

U.S. Environmental Protection Agency

EPR&S

Emergency Preparedness, Response & Security Group

ERAD

Environmental and Regulatory Affairs Department

ERM

Environmental Response Map

ERT

Emergency Response Team

ESA

Environmentally Sensitive Area

ESD

Emergency Shutdown

ETF

Emergency Task Force

FAA

Federal Aviation Administration

FCC

Federal Communications Commission

FCL

Flammable Cryogenic Liquid

FID

Flame Ionization Detector

FMC

Federal Maritime Commission

FOIA

Freedom of Information Act

FOIL

Field Oil Identification Laboratory

FEMA

Federal Emergency Management Agency

FOSC

Federal On-Scene Coordinator

FP

Flashpoint

FPN

Federal Project Number
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FP

Flashpoint

FPN

Federal Project Number

FR

Federal Register

FT

Fuel Tank

FTJ
FWPCA

Failure to Join
Federal Water Pollution Control Act (as amended)

GAL

Gallons

GMT

Greenwich Mean Time

GPM

Gallons Per Minute

GRP

Geographic Response Plan

GRS

Geographical Response Site

GT

Gross Tons

HAZMAT

Hazardous Materials

HAZWOPER

Hazardous Waste Operations and Emergency Response

HCA

High Consequence Area

HP

High Pressure

HPA

High Population Area

HSEQ

Health, Safety, and Environmental Quality

IC

Incident Commander

ICP

Integrated Contingency Plan

ICS

Incident Command System

IDHL

Immediately Dangerous to Life and Health

IG

Inert Gas

IGS

Inert Gas System

IIC

Initial Incident Commander

IRT

Immediate Response Team

IMH

Incident Management Handbook

IOPP

International Oil Pollution Prevention Convention

IS

Intrinsically Safe
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JTTF

Joint Terrorism Task Force

KW

Kilowatt

LEL

Lower Exposure Limit

LEPC

Local Emergency Planning Committee

LNG

Liquefied Natural Gases

LOA

Length Overall

LOC

Letter Of Compliance

LOP

Line Of Position

LOSC

Local On Scene Coordinator

LOX

Liquefied Oxygen

LP

Low Pressure

LPG

Liquefied Petroleum Gases

LRT

Local Response Team

MAWP

Maximum Allowable Working Pressure

MSL

Mean Sea Level

MSO

Coast Guard District Marine Safety Office

MSRC

Marine Spill Response Corporation

N/A

Not Applicable

NC

Not Certified

NCP

National Contingency Plan

NEPA

National Environmental Policy Act

NFPA

National Fire Protection Association

NIOSH

National Institute of Standards and Technology

NLS

Noxious Liquid Substances

NM

Nautical Mile

NMT

Not More Than

NOAA

National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration

NPRM

Notice of Proposed Rulemaking

NRC-ES

National Response Corporation Environmental Services
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NRDA

Natural Resources Damage Assessment

NRT

National Response Team

NSF

National Strike Force

OC

On-Scene Coordinator

OPA 90

Oil Pollution Act of 1990

ORB

Oil Record Book

OSHA

Federal Occupational Safety and Health Administration

OSRL

Oil Spill Response Limited

OSRO

Oil Spill Response Organization

OSRP

Oil Spill Response Plan

OSRT

Oil Spill Response Team

OT

Oil Tight

OVA

Organic Vapor Analyzer

OVM

Organic Vapor Monitor

OWS

Oily Water Separator

PEL

Permissible Exposure Limit

PID

Photo Ionization Detector

PPE

Personal Protective Equipment

PPM

Parts Per Million

PSI

Pounds per square inch

QDC

Quick Disconnect Coupling

QI

Qualified Individual

RA

Regional Administrator

RP

Responsible Party

RCP

Regional Contingency Plan

RCRA

Resource Conservation and Recovery Act

RRT

Regional Response Team

SARA

Superfund Amendments and Reauthorization Act

SDS

Safety Data Sheet

SDWA

Safe Water Drinking Act of 1986
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SERC

State Emergency Response Commission

SHO

Safety and Health Official

SI

Surface Impoundment

SIC

Standard Industry Codes

SMART

Special Monitoring for Applied Response Technologies

SOSC

State On-Scene Coordinator

SPCC

Spill Prevention, Control, and Countermeasures

SSC

Scientific Support Coordinator

STEL

Short-term Exposure Level

TLV

Threshold Limit Value

TLV-C

Threshold Limit Value - Ceiling

TOSC

Tribal On Scene Coordinator

TWA

Time-weighted Average

UEL

Upper Exposure Limit

USCG

U.S. Coast Guard

USDOI

U.S. Department of the Interior

USDOT

U.S. Department of Transportation

USGS

U.S. Geological Survey

U.S.

United States

U.S.C.

U.S. Code

USFWS

U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service

USPCI

U.S. Pollution Control, Incorporated

UST

Underground Storage Tank

UTV

Utility Vehicle

VRU

Vapor Recovery Unit

WCD

Worst Case Discharge

WT

Water Tight
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Discovery
Initial response actions are those taken by local personnel immediately upon becoming aware
of a discharge or emergency incident, before the Facility Incident Management Team (IMT) is
formed and functioning. Timely implementation of these initial steps is of the utmost
importance because they can greatly affect the overall response operation.

II-2

Initial Response
Immediate actions are required at the onset of an emergency response to mitigate the extent
of a release, minimize the potential hazard to human health and the environment, and
implement an effective response. It is also important to act decisively and in so doing, create
a professional working atmosphere among Facility and Regulatory Personnel and Public
Officials. This section is intended to provide guidance for determining the appropriate initial
response and notification actions that should be carried out in the event of a release or other
emergency incident.
General guidelines on the procedures and sequence for making the various internal and
external notifications following any type of product release or other emergency incident can
be found in Annex II Notifications. The information provided herein focuses primarily on
internal notifications and reporting with some general information provided for external
notifications. Relevant external notifications will be found in Annex II Notifications along
with all notification checklists applicable to the Facility.
II-2.1 On-Scene Commander (OC) / Qualified Individual (QI)
It is the OC’s responsibility to first make the appropriate notifications, then to initiate response
operations. The Initial OC will be the Shift Supervisor until relieved by a Facility management
representative of greater authority, with the ultimate representative being the Facility Manager.
The QI must be available on a 24-hour basis and able to arrive at the Facility in a reasonable
time. This individual has absolute authority to:
✓
✓
✓

Activate and contract with spill removal organizations (OSROs);
Act as a liaison with the Federal On-Scene Coordinator (FOSC) / State On-Scene
Coordinator (SOSC), and local government representatives;
Obligate any funds necessary to carry out all required and/or directed response
activities
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Notification Procedures
Primary communications for Facility response activities will consist of the
following:

Facility mobile phones, hard line phones, faxes, and Facility intranet devices.
Communications needs beyond primary communications devices will be supplied by

Facility contracted OSROs and/or additional contractors.
II-3.1 Field Personnel
Any person who observes or becomes aware of a release shall immediately report the
incident to their supervisor or Facility security.
II-3.2 Incident Management Team
The IMT may be activated as a group or individually, depending upon the size, location,
nature, and complexity of the incident. The response organization is capable of providing
trained personnel, services, and response equipment on a twenty-four hour per day basis.
Incident Management Team (IMT)
The IMT includes the:
✓ Incident Commander
✓ Recovery & Protection Branch Director
✓ Oil Spill Response Team
✓ Fire Brigade Safety Officer
✓ Field Observer
✓ Additional personnel as identified by the IC
II-3.3 Field Notifications
1. Notify Immediate Supervisor/Facility Security.
2. Notify the Marine Terminal Supervisor, Shift Supervisor or Fire & Safety if a fire hazard is
present.
3. Use the nearest Emergency Alarm, Radio or Telephone to summon help.
4. Alert all personnel in the immediate area.
5. When the OSC arrives, report:
• The nature and location of emergency
• Size and extent of emergency
• Materials involved
• Any injuries
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II-3.4 Initial Response
Upon Notification of a reported emergency the following actions will be carried out by the IC
or Deputy.
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

Ensure Personnel Safety.
Assess Situation and Safety Hazards.
Establish ICS Command .
Activate IMT, as necessary.
Determine Immediate Equipment/Personnel Needs.
Establish Source Control/Mitigation Procedures.
Initiate Emergency Notifications.

II-3.5 Required Notification/Documentation Information
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

Notify NRC.
Notify State.
Notify appropriate Facility Personnel.
Notify Appropriate Regulatory Agencies.
Notify Nearby Parties Potentially at Risk – (Uncontained Aquatic Spills Only).
Notify Threatened Sensitive Area Managers (if necessary).
Notify/Activate MSRC and other Response Contractors or Support Services (as
required).
8. Initiate Documentation Procedures – Document all response actions taken previously
and all subsequent response actions including notifications, agency/media meetings,
equipment/personnel deployments, recovery and disposal of waste, extent and degree
of area impacted, etc.
Emergency Notification Priorities Checklist
Initial Notification Alert
✓ Internal emergency call
✓ Alert employees in harm’s way
✓ Notification of onsite line management
Emergency Response Notifications
✓ Call out Emergency Responders
✓ Call out Facility Incident Management Team
Agency Notifications
✓ Alert agencies requiring immediate notification
Facility/Division/Company Management Notification
✓ Notify appropriate Line Management
✓ Notify Facility Manager
✓ Notify Senior Management Division/Company
✓ Notify local Facility legal representative
✓ Notify facility/division Community Affairs representative/spokesperson
Corporate Notification (GOAL IS 30 MINUTES) If possible, these calls should be made in
advance of releasing information to the public and/or the media.
✓ Corporate Crisis Hotline 855-699-8701. IMAT group may be dispatched.
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II-3.6 Significant Event Criteria
The following lists the Crisis Management (CM) Notification threshold criteria for
the Company Business Units, Staff groups, and Joint Venture-non-operated partnerships.
The purpose of the Crisis Management Notification is to inform Company Management of
critical events and also to denote the potential need of corporate resource assistance. Health,
Safety and Environmental Management System (HSEMS) guidelines require that notifications
to the 24-hour Crisis Notifications Hotline will be made as soon as possible following an
incident that meets any of the criteria noted below.
Crisis Management Notification Threshold Criteria
•

•

Any incident involving company personnel, contractor employees and the public that
results in a fatality, multiple injuries/illnesses, or a serious individual injury requiring
immediate hospitalization for observation and/or medical treatment.
Spills and Releases:
 To environmentally sensitive areas such as national parks and designated wildlife
habitats and refuges.
 Greater than 5 barrels to any navigable or recreational waterway.
 That causes the closure, stoppage or rerouting of traffic on a public road or
waterway.

•

Property damage events (examples include fires, explosions, acts of nature, vandalism,
theft, etc.) exceeding or likely to exceed $500,000 (USD) gross in estimated damages.

•

Any incident that requires evacuation of company employees or contractor personnel
beyond the Facility. This includes evacuations caused by weather related events. This
does not include the evacuation of company or contractor personnel due to false alarm,
or evacuation to a location within the Facility.

•

Any incident that requires the evacuation or sheltering-in-place of the public.

•

Any situation that should be brought to the attention of corporate management due to
the actual, or potential, impact on the company such as:
 Serious transportation incidents such as derailments involving
the Company that might result in the closure of a public road, and/or rerouting or
stoppage of traffic.
 Acts of terrorism (e.g., bomb threats, sabotage, kidnapping, employee violence,
etc.).
 Confrontations with anti-industry groups that could attract media attention.
 Multiple complaints of acute illness by third parties allegedly caused by Company
(including affiliates) operations or products.
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24-Hour Crisis Management Notification Hotline
The Crisis Management and Security (CM&S) group maintains a 24-hour Crisis Management
Notification hotline to support notification requirements, as per the Crisis Management Plan.
The hotline is staffed 24/7 by security personnel located in Houston and Bartlesville;
accessible by calling the numbers listed in Annex 2 Notifications .
Crisis Management (CM) Notification Process
The affected asset, Business Unit, Joint Venture, etc. will call the CM Notification hotline, as
noted above, to initiate the process should the event meet the incident notification and
reporting requirements. Refer to the figure below entitled Crisis Management Notifications
Process Flow Diagram.
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Figure II-3.1 Crisis Management Notifications Process Flow Diagram

Manager, HSE
Compliance, Crisis
Management and Security
notifies affected members of
the CMT/CMST, as
necessary

Incident

24-Hour Notification to
Crisis Hotline (Security
Console) by affected
site

Email notification sent
to Crisis Management
Notification Distribution

No

Additional resources
required?
Security Console
notifies Crisis
Management &
Security Manager

Manager, HSE
Compliance, Crisis
Management and
Security follows SOPs
for deployment of
requested resources
(Tier II or Tier III)

Yes

Crisis Manager
contacts affected site

Manager, HSE
Compliance, Crisis
Management and
Security puts additional
resources on alert,
including Emergency
Response
Coordinators

No
EOC Activated by
Senior Executive
Yes

Manager, HSE
Compliance, Crisis
Management and
Security notifies HSE
VP and Executive Lead
over affected BU

Manager, HSE
Compliance, Crisis
Management and
Security activates
appropriate members
of the CMST
SVP, HSE, Projects
and Procurement or
Executive Lead over
affected BU contacts
CEO regarding CMT
activation

CMT: Crisis Management Team consists of the Phillips 66 Management Committee
CMST: Crisis Management Support Team consists of relevant Business Unit (BU) and
Corporate personnel to staff the Emergency Operations Center (EOC).
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Figure II-3.2 Incident Notification & Reporting Tool

Incident Notification and Resporting Guide
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II-3.7 External Notifications
II-3.7.1

Agencies (Federal, State & Local)

The IC is responsible for assuring that all required notifications/reports are completed in a
timely manner for all incidents. All contacts with Local, State, and Federal regulatory
agencies must be properly documented. Refer to the Notifications Flowchart, Incident
Notification and Reporting Tool and the Incident Report Form located in Annex 6: ERAP (also
see the Spill Notification Form in Section IV) . Upon completion of the initial notifications and
the implementation of the initial response actions, periodic follow-up notifications should be
made to the National Response Center (NRC) and state agencies to provide updated
information on the incident. The internal support teams may assist the IC with follow-up
information to the agencies.
*Note: Ensure that any followup calls to the NRC refer to the intial case number and that
another case number is not assigned for the same incident.
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National Response Center

NRC
National Response Center
Additional Information:
US Caost Guard Commandant (CG-MER-3)
Web Site http://www.nrc.uscg.mil
Industry and Interagency Coordination Division
2703 Martin Luther King Jr. Ave SE
Washington, D.C. 20593-7516
The NRC is the sole federal point of contact for reporting oil and chemical spills that enter
or threaten to enter the navigable waters of the United States. If you have a spill to report,
contact the NRC via the toll-free number or visit the NRC Web Site
(http://www.nrc.uscg.mil) for additional information on reporting requirements and
procedures.
Refer to Annex 2 Notifications – for contact information
Reporting Requirements
Contact NRC immediately if any of the following conditions occur:
• A sheen, slick, or spill is observed or discovered.
• A reportable quantity or more of a hazardous substance is released. See Safety Data
Sheet (SDS), or reference the EPA’s database of RQs found in EPA Number 833B92005
(or on the website at http://nepis.epa.gov/Exe/ZyPURL.cgi?Dockey=20009NRZ.txt)
Be prepared to give the following information when reporting an incident:
• Your name, location, organization, and telephone number
• Name and address of the party responsible of the incident
• Date and time of the incident
• Location of the incident
• Source and cause of the release or spill
• The number of fatalities and personal injuries, if any
• All other significant facts that are known by the operator that are relevant to the
cause of the incident or the extent of damages.
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Environmental Protection Agency (EPA)

EPA
Refer to Annex 2 Notifications – for contact information
Type
Verbal:
Written:
II-3.7.4

Reporting Requirements
All spills that impact or threaten navigable water or adjoining shorelines
As soon as possible
As requested by the agency
United States Coast Guard (USCG)

Refer to Annex 2 Notifications – for contact information
Type
Verbal:
Written:
II-3.7.5

Reporting Requirements
All spills that impact or threaten navigable water or adjoining shorelines
As soon as possible
As requested by the agency
Occupational Safety & Health Administration (OSHA)

OSHA
Occupational Safety and Health Administration
200 Constitution Avenue
Washington, D.C. 20210

General Information:
Web Site: http://www.osha.gov/

Refer to Annex 2 Notifications – for contact information
Reporting Requirements

Verbal:

Fatality from a work related incident or the inpatient hospitalization of three
or more employees or contractors as a result of a work related incident
As soon as possible

Written:

As requested by the agency

Type
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Figure II-3.3 Incident Notification Flowchart
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State and Local Notifications

Washington State Department of Ecology
800-258-5990 or 800-OILS-911
Washington State Department of Ecology
Northwest Regional Office
3190 – 160th Avenue SE
Bellevue, WA 98008-5452

General Information:
Web Site:
http://www.ecy.wa.gov/

Reporting Requirements
Type
Oil Spill
Verbal:
As soon as possible
Written:
As requested by the agency
Be prepared to give the following information when reporting an incident:
•

Where is the spill?

•

What spilled?

•

How much spilled?

•

How concentrated is the spilled material?

•

Who spilled the material?

•

Is anyone cleaning up the spill?

•

Are there resource damages (e.g. dead fish or oiled birds)?

•

Who is reporting the spill?

•

How can we get back to you?
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Follow-up Notifications

Upon completion of the initial notifications and the implementation of the
initial response actions, periodic follow-up notifications shall be made to the
NRC* and State Agencies to provide updated information on the incident
including:
✓ Name of facility
✓ Time of release
✓ Location of discharge
✓ Name of material involved
Reason for discharge (e.g., material failure, excavation damage, corrosion,
✓ etc.)
✓ Estimated volume of oil/product discharged
✓ Weather conditions on-scene
✓ Actions taken or planned by persons on scene

*Follow-up notifications to NRC should be made within 2 hours of the initial call with updates.

Be sure

to give initial case number already provided by NRC.

II-3.7.8

Incident Command Posts

The Facility has determined Incident Command Post (CP) locations within each operating
area where adequate resources are available to command an incident. In response to
most incidents, a CP is established at the existing Facility. In the event of a significant
incident for which the facilities are not adequate, a more appropriate CP location must be
selected based on the incident circumstances. Possible sources of other CP locations
would include appropriate government, public, and commercial facilities available for CP
purposes. Local governments usually maintain facilities which have been pre-designated
for CP purposes. These facilities are often prescribed in Area Contingency Plans (ACP)
and/or local governments’ Emergency Operations Plans.
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The IC must establish a CP and announce the location over the radio (all channels) as soon
as possible. The CP may vary in type, size and location at different incidents. The CP is the
field office for the IC and should be safely located in the cold zone; it should be identified,
visible, accessible, provide for the communication information, and both technical and
administrative support needs of the incident. The IC remains at the CP to be readily
accessible to all response personnel.
As an incident progresses in complexity, size or time the IC may find it necessary to expand
and/or relocate the CP. If the CP is relocated, the new location must be communicated to all
emergency responders.
All response planning activities will be coordinated with Federal, State and Local agencies at
the designated CP.

•
•
•
•
•

Incident Command Post Characteristics
Initial CP location should consider the nature and expected duration of the incident.
The location is a safe area usually near the incident. The CP can be moved if
necessary, although once established, it will normally not be relocated.
The CP should have the ability to provide security and controlled access.
The CP should be large enough to provide adequate working room for all assigned
personnel, including agency representatives.
The CP should provide the resources necessary to manage the incident, e.g.,
meeting rooms, communications equipment, documentation equipment, materials
and supplies needed to support the command function, etc.
The incident Communications Center, if established at an incident, is often located
with or adjacent to the CP.
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Incident Management System (IMS)
This section describes specific duties and responsibilities of the members of the IMT. This
section should be used as a guide; specific circumstances during an incident response may
require different actions. Certain duties, responsibilities and position titles listed here may not
be needed in all circumstances and may change with time as the response evolves.
The IMT consists of trained personnel that will respond to all Facility emergency incidents.
Trained and qualified OSRO personnel will be called on to fill the Incident Command
System/Unified Command (ICS/UC) roles as required, including but not limited to positions in
the Operations, Planning and Logistics sections.
II-4.1 Incident Command System Structure
The Facility has adopted the National Incident Management System (NIMS) ICS/UCS
organization as outlined in:
•
•

Homeland Security Presidential Directive Five (HSPD-5)
National Response Framework, 2013

Note: The U.S. document, FEMA 501, NIMS was referenced in the development of this
document.
The Facility has an Incident Command Structure that will allow all resources listed in the plan
to be activated from a financial standpoint consistent with the tiered equipment response
requirements. Proper levels of authority are delegated to key individuals to allow the tiered
response to occur without delay. It is unknown at this time how long a worst case event will
last; however, if one of lengthy duration occurs, the Facility will have the means to financially
support long-term resources and to contract with outside resources as necessary.







Tier 1 Response
Any response that can be effectively managed completely within the Facility,
including functional resources and contractors.
Tier 2 Response
Any response that requires resources beyond the Facility’s ability to effectively
manage will result in deployment of one or more Company GIMAT (Global Incident
Management Assist Team) resource(s) to assist with response management.
Tier 3 Response
Any response that requires the activation of the Crisis Management Support Team
(CMST) to assist with the management of the response.
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The IC is the one position that is always established when using the IMS. In addition to
utilizing Facility resources to fill the various IMS positions, additional resources through the
Company’s Global Incident Management Team (GIMAT) and the primary OSROs (MSRC and
NRC-ES) are available to provide trained personnel necessary to continue operation of the
IMAT for the duration of the event.
The size of the Incident Management organization created is dictated by the magnitude of the
spill which would include; personnel safety, manageable spans of control, incident complexity
and geographical area(s) involved. The key element of the ICS is flexibility; it allows the
command structure to be as large and sophisticated or as small and compact as the situation
dictates. For example, in a minor incident, a single person may serve as the IC and perform all
the functions of the ICS; whereas in a major spill, several individuals may be required to
perform a single ICS function. The Facility IC will determine the size of the Facility IMS at the
scene of the spill.
The following IMS components working together interactively provide the basis for the
Facility's Incident Management plan:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Common terminology
Modular/flexible organization
Integrated communications
Unified command structure
Consolidated action plans
Manageable span-of-control
Predesignated incident facilities
Comprehensive resource management/accountability

II-4.2 ICS Activation
Determine the level of emergency and tier of response required to effectively manage the
response.
ICS Is Scalable And Will Be Activated To Meet The Needs Of An Emergency
Level 1
Level 2
Level 3

ICS is activated as needed, may only be the IC and Safety Officer.
ICS is activated; command and general staff will be required with the potential
to fill additional positions. Crisis Management will be notified based on
significant event criteria.
Full IMT will be activated, Crisis Management Team (CMT) is notified.
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ICS/UCS Organization
The ICS/UCS is applicable across a spectrum of incidents that may differ in terms of size,
scope, and complexity because of its:

Functional unit management structure.
Modular organizational structure that is extendable to incorporate all necessary

elements. Responsibility and performance begin with the incident command element,
the IC/UC, and build from the top down.

Observes recommended span of control guidelines.
Staff functional elements as the situation evolves with the forethought of rapid, future

escalation of the incident.
Large emergency incidents at the Facilty are likely to require a Unified Command System
(UCS) and involve representatives of the State, Federal government (USCG/EPA), tribes,
and local government. Under the UC, the FOSC/SOSC and the Facilty IC will have equal
decision-making authority in:
• Determining overall incident objectives;
• Selecting strategies;
• Ensuring that joint planning for tactical activities will be accomplished; and
• Making maximum use of all assigned resources
Functional Areas
ICS/UCS is usually organized around five major functional areas:
 Command
 Operations
 Planning
 Logistics
 Finance/administration.
The IC will establish the sixth functional area, intelligence, based on the requirement of the
situation at hand.
Transitional Steps
Some of the more important transitional steps that are necessary to apply ICS/UCS in a
field incident environment include the following:
Recognize and anticipate the requirement that organizational elements will be

activated and take the necessary steps to delegate authority as appropriate.
Establish incident facilities as needed, strategically located, to support field

operations.
Establish the use of common terminology for organizational functional elements,

position titles, facilities, and resources.
Rapidly evolve from providing oral direction to the development of a written Incident

Action Plan (IAP).
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Modular Extension
The modular concept is based upon the following considerations:

Develop the form of the organization to match the function or task to be performed.

Staff only those functional elements that are required to perform the task.

Observe recommended span-of-control guidelines.
Perform the function of any non-activated organizational element at the next highest

level.

Deactivate organizational elements no longer required.
Management Assignments
The IC’s initial management assignments will normally be one or more Section Chiefs to
manage the major ICS/UCS functional areas.

Section Chiefs will further delegate management authority for their areas as required.
If needed, Section Chiefs may establish branches or units as appropriate for the

section.
Each functional unit leader will further assign individual tasks within the unit as

needed.

Section Chiefs serve as the general staff for the IC.
Individuals will not volunteer or accept an assignment for which they are not equipped

and/or qualified to perform. Similarly, supervisors will not knowingly make such an
assignment.
Staffing
Whenever Operation, Planning, Logistical, or Finance functional responsibilities become a
significant workload for the IC, the appropriate sections should be staffed. Examples of
situations that can precipitate this need are:

A rapidly escalating incident

A particularly complex incident

Multiple functional demands placed on the IC and span of control issues.








Leadership Titles
Incident Command; Incident Commander.
Command Staff; Officer.
Section; Section Chief.
Branch; Branch Director.
Divisions/Groups; and Supervisors (Supervisor is only used within the operations
section).
Unit; and Unit Leader (Applies to the subunits of the planning, logistics, and finance /
administration sections).
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Partners
Several types of agencies could be in the ICS/UCS, and work together or in combinations
depending on the situation.

Fire

Law enforcement

Public health

Public works/ Emergency services

State Agencies

Tribal Representatives
Other participants may include private individuals, companies, or nongovernmental
organizations, some of which may be fully trained and qualified to participate as partners in
the ICS/UCS.
A FOSC designated by the USCG may support an emergency. Other participants may include
private individuals, companies, or nongovernmental organizations.
When federal and/or state agencies arrive on-scene to participate in managing a response
action, the agencies and the Facility will utilize a Unified Command structure to jointly manage
the spill incident. In the Unified Command, decisions with regard to the response will be made
by consensus and documented through a single IAP for each operational period. When a
consensus cannot be reached, the FOSC has the ultimate decision-making authority under
the NCP. If in the rare occurrence this happens, the circumstances surrounding this action will
be clearly documented in the IAP.
Tactical Operations
The specific method selected for organizing and executing incident operations will depend
on the:
 Type of incident.
 Agencies involved.
 Objectives and strategies of the incident management effort.
Organization
The organizational structure for incident tactical operations can vary and may be based on:
 A method to accommodate jurisdictional boundaries.
 An approach that is strictly functional in nature.
 A mix of functional and geographical approaches.
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Branches
Establish branches in ICS/UCS for reasons such as:
The numbers of divisions and/or groups exceed the recommended span of control for

the operations section chief.
 The nature of the incident calls for a functional branch structure.
 The incident is multi-jurisdictional.
Divisions/Groups
Divisions are geographical assignments, i.e., On Water Division, Southern Division, etc.
A Division is a unit arranged by geography, along jurisdictional lines if necessary,
✓
and not based on the makeup of the resources within the Division.
Groups are designed by function (Fire group, EMS group, Rescue group, etc.)
A Group is a unit arranged for a purpose, along agency lines if necessary, or based
✓
on the makeup of the resources within the Group.
.Based on the needs of the incident, the Operations Section Chief may establish a:
On-Scene
Coordinates and directs on-scene operational activities under the
Commander
direction of the OSC or Deputy Operations Section Chief (DOSC).
Branch
Responsible for the implementation of the portion of the IAP
Director(s)
appropriate to the branches.
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II-4.3 Facility Organization
Figure II-4.1 Facilty Command Staff Organization Chart (Sample from IMH)

June 2013
June 2013
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Figure II-4.2 Facility IMS Organization Chart (Sample from IMH)

June 2013
June 2013
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Figure II-4.3 Facility IMS Organization Chart

June 2013
June 2013
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II-4.4 Common Responsibilities
Common responsibilities that should be followed by all IMS personnel include the following:
All IMS Personnel Common Responsibilities Checklist
Receive assignment from your Designated Supervisor, including:
✓ Job assignment (e.g., Strike Team designation, position, etc.).
✓ Brief overview of type and magnitude of incident.
✓ Resource order number and request number.
✓ Reporting location & time.
✓ Travel instructions.
✓ Any special communications instructions (e.g., travel, radio frequency).
✓ Monitor incident related information from media, internet, etc., if available.
Assess personal equipment readiness for specific incident and climate (e.g.
✓ medications, money, computer, medical record, etc.). Maintain a checklist of items
and if possible a personal Go-Kit.
✓ Inform others as to where you are going and how to contact you.
✓ Review Incident Management Handbook (IMH).
✓ Take advantage of available travel to rest prior to arrival.
Upon arrival at the incident, check-in at the designated check-in location. Check-in
✓ may be found at any of the following locations: Incident Command Post,
Base/Camps, Staging Areas, and Heli-bases.
If you are instructed to report directly to a line assignment, check-in with the
✓ Division/Group Supervisor.
✓ Receive briefing from immediate supervisor.
Agency Representatives from assisting or cooperating agencies report to the LNO at
✓ the Incident Command Post after check-in.
✓ Acquire work materials.
✓ Abide by organizational code of ethics.
✓ Participate in IMS meetings and briefings as appropriate.
✓ Document information and key actions.
Ensure compliance with all safety practices and procedures. Report unsafe
✓ conditions to the Safety Officer.
Supervisors shall maintain accountability for their assigned personnel with regard as
✓ to exact location(s) and personal safety and welfare at all times, especially when
working in or around incident operations.
✓ Organize and brief subordinates.
The Command Staff and General Staff shall ensure branches are identified, set up
✓ and allocate divisions and groups within them to stay within the recommended span
of control (1 Supervisor per 4-7 people).
Know your assigned communication methods and procedures for your area of
✓ responsibility and ensure that communication equipment is operating properly.
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✓
✓
✓
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✓
✓
✓

All IMS Personnel Common Responsibilities Checklist (Continued)
Use clear text and ICS/UC terminology (no codes) in all radio communications.
Complete forms and reports required of the assigned position and ensure proper
disposition of incident documentation as directed by the Documentation Unit Leader
(DOCL).
Ensure all equipment is operational prior to each work period.
Report any signs/symptoms of extended incident stress, injury, fatigue or illness for
yourself or coworkers to your supervisor.
Respond to demobilization orders and brief subordinates regarding demobilization.
Prepare personal belongings for demobilization.
Return all assigned equipment to appropriate location.
Complete Demobilization check-out process before returning to home base.
Participate in After-Action activities as directed.
Carry out all assignments as directed.

II-4.4.1

✓
✓
✓
✓
✓
✓
✓
✓
✓
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Unit Leader Common Responsibilities

Unit Leader Common Responsibilities Checklist
Participate in incident planning meetings, as required.
Determine current status of unit activities.
Confirm dispatch and estimated time of arrival of staff and supplies.
Assign specific duties to staff; supervise staff.
Determine resource needs.
Develop and implement accountability, safety and security measures for personnel and
resources.
Supervise demobilization of unit, including storage of supplies.
Provide Supply Unit Leader with a list of supplies to be replenished.
Maintain unit records, including Unit/Activity Log.

II-4.4.2

Branch Director(s)

The Branch Directors, if and when activated, are under the direction of the OSC, and are
responsible for the implementation and coordination of the tactical operations necessary to
meet incident objectives consistent with the IAP. More often than not, Branch Director
assignments will be unnecessary. It should be mentioned that the need for a “Support” or
“Services” Branch within the Logistics Section is not currently anticipated and not identified in
the organizational chart.
The Facility’s example of an Incident Management Organization for a large emergency
identifies a Suppression Branch and a Recovery and Protection Branch. These positions are
anticipated to be necessary when the number of divisions, groups exceed the recommended
span of control or when the nature of the incident calls for a functional branch structure.
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Branch Director Common Responsibilities
Develop with subordinate s alternatives for Branch control operations.
Attend planning meetings at the request of the Operations Chief.
Create; review Division/Group assignments within the Branch. Modify based on
effectiveness of current operations.
Assign specific work tasks to Division/Group Supervisors.
Supervise Branch Operations.
Resolve logistics problems reported by subordinates.
Report to Operations Chief when: IAP is to be modified; additional resources are
needed; surplus resources are available; hazardous situations or significant events
occur.
Approve accident and medical reports originating within the branch.
Document activities on a daily basis.

II-4.4.3

Division/Group Supervisor(s)

The supervisor is responsible for tactical operations within the assigned portion of the IAP, the
assignment of resources within the division/group and reporting on progress of control
operations and status of resources within the division/group. The Facility emergency response
plan anticipates the need for a number of specific divisions and groups for which general
duties and responsibilities are defined and detailed later in this manual. However, an
emergency may require the need to create a division or group on the fly where the following
general duties and responsibilities will apply.

✓

✓
✓
✓
✓
✓
✓
✓
✓
✓
✓
✓

Division/Group Supervisor General Responsibilities Checklist
Implement Incident Action Plan for division/group.
Provide available Incident Action Plan to team/task force leaders.
Identify geographic areas or functions assigned to the divisions and groups.
Review division/group assignments and incident activities with subordinates and assign
tasks.
Evaluate tactics, ensure safety.
Ensure that Incident Communications and/or Resources Unit is advised of all changes
in status of resources assigned to the division and/or group.
Coordinate activities with other divisions.
Determine need for assistance on assigned tasks.
Submit situation and resources status information to supervisor.
Report special occurrences or events such as accidents or sickness to the immediate
supervisor.
Resolve logistics problems with the division/group.
Document activities.
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II-4.5 Roles and Responsibilities
II-4.5.1

Incident Commander and Deputy IC Responsibilities

The IC’s responsibility is the overall management of the incident. The IC advises Facility
Management of the incident, represents the Facility in the UC, and coordinates with the
FOSC/SOSC, local representatives and others, as required, to establish incident objectives,
strategy and priorities for the IAP. The IC determines incident priorities and strategies,
establishes the CP and develops a safe and effective incident management organization and
plan. On most incidents, the command activity is carried out by a single IC. The IC is selected
by qualifications and experience.
Deputies may also be used at the section and branch levels of the ICS/UC organization.
Deputies should have the same qualifications as the person for whom they work, as they must
be ready to take over that position at any time. When span of control becomes an issue for the
IC, a Deputy IC/Chief of Staff may be assigned to manage the Command Staff.
Deputy Incident Commander Role
The Deputy must be fully qualified and equally capable to assume the position of the IC. The
three primary reasons to designate a Deputy Incident Commander are to:
•
•
•

Perform specific tasks as requested by the IC.
Perform the incident command function in a relief capacity (e.g., to take over for the
next operational period). In this case, the Deputy will assume the primary role.
Represent an Assisting Agency that may share jurisdiction or have jurisdiction in the
future.
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Incident Commander/Deputy Checklist

✓
✓
✓
✓
✓
✓
✓
✓
✓
✓
✓
✓
✓
✓
✓
✓
✓
✓
✓
✓
✓
✓
✓
✓
✓
✓
✓

Review common responsibilities.
Review IC responsibilities and serve in this capacity.
Serve as initial point of contact for response personnel in initial response.
Assess incident situation and ensure appropriate response steps are being taken.
Ensure adequate safety measures are in place.
Ensure NRC and other regulatory notifications have been completed.
Establish appropriate communications with external agencies.
Oversee initial and ongoing response actions.
Notify and activate local resources/contractors/response organizations as required.
Obtain a briefing from the prior IC (201 Briefing).
Determine incident objectives & general direction for managing the incident.
Establish the immediate priorities.
Establish a command post (if applicable).
Brief Command Staff and General Staff and routinely update IMAT.
Ensure planning meetings are scheduled as required.
Approve and authorize the implementation of an IAP.
Ensure that adequate safety measures are in place.
Coordinate activity for all Command Staff and General Staff.
Coordinate with key people and officials.
Approve requests for additional resources or for the release of resources.
Keep internal and external stakeholders informed.
Authorize release of information to the news media.
Ensure ICS 209 is completed and forwarded to appropriate higher authority.
Analyze incident potential.
Consider need for an alternate/backup IC for extended (24-hour) coverage.
Order the demobilization of the incident when appropriate.
Maintain Individual/Activity Log (ICS 214a).
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Safety Officer (SOFR)

The SOFR should be a high priority assignment and should be appointed by the IC when it is
no longer possible for the IC to effectively monitor safety aspects at emergency scenes and/or
when responders are exposed to inordinate hazards. The assignment of a SOFR in no way
diminishes the supervisor’s responsibility for the safety of their assigned personnel. Each
member should use common (safety) sense and work within the intent of established safety
procedures at all times.
The SOFR is responsible for monitoring and assessing hazardous and unsafe situations and
developing measures for assuring personnel safety. The SOFR will correct unsafe acts or
conditions through the regular line of authority, although the SOFR may exercise emergency
authority to stop or prevent unsafe acts when immediate action is required. All safety related
emergency actions should be reported to the IC as soon as possible. The SOFR maintains
awareness of active and developing situations, ensures the preparation and implementation of
the Site Safety Plan, and includes safety messages in each IAP.
The Facility's incident management plan identifies at least one SOFR. When assigned the
Assistant. SOFR reports to the Incident SOFR and has all the authority of the Incident SOFR
for the specific area assigned.
Safety Officer Checklist

✓ Review common responsibilities.
✓ Identify hazardous situations associated with the incident.
✓ Complete the initial IAP site safety and control analysis (ICS 201-5)
Participate in tactics and planning meetings, and other meetings and briefings as

✓ required.
✓ Review the IAP for safety implications.
✓ Provide safety advice in the IAP for assigned responders.
✓ Exercise emergency authority to stop and prevent unsafe acts.
✓ Investigate accidents that have occurred within the incident area.
✓ Assign assistants, as needed.
✓ Review and approve the medical plan (ICS 206).

Develop the site safety plan and publish site safety plan summary (ICS 208) as

✓ required.
✓ Assign daily safety meetings at command post and work sites.
✓ Maintain Individual/Activity Log (ICS 214a).
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Public Information Officer (PIO)

The PIO (or his/her alternate) will be notified by the IC. The PIO is part of the Command Staff
and is responsible for developing and releasing information about the incident to the news
media information center. The PIO will help assess the newsworthiness of the incident. The
JIC may include Company representatives as well as state and other agencies as dictated by
the emergency. All information released regarding the incident must first be approved by the
IC/UC.
Public Information Officer Checklist

✓
✓
✓
✓
✓
✓
✓
✓
✓
✓

Review common responsibilities.
Determine from the ICS/UC if there are any limits on information release.
Develop material for use in media briefings.
Obtain IC/UC approval of media releases.
Inform media and conduct media briefings.
Arrange for tours and other interviews or briefings that may be required.
Manage a JIC if established.
Obtain media information that may be useful to incident planning.
Maintain current information summaries and/or displays on the incident and provide
information on the status of the incident to assigned personnel.
Maintain Individual/Activity Log (ICS 214a).

II-4.5.4

Liaison Officer (LNO)

The Liaison Officer is part of the Command Staff and coordinates with and provides
support to outside agency representatives. The LNO serves as interface for all Federal,
State, and Local government agencies, and approved interested parties; keeping the IC
informed of the arrival of agency representatives and accompanying them to the incident
and/or a site-specific location.
NOTE: An Agency Representative is an individual assigned to an incident from an
assisting or cooperating agency who has been delegated authority to make decisions on
matters affecting that agency s participation at the incident. Agency Representatives report
to the LNO or to the IC in the absence of the LNO.
Liaison Officer Checklist

✓ Review common responsibilities.
Be a contact point for agency representatives; ensure updates are provided in a

✓ timely manner.
✓
✓

Maintain a list of assisting and supporting agencies, including name and contact
information. Monitor check-in sheets daily to ensure that all agency representatives
are identified.
Assist in establishing and coordinating interagency contacts.
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Liaison Officer Checklist (Continued)

✓ Keep agencies supporting the incident aware of incident status.
Monitor incident operations to identify current or potential inter-organizational

✓ problems.

Participate in planning meetings, providing current resource status, including

✓ limitations and capability of assisting agency resources.

Ensure that all required agency forms, reports and documents are completed prior to

✓ demobilization.
✓ Brief IC/UC on agency issues and concerns.
✓ Have debriefing session with the IC/UC prior to departure.
✓ Coordinate activities of visiting dignitaries.
✓ Maintain Individual/Activity Log (ICS 214a).
II-4.5.5

ICS/UC Technical Specialist
ICS/UC Technical Specialist Checklist

✓
✓
✓
✓
✓
✓
✓
✓
✓
✓
✓
✓

Review common responsibilities.
Determine site specific training requirements and need for a training program.
Develop site specific training program and implement as necessary.
Determine the feasibility of using trainees in the response.
Review trainee assignments and modify if appropriate.
Coordinate the assignments of trainees to incident positions with the Resources Unit.
Keep the SOFR apprised of status of compliance with training requirements.
Make follow-up contacts in the field to provide assistance and advice for trainees to
meet training objectives, as appropriate, and with approval of Unit Leaders to ensure
trainees receive performance evaluation.
Monitor operational procedures and evaluate training needs.
Respond to requests for information concerning training activities.
Give the Training Specialist records and logs to the Documentation Unit at the end of
each operational period.
Maintain Individual/Activity Log (ICS 214a).
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Legal Officer
Legal Officer Checklist

✓ Review common responsibilities.
✓ Obtain briefing from the IC.
Advise the IC/UC, as appropriate, on all legal issues associated with response

✓ operations.

Establish documentation guidelines for and provide advice regarding response

✓ activity documentation to all incident personnel.

Provide legal input to the Documentation Unit, the Compensation/Claims Unit, and

✓ other appropriate units as requested.

Review press releases, documentation, contracts and other matters that may have

✓ legal implications for the Facility.
✓ Participate in ICS meetings and other meetings, as requested.

Participate in incident investigations and the assessment of damages (including

✓ natural resource damage assessments).
✓ Maintain Individual/Activity Log (ICS 214a).
II-4.5.7

Intelligence/Security Officer
Intelligence/Security Officer Checklist

✓ Collect and analyze incoming intelligence information from all sources.
Determine the applicability, significance, and reliability of incoming intelligence

✓ information.
✓ As requested, provide intelligence briefings to the ICS/UC.
✓ Provide intelligence briefings in support of the ICS Planning Cycle.

Provide Situation Unit with periodic updates of intelligence issues that may impact

✓ operations.

Answer intelligence questions and advise Command Staff and General Staff as

✓ appropriate.

Supervise, coordinate, and participate in the collection, analysis, processing, and

✓ dissemination of intelligence.

Assist in establishing and maintaining systematic, cross-referenced intelligence

✓ records and files.
✓ Establish liaison with all participating law enforcement agencies.

Conduct first order analysis on all incoming intelligence and fuse all applicable

✓ incoming intelligence with current intelligence holdings in preparation for briefings.
✓ Prepare all required intelligence reports and plans.

As the incident dictates, determine need to implant Intelligence Specialists in the

✓ Planning and Operations Sections.
✓ Maintain Individual/Activity Log (ICS 214a).
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Figure II-4.4 Operations Section IMS Organization Chart
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Operations Section Chief (OSC)

The OSC is a member of the General Staff and responsible for the management of the
tactical operations necessary to control and mitigate the emergency. The OSC activates
and supervises Operational Branches, Groups/Divisions as needed and in accordance
with the IAP and directs the operational execution of the IAP; activates and executes the
Site Safety Plan; directs the preparation of unit operational plans, requests or releases
resources, makes expedient changes to the IAPs as necessary, and reports such to the
IC.
The OSC is responsible for keeping the IC informed on all field response operations, such
as equipment placement, manpower placement, status of protective booming strategies,
statistics on material spilled and oil and water recovered, status of the IAP, and report any
needs from the field.
In a large incident an "Aide" may be assigned to assist and support the OSC in carrying
out his/her duties. Usually the Aide would be located with the OSC at the CP. The Aide to
the OSC should answer the radio as "Operations Section", not as "Operations", unless
acting as the OSC.
Operations Section Chief Checklist

✓
✓
✓
✓
✓
✓
✓
✓
✓
✓
✓
✓
✓
✓

Review common responsibilities.
Obtain briefing from IC/UCS.
Request sufficient section staffing for both ops & planning activities.
Convert operational incident objectives into strategic and tactical options through a
work analysis matrix.
Coordinate and consult with the Planning Section Chief (PSC), SOFR, technical
specialists, modeling scenarios, trajectories on selection of appropriate strategies and
tactics to accomplish objectives.
Identify kind and number of resources required to support selected strategies.
Subdivide work areas into manageable units.
Develop work assignments and allocate tactical resources based on strategy
requirements.
Coordinate planned activities with the SOFR to ensure compliance with safety
practices.
Prepare ICS 234 Work Analysis Matrix with PSC to ensure Strategies, Tactics and
tasks are in line with ICS 202 Response Objectives to develop ICS 215.
Participate in the planning process and the development of the tactical portions (ICS
204 and ICS 220) of the IAP.
Assist with development of long-range strategic, contingency, and demobilization
plans.
Supervise operations section personnel.
Monitor need for and request additional resources to support operations as
necessary.
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Operations Section Chief Checklist (Continued)

✓
✓
✓
✓
✓
✓
✓
✓
✓
✓
✓
✓

Coordinate with governmental agencies to ensure compliance with approved safety
practices.
Evaluate and monitor current situation for use in next operational period planning.
Interact and coordinate with Command on achievements, issues, problems,
significant changes special activities, events, and occurrences.
Troubleshoot operational problems with other IMS members.
Implement the IAP for the Operations Section.
Supervise and adjust operations organization and tactics as necessary.
Participate in operational briefings to IMS members as well as briefings to media, and
visiting dignitaries.
Assemble/dissemble task force/strike teams as appropriate.
Identify/utilize staging areas.
Develop recommended list of Section resources to be demobilized and initiate
recommendation for release when appropriate.
Receive and implement applicable portions of the Incident Demobilization Plan.
Maintain Individual/Activity Log (ICS 214a).
II-4.5.9

Staging Area Unit Leader

A Staging Unit Leader may be assigned by the OSC as part of the ICS. Staging is an area
designated for the receipt/holding of resources for assignment into the incident. The unit
leader is responsible for all activities within the designated staging area. There may be more
than one staging location and unit leader. The Staging Unit Leader accounts for, and is
responsible for keeping the apparatus, equipment, personnel and supplies available for the
incident.
The Staging Unit Leader may need to provide facilities and support services to house
personnel and store supplies and equipment.
Staging Area Unit Leader Checklist

✓
✓
✓
✓
✓
✓
✓
✓
✓
✓
✓

Review common responsibilities.
Proceed to staging area.
Establish staging area layout.
Obtain briefing from person you are relieving, if applicable.
Determine any support needs for equipment, feeding, sanitation, and security.
Establish check-in function as appropriate.
Ensure security of staged resources.
Post area for identification and traffic control.
Request maintenance service for equipment at staging area as appropriate.
Respond to request for resource assignments.
Determine required resources levels from the OSC/DOSC.
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Staging Area Unit Leader Checklist (Continued)

✓
✓
✓
✓
✓

Advise the OSC/DOSC when reserve levels reach minimums.
Maintain and provide status to Resource Unit of all resources in staging area.
Demobilize staging area in accordance with the Demobilization Plan.
Debrief with OSC/DOSC or as directed at the end of each shift.
Maintain Individual/Activity Log (ICS 214a).
II-4.5.10

Suppression Branch Director

The Suppression Branch focuses more on incident stabilization, time critical life/safety issues
like fire, emergency medical care and rescue. The Suppression Branch Director is responsible
for overseeing and implementing emergency measures to protect life, mitigate further
damage, and stabilize the situation.
Suppression Branch Director

✓
✓
✓
✓
✓
✓
✓

Participate in planning meetings as required.
Develop operations portion of IAP.
Supervise operations.
Determine need and request additional resources.
Review suggested list of resources to be released and initiate recommendation for
release of resources.
Report information about special activities, events, and occurrences to Incident
commander.
Document activities on a daily basis.

II-4.5.11

Fire Group Supervisor

The Fire Group Supervisor is responsible for the implementation and accomplishment of the
fire suppression and mitigation objectives identified by the IAP. The Fire Group Supervisor
determines tactics, insures safety and accountability, assigns and supervises resources within
the group and reports progress and needs to immediate supervisor.
The Facility ERP anticipates that this position will be filled by a shift supervisor or a qualified
member of the IMT.
Fire Group Supervisor
✓
✓
✓
✓
✓
✓
✓

Review common responsibilities.
Receive briefing from immediate supervisor.
Organize, assign and manage dedicated firefighting resources.
Ensure site safety, personnel support and accountability.
Coordinate activities/actions with "process" personnel to avoid conflict with or unsafe
facility operations.
Evaluate tactics for effectiveness and safety.
Determine resource requirements/surpluses.
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Fire Group Supervisor (Continued)
✓
✓
✓

Ensure that Incident Communications and/or Resources Unit is advised of all
changes in status of resources assigned to the group.
Coordinate activities with other groups/divisions as necessary to accomplish
assigned objectives.
Document activities.

II-4.5.12

Emergency Medical Services (EMS) Group Supervisor

The EMS Group Supervisor is responsible for the implementation and accomplishment of the
Emergency Medical objectives identified by the IAP. The EMS Group supervisor conducts
patient triage, arranges for and establishes patient treatment and transport priorities, ensures
patient and responder safety and accountability, assigns and supervises resources within the
group and reports progress and needs to immediate supervisor.
The Facility ERP anticipates that this position will be filled by a shift supervisor or a medically
qualified member of the IMT.
Emergency Medical Services Group Supervisor
✓
✓
✓
✓
✓
✓
✓
✓
✓
✓
✓
✓
✓

Review common responsibilities.
Receive briefing from immediate supervisor.
Prioritize, direct and coordinate EMS responses related to the incident.
Organize, assign, and manage dedicated EMS resources.
Discuss, determine medical strategy and objectives per the IAP.
Consider, when relevant to planned actions, issues related to rescue, triage,
treatment, transport, morgue, patient identification/tracking, medical facility
capabilities, capacities and coordination, decontamination, family notifications and
support.
Ensure site safety, personnel support and accountability.
Coordinate activities/actions with facility medical services to avoid conflict.
Evaluate patient care, effectiveness and safety.
Determine resource requirements/surpluses.
Ensure that Incident Communications and/or Resources Unit is advised of all
changes in status of resources assigned to the group.
Coordinate activities with other groups/divisions as necessary to accomplish
objectives.
Document activities

II-4.5.13

Rescue Group Supervisor

The Rescue Group Supervisor is responsible for the implementation and accomplishment of
the special rescue (confined space, water, high angle, limited heavy) objectives identified by
the IAP. Determines tactics, ensures safety and accountability, assigns and supervises
resources within the group and reports progress and needs to immediate supervisor.
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The Facility ERP anticipates that this position will be filled by a shift supervisor or a qualified
member of the IMT.
Rescue Group Supervisor

✓
✓
✓
✓
✓
✓
✓
✓
✓
✓
✓
✓
✓
✓

Review common responsibilities.
Receive briefing from immediate supervisor.
Direct, coordinate and prioritize rescue responses related to the incident.
Organize, assign and manage dedicated rescue resources.
Discuss/determine strategy and assigned tactical objectives per the IAP.
Determine rescue versus recovery.
Consider, when relevant to planned actions, a technical safety officer, a "hands on
manager" (Controller), rigging, Rapid Intervention Team, ventilation, air
monitoring/supply, medical, exclusionary zones, backup plan.
Ensure site safety, personnel support and accountability.
Coordinate activities/actions with "process" personnel to avoid conflict with or
unsafe Facility operations.
Evaluate tactics for effectiveness and safety.
Determine resource requirements/surpluses.
Ensure that Incident Communications and/or Resources Unit is advised of all
changes in status of resources assigned to the group.
Coordinate activities with other groups/divisions as necessary to accomplish
assigned objectives.
Document activities

II-4.5.14

Recovery & Protection Branch Director

The Recovery and Protection Branch focuses more on product release control, mitigation,
recovery and clean up.
Recovery & Protection Branch Director

✓
✓
✓
✓
✓
✓
✓
✓

Review common responsibilities.
Receive briefing from immediate supervisor.
Direct, coordinate and prioritize response for on water recovery operations related to
the incident.
Organize, assign and manage dedicated “on water” source control, confinement,
containment, recovery and cleanup resources.
Discuss/determine strategy and assigned tactical objectives per the IAP.
Consider, when relevant to planned actions, issues related to rescue, exposure,
containment, confinement, medical, decontamination, facility production, recovery,
environment (on and offshore), cleanup, disposal, exclusionary zones, sampling,
reconnaissance, wildlife.
Work with MSRC and other response contractors/agencies in executing recovery
response strategies.
Ensure site safety, personnel support and accountability.
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Recovery & Protection Branch Director (Continued)

✓
✓
✓
✓
✓
✓
✓
✓
✓
✓

Coordinate activities/actions with “process” personnel to avoid conflict with or unsafe
facility operations.
Evaluate tactics for effectiveness, safety and environmental impact.
Determine resource requirements/surpluses.
Establish staging areas.
Ensure that Incident Communications and/or Resources Unit is advised of all
changes in status of resources assigned to the group.
Coordinate activities with other groups/divisions as necessary to accomplish
assigned objectives.
Submit situation/resources status and special occurrence or events information
(accident, injuries, etc.) to supervisor.
Resolve logistical problems within the group.
Contribute to demobilization plan.
Document activities.

II-4.5.15

Shoreside Recovery Group Supervisor

Under the Recovery and Protection Branch Director, the Shoreside Recovery Group
Supervisor is responsible for managing shoreside cleanup operations in compliance with the
IAP. The group may be further divided into Strike Teams, Task Forces and single resources.
The Facility ERP anticipates that this position will be filled by a shift supervisor or a qualified
member of the IMT.
Shoreside Recovery Group Supervisor

✓
✓
✓
✓
✓
✓
✓
✓
✓
✓
✓
✓
✓
✓

Review common responsibilities.
Receive briefing from immediate supervisor.
Implement recovery strategies in the IAP.
Direct, coordinate and assess effectiveness of shoreside recovery action responses
to petroleum product releases related to the incident.
Discuss/determine strategy and assigned tactical objectives per the IAP.
Work with response contractors/agencies in executing current response strategies.
Ensure site safety, personnel support and accountability.
Ensure that the written Site Safety Plan is provided to response personnel and
contractors.
Evaluate tactics for effectiveness, safety and environmental impact.
Determine resource requirements/surpluses.
Ensure that Incident Communications and/or Resources Unit is advised of all
changes in status of resources assigned to the group.
Coordinate activities with other groups/divisions as necessary to accomplish
assigned objectives.
Brief Supervisor (Recovery & Protection Branch Director) on activities.
Maintain Unit Activity Log.
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Wildlife Branch Director

The Wildlife Branch Director is responsible for the implementation and accomplishment of
wildlife protection, recovery, and mitigation objectives identified by the Incident Action Plan.
Determines tactics, insures safety and accountability, assigns and supervises resources within
the group and reports progress and needs to immediate supervisor.
The Facility Emergency Response Plan (ERP) anticipates that this position will be filled by a
Facility supervisor or a qualified member of the IMT.
Wildlife Branch Director
✓
✓
✓
✓
✓
✓
✓
✓
✓
✓
✓

Review common responsibilities.
Receive briefing from immediate supervisor.
Direct, coordinate and prioritize responses for wildlife protection, recovery and
mitigation operations related to the incident.
Organize, assign and manage wildlife identification, reconnaissance, acoustic and
visual hazing measures, veterinary services, treatment, transportation and
rehabilitation needs, recovery and cleanup resources.
Discuss/determine strategy and assigned tactical objectives per the IAP. Consider,
when relevant to planned actions, issues related to animal rescue, exposure, source
control, containment, confinement, decontamination, environment and clean-up.
Work with State Dept. of Fish and Wildlife and other wildlife response
contractors/agencies in executing recovery response strategies.
Determine resource requirements/surpluses.
Ensure that Incident Communications and/or Resources Unit is advised of all
changes in status of resources assigned to the group.
Coordinate with Planning (Situation Unit) in conducting aerial and group surveys of
wildlife populations in the vicinity of the spill other groups/divisions as necessary to
accomplish assigned objectives.
Submit situation/resource status and special occurrence or events information
(accident, injuries, etc.) to supervisor.
Document activities.

II-4.5.17

Air Operations Branch Director

The Air Operations Branch Director is responsible for surveying the spill area, taking pictures,
and documenting the leading edge of the spill. This information is conveyed to the Situation
Unit Leader, OSC, and the Recovery and Protection Branch Director. The Air Operations
Branch Director must contact the airport and situation firms to arrange for his overflights.
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Air Operations Branch Director

✓
✓
✓
✓
✓
✓
✓
✓
✓
✓
✓
✓
✓
✓
✓
✓
✓

Review common responsibilities.
Contact local airport to determine when first overflight will occur.
Consult with Air Surveillance firms to arrange first overflight. Ensure GPS is
available.
Bring documenting resources to first overflight.
Document oil appearance and locations.
Fax map to Situation Unit Leader.
Note the location of wildlife movements. Look especially for evidence of oiled wildlife.
Schedule and supervise all air operations and movements.
If necessary, ask NOAA to provide their oil tracking surveillance system. This must
approved by the IC.
Initiate night surveillance contract and coordinate overflights.
Ensure that air surveillance coordinates are given to OSC, Situation Unit Leader, and
Recovery and Protection Branch Director.
Work with the Logistics Section Chief to provide logistical support. Schedule routine
maintenance for aircraft.
Request declaration or cancellation of restricted air space area (Federal Air
Regulation 14 CFR 91.137).
Coordinate approved flights and movements of non-incident related aircraft.
Provide information for status reports and daily action plans.
Repeat overflights as necessary to check progress of the leading edge of the spill.
This includes night flights.
Document activities on a daily basis.
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Figure II-4.5 Planning Section IMS Organization Chart
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Planning Section Chief (PSC)

The PSC is a member of the General Staff and responsible for the collection, evaluation,
dissemination and use of information about the development of the incident and status of
resources. The information is used to describe the current situation, predict the probable
course and resource requirements of the incident, and prepare the long-term IAP. The PSC
presents the IAP to the IC for approval, provides technical expertise and strategic alternatives
to the IC, activates and supervises planning section units, as needed and in accordance with
the IAP.
A Deputy may be assigned to assist the PSC. A Deputy is assigned primarily in the initial 1224 hours of a response. The Deputy PSC keeps the Planning Section working smoothly while
the PSC is occupied or in the UC meetings and has all the authority of the PSC when acting in
that capacity. The Deputy PSC assists in all of the duties and responsibilities listed below for
the PSC.
Planning Section Chief Checklist

✓
✓
✓
✓
✓
✓
✓
✓
✓
✓
✓
✓
✓
✓
✓
✓
✓
✓

Review common responsibilities.
Collect, process, and display incident information.
Assist OSC in the development of response strategies.
Supervise preparation of the IAP.
Facilitate planning meetings and briefings.
Assign personnel already on-site to ICS/UC organizational positions as appropriate.
Establish information requirements and reporting schedules for Planning Section
Units (e.g., Resources, Situation).
Determine the need for any specialized resources in support of the incident.
Establish special information collection activities as necessary (e.g., weather,
environmental, toxics, etc.).
Assemble information on alternative strategies.
Provide periodic predictions on incident potential.
Keep IMS apprised of any significant changes in incident status.
Compile and display incident status information.
Oversee preparation and implementation of the Incident Demobilization Plan.
Incorporate plans (e.g., Traffic, Medical, Communications, and Site Safety) into the
IAP.
Develop other incident supporting plans (e.g., salvage, transition, security).
Assist Operations with development of the ICS 234 Work Analysis Matrix.
Maintain Individual/Activity Log (ICS 214a).
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Situation Unit Leader (SITL)

The SITL is responsible for the collection and evaluation of information about the current and
possible future status of the incident and emergency operations. The SITL gathers and
compiles information about the properties, type, amount, location, direction and hazards of a
released product, generates geographical information for general mapping, plume modeling
and trajectory maps, as needed, and collects current weather and tides data, as needed. The
SITL also coordinates with the National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration (NOAA), or
consultant to generate spill and oil fate modeling, as appropriate, and makes predications
about incident outcome, duration, resource needs.
Situation Unit Leader Checklist
Responsible for collection and analysis of incident data to determine current status of unit
activities.
Review common responsibilities.
✓
Begin collection and analysis of incident data as soon as possible.
✓
Prepare, post, or disseminate resources and situation status information as required,
✓
including special requests.
Prepare Incident Status Summary Form (ICS 209).
✓
Provide photographic services and maps as required.
✓
Conduct situation briefings at the command and general staff meetings, tactics
✓
meeting, planning and operations briefing.
Develop and maintain master chart(s)/map(s) of the incident.
✓
Maintain chart/map of incident in the common area of the ICP for all responders to
✓
view.
Maintain unit log (ICS 214).
✓
II-4.5.20

Display Processor
Display Processor

Responsible for the display of actual incident status obtained from Field Observers, resource
status reports, aerial and other photographs and infrared data.
Review Common Responsibilities
✓
Determine:
a. Numbers, types and locations of displays required.
b. Priorities.
✓
c. Map requirements for Incident Action Plan.
d. Time limits for completion.
Field Observer assignments and communications means.
✓
Obtain necessary equipment and supplies.
✓
Obtain copy of Incident Action Plan for each operational period.
✓
Assist Situation Unit Leader in analyzing and evaluating field reports.
✓
Develop required displays in accordance with time limits for completion.
✓
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Field Observer

The Field Observer is responsible to collect situation information from personal observations
at the incident and provide this information to the SITSTAT.
Field Observer

✓

✓
✓

✓

✓
✓
✓
✓

Determine:
1. Location of assignment.
2. Type of information required.
3. Priorities.
4. Time limits for completion.
5. Method of communication.
6. Method of transportation.
Obtain copy of Incident Action Plan for the Operational Period.
Obtain necessary equipment and supplies. (camera, tape recorders, video recorders,
etc.)
Perform Field Observer responsibilities to include but not limited to the following:
1. Perimeters of incident.
2. Locations of oil concentration.
3. Rates of spread.
4. Weather conditions.
5. Hazards.
6. Progress of Operation resources.
Be prepared to identify all Facility locations (e.g., helispots, Division and Branch
boundaries).
Report information to Situation Unit Leader by established procedure.
Report immediately any condition observed which may cause danger and safety
hazard to personnel.
Gather intelligence that will lead to accurate predictions.
II-4.5.22

Resource Unit Leader (RESL)

The RESL is responsible for maintaining and reporting the status of all resources (primary and
support) at an incident. This is achieved through development and maintenance of a master
list of all resources, including check-in, personal logs, status, current location, etc. The RESL
ensures that documents necessary for resource tracking are available and used, records
resource information on status boards, and posts them around the CP. The RESL establishes
a system for collecting and maintaining a complete chronological record of activities related to
the incident, ensures that visitors sign in at the CP, and posts response objectives, sampling
results, identification pictures and current phone numbers. The RESL also participates in
creating the IAP, and determines the availability of resources.
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Resource Unit Leader Checklist
Responsible for maintain an accounting system indicating location and status for all
resources.
Review common responsibilities.
✓
Establish the check-in function at the incident locations.
✓
Prepare organization assignment list (ICS 203) and organization chart (ICS 207).
✓
Maintain and post the current status and location of all resources.
✓
Maintain master roster of all resources checked in at the incident.
✓
Maintain unit log (ICS 214).
✓
II-4.5.23

Check-In Recorder

Check-in recorders are needed at each check-in location to ensure that all resources assigned
to an incident are accounted for.
Check-In Recorder

✓
✓
✓
✓
✓
✓
✓

Review Common Responsibilities.
Obtain work materials, including Check-in Lists (ICS Form 211).
Establish communications with the Communication Center.
Post signs so that arriving resources can easily find the check-in locations.
Record check-in information on Check-in Lists (ICS Form 211).
Transmit check-in information to Resources Unit on regular pre-arranged schedule.
Forward completed check-in lists and status change cards to the Resources Unit.

II-4.5.24

Documentation Unit Leader (DOCL)

The DOCL is responsible for the maintenance of accurate and complete incident files.
Examples of incident documentation include: IAP, incident reports, communication logs, injury
claims, situation status reports, etc. Some of these documents may originate in other sections.
This unit shall ensure each section is maintained and provide appropriate documents. Incident
files will be stored for legal, analytical, and historical purposes.
DOCL, when assigned.
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Documentation Unit Leader Checklist
Responsible for providing incident documentation, reviewing records for accuracy and
sorting documentation files.
✓ Review common responsibilities.
✓ Set up work area; begin organization of incident files.
✓ Establish duplication service, respond to requests.
✓ File all official forms and reports.
Review records for accuracy and completeness; inform appropriate units of errors or
✓
omissions.
✓ Provide incident documents as requested.
✓ Organize files for submitting final incident documentation package.
✓ Prepare meeting summary (ICS 231).
✓ Maintain unit log (ICS 214).
II-4.5.25

Environmental Unit Leader

The Environmental Unit Leader is responsible for coordinating, assessing spill hazards, and
identifying environmentally sensitive areas.
Environmental Unit Leader Checklist

✓
✓
✓
✓
✓

Review common responsibilities.
Predict movement and dispersion of products.
Provide clean up expertise.
Engage specialists as needed (e.g., shoreline cleanup assessment, trajectory
analysis, resources at risk and air monitoring).
Maintain unit log (ICS 214)

II-4.5.26

Response Strategies Specialist

This position is responsible for recommending resource needs and response strategies. The
Response Strategies Specialist gathers and analyzes pertinent data including location, type
and amount of product released, physical and chemical properties, weather and sea
conditions and resources at risks, compares that information with existing geographical
response plans, local protection strategies, the ACP, local tides, currents and natural
collection points. The Response Strategies Specialist seeks technical information about boom,
skimmers, storage vessels, pumps and other equipment. This position also consults with local
experts and interested parties, interprets the information gathered to make strategic/tactical
recommendations about incident management.
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Response Strategies Specialist

✓
✓
✓
✓
✓
✓

✓

✓
✓
✓

Receive briefing from immediate supervisor.
Evaluate resources, present and future.
Assess the current situation.
Gather information, analyze and assess risks, make response strategy
recommendations.
Evaluate alternate response technologies (ART), including dispersant or other
chemical countermeasures, in-situ burning, and bioremediation.
Conduct the consultation and planning necessary to change or implement a new
response strategy.
Propose strategies that:
o Contain the situation.
o Protect human health and safety.
o Minimize impact to community, environment, and Facility.
o Protect sensitive areas.
Prepare information, visual aids that display current strategies in use and propose
strategies that are to be included with the IAP. Include the following information:
o Maps of interest.
o Manpower and equipment locations.
o On-shore impacts.
Attend Planning Meetings as required.
Document activities on a daily basis.

II-4.5.27

Environmental/Resources At-Risk Specialist

The Environmental Specialist is responsible for handling all environmental matters including
applicable permits, regulatory compliance, notification and documentation, evaluating impacts,
identifying resources at risk, environmental monitoring, waste management. Helps coordinate
wildlife rescue and rehabilitation as necessary.
Environmental/Resources At-Risk Specialist

✓
✓
✓
✓
✓
✓
✓

Receive briefing from immediate supervisor and immediately evaluates possibility
of in-situ burn.
Receive incident report from Incident Commander or Process Coordinator.
Review agency notifications made. Initiate or complete required notifications.
Identify sensitive resources at risk. Help determine priorities and protection
methods.
Develop a prioritized list of the resources at risk for use by the Planning Section.
Review release treatment methods and obtain necessary regulatory approvals for
environmentally related permits, such as dispersing use, in-situ burning,
bioremediation, decant, etc.
Ensure that a spill sampling plan exists for the coordinated collection,
documentation, storage, transportation and submittal to appropriate laboratories for
analysis or storage.
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Environmental/Resources At-Risk Specialist

✓
✓
✓
✓
✓
✓

Assist State Natural Resource Damage Assessment teams to ensure that they
receive pertinent information and that their concerns are addressed within the IAP.
Coordinate Shoreline Clean-Up Assessment Teams (SCAT) to ensure that
appropriate clean-up techniques are selected.
Coordinates with scientific support personnel as required.
Participates in planning meetings as required.
Document activities on a daily basis.
Ensure that all environmental agency follow-up reports are completed accurately
and on time.

II-4.5.28

Response Trajectory Analysis Specialist

The Trajectory Analysis Specialist is responsible for providing to the UC projections and
estimates of the movement and behavior of the spill. The specialist will combine visual
observations, remote sensing information, computer modeling as well as observed and
predicted tidal, current and weather data to form these analyses. Additionally, the specialist is
responsible for interfacing with local experts (weather service, academia, researchers, etc.) in
formulating these analyses. Trajectory maps, overflight maps, tides and current data, and
weather forecasts will be supplied by the specialist to the Situation Unit for dissemination
throughout the CP.
Response Trajectory Analysis Specialist

✓
✓
✓
✓
✓

Schedule and conduct spill observations/overflights as needed.
Gather pertinent information on tides, currents and weather from all available sources.
Provide trajectory and overflight maps, weather forecasts, tidal and current
information.
Provide briefing on observations and analyses to the proper personnel.
Maintain Unit/Activity Log.
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Waste Management Specialist

The Waste Management Specialist is responsible for providing the PSC with a Waste
Disposal Plan. The plan details the collection, sampling, monitoring, temporary storage,
transportation, recycling, and disposal of all anticipated response wastes.
Waste Management Specialist

✓
✓
✓
✓
✓
✓
✓
✓
✓
✓
✓

Receive briefing from immediate supervisor.
Determine waste products, approve methods and facilities for waste disposal and/or
recycling using appropriate sampling, chain of custody and analysis
Contact individual Cleanup Supervisors and estimate need for interim waste storage
sites, and establish pickup points etc.
Arrange/contract for receiving, transporting, interim storage, segregation, treating,
recycling, or disposal of recovered product and refuse.
Track and account for all types and quantities of wastes brought to or taken from
site.
Ensure that secondary contamination or recontamination of cleaned areas does not
occur.
Supervise the off-loading of recovery vessels and the handling of product and refuse
at the predetermined storage area(s).
Sign all waste hauler s reports. Keep a copy of the report.
Keep accurate notes, records and time of all actions taken for completing history of
cleanup.
Evaluate the need for, availability and feasibility of using portable incinerators for
waste disposal. Coordinate, as necessary to obtain approvals.
Document on a daily basis.

II-4.5.30

Process Unit Leader

The Process Unit Leader is responsible for initial Facility emergency alerts and notifications as
well as handling requests from the IC for additional emergency assistance. The Process Unit
Leader provides "facility process" related information, and support for all field related
emergency activities, manages, coordinates activities/actions with "production" personnel to
avoid compromise to, or conflict with, safe Facility operations. The Process Unit Leader is the
IC’s link to Facility operation while the incident is in progress.
Process Unit Leader
✓
✓
✓
✓
✓
✓

Review common responsibilities.
Receive briefing from immediate supervisor.
Direct, coordinate and prioritize emergency notifications, requests for assistance,
"facility process" changes.
Provide oversight to Facility production.
Work closely with IC to insure that emergency actions are coordinated with facility
production and safety standards.
Provide Facility interim storage information to the Waste Management Coordinator.
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Process Unit Leader (Continued)
✓
✓
✓
✓
✓
✓
✓
✓

Work with products scheduler to determine the impact the emergency will have on
incoming crude and outgoing products.
Determine rate and volume of recovered product expected.
Identify tankage for storage of recovered liquids and determine/arrange means of
transfer.
Determine resource requirements/surpluses.
Arrange for and coordinate commercial responses, as necessary, for product
storage and transfer.
Ensure production safety, personnel support and accountability.
Evaluate actions for effectiveness and safety.
Document activities on a daily basis.

II-4.5.31

Demobilization Unit Leader

The Demobilization Unit Leader is responsible for developing the Incident Demobilization
Plan, and assisting Sections/Units in ensuring that an orderly, safe and cost effective
demobilization of personnel and equipment is accomplished from the incident.
Demobilization Unit Leader
✓
✓
✓
✓
✓
✓
✓
✓
✓
✓
✓
✓
✓
✓
✓
✓

Review common responsibilities.
Receive briefing from immediate supervisor.
Review incident resource records to determine scope of demobilization effort.
Obtain incident command objectives, priorities and constraints on demobilization.
Obtain identification and description of surplus resources and release times.
Evaluate logistics, transportation and support (medical, rest, safety and other) needs
for demobilization.
Prepare a list and schedule for resources to be demobilized
Determine finance, supply and other incident check-out stops.
Prepare and obtain approval of a Demobilization Plan including required
decontamination.
Coordinate and distribute Demobilization Plan to each processing unit.
Ensure that all agencies, Sections/Units understand their responsibilities within the
plan.
Monitor implementation and assist in the coordination of the plan.
Participate in planning meetings as required.
Document equipment, personnel removals.
Arrange to have check in and check out times recorded.
Document all activities on a daily basis.
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Figure II-4.6 Logistics Section IMS Organization Chart
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Logistics Section Chief (LSC)

The LSC is a member of the General Staff and is responsible for providing facilities, services,
and materials in support of the incident. The LSC participates in development and
implementation of the IAP, activates and supervises Section Branches and units, as needed
and consistent with the IAP. The LSC also works with Staging to coordinate support, food, and
facilities for response resources.
Logistics Section Chief Checklist

✓
✓
✓
✓
✓
✓
✓
✓
✓
✓
✓
✓
✓
✓
✓
✓
✓
✓
✓
✓

Review common responsibilities.
Plan the organization of the Logistics Section.
Assign work locations and preliminary work tasks to section personnel.
Notify the Resources Unit of the Logistics Section Units activated, including names
and locations of assigned personnel.
Assemble and brief Logistics Branch Directors and Unit Leaders.
Determine and supply immediate incident resource and Facility needs.
In conjunction with Command, develop and advise all Sections of the resource
approval and requesting process (ICS 213RR).
Review proposed tactics for upcoming operational period for ability to provide
resources and logistical support.
Identify long-term service and support requirements for planned and expected
operations.
Advise Command and other Section Chiefs on resource availability to support
incident needs.
Provide input to and review the Communications Plan, Medical Plan and Traffic Plan.
Identify resource needs for incident contingencies.
Coordinate and process requests for additional resources.
Track resource effectiveness and make necessary adjustments.
Advise on current service and support capabilities.
Develop recommended list of Section resources to be demobilized and initiate
recommendation for release when appropriate.
Receive and implement applicable portions of the Incident Demobilization Plan.
Determine and supply long term incident resources and Facility needs.
Ensure the general welfare and safety of Logistics Section personnel.
Maintain Individual/Activity Log (ICS 214a).
II-4.5.33

Communications Unit Leader

The Communication Unit Leader is responsible for developing and implementing plans for the
effective use of incident communications equipment and facilities; installing and testing
communications equipment; supervision of the incident communications center; distribution of
communications equipment to incident personnel; maintenance and repair of communications
equipment; and, as needed, incident dispatch, radio frequency assignments and coordination.
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Communications Unit Leader Checklist

✓
✓
✓
✓
✓
✓

✓

✓
✓
✓
✓
✓

Review common responsibilities.
Review unit lead responsibilities.
Determine unit personnel needs.
Prepare and implement the radio communication plan (ICS 205).
Ensure a communications center is established if needed.
Establish appropriate communications distribution/maintenance location at the
incident site.
Provide technical information as required on:
• Adequacy of communication systems currently in operation.
• Geographic limitation on communication systems.
• Equipment capabilities/limitations.
• Amount and types of equipment available.
• Anticipated problems in the use of communications equipment.
Supervise communications unit services.
Maintain records on all communications equipment as appropriate.
Ensure equipment is tested and repaired.
Recover equipment from units being demobilized.
Maintain Unit Log (ICS 214).
II-4.5.34

Supply Unit Leader

The Supply Unit Leader is responsible for arranging for facilities, services, and materials
required for the incident, and oversee financial matters pertaining to vendor contracts.
Supply Unit Leader Checklist

✓
✓
✓
✓
✓
✓
✓
✓
✓
✓

Review common responsibilities.
Review incident needs and any special procedures with unit leaders, as needed.
Coordinate with local jurisdiction on plans and supply sources.
Develop a procurement plan.
Prepare and authorize contracts and agreements with supply vendors.
Interpret contracts and agreements.
Coordinate with the compensation claims unit for processing claims.
Coordinate cost data in contracts with the cost unit leader.
Brief the FSC on current problems and recommendations, outstanding issues and
follow-up requirements.
Maintain Unit Log (ICS 214).
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Security Unit Leader

The Security Unit Leader is responsible for providing all site perimeter security, control and
safeguards. Controls access, regulates traffic, protects personnel and property from loss or
damage. Activates pager and call-out lists as directed by the IAP.
Security Unit Leader

✓
✓
✓
✓
✓
✓
✓
✓
✓
✓
✓
✓
✓
✓
✓
✓
✓
✓
✓
✓
✓

Review common responsibilities.
Receive briefing from immediate supervisor.
Assess current safeguards.
Contact agencies, Sections/Units to discuss, determine security requirements.
Access current notification and emergency callout policies, procedures and lists.
Prepare a Security Plan that lists all security check points, patrol areas/schedules
and guard positions.
Provide controlled access points.
Provide barricade and control points on perimeter roads per the IAP.
Prevent non-authorized personnel from entering the plant.
Allow only personnel with Emergency Fire Brigade badges or decals to enter the
Facility with their personal vehicle. Direct others to park in employee parking lot and
report to their normal work station.
Refer media and/or public inquiries to PIO.
Work with local and state authorities to coordinate and implement security plan.
Request needed personnel, qualified and equipped to manage security problems.
Ensure general welfare and safety of assigned personnel.
Evaluate and adjust security plan as necessary.
Coordinate security activities with appropriate incident personnel.
Contact and utilize outside law enforcement agencies, as necessary.
Ensure communications between assigned personnel.
Keep the peace, prevent theft, prevent assaults, settle disputes, and prevent
unauthorized entry.
Document all complaints and suspicious occurrences.
Document activities on a daily basis.
II-4.5.36

Medical Unit Leader

The Medical Unit Leader is responsible for the Medical Emergency Plan and the medical
support needs of incident personnel including, but not limited to, treatment and transportation,
reports and records. The Medical Unit may also assist Operations in supplying medical care
and assistance to casualties, but is not intended to provide "first response" patient rescue,
triage, treatment or transportation. Coordinates and/or provides responder medical
rehabilitation. The Medical Unit Leader may serve as a medical liaison with community public
health authorities.
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Medical Unit Leader
✓

✓
✓
✓
✓
✓
✓
✓
✓
✓
✓
✓
✓
✓

Review common responsibilities.
Receive briefing from immediate supervisor.
Evaluate prior and current medical organization/support, determine needs.
Establish procedures for providing medical care.
Screen responders for medical clearance and immunizations.
Ensure policies and procedures for exposures/infection control are implemented and
followed.
Respond to requests for medical aid, transportation.
Locate and staff first aid stations.
Arrange for drug/alcohol testing, if necessary.
Maintain records of all medical incidents and injuries that occur.
Work on issues related to public health.
Arrange for follow-up medical treatment, reporting as necessary.
Attend Logistics Section meetings as required.
Document activities on a daily basis.
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Figure II-4.7 Finance Section IMS Organization Chart
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Finance Section Chief (FSC)

The FSC is a member of the General Staff and is responsible for all financial and cost analysis
aspects of the incident. The FSC activates and supervises Section Units as needed and
consistent with the IAP.
Finance Section Chief Checklist

✓
✓
✓
✓
✓
✓
✓
✓
✓
✓
✓
✓
✓
✓
✓
✓

Review common responsibilities.
Participate in incident planning meetings and briefings as required.
Review operational plans and provide alternatives where financially appropriate.
Manage all financial aspects of an incident.
Provide financial and cost analysis information as requested.
Gather pertinent information from briefings with responsible agencies.
Develop an operating plan for the Finance/Admin Section; fill supply and support
needs.
Meet with assisting and cooperating Agency Representatives, as needed.
Maintain daily contact with agency(s) administrative headquarters on Finance/Admin
matters.
Ensure that all personnel time records are accurately completed and transmitted to
home agencies, according to policy.
Provide financial input to demobilization planning.
Ensure that all obligation documents initiated at the incident are properly prepared
and completed.
Brief agency administrative personnel on all incident-related financial issues needing
attention or follow-up prior to leaving incident.
Develop recommended list of section resources to be demobilized and initial
recommendation for release when appropriate.
Receive and implement applicable portions of the Incident Demobilization Plan.
Maintain Individual/Activity Log (ICS 214a).
II-4.5.38

Claims Unit Leader

The Claims Unit coordinates documentation and reporting to Corporate Claims for property
losses caused by the incident.
Claims Unit Leader Checklist

✓
✓
✓
✓
✓

Review common responsibilities.
Obtain briefing from FSC.
Determine the need for compensation for injury and claims specialists and order
personnel as needed.
Review medical plan (ICS 206).
Ensure that compensation/claims specialists on incident activity.
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Claims Unit Leader Checklist (Continued)

✓
✓
✓
✓
✓
✓
✓

Review and coordinate procedures for handling claims with the procurement unit.
Brief the compensation/claims specialists on incident activity.
Periodically review logs and forms produced by specialists to ensure that are
complete.
If applicable, ensure that all compensation for injury and claims logs and forms are
completed.
Brief FSC on unit status and activity.
Demobilization unit in accordance the plan.
Maintain Unit Log (ICS 214).
II-4.5.39

Accounting Unit Leader

The Accounting Unit Leader is responsible for establishing the record keeping methods and
completing the reports/records necessary to document all costs associated with the incident.
Accounting Unit Leader Checklist

✓
✓
✓
✓
✓
✓
✓
✓
✓
✓

Review common responsibilities.
Obtain a briefing from the FSC.
Coordinate with FSC on cost reporting procedures.
Collect and record all cost data.
Develop incident cost summaries.
Prepare resources- use cost estimates for the planning section.
Ensure all cost documents are accurately prepared.
Complete all records prior to demobilizations.
Provide reports to the FSC.
Maintain Unit Log (ICS 214).
II-4.5.40

Oil Spill Response Team Duties and Responsibilities

The Oil Spill Response team is a group of personnel trained in spill response activities
including boom deployment, boat handling, oil recovery, and other response operations. The
team consists of sufficient IMT personnel who are on-site at all times.
If a spill is observed and reported, the IC will direct action to stop the source of the release
and decide what level of response is required. If the spill to water is minor, the IC will contact
the IMT along with the on-site response contractor NRC-ES for assistance. If the spill is to
land, the IC will contact on-site general maintenance contractor. If the spill is moderate to
major in size, or has escaped containment, the command structure will be expanded to fit the
need. MSRC, NRC-ES and other response contractors will be called.
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Containment and recovery efforts will be handled primarily by available on-site IMT. If
additional responders are needed, the off-duty IMT personnel will be paged. If the command
structure needs to be expanded, management will also be paged.
Note: Most Facility IMT and management personnel live close and could respond to a spill
within 30 to 60 minutes.
II-4.6 Transition Checklists
The orderly transition of the initial response staff to incoming local, regional or away team
personnel, including transitions between shift changes, will take place as established by the
initial ICS Form 201 or as may be modified by subsequent IAPs.
The Initial IC will conduct a verbal briefing to all members of the Incident Command Staff
shortly after the establishment of a formal Incident CP. This briefing shall include, as a
minimum, the following information:
•
•
•
•

The status of the emergency, including time on scene.
Resources committed to the incident and responding, as well as the present incident
organizational structure.
Assessment of the current effect of tactical, containment, recovery operations.
Subsequent transfer of responsibilities, including shift changes, shall take place on a
face to face basis to facilitate effective communication and feedback and include a
review of the Initial 201, subsequent IAPs, and specific ICS Form 214 (Unit Log).

Additional personnel are available to supplement key ICS positions through the Facility IMAT.
Requests for IMAT assistance are made through Crisis Management & Emergency
Response. Transition will take place by dedicating a portion the operational period to shadow
with the individual prior to transfer.

Incident Commander Transition Checklist
Item or Task




Check in
Current Situation update
Status of Objectives information



Status of Resources



Pending Action Items or
Assignments
Verify Incident name (IAP
Database login if applicable)




Verify Operational Period



Organizational Chart Updated



ICS Vest
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Documentation or Forum
ICS 211 P
Individual Briefing
ICS 202
ICS 201-4 or Resource
Summary
Open Action Tracker, 214 Log –
IC you are relieving

Complete

Planning Section Chief
Sit Stat Board – Team member
you are relieving
RESL, Unit Leader, Section
Chief or Deputy
Documentation Unit or Team
member you are relieving
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ICS Position Transition Checklist (Continued)
Item or Task
 Communications Plan update
 Announcement of transition of IC
Assurance that transitioning
 Command & General Staff have
completed transition & check list
 Check in
 Verify ICS Position assigned

 Current Situation update
 Pending Action Items or
Assignments
 Verify Incident name (IAP
Database login if applicable)

Verify Operational Period


Organizational Chart Updated



ICS Vest

 Communications Plan update

Documentation or Forum
ICS 205 and/or ICS 203
ICP announcement, assessment
meeting or Shift Briefing

Complete

Command & General Staff
assessment meeting
ICS 211 P
Section Chief or Deputy, Unit
Leader, Branch Director, ICS
207 or IC
ICS 201 Briefing or Operational
Briefing or
Section/Unit Briefing or
Individual Briefing
Open Action Tracker, 214 Log –
Team member you are relieving
Sit Stat Board – Team member
you are relieving
RESL, Unit Leader, Section
Chief or Deputy
Documentation Unit or Team
member you are relieving
ICS 205 and/or ICS 203

The Incident Command Position may be passed from one qualified person to another. To
preserve the continuity and effectiveness of "Command" a formal process to transfer the
command function is necessary.
Transfer of command shall take place on a face to face basis whenever possible to facilitate
effective communication and feedback. Transfer of command shall include, as a minimum, the
following information:
•
•
•

The status of the emergency, including time on scene.
Resources committed to the incident and responding, as well as the present incident
organizational structure.
Assessment of the current effect of tactical, containment, recovery operations.
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Documentation
An important aspect to bear in mind when designing forms and entering data is to use a
quantitative system. Avoid relative or arbitrary terms such as large, small, thick, thin, a lot, not
much, etc. as these cause confusion and are not comparable between locations and
individuals.
Generally, the report forms used are determined by the incident type, location and quantity of
the product involved. Incident reports are the responsibility of the IC and must be initiated as
the incident is reported to other agencies. If you make the notification calls, log all phone
contacts.
Witness statements should be obtained from all Company and contract personnel with
knowledge of the events leading up to the incident. Statements should be received as soon as
possible, but not to exceed 24 hours from the start of the event. If the personnel are involved
in the incident response, their statements should be received as soon as the incident has
determined to be under control by the IC or when they are relieved of their response duties.
Once the IC determines that the event is under control, the areas involved with the incident
will be secured until all evidence can be gathered including samples, pictures of the
area/equipment, etc. Witness statements and collected evidence will be critical for completing
the incident investigation.
II-5.1 Damages from Accidents or Emergencies
In the event of a fire, explosion or similar occurrence causing personal injury or damage to
Facility property or that of a third party, an initial report will be made as soon as possible to the
Health and Safety Division. It is important that anyone having relevant information immediately
notify his or her supervisor.
II-5.2 Exposures
In the event of an exposure to a hazardous substance or disease/infection, documentation will
be immediately provided to the shift supervisor or medical department, if available. The Health
and Safety Division will be notified, as soon as possible, that an exposure has occurred. Refer
to the Infection Control Policy for more detailed information about the reporting process,
medical evaluation and confidentiality issues.
II-5.3 Oil Spill Response Documentation
Documentation of an oil spill provides:
•
•
•

A historical account covering the entire period from pre-spill through cleanup actions
and final post-spill assessment;
A legal instrument;
A means to account for all cleanup costs.
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Documentation relies heavily upon detection and assessment functions. These functions
provide necessary data on the extent of the spill and the control and protection measure
requirements. While Facility personnel are in charge of this important function, it may be
desirable to utilize consultants who can provide overall guidance on type of data collection
required and, where necessary, assist in data collection or provide sampling survey
personnel.
To ensure that all pertinent data and information are available for the incident report,
documentation shall commence immediately upon notification of a spill and shall continue until
termination of all operations. The DOCL will initiate all documentation activities and coordinate
the associated record keeping. The DOCL, IC, Initial OSC, other officers and coordinators,
and designated support personnel shall keep notes on all significant occurrences, including
the details and time of occurrence. Notes are best kept in chronological log format, to be
compiled later in the final report.
Every contact, written or verbal, with government personnel should be noted. All data should
be written in a bound notebook, with numbered pages to avoid inadvertent removal of pages
without leaving some indication that information has been removed. These notebooks shall
also be used by supervisory personnel for documentation of an individual's activities. The
DOCL shall be responsible for distributing suitable notebooks to all personnel, and for
assuring that personnel make proper use of the notebooks.
The transfer of information between response personnel and particularly between personnel
on different shifts is an important component of the documentation process. Directives,
guidance, policy issues, and other forms of communication should be given in writing
whenever possible with the date and time clearly visible. Individual conversations are easily
forgotten and response directives and guidance can change several times a day as additional
information is received from the field.
If the spill involves more than one shift or the rotation of response team members, it is very
important to document all activities that occur during a particular shift or rotation. Each
individual is responsible for providing a written and verbal summary to his replacement of the
events that occurred during his shift or rotation including:
•
•
•
•

All tasks and activities he/she was involved in.
All problems or significant issues including any that remain unresolved.
Any commitments or assurances made for actions to be taken in the future.
All planned or incomplete tasks or activities including a "to do" list.

Two types of documentation will be required. One is of a general type: notes of activities
which will be recorded by all supervisory personnel involved in the cleanup, to be kept in their
own personal notebooks. The second is of a more specific variety and will be directed toward
the following categories:
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1. Spill Evaluation
2. Report of Oil and Hazardous Substances Spill
3. Sampling Surveys
4. Photographic Surveys
5. Shoreline Oil Condition Surveys
6. Data Collection and Mapping
7. Climatological Data
8. Manpower and Contractor Accounting
9. Other Cost Information
10. Debriefing of Personnel
11. Final Spill Cleanup Report
The Spill Notification Form may be used for the initial and follow-up documentation of a spill.
The Initial OC (or those who conduct the first visual inspection of the spill site) may use this
form when evaluating the incident.
II-5.4 Report of Oil and Hazardous Substances Spill
Records on spills, leaks, and discoveries of underground releases should be maintained at the
Facility or division level for any incident which is reported to a government agency or involves
one barrel or more of material. Certain categories of spills and releases will require that an Oil
Spill Notification Form be prepared and submitted to the Facility Manager and others.
The Oil Spill Notification Form shall be completed by the IC or his/her designee and submitted
to management personnel as shown below:
•
•
•
•

Facility Manager
Production Manager
Environmental Manager
Technical Manager

The form should be completed soon after completion of the initial phase of the spill response
unless the spill is considered a "serious incident" wherein the form must be submitted within
72 hours.
II-5.5 Documentation Types
In the unlikely event that a spill of unknown origin or type is discovered (i.e., a large slick by
the barge dock), samples of the slick shall be taken immediately and sent to a local stateapproved laboratory for analyses to identify the oil type. The results of the analyses can
usually be used to identify the type of spill and source of spill, and to decide on a proper plan
for cleanup operations. In a major spill, more frequent sampling may be needed to assist
cleanup operations planning. Reference samples of product should be obtained from nearby
vessels or shore facilities for proper identification of spill source.
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For all large aquatic spills from the Facility Marine Terminal, other samples should also be
collected, including water samples (near surface, half depth, near bottom), samples of bottom
sediments, benthic communities, and fish. Water samples will provide an indication of the
potential impacts to the aquatic community whereas the other samples will evaluate whether
hydrocarbons were incorporated into the sediments or ingested by the benthic organisms.
Samples of floating or stranded oil should also be taken periodically to document the rate of
weathering and/or the loss of the oil's more volatile and toxic, components.
Oil Sampling Procedures:
1. Always wear latex or rubber gloves when taking samples. This protects the sample from
contamination from your hands, and your hands from the sample.
2. It is best to use a clean, clear glass jar for sampling. Four- or six-ounce jars are
sufficient. Dip or lower the jar (using a string if necessary) into the oil or oily water at
about a 30 angle. This will allow more oil and less water to flow over the lip of the jar. Fill
the jar to the top to eliminate headspace and minimize the loss of volatiles.
3. If sampling a small amount of light oil, such as a sheen, the oil can be collected more
easily by using a Teflon strip or sorbent pad then transferred to a sample jar. Do not use
anything containing organic fibers such as a rag, cotton, cheesecloth, etc. This will
contaminate the sample giving improper analytical results.
4. Decanting the water may be necessary to get enough oil for analysis. To decant, fasten
the lid on securely and turn the jar over allowing the water to settle towards the lid. Then
unscrew the lid just enough to allow the excess water to slowly escape.
5. Fasten the lid after lining it with aluminum foil or Teflon to obtain a good seal.
6. Affix the documentation label to the jar after wiping it clean and drying it. The label
should contain the following documentation information:
• Date and time of sampling.
• Source/location of sample. Be specific (i.e., No. 4 port cargo tank of the barge,
surface water just north of the boat houses, etc.).
• Name of person who took the sample.
• Sample designation (using a sequential numbering or lettering system).
7. Samples should be delivered to a local or regional state approved laboratory
immediately for analysis. Samples should be analyzed for volatiles and semi-volatiles
and other methods of “fingerprinting”. If the samples cannot be delivered immediately,
they should be temporarily stored in a refrigerator or a cool, dark place since exposure to
heat and light could affect analysis. Samples should be transported in a water proof
container or wrapped in enough sorbent material to soak up the entire contents of the jar
in case of leakage or breakage.
II-5.5.1

Photographic Surveys

Photographic coverage of all phases of the spill response is a critical component of
documentation and shall commence as soon as possible following detection of a spill. It
should provide representative coverage of the incident until all operations have been
terminated. The DOCL shall assign a photographer to obtain photographic coverage of the
spill response operations. Aerial photography could be conducted so as to have a complete
pictorial record, including:
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Extent of spill area
Equipment employed in cleanup
Cleanup procedures
Boom deployment
Sensitive area protection
Progress made

Photographic records include all photo and video documentation of the event. All records must
include a time and/or date stamp to ensure proper referencing of the photographs and video
tapes. All photo documentation should be logged, indexed, and handled according to standard
chain-of-custody procedures.
II-5.5.2

Photo Documentation Procedures

Certain procedures should be followed to ensure consistency and clarity of photographs and
to document overall or specific oil conditions or the general configuration of a shoreline. The
recommended procedures are as follows:
•
•
•

Maintain an accurate log of photographs in the field (at a minimum include the location
and a description of the object of each photo).
Transcribe the photo log to labels to be affixed to the back of each photograph after it
has been printed/developed.
Identify images using the following format: Image # - Photographer's Initials - Date(s)
photographs were taken. Image numbering is sequential by photographer, for
example, 1-MAC-5/7/91 and 2-MAC-5/8-9/91.

II-5.5.3

Photographic Survey Procedures

Factors that should be taken into account when taking the photographs include:
•
•
•

•
•
•

Panoramas of an area are helpful, even if they require several frames.
Try to take the panorama or general photos from an elevated vantage point where
possible to gain a better perspective of the area.
Take photos so that the oil conditions are clearly shown, and if possible, include some
prominent and preferably permanent feature (i.e., bedrock outcrop, large boulders,
trees, stream, etc.) for scale and geographic reference. Scale bars, rulers, notebooks,
lens caps, etc., are also extremely important in providing scale references for closeups, particularly of pits showing subsurface oil.
Begin the sequence of photographs for each area with a photograph of a page in the
notebook with the location, date, time, and photographer initials written in dark, bold
letters, to identify the general photograph location if the photo log is lost.
Include photographs that represent each major type of surface and subsurface oil and
any unusual oil conditions found at the site.
Show photo locations on a sketch map of the area where possible. A dot with an arrow
showing the direction in which the photo was taken is particularly helpful for
panoramas; always include the frame number next to the dot.
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Shoreline Oil Condition Surveys

In the unlikely event of a very large aquatic spill, an extensive length of shoreline may be
affected by the spill. The shorelines will have to be surveyed to determine and document the
extent of the stranded oil and associated impacts and to identify the appropriate response
actions. In these situations, the Facility may consider using a Shoreline Cleanup Advisory
Team (SCAT) approach which was used extensively for the Gulf Oil Spill response. The SCAT
approach provides a real-time assessment and documentation of shoreline oil conditions,
geomorphologic features, environmental resources, human usage, and cultural sensitivities
using standardized procedures, terminology, and definitions. Natural Resource Damage
Assessment (NRDA) members from the Facility, State and NOAA will participate in the SCAT
approach. The information gathered will be essential for the NRDA process.
A primary component of the oil condition documentation process is dividing the affected
shoreline into individual segments based on various geological, geographical, and shoreline
oiling conditions. The intent is to allow the SCAT team to better define shoreline impacts
within a Division.
The size of the individual segments depends upon the overall size of the affected area and the
degree of oil conditions. If the affected area is extensive, the segment lengths should also be
large (1,000 to 2,000 yards or more) whereas for smaller areas the segment lengths can be
100 to 200 yards or less. For sporadic oil conditions, the oiled area and the bordering clean
areas may each be designated as separate segments regardless of length. Segments may
also be subdivided at a later date to increase the level of detail. When establishing segment
boundaries, particular attention should also be given to consideration of the applicable
cleanup techniques and associated equipment maneuverability and efficiency.
II-5.6 Data Collection and Mapping
Spill modeling software allows for significant determination of product movement and
identification of potential areas of impact. Trajectories can be developed quickly as part of an
actual response or live exercise, or as part of an active preparedness and planning program.
Knowing the direction of product movement, and time of arrival, provides the responders
information that is critical to planning an effective response.
II-5.6.1

Climatological and Hydrographic Data

Climatological data for the affected area will be collected during the incident. These data will
be used in predicting the spill movement pattern, evaluating wave and wind conditions, and
will be used in preparing a proper plan for cleanup operations. The data will be collected by
the DOCL and may be gathered from the direct measurements and/or from local weather
service. Climatic and hydrologic data include: temperature; visibility; precipitation; wind
direction and speed; wave height; and current speed.
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Manpower and Contractor Accounting

The manpower (both Facility personnel and contractors), equipment, and materials used
during the spill cleanup operations must be documented. This documentation is vital in
verifying the work done, keeping track of equipment and materials used, and in accounting
and settling possible future disputes.
The IC (or anyone else in charge of contracts) shall also require the contractor to prepare a
work activity report and present it to the OSC for signature on a daily basis. The daily work
activity report shall include pertinent information on employees assigned to the job, their work
classification, hours worked, and equipment and materials used. The OSC shall verify the
contractor's report by checking it against the actual work done. Once approved, the
Contractor's daily work activity report shall be forwarded to the FSC or assigned staff for use
in processing invoices.
II-5.6.3

Other Cost Information

A complete record of all costs incurred during the spill incident shall be maintained under the
direction of the FSC in conjunction with the DOCL. Cost information shall include, but not be
limited to, the cost of equipment, contractual support (labor and equipment), supplies and
materials, property damage claims, repair cost, support services (photographic, sample
analysis, transportation, food, etc.), and legal services.
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Detection Procedures
II-6.1 Release Detection
The Facility has a number of safety systems and practices in place to prevent the occurrence
and mitigate the subsequent impact of accidental releases. The systems are designed to alert
operators with alarms in the event of a release. Facility operators are trained to respond to
the various system alarms in order to identify and control releases immediately.
The routine responsibilities that ensure releases will be detected and mitigated as
soon as possible by response personnel may include, but are not limited to the
following:
Regularly scheduled visual and monitoring.
•
Routine walk-through and monitoring of process equipment to ensure proper
•
operation of all equipment at each facility.
Immediate response to alarms and signals that may indicate a possible release.
•
Identification and control of the source as soon as safely possible.
•
Notify the Person in Charge.
•
II-6.2 Discharge Detection Systems
The Facility will provide a detailed description of the procedures and equipment used to
detect discharges. A section on discharge detection by personnel and a discussion will be
included for both regular operations and after hour operations.
II-6.2.1

Marine Terminal Leak Detection System

The Facility has installed an electronic leak detection system. This is a clamp-on transit-time
ultra sonic flow meter system consisting of a master station that performs volume balance
computations, on each product line. This system alarms with an audible alarm and a visiual
display in the control room.
II-6.2.2

Storage Tank Leak Detection Methods

All operators and supervisos involved in oil movements conduct close visual observations of
tanks, pipelines and the transfer equipment at the marine terminal. This is the most effective
means of leak detection.
All storage tanks are equipped with tank level gauges with the majority being monitored
automatically by a remote tank gauging system. The system is very effective in detecting
sudden or gradual leaks in inactive tanks.
II-6.2.3

Tank Truck Loading Rack Detection System

The tank truck loading racks utilize a bottom load system and is designed to minimize oil spill
potential and consequences. The primary spill prevention feature is the “Sculley” overflow
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detection system. Truck drivers are required to connect the “Sculley” to the truck.
connection provides a ”permissive” signal to the loading system.

This

After connecting to the “Sculley” the driver connects the vapor recovery and appropriate fuel
hose to the truck and sets the truck brakes. The driver then sets the amount of fuel to be
loaded into that particular tank compartment and presses start on the controller, allowing the
set-stop valves to open and the pumps to start. After the desired amount of fuel is loaded the
controller will shutdown the pumps and close the valves.
The truck rack has other spill prevention and minimization features:
•
•

An emergency shutoff system switch is located on each side of the loading rack.
Should a spill occur this switch can immediately shutoff the pumping.
The loading rack area drains into the oil water sewer system

II-6.2.4

Pipeline Leak Detection

The pipieline detection and spill prevention procedures include the following:
•
•

•
•

•

Monitoring pipeline pressures during transfer operations to ensure pipelines are not
operated above their specificed pressure rating and to ensure that a leak or spill is
immediately detected.
All valves are correctly aligned and verified before transfer operations are started,
minimizing the potential for pressure buildup in the pipeline during pump start. This
procedure also minimizes the potential for a spill or overfill to occur should product be
pumped into the wrong tank.
Continuous communication among personnel conducting an operation minimizes the
potential of any error which migh produce a spill.
Pipeline terminal connections are capped or blank flanged and marked if the pipeline
is not in service or if it is on standby service for extended periods. Pipelines or
vessels are blind flanged when the possibility of leaks through closed valves would
create a safety hazard, contaminate products or spill oil.
Pipelines are hydrostatically tested on an annual basis to ensure that they are not
leaking. These pipelines are tested to at least 150% of their working pressure. Valves
and seals are lubcricated periodically to prevent wear and leaks.

II-6.2.5 Rail Unloading Detection
The rail unloading detection and spill prevention procedures include the following:
•
•

All valves are correctly aligned and verified before transfer operations are started. This
procedure also minimizes the potential for a spill or overfill to occur should product be
pumped into the wrong tank.
All rail connections are continuously inspected for possible leaks while rail cars are
unloading. Ensure crude oil is flowing through all hose connections either by looking at
Sight Glass Flow Indicator FI-121 on each hose or by feeling the hoses for vibrations
due to flow.
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Activation of the Emergency Shutdown Device located in the vicinity of the crude
unloading pumps or at the unloading operations shelter will stop all crude unloading
pumps and close isolation valve 51-XV-0056.
Fire alarm pull station activation at the crude unloading facility will shut down the crude
unloading pumps.
In addition, a reverse flow pressure switch (51-XV-0056) will prevent backflow from a
receiving tank or Kinder Morgan Pipeline. This pressure switch trips and stops all
crude unloading pumps.
For incidental drips/spills, drip pans are provided for each hose connection below the
rail cars.
For larger spills originating on the unloading pad, all spilled material is diverted to the
oily water pumping station and discharged to the wastewater treatment plant.
Pump discharge pressures are monitored during transfer operations to ensure transfer
pipelines are not operated above their specificed pressure rating and to ensure that a
leak or spill is immediately detected.
Continuous communication and observation is performed by personnel conducting the
offloading operation minimizing the potential of any error which might produce a spill.
All the rail unloading transfer hoses are capped when not in service.
The transfer hoses are hydrostatically tested on an annual basis to ensure their
integrity. These hoses are tested to at least 150% of their working pressure.
Valves and seals are lubricated periodically to prevent wear and leaks.

II-6.3 Discharge Detection by Personnel
All operators and supervisors involved with oil movement's conduct close visual observations
of tanks, pipelines and the transfer equipment at the Marine Terminal. This is the most
effective means of leak detection.
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II-6.4 Routine Inspections
Facility operators perform routinely scheduled terminal inspections. Facility equipment and
current movements are checked for evidence of leaks or spills in addition to various other
observations, such as security, equipment operation, etc. See Section IV: Forms for
example forms.
The Facility's inspection and testing programs are consistent with applicable codes,
regulations, and industry standards and are maintained for the following areas:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Marine Terminal
Storage Tanks
Storage Tank Containment System (Dikes)
Pressure Relief Valves (PSVs)
Rotating Equipment (Pumps)
Electric Operated Valves (EOVs)
Piping Tank Truck Loading Rack
Crude Rail Unloading

Equipment
Pressure
Safety
(PSV)
Electric Operated
(EOV)
Wharf Structure
MLAs
Hoses
Pipe
II-6.4.1

Maintenance Program
Valves
Valves

Annually
Lubed and immediate maintenance when not
operating
Causeway inspections are on a 3-4 year cycle
Annually
Annually
Annually

External and Internal Tank Inspection Methods

The goal and purpose of these inspection methods are to assure the safe and reliable
operation of atmospheric pressure storage tanks and to document the safe condition of
applicable tanks and/or recommend necessary repairs, replacements or modifications. Offplot
operators are required to visually inspect tanks and pipelines regularly throughout their shift.
Daily tank gauges are reviewed for evidence of product loss that would indicate a leak in the
tank. Any visible oil leaks from tank seams, gaskets, rivets and/or bolts are corrected
immediately. See Section IV: Forms for examples of forms.
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External Tank Inspections
Testing methods for External Tank Inspections include:
• Ultrasonic
• Liquid penetrant
particle
• Magnet
`
• Hardness
• Vacuum Testing
Visually inspect tanks specifically looking for:
• Drip marks
• Discoloration of tanks
containing stored materials
• Puddles
`
• Corrosion
• Cracks
• Localized dead vegetation
Check foundation for:
• Cracks
• Discoloration
containing stored materials
• Puddles
`
• Settling
• Gaps between tank and foundation
• Damage cause by vegetation roots
Check piping for:
• Droplets of stored material
• Discoloration
• Corrosion
`
• Bowing of pipe between supports
• Evidence of stored material seepage on valves and seals
• Localized dead vegetation
These inspection and testing methods are used to determine tank safety through the
determination of the following:
•
•
•
•

Suitability for continued service
Condition of the foundation
Condition of piping connections
Corrosion rate
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Internal Tank Inspections
Testing methods for Internal Tank Inspections include:
• Ultrasonic
• Liquid penetrant
particle
• Magnet
`
• Hardness
• Vacuum Testing
• Radiography
• Coating thickness tester
The following methods are used to determine internal tank safety:
•
•
•
•

Suitability for continued service
Nature of corrosion and corrosion rates
Condition of internals (i.e., piping, roof supports, heaters, etc.)
Condition of internal coating.

Tanks are scheduled for inspection at frequencies determined from previous service history
Note: Production also performs a monthly external visual check that meets the API 653
requirements for monthly inspections.
II-6.4.2

Pressure Relief Valve Inspections

The goal and purpose of these inspection routines are to ensure safe, reliable over-pressure
protection for selected piping, heaters, pressure vessels, heat exchangers, and boilers as
required by Facility, State, industry and/or code requirements. Furthermore, it is important to
document the condition of relief valves through the scheduling of relief valve maintenance and
testing to determine mechanical condition and operability and to set pressure accuracy.
Inspection and testing methods include the following:
•
•

Visual to check condition
Pre-test to verify set pressure

These testing methods are used to determine:
•
•
•
•
•

Appropriate maintenance and testing frequency based on corrosion, cleanliness, and
pre-test accuracy.
Determine necessity for alloy changes
Fouling tendency
Equipment corrosion and performance history
Operability and accuracy
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The frequency of PSV inspection scheduling is according to existing Facility policy with
frequency ranging from 1 year to several years. Replacement and repair criteria are set by the
American Society of Mechanical Engineers (ASME) code, National Board Inspection Code,
Manufacturers standards.
II-6.4.3

Oil Retention Dam Inspections

Oil retention dams will be checked at least once per shift by the responsible personnel to
determine if there is any accumulation of oil behind the dams or, if there is water flowing in the
ditch, if there is any danger of a dam overflowing because of hay filter plugging or a restriction
to water flow under the curtain wall. Any problem will be noted to the Shift Supervisor as soon
as possible so Maintenance can be contacted if necessary to service the dam or stop the
source of oil run-off.
The following will be initiated each shift to show inspection of the dams has been completed.
Any comments on the condition of each dam can be noted below. Completed forms will be
delivered daily to the utility Supervisor’s office for verification of the SPCC plan, which is part
of the NPDES permit on file with the State.
II-6.4.4

Secondary Containment Dikes Inspections

The secondary containment dikes are also visually inspected on an ongoing basis for erosion,
stability, and adequate protective surface coatings or materials. During the inspections, any
observed conditions which may be considered unsafe or potentially in need of repair are
expeditiously reported to the appropriate supervisor and recorded in the operating records. In
addition, the following items are checked or evaluated during these inspections:
•
•
•
•

Level of precipitation in dike/available capacity
Operational status of drain valves
Presence of oil or soil discoloration
Cracks in, or significant erosion of, dikes (containment integrity)

II-6.4.5

Spill Basin (Surface Impoundment) Inspections

A large basin surrounded by earthen berms is located adjacent to the Facility's wastewater
treatment plant. The basin is used as tertiary containment for large spills within the Facility as
well as to contain excess stormwater runoff during significant storm events. Stormwater
accumulations in the spill basin are periodically pumped to the treatment plant for processing.
The spill basin and ancillary equipment are inspected on a regular basis for a variety of
operational and integrity related parameters. The key inspection parameters and intervals are
outlined below and inspection and related forms available only from the Maintenance office.
Daily Inspections
• Liquid level
• Shutoff valve operation
• Dike condition
• Stormwater overflows to basin (start and stop times)
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Weekly Inspections
• Signs of basin leakage
• Signs of valve leakage
• Manual gauging of liquid level
• Warning signs
II-6.4.6

Secondary Containment Inspections

The secondary containment areas shown on the site plans will be inspected on an annual
basis. The secondary containment dikes are visually inspected on an ongoing basis for
erosion, stability, and adequate protective surface coatings or materials. Any conditions
observed during these inspections that may be considered unsafe or potentially in need of
repair are reported to the appropriate supervisor and recorded in the operating records.
During these inspections, the following items are checked and/or evaluated:

•
•
•
•
•

Dike or berm system:
Level of precipitation in dike/available capacity
Operation status of drainage valves
Debris
`
Erosion
Location/status of pipes, inlets, drainage beneath tanks, etc.

•
•
•
•
•

Secondary containment:
Cracks in, or significant erosion of, dikes (containment integrity)
Presence of oil or soil discoloration
Presence
of stored materials (standing liquid)
`
Corrosion
Valve conditions

•
•
•
•
•

Retention and drainage ponds:
Erosion
Available capacity
Presence
of stored material
`
Debris
Stressed vegetation

II-6.5 Tank Gauging
All tanks are equipped with gauges that read at the tank, and most tanks have an automatic
gauging device that reads out in the Offplot Control Room. The automatic gauging system
also provides level alarms on each tank it gauges. The alarms provide indications of high,
high-high, low, and low-low, levels. During all transfers and activities involving tanks, operating
personnel maintain radio contact to facilitate leak detection and rapid shutdown.
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The storage tank operating and maintenance procedures are written and followed to minimize
the potential for oil spills and to detect a release if one were to occur. The procedures are as
follows:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

•
•

Tanks are gauged prior to receipt of product to ensure that sufficient capacity exists in
tank to prevent tank overfill.
Tanks are checked hourly during filling to ensure that they are not overfilled.
Operators must be in attendance at the tank as it nears its capacity.
Tanks are gauged twice daily for stock accounting purposes. This procedure would
detect a moderate size release from a tank if one were to occur.
Tank water draws, and cargo and service line valves are locked closed when not in
use.
Automatic tank gauging systems are calibrated monthly to ensure that they are reading
correctly.
Facility operating procedures require that operators perform a daily inspection of tanks
and appurtenances for leaks.
The interior of a tank is inspected each time it is taken out of service for cleaning. This
inspection process involves a visual inspection of the tank, looking for rust and pitting.
If rust and pitting are observed, ultrasonic tests are performed on representative
sections of the metal.
Tank inspections are performed by experienced, licensed inspectors using up-to-date
procedures and methods (API 653). Records of all inspections are retained on file for
the life of the tank.
Tank farm operators are also required to visually inspect tanks and pipelines regularly
through their shifts.

Additional activities and checks relative to tank gauging include the following:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Tanks are gauged manually and compared to the automatic gauging records prior to
receipt of product to ensure that sufficient capacity exists in tank to prevent tank
overfill.
Tanks are checked hourly during filling to ensure that they are not overfilled.
Tank water draws are locked closed when not in use.
Automatic tank gauging systems are calibrated quarterly to ensure that they are
reading correctly.
Facility operating procedures require that operators perform a daily inspection of tanks
and appurtenances for leaks.
Condensate from internal heating coils is routed to the oily water sewer system for
removal of any oil that may be present. However, under usual pressure conditions,
leakage of steam out of the coils is more likely than leakage of oil in. When steam coils
are shut off, both the inlet and outlet valves are shut.
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II-6.6 Alarms
II-6.6.1

Storage Tank Level Alarms

The Facility’s major tanks have tank gauges which transmit oil heights to the Operations
Control Center, where tank levels are monitored continuously. The tank gauges have
alarms set for each tank for high tank level, low tank level, and emergency low tank level.
Each tank also has an independent device which gives an alarm for emergency high tank
level.
The most effective means to ensure storage tanks are not overfilled is effective
communication between all operators and all shifts. The majority of facility tankage is
equipped with a computerized automatic gauging system. This system provides continuous
monitoring capability in the Offplot Control Room. Features of this automatic system and
means for communication include the following:
•

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

A shift turnover log is used to communicate activities at the Facility to the next work
shift. This procedure minimizes the potential for operator error possibly resulting in a
spill or leak. Items included in the log are a list of "moving" tanks, current rates of
movement and expected timing of any oil transfers.
All orders for hydrocarbon receipts and shipments are distributed in writing. The written
orders include volumes and specific tanks to be utilized.
All shift operators are equipped with a portable radio at all times. This allows
continuous communication between field operators and control room operators.
All tanks are equipped with a side gauge for local level determination.
A high level audible alarm. The tank number flashes on the computer screen in the
control house when the tank enters an alarm stage. Information including level, volume
in the tank and available space is readily accessible on the computer display.
A high-high audible alarm and associated information.
A low level audible alarm and associated information.
A low-low level audible alarm and associated information.
A set point that will bring in an audible alarm at any tank level determined appropriate
by the operator. The Varec computer has set points for all tank alarms.
The levels of all tanks equipped with the automatic system are measured every 90
seconds.
Tanks may be designated as inactive. If the level changes by more than 1/8 of an inch,
an audible alarm will sound indicating movement in the tanks.

II-6.6.2

Loading Rack Alarms

The loading rack is equipped with Scully automatic equipment to shut down pumps to prevent
overfilling of truck transports. All trucks must have sensors, which are compatible with our
equipment. Should sensors fail, the loading rack has automatic shutdown switches (red button
emergency shutdown) that the transport driver or the terminal operator may utilize to shut
down transfer pumps.
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II-6.7 Source Control
Facility operators have been trained to respond to abnormal pipeline/facility
operations. Source control will be maintained with the following systems and
procedures:
The Facility is equipped with Emergency Support Systems (i.e., sumps, safety control
• valves, emergency shutdowns, etc.).
In the event the incident does not allow automatic control, the operator has the
• flexibility to control a release by manually activating shutdown devices or closing
valves, etc. provided that the personnel are not exposed to the released substances.
In the event the source escalates, the Facility will activate this Plan and assemble a
• team to respond to the situation.
II-6.8 Good Engineering Practices
The Facility’s approach to preventing discharges is to assure that all facilities are properly
designed, constructed, maintained and operated.
Some examples of good engineering practices may include but are not limited to the following:

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Engineering Practices
Components are inspected to ensure that quality is maintained during material
procurement and construction.
Trained personnel are used during the construction of the facilities.
Various testing methods are used during construction of the facilities.
External and internal corrosion control methods are used to maintain the facilities in
the best possible condition.
A preventive maintenance program reduces the potential for component malfunction
or failure
Facility personnel are properly trained to operate and maintain all operational
equipment.
The Facility has an extensive safety and drug testing program for its employees and
requires the same for its contractors.
Facility systems are designed and operated with safety factors in place. For
example, the maximum operating pressure of a system is always less than the
design pressure of the system and the test pressure of the system.
Pressures are monitored and controlled so that the maximum operating pressures
are not exceeded.
In the MTR portion of the Facility, internal inspection tools are used or lines are
subjected to additional hydrostatic testing annually to determine and assure their
integrity.
All wastes are stored in accordance with applicable regulatory requirements (DOT
containers that are non-leaking, closed, in good condition, properly marked/labeled,
inspected to ensure integrity, etc.)
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Tank Truck Loading Rack Maintenance

The loading rack is maintained in the following ways to minimize leaks and spills:
•
•

The rack is visually inspected daily.
Repairs are made as necessary to inoperable or leaking equipment.

II-6.9 Human Error Prevention
If the systems are properly designed, constructed, operated and maintained, then the most
probable source of discharge is due to human error. Human errors, like those listed below,
can be minimized by being aware of the problem when it arises and then using the
minimization techniques already in place at the Facility.
Human Factor Risks
Miscommunication at shift
change
Maintenance item oversight
Miscommunication
Abnormal operations
Misreading instrumentation
Operator inattention
Inadequate training
Operator error
Construction hot work errors
Fatigue and/or personal
problems
Drug/Alcohol abuse
Driver Inattention
Driver Error
Driver Loading Error

Written log book and critical procedures checklist
Written PM program
Repeat communication and backup radio system
Written procedures training and review of typical
scenarios
Improved lighting and back up provided,
Independent instruments
Check-in requirement
Oil Spill Prevention training, and Oil Spill prevention
training updates
Training updates, Operator Certification, and SOP
Continuing Education
Dock Hot Work Permit Training
Notify Supervisor, and Work Schedule Procedures
Drug/Alcohol Program, Employee Assistance
Program, and DISA Program
Check-in Requirement
Truck Driver orientation training and Driver
Certification
Card Lock System

II-6.10 Corrosion Mitigation
Valves and seals are lubricated periodically to prevent wear and leaks. To minimize abrasion
and corrosion and allow for the piping's expansion and contraction, the pipe supports are
designed in accordance with the Facility’s Engineering Guides. They are wrapped and coated
for corrosion protection, and cathodic protection has been provided where necessary. The
above ground nature of most piping enables Facility personnel to periodically check the
physical characteristics and condition
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II-6.11 Spill Mitigation
Source control and mitigation involve anything from shutdown of operations to patching a leak,
containing a spill, dispersing a vapor cloud, protecting a sensitive area, recovering the spilled
material, or other such activities that are involved in an emergency response.
Because of the infinite number of circumstances under which an incident could occur and the
variety of equipment that could be involved, it is impractical to describe procedures that should
be followed in all foreseeable emergency situations.
II-6.12 Tank Overfill and Fire Prevention
Each tank is provided with a connection for a semi-fixed fire protection system. Individual
foam laterals that run from connections outside the dike areas serve each tank. The foam
laterals are controlled by manual valves. Connections to the tanks depend on roof
construction. Foam firefighting capabilities are provided by the Facility and/or Mutual Aid
partners.
Each bulk storage tank is equipped with a liquid level gauging device and an independent
high-level alarm system with audible and visual alerts.
II-6.13 Storage Tank Overfill Lines
All overflow or vent lines on bulk storage tanks flow into the oily water sewer system directed
to the Waste Water Treatment Plant within secondary containment.
II-6.14 Piping
II-6.14.1

Buried Pipelines

Buried pipelines are in the process of being phased out. New pipelines are often placed in
concrete pipeline vaults.
II-6.14.2

Out of Service Pipelines

Piping terminal connections are capped or blank-flanged and marked piping if the piping is not
in service or it is on standby service for extended periods.
II-6.14.3

Pipeline Supports

To minimize abrasion and corrosion and allow for the piping’s expansion and contraction, the
pipe supports are designed in accordance with the Facility Engineering Guides. Cathodic
protection has been provided where necessary. The above ground nature of most piping
enables Facility personnel to periodically check the physical characteristics and condition of
the lines.
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II-6.15 Observations and Documentation
Documentation of these conditions will be logged periodically at the discretion of the local
supervisor.
Wharf Structure
Wharf inspection records are maintained by the Inspection Department in file folders indexed
by year. The cycle of inspection is five years. Extra inspections may be performed more
frequently, as dictated by circumstances, such as a storm or earthquake. When a file is
closed, all repair and maintenance pursuant to the inspection is completed, it may be moved
the Archives. These records may include the following information as appropriate:
•
•
•
•
•

Piling, bracing, decking inspection results
Load restriction requirements
Comments on the condition of the wharf structure.
Five year wharf maintenance plan.
Record of repair or maintenance performed.

Tanks
Complete inspection and maintenance or repair records are maintained by the Inspection
Department. There is a file folder for each tank that may contain any of the following
information as appropriate:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Original design information
Frequency of Inspection
Inspection testing results - ultrasonic data, liquid penetrant, magnetic particle,
hardness testing, visual inspection, radiography
Recommendations for repair or maintenance
General comments on the condition of the tank
Record of work performed

Operations also performs a monthly documented general "inspection" of tanks using a
checklist which are kept by the Offplot Supervisor and later forwarded to the Inspection
Department for storage for the life of the tank.
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Response Procedures
A person evaluating a situation must assess the circumstances surrounding an event, to
determine if an emergency situation exists, and respond accordingly. Facility personnel are
trained in hazards or emergency recognition procedures as described in this section.
This section is designed to provide field personnel with the information necessary to respond
to incidents in a safe and efficient manner. For purposes of this plan, incidents are defined as
events that happen within the Facility that create unacceptable impacts on people, property, or
the environment and require emergency response operations.
Emergency response operations involve actions taken at, or in close proximity to, the site of
an incident that are designed to mitigate the situation and get initial control over the incident,
ensure safety of all concerned, develop plans of action, and facilitate communications.
An emergency in Facility operations often originates with the unexpected release or spill of
commodities. Uncontained commodities and high vapor concentrations present substantial
hazards for fires or explosions until they dissipate to safe levels. In these situations, sources
of ignition must be controlled to eliminate fire and explosion hazards. The Facility has strict
rules for controlling sources of ignition within the property to avoid such explosions or fires.
Potential sources of ignition become more difficult to control on public property. Early
detection and quick response are the best actions to reduce the hazards.
The purpose of this section is to identify the response checklist/procedures to follow based on
the type of incident that could occur at the Facility. The checklists below are developed to
allow the field personnel the ability to make sound decisions during the initial response of an
incident. The checklists are not meant to substitute for emergency response knowledge,
training, or sound judgment calls and do not account for all circumstances. In the event of
any type of incident, it is imperative that the safety of all personnel be considered first, and
then the protection of property second.
The level of required response is dependent upon the severity of the release, the size,
potential environmental, social and economic impact and the expected public interest in the
event.
Assessment Activities
Because of the infinite number of combinations of types and environmental conditions, no two
spills will be identical. Each spill must be evaluated independently on the basis of incidentspecific conditions. This section deals with assessment procedures for immediate response
actions. In all cases, the safety of the response team will have the highest priority.
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The assessment process includes the following sequence of steps:
•
•
•
•
•

•

Determine the source of the spill.
Determine the oil type, size and state classification.
Determine the safety hazard to Facility personnel, contractors and the general public.
Evaluate the climatic and hydrographic conditions surrounding the spill as they
influence safety, movement, surveillance, response and environmental effects.
Estimate spill movements and trajectories.
Determine response times to potentially affected areas.

II-7.1 Initial Discovery / Response Actions
Initial response actions are those taken by local personnel immediately upon becoming aware
of a discharge or emergency incident. Timely implementation of these initial steps is of the
utmost importance because they can greatly affect the overall response operation.
All Facility personnel, through proper training and awareness, must be ready to react
promptly, and with common sense, in the event of an emergency. It is the responsibility of all
Facility personnel to be familiar with the contents of this plan and applicable Operating
Procedures.
These procedures have been designed to:
1) Provide safety to the public and Facility personnel when threatened by the release of
hydrocarbons, and
2) To coordinate activities for the prompt and safe return of the Facility to normal operating
conditions.
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Incident Assessment Checklist
Health and Safety Hazards
 Warn all on-site personnel of the incident and potential hazards.
 Evacuate site personnel to an area upwind of the vapor source.
 Determine appropriate PPE required to approach and make an initial assessment.
 Determine explosive and toxic vapor hazards, including direction and speed of travel.
 Determine the level of PPE required to conduct further operations.
 Assist injured personnel, and determine the number and location of on shift personnel.
Nature of Event
 Determine location and source of event.
 If a spill or release, identify the receiving environment (land or water).
 If a spill, estimate size of spill, determine oil type and state classification.
 Determine response times.
Spill Movements
 Assess movement and trajectories.
 For aquatic spills, estimate the wind/current speeds and directions.
 For land spills, estimate probable spill movements and potential for entering river.
Response Resources Required
 Determine what procedures are required to stop and contain or control the event.
Determine number of personnel and quantities of equipment necessary to implement

response techniques.
Events that require an immediate response include:
Extreme pressure reduction on the line
Extreme flow rate changes
Extreme measurement losses or gains
Receiving notices of an emergency nature such as:
a) Release of hazardous liquids from the Facility

b) Operational malfunction causing a hazardous condition
c) Fire, explosion, or natural disaster involving the Facility
d) Notification of a potential leak or hazard
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Figure II-7.1 Initial Discovery Flowchart
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II-7.2 Immediate Action Checklist

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Initial Operations Supervisor Response
Evaluate the incident.
Identify any additional resources that may be needed. Instruct security to page as
necessary.
If the IMT is not needed (off-hours), issue the “ALL CLEAR” page.
The first-in supervisor should give a short report to include:
• What you have
• What you are doing
• What you need
Command Option: establishing or passing.
Over the “ALL CALL” channel identify the nature of the emergency and provide as
much information as is possible.
Direct responding personnel to switch to appropriate radio channel.
If plant-wide evacuation is warranted, activate the appropriate system to provide
additional information.
If required, use the external speaker system to provide additional information.
Once the emergency has ended (and at the direction of the IC) activate the “ALL
CLEAR” alert.

II-7.3 Emergency Shutdown
In an emergency situation, it’s imperative to identify where the source of the leak can be
controlled. Mitigation can involve anything from shutdown of operations to patching a leak,
containing a spill, dispersing a vapor cloud, protecting a sensitive area, recovering the spilled
material, or other such activities that are involved in an emergency response. Because of the
infinite number of circumstances under which an incident could occur and the variety of
equipment that could be involved, it is impractical to describe procedures that should be
followed in all foreseeable emergency situations.
II-7.4 Fire / Explosion
It is the Facility’s intention to comply with all applicable fire regulations. The objective of the
emergency planning and response program is to produce a favorable outcome at the incident
with minimal risk to the public, employees and contractors, and emergency responders.
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Accumulated debris, oil waste, trash, and other potential fuels can be present in all operations
and will add to the fire danger. Strict control and isolation of these fuel sources should be
exercised to avoid their accumulation in inhabited areas. Gasoline storage and transfer
should follow applicable codes. A fire extinguisher should also be made readily available.
Smoking is not allowed near flammable materials. Welding and burning require a hot work
permit where hydrocarbon mixtures may exist, i.e., vessels, tanks, pipelines, etc., which may
contain explosive mixtures or atmospheres. All fires should be completely extinguished before
fire-fighting personnel leave the work site.
Life safety shall be the highest priority for all personnel.

✓
















Fire / Explosion Checklist
Procedures
Initial Observer activate initial response, i.e. pull box
Eliminate all ignition sources.
Begin Emergency Shut Down if necessary.
If person(s) down, refer to Medical Emergency Checklist
If a fire is noticed the priority is to secure the source if safe to do so.
Account for all personnel in the unit or area where the fire occurred.
Evacuate all non-essential personnel, if necessary.
If required ensure evacuation nearby residents.
Search for and rescue missing or injured personnel as required.
Use the buddy system.
Ensure the Facility Operators control the process.
If possible identify cause/source/materials involved.
If possible contain fire/spill material released.
Conduct air monitoring to ensure safety of personnel and appropriate PPE is
required to respond. (For additional information, see the Site Safety and Health
Plan and/or the Safety Coordinator.)
IC will direct firefighting personnel (trained in the use of firefighting equipment and
PPE), which may include use of monitors, deluge systems, and portable fire
extinguishers.
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Tank Fire
Tank Fire
Extinguish fires surrounding the tank before attempting to extinguish the fire within
the tank.
Conduct all necessary work within the firewall area during the early part of the fire so
that as the fire progresses, extinguishment procedures can be carried on from a safer
distance.
Cool the tank by means of water curtains applied to the roof and shell to prevent
excessive vaporization and lessen the danger of fire spread.
Begin firefighting from the upwind side, moving downwind. It is difficult to extinguish a
fire on one tank that is being heated by an upwind fire.
All burning crude oils, fuel oil, and asphalt develop a "heat wave" that travels
downward at a rate from 15 to 50 inches per hour. Temperature of the oil in this heat
wave may reach 500 to 600F.

If a heat wave reaches the bottom water or if sufficient water is entrained in the bottom oil, a
violent boil-over may result. Burning oil first erupts and then falls, spreading beyond the
firewalls of the tank. The column of flame can be 300 to 400 feet in diameter at the base,
spreading wider as it rises 1,000 feet or more. The beginning of a boil-over is indicated usually
by both an increase in height and in brightness of the flames immediately prior to the actual
eruption of boiling oil. A boil-over is a violent eruption, whereas, a slop-over results from
expansion or frothing of the heated liquid.
Test the tank shell with a water stream in order to determine the downward progress of the
heat wave. If extinguishment has failed by the time the heat wave has reached a point 5 feet
above a known bottom water level, evacuate all personnel immediately from the area. Be on
guard against successive boil-over from a burning tank as this often occurs.
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Barge Fire

In the event of a barge fire the first action taken should be to shut down the transfer and then
implement the fire response procedures. Unless there is an explosion, fires will generally be
confined to the hatches, drip pans, or vents. These can be extinguished by closing the hatch
cover, if possible, and/or by using an appropriate extinguisher directed across the top of the
opening. Water should be used primarily for cooling the sides of the barge and personnel
protection as large volumes of water directed at the hatches could cause the compartment to
overfill and release burning oil. If the barge deck is on fire, water streams should be used to
move the oil and flames away from the dock and to cool the sides of the dock.
In the event a barge is ruptured and burning, protect personnel, the dock, and other vessels
by cooling the barge to the extent possible and towing it away from the dock. Once the barge
is away from the dock, it can be grounded or held in open water depending on the
circumstances of the incident.
Barge Fire











Stop all transfer of oil.
If the barge is loading, activate ESD to shut down transfer and alert dock personnel.
If the barge is discharging, do not activate ESD until barge pumps are shut down.
Apply cooling water streams to the deck and sides of the vessel.
Extinguish fires at hatches by closing the cover plates while working under the
protection of high pressure water-fog.
Extinguish fires at vents or manifolds with high pressure water-fog or dry powder
extinguishers.
If tank seams have been opened by explosion, apply foam through these openings.
Protect dock facilities with a heavy water spray system if necessary.
Move barge away from dock if ruptured and burning.

II-7.4.3

Ship/Tankers Fire

Due to the specialized training requirements of ship fire combatants, the IMT will not actively
engage in ship fire strategies/response. The IMT will provide support to the USCG and/or
ship’s crew based on the IMT’s level of training and knowledge of equipment and only when
asked by competent authority onboard the vessel.
The typical IMT response procedures for fires involving ships or tankers are:
Ships/Tankers







Terminate all oil transfers.
If the vessel is loading, activate ESD to shut down transfer and alert dock personnel.
If the vessel is discharging, do not activate ESD until vessel pumps are shut down.
Assist the ship in any way possible, but only when asked to do so.
If ordered to do so by competent authority, activate sprinkler/foam systems and fire
monitors to cool the vessel's hull, nearby vessels, and the dock.
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Marine Terminal Fire
Marine Terminal Fire












Report the emergency.
Stop loading and/or unloading operations as soon as possible.
Close the EOV valves on the lines.
Notify Shift Supervisor
Release vessels from terminal to permit movement from danger area.
Evacuate nonessential personnel.
Secure the area.
Activate fire control extinguishers’ fixed systems.
Trained individuals wearing specialized personal protective clothes and air packs
perform the advanced fire control offensive.
If the magnitude of the fire is such that vessel are in danger:
• Consult with the vessel master or PIC of the vessel.
• Make every effort to release vessels from the terminal to permit them to move
away from the danger area.

II-7.4.5







Electrical Fire

Electrical Fires
Dry chemical for electrical panels, halon or carbon dioxide for computer equipment.
Do not enter a vault or manhole except to attempt a rescue and then only after the
power has been shut off.
Never approach a high-voltage source closer than one body length.
Do not park under or near wire involved/exposed to fire. Keep apparatus at least one
span (distance between two poles) away in either direction.
Do not park over manhole covers.
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Figure II.7.2 Tank Fire Pre-Plan / Flowchart
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Pump
out, Burn
out or
both

Seal fires – activate if
sufficient quantity in
system. If not, or there is
full involvement, verify
and/or secure resources,
then coordinate
extinguishment.
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II-7.5 Tank Overfill

✓









Tank Overfill Response Checklist
Procedures
Immediately stop work activities.
Shut off flow to tank.
If safe, ensure dike drains are closed (if applicable).
Initiate oil spill response actions.
Secure the area.
Notify Facility Shift Supervisor/Unit Supervisor.
Notify waste water treatment plant operator.
Begin transfer of contents to other tankage.

II-7.6 Piping Leak/Rupture

✓






Piping Leak/Rupture Response Checklist
Procedures
Shut off flow.
Notify Facility Shift Supervisor/Unit Supervisor.
Initiate spill containment (if outside containment area).
Block and purge affected equipment.
Initiate recovery/clean-up actions.

II-7.7 Marine Terminal Systems Failure (Marine loading arms, hoses, manifolds)

✓






Marine Terminal Systems Failure Response Checklist
Procedures
Shut off transfer pumps. Close header & tank valves.
Notify Shift Off Plot A Supervisor.
Notify Facility Superintendent.
Activate Incident Management Team/OSROs
Deploy containment boom and use sorbents where applicable.
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II.7.8 Rail Unloading Systems Failure

✓







Rail Unloading Systems Failure Response Checklist
Procedures
Shut off transfer pumps. Close header & rail car valves.
Notify Shift Supervisor.
Notify Rail Unloading Facility Superintendent.
Activate Incident Management Team if necessary.
Deploy containment boom and use sorbents where applicable.
Flush spilled material to the oily water pump station with firewater monitors and
apply firefighting foam if necessary for vapor suppression.

II-7.9 Tank Failure

✓










Tank Failure Response Checklist
Procedures
Immediately stop work activities.
If safe, ensure dike drains are closed.
Shut off flow to tank.
If safe, ensure dike drains are closed (if applicable).
Initiate oil spill response actions.
Secure the area.
Notify Shift Supervisor/Unit Supervisor
Notify waste water treatment plan operator.
Begin transfer of contents to other tankage.
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II-7.10 Natural and Other Gas Leaks in or Near a Building

✓















Natural and Other Gas Leaks In or Near a Building
Procedures
Immediately stop work activities.
Protect public first, then facilities.
Safely evacuate building if gas is detected inside building.
Always look and listen for any signs of escaped gas.
All open flames are to be extinguished.
Determine leak severity.
Do not enter building with audible leaking gas.
Test the environment to determine safe entry.
Evacuate people from adjacent buildings.
Shut off electrical power to building.
Eliminate all other potential sources of ignition.
Isolate the building from gas sources of ignition.
Close necessary inlet and outlet block valves and open blow down valves.
After gas sources are shut off, utilize portable combustible gas indicator/detector to
determine safe environment.

II-7.11 Electrical Power Failure at the Dock Checklist
Electrical Power Failure at the Dock
Procedures

✓


Stop Loading immediately.



Notify the Shift Supervisor as quickly as possible.
If there is a power outage, the emergency generator is designed to supply
electrical power automatically for retracting the marine loading arms (MLAs).
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II-7.12 Natural Disasters
This checklist identifies actions to be taken when the Facility is threatened by thunderstorms,
producing lightning or high winds.

✓






Thunderstorms / Lightning / High Winds Checklist
Procedures
Establish communications with the Field office for weather updates.
Upon notification by weather monitoring of impending severe weather conditions,
notify the initial Incident Commander or the appropriate office of the situation.
Personnel will be instructed to shut down all nonessential activities and take
shelter where available until the storm has passed.
Immediately bring personnel off vessels, tanks, pipe racks, and other elevated
work areas. Suspend product loading operations and close all tank openings.
Take shelter until the storm has passed.

II-7.12.1

Earthquake
Procedures

✓






Earthquake Safety

Assess situation and exercise caution.
Emergency Shut Down, if necessary.
Conduct visual inspection of the line(s) using one or more of the following
methods.

Aircraft

Vehicle

Walking
Ensure system integrity prior to start-up.
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II-7.13 Bomb Threat
The Facility has developed procedures to be used in responding to bomb threats, identifying
strangers in the work place, or other suspicious communications, some of which may be
related to acts of terrorism or abductions.
Bomb Threat Call Procedures
Bomb threats or warnings will usually be given by telephone; anyone on site could receive
such a call. The individual receiving the bomb threat should obtain as much information as
possible. The use of the Bomb Threat Information Form is highly recommended.
 The person receiving the call should, if possible, attempt to have someone else notify
a supervisor while the bomb threat call is in progress.
 Remain Calm; Keep the caller on the line for as long as possible. Try to keep the
caller talking to learn more information. DO NOT HANG UP, even if the caller does.
 Listen carefully, be polite, and show interest
 If your phone has a display, copy the number and or letters from the display.
 Once the caller has terminated the call; DO NOT HANG UP, but from a different
phone contact the supervisor immediately with information and await instructions.
 The supervisor will notify local authorities and Facility management.
 Secure access and evacuate the Facility until the local authorities have cleared the
Facility for reentry.
 The supervisor will coordinate actions with local authorities.
 A complete written record of each incident shall be retained by the supervisor and
any photographs or physical evidence shall be preserved until further disposition of
the incident by the Facility.
 The supervisor should ensure that a follow up investigation into the incident has been
conducted and appropriate additional security measures, if any, have been
established and any identified issues have been resolved
Bomb Threat Received by Hand Written Note (In addition to above procedures)
 Contact Supervisor Immediately
 Handle note as minimally as possible
Bomb Threat Received by E-Mail (In addition to above procedures)
 Contact Supervisor Immediately
 Do Not Delete the message
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Bomb Threat Response Actions
Procedures
Immediately Notify Controller and shut down operations as instructed.
Notify the Facility Supervisor or alternate.
Advise all non-employees of condition and tell them to leave premises.
Alert all on-duty personnel of threat.
Carry out instructions from Supervisor.
Follow Evacuation/Shelter-in-place procedures as directed by the IC
Shift Supervisor will maintain a log of events.
IC/ Shift Supervisors - Notify law enforcement officials:
IC/Shift Supervisors - Notify fire department to standby.
IC/Shift Supervisors - Notify bomb disposal unit
Direct appropriate authorities to start immediate search of the following areas:
 Pumps & Motors
 Manifold Area
 Control Building
 Block valves
Follow instructions given for Public Relations.
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Bomb Threat Call Checklist

Bomb Threat Checklist
Incident:
Period:
Time and Date Reported:
Who Reported:
Caller Name:
Exact Words of Caller:
Time Call Ended:

Prepared By:
Version Name:
Phone:

Questions to Ask
When is the bomb going to explode?
Where is the bomb right now?
What kind of bomb is it?
What does it look like?
Why did you place the bomb?
Where are you calling from?

Male

Description of Callers Voice
Female
Young
Middle Aged
Old

Accent

Voice

Speech

Language

Accent

Manner

Loud
High Pitch
Raspy
Intoxicated
Clearing
Throat
Soft
Deep
Pleasant
Deep
Breathing

Fast
Distinct
Stutter
Slurred
Slow
Distorted
Nasal

Excellent
Fair
Foul
Educated
Good
Poor
Other:

Local
Foreign
Not Local
Regional

Calm
Rational
Coherent
Deliberate
Righteous
Angry
Irrational

Explain:

Background
Noises
Office
Machinery
Factory
Machinery
Bedlam
Animals
Quiet
Mixed

Call Recipient Information
Call Recipient(s):
Notes:
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II-7.14 Rescue
Rescue
Objectives
 Stabilize the scene.
 Locate the victim(s).
 Stabilize the victim(s) and remove from hostile environment.
 Reduce chance of harm or injury to rescuers.
 Decide if incident is a “rescue” or “recovery”.
When developing a rescue operation, consider
 The number of victims.
 The condition of victims.
 The number of rescue personnel available.
 Tools and equipment necessary to perform the rescue.
 The designation of a Rapid Intervention Team (RIT).
Functional assignments to consider:
 Rescue group supervisor
 Controller to Oversee Entrants, RIT, Rigging, Edge.
 Technical Safety
 Ventilation
 Air Supply
II-7.15 Medical Response Checklist
Medical Response
First Aid vehicle response to any medical emergency is the responsibility of the:
• Day Shift: Fire and Safety Supervisor
• Off Shift: Shift Supervisor
Standard Responder Priorities:
• Insist responders wear appropriate medical PPE. Quickly document and report all
responder exposures.
• Consider a different radio channel for medical operations if more than one type of
emergency is occurring at the same time.
• Establish communications and coordinate closely with receiving hospitals.
• If first aid certified, assist patient as best as possible up to certification level. If not
first aid certified, wait for appropriate medical assistance unless directed by
competent medical authority.
Standard Patient Priorities:
• Airway, breathing, circulation
• Possible CPR (defibrillator if available)
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Medical Response (Continued)
Examples of serious injuries/illness that require immediate Paramedic response:
• Respiratory arrest (not breathing).
• Serious hemorrhage (uncontrolled bleeding).
• Cardiac arrest (no pulse).
• Extensive or severe burns.
• Facial burns where inhalation of hot gases is suspected.
• Unconsciousness (unresponsive to verbal or painful stimuli).
• Altered level of consciousness (disoriented: does not know one or more of the
following: name, location, age, what happened)
• Head injuries.
• Chocking (obstructed airway).
• Difficulty breathing (allergy, asthma, COPD, congestive heart failure)
• Chest pains (or other heart attack symptoms)
• Acute abdominal pain.
When evaluating the seriousness of symptoms for paramedical response, consider the
mechanism of injury (what caused the injury?). If the mechanism is severe, such as a fall
from a height, HF exposure or the extent of injury is unknown, request paramedic response
regardless of symptoms. IF IN DOUBT CALL.
First Aid Vehicle
• The first aid vehicle carrier equipment and supplies for field stabilization. It is kept at
the fire station and is designed for in-plant emergency response and transportation
only. It is not for transport of patients outside of the Facility without specific approval.
If approval is given, a medically qualified EMT or greater must accompany the
patient to the hospital.
• Employees are not permitted to drive themselves to the hospital from work for an
occupational injury/illness. Employee’s emergency care shall be transported by
Facility vehicle or ambulance as appropriate.
Med Flight
• Incident Command may determine that Med Flight is need for patient transport.
Requests for Med Flight are processed through the responding medic unit. As a
general rule, for a multiple or mass casualty situation, request:
o One ambulance for every two patients;
o Two responders for every non-ambulatory patient
The establishment of a Medical Group with assignments made for Triage, Treatment,
Transport and Morgue, should be considered for mass casualty situations.
The triage system adopted by the local county fire service for identification and transport of
patients should be used. The Simple Triage and Rapid Transport (START) method is used
to quickly evaluate patients: ventilation, perfusion, mental status. Following evaluation, the
patient is identified with colored tape: green for walking wounded (priority 3), red for life
threatening injury (priority 1), yellow for non-life threatening injury (priority 2), and black for
DOA. The patient, when moving from the triage to the treatment area is given a number
(written on their forehead) for purposes of patient tracking and accountability.
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II-7.16 Oil Spill Response Shift Supervisor Checklist
Oil Spill Response Shift Supervisor
The Shift Supervisor:
• Contacts the Security Shift Supervisor and activates the IMT via radio or pagers,
who then shuts down the source of the spill and initiate containment and recovery
operations.
• Assesses the spill and associated health and safety hazards.
• Direct the alternate Shift Supervisor to notify the Facility Manager and the
appropriate regulatory agencies.
• Reassess the spill situation and effectiveness of response measures.
• Activates OSROs.
• Directs the alternate Shift Supervisor to notify potentially threatened sensitive area
owners/managers.
• Directs the alternate Shift Supervisor to periodically update the agency
representatives and Facility management personnel.
• Prepare written spill reports and notifications as required.
In most situations, the spills will occur during transfer operations and will be easily identifiable
by the personnel involved based on their knowledge of the material(s) being transferred. Spills
from storage tanks and pipelines can also be quickly identified as the type of product in each
pipeline is displayed on the outside and the tanks have the hazard placarding on the outside
to indicate the product they contain.
In the event that a spill of unknown origin does occur, the type of product will be identified
initially by color and/or smell. It is easy to differentiate the smell of gasoline from jet or diesel
fuel although it is generally impossible to differentiate between types of gasoline or between
diesel and jet fuel by smell alone. In this case, a sample of the oil is taken and a gravity test
conducted at the Facility which will quickly identify the type of product. The color and odor
difference between crude oil and most refined products is obvious with the exception of black
oils (Bunker C/#6 Fuel Oil). Black oil is similar in color to crude but is not as aromatic and has
a higher viscosity.
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II-7.17 Oil Spill – First 2 Hours – IC and PSC Guide
Oil Spill – IC & PSC Guide
Purpose:
Provide an informal procedure for how to efficiently move through the initial ICS 201
briefing, Initial Unified Command Meeting and the Unified Command Objectives Meeting.
Background
• Assume that the IMT and appropriate stakeholders have arrived to respond to a spill
and the Field Commander is ready to hand-over incident command to the IC.
Procedures:
1. Conduct Initial Incident briefing using ICS 201 form. This should be done by the initial
Incident/Field Commander but can be done by the OSC.
2. If deemed more appropriate for a Unified Command, the oncoming IC announces that
the Initial Unified Command meeting will take place in 20 minutes.
3. The PSC will review the ICS 201 form and fill out a draft ICS 202 (objectives) form for the
current operational period.
4. The ICS 201 form and draft ICS 202 form will be given to the IC to provide a good
starting point for conducting the Initial Unified Command Meeting.
Note: Ideally, a Deputy PSC should be present for the first three hours. The primary PSC
should attend Unified Command meetings to serve as a historian/facilitator while the
Deputy PSC remains in the EOC to keep the planning process active.
5. The IC kicks-off the Initial Unified Command Meeting. He/she should start by discussing
the process for the current operational period. This will help everyone understand the
process and to stay on track. Otherwise, stakeholders tend to want to address their
personal issues first which creates delays. Explain timeline for first set of meetings.
• Initial Unified Command Meeting (30 minutes)
• Return to Incident Command Center for update and to communicate meeting results
(20 minutes)
• Unified Command Objectives meeting (45 minutes)
• Organization then begins the formal planning process and development of the IAP
6. The IC then makes it very clear what the objectives are for the Initial Unified Command
Meeting and that the target meeting length is 30 minutes. It is important to stress how
critical it is to efficiently move through this meeting so that the formal Planning Process can
start.
• Kick-off meeting
• Make introductions. Define UC and jurisdictional priorities.
• Define operational period. Usually 12-24 hours coinciding with a 6 am or 6 pm shift
change. Explain that time is needed to develop the IAP for the next period.
• Review objectives from ICS 201 and draft ICS 202 form and add or modify as
necessary for the current operational period.
• See manual for other miscellaneous issues.
• Let everyone know that the next step is to return to the Incident Command Center to
communicate objectives and to get an update. Announce that the UC Objectives
meeting will start in 20 minutes (this is for the next operational period).
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Oil Spill – IC & PSC Guide (Continued)
7. Break and return to Incident Command Center. The PSC will make copies of the
approved ICS 202 form and hand out to other Section Chiefs. Communicate any deviations
from the ICS 201 objectives. Also, a copy will be posted with the official ICS 201 form on
the wall.
8. Reconvene for the UC Objectives meeting
9. The IC again makes it very clear what the goals are for this meeting and the target
meeting length is 45 minutes.
• Make it clear these objectives are for the next operational period.
• Make it clear that these will be broad objectives that the Planning Section will take
and turn into strategies and tactics. Do not let the meeting turn into a strategy/tactics
meeting!
• Start with the old ICS 202 form
• Discuss objectives for the current period and whether they are still valid for the next
period.
• Add/modify as necessary to generate draft ICS 202 form for next operational period.
10. Return to Incident Command Center and communicate objectives for next operational
period.
11. Start formal planning process.
Note: Response to large aquatic spills involving gasoline is not recommended due to extreme
fire hazard. It is better left to natural attenuation. Similarly, response to large terrestrial
gasoline, diesel, or other light petroleum distillate spills in not recommended without the
assistance of the fire department.
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Figure II-7.3 Spill Response Strategy Guide
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Figure II-7.3 Spill Response Strategy Guide (Continued)
Implement Response
Operations
(From Previous Page)

Determine Available
Response and Logistical
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Containment and
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Initiate Demobilization
Activities When Appropriate

Conduct Post-Spill Review
and Prepare Final Report

Note: Emergency Response operations dictate that the Facility and Agency IC will establish the location of
the Incident CP and Communication Center. Factors that will be taken into account when deciding on the
Incident CP will include but not be limited to: location of the release, personal and public safety, geography,
preference of local, state and federal response personnel, weather, size of CP needed and workability.
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II-7.18 Oil Spill Surveillance

•

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

•
•

•

•

Spill Surveillance Guidelines
Spill surveillance should begin as soon as possible to aid response personnel with
assessing spill size, movement and potential impact locations. Spill trajectory
estimates are also a critical component of response planning, particularly with
respect to sensitive area protection.
Visual surveillance is less effective during darkness, fog or extensive cloud cover.
Cloud shadows, sediment, floating organic matter, submerged sand banks or windinduced patterns on the water may resemble an oil slick if viewed from a distance.
Use surface vessels to confirm the presence of any suspected oil slicks, if safe to do
so. If possible, direct the vessels from the aircraft and photograph the vessels from
the air to show their position and size relative to the slick.
It is difficult to adequately observe oil on the water from a boat, dock or shoreline.
Spill surveillance is best accomplished using helicopters or small planes.
Helicopters are preferred due to their superior visibility and maneuverability
characteristics.
If fixed-wing planes are used, high wing types provide better visibility than low-wing
types.
Document all observations in writing and with photographs and/or videotapes.
The sensitive area maps should be photocopied and used as base maps to record
aerial observations unless other maps (topographic maps or nautical charts) are
available.
Describe the approximate oil slick dimensions based on available reference points
(i.e. vessel, shoreline features, and facilities). Use aircraft or vessel (if safe to do so)
to traverse the length and width of the slick while timing each pass. Calculate the
approximate size and area of the slick by multiplying speed and time.
Record aerial observations on detailed maps.
In the event of reduced visibility, such as dense fog or cloud cover, boats may be
used for patrols and documenting the location and movements of the spill. If the spill
does not involve gasoline or other highly flammable products, boats may be used to
patrol the area and document the location and movements of the spill. Vehicles may
be used to observe the spill from various land-based vantage points, although
reduced visibility will also tend to limit the effectiveness of this method. Some low
visibility tracking problems can be overcome by placing brightly colored and/or
electronic tracking buoys in the slick soon after discovery
Surveillance is also required during spill response operations in order to gauge
effectiveness of response operations, to assist in locating skimmers and to
continually assess size, movement and impact of spill.
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Figure II-7.4 Aerial Spill Surveillance Data Sheet
Incident Name:

Date / Time:

Environmental Conditions
Wind Speed (kts):

Wind Direction:

Current Speed (kts):

Current Direction:

Air Temperature (°F)

Water Temperature (°F)

Comments
Clear

Partly Cloudy

Cloudy

Spill Location
Latitude

Deg

Min

Sec

Longitude

Deg

Min

Sec

Latitude

Deg

Min

Sec

Longitude

Deg

Min

Sec

Leading Edge

Trailing Edge
Spill Description
Barely
Discernible

Silvery
Sheen

Faint
Colors

Bright
Bands of
Color

Dull Brown

Dark
Brown

Length
Width
General Description
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II-7.18 Oil Spill Surveillance (Continued)
Spill Volume Estimating
Early in a spill response, estimation of spill volume is required in order to:
• Report to agencies
• Determine liquid recovery requirements
• Assess manpower and equipment requirements
• Determine disposal and interim storage requirements
Figure II-7.5 Spill Estimation Factors
Use this table to calculate the amount of an oil spill to water:
Estimated
Area*
(sq ft)

Barely
Discernible

Estimated Amount of Spill in GALLONS**
Silvery
Faint
Bright
Dull
Sheen
Colors
Bands of
Brown
Color

Dark
Brown

1,000
< 1/8
< 1/8
< 1/8
< 1/8
< 1/8
< 1/8
5,000
< 1/8
< 1/8
< 1/8
< 1/8
< 1/8
3/8
10,000
< 1/8
< 1/8
< 1/8
< 1/8
1/4
2/5
15,000
< 1/8
< 1/8
< 1/8
< 1/8
3/8
1/2
20,000
< 1/8
< 1/8
< 1/8
1/4
2/5
1
30,000
< 1/8
< 1/8
< 1/8
1/4
3/5
1
50,000
< 1/8
< 1/8
1/4
2/5
1
3
100,000
< 1/8
1/4
2/5
3/4
3
5
300,000
3/8
3/5
1
2
6
14
600,000
1/2
1
2
4
13
29
900,000
3/4
2
3
7
20
43
1,000,000
7/8
2
4
7
22
47
1,250,000
1
2
5
9
27
59
1,500,000
1
3
5
11
32
70
1,750,000
2
3
6
13
38
82
2,000,000
2
4
7
14
43
94
4,000,000
4
8
15
30
90
95
6,000,000
5
11
22
44
132
286
8,000,000
7
15
29
58
174
377
10,000,000
9
18
36
72
216
468
12,500,000
11
23
45
90
270
585
15,000,000
14
27
54
108
324
702
17,500,000
16
32
63
126
378
819
20,000,000
18
37
72
144
432
936
22,500,000
21
41
82
164
492
1,066
25,000,000
23
45
90
180
540
1,170
27,500,000
25
50
100
200
600
1,300
*Arrived at by multiplying estimated length of spill by estimated width. Round up to next highest value.
**Calculated from guide published by the API Task Force on Oil Spill Cleanup, Committee for Air and
Water Conservation.
< Means less than.
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II-7.19 Estimating Spill Trajectories
Oil spill trajectories may initially be estimated in order to predict direction and speed of the
slick movement. Trajectory calculations provide an estimate of where oil slicks may impact
shorelines and other sensitive areas and provide an estimate of the most likely locations for
protection, containment and recovery.
The prevailing climatic and hydrographic conditions at the time of a spill can influence a
variety of response factors and should be quantified to the extent practical and as soon as
possible following the discovery of a spill. The key climatic and hydrographic conditions and
affected response factors are:

•
•
•
•
•

Climatic and Hydrographic Variables:
Wind speed and direction - Aquatic spill trajectories, vapor plume dispersions, boom
deployment, technique effectiveness, vessel and aircraft safety, and others.
Current speed and direction - Aquatic spill trajectories, boom deployment, technique
effectiveness, shoreline access restrictions, and others.
Wave height - Boom/skimmer deployment, technique effectiveness, shoreline
access restrictions, vessel safety, and others.
Visibility - Spill movement tracking and surveillance and aircraft and vessel safety.
Temperature - Spill volatility, worker productivity and safety, equipment
effectiveness, and others.

Visibility is determined by visual estimates concerning both the horizontal and vertical
distances within which objects are clearly visible. The vertical visibility, or ceiling, is typically
limited by low cloud cover or overcast conditions but can also be dramatically by heavy fog.
Lateral visibility is influenced by fog or heavy rain. In general, normal aircraft operations are
restricted to ceilings greater than a 500 feet and horizontal visibility in excess of 0.5 mile.
Vessel operations are not affected by ceilings but should be discontinued when horizontal
visibility is less than a few hundred feet.
Real time oil spill trajectory models predict the movement of spilled oil on water as well as
identifying potential shoreline impact areas and other environmentally and ecologically
sensitive areas.
The Response Group, in Cypress, TX, is the primary resource providing the Facility with
predictions of both the movement of oil on water and potential impact areas. The Response
Group is available on a 24 hour/day basis. The Response Group relies on a number of
sources that provide real time data in conjunction with condition variables in order to track and
predict spill movement throughout the duration of an incident. Trajectory model results will be
transferred to personnel via e-mail, fax or by modem. Weather forecasts, buoy data, and
National Weather Bureau satellite imagery may be collected from internet services or by
contacting the National Weather Service.
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Trajectory models can be run with predicted weather information used as input over a several
hour period. The Response Group offers the following services from the office and remote
locations:
✓

OilMap Trajectory Modeling program

✓

General NOAA Oil Modeling Environment

✓

Scripps SEA Current Information

✓

NOAA Ship Drift Information

✓

Overflight GPS Positioning Data

✓

ETAs to Shoreline

✓

Offshore Response Plans

✓

Biological Resources in the path of the slick

Facility personnel can initiate the trajectory mapping process by submitting a trajectory request
form, see Section IV Forms, as soon as the following information is available:

✓

Wind speed & direction

✓

Current speed & direction

✓

Seastate

✓

Spill volume

✓

Continuous or instantaneous release

✓

Type of oil (API gravity)

✓

Latitude & longitude (spill site)

✓

Duration of spill

✓

Direction of spill movement

✓

Date & time of incident

✓

Air & water temperature

✓

Source of spill

✓

High tide & low tide

Trajectory model results may be updated periodically depending upon revised surveillance
information and the latest weather updates.
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Aerial reconnaissance is also a useful tool for predicting the time(s) and location(s) of
shoreline contact. Comparison of separate observations can be used to quantify the direction
and speed of slick movement. The distance noted can be divided by the time between
observations to obtain the speed and direction of slick movement
II-7.20 Sampling and Testing
In defining an acceptable response to a spill incident, it is necessary to know certain physical
and chemical characteristics of the spill material. If positive identification of the spilled material
can be made without testing, product data may be obtained from a safety data sheet (SDS),
product specification information, and/or records of product physical and chemical properties.
Occasionally a spill may occur in which the spilled material is not readily identifiable. Typically,
laboratory analytical data for spill event samples will not be instantaneously available during
an emergency. Therefore, it is necessary and desirable to field-categorize oils as the product
reacts and changes in the environment. Although varying widely in physical and chemical
properties, oil products have common basic features that permit their grouping for predictive
evaluation of environmental effects and determination of control actions. In addition, as
petroleum products react and change (e.g., weather) when exposed in the environment, the
laboratory data may not be representative of "real-time" conditions; rather the data may
instead reflect the chemical characteristics of the spilled material(s) at the time of sample
collection.
II-7.21 Spills to Groundwater
II-7.21.1

General

Spills to bare ground will initially spread laterally on the surface and then begin migrating
downward through the soil and, depending on a variety of factors and circumstances, could
reach groundwater. During vertical migration the spill will spread laterally to some degree and
a portion of the oil will be absorbed by the soil particles or become trapped in small pores
eventually immobilizing the spill.

•
•
•

In general, oil will continue migrating downward until:
Residual Saturation is reached (all of the oil is absorbed by the soil)
Impenetrable Layer (silt, clay, sandstone, rock) is encountered
Groundwater is reached

If a spill does reach groundwater, the oil will form a mound on the surface of the groundwater
(water table) and begin to spread horizontally but preferentially in the direction of groundwater
flow. For higher groundwater velocities, a narrow plume elongated in the direction of
groundwater flow will form whereas for lower velocities the plume broadens and assumes a
more circular pattern. The thickness of the plume or layer of oil on the water table will
decrease with distance from the source.
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As with vertical migration, a portion of the oil will adhere to soil particles and become trapped
in small or water filled pores eventually becoming immobilized. For instantaneous or quasiinstantaneous spills, 40-70% of lateral spreading will generally occur in the first 24 hours
whereas 60-90% occurs in the first week.
II-7.21.2

Response Actions

In the event of a spill to bare ground, there are a number of actions that should be taken to
assess the spill and, if groundwater is impacted, initiate recovery and limit the extent of
impact. A decision guide is provided at the end of this section that outlines the general
response actions that should be taken. Additional information on these response actions is
also provided below.
II-7.21.3

Initial Assessment

As for any spill, the initial response actions for spills to bare ground should include the
assessment of health and safety hazards. See the Site Safety and Health Plan as well as the
following parameters.

•
•
•
•
•

Initial Assessment Parameters
Spill Size and Product Accumulation (pooled oil) Depth
Product Type (viscosity)
Soil Type/Permeability/Moisture Content
Depth to Groundwater
Estimated Response Time to Initiation of Recovery Actions

II-7.21.4

Ground Impact Potential

Once the assessment is completed, the potential for the spill to impact underlying
groundwater should be determined and generally requires some knowledge of the local
hydrogeology including soil type/permeability and depth to groundwater, and groundwater flow
direction. The common factors, along with selected examples, that contribute to a spill having
a higher or lower potential to impact groundwater are:

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Higher Potential
Shallow Groundwater (generally <20 ft.)
Low Viscosity Oil (gasoline)
Dry Soil with Low Oil Retention Capacity
Highly Permeable Soils (sand, gravel, coarse grained mixed sediment)
Large Volume
Pooled Oil (creates hydraulic head that enhances penetration)
Response Time (several hours before pooled oil recovery begins)
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Lower Potential
Deep Groundwater (generally >20 ft.)
Medium to High Viscosity Oil (industrial fuel oils, crude, lubricants, etc.)
Wet or Moist Soils with High Oil Retention Capacity
Low Permeability Soils (silts, clays, fine grained mixed sediment)
Small Volume
No Pooled Oil on Surface
Response Time (expeditious recovery of pooled oil or saturated soils)

For small spills that do not pool on the ground surface, vertical penetration into the soil is often
limited to 4 to 8 inches with the exception of coarse gravels which could allow considerably
deeper penetration. Depth of penetration can be estimated if you know the square footage of
surface impact, soil type, depth to groundwater and spill volume. Using the above information
and the table shown below, a calculation of how much oil can be adsorbed/retained by the soil
between the surface and the water table. If the retention capacity is significantly greater than
the spill volume, the potential for the spill to reach groundwater would be low and vice versa.

Soil Type
Stones, coarse gravel
Gravel, coarse san
Coarse sand, medium sand
Medium sand, fine sand
Fine sand, silt
II-7.21.5

Retention Capacity:
Oil Retention Capacity (gal / yd3)
1
1.6
3
5
8

Supplemental Assessment

If the potential exists for a spill to reach groundwater, additional assessment activities should
be conducted to confirm groundwater has been impacted and, if so, assess the extent of
impacts. In most cases, experienced remediation contractors already under contract to the
Facility will be utilized to conduct subsequent assessment activities.

•
•
•
•

These activities commonly include:
Backhoes or Excavators – excavate pits/trenches to determine penetration
depth/groundwater impacts (limited to depths of 10–20 ft.)
Hand or Power Augers – install borings to collect soil/water samples and can be
used to install temporary wells (often limited to 15-30 ft.)
Direct Push Drilling Rigs – install borings to collect soil/water samples and can be
used to install temporary wells (often limited to 50-100 ft.)
Hollow Stem Auger (HAS) or rotary drill rigs - install borings to collect soil
samples and wells for groundwater samples (limited to 100-500 ft.)
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The type of method used often depends on equipment availability, depth to groundwater and
access to the spill area. For areas with shallow groundwater and good access, backhoes or
excavators are often the most expedient means of determining penetration depth and
groundwater impacts. If access is limited, such as in many tank farms, hand or power augers
can be used to install borings and collect samples. Direct push (Geoprobe) rigs can get into
many areas but are generally truck mounted and will need road access. For areas with good
access and where groundwater is deeper, hollow stem augers or rotary drill rigs are often the
best equipment for subsequent assessment.
Borings or pits should be installed, if safe to do so, in the main spill area where penetration is
typically greatest. If groundwater impacts are confirmed or expected, additional borings or
wells should be installed by stepping out laterally from the spill area and primarily in the down
gradient direction until the groundwater impact area is delineated.
It is important to note that if intrusive activities (excavation, drilling, hand augers, etc.) are
necessary, additional air monitoring of the excavation and breathing zone around the activities
should be conducted to ensure additional hazards are not created by the activities. In
addition, if excavation activities are conducted and it is necessary for workers to enter the
excavation, confined space permitting and/or shoring regulations may apply.
II-7.21.6

Recover/Remediation

In the event a spill does reach groundwater or the threat of reaching groundwater remains,
recovery or remediation activities will need to be conducted to mitigate the impacts. The
impacts could be limited to low concentrations of hydrocarbons that have dissolved into the
groundwater or, for larger spills, involve a layer of oil/product floating (separate, or nonaqueous, phase hydrocarbons) on the groundwater surface (water table) accompanied by
elevated concentrations of dissolved (aqueous phase) hydrocarbons in the groundwater.

•
•
•
•
•
•

Some of the more common groundwater remediation techniques include:
Pump and Treat
Excavation
Bioremediation
Air Sparging
Soil Vapor Extraction
In Situ Oxidation

Selection of the most appropriate remediation technique will depend on a number of factors
including product type, soil type, depth to groundwater, access, extent of impacts, current
groundwater use, etc. The Facility will utilize experienced remediation contractors to select
and implement the most appropriate remediation technique(s). The Facility has its own local
and regional remediation contractor(s).
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Figure II-7.6 Groundwater Spill Response Strategy Guide
Spill Occurs

• Spill Size/Accumulation
• Product Type/Viscosity
• Soil Type/Permeability/
Moisture
• Depth to Groundwater
• Estimated Response Time

Conduct Initial
Assessment

Is it safe to
respond?

No
Continue
Monitoring Spill
Area

Yes
Potential for
Groundwater
Impact?

Yes
•
•
•
•

Backhoe/Excavator
Hand Power Augers
Direct Push Drilling
Hollow Steam
Auger/Rotary Drill
Rigs

No

Conduct
Supplemental
Assessment

Is Groundwater
Impacted or likely
to be?

Yes
Conduct
Groundwater
Remediation
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• Dry Permeable Soils
• Shallow Groundwater
• Pooled Oil
• Extended Response Time
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•
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Pump & Treat
Excavation
Bioremediation
Air Sparging
Soil Vapor Extraction
In Situ Oxidation
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Emergency Response Equipment, Testing & Deployment
All Facility owned response equipment will be inspected at a minimum interval of 12 months,
although most equipment will be inspected and/or tested at much shorter intervals.
Inspections will be conducted to verify that the equipment is available and in good condition.
These inspections will typically coincide with the semi-annual equipment deployment drills to
minimize wear and tear on the equipment. Inspection and testing of response vessel motors
and pumps is generally conducted every 4 months due to the reduced reliability associated
with long storage periods. Maintenance records will be retained for at least five years and
available to regulatory agencies for their review. Equipment found to be defective would be
repaired or replaced.
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Waste Management Plan
II-9.1 Introduction
Oil spill recovery and cleanup operations typically generate large quantities of recovered oil,
oily wastes, and debris which require proper handling, storage, transportation, and/or
disposal. These materials may be considered hazardous depending on the type and
concentration of oil involved. Oily wastes and debris often consist of recovered oil, sorbent
pads/boom, protective clothing, soil, shoreline sediments, logs, vegetation, trash, oil/water
mixtures, and, in some cases, animal carcasses. The management of recovered oil and oily
wastes generally includes:
•
•
•
•
•

Waste handling
Interim storage
Waste characterization
Transportation
Treatment/recycling/disposal

These activities must comply with standards set forth in relevant state and federal regulations.
Waste management must also be conducted with the overall objective of ensuring:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Worker safety
Waste minimization
Cost-effectiveness
Minimization of environmental impacts
Proper treatment/recycling/disposal
Minimization of present and future environmental liability

The following materials are more frequently generated and are not considered a solid waste
or a “hazardous waste”.
These materials are exempt from the definition of a solid waste because they are
classified as an “off-spec product” destined for product reclamation.
• Tank
 bottom water
rack runoff
• Loading

Tank
bottom
sludge
•

• Oil/water separate sludge
It is the purpose of the Facility’s hazardous waste contingency plan to minimize hazards to
human health and the environment in the event of an emergency. This plan is designed to
address emergencies that may occur during operations at this Facility involving hazardous
wastes.
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II-9.2 Objectives
Key tasks that should be conducted during a spill response are:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Prepare incident-specific health and safety plan and implement appropriate PPE for
waste-handling procedures to protect the health and safety of waste handling
personnel.
Estimate quantities of liquid and solid waste that will likely be generated both on a daily
basis and over the expected duration of the response operations.
Arrange for the handling, interim storage, transportation, and ultimate disposal of the
wastes and ensure that adequate equipment and personnel are available.
Ensure that waste segregation is implemented to allow optimum disposal of each type
of waste.
Minimize the risks of subsequent pollution incidents in all operations (proper
placarding).
Ensure all waste disposal sites are authorized to receive the appropriate level of waste
that might be generated by a spill response.
Document all waste collection, handling, transportation, and disposal activities to
enable adequate tracking and ensure regulatory compliance.
Dispose of all waste streams in a safe manner and at approved disposal, treatment, or
recycling facilities.

Estimating the quantity of waste that will be generated from a particular spill is very important
in identifying the appropriate equipment and manpower that will be necessary for an effective
waste management operation. Actual quantities will vary greatly with the type of oil, extent of
area covered and shoreline impacted, and the level of cleanup required.
In addition to the above considerations, a waste management plan should be prepared and
distributed to key personnel to ensure that the above considerations as well as any incidentspecific considerations are adequately addressed.
II-9.3 Regulatory Overview
Various state and federal regulations govern the proper handling and disposal of oil and oily
wastes recovered during a response to an oil spill. Due to the nature of the products handled
at the Facility, most oil spill wastes will be classified as solid wastes or dangerous depending
on characterstics of the oil spill. Sampling and testing imay be done to determine the
appropriate handling and disposal methods.
II-9.4 Waste Characterization
The primary objective of waste characterization is to ensure employee safety and proper
waste handling and disposal in accordance with applicable state and federal guidelines. In
most cases, oil spill waste materials should be characterized as dangerous until indicated
otherwise by sampling and analysis., generator knowledge or determined to be exempt as
described previously.
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Each waste must be characterized on a case-by-case basis. Often times it will be through
laboratory analysis of representative samples. In certain circumstances special exemptions
may be obtained from EPA if the waste does not present a significant threat to human health
or the environment. In the event of a major spill, it is often not practical or cost-effective to
continually sample and analyze every batch of waste generated. Therefore, the IC may, in
consultation with the Waste Management Specialist, designate all oily wastes as dangerous to
ensure proper handling and disposal.
Prior to obtaining analytical results, an initial waste characterization can be done qualitatively
based on the type of oil spilled. As a general rule, these initial characterizations are as follows:
•

•

Gasoline, jet fuel, and some light distillates -These wastes are typically characterized
as dangerous due to their relatively high flammability and toxicity, but characterization
will depend primarily on the concentration of volatile hydrocarbons and/or water
content (oil/water mixtures may not have a flash point).
Crude, diesel, and mid-weight to heavy fuel oils – These wastes are generally
characterized as solid with the possible exception of diesel which depends on the
hydrocarbon concentration and/or water content and degree of weathering.

II-9.5 Waste Handling Guidelines
Proper waste handling is important in protecting the health and safety of response personnel
and preventing oiling of previously cleaned or unaffected areas. General guidelines or
considerations for proper waste handling are:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Eliminate ignition sources in close proximity of the handling and temporary storage
area
Review health and safety plan prior to initial handling of wastes
Require PPE as necessary:
Approved respiratory protection as applicable
Chemical goggles or safety glasses
Hard hat
Impervious rubber gloves
Rubber boots
Tyvek suits
Nomex coveralls

Note: The appropriate types of PPE will be identified by the IC or Waste Management
Specialist.
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Obtain any necessary permits and approvals.
Handle, store, and transport oily wastes in appropriate containers/tanks.
Place synthetic liners under storage containers where appropriate to provide
secondary containment and prevent soil contamination.
Obtain soil and groundwater samples on a "before and after" basis at off-site storage
sites to identify pre-existing contamination and to ensure adequate cleanup after
completion of storage operations.
Test, inventory, label, and manifest wastes as required by regulations.
Provide security to prevent unauthorized dumping (contractor oversight) and to ensure
storage activities do not impact other parties.

II-9.6 Interim Storage Capabilities
The interim storage of recovered oily liquids and solids from spill response operations is
conducted as outlined in this plan. State and federal interim storage requirements will be met
primarily through the use of response contractors (PRC).
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Figure II-9.1 Waste Management Flowchart
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Figure II-9.2 General Waste Containment and Disposal Checklist
Consideration
Is the material being recovered as waste or reusable product?
Has all recovered waste been containerized and secured so there is no
potential for further leakage while the material is being stored?
Has each of the discrete waste streams been identified?
Has a representative sample of each waste stream been collected?
Has the sample been sent to an approved laboratory for the appropriate
analysis (i.e. hazardous waste determination)?
Have the appropriate waste classification and waste code numbers for the
individual waste streams been received?
Has a temporary EPA identification number and generator number(s) been
received, if they are not already registered with EPA?
Have the services of registered hazardous waste transporter been contracted,
if waste is hazardous?
If the waste is nonhazardous, is the transporter registered?
Is the waste being taken to an approved disposal site?
Is the waste hazardous?
If the waste is hazardous, is a manifest being used?
Is the manifest properly completed?
Are all Federal, State and Local laws/regulations being followed?
Are all necessary permits being obtained?
Has a Disposal Plan been submitted for approval/review?
Have PPE and waste-handling procedures been included in the Site Safety
and Health Plan to protect the health and safety of waste handling personnel?

Yes / No / NA

Figure II-9.3 Temporary Storage Methods
PRODUCT
Containment

OIL

Drums
Bags
Boxes
Open Top
Rolloff
Roll Top Rolloff
Vacuum Box
Frac Tank
Poly Tank
Vacuum Truck
Tank Trailer
Barge
Berm
Bladders
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OIL/WATER

OIL/SOIL

OIL/DEBRIS
(Small)

OIL/DEBRIS
(Medium)

X
X
X

X
X
X

X
X

X

X

X

8-40 yd3

X

X

X

X

15-25 yd3
15-25 yd3
500-20,000 gal
200-4,000 gal
2,000-5,000 gal
2,000-4,000 gal
3,000+ gal
1yd3
25-1,500 gal

X

X

X

X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X

X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X

X

OIL/DEBRIS
(Large)

.2-.5 yd3
1-2 yd3
1-5 yd3

X

X

X

Capacity
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II-10 Disposal Plan
All recovered product from a spill would be disposed of in accordance with all Federal and
State regulations. The Refinery would utilize contracted for PRC’s for the majority of
disposable product. Disposal methods are also described above in Sec. II-9 as well as in
Annex 1 with the contact information found in Annex 2 with Disposal Plan forms in Sec. IV.
II-10.1 Waste Disposal
Several alternatives are generally available for waste disposal, although only a few will be
used by the Facility for the disposal of oil spill wastes. For most spills, the Facility will treat or
dispose of oil spill wastes as follows:
•
•

Liquid wastes - Reclaim oil for reprocessing at the Facility and process oily water
through the Facility wastewater treatment system.
Solid wastes – All contaminated material collected will be sent for energy recovery,
treatment, and/or landfilling.

In the unlikely event of a very large spill, other options will be explored to increase costeffectiveness and minimize landfilling, although environmental protection and the minimization
of long term liability will be key factors in the alternative selection process.
II-10.1.1

Reclaiming/Recycling

The reclamation and recycling of recovered oil will generally be conducted at the Facility as
discussed above. Oily sediments and other solids that are not characterized as dangerous
wastes can sometimes be recycled depending on their makeup and hydrocarbon
concentration.
II-10.1.2

Open Burning

Burning in open areas or pits is a method primarily used for disposal of combustible organic
debris like driftwood, vegetation, logs, etc. This technique is generally applicable only to
remote areas and is permissible under federal and state regulations but only if "no approved
practical alternative method of disposal is available." Approval will generally be required from
the FOSC/SOSC and the local air quality management district. Attempts should be made to
reduce the amount of air pollution produced by the burning. This includes stacking the
material in high, small-diameter piles and using fans to provide a hot fire and higher
hydrocarbon destruction rate.
II-10.2 Manifest/Bill of Lading
A copy of a RCRA Uniform Hazardous Waste Manifest form must accompany each hazardous
waste shipment from the Facility to the appropriate treatment, storage, or disposal (TSD)
facility. This form is designed so that shipments of hazardous waste can be tracked from their
point of generation to their final destination. The manifest must also accompany non-regulated
(solid) waste if it is transported to a hazardous waste facility or landfill.
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If the oily waste is not characterized as dangerous/hazard and is not destined for a
dangerous/hazard waste TSD, it must be accompanied by a bill of lading or non hazardous
waste manifest. Waste samples being shipped for testing and certain materials being sent for
recycling that are not carried by a permitted transporter must also be transported under a bill
of lading. If the waste consists of general non-oiled material (dumpster trash), no shipping
papers are required.
Note: A bill of lading or non hazardous waste manifest can only be used for wastes not
subject to dangerous/hazardous waste requirements.
II-10.3 Labeling and Packaging
The approved TSD facility that has been designated by the Waste Management Specialist to
receive the waste should be contacted to determine the appropriate packaging and labeling
requirements. These requirements should be checked for consistency with 49 CFR Parts 172
to ensure the proper packaging and labeling is used.
II-10.4 Waste Shipment
If the waste is characterized as dangerous/hazardous, it can only be transported by a
registered waste hauler. Roll-off bins should be lined before loading to prevent product from
leaking. New liners should be used for each load. In general, the recommended waste
shipment procedures are:
•
•

•
•
•
•
•

Select a registered waste transporter. Inspect shipping containers for conformance
with 49 CFR 171-177.
Inspect transport labels for conformance with the appropriate hazardous materials
guidelines and, for dangerous wastes, with the following requirements:
▪ Hazardous waste label
▪ DOT warning symbol
▪ UP arrow
▪ Bulk/tank car labels
Observe transporter loading. A Facility representative should remain with the
transporter until the waste has been properly loaded and is prepared to leave the site.
Complete and review the manifest or bill of lading. The Waste Management Specialist,
IC, or designated individual must sign and date the documents at the time of shipping.
Inspect truck placards for conformance with 49 CFR 172.
Log out shipment and send copy of waste manifest/bill of lading to tracking file.
Waste containers must also be approved by the DOT if they are used to transport
wastes over public highways
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II-10.5 Waste Management and Disposal Plan
The Facility agrees to abide by all applicable federal, state and local laws and regulations in
implementing this plan. Refer to the form in Core Section IV.
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II-11 Containment and Recovery
II-11.1 General
Containment and recovery refers to the techniques or methods that can be employed to
contain and recover petroleum spills on water or the containment of petroleum spills flowing
overland. Recovery of terrestrial spills is often very similar, or uses the same techniques as
shoreline cleanup.
The following considerations should be taken into account when planning or
implementing containment and recovery operations:
Containment is most effective when conducted near the source of the spill where the
• oil has not spread over a large area and the contained oil is of sufficient thickness to
allow effective recovery and/or cleanup.
Feasibility is generally dependent on the size of the spill, available logistical
• resources, implementation time, and environmental conditions or the nature of the
terrain in the spill area.
Aquatic (water) containment is primarily conducted through the use of oil spill
• containment booms.
Skimmers are usually the most efficient means of recovery of aquatic spills, although
• pumps, vacuum systems, and sorbents can also be effective, particularly in smaller
waterways.
• Terrestrial (land) containment typically involves berms or other physical barriers.
Recovery of free petroleum from the ground surface is best achieved by using
• pumps, vacuum sources, and/or sorbents.
II-11.2 Technique Selection - Terrestrial Containment and Recovery

•
•
•
•
•
•

The primary factors influencing terrestrial containment and recovery are:
Size - Most containment techniques provide limited storage capacity.
Slope - Berms and barriers are generally less effective on steeper slopes and
accessibility may be limited.
Surface texture - Rough surfaces with natural ridges and depressions enhance
containment and should be taken advantage of whenever possible.
Substrate permeability - Highly permeable sediments will allow rapid penetration of
oil into the substrate, thus complicating containment and recovery.
Existing drainage courses - Oil is more easily contained and recovered if it is
flowing within, or can be diverted to, existing natural or manmade drainage
structures.
Stormwater runoff - Runoff generally requires the containment of larger quantities
of liquids and complicates oil recovery.
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Figure II-11.1 Technique Selection - Aquatic Containment and Recovery
The OSRO(s) contracted to respond are capable of being on site and ensuring spill
containment activities are accomplished within the appropriate tier times. They will provide
sufficient containment equipment to ensure enough capacity is available to respond to a
worst-case discharge.
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II-11.3 Protection Technique Selection
Technique
Spills on Land
A. Containment /
Diversion Berms

B.

C.

D.

E.

Storm Drain
Blocking

Blocking Dams

Culvert Blocking

Interception Trench

2015 Revision

Description
Construct earthen berms
ahead of advancing surface
spill to contain spill or divert
it to a containment area.
Block drain opening with
sediments, plastic sheet,
boards, etc. and secure
prevent oil from entering
drain.
Construct dam in drainage
course/stream bed to block
and contain flowing oil.
Cover with plastic sheeting.
If water is flowing, install
inclined pipes during dam
construction to pass water
underneath.
Block culvert opening with
plywood, sediments,
sandbags, etc. to prevent oil
from entering culvert
Excavate ahead of
advancing surface/ nearsurface spill to contain oil.
Cover bottom and
downgradient side with
plastic.

Primary Logistical
Requirements
Equipment*
1 backhoe, bulldozer, front-end
loader, or set of hand tools
Personnel
4-8 Workers
Equipment*
Misc. hand tools, 1 board,
plastic sheet, mat, etc.
Personnel
1-2 Workers
Equipment*
1 backhoe, bulldozer, front-end
loader, or set of hand tools, 1
plastic sheeting roll

Potential Environmental
Effects

Use Limitations1
•
•

Steep Slopes
Porous substrate

•

•

May be
advantageous for
oil to enter drain
Heavy
precipitation

•

Upstream storage
capacity
Flowing water

•

Increased oil
penetration

Upstream storage
capacity
Flowing water

•

Increased oil
penetration

Slope
Depth to nearsurface flow

•

Increased oil
penetration
Disturbance to surface
soils and vegetation

•
•
•

•

•

Disturbance to surface
soils and vegetation
Increased oil
penetration
Increased oil
penetration
Oil can spread to other
areas

Personnel
4-6 Workers
Equipment*
Misc. hand tools, misc.
plywood, sandbags, etc.
Personnel
3-4 Workers
Equipment*
1 backhoe or set of hand, tools,
misc. plastic sheeting
Personnel
3-6 Workers

•
•

•
•

•
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II-11.3 Protection Technique Selection (Continued)
Technique

Description

Spills on Land (Continued)
F. Shoreline
Deploy boom around point
Containment Booming
of oil entry into water and
anchor to shoreline on either
side.

Primary Logistical
Requirements
Equipment
1 Boat, 100 ft. of boom (min.), 3
Anchor systems (min.)

Potential Environmental
Effects

Use Limitations1
•
•
•

Currents >1-2 kts
Waves 2 > 1-2 ft.
Water depths > 50
ft.

•

•
•
•

Currents >2-3 kts
Waves > 1-2 ft
Water depth >50
feet (anchoring)
Sensitive
shorelines

•

•
•
•

Waves 2 > 1-2 ft.
High winds
Currents > 2 kts

•

No significant effects

•
•

Currents >2-3 kts
Water depth >50
feet (anchoring)
Sensitive
shorelines

•

Minor substrate
disturbance at anchor
points
Heavy shoreline oiling
at downstream anchor
point

•

Personnel
2-3 Workers
Spills on Water
G. Diversion Booming

H. Open Water
Containment
Booming

I.

Narrow Channel
Containment
Booming

Boom is deployed from the
shoreline at an angle
towards the approaching
slick and anchored or held in
place with a work boat. Oil is
diverted towards the
shoreline for recovery.
Boom is deployed between
two boats in a “U” shape in
front of approaching slick to
contain oil and prevent
contact with shoreline.
Boom is deployed across
entire river channel at an
angle to contain floating oil
passing through channel.

Equipment*
1 boat, 3 anchor systems (min),
100 feet boom (min)

Personnel
3 workers plus boat crew
Equipment
2 Boats, 200 ft. of boom (min.),
Misc. – tow lines, bridles,
connectors, etc.
Personnel
4 Workers plus boat crews
Equipment*
1 boat, vehicle, or winch; 1-2
booms (1.2 x channel width
each); 2-10 anchor systems
Personnel
2-3 Workers
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•

•

•

•

Minor disturbance to
substrate at anchor
points.
Heavy oiling of
shoreline within booms
and associated impacts.
Minor substrate
disturbance at anchor
points
Heavy oiling at
shoreline anchor point
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II-11.3 Protection Technique Selection (Continued)
Technique

Description

Spills on Water (Continued)
J. Sorbent Barriers
A barrier is constructed by
installing two parallel lines of
stakes across a channel,
fastening wire mesh to the
stakes, and filling the space
between with sorbents.

K.

Exclusion Booming

L. Beach Sumps

M. Geotextiles
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Boom is deployed across or
around sensitive areas and
anchored in place.
Approaching oil is excluded
from area.

Sump is dug in upper
intertidal zone of shoreline
with along-shore currents
with a berm built from
excavated materials
extending into lower
intertidal zone to direct oil
into sump for recovery.
Geotextiles, plastic sheeting,
etc. is used to cover bottom
of supra-tidal zone of highenergy shorelines to protect
drift
piles/sediments/vegetation
from oil splash or spray

Primary Logistical
Requirements
Equipment*
(per 100 ft. of barrier): misc.
hand tools, 1 boat, 20 fence
posts, 200 ft. wire mesh, 200 ft2
sorbents, misc. fasteners,
support lines, additional stakes,
etc.
Personnel
2-3 Workers
Equipment*
(per 500 ft. of boom): 1 boat, 6
anchor systems, 750 ft. boom
(min)
Personnel
3 workers plus boat crew
Equipment
1 Backhoe or hand tools, 1
Vacuum truck or pump and
storage container

Personnel
2 Workers
Equipment
Misc. hand tools, stakes/rebar,
Typar, other geotextile,
visqueen

Potential Environmental
Effects

Use Limitations1
•

Water depths >510 feet
Currents >0.5 kts
Soft substrate

•

•
•
•

Currents >1-2 kts
Waves >1-2 feet
Water depth >50
feet (anchoring)

•

Minor substrate
disturbance at anchor
points

•
•

Waves > 0.5-2 ft.
Coarse grain
sediments
Steep beach face
No along-shore
currents

•
•

Sediment disturbance
Allows deeper oil
penetration at sump

Low energy
shorelines
Access
Excessive length
of shoreline

•

No significant effects

•
•

•
•

•
•
•

•

Minor substrate
disturbance at post and
shoreline anchor points
High substrate
disturbance if boat is
not used

Personnel
3-6 Workers
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II-11.3 Protection Technique Selection (Continued)
Technique

Description

Spills on Water (Continued)
N. Skimmers
Self-propelled skimmers
work back and forth along
the leading edge of a slick to
recover the oil. Booms may
be deployed from the front
of a skimmer in “V”
configuration to increase
sweep width. Portable
skimmers are placed within
containment booms in the
area of heaviest oil
concentration.
O. Sorbents
Sorbents are applied
manually to heavy oil
coatings or accumulations
on land or sheens on water
to recover the oil.

Primary Logistical
Requirements
Equipment
Self-propelled: 200 ft. of boom
(min), 2 boats, Misc. – tow
lines, bridles, connectors, etc.
Portable: 50 ft. of hoses (min.),
1 pump (if required), 500 gallon
storage (min.)

Personnel
4 Workers plus boat crews
Equipment
Misc. sorbents, bags or
containers for oiled sorbents
Personnel
1-10 Workers

Potential Environmental
Effects

Use Limitations1
•
•
•

•
•

High winds
Waves 2 > 0.5-1
ft.
Currents > 2 kts

•

No significant effects

Very light or
weathered oil
coatings/sheens
Steep or slippery
shorelines

•

Significant substrate
disturbance
Foot traffic can trample
vegetation and crush
organisms
Possible ingestion of
residual sorbents by
animals.
Minor substrate
disturbance at anchor
points
Oil is not contained and
may contact other
shorelines

•
•

P.

Deflection
Booming

2015 Revision

Boom is deployed from the
shoreline away from the
approaching slick and
anchored or held in place
with a work boat. Oil is
deflected away from
shoreline.

Equipment*
1 boat, 5 anchor systems,
boom (200 feet)

•
•
•

Personnel
3 workers plus boat crew

•

Currents >2-3 kts
Waves >1-2 feet
Water depth >50
feet (anchoring)
Onshore winds

•
•
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II-11.3 Protection Technique Selection (Continued)
Technique

Description

Spills on Water (Continued)
Q. Inlet Dams
A dam is constructed across
the inlet or channel using
local shoreline sediments to
prevent oil from entering
inlet. Dam can be covered
with plastic to minimize
erosion.

Primary Logistical
Requirements
Equipment*
1 backhoe, bulldozer, front-end
loader, or set of hand tools, 1
plastic sheeting roll

Potential Environmental
Effects

Use Limitations1
•
•
•

Water outflow
Inlet depth >5 feet
Excessive inlet
width

•
•
•

Personnel
2-6 workers

•
R.

Debris / Ice
Exclusion

Install fence barrier
upstream of containment
site to exclude debris/ice

Equipment*
(per 100 ft of barrier): misc.
hand tools, 1 boat, 10 fence
posts, 100 feet cyclone fence,
misc. fasteners, support lines,
etc.

•
•
•

Water depth >510 feet
Currents >3-4 kts
Soft substrate

•

Sediment/vegetation
disturbance at borrow
areas
Inlet substrate
disturbance
Increases suspended
sediments
Water in inlet can
become stagnant
Minor substrate
disturbance at post an
anchor points

Personnel
2-3 workers
1

In addition to implementation and accessibility.
* Need to establish a safe perimeter and follow safety precautions as appropriate before work begins.
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II-11.4 Shoreline and Terrestrial Cleanup
II-11.4.1

General

In the event that terrestrial sediments do become oiled or that petroleum contacts and
becomes stranded on a shoreline, cleanup operations should be undertaken to minimize the
environmental effects of the petroleum. In most instances, cleanup efforts are not subject to
the same time constraints as containment, recovery, and protection operations. As a result,
better planning and greater attention to detail is possible. The exception is where there is a
high probability of stranded oil becoming remobilized and migrating to previously unaffected
areas. In this case, cleanup operations should be implemented immediately.

•
•
•
•
•

The following items should be considered in detail:
Documentation of the location, degree, and/or extent of oil conditions
Evaluation of all environmental, cultural, economic, and political factors
Cleanup technique selection
Mitigation of physical and environmental damage associated with cleanup technique
implementation
Cost-effectiveness

The shoreline or terrestrial oil conditions can range from those which require immediate and
thorough cleanup to lightly oiled areas where no action may be the most environmentally
sound option. The amount and type of oil, shoreline sensitivity, substrate or shoreline type,
intrusive nature of the candidate techniques, and shoreline exposure are all factors that
influence technique selection and whether or not cleanup will be required.
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Figure II-11.2 Cleanup Technique Selection – Shoreline
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Figure II-11.3 Cleanup Technique Applicability Guide – Shoreline/Terrestrial

Mechanical
Sediment
Removal

Sorbent Use

Vacuum Pump

Sediment Tiling

In-Situ
Bioremediation

Natural
Recovery

Oil Conditions/Disposition

Manual
Removal

Cleanup Technique

P
P
V
-

P
A
V
-

N
P
N
-

A
V
A
-

V
A
N
-

V
A
V
N

N
A
N
V

V
V
N
-

P
A
V
-

N
V
A
-

A
P
-

N
A
N
-

V
A
V
N

A
A
A
A

Light/Sporadic Oil Conditions
Surface Soils
Pooled Oil
Subsurface Soil
Groundwater
Moderate to Heavy Oil Conditions
Surface Soils
Pooled Oil
Subsurface Soil
Groundwater
P = Preferred
V = Viable under most circumstances
N = Not advisable in most cases
A = Avoid in all cases
- = Not applicable
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Figure II-11.4 Cleanup Technique Selection – Terrestrial
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II-11.5 Non-Mechanical Response Options
Non-mechanical response options that could be used in responding to a spill
include:
• Chemical treatment / dispersants
• Bioremediation
• In-situ Burning
Although the physical control and recovery of spilled oil is advocated and generally preferable,
such actions are not always possible or practical because of factors including safety hazards,
remote spill sites, or weather. When non-mechanical methods can result in reduced human
hazard or environmental damage, consideration of their use is appropriate but will require
regulatory approval.
II-11.6 Dispersants – Criteria for Use
Consideration of dispersant use during a spill must account for all aspects of the
situation including:
• Nature of the oil
• Resources at risk
• Adequacy of cleanup techniques
• Natural dispersion
• Time
T
• Logistics
• Economics
• Chemical dispensability of the oil
• Nature of the oil/dispersant mixture
Special considerations such as threatened or endangered species, critical habitats, historical
or cultural sites, and other structures must also be considered in the decision process.
Chemical agents (dispersants), when added to an oil slick, change the characteristics of the
interface between oil and water so the slick is broken into small droplets of oil. The droplets
remain relatively stable in size and tend not to coalesce or re-join into larger droplets. They
also mix easily into the water column.
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Application Procedures

Disperants will not be used unless directed by the Unified Command.
Chemical dispersants can be applied to a slick from surface vessels or from an aircraft.
Special spray buckets are commercially available for application of chemicals from
helicopters. However helicopter use limits the size that dispersant can be applied over a given
area Large fixed-wing aircraft, such as the C-130 Hercules with a special application tank
installed, can treat sizable spills at greater distances from a base of operations.
Stocks of dispersant chemicals and application equipment are available from various spill
response co-ops and spill contractors.
II-11.6.2

Pros/Cons

Application of chemical dispersants has the following environmental advantages:
•
•
•
•

Dispersants used on oil slicks on the water have a high probability of dissipating the
slick prior to reaching shore thus helps prevents beaches from being oiled.
Chemically dispersed oil has a reduced tendency to stick to fur and feathers, so
dispersants may help reduce the threat to birds and mammals.
Small droplets of chemically dispersed oil tend to remain suspended in the water
column where they move with the waves and currents. As a result, concentrations of
chemically dispersed oil in the water column will attenuate to relatively harmless levels.
A given volume of oil will have a much greater surface area if it is broken into small
droplets. Increasing the surface area in which dispersant will be utilized promotes
more rapid biological and chemical degradation of spilled oil.

Regardless of these potential benefits to the environment, many government regulators are
reluctant to recommend or authorize the use of dispersants.
II-11.6.3

Application Procedures

All pre-approved dispersants are found in the NCP product schedule. This list is updated on a
monthly or bimonthly basis. When considering dispersant use, only a product on this list may
be used except during an emergency situation such as an immediate threat to human life. The
FOSC may authorize the use of dispersants when concurrence has been received by the
Regional Response Team (RRT). In the case where dispersants are necessary due to an
immediate threat, the FOSC may authorize their use and inform the RRT of the action by the
most rapid mean of communication available.
II-11.7 In-situ Burning
In situ burning (i.e., burning of spilled oil in place on the surface of water) can remove oil from
the surface of fresh or salt water under circumstances where large scale containment and
recovery operations are not feasible.
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Procedures

In-situ burning will not be used unless directed by the Unified Command.
For oil to burn on the water the oil film must be sufficiently thick (greater than 3 millimeters) to
support combustion. On open water, spilled oil quickly spreads out until it is too thin to burn.
To make in situ burning practical the oil must be collected and contained. Fire containment
boom is commercially available to undertake this operation. In practice the boom is deployed
in a "U" configuration. Boats are used to tow the boom through an oil slick to isolate and move
a quantity of the oil to a safe location for burning.
Two methods are available for igniting spilled oil:
•
•

Air-deployable igniters: incendiary devices that can be dropped from a helicopter to
ignite an oil slick.
Helitorch: a device that releases globules of burning gelled fuel (usually a mixture of
gasoline and diesel fuel) onto an oil slick to ignite it.

Equipment for conducting in situ burning is available from various sources, including several
spill response co-ops and commercial oil spill cleanup contractors nationwide.
II-11.7.2

Environmental Considerations

It must be determined if cleanup is necessary or desirable. A consultation with a biologist,
botanist or ecologist would be extremely helpful in assessing options. Cleanup in a wetland
appears to be justified when oil can be removed with minimum impact, when other natural
resources (such as migrating birds) are at high risk of being oiled, or when unassisted
recovery is likely to be very slow.
Natural (unassisted) recovery may be the best option to follow when:
• Oiling is light and natural recovery is likely to occur in an acceptably shorter time frame
• Cleanup activities would detrimentally impact the wetland
• Wildlife are at low risk of being oiled.
In-situ burning as a spill response method may provide a means to remove the oil from the
impacted area without resorting to mechanical cleanup methods, which may be destructive or
impossible to carry out. In-situ burning may minimize both short term risks of further impact of
the spilled oil, and long term risks of persistent toxicity to marsh plants and biota.
II-11.7.3

Pros/Cons

In-situ burning has advantages and disadvantages. The following pros and cons should be
examined when considering the in-situ burning option for oiled wetlands:
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Pros:
•
•
•

Minimizes physical damage: Where access is limited or mechanical/manual removal
has the potential to cause unacceptable levels of impact by equipment mobilization
and trampling, burning can rapidly remove oil from sensitive areas.
Provides an option when other options fail: It provides a response option when no
other options are acceptable or feasible, or where oil residues will be unacceptably
high with other options, including natural recovery.
Removes oil quickly: It rapidly removes oil from the habitat when there is a time-critical
element, such as a short-term change in the physical conditions which will likely cause
loss of containment and further spreading (e.g., rain or flooding), or a seasonal
increase in wildlife use, such as arrival of large numbers of migratory waterfowl.

Cons:
•
•
•
•

•

Plant damage: Burning can cause substantial initial plant damage because the aboveground/water vegetation is removed.
Long term impact: Burning can cause long-term impacts to vegetation, when the fire is
so hot or water level is too low, that the below-ground plant parts are killed.
Oil penetration: There is a potential for burning to increase oil penetration into the
substrate, when there is no standing water.
Damage to biota: Any animals present and unable to escape (such as gastropods on
clean vegetation above the oiled area) will be killed.
Residues: Heavy fuel oils, when burned, may produce residues that are difficult to
remove.

The decision guide below is provided to assist the Unified Command when contemplating the
use of in-situ burn. The guide is divided into several sections of information about the spill,
weather, oil behavior and proposed burning plan. Immediately following the first three sections
are a series of questions relating to operational constraints that are used to determine the
feasibility of in-situ burning.
Generally, all the questions must be answered with a “YES” before it is determined feasible to
burn in the specific spill scenario being considered. However, it is important to note that failure
to meet one or more operational constraints (i.e. a “NO” answer) does not necessarily lead to
a blanket “NO BURN” decision since conditions could change that would make in-situ burning
a feasible option at a later time.
In all cases local ACP will be referenced in all decision making processes. In addition, the
Special Monitoring of Applied Response Technologies (SMART) for in-situ burning will also be
referenced in the decision making process.
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Figure II-11-5 In-Situ Burn Decision Guide

Oil
Spill

No

Yes

Oil Type/Amount & Conditions
• Emulsification (<50% water)?
• Volume (<50bbl/Burn)?
• Specific Gravity (0.75 to 1.0)?

No

Yes

Environmental Conditions
•
•
•
•
•

Wind (<20-25 mph)?
Waves (<2-3 ft, shore period waves)?
Debris (tolerable if booms to be used)?
Visibility (ceiling >500’: horiz – ½-1 ml)?
Rain (none to moderate for ignition)?

No

Do any of these factors
change over time?

Yes

Yes

No

Proximity Information
• Spill source: If ignited, can accidental ignition
be avoided?
• Facilities/Vessels/Shoreline: Can ignition and
complete burn be conducted at a safe
distance?
• Burn Plume: Is the burn plume unlikely to
drift toward populated areas within 3 miles?
• On-site operations: Is the burn possible
without interference with on-site workers and
other response activities?
• Does on-site survey and consultations with
natural resource specialists indicate no
species of concern in burn area?

No

Yes

Personnel/Equipment Availability

DO NOT BURN

No

Is this an on-going
(continuing) Spill?

Yes

• Are adequate fire boom/tow boats and igniters No
available?
• Is adequate helicopter monitoring equipment
available?
Yes

Timing
No
• Can notices to mariners, aircraft and
population be issued in time?
• Can personnel & equipment mobilize in time?
• Can authorization be secured in time?
Yes
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Evaluation

In-situ burning generates a thick black smoke that contains primarily particulates, soot, and
various gases (carbon dioxide, carbon monoxides, water vapor, nitrous oxides and PAHs).
The components of the smoke are similar to those of car exhaust. Of these smoke
constituents, small particulates less than 10 microns in diameter, known as PM-10, (which can
be inhaled deeply into the lungs) are considered to pose the greatest risk to humans and
nearby wildlife. Each affected area is considered on a case-by-case basis.
Decisions to burn or not to burn oil in areas are considered case-by-case and made on the
basis of the potential for population exposure to the smoke plume, and pollutants associated
with it. PM-10 exposure is generally limited to 150 micrograms per cubic meter. Smoke plume
modeling is done to predict which areas might be adversely affected. In addition, in-situ
burning responses require downwind air monitoring for PM-10. Aerial surveys are also
conducted prior to initiating a burn to minimize the chance that concentrations of marine
mammals, turtles and birds are in the operational area and affected by the response. SMART
(Special Monitoring for Applied Response Technologies) protocols are used. They
recommend that sampling is conducted for particulates at sensitive downwind sites prior to the
burn (to gather background data) and after the burn has been initiated. Data on particulate
levels are recorded and the Scientific Support Team forwards the data and recommendations
to the UC.
The potential for implementing a successful burn of spilled oil depends upon the knowledge
and experience of those responsible for the assessment of the spill situation. Review of the
spill conditions, together with the above spill checklist, will ensure that the safety issues, the
benefits, and the environmental impacts will have been examined carefully. While steps may
be taken to move critical equipment into position for a possible burn, there will be no attempt
to ignite spilled oil without prior authorization from both the FOSC and SOSC and in concert
with all applicable regulatory requirements.

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Before a spill on water is ignited, several factors must be considered:
Oil type, amount and condition
Environmental conditions
Availability of personnel and equipment
Timing
Human
safety
T
Danger of fire spreading
Presence of explosive vapors
Damage to nearby habitats that may prolong natural recovery
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Approval Process and Monitoring
When a request for an in-situ burn is made:
The burn must be outside the corporate city limits, except as deemed necessary by
the local fire department.
Wind direction should move the smoke away from the city and/or populated areas
Burning must be at least 300 feet from any adjacent properties.
Burning should commence between the hours of 9:00 am and 5:00 pm of the same
day.
Wind
speed should be between 6 and 23 mph during the burn period.
T
Burn should not be conducted during persistent atmospheric thermal inversions.

In general, SMART is conducted when there is a concern that the general public may be
exposed to smoke from the burning oil. It follows that monitoring should be conducted when
the predicted trajectory of the smoke plume indicates that the smoke may reach population
centers, and the concentrations of smoke particulates at ground level may exceed safe levels.
Monitoring is not required, however, when impacts are not anticipated.
Execution of in situ burning has a narrow window of opportunity. It is imperative that the
monitoring teams are alerted of possible in situ burning and SMART operations as soon as
burning is being considered, even if implementation is not certain. This increases the
likelihood of timely and orderly
The monitoring teams are deployed at designated areas of concern to determine ambient
concentrations of particulates before the burn starts. During the burn, sampling continues and
readings are recorded both in the data logger of the instrument and manually in the recorder
data log.
After the burn has ended and the smoke plume has dissipated, the teams remain in place for
some time (15-30 minutes) and again sample for and record ambient particulate
concentrations. During the course of the sampling, it is expected that the instantaneous
readings will vary widely.
However, the calculated time-weighted average readings are less variable, since they
represent the average of the readings collected over the sampling duration, and hence are a
better indicator of particulate concentration trend. When the time-weighted average readings
approach or exceed the Level of Concern (LOC), the team leader conveys this information to
the In-Situ Burn Monitoring Group Supervisor who passes it on to the Technical Specialist in
the Planning Section (Scientific Support Coordinator, where applicable), which reviews and
interprets the data and passes them, with appropriate recommendations, to the UC.
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SMART activities are directed by the OSC in the ICS/UCS. It is recommended that a "group"
be formed in the Operations Section that directs the monitoring effort. The head of this group
is the Monitoring Group Supervisor. Under each group there are monitoring teams. At a
minimum, each monitoring team consists of two trained members: a monitor and assistant
monitor. An additional team member could be used to assist with sampling and recording. The
monitor serves as the team leader. The teams report to the Monitoring Group Supervisor who
directs and coordinates team operations, under the control of the OSC.
Communication of monitoring results should flow from the field (Monitoring Group Supervisor)
to those persons in the ICS/UCS who can interpret the results and use the data. Typically, this
falls under the responsibility of a Technical Specialist on in-situ burning in the Planning
Section of the command structure. The observation and monitoring data will flow from the
Monitoring Teams to the Monitoring Group Supervisor. The Group Supervisor forwards the
data to the Technical Specialist. The Technical Specialist or his/her representative reviews the
data and, most importantly, formulates recommendations based on the data. The Technical
Specialist communicates these recommendations to the ICS/UCS. Quality assurance and
control should be applied to the data at all levels. The Technical Specialist is the custodian of
the data during the operation, but ultimately the data belongs to the ICS/UCS incident files.
This will ensure that the data is properly archived, presentable, and accessible for the benefit
of future monitoring operations.
II-11.8 Bioremediation
II-11.8.1

General

Bioremediation is the process of applying nutrients (fertilizer containing nitrogen and
phosphorus) or genetically engineered bacteria to oiled terrestrial or shoreline areas to
accelerate the natural biodegradation process. During this process, micro-organisms
(bacteria) oxidize hydrocarbons, ultimately converting them to carbon dioxide and water.
Biodegradation occurs primarily at the oil/water or oil/air interface and is limited by oxygen,
moisture, and nutrient availability. It is also sensitive to temperature; the lower the ambient
temperature, the lower the rate. If nutrients are used, they must be supplied in such a way that
they will not be washed away by tides or any water runoff.
II-11.8.2

Evaluation

The decision to use bioremediation treatment should be based on the type of spill, the
character of the area impacted, and the local political jurisdiction. In some cases, other forms
of cleanup may be required in conjunction with nutrient addition to achieve the desired
enhancement rate. Extensive efforts to achieve more acceptance of this technology are
underway. As in the case of other oil spill response chemicals, approval must be obtained
from the FOSC and SOSC before the nutrients are applied and the products must be listed on
government product schedules where required. An expert should be consulted.
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The use of biological additives is regulated under Subpart J of the NCP (40 CFR 300.900).
Under the NCP, options for the authorization of biological agents are outlined, including a
provision for conditional preapproval for use under certain conditions and in certain locations.
Consult with the FOSC to determine whether an applicable preauthorization has been
approved. The current application and approval procedure includes state approval and does
not preempt the States from having their own testing criteria.
The IC will be responsible for providing the FOSC and SOSC with incident specific information
needed to approve the conduct of bioremediation operations.
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Water Quality and Sediment Quality Analysis
If the situation requires, following a release of oil to a waterway, the Facility will attempt to gather
background data to determine the current conditions of the impacted waterway and sediments.
An attempt will be made to collect samples ahead of the plume to determine current background
conditions. Water quality data and sediment quality data will also be collected from within the
impacted area to determine the changes in conditions. Following cleanup efforts, additional
sampling will be conducted to demonstrate the effectiveness of the cleanup operations.
The sampling protocol will be determined by the volume and type of material spilled. In general,
near surface water samples will be obtained along with sediment sample. The EPA provides
certain analytical methods that can be used to determine if oil is from the Facility release or
bottom sediments within the water column.
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II-13 Drainage Plan
II-13.1 Drainage from Diked Storage Areas
Each above ground tank is located in an area that is provided with an earthen dike for
secondary containment. To prevent spillage or leakage from entering the environment, dikes
are constructed in accordance with NFPA 30 and API Standards Secondary containment
areas are graded to provide a gradual slope towards one corner and into a collection sump. A
series of valves connect the sumps to the wastewater sewer system. Generally, the sumps
can be drained to the oily water or storm water sewer system although some containment
areas may also be connected to the sewer system.
II-13.2 Drainage from Undiked Areas
Uncontained surface spills within the Facility would likely drain into the storm water ditches
alongside roads within the Facility. Most drainage ditches are equipped with underflow oil
retention dams and hay filters. Any spilled oil would be absorbed in the removable hay filters
or skimmed by vacuum truck. Any overflow of the storm water collection system due to a
sudden large hydrocarbon spill could be routed by a downstream diversion box to the oily
water sewage system for hydrocarbon removal. If the oil could not be directed to the oily water
sewers, some would enter the storm water system while the majority would drain to a spill
basin adjacent to the treatment plant. For temporary storage, large volumes of spilled oil can
also be intentionally diverted to the basin.
Drain valves are sealed and locked at all times except when there is an operator onsite who:
• Inspects the water for a film, sheen, or discoloration;
• Removes any film, sheen, or discoloration;
• Monitors the discharge; and,
• Records the discharge event in the SPCC plan.
II-13.3 Marine Terminal Drainage
There are curbed cemented areas at the transfer headers, loading arms, bunkering stations,
and at the Marine Terminal transfer pumps. All these curbed areas drain into sumps that meet
the volume requirements of 33 CFR 154.530. The sumps are connected to transfer pumps
and are routinely pumped to the recovered oil tank at the beachhead. The loading arm is
equipped with both a level indicator and a high level alarm. Drip pans are also placed under
flange connections for loading and unloading operations. The drip pans are situated to catch
oil that might escape from the flange during oil transfers or if the flange seal malfunctions.
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II-13.4 Pipeline Drainage
Pipelines are located in wide shallow ditches suitable for oil containment. Throughout the day,
Facility personnel periodically observe pipelines. Retention dams are situated within the
ditches at various locations. Any oil reaching a retention dam would be promptly skimmed off
and transferred to the recovered oil tank at the beachhead.
II-13.5 Tank Truck Loading/Unloading Rack Drainage
The tank truck loading/unloading rack is constructed on a concrete pad that is sloped towards
a drain on each side of the rack. The drains are connected to the oily water sewer system and
then the waste water treatment plant. The capacity of the drains, sewer system, and treatment
plant are more than adequate to handle any spills that may occur from the tank trucks or rack
equipment. Any spills occurring during product transfers at the racks will be flushed into the
drains using the water hoses at the loading/unloading racks.
II-13.6 Railcar Loading Drainage
A concrete pad is sloped to a sump that drains to the Oil Water Sewer. The pad and drain
were sized to contain a large spill from a railcar.
II-13.7 Storage Tank Secondary Containment System Drainage
Each storage tank's secondary containment area drains to a sump located in one corner. The
Area Supervisor periodically inspects the water trapped in each sump. If water in the sump
appears clean and free of floating oil, it is discharged to the storm sewer. If the water appears
to contain significant floating or dissolved hydrocarbons (or if hydrocarbons are suspected),
then it is discharged from the sump to the oily water sewer system.
Manually operated gate valves are normally maintained in the closed position and are used to
isolate the sewers from the diked area sumps. Valves to the various sewers are marked with
metal tags with the identifying sewer name stamped on the tag.
If oily water is inadvertently discharged to the storm sewer, it can be diverted to the oily water
system at various downstream locations. If significant quantities of oil reach and pass through
the stormwater system, the sample taken by a 24-hour effluent water sampler would alert
operating personnel that pollutants are being discharged. Offplot operators are required to
visually inspect tanks and containment systems regularly during their shifts.
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II-14 Detection/Mitigation Procedures
II-14.1 Discharge Detection
The Facility has a number of safety systems and practices in place to prevent the occurrence
and mitigate the subsequent impact of accidental discharges. The systems are designed to
alert operators with alarms in the event of a discharge. Facility operators are trained to
respond to the various system alarms in order to identify and control releases immediately.
There are a number of local response actions that can be taken to contain or control a spill.
Descriptions of the local response actions for various locations at the Facility are described
below.
Storage Tanks
•
•
•

Flange or valve leak: Stop the transfer of oil and tighten the leaking valve or flange. If
release continues, transfer tank contents to other available tankage and repair or
replace the leaky valve or flange.
Tank leak: Place suitable container under leak to capture spill. If possible, attempt to
temporarily plug the leak and begin transferring tank contents to other available
tankage. Notify contractor to repair tank.
Tank overfill: Stop the transfer of oil into the tank, and begin transferring its contents to
other available tankage to reduce product level in tank to the normal maximum
capacity.

Facility Pipeline1
•

Leaks: Terminate associated transfer operation and isolate and depressurize leaking
line segment. Place container under leak or construct earthen berms around leak site
to contain oil if not within containment system. Evacuate line segment or plug leak if
possible and mobilize or contract to repair line. (Small pipeline leaks are not generally
plugged or patched, but rather the line section is isolated, evacuated, and repaired or
replaced.)

Marine Terminal
•

•

Loading arm or flange leak/rupture: Activate emergency shutdown system to terminate
transfer, ensure all header and EOV valves are closed, and drain remaining contents
of line back into cargo tank. If the loading arms are involved, the side seaward of the
swivel joint will be drained back into the tanker whereas the shoreside will be
evacuated using booster pumps.
Spill to water: Activate emergency shutdown system to terminate all transfers and
secure area. Activate IMT to deploy containment boom and use sorbents to initiate
recovery. Activate Facility Response Team and response contractors as required.
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Tank Truck Terminal Loading Rack
•
•

Hose leak or rupture: Shut off transfer pumps using the emergency shutdown switch at
the loading racks and drain the remaining contents of the hose into the tank truck.
Flush spilled oil into loading rack drains with water.
Truck tank or valve leak: Stop the transfer operation and attempt to close the leaky
valve or repair the leak. Reverse the pump and offload the leaking tank compartment.
Flush spilled oil into loading rack drains with water.

Marine Terminal Pipelines2
•

Pipeline leak or rupture: Stop the transfer operation and isolate the leaking section of
pipeline. Divert fire water into line at terminal to displace the oil back to the shoreward
side of the EOV and close EOV. Place patch and clamp over leak and activate
contractor to repair line. (Pipeline clamps, bands, and patching equipment are
available from the Facility maintenance department.)

Rail Unloading
•

Hose leak or rupture: Shut off transfer pumps using the emergency shutdown switch at
the rail unloading rack. Deploy containment boom and use sorbents where applicable.
If necessary flush material to the oily water pump station with firewater monitors and
apply firefighting foam for vapor suppression when needed.

•

Rail car or valve leak: Shut off transfer pumps using the emergency shutdown switch
at the rail unloading rack and attempt to close the leaking valve. Deploy containment
boom and use sorbents where applicable. If necessary flush material to the oily water
pump station with firewater monitors and apply firefighting foam for vapor suppression
when needed.

1

Small pipeline leaks are generally not temporarily plugged or patched but rather the line section is
isolated, evacuated, and repaired or replaced.
2 Pipeline clamps, bands, and patching equipment are available from the facility maintenance
department.

II-14.2 Marine Terminal Leak Detection System
The Facility has installed a leak detection system. Refer to Annex 1 of this plan for specific
information.
II-14.3 Source Control
This section provides guidelines for controlling a release near the source and mitigating the
associated consequences. Source control and mitigation involve anything from shutdown of
operations to patching a leak, containing a spill, protecting a sensitive area, recovering the
spilled material, or other such activities that are involved in an emergency response.
Because of the infinite number of circumstances under which an incident could occur and the
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variety of equipment that could be involved, it is impractical to describe procedures that
should be followed in all foreseeable emergency situations.
In the event of a spill involving a pipeline leak or rupture, the initial mitigation
actions will likely consist of:
Shutting down the pipeline
•
Relieving the pressure on the affected line section
•
Isolating the line section by closing the appropriate valves
•
Evacuating the remaining contents of the affected line section
•

•

Identifying the leak or rupture and installing a temporary patch

If the incident were to involve a breakout tank leak or overfill, the initial mitigation
actions may include:
Terminating transfer operating to the tank, if in progress
•
Ensuring associated secondary containment system drain valves are closed
•
Transferring the tank contents into available tankage or back into the pipeline
•
Patching the leak if feasible and safe
•

•

Water flooding the containment area, if applicable, to minimize soil penetration

Source control measures are implemented as close as possible to the source of a
spill to minimize the extent of the affected area and generally involve:
Construction of barriers, trenches, or earthen berms for containment
•
Construction of berms or trenches for diverting spill to containment area
•
Deployment of containment booms in waterways down current of the source
•
Deployment of recovery equipment (pumps, vacuum trucks, skimmers)
•
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II-15 Evacuation
Evacuation details are located in Annex 1.18 of this plan. All evacuation directives will be
communicated via radio (All Call), or by the activation of an alarm system.
The purpose of the evacuation plan is to provide some guidance in the event shutdown
and evacuation are necessary. All Facility personnel are trained routinely in evacuation
and emergency response procedures.
Only essential personnel (ERT and unit operating personnel) will remain at the Facility
during an evacuation and take direction from the Incident Commander. All other personnel
and visitors will evacuate to a designated muster location and check in by swiping their
security badge at the muster location badge reader.

II-15.1 Evacuation Training
The Facility believes that constant training of its employees is the cornerstone of effective
emergency response and mitigation of threats to human health and the environment.
Personnel evacuation direction is further defined as follows:

•

Facility Employees - All employees who are not directly involved with the
abatement of the emergency will immediately evacuate the area of the
emergency. They will proceed via an unthreatened route to one of the Facility’s
designated Muster locations and check in by swiping their security badge at the
muster location badge reader. Employees will remain in a "stand by" mode
until instructed otherwise by the Incident Commander. Should access to the
primary Muster location be threatened by the emergency, employees will
proceed to an alternate, unthreatened Muster location, and check in by swiping
their security badge at the muster location badge reader as soon as practical.

•

Contractors, Freight Haulers, Vendors and Other Visitors - All non-facility
personnel will immediately evacuate the plant when notified of an emergency.
All material loading or unloading will cease. Personnel will immediately
evacuate the area of the emergency. They will proceed via an unthreatened
route to one of the Facility’s designated Muster locations and remain in a
"stand by" mode until instructed otherwise by the Incident Commander. Should
access to the primary Muster location be threatened by the emergency,
personnel will proceed to an alternate, unthreatened Muster location, and
check in by swiping their security badge at the muster location badge reader,
as soon as practical.

•
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the boundary of the Facility, the Incident Commander or designee would
communicate further directives. These plans will include guidance of where to
move potentially affected parties to minimize threats to human health and the
environment.
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When the alarm is sounded or a signal to evacuate is given all personnel should:

Evacuation Checklist
Procedures

✓

Date/Time
/ /
____: ___
/ /
____: ___
/ /
____: ___
/ /
____: ___
/ /
____: ___

Immediately stop work activities.



Check the wind direction.



Move upwind or cross wind.



Check the wind again.



Initial Incident Commander will conduct a head count to account for
all personnel known to be at the Facility.
Initial Incident Commander will assist in alerting and escorting
personnel, including visitors and contractors to the appropriate
evacuation point.




/ /
____: ___

Initial Incident Commander will notify the Shift Supervisor.



/ /
____: ___
/ /
____: ___

Initial Incident Commander will assist in hazard control activities as

requested.
Initial Incident Commander will initiate search and rescue of missing
/ /

persons. Injured personnel will be transported to the nearest
____: ___
emergency medical facility.
All other personnel will remain at the evacuation point until the "All
/ /

Clear" signal is given.
____: ___
Note: Evacuation should be carried out in an orderly manner. Personnel should
WALK, not run or panic.
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II-16 Site Security and Control
Even relatively small incidents can draw spectators if effective countermeasures are not taken
soon after an incident occurs. Site security and control procedures are necessary to provide
safeguards needed for:
1. Protecting personnel and property from loss or damage;
2. Ensuring the safety of the general public by restricting access to response operations;
3. Ensuring response personnel/equipment access to the emergency site, staging areas,
Command Post (CP), etc.
Depending on the incident, refer to Annex 2 the following measures may be implemented by
the IC:
1.
2.
3.
4.

During the off-shift, immediately activate the IMT page.
Secure Facility access and deny entry to non-essential personnel.
Under the direction of the IC, activate supplemental call lists as directed.
Under the direction of the IC, activate the "ALL CLEAR" page.

II-16.1 Access Control Areas
Control areas should be used on all incident scenes to ensure safety for Facility responders
and citizens. All emergency response personnel entering and working in these control areas
shall wear the prescribed level of PPE (i.e. clothing, respiratory protection) and be assigned
within the Incident Management System.
Control areas can be marked with flags, traffic cones, fireline tape or any other method that
will effectively restrict entry. Security personnel are available to secure perimeters and
regulate access to all or portions of the Facility.
II-16.1.1

Small Incidents:

1. Main gate and all walk through contractor gates will be closed. No ingress or egress will
be allowed without approval.
2. Vehicles will be allowed into parking lots and normal foot traffic will be allowed into
buildings outside the fenced Facility operational area.
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Larger Incidents:

The following procedures are established under direction of the IC to minimize civilian traffic
within key staging areas (Facility employee and contractor parking lots) and spill operational
areas:
1. Access control will be established at the Facility entrances as well as other gates that
might be open.
2. No access, except authorized responders into the staging area, will be allowed without
approval by the Security Unit Leader or IC.
3. Access control points will be established at two or more intersections to reroute nonessential traffic away from Facility until commissioned law enforcement arrives and can
assume control.
II-16.2 Emergency Shut-Off Locations
Manual emergency shut-off devices (ESD) are located near the truck loading/unloading areas,
Offplot office and at the truck rack gate. Refer to Sec. II Detection Procedures; Emergency
Shutdowns located in this plan for additional information.
II-16.3 Guards and Duties
Spill and emergency events draw attention from the general public. Security includes all
Facility and contracted security personnel on duty at the time of an incident. The role of
Security is to prevent unauthorized personnel from exposure and danger at the scene, and to
provide appropriate security and keep the public, media and other unauthorized personnel at
a safe distance from the scene.
Security measures need to be established early in the incident to provide the
following:
• Protect personnel from loss or damage.
• Ensure the safety of the general public.
• Establish a perimeter (zone of safety) around the spill area.
Ensure the general public does not interfere with the spill response and cleanup
• operations.
Ensure access for personnel and equipment to the access point, staging area and
• command center.
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If security and control needs exceed the capability of the Security Department, assistance
from the local police, sheriff's department or state police may be requested. Assistance from
the USCG may also be requested to restrict vessel traffic in a spill type incident. The assisting
agencies will work within the Incident Management Organization in place at the time of the
incident.

•

Facility Security Coordinator
o Facility contracted security service.

•

Request the assistance of the sheriff's department, state police and local police and/or fire
department to limit highway access to the spill scene by:
1. Setting up road blocks and beach closures where necessary to secure a safety zone.
2. Providing escort and access for spill response personnel and equipment, as needed.
3. Request assistance from local security firms to assist state and local police
departments and expand area of coverage at the scene.
4. Establish a pass system and distribute prepared security passes to those who need to
enter the site, as applicable.

•
•

Request the FAA to restrict air space over the spill area, as applicable.
Request the USCG establish a safety zone in the spill area and that they limit access of all
vessels not involved in the spill effort, as applicable.
o Security Plans and Guard Post Orders will be issued by the Facility Security
Coordinator, as needed.

II-16.4 Lighting
The need for lighting throughout the Facility is based on where operating personnel must be to
perform their duties. In all instances these areas are also areas where oil spills might occur.
Lighting is sufficient to operate and inspect during hours of darkness.
II-16.5 Relief Valves
Valves which permit direct outward flow of a container’s contents have adequate security
measures so that they remain closed when in non-operating or stand-by status. Valves are
observed for leaks, drips or other potential problems. Valves are also observed on a random
basis by Facility personnel during the normal course of business. Monthly inspections are
conducted on all tanks and associated valves and appurtenances. Semi-annual maintenance
inspections are conducted on all valves.
Starter controls on all oil pumps in non-operating or standby status are only to authorized
personnel. Both manual and automated pumps are in operation at the Facility. The access to
starter controls on all pumps is limited to Facility personnel or agents.
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II-17 Site Safety and Health Plan
II-17.1 Introduction
This section describes the health and safety guidelines developed for the Response
Operations to protect personnel, visitors, and the public from physical harm and exposure to
hazardous materials or wastes. The procedures and guidelines contained herein are based
upon the best available information at the time of the Plan's preparation. Specific
requirements will be reviewed and revised when new information is received and/or conditions
change.
The Site Safety & Health (SS&H) Plan is designed to comply with applicable Federal, State
OSHA regulations for Response Operations covered in 29 CFR 1910.120 and Facility H&S
Policies. Specifically, this program provides procedures and information for program
administration, safety and health considerations, PPE, medical surveillance, training, site
control, industrial hygiene monitoring programs, personal hygiene, sanitation, housekeeping,
and the decontamination of both personal protective equipment and equipment utilized during
the response.
The Facility will develop a Site Safety and Health Plan in accordance with OSHA regulations
as well as state requirements. The initial Site Safety and Control Analysis Form (ICS 201-5) is
located in Section IV of this plan.
II-17.2 Scope
All spill response and remedial activities will be conducted in accordance with this SS&H
Plan. This plan will cover all personnel, including Facility employees, contractors,
subcontractors, government employees, and visitors. The SS&H Plan will be modified as
necessary and where applicable will address multiple work environments. A copy of this
program will be posted at all command, operations, and field centers for the duration of the
clean-up activity. It is the responsibility of each manger, supervisor, and crew foremen to be
familiar with this plan and to assist in its implementation.
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II-17.3 Potential Health and Safety Hazards
Information on the chemical nature and hazards of each petroleum product handled at the
Facility is provided in Safety Data Sheets (SDS).
Crude oil and petroleum products generally exhibit relatively low inhalation and dermal hazard
when spilled in open areas. Hydrocarbon vapor concentrations of 160 to 270 ppm have,
however, been reported to cause eye, nose, and throat irritation after several hours of
exposure. Levels of 50 to 90 ppm can cause irritation and dizziness in one hour, and levels of
2,000 ppm produce mild anesthesia in 30 minutes.
Crude oil and some heavy residual slop oils can cause acute inhalation hazard due to the
potential presence of hydrogen sulfide (H2S) vapors. H2S is toxic in concentrations as low as
50 ppm and can be fatal at prolonged exposure (over 10 minutes) at concentrations as low as
50 ppm. Hazardous levels of H2S are most likely to occur where spills are in confined areas or
over open containers or vents. The maximum permissible exposure level (PEL) for 8-hour
exposure is 50 ppm. Above this level, approved respiratory protection is required. H2S at even
relatively low concentrations can dull the sense of smell, making detection difficult.
Crude oil and petroleum products are also capable of causing dry skin and irritation after
several hours or repeated contact with the skin. Some components of crude oil and petroleum
products are toxic when absorbed through the skin.
Other potential health hazards associated with crude and petroleum products are:
•
•
•
•

Benzene, a component of gasoline, crude oils and slop oil, can affect the nervous
system. It is toxic, carcinogenic and can cause anemia or other blood disorders such
as leukemia.
Kidney damage and cancer have been found in laboratory animals after prolonged
inhalation exposures to gasoline and diesel.
Minute amounts of hydrocarbon liquids aspirated into the lungs may cause mild to
severe pulmonary injury.
Ingestion of 20 to 25 grams of gasoline may produce severe symptoms of poisoning.
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Other potential health and safety hazards that should be considered when responding to an
incident are:
•
•
•
•

•

•

Heat stress - Protective equipment reduces the body's ability to discard excess heat
and can result in heat rash, heat cramps, heat exhaustion, and heatstroke. Access to
sheltered rest areas and frequent intake of small amounts of liquid are essential.
Noise - Sources of excessive noise are aircraft, generators, pumps, high pressure
washing units, etc. which can cause temporary or permanent hearing loss if adequate
protection is not used.
Cold - Exposure to extreme cold from ambient temperatures, wind chill, water chill, etc.
even for short periods of time may cause severe injury to body surfaces (e.g., ears,
nose, hands, and feet) or hypothermia.
Hazardous Footing - Slips, trips and falls are a major cause of injury in spill responses.
Treacherous, slippery and uneven walking surfaces coupled with inadequate footwear
can cause an injury. Constant attention to personal movements and correction of
hazardous working surfaces is essential.
Falls from Height - Working around exposed edges of the dock, causeway and tanks
may expose personnel to the risk of a fall. Objects below, or the water itself can
contribute to injuries after falls. A fall of 32 feet, for instance, will result in a 22 mph
bodily impact with the water or any object below.
Work exhaustion - Can occur from long hours often associated with cleanup
operations resulting in loss of concentration, increased trips/falls, cramping and
shoulder or back pain, and lowered resistance to viruses and infections.

II-17.4 Program Administration
The Safety and Health Officer will administer the SS&H Plan. The Safety and Health Officer
will be available to answer questions regarding effective implementation of the Program Plan.
The Safety and Health Officer is supported by other staff personnel advisors in Safety,
Industrial Hygiene, Occupational Medicine, Environmental, Operations and Legal.
It is the responsibility of the Safety and Health Officer to monitor the effectiveness of the
SS&H Plan and to contact the appropriate support staff for guidance if changes to the plan are
necessary.
All employees who may be directly involved in any clean-up activities are required to have
completed HAZWOPER Training and to have been briefed on the contents of this SS&H Plan.
All employers and employees will be responsible for adhering to all Federal, State and Local
regulations that may not be specifically outlined in this program.
The Safety and Health Officer will enforce compliance with the SS&H Plan and all other
requirements. Any deviations from the stipulated requirements, which are noted by the Safety
and Health Officer or any other Facility personnel, will be communicated to the responsible
contractor. The contractor will take immediate actions to correct the deviations and prepare a
written corrective action report to be submitted to the Safety and Health Officer.
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II-17.5 Safety Briefings
Site safety meetings/briefings are the first step in maintaining site safety. Daily meetings will
be held at the start of each shift to ensure that all personnel understand site conditions and
operating procedures, to ensure that personal protective equipment is being used correctly, to
address worker health and safety concerns and to communicate any changes or revisions to
the Site Safety and Health Plan. Safety training and practices also prevent abnormal
operating conditions. Safety training is held once a month on a Wednesday night. The
meetings will cover Job Permits and Work Orders
II-17.6 Visitor Policy
Visitors are expected to dress appropriately for a field visit and when required, shall
wear personal protective equipment (PPE) consistent with that used by workers at
the Response Site.
All visitors shall be approved prior to arrival at the Incident Site
•
All visitors to be escorted.
•
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II-17.7 Site Safety and Health Plan Evaluation Checklist
SITE SAFETY & HEALTH PLAN EVALUATION CHECKLIST
Name of Program Reviewed:
Program Drafted By (Name/Organization):
Program Reviewed By:
Date of Review:
Review Includes (check those appropriate):






Safety & Health Program
Emergency Response Plans
Comprehensive Work Plan
Site-Specific Site Safety & Health Plan

Safety and Health Program [1910.120(b)(1)] General:










A written safety and health program
Organizational structure
Comprehensive workplan
Site-specific safety and health plan
Safety and health training program
Medical surveillance program
Employer SOP on safety and health
Any necessary interface between general program and site specific activities

Organization Structure [1910.120(b)(2)]:








Chain of command identified
Responsibilities of supervisors and employees
Identifies supervisor
Identifies site safety and health officer(s)
Other personnel functions and responsibilities
Lines of authority / responsibility / communications

Comprehensive Work plan [1910.120(b)(3)]








Work tasks, and objectives defined
Methods of accomplishing tasks & objectives defined
Personnel requirements for work plan accomplishments
Training requirements identified
Informational programs implemented
Medical surveillance programs

Site-Specific Safety & Health Plan
For spill response operations (as opposed to those that start from a remedial action) these plans will vary in
detail as the response progresses. During the initial emergency phase, responders rely on generic
emergency response plans - contingency plans - while a site-specific plan is being developed. As the
response progresses into post-emergency phase recovery operations, a basic site-specific plan is used and
may become quite detailed for prolonged or large cleanups. Finally, a spill response may become a fully
controlled site cleanup (e.g., remedial cleanups) where a fully developed site-specific plan is developed,
including detailed emergency response plans for on-site emergencies.
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SITE SAFETY & HEALTH PLAN EVALUATION CHECKLIST (CONTINUED)
Site-Specific Safety & Health Plan (Continued)
General – Identify and/or specify [1910.120(b)(4)]:
 Risks/hazard analysis for each task
 Employee training assignments
 Protective equipment for each task/objective
 Medical surveillance requirements
 Frequency/types of air monitoring
 Frequency/types of personnel monitoring
Sampling
techniques

 Sampling instruments to be used
 Maintenance/calibration of equipment
 Emergency response plan
 Decontamination procedures
 Decontamination procedures
 Confined space entry procedures
 Spill containment program
 Pre-entry briefings
Site Characterization and Analysis [1910.120(c)]:
Spill sites shall be evaluated to identify specific site hazards and determine appropriate safety and
 health controls.
Preliminary Evaluation – Performed by a qualified person, prior to site entry, to identify and/or
 specify:
 Protection methods and site controls
 All inhalation/skin hazards
 Location and approximate size of site
 Description of response activity
Site topography and accessibility (include
 Duration of response activity
 air and ground accessibility)
Pathways for hazardous substance
 Safety and health hazards anticipated
 dispersion
 Status of emergency response units (rescue, fire, hazmat)
Immediately after preliminary evaluation, a detailed evaluation shall be conducted to further
 identify existing site hazards and further aid in selection of controls and protection needed.
 PPE shall be provided and used; and monitoing shall be conducted during initial site entry.
Risk Identification – Once the presence and concentrations of specific hazardous substances and
 health hazards have been established, risks associated with these substances shall be identified.
Employee Notification – Any information concerning the chemical, physical, and toxicologic
properties of each substance known or expected to be present on site that is available to the
 employer and relevant to the duties an employee is expected to perform shall be made available
to the affected employees prior to the commencement of their work activities.
Site Control [1910.120(d)]:
Appropriate site control procedures shall be implemented to control employee exposure to
 hazardous substances before clean-up work begins.
Training [1910.120(e)]:
All employees working on exposed to hazardous substances, health hazards, or safety hazards
 and their supervisors and management responsible for the site shall receive training before they
are permitted to engage in hazardous waste operations that could expose them.
Monitoring [1910.120(h)]:
 Monitoring performed during initial entry, periodically and on high-risk employees
Illumination Requirements [1910.120(m)]:
 Areas accessible to employees are lighted
Sanitation Requirements [1910.120(n)]:
 Potable and non-potable water
 Toilet facilities
 Food handling
 Sleeping quarters, when provided
 Washing facilities (n)(6)
 Shower and change rooms
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SITE SAFETY & HEALTH PLAN EVALUATION CHECKLIST (CONTINUED)
Emergency Response Plans for emergency response operations (e.g., contingency
plans used prior to site safety plan development), routine sites (e.g., emergency
plans for remedial sites)
Purpose is to prepare for anticipated emergencies:
 Plan is written and available for inspection
Elements to be specified [1910.120(l)(2)(i-xi) and (p)(8)(ii)(A-K)]:
 Pre-emergency planning
 Personnel roles, lines of communication
 Emergency recognition and prevention
 Safe distances and places of refuge
 Site security and control
 Evacuation routes and procedures
 Decontamination procedures not covered by the site safety and health plan
 Emergency medical treatment and first aid
 Emergency alerting and response procedures
 Critique of response and follow-up
 PPE and emergency equipment
Additional Elements [1910.120(l)(3)(i)(A-B)]:
 Site topography, layout and prevailing weather conditions
 Procedures for reporting incidents to: local, state, and federal government agencies
Additional Requirements [1910.120(l)(3)(ii-vi)] Emergency Response Plan shall be:
 A separate section of Site Safety and Health Plan
 Compatible with federal, state and local disaster, fire and/or emergency plans
 Rehearsed as part of on-site training
 Reviewed periodically and, as necessary, amended to keep it current
 Employee alarm system is installed to notify persons of an emergency situation
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II-17.8 Site Exposure Monitoring Plan
Site Name:

Date / Time:

A. Monitoring Plan
✓
✓
✓

✓

✓

Air monitoring at the spill site and surrounding areas will be done to ensure site worker and
community safety.
Air monitoring will be done during work shift site characterization and on each work shift during
cleanup activities until results indicate no further monitoring is required.
All monitoring done at the cleanup site will be documented and the data maintained by qualified
personnel on site.
Monitoring will be done in accordance with OSHA 29 CFR 1920.120. Monitoring will be done:
 During initial site entry and characterization;
 If a new potential inhalation hazard is introduced into the work area;
 During cleanup activities, on each work shift;
 If a new task is begun that may involve potential inhalation exposure.
Noise monitoring, radiation monitoring, etc. will be conducted as needed.

B. Initial Site Monitoring
✓

Monitoring will be done during initial site entry. The monitoring will include checking for:
 Oxygen (O2) deficiency using a direct reading oxygen meter;
 Flammable atmospheres (%LEL) using a combustible gas indicator;
 Benzene, hydrogen sulfide, hydrocarbons, and combustion by-products (SO2, CO), as needed,
using direct-reading instruments, colorimetric indicator tubes, and/or other valid methods.

✓

Instruments will be calibrated prior to and following use.

✓

All monitoring will be documented. (See attached form for example)

C. Post-Emergency Monitoring (On-Going)
✓
✓
✓
✓

Monitoring for benzene, hydrogen sulfide, hydrocarbons and combustion by-products will be done
during each work shift on an on-going basis, as needed. Repeat initial site monitoring if any
significant changes occur (i.e., temperature increases, more material released, wind direction
changes, etc.)
Checks for oxygen deficiency and flammable atmospheres will be made if confined spaces are
encountered, or as required.
Exposure monitoring shall be done as necessary. Personnel samples will be collected under the
direction of the industrial hygiene personnel. Samples will be analyzed by a laboratory accredited by
the American Industrial Hygiene Association.
Results of site monitoring will be made available to site workers’ supervision for informing all affected
employees. Results will be available to the Command Center for review by regulatory agencies.
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II-17.9 Vapor Monitoring
Vapor monitoring shall be performed during the initial assessment and then as necessary to
ensure field personnel are protected from hazardous vapors. Personnel conducting the tests
must be trained in the use, care and interpretation of the monitoring equipment. Decisions
regarding the need for respiratory protection should be made using vapor concentrations in
the breathing zone prior to the initiation of work in a particular area.
Vapor monitoring shall be performed at periodic intervals throughout the response operation.
If potentially hazardous levels of benzene, hydrocarbons or H2S are detected, personal
breathing zone monitoring should be initiated. If hydrocarbon vapor levels are consistently low
or non-detectable, vapor monitoring may be discontinued or the frequency reduced.
However, monitoring of odorous gases such as hydrogen sulfide is necessary due to loss of
the ability to smell them. Detector tubes may be used for monitoring toxic gases, where
appropriate.
Atmospheric contaminant assessments will be made with the following instrumentation:
Atmospheric
Contaminant
LEL and O2
H2S
Hydrocarbons
Benzene

Required Assessment Equipment
Multi-gas meter with combustible gas and O2 sensors.
Multi-gas or single gas meter with H2S sensor, or Drager or Sensidyne
H2S detector tubes and hand pump.
Drager or Sensidyne detector tubes with hand pump sensitive from 10
to 1200 ppm gasoline or petroleum hydrocarbons.
Drager or Sensidyne detector tubes with hand pump sensitive from 0.5
to 50 ppm benzene in the presence of aromatic hydrocarbons. A
portable gas chromatograph can also be used. Personal expose
monitoring will use methods validated by NIOSH or OSHA
requirements or otherwise approved by the Facility Industrial Hygiene
Specialist. These methods typically use activated charcoal sorbent
tubes with pumps, or charcoal based badges.

Personnel should not depend upon their sense of smell to detect gases, as few of the gases
within the Facility have a detectable odor. Also, the sense of smell is frequently deadened by
Facility gases (especially H2S) in a very short period of time.
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NIOSH approved respiratory protection will be selected based on hazard assessments of
potential hydrocarbon, benzene and H2S exposures outlined in the following table:
Atmospheric Contamination Levels
Unknown O2 concentration or O2 below
19.5%
Unknown LEL concentration or LEL >
25%
Unknown H2S concentration or above
H2S PEL (10 ppm)
Over 10,000 ppm hydrocarbons or over
50 ppm benzene
2,000 to 10,000 ppm hydrocarbons or
10 to 50 ppm benzene
200 to 2,000 ppm hydrocarbons or 0.5
to 10 ppm benzene
0 to 199 ppm hydrocarbons or 0 to 0.5
ppm benzene

Response/Safety Measures
NO ENTRY ALLOWED
NO ENTRY ALLOWED
Supplied Breathing Air Respirators
Supplied Breathing Air Respirators
Full-face multi-gas cartridge respirator
Half-face multi-gas cartridge respirator
Respirator not required

Respirators must be successfully fit tested before use in the spill cleanup operation.
Respirator cartridges should be changed every 8 hours (once per shift) or when the user
begins to smell hydrocarbons while wearing the respirator. Get needed specialized equipment
and expertise early in the incident.
II-17.10

Breathing Apparatus

Self-contained, or supplied air breathing apparatus (SCBA) or respirators shall be used in
contaminated atmospheres or in situations where contamination is likely. Breathing protection
shall be worn until it is determined to be unnecessary (atmospheric testing may be required).
Personnel taking air samples must use PPE and SCBA to match the potential hazard.
II-17.11

Air Monitoring Guidelines

II-17.11.1 Initial Site Safety Assessment for Responders
Upon arrival to site, initial responders will gather basic information about the release location
and current conditions if safe to do so, that may include:
•
•
•
•
•

Identification of the pipeline and the product involved in the release;
Determination of product characteristics (i.e. chemical, physical hazards), and initial
isolation distances according to the USDOT ER Guidebook;
Meteorological information including wind direction and speed;
Collection of initial responder safety air monitoring data by approaching from a safe
distance downwind and determining initial isolation locations in a 360o perimeter
around the site;
Site delineation by collection of air monitoring results in the breathing zone (4-5 feet
above ground) starting in the downwind area and working 360 around the perimeter
of the incident site (including upwind, crosswind, and downwind areas) and between
the site and community receptors. For dense gases and/or heavier-than-air vapor, the
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initial responders may also perform air monitoring in low-lying areas, if safe to do so, or
at ground level;
GPS coordinates for the source of the release in decimal degree format;
Identification of nearest downwind, downgradient, and/or downstream impact areas,
landmarks and intersections/cross streets, and any visible airborne or liquid plumes;
Location of potential community receptor locations such as homes, businesses,
schools, government buildings, day cares, retirement homes, churches, prisons, etc.

Based on the initial site safety assessment, a site health and safety plan (HASP) may be
drafted to support ongoing incident assessment, mitigation, and/or remediation efforts to
ensure that worker safety is maintained through changing site conditions. A safety briefing will
be held at the beginning of each shift or as conditions or job tasks change through each shift.
The initial site safety assessment may also inform the response management and/or Unified
Command as the initial response objectives are determined.
II-17.11.2

Work Area Air Monitoring

Dedicated air monitoring personnel with appropriate handheld instrumentation may be
assigned to designated work areas to provide continuous real-time air monitoring for worker
safety. Real-time air monitoring refers to the use of various direct-reading instruments or
devices that allow nearly instantaneous determinations of chemical concentrations in air and
provides immediate information to evaluate potential worker exposures.
Air monitoring readings should be collected in the representative breathing zone in close
proximity to workers during performance of their tasks. Air monitoring personnel should be
capable of quickly identifying action level exceedances and recommending worker protective
actions based on the air monitoring and sampling plan. Work area air monitoring may also be
conducted using stand-alone, continuous reading/logging instruments that can document
conditions over time and/or alert responders to rapidly changing airborne chemical conditions
though data telemetry. Work area air monitoring may be discontinued after the complete
removal of spilled product and/or contaminated environmental media.
Work area air monitoring results may be accompanied by contextual observations of the work
being performed, types of worker protective clothing or equipment in use, observations of
odors that may or may not be related to the spilled product (i.e. vehicle exhaust), or any other
information that provides better context as to the situation in which the air monitoring reading
was recorded. Air monitoring readings that do not represent the worker breathing zone (i.e.
headspace readings, over pooled product, etc.) should be documented as such so as not to
be confused with worker breathing zone readings.
Depending on the conditions of the work area and/or the nature of the spilled product,
analytical air sampling may also be conducted to document concentrations of chemicals over
time. Analytical air sampling serves to validate the findings of real-time air monitoring and may
also be required to document worker exposures to chemicals with OSHA substance-specific
standards (i.e. benzene).
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Community Air Monitoring

Community air monitoring may be conducted when nearby areas outside the work area(s)
include residential and/or commercial buildings, roads and highways, or other locations that
may house or occasionally be frequented by people or other sensitive receptors. The purpose
of community air monitoring is to document, in a 360o fashion, both the absence and presence
of airborne chemicals in the representative breathing zone at community locations outside of
the work area.
Air monitoring personnel may conduct real-time air monitoring in locations close to the
perimeter of the work area(s), in distant locations near to community receptors, and at
locations in between. Community air monitoring may also be conducted using handheld
and/or radio-telemetering instrumentation in a roaming fashion or at fixed locations that are
monitored repeatedly over time at some interval. Air monitoring personnel should be capable
of quickly identifying action level exceedances and communicating community impacts to
response management and/or Unified Command based on the air monitoring and sampling
plan.
As with work area air monitoring, community air monitoring results may be accompanied by
contextual observations of the community being monitored, such as whether there are odors
present or if the area is evacuated. Community air monitoring may also include air monitoring
within commercial or residential buildings if requested by concerned members of the
community and if such activities are approved by the response management and/or Unified
Command. Furthermore, analytical air sampling may be conducted in the community to
validate the findings of real-time air monitoring results as well as for comparison with shortand long-term public health guidelines.
II-17.11.4

Air Monitoring Instruments and Detection Limits

Air monitoring personnel may employ free-roaming handheld real-time air monitoring
instruments (i.e. gas meters, colorimetric tubes, chemical sensors) to detect constituents of
crude oil vapors and combustion products. Air monitoring during a crude oil release is
conducted in a variety of areas based on levels of worker or community activity, proximity to
the release, and changing site conditions to allow complete documentation of the air quality in
all potentially impacted areas of the incident. Fixed handheld real-time air monitoring locations
may be established to provide concentration averages that may be observed repeatedly and
analyzed over time in distinct geographic locations in the community.
If warranted, responders may deploy radio-telemetering real-time air monitoring instruments in
the community or work area to allow for continuous stand-alone air monitoring capabilities in
multiple areas. Radio-telemetered readings are received and monitored in a centralized
location to allow for recognition, communication, and response to changing conditions.
Responders may also deploy additional particulate matter (PM2.5) monitoring teams according
to EPA Region 10 SMART Protocol (NOAA, 2016) if in-situ oil burning operations are
implemented with approval from the EPA Regional Response Team.
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The following table summarizes some of the instrumentation, target chemicals, and detection
limits employed to monitor crude oil vapors and combustion products.
Target Chemical

Instrument

Detection Limit

Notes

MultiRAE Pro
MultiRAE Plus
AreaRAE
UltraRAE

0.05 ppm

Gastec tube #121L

0.05 ppm

Toluene

Gastec tube #122L

0.5 ppm

Range: 0.1 – 65 ppm
Range: 1 – 100 ppm

Hexane

Gastec tube #102L

1 ppm

Range: 4 – 1200 ppm

MR Sensor

1 ppm

Range: 0 – 100 ppm

0.1 ppm

Range: 0 – 100 ppm

Total VOCs
Benzene

Hydrogen Sulfide

MR Pro Sensor

PM2.5 or PM10

Gastec tube #4LL
SidePak AM510

Sulfur dioxide
Nitrogen dioxide
Percent of Lower
Explosive Limit
(LEL)

0.1 ppm
0.001 mg/m3

Range: 0.25 – 120 ppm
PM2.5 or PM10 impactor

1 ppm

Range: 0 – 500 ppm

Gastec tube #1LC

0.5 ppm

Range: 1 – 30 ppm

MR Sensor

0.1 ppm

Range: 0 – 20 ppm

Gastec tube #5Lb

0.05 ppm

Range: 0.05 – 10 ppm

MR Sensor
Gastec tube #9L

0.1 ppm
0.1 ppm

Range: 0 – 20 ppm
Range: 0.5 – 125 ppm

MR Sensor
Carbon monoxide

0.1 ppm

Range: 0-5,000 ppm
Range: 0-2,000 ppm
Range: 0-2,000 ppm
With SEP tube

MultiRAE
AreaRAE

Analyte
VOCs
Benzene
BTEX (+Hexane)
PAHs (18 PNAH Profile)

1%

Media/Container
Minicans
or
SUMMA
Canisters
Charcoal tube
3M 3520 Badge or Assay 566
37PTFE
2.0/Treated
Amberlite XAD-2

Range: 0 – 100%

Method
EPA TO-15 with TICs
NIOSH 1501
Modified NIOSH 1500/1501
Method 5506

All instrumentation may be calibrated prior to each 12-hour shift and as necessary during each
shift or otherwise according to manufacturer recommendations. Calibration logs will be kept
on site and made available upon request.
In addition to real-time air monitoring, conditions may warrant the collection of air samples in
surrounding community locations and/or in work areas. Discrete air samples are collected
according to published standard methods on specific sampling media or with evacuated
canisters and sent to an off-site accredited laboratory for chemical analysis. These analytical
air sampling techniques may be used to provide air quality data beyond the scope of real-time
instruments or to quantify chemicals that cannot be detected using real-time instruments (e.g.
polycyclic aromatic hydrocarbons, or PAHs). When necessary, discrete air samples (i.e.
breathing zone samples) will be collected on individual workers to provide exposure data over
the course of an 8-hour work shift. Commonly employed analytical sampling methods and
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their target chemicals are listed in the following table. Most VOC detection limits using these
methods are in the parts per billion (ppb) range.
II-17.11.5

Action Levels for Crude Oil Constituents of Concern

Site-specific action levels are intended to provide information for corrective actions to limit
potential overexposures. An action level does not replace an occupational standard or
community exposure guideline, but is intended to be a concentration limit that triggers a
course of action to better address worker and public safety before overexposure conditions
occur. Since uncontrolled chemical releases often present wide variations and durations of
chemical concentrations, responders may select a 5-minute sustained chemical concentration
above the action level for some chemicals as a triggering mechanism for two reasons:
1.

2.

To prevent worker exposures over longer periods of time that might approach
or exceed time-weighted occupational exposure limits (15 minutes to 8 hours),
and
To prevent work stoppage due to short-lived (<5 mins), transient “spikes” in
chemical concentrations that quickly dissipate, are not sustained, and/or will
not approach or exceed time-weighted occupational exposure limits.

Actions to be taken based on the exceedance of an action level may include sampling for
additional chemicals, notification of response management and/or Unified Command,
implementation of engineering or administrative controls, altering personal protective
equipment (PPE) for workers in the area, egressing from the impacted area, or stopping work
to evaluate the cause of the action level exceedance. Work practices may resume when
target chemical levels are no longer sustained above the action level. Actions to be taken
when action levels are exceeded may be altered at the discretion of the response
management and/or the Unified Command based on the particular needs of any incident.
Community exposure guidelines exist for short-term exposures during chemical releases.
These include Protective Action Criteria levels (PACs) that are based on the Acute Exposure
Guideline Levels (AEGLs) from the USEPA, Emergency Response Planning Guidelines
(ERPGs) from the American Industrial Hygiene Association, and Temporary Emergency
Exposure Levels (TEELs) from the United States Department of Energy (DOE/SCAPA, 2016).
The PACs are typically employed very early on in an incident to inform local first responders
as to the need for impacted communities to be evacuated or to shelter in place due to high
levels of chemical exposure.
In the case of community air monitoring following crude oil releases, the action level for most
crude oil constituents is triggered by any detection of those chemicals in a community. The
purpose of this approach is not to consider evacuation or shelter in place, but to quickly alert
response management and/or Unified Command of potential low-level/nuisance impacts to
community air quality and to trigger further exposure prevention actions as necessary before
there is a potential for persistent nuisance odors or high-level exposures in the community.
For VOCs, sustained detections above the range of background levels for urban areas (~0.5
ppm) may trigger the action level. For fire smoke particulate matter (PM10 and PM2.5), the
action levels are based on Air Quality Index cut points that are protective of sensitive
individuals in the community (i.e. asthmatics) (USEPA, 2014). Other combustion products
such as oxides of sulfur and nitrogen are less of a hazard for smoke impact to communities as
these gases dissipate from the smoke at short distances from the fire.
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The following tables list potential action levels to ensure worker and community safety during
responses to crude oil releases.
Worker Action Levels for Crude Oil Vapors and Combustion Products
Analyte

Action Level

Worker Action to be Taken

Basis

Total VOCs

30 ppm

If sustained for >5 minutes; assess for
the presence of
benzene/toluene/hexane

To avoid over exposure to
benzene/toluene/hexane

Benzene

0.5 ppm

If sustained for >5 minutes; exit area or
don air purifying respirator

OSHA PEL Action level

Benzene

2.5 ppm

If sustained for >5 minutes; exit area or
don air purifying respirator

ACGIH® STEL

Toluene

20 ppm

If sustained for >5 minutes; exit area
or don air purifying respirator

ACGIH® TLV

Hexane

50 ppm

If sustained for >5 minutes; exit area
or don air purifying respirator

ACGIH® TLV (n-hexane)

Hydrogen
Sulfide

1 ppm

If sustained for >5 minutes; exit area

ACGIH® TLV
Wildfire Smoke Guidelines
for 1 hr avg. upper-bound
breakpoint for unhealthy
AQI

PM2.5 or
PM10

0.351 mg/m3
Average

If sustained for >30 minutes; move
workers from area

PM2.5 or
PM10

0.200 mg/m3
Average

If sustained for >4 hours; move workers
See above - 8 hr guideline
from area

Carbon
monoxide

25 ppm

If sustained for >5 minutes; exit area

ACGIH® TLV

Sulfur
dioxide

0.2 ppm

If sustained for >5 minutes; exit area

ACGIH® STEL –
Reading sustained for 5
minutes

Nitrogen
dioxide

0.2 ppm

If sustained for >5 minutes; exit area

ACGIH® TLV – Reading
sustained for 5 minutes

Elevated LEL sustained for 1 min;
assess implications for hot work
permits as applicable

1/10 of industry standard
LEL (10%) to account for
rapidly changing
conditions

LEL
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Community Action Levels for Crude Oil Vapors and Combustion Products
Analyte

I
I
- Total VOCs
1
7
Benzene
.
1
Toluene
1
. Hexane
6
Hydrogen

D Sulfide
a
t
aPM2.5 or PM10
M
aPM2.5 or PM10
n
a
g
e Carbon
m monoxide
e
n
t

Action Level
0.5 ppm sustained
for 5 min
Any Detection
Any Detection
Any Detection

Community Action to be Taken
Report reading to IC. Assess for
the presence of
benzene/toluene/hexane, if
requested
Sample only as requested,
report reading to IC
Sample only as requested,
report reading to IC
Sample only as requested,
report reading to IC

Basis
Approximate background
level - Reading sustained
for 5 minutes
Indicates potential off-site
impacts
Indicates potential off-site
impacts
Indicates potential off-site
impacts

Any Detection

Inform IC of potential off-site
impacts

Indicates potential off-site
impacts

0.138 mg/m3
Sustained for 5
minutes

Inform IC of potential off-site
impacts

Wildfire Smoke Guidelines
for 1 hr avg. upper-bound
breakpoint for unhealthy
or sensitive groups AQI

0.079 mg/m3 for 8
hrs

Inform IC of potential off-site
impacts

See above - 8 hr guideline

Inform IC of potential off-site
impacts

½ ACGIH TLV-TWA,
Reading sustained for 5
minutes. Protective of
sensitive subpopulations
(including pregnant
women) to maintain
carboxyhemoglobin levels
below 3.5%

12.5 ppm

Protocols and Reporting Time Frames
Multiple measures may be implemented into data collection procedures so that data integrity
is maintained from the time of collection until the data are reported to Unified Command and
other stakeholders. These measures ensure the reliability of the instrumentation used to
collect the data, serve to detect and correct potential data entry errors, and distill the collected
data into a summary form that can be used immediately to aid in the understanding of air
quality dynamics of an extended response, as well as provide a scientifically-defensible
foundation for future opinions on the existence or absence of plausible health impacts to
response workers or the surrounding community.
Instrument calibration and standardized data collection/recording procedures provide the first
line of maintaining data quality. All real-time instruments will be calibrated according to the
manufacturer recommendations or shall be maintained and calibrated as necessary to ensure
consistently reliable data production. Calibration will be documented daily on a calibration log.
Real-time readings will be documented via handwritten notes, entered into a handheld PDA or
smartphone application, and/or by the use of data logging capabilities of the instrument, if
available. Real-time data will be entered onsite, with preliminary data made available to
Unified Command and/or other stakeholders upon request.
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For responses in which data managers are involved with the processing of incoming data in
real time, the data can be immediately analyzed to identify possible errors in entry. Examples
of potential errors include incorrect GPS coordinate assignments for the data point, entry of a
numerical value or instrument ID that is immediately recognized by the data manager to be
conspicuous with respect to other data collected at a similar time or location, or observation
notes entered by the data collector that need clarification. The identification and correction of
data entry errors in real time are more likely to reflect the data collector’s best memory of
events related to the data point entry than if he or she is queried at a later date. The air
monitoring lead will provide periodic (daily or another agreed-upon frequency) summaries of
air monitoring data, including brief descriptions of the utilized instrumentation, to the Safety
Officer or other Unified Command-designated representative daily or as requested.
Data resulting from air sampling and analytical laboratory analysis will have further layers of
quality control. All analytical air sample results will be sent to the air monitoring lead for
preliminary review. These preliminary data will be communicated to response management
and/or Unified Command as they become available. The analytical laboratory reports and air
sample results may undergo further data validation by a third-party auditor. For personal air
samples that represent potential response workers exposures to incident-related chemicals,
notification letters with air sample results will be provided to each employer’s point of contact.
II-17.11.7

Communications with At-Risk Populations

Some incidents involve actual or perceived exposures to incident-related chemicals (and
combustion products, in the case of fires) to the public, and may raise questions from the local
community regarding the presence of chemical hazards and the potential risks for adverse
health impacts. Likely targets of these inquiries from the public are local agencies such as fire
departments, health departments or city/county/parish emergency managers. Because of this,
these agencies also provide an effective conduit for passage of information back to the public
in a form that is understandable and minimizes speculation or unwarranted concern among
members of the community.
Toxicologists, industrial hygienists, and public health specialists may support the
dissemination of this information in multiple formats, including briefing Unified Command and
other local emergency response management on the content and health risk interpretation of
air monitoring and sampling data, developing one-page digests of the air quality findings and
health impact interpretations in lay language, developing graphics for use in town hall/open
house information sessions, and statements for release to the press.
Information may be provided to the public at the direction of the Incident Commander or
Unified Command using agreed-upon communication protocols developed by the Site Safety
Officer, Public Information Officer, and Liaison Officer in coordination with public and media
relations specialists representing the responsible party. The NWACP Response Tools 9202
(Joint Information Center Manual) [USEPA Region 10, 2016a] and 9210 (Liaison Manual)
[USEPA Region 10, 2016b] contain guidance for hazard and risk communication and outreach
to the public and press. P66 safety, hazard, and risk communication experts and consultants
will be available to the Unified Command to aid in the development of public communication
pieces, utilizing knowledge of state-of-the-art standards for risk communication and prior
experience in developing these pieces during previous similar incidents.
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II-17.11.8 Establishment of Evacuation Zones and Shelter-in-Place Criteria
P66 Air monitoring specialists/toxicologists and representatives of local fire departments,
health departments, or local emergency managers will work with Unified Command to
evaluate the safety issues and health risks from air quality to responding workers and the
surrounding community, and will recommend the appropriate course of action that will
maximize health protection of responders and the public and minimize disruption of incident
response and normal community activities. The presence of physical safety hazards and
airborne chemical health hazards will be evaluated and used to delineate exclusion,
contamination reduction, and responder support zones, per recognized operational standards,
including OSHA 1910.120 compliance guidelines. The potential for immediate safety impacts
to the community, such as off-site transfer of visible airborne plumes, and possible explosivity,
reactivity, and fire hazards associated with chemicals contained in affected pipelines, tanks, or
other involved vehicles or containers will be evaluated.
The establishment of setback distances and exclusion radii from the incident site will be
determined and used to inform the need for evacuation zones to be established or shelter-inplace orders promulgated that would provide better protection from potential exposures. Such
decisions will be made in accordance with accepted standards of care such as but not limited
to the DOT Emergency Response Guidebook, local and state criteria, or EPA guidelines.
Following the issuance of evacuation or shelter-in-place orders, site activities and air
monitoring data will be continuously evaluated, and health risk-based criteria will be selected
for airborne chemical levels at or below which community repatriation or removal of shelter-inplace requirements may be recommended to Unified Command.
II-17.11.9 References
DOE/SCAPA. Protective Action Criteria (PAC): Chemicals with AEGLs, ERPGs & TEELs: Rev.
29. Washington, DC: U.S. Department of Energy; 2016 May.
http://energy.gov/ehss/protective-action-criteria-pac-aegls-erpgs-teels-rev-29-chemicalsconcern-may-2016
NOAA. SMART (Special Monitoring of Applied Response Technologies). Silver Spring, MD:
National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration, Office of Response and Restoration;
2016 Dec 7. http://response.restoration.noaa.gov/smart
USEPA. Air Quality Index - A Guide to Air Quality and Your Health. Research Triangle Park,
NC: U.S. Environmental Protection Agency, Office of Air Quality Planning and
Standards; 2014 Feb; EPA-456/F-14-002.
USEPA, Region 10. Section 9202 - Joint Information Center Manual. Communicating during
Environmental Emergencies Northwest Area: Washington, Oregon, and Idaho. In:
USEPA, Region 10. Northwest Area Contingency Plan (NWACP). Seattle, WA: U.S.
Environmental Protection Agency, Region 10, RRT/NWAC; 2016a.
http://www.rrt10nwac.com/Files/NWACP/2016/Northwest%20Area%20Contingency%20
Plan%202016.pdf
USEPA, Region 10. Section 9210: Liaison Manual. In: USEPA, Region 10. Northwest Area
Contingency Plan (NWACP). Seattle, WA: U.S. Environmental Protection Agency,
Region 10, RRT/NWAC; 2016b.
http://www.rrt10nwac.com/Files/NWACP/2016/Northwest%20Area%20Contingency%20
Plan%202016.pdf
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II-18 Personal Protective Equipment
Safe practices and proper PPE requirements will apply while operating Facility response
equipment, and within the facilities of the Facility. Required PPE procedures are accessible
from any terminal connected to the Facility computer network.
Specific PPE requirements will be established in writing in the Site Safety Plan and
communicated to personnel involved. General PPE requirements are detailed below:
II-18.1 Fire / HAZMAT / Rescue Incidents
Personnel responding to, engaged or potentially engaged in any of these incidents shall wear
protective clothing appropriate for the hazards present. For example, rescue in confined areas
containing acids or corrosive materials should only be attempted with the use of chemical
protective clothing and self-contained breathing apparatus.
Protective clothing options include: Structural Firefighting, Chemical Vapor Protective Clothing
(OSHA Level A), Chemical Splash Protective Clothing (OSHA Level B), High Temperature
Protective Clothing.
Structural firefighting clothing is not designed to offer any chemical protection, and turnout
boots will provide only limited protection against liquids in-depth. Personnel should be aware
of the potential chemical burn hazards associated with the runoff water and accumulated
liquids, which exist at facility emergencies, and should avoid kneeling in areas where such
hazards exist.
II-18.2 Personal Flotation Devices
If personnel are operating where they could fall into the water, personal flotation devices
should be worn. Marine Terminal PPE The entire immediate response crew is provided with a
personal bag containing required PPE to which each individual must have immediate access
in case of an oil spill incident. Each PPE bag contains the following:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Rain gear
Flashlight
Goggles
Safety glasses
Hardhat
Float coat
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•
•
•
•
•
•

Life jacket
Rubber gloves
Rubber boots
Coveralls
Half mask
Respirator
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The SOFR will determine the PPE requirements for each task associated with the
incident based on the work to be conducted, associated hazards, and the following:
1. PPE Use and Limitations
Several factors must be considered when selecting and using PPE:
The protective clothing, gloves and boots must be resistant to permeation or
✓ penetration by oil and other chemicals that may be encountered on the site.
✓ Protective clothing and gloves should be durable for heavy work.
Protective clothing and glove materials must maintain protection and flexibility in hot
✓ or cold weather conditions.
Protective clothing must be large enough to fit over other clothing without ripping and
✓ tearing.
For respirator use, procedures must be in place for the proper selection, use, care,
✓ and fit testing of the respirators. Additionally, wearer must be advised as to respirator
cartridge expected life and of monitoring for contaminant breakthrough, etc.
Protective footwear must have non-slip soles. Additionally, conditions may require
✓ the use of steel toe and/or steel shank footwear.
2. Work Duration
The work duration is expected to last for the full shift and will involve moderate to heavy
physical exertion during cleanup activities.
3. PPE Maintenance and Storage
PPE will be maintained and stored by an assigned work crew. Protective clothing and
gloves will be evaluated during and at the end of each shift and will be replaced as
necessary. Boots and other PPE may be decontaminated for re-use.
4. PPE Decontamination and Disposal
PPE may be decontaminated in designated areas by assigned crews using soap or other
suitable cleanser and rinse water. The cleaning solution used will be disposed of in
properly labeled containers according to applicable regulations. Contaminated protective
gloves and any other PPE to be disposed of will be placed in properly labeled bags and
disposed of according to applicable regulations.
5. PPE Training and Proper Fitting
All site cleanup workers, supervisors and others entering the contaminated zone will be
given training in proper use of PPE. The training will include:
✓

How to use PPE

✓

When and where to use the PPE

✓

How to inspect PPE to determine if it is working properly

Care will be taken to ensure employees are provided properly fitted PPE.

6. PPE Donning and Doffing Procedures
Prior to starting work, all site cleanup workers and others required to wear PPE will be
instructed on proper procedures for donning and doffing PPE. Doffing of contaminated
clothing, gloves and boots (usually done with the assistance of another person who is also
wearing the appropriate level of PPE) must be done in a manner to prevent skin exposure
to the oil or chemicals.
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Personal Protective Equipment (PPE)

Respiratory:

Skin:
Eye/Face:

Other Protective
Equipment:
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Wear a positive pressure air supplied respirator in situations where
there may be potential for airborne exposure above exposure limits. If
exposure concentration is unknown or if conditions immediately
dangerous to life or health (IDLH) exist, use a NIOSH approved selfcontained breathing apparatus (SCBA) or equivalent operated in a
pressure demand or other positive pressure mode. A respiratory
protection program that meets OSHA's 29 CFR 1910.134 and ANSI
Z88.2 requirements must be followed whenever workplace conditions
warrant a respirator's use.
The use of thermally resistant gloves is recommended.
Approved eye protection to safeguard against potential eye contact,
irritation or injury is recommended. Depending on conditions of use, a
face shield may be necessary.
A source of clean water should be available in the work area for
flushing eyes and skin. Impervious clothing should be worn as
needed.
Suggestions for the use of specific protective materials are based on
readily available published data. Users should check with specific
manufacturers to confirm the performance of their products.
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II-19 Decontamination
Decontamination is the systematic removal of residual chemicals from personnel and
equipment after exposure to toxic, flammable and/or hazardous products.
II-19.1 Purpose
The purpose of decontamination procedures is to remove all oil from work clothing to prevent
direct skin contact and secondary oiling of other garments and clean areas. Exact procedures
will vary between locations, activities conducted, and the level of oil contact. Actual
procedures will be determined by the Safety representative.

•
•
•
•

•

•

The Benefits of Decontamination include:
Enhancing the safety of responders and other personnel.
Decreasing the hazard of environmental contamination.
Restricting contamination to the immediate area and minimizes the potential for injury
to others.
Each step in the process reduces the amount of residual product on the clothing until
safe and acceptable levels area achieved.
Non-Emergency / Routine vs. Emergency Decontamination
Routine decontamination is designed to reduce the amount of residual product on
the clothing until safe and acceptable levels are achieved.
Emergency decontamination is designed to remove the patient from the hazardous
area, remove contaminated clothing and flush the product off the patient. This will be
accomplished taking into account any medical considerations. Water should be used
to perform the emergency decontamination of the patient. There is less regard for
runoff retention, and the emphasis is to expedite emergency medical treatment.

Decontamination Methods
There are many methods for decontamination. The proper method will be determined by
the situation and materials involved.
The application of water to reduce the concentration of product to a point
Dilution
that it no longer presents a hazard.
Absorption Mechanically pulled in or soaked up by the sorbent.
Chemical
Altering the chemical composition of the material to the point that it is less
Degradation hazardous or easier to remove. For example, emulsifying a gasoline spill.
Disposal
Easiest form of “decontamination”.
Note: Contaminated products require proper disposal – incineration, burial, etc.
Factors Influencing Methodology

•
•
•
•

Product(s) involved
Hazards associated with the product(s)
Degree or extent of contamination
Physical and chemical properties of the product(s)
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II-20 Response Termination and Follow-up Procedures
II-20.1 Debriefing the Incident
Debriefings should begin as soon as the “emergency” phase of the operation is completed.
Ideally, this should be before first responders leave the scene, and it should include the
hazmat response team, sector officers, and other key players such as the PIO, and agency
representatives who the IC determines would benefit from being involved.

Debrief Checklist
Procedures




Use safety meeting attendance forms and or memoranda to document the debriefing.
Inform responders exactly what hazardous materials they were (possibly) exposed to
and the signs and symptoms.
 Identify equipment damage and unsafe conditions requiring immediate attention or
isolation for further evaluation
 Assign information-gathering responsibilities for a Post-Incident Analysis (PIA) and
critique.
 Summarize the activities performed by each sector, including topics for follow-up.
 Reinforce the positive aspects of the response.
Debrief Performed By:
Date/Time
II-20.2 Termination and Post Incident Review Policy
As long as Facility resources are on-scene in a mitigation capacity, a formal Incident
Command shall be maintained. Once the scene has been managed and all hazards have
been eliminated the IC can determine the emergency response is over.
All Facility personnel involved in an incident during which a Command Post has been
established shall be debriefed by their group/unit/section leader or designee within 2 weeks of
termination of the incident. The post-spill review will include a review of the following:
•
•

•

Actual or potential deficiencies in the ICP, and determine the changes required to
correct the deficiencies.
Identify which response procedures, equipment and techniques were effective and
which were not and the reason(s) why. This type of information is useful in the
development of a functional emergency response plan by eliminating or modifying
response procedures that are less effective and emphasizing those that are highly
effective.
Evaluating how training drills or exercises may be improved.

Key agency personnel involved in a response may be invited to attend the post-spill review.
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II-20.3 Post-Incident Analysis (PIA):
Response Termination
Termination activities are divided into three phases: debriefing the incident, PIA, and
critiquing the incident. The extent to which these phases are undertaken depends on
the nature and magnitude of the spill or release. Even a small product release could
elicit very detailed termination activities. For example, a small release of H2S with
subsequent employee or public negative impact. Additionally, some spills or releases
trigger outside agency reporting. These events would trigger the formal termination
procedures outlined in this section.
General Information
Debriefing the Incident:
Debriefings should begin as soon as the “emergency” phase of the operation is
completed. Ideally, this should be before first responders leave the scene, and it
 should include the hazmat response team, sector officers, and other key players
such as public information officers and agency representatives who the IC
determines would benefit from being involved.
Inform responders exactly what hazardous materials they were (possibly)
 exposed to and the signs and symptoms.
Identify equipment damage and unsafe conditions requiring immediate attention
 or isolation for further evaluation.
 Assign information-gathering responsibilities for a PIA and critique.
Summarize the activities performed by each sector, including topics for follow up.
Safety meeting attendance forms and or memoranda may be utilized to document the
debriefing.
II-20.4 Post Incident Review
The IC will arrange for a post-incident review following the termination of the incident. The
review will be held within the same week of the incident when possible.
The review will include Emergency Response and IMT members and others whose roles were
critical to effective management of the emergency, as determined by the IC.
The purpose of the review is to learn from the emergency experience and provide supportive
recommendations to the responders and management as to areas of training, equipment,
supplies, planning, etc., that can be improved. Items identified during the review will be
documented and reported to senior management. Monthly follow-up actions will be reported
until all items are closed. Records will be retained per Facility policy on records retention
policy.
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Post-Incident Analysis:












PIA is the detailed, step-by-step review of the incident to establish a clear
picture of the events that took place during the incident. It is conducted to
establish a clear picture of the emergency response for further study.
The PIA is not the same as investigations conducted to establish the probable
cause of the accident for administrative, civil, or criminal proceedings. Those are
usually conducted utilizing root cause or hazard and operability methodologies.
One person or (or office) should be designated to collect information about the
response during the debriefing. Additional data may be obtained from Command
Post logs, incident reports and eyewitness interpretations.
Once all available data has been assembled and a rough draft report developed,
the entire package should be reviewed by key responders to verify the available
facts are arranged properly and actually occurred. The PIA should focus on four
key topics: Command and Control, Tactical Operations, Resources and Support
Services.
Command and Control – Was command established and sectors organized? Did
information flow from operations personnel through Sector Officers to the IC?
Were response objectives communicated to the personnel expected to carry
them out?
Tactical Operations – Were the tactical options ordered by the IC and
implemented by emergency response personnel effective? What worked? What
did not?
Resources – Were the resources adequate for the job? Are improvements
needed to apparatus and/or equipment? Were personnel trained to do the job
effectively?
Support Services – Were the support services received from other organizations
adequate? What is required to bring support to the desired level?

Critiquing the Incident:
A commitment to critique an all hazardous material response will improve IMT
performance by improving efficiency and pinpointing weaknesses. Use the tool as a
valuable learning experience (everyone came to the incident with good intentions)
A good critique promotes:







Trust in the response system as being self-correcting.
Willingness to cooperate through teamwork.
Continuing training of skills and techniques.
Pre-planning for significant incidents.
Sharing information between response agencies.
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Critique Format:
A critique leader is assigned. This can be anyone who is comfortable and effective
working in front of a group. The critique leader should:
Control the critique. Introduce the players and procedures. Keep it moving and
 end on schedule.
 Ensure that specific questions receive detailed answers.
 Ensure that all participants follow the critique rules.
 Ensure that each operational group presents their observations.
 Keep notes of important points.
 Sum up the lessons learned.
 Follow up.
Following the critique, forward the written comments to management. They
 should highlight suggestions for improving response capabilities and alternative
solutions.
When larger incidents are involved or injuries have occurred, formal reports shall
 be circulated so that everyone in the response system can understand the
“lessons learned.”
II-20.5 Emergency Response Critique
After the completion of each equipment deployment, tabletop, or full implementation response
drill or an actual spill response operation, the IC or designee shall conduct a critique of the
event to examine how the event was implemented and identify any problems or inefficiencies
encountered. Representatives from federal, state, and local agencies will be invited to attend
the critiques of major drills or exercises that they may have participated in such as the annual
tabletop drill or the triennial full plan implementation drill. A report of the critique shall include
recommendations for improvements on issues that may include:
•
•
•
•
•

Response procedures
Training program content
Oil spill response plan
Communications
Response management

II-20.6 Final Spill Cleanup Report
A final, comprehensive report shall be prepared by the IC (or his designee after completion of
spill cleanup activities) for internal use. Written in a narrative form, it should include all
appropriate information as listed below. If an extended 201 and or IAP has been prepared,
these may be used in lieu of a report:
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Figure II-20.1 Final Spill Cleanup Report
1. Time, location, and date of discharge.
2. Type of material discharged.
3. Quantity discharged (indicate volume, color, length and width of slick, and rate of
release if continuous).
4. Source of spill (tank, barge, tanker, pipeline, etc.) in which the oil was originally
contained, and path of discharge down gradient and/or into water.
5. Detailed description of what actually caused the discharge and actions taken to control
or stop the discharge.
6. Description of damage to the environment.
7. Steps that the Facility or Contractors took to clean up the spilled oil, and dates and
times steps were taken.
8. The equipment used to remove the spilled oil, dates, and number of hours equipment
was used.
9. The number of persons employed in the removal of oil from each location, including
their identity, employer, and the number of hours worked at that location.
10. Actions by the Facility or contractors to mitigate damage to the environment.
11. Measures taken by the Facility or contractors to prevent future spills.
12. The federal and state agencies to which the Facility or contractors reported the
discharge. Show the agency, its location, the date and time of notification, and the
official contacted.
13. Description of the effectiveness of equipment and cleanup techniques and
recommendations for improvement.
14. The names, addresses, and titles of people who played a major role in responding to
the event.
15. A section identifying problems and deficiencies noted during the response event. A
follow-up section should include recommended procedure modifications to make a
future response more effective and efficient.
16. All other relative information.
17. A final signature as follows:
The above information is true to the best of my knowledge and belief:
Name: _____________________________________________
Title: _____________________________________________
Signature: __________________________________________
Date: ______________________________________________
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III-1 Overall Training
Experienced, well-trained people are essential for successful implementation of this
Emergency Response Plan. Exercises are performed to check the effectiveness of the
training and to test the Plan. An ongoing training and exercise program will be carried out at
the Facility. In addition to maintaining maximum familiarity with all aspects of the Plan, the
training and exercise program is intended to provide members of the Incident Management
Team with the basic knowledge, skills and practical experience necessary to perform safe
and effective spill response operations in accordance with the plan.
OSHA’s Hazardous Waste Operations and Emergency Response (HAZWOPER) rule (29
CFR 1910.120) became law on March 6, 1990. It sets minimum training and/or competency
requirements for people associated with an oil spill emergency. HAZWOPER requirements
are described in the following section. Additional training and exercise requirements are
discussed in the balance of this section.
The training coordinator will devise a training plan and schedule in response to governmental
regulations and the specific requirements of the Facility, and implement the training plan in
cooperation with local oil spill response co-ops and selected contractors. Representatives of
governmental agencies and other interested parties may be invited to observe or participate
in these activities as determined appropriate.

III-2 Response Training
III-2.1 Description of Response Training
The following summarizes the response training elements for all Facilities:
•

Incident Command System (ICS) Training Program

•

Classroom Training

•

HAZWOPER Response Qualifications

III-2.2 Oil Spill Incident Management Team Training
Members with IMS assignments receive training through plan reviews, classroom instruction,
seminars and drills.
Members with field assignments receive training through plan reviews, classroom instruction,
field instruction, seminars and drills. Initial training includes 40 hours of training at the
Hazardous Materials (HAZMAT) Technician Level and a minimum of 32 hours oil spill training
focusing primarily on a variety of drills, equipment deployment exercises and uses of response
equipment. When the training is done concurrently, 8 hours of the oil spill training can be
counted toward the 40 hour HAZMAT certification. Ongoing training consists of a minimum of
16 hours/year of oil spill training, which includes the required 8 hour HAZMAT refresher
training.
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Classroom topics that may additionally be covered are as follows:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Overview of Facility Oil Spill Response Plan
Regulations pertaining to oil spills
SPCC Plan
Spill prevention
Incident Command System (ICS)
Monitoring equipment use for hazard and risk assessment
Personal protective equipment and decontamination procedures
Behavior and effects of spilled oil
Spill containment equipment (boom)
Site safety for oil spills
Small boating safety

III-3 Incident Command System (ICS)/HAZWOPER Training Program
The Incident Command System (ICS) was first developed as a result of wild fires in southern
California in the 1970s. In 1980, the ICS (originally developed by an entity called Firescope)
made the transition into a national program called the National Incident Management System
(NIMS). At that time, ICS became the backbone of a wider-based system for all Federal
agencies with wildland fire management responsibility.
The NIMS ICS has also now been adopted by the USCG for response to all oil and hazardous
substance spills and has been integrated into the National Response System and therefore
the National Contingency Plan of the U.S. The U.S. Federal Emergency Management Agency
(FEMA) is adopting the ICS, as well as industry entities such as the National Fire Protection
Association (NFPA).
Training Requirements
It is important to have a well-trained Incident Management Team (IMT).
o All members of the IMT will complete ICS 100 and ICS 200 Level Training.
 For ICS 100 and ICS 200 Level Training courses are available on-line through
the FEMA Independent Study Courses through the Emergency Management
Institute. A certificate will be provided upon completing each course. See links
provided below.
•
•
o

ICS-100b
ICS-200b

Employees assigned to roles in the ICS/UCS will have additional section-specific
training.
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Command Staff Officers and General Staff Section Chiefs will complete ICS 300 level
training and will have previously served as a Deputy in a Worst Case Discharge
(WCD) exercise.
 ICS 300 level training shall be completed by a course offered at the Facility,
another Phillips 66 entity, the Emergency Management Institute, or the National
Fire Academy.

Training Logs
The retention of this training documentation is maintained in the Learning Management
System. Please consult the training coordinator for further information on these records.
III-3.1 Classroom/Field Training
Training at the Facility includes topics applicable to response training which may
consist of, but are not limited to, the following:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Facility Response Plan/OPA (annual)
SPCC Training (annual)
PPE Use, Care and Maintenance
Biannual Boom Deployment Exercises (If owned and maintained at the facility)
Tabletop Drills per this ERP
Fire Extinguishing School
First Aid/CPR

III-3.2 HAZWOPER Response Qualifications
HAZWOPER training for personnel engaged in emergency response operations is mandated
by Occupational Safety and Health (OSHA), and other regulatory agencies. The requirements
for emergency response regulations and the various levels of response those regulations
require, are adopted and integrated into the Facility’s training applications.
In general, personnel involved in protection and containment operations must have at least 8
hours of HAZWOPER training or sufficient experience to demonstrate competency. Personnel
involved in more aggressive activities such as source control, on-site containment, recovery,
and cleanup, etc. (i.e., activities that result in direct contact) must have a minimum of 24 hours
of training.
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Training criteria for those who respond to an emergency are based on the duties and
functions associated with the level of response or types of activities they may have to perform.
Certain designated Facility employees are required to obtain qualifications to meet
different levels of initial training (each require 8 hours of annual refresher training) in
accordance with OSHA 1910.120 or HAZWOPER. The five (5) levels of HAZWOPER
qualification applicable to Facility employees are:
•

First Responder - Awareness (Level 1) (Sufficient hours of training to demonstrate
competencies)

•

First Responder - Operations (Level 2) (8 hours initial)

•

Hazardous Material Technician (Level 3) (24 hours initial)

•

Hazardous Material Specialist (Level 4) (24 hours initial)

•

"On-Scene" Commander or Incident Commander (Level 5) (24 hours initial)

III-3.3 HAZWOPER Levels
First Responder Awareness Level
First responders at the Awareness Level are individuals who are likely to witness or
discover a hazardous substance release and who have been trained to initiate an
emergency response sequence by notifying the proper authorities of the release. They
would take no further action beyond notifying the authorities of the release. First responders
at the Awareness Level shall have sufficient training or have had sufficient experience to
objectively demonstrate competency in the following areas:
An understanding of what hazardous substances are, and the risks associated with
•
them in an incident.
An understanding of the potential outcomes associated with an emergency created
•
when hazardous substances are present.
• The ability to recognize the present of hazardous substances in an emergency.
• The ability to identify the hazardous substances, if possible.
An understanding of the role of the first responder awareness individual in the
•
emergency response plan, site security and control. Be familiar with the DOT ERG.
The ability to realize the need for additional resources, and to make appropriate
•
notifications to the communications center.
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III-3-3 HAZWOPER Levels (Continued)
HAZWOPER
LEVEL

Name of Module

Satisfied By:
•
•

Responder
Awareness
Level 1

Hazard
Communications

•
•
•
•
•

Site Security &
Control

•
•
•
•
•

Emergency
Response Plan &
Equipment

•
•
•
•
•

Information
Sources

•
•
•
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Fire Brigade 3-day, or;
Safety Hazard CBT (this should include everyone onsite),
or;
Oil Spill Response Annual Drill, or;
Emergency Response Crew Classroom/field completion
and completion of Equipment Deployment, or;
Oil Spill Response ICS Training (for both the Emergency
Response Crew and Emergency Management Team)
Fire Brigade 3-day, or;
Annual F, S & H training (this should include everyone
onsite), or;
Oil Spill Response Annual Drill, or;
Emergency Response Crew Classroom/field completion
and completion of Equipment Deployment, or;
Oil Spill Response ICS Training (for both the Emergency
Response Crew and Emergency Management Team)
Fire Brigade 3-day, or;
Annual F, S & H training (this should include everyone
onsite), or;
Oil Spill Response Annual Drill, or;
Emergency Response Crew Classroom/field completion
and completion of Equipment Deployment, or;
Oil Spill Response ICS Training (for both the Emergency
Response Crew and Emergency Management Team)
Fire Brigade 3-day, or;
Annual F, S & H training (this should include everyone
onsite), or;
Oil Spill Response Annual Drill, or;
Emergency Response Crew Classroom/field completion
and completion of Equipment Deployment, or;
Oil Spill Response ICS Training (for both the Emergency
Response Crew and Emergency Management Team)

Confined Space
Entry (if
applicable)*

•
•
•
•

Fire Brigade 3-day, or;
Annual F, S & H or;
Rescue Training or;
EMT Training

First Aid/Rescue
Equipment (if
applicable)*

•
•
•
•
•

Fire Brigade 3-day, or;
Annual F, S & H or;
Rescue Training, or;
EMT Training or;
First Aid/CPR
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III-3-3 HAZWOPER Levels (Continued)
First Responder Operations Level
First responders at the Operations Level are individuals who respond to releases or
potential releases of hazardous substances as part of the initial response to the site for the
purpose of protecting nearby persons, property, or the environment from the effects of the
release. They are trained to respond in a defensive fashion without actually trying to stop
the release.
Their function is to contain the release from a safe distance, keep it from spreading and
prevent exposures. First responders at the Operational Level shall have received at least
eight hours of training or have had sufficient experience to objectively demonstrate
competency in the following areas in addition to those listed for the awareness level and the
employer shall so certify:
• Knowledge of the basic hazard and risk assessment techniques.
Know how to select and use proper personal protective equipment provided to the first
•
responder operational level.
• An understanding of basic hazardous materials terms.
Know how to perform basic control, containment and/or confinement operations within
•
the capabilities of the resources and PPE available with their unit.
• Know how to implement basic decontamination procedures.
An understanding of the relevant standard operating procedures and termination
•
procedures.
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III-3-3 HAZWOPER Levels (Continued)
HAZWOPER
LEVEL

Responder
Operations
Level 2

FB Certification is
annual F,S,& H is
annual First Aid is
every 2 years
Emergency
Response Crew
certification is
every 3 years EMT
should be certified
for this
HAZWOPER after
each drill.

Name of Module

PPE

•
•
•
•

Decontamination
Procedures

•
•
•
•

Demonstrate
Competency/
Written
Certification

Standard
Operating
Procedures /
Safe Work
Practices
Medical
Surveillance and
Over Exposures
(if applicable)
Respiratory
Protection (if
applicable)
Electrical LOTO
Procedures (if
applicable)
Containment &
Cleanup of
Hazardous
Substances (if
applicable)
2015 Revision

Satisfied By:

•
•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Fire Brigade 3-day, or;
Annual F, S & H training or;
Safety PPE CBT, or;
Emergency Response Crew Classroom/field
completion and completion of Equipment Deployment,
or;
Rescue Training
Fire Brigade 3-day, or;
Annual F, S & H training, or;
Emergency Response Crew Classroom/field
completion and completion of Equipment Deployment
Fire Brigade 3-day, or;
Annual F, S & H training, or;
First Aid Training, or;
Emergency Response Crew Classroom/field
completion and completion of Equipment Deployment,
or;
Oil Spill Response ICS Training (for both the
Emergency Response Crew and Emergency
Management Team)
Fire Brigade 3-day, or;
Annual F, S & H training, or;
First Aid Training, or;
Emergency Response Crew Classroom/field
completion.
Fire Brigade 3-day, or;
Rescue Training, or;
EMT Training, or;
First Aid/CPR training.
Fire Brigade 3-day, or;
Annual F, S & H training and safety module; or;
Rescue Training, or;
EMT Training, or;
First Aid/CPR training, or;
Emergency Response Crew Classroom/field
completion and equipment deployment training.

•

Annual F, S & H training and safety module on permit
issues;

•
•

Fire Brigade 3-day, or;
Emergency Response Crew Classroom/field
completion.
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III-3-3 HAZWOPER Levels (Continued)
Hazardous Materials Technician
Hazardous Materials Technicians are individuals who respond to releases or potential
releases for the purpose of stopping the release. They assume a more aggressive role than
a first responder at the operations level in that they will approach the point of release in
order to plug, patch or otherwise stop the release of a hazardous substance. Hazardous
Materials Technicians shall have received at least 24 hours of training equal to the first
responder operations level and in addition have competency in the following areas and the
employer shall so certify:
• Know how to implement the employer's emergency response plan.
Know the classification, identification and verification of known and unknown materials
•
by using field survey instruments and equipment.
• Be able to function within an assigned role in the ICS.
Know how to select and use proper specialized chemical PPE provided to the
•
hazardous materials technician.
• Understand hazard and risk assessment techniques.
Be able to perform advance control, containment and/or confinement operations within
• the capabilities of the resources and personal protective equipment available with the
unit.
• Understand and implement decontamination procedures.
• Understand termination procedures.
• Understand basic chemical and toxicological terminology and behavior.
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III-3-3 HAZWOPER Levels (Continued)
HAZWOPER
LEVEL
HAZMAT
Technician
Level 3

Name of Module
Respiratory
Protection
Containment and
Cleanup of
Hazardous
Substances
Monitoring
Equipment and
Methods
Incident
Command
System

Site Risk
Assessment and
Characterization
Overview of
Regulatory
Requirements (if
applicable)
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Satisfied By:
•
•

Fire Brigade 3-day, or;
Emergency Response Crew Classroom/field
completion

•
•

Fire Brigade 3-day, or;
Emergency Response Crew Classroom/field
completion

•
•

Fire Brigade 3-day, or;
Emergency Response Crew Classroom/field
completion
Fire Brigade 3-day, or;
Oil Spill Response ICS Training (for both the
Emergency Response Crew and Emergency
Management Team), or;
Annual drill for both the Emergency Response Crew
and Emergency Management Team
Fire Brigade 3-day, or;
Emergency Response Crew Classroom/field
completion, or;
Annual drill for both the Emergency Response Crew
and Emergency Management Team
Fire Brigade 3-day, or;
Emergency Response Crew Classroom/field
completion, or;
Annual drill for both the Emergency Response Crew
and Emergency Management Team

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
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III-3-3 HAZWOPER Levels (Continued)
Hazardous Materials Specialist
Hazardous Materials Specialists are individuals who respond with and provide support to
hazardous materials technicians. Their duties parallel those of the hazardous materials
technician, however, those duties require a more directed or specific knowledge of the
various substances they may be called upon to contain. The Hazardous Materials Specialist
would also act as the site liaison with Federal, state, local and other government authorities
in regards to site activities. Hazardous Materials Specialists shall have received at least 24
hours of training equal to the technician level and in addition have competency in the
following areas and the employer shall so certify:
• Know how to implement the local emergency response plan.
Understand classification, identification and verification of known and unknown
•
materials by using advanced survey instruments and equipment.
• Know of the state emergency response plan.
Be able to select and use proper specialized chemical PPE provided to the hazardous
•
materials specialist.
• Understand in-depth hazard and risk techniques.
Be able to perform specialized control, containment, and/or confinement operations
•
within the capabilities of the resources and personal protective equipment available.
• Be able to determine and implement decontamination procedures.
• Have the ability to develop a site safety and control plan.
• Understand chemical, radiological and toxicological terminology and behavior.

HAZWOPER
LEVEL

HAZMAT
Specialist
Level 4
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Name of Module

Federal/State/
Local Emergency
Plans

Satisfied By:
•
•
•

Fire Brigade 3-day, or;
Emergency Response Crew Classroom/field
completion, or;
Annual drill and ICS training for both the Emergency
Response Crew and Emergency Management
Team
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III-3-3 HAZWOPER Levels (Continued)
On Scene Incident Commander
Incident Commanders, who will assume control of the incident scene beyond the First
Responder Awareness Level, shall receive at least 24 hours of training equal to the First
Responder Operations Level and in addition have competency in the following areas and
the employer shall so certify:
• Know and be able to implement the employer’s ICS.
• Know how to implement the employer's emergency response plan.
Know and understand the hazards and risks associated with employees working in
•
chemical protective clothing.
• Know how to implement the local emergency response plan.
Know of the state emergency response plan and of the Federal Regional Response
•
Team.
• Know and understand the importance of decontamination procedures.

HAZWOPER
LEVEL

Name of Module

Incident
Commander

All previous level
completed. In
addition more
extensive training
in Hazardous
Communications.
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Satisfied By:

•

All previous levels have been completed.
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III-3.4 Refresher Training
Those employees who are trained in accordance with the above descriptions shall receive
annual refresher training of sufficient content and duration to maintain their competencies, or
shall demonstrate competency in those areas at least yearly.
III-3.5 HAZWOPER Training Certification and Documentation
The Facility will certify that its ERT members assigned to all HAZWOPER levels have
received the required training or equivalent and are competent. The Facility will train and
maintain its ERT members to HAZWOPER per 29 CFR 1910.120(q) as a minimum. Upon
receiving the initial HAZWOPER training, ERT members will be issued a certificate indicating
that they have completed the required amount of HAZWOPER training and can function as an
ERT member. Documentation of specific training received by each employee is maintained
within the Learning Management System.
Refresher training must satisfy the OSHA requirement to maintain competency and at least 8
hours of refresher training must be completed. In order to maintain competency, the annual
refresher may consist of any of the classes or combinations of classes listed in the approved
HAZWOPER Courses Table outlined in this section.
The Learning Management System may be queried to determine the amount of HAZWOPER
training that an employee has received, as well as, to verify that the annual refresher training
requirement has been met. The designated Facility Supervisor will determine the specific
refresher training provided for each employee.
By completing one of these options, the Facility considers the individual certified per 29 CFR
1910.120(q)(8)(ii).
III-3.6 Response Contractors
All contractors responding to a spill/release that involves the Facility will be required by their
contracts to satisfy the HAZWOPER training requirements of 29 CFR 1910.120 for their
position.

The Facility does not intend to provide or arrange for HAZWOPER or spill response training to

their emergency response contractors. The Facility does require that response contractors
(and subcontractors) have required training and must provide assurances and/or
documentation that this training has taken place.

The Facility may, at their discretion, request permission to review a contractor's training
documentation files to further ensure that the contractors have completed the appropriate
training. The Facility may also perform random checks during emergency drills (or actual
emergency responses) to determine if contract personnel carry adequate documentation
describing the level and status of their HAZWOPER training.
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III-3.7 Other Response Personnel
The Facility and other response support personnel whose skills are needed temporarily to
perform immediate emergency support work (such as dump truck drivers and crane operators)
are not required to meet the training requirements discussed above. However, these
personnel must be briefed on the potential hazards and the duties to be performed at the site
before participating in response operations. They must also receive instruction in the use of
any safety and PPE needed and be provided with all other appropriate safety and health
precautions.
III-3.7.1

Skilled Temporary Support Personnel

Facility and other response support personnel whose skills are needed temporarily to perform
immediate emergency support work (such as truck drivers and crane operators) are not
required to meet the training requirements discussed above. However, these personnel must
be briefed on the potential hazards and the duties to be performed at the site before
participating in response operations. They must also receive instruction in the use of any
safety and PPE needed and be provided with all other appropriate safety and health
precautions.
III-3.7.2

Specialist Employees

Specialist employees are experts who would provide technical advice or guidance during
response to a spill incident. Examples of such specialists might include chemists, biologists,
industrial hygienists, physicians, or others with skills useful during a spill response operation.
Such persons must receive appropriate training or demonstrate competency in their specialty
annually. There are no specific requirements on training content or hours of training for these
persons except that it entails whatever is necessary to maintain competency in their specific
area of expertise. Training and demonstration of competency for skilled support personnel and
specialists should be documented.
III-3.7.3

Casual Laborers

Casual laborers will generally not be hired, but may be employed by the Facility’s response
contractors or other response organizations. Contractors will be responsible for providing the
appropriate HAZWOPER training to these laborers prior to their involvement in response
operations.
III-3.7.4

Volunteers

The facility does not ordinarily use volunteers. However, if a decision is made by the Unified
Command to use volunteers, it will be in accordance with the guidance provided by the
NWACP.
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Response Personnel Cross Training

The Facility response personnel are crossed trained for many different response positions.
Each position has two to four cross trained people for that response function
III-3.8 Waste Handling Training
Field operations personnel receive extensive regulatory-required training in HAZWOPER,
HAZCOM, emergency response, firefighting, and other areas as described in this section.
Employees at sites which generate hazardous waste receive additional orientation and
training specific to hazardous waste regulatory requirements, and hazardous waste
emergency response. Site emergency coordinators (qualified individuals) also receive
additional training on incident command systems.
III-3.9 Training Records
Training records will be maintained as long as personnel have duties under the Response
Plan. Training documentation may be verified in the Learning Management System.
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III-3.10 Approved HAZWOPER Courses
The following courses may be used for annual HAZWOPER Refresher Certification. A
minimum of four (4) hours credit must be accrued annually to maintain HAZWOPER
Refresher Certification.

Incident Command System (ICS)

ER

Credit
Hours
3.0

OPA ’90 Plan Review

ER

1.0

Initial/Annual

OPA ’90 Exercise - Table Top Exercise
OPA ’90 Exercise - Equipment
Deployment

ER

4.0

ER

3.0

Annual
Annual/
Semi-Annual

Security Training - Facility Personnel

ER

1.0

Initial & Changes

Security Training - Marine Facility
Security Officer (FSO)

ER

4.0

Initial & Changes

ER
ER

2.0
1.0

Annual
Initial & Quarterly

ER

4.0

Annual

ENV

1.0

Initial & Changes

ER

1.0

As needed

ERP & FSP

HS

1.0

As needed

OSHA 1910.1001

HS
HS

1.0
1.0

Initial
Annual

Fire Protection Equipment - Classroom

HS

1.0

Annual

Fire Protection Equipment – Hands-on

HS

1.0

Every 2 years

Hazard Communication
HAZWOPER – First Responder
Awareness Level
HAZWOPER – First Responder
Operations Level
HAZWOPER – General Training
HAZWOPER – Hazardous Materials
Technician
HAZWOPER – On-Scene Incident
Commander
Hot Work Permits

HS

2.0

Initial/As needed

OSHA 1910.1028
OSHA 1910.120
OSHA 1910.155,
157, 158, 160, 164
OSHA 1910.155,
157, 158, 160, 164
OSHA 1910.1200

ER

2.0

Initial/Annual

OSHA 1910.120

ER

2.0

Initial/Annual

OSHA 1910.120

ER

2.0

Initial/Annual

OSHA 1910.120

ER

24.0

Initial/Annual

OSHA 1910.120

ER

24.0

Initial/Annual

OSHA 1910.120

HS

0.5

Initial/3-Years

OSHA 1910.120

Title

Security - Facility Exercise
Security - Marine Facility Quarterly Drill
Combined Spill Response and Security
Exercise
Spill Prevention Control and
Countermeasure Plans (SPCC)
Spill Prevention Meeting
Asbestos Communication of Hazard to
Employees
Benzene
Field Survey Instruments & Equipment
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Area

Frequency
Initial/Annual

References
ERP
ERP: EPA, and
USCG
(PowerPoint or
classroom)
ERP
ERP
FSP (PowerPoint
or classroom)
FSO Training
Program
(PowerPoint or
classroom)
FSP
FSP
ERP & FSP
ERP & SPCC
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III-3.10 Facility Approved HAZWOPER Courses (Continued)

Hydrogen Sulfide – H2S
Lead Awareness
Lockout/Tagout

HS
HS
HS

Credit
Hours
1.0
1.0
1.0

Medical Services and First Aid - CPR

HS

6 Hours

Per Certification

ENV

1.0

As needed

HS

1.0

Initial

Occupational Noise Exposure

HS

12.0

OSHA 1910.95

Permit-Required Confined Space Entry
– General Awareness

Initial/ Annual
(For Program
Participants)

HS

2.0

Initial/Periodically

OSHA 1910.146

Personal Protective Equipment

HS

1.0

Initial/As Needed

OSHA 1910.132,
133,135; OSHA
1926.500-503

ENV

4.0

Initial/Annual

40 CFR 264.16
and 262.34

HS

2.0

Initial/Annual

OSHA 1910.134

DOT

2.0

Initial/2 Years

IATA

DOT

2.0

Initial/2 Years

49 CFR 172.704

DOT

2.0

Initial/3 years

49 CFR 172.704

DOT

2.0

Initial/3 years

49 CFR 172.704

DOT

2.0

Initial/3 years

49 CFR 172.704

HS

1.0

3-Years

SEC

1.0

Annual

OSHA 1910.331.335

HS

1.0

As needed

OSHA 1910.145

HS

1.0

Initial & Reg.
Changes

OSHA 1926.651

Title

NPDES Permitting and Hydrostatic
Testing
Occupational Exposure to Blood borne
Pathogens

RCRA-Personnel Training for
Generators of Hazardous Waste Who
accumulate waste on-site Storage
Respiratory Protection
Safe Transportation of Hazardous
Materials – Air
Safe Transportation of Hazardous
Materials – General Awareness
Safe Transportation of Hazardous
Materials – Highway
Safe Transportation of Hazardous
Materials – Rail
Safe Transportation of Hazardous
Materials – Water
Safety Related Work Practice Electrical Hazards - Unqualified
Security – General Awareness (Global)
Specifications for Accident Prevention
Signs and Tags
Trenching and Excavation - Awareness

Area

Frequency

References

Initial/3-Years
Initial/Changes
Initial/3-Years

OSHA 1910.1028
OSHA 1910.1025
OSHA 1910.147
OSHA 1910.151;
Requires a
Certified Instructor
Course to be
taught (determined
locally)
Environmental
Training Guideline
OSHA 1910.1030

Refer to the Learning Management System for additional course information and
documentation.
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III-4 Response Exercise Program
Experienced, well-trained people are essential for successful implementation of this
Emergency Response Plan. Exercises are performed to check the effectiveness of the
training and to test the Plan. An ongoing training and exercise program will be carried out at
the facility. In addition to maintaining maximum familiarity with all aspects of the Plan, the
training and exercise program is intended to provide members of the ERT with the basic
knowledge, skills and practical experience necessary to perform safe and effective spill
response operations in accordance with the plan.
The Facility exercise program is designed to be consistent with the exercise requirements as
outlined in the National Preparedness for Response Exercise Program (PREP)* Guidelines
developed by the USCG in conjunction with the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency (EPA).
Participation in this program ensures that the Facility meets all federal exercise requirements
mandated by OPA ’90.
The primary elements of the Facility exercise program are notification exercises, tabletop
exercises, facility-owned equipment deployment exercises, contractor exercises,
unannounced exercises by government agencies and area-wide exercises conducted by
industry and government agencies. The exercise year for all Facilities will be from January 1
to December 31. The Safety Superintendent is responsible for implementing the exercise
program.
All exercises and actual release event responses will be critiqued. If appropriate, the
information derived from the post-exercise or post-event evaluation will be incorporated into
the Emergency Response Plan. The facility plan will be updated as necessary and updates
will be forwarded to The U.S. Coast Guard, the EPA, and State. The facility’s current plan is
available to Phillips 66 Crisis Management and Security via the Company intranet.
*These guidelines will be modified when the final updates have been promulgated (77 FR 10542).
III-4.1 Exercise Format and Procedures
Exercises serve to evaluate the thoroughness and effectiveness of the emergency response
component of the Emergency Response Plan by testing under simulated conditions.
Exercises will be conducted in consistence with the PREP Guideline to maintain maximum
effectiveness of the plan.
The following is a list of suggested organizations that should be invited to table top
and equipment deployment exercises:

•
•
•
•

Federal Agencies having jurisdictional responsibility during a spill or emergency (i.e.
USCG, EPA).
State agencies having jurisdictional responsibility during a spill or emergency.
Local agencies having jurisdictional reasonability during a spill or emergency (i.e.
Local Fire Department, LEPC, Law Enforcement, Tribal Representatives).
Other interested entities that may play a critical role during a spill or fire (i.e. Local
Utilities).
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III-4.2 Unannounced Drills
Unannounced drills are also used to test the readiness of the plan by both Federal and State
regulatory agencies. Usually, a representative of the agency arrives on scene, announces the
drill, describes the scope, and provides scenario inputs as needed. A plan holder may request
to be excused from the drill that day – but only if conducting the drill would pose an
unreasonable safety or environmental risk, significant economic hardship, or the necessary
Facility personnel are absent. If the plan holder is excused, an unannounced drill may be
conducted again at a future date. Unannounced drills may involve testing any component of
the plan including:
•
•
•
•

Notification procedures.
Response management.
Accessing supplemental resources for the vessel umbrella plans.
Deployment of personnel and equipment such as boom, recovery and storage assets.

III-4.3 Coordination with Local Emergency Services
During an event meetings should be conducted with all local emergency services
departments. If possible, a single source of contacts with these departments should be
appointed. Lines of communication to this source must be determined to allow quick contact. If
the situation is expected to be of longer duration, off-duty police or security personnel may be
required to assist. These people will be very useful in traffic control including ingress and
egress from the site, and preventing unauthorized personnel from entering the area.
To ensure coordination between Fire, Police, and other appropriate Public Officials is possible
during an emergency, the Area Supervisors are responsible for establishing liaisons with
public officials to learn their responsibilities and resources for responding to an emergency.
Field Operations are encouraged to involve local officials in drills/training programs, where
appropriate.
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III-4.4 Facility Terminal Requirements
The program is on a 3-year cycle with different scenario requirements for the exercises
throughout the cycle.
Each year the terminal will be required to conduct the following exercises:
Four Notification Exercises which can be exercised in conjunction with a Tabletop
and/or Equipment Deployment or separately.
One Tabletop Exercise (TTX) 1 which can be exercised alone or in conjunction with an
• Equipment Deployment.
• Two Facility Equipment Deployments (EDX)1.
• An Agency unannounced exercise, if initiated by jurisdictional agency.
• An area exercise, if required by jurisdictional agency.
Document that primary OSRO contractors listed in the OPA '90 plan have conducted
• training consistent with the PREP guidelines.
Self-certification and documentation. (Credit may be taken for responses to actual
• events, as long as it is properly documented.
1
Annually, one exercise, either TTX or EDX must be unannounced.

•

III-4.5 Guiding Principles
Internal Exercises
Internal exercises are those that are conducted wholly within the Facility. The internal
exercises test the various components of the response plan to ensure the plan adequately
meets the OPA '90 requirements for spill response.
The internal exercises include:

•
•
•
•
•
•

Incident Commander (IC) Notification Exercises (Terminals)*
Internal Notification Exercises (Maintenance Groups)*
ERT Tabletop Exercises
Equipment Deployment Exercises (Facility-Owned Equipment)
Equipment Deployment Exercises (Response Contractors)
Government Initiated Unannounced Exercises

All of the internal exercises, with the exception of the government initiated unannounced
exercises, will be self-evaluated and self-certified.
*The QI is the IC for the Facility. Refer to the job positions identified in the QI Delegation of
Authority Letter located in Annex 1 of this plan that may serve as IC. Other delegated
personnel in a supervisory position (i.e. a pump station supervisor, may act as the IC should a
spill occur at his pump station). For the purposes of exercises, generally, the Terminal
Supervisor or the Area Supervisor should be the contact person.
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External Exercises
The external exercises go outside the Facility to test the interaction of the Facility with the
response community. The external exercises will test the Facility’s entire plan and the
coordination with members of the response community necessary to conduct an effective
response to a pollution incident.
The external exercise includes: Area Exercises
An area exercise is conducted by EPA, the USCG, and industry working in cooperation to
exercise the area contingency plan. This is a large-scale exercise that is planned and
evaluated by all parties involved.
III-4.6 Triennial Cycle of Exercising the Entire Response Plan
Every three years all components of the entire response plan must be exercised. The purpose
of this requirement is to ensure that all components of the plan function adequately for
response to an oil or hazardous substance spill. By complying with the PREP Guidelines as
set forth in this section, the Facility meets this requirement.
III-4.7 Credit for Conducting an Exercise
When lesser-included exercises occur as part of larger exercises or a real event, the Facility
will receive credit for that lesser included exercise or real event when properly documented.
For example, if a terminal responds to an actual spill, the activities involved in the spill
response (i.e., the IC notification, the equipment deployment, etc.) will satisfy the
requirements of these two exercises, provided the actual response activities meet the
objectives of the exercises and are properly documented.
Credit for an Area Exercise will be given to the Facility or Facilities for an actual response to a
spill in the area if the plan was utilized for response to the spill and the objectives of the Area
Exercise were met, properly documented and certified. The caveat to this statement is that if
the Facility was scheduled for an Area Exercise and an actual spill occurred in the Area for
which the facility's plan was not used (i.e., another company's plan was used or an agency
plan was used), then the Facility would not receive credit for the spill response.
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III-4.8 Proper Documentation
Proper documentation includes documentation, which lists the exercise conducted, the
objectives met and the results of the exercise evaluation. This documentation must be in
writing and signed by an individual having responsibility for the asset conducting the exercise.
All spill response exercise documentation records should be maintained on file at the facility
for a minimum of five years.* This Section describes the proper exercise ICS/UCS
documentation forms that should be used to document the corresponding exercises. All ICS
forms in this section may be utilized to document exercises as well as assisting with actual
response. Forms are found in the following locations:



Section IV of this plan contains Facility and Industry Forms.
Facility intranet contains Facility and ICS Forms

*Note: Electronic documentation for past exercises/incidents is located in Livelink
III-4.9 Certification Process
The IC or Exercise Facilitator certifies the response exercise.
Following an exercise or actual event, the responders should complete a critique of their
response. The evaluation form located in this section should include the Facility name,
exercise date, type of exercise conducted, response plan or zone exercised and participants.
This form is to be signed by the IC or Exercise Facilitator; then filed and retained for a
minimum of five years at the facility.
III-4.10 EPA
EPA Regulated Facilities
QI Notification Exercises
Applicability
Frequency
Initiating Authority
Participating Elements
Scope
Objectives
Certification
Verification
Records
Retention
Location
Evaluation
Credit
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Facility
Quarterly
Facility policy
Facility personnel and qualified individual
Exercise communications between facility personnel and Qualified
Individual
Contact must be made with a qualified individual or designee, as
designated in the response plan.
Self-certification.
Environmental Protection Agency (EPA)
5 years
Records to be kept at the facility
Self-evaluation.
Plan holder should take credit for this exercise when conducted in
conjunction with other exercises as long as all objectives are met, the
exercise is evaluated, and a proper record is generated. Credit should
be taken for an actual spill response when these objectives are met, the
response is evaluated, and a proper record is generated.
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III-4.10 EPA (Continued)
EPA Regulated Facilities
Incident Management Team Tabletop Exercises
Applicability
Facility spill management team
Frequency
Annually
Initiating Authority
Facility policy
Participating Elements
Spill management team as established in the response plan.
Scope
Exercise the spill management team’s organization, communication,
and decision-making in managing a spill response.
Objectives
Exercise the spill management team in a review of”
• Knowledge of the response plan;
• Proper notifications
• Communications system
• Ability access an OSRO;
• Coordination of internal organization personnel with
responsibility for spill response;
• An annual review of the transition from a local team to a
regional, national and international team, as appropriate
• Ability to effectively coordinate spill response activity with the
National Response System (NRS) infrastructure. (If personnel
from the NRS are not participating in the exercise, the spill
management team should demonstrate knowledge of response
coordination with the NRS.)
• Ability to access information in Area Contingency Plan for
location of sensitive areas, resources available within the area,
unique conditions of area, etc.

Certification
Verification
Records
Retention
Location
Evaluation
Credit
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At least one spill management team tabletop exercise in a triennial
cycle would involve simulation of a worst-case discharge scenario.
Self-certification.
Environmental Protection Agency (EPA)
5 years
At each facility
Self-evaluation.
Plan holder should take credit for this exercise when conducted in
conjunction with other exercises as long as all objectives are met, the
exercise is evaluated, and a proper record is generated. Credit should
be taken for an actual spill response when these objectives are met, the
response is evaluated, and a proper record is generated.
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III-4.10 EPA (Continued)
EPA Regulated Facilities
Equipment Deployment Exercises
Applicability
Facilities with facility owned and operated response equipment.
Frequency
Semi-annually
Initiating Authority
Facility policy
Participating Elements
Facility Personnel
Scope
Deploy and operate facility owned and operated response equipment
identified in the response plan. The equipment to be deployed would be
either (1) the minimum amount of equipment for deployment as
described in "Guiding Principles", or (2) the equipment necessary to
respond to a small discharge at the facility, whichever is less.

Objectives

Certification
Verification
Records
Retention
Location
Evaluation
Credit

All of the facility personnel involved in equipment deployment
operations must be included in a comprehensive training program. All
of the facility equipment must be included in a comprehensive
maintenance program. Credit should be taken for deployment
conducted during training. The maintenance program must ensure that
the equipment is periodically inspected and maintained in good
operating condition in accordance with the manufacturers’
recommendations and best commercial practices. All inspection and
maintenance must be documented by the owner.
Demonstrate ability of Facility personnel to deploy and operate
equipment.
Ensure equipment is in proper working order.
Self-certification.
Environmental Protection Agency (EPA)

5 years
At each facility
Self-evaluation.
Plan holder should take credit for this exercise when conducted in
conjunction with other exercises as long as all objectives are met, the
exercise is evaluated, and a proper record is generated. Credit should
be taken for an actual spill response when these objectives are met, the
response is evaluated, and a proper record is generated.
Note: If a facility with facility owned and operated equipment also identified OSRO equipment in its
response plan, the OSRO equipment must also be deployed and operated in accordance with the
equipment deployment requirements for OSRO owned equipment.
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III-4.10 EPA (Continued)
EPA Regulated Facilities
Equipment Deployment Exercises
Applicability
Facilities with OSRO response equipment cited in their response plan.
Frequency
Annually
Initiating Authority
Facility policy
Participating Elements
Facility owner or operator and OSRO.
Scope
Deploy and operate response equipment identified in the response
plan. The equipment to be deployed would be the minimum amount of
equipment for deployment as described in "Guiding Principles."
All of the OSRO personnel involved in equipment deployment
operations must be included in a comprehensive training program. All
of the OSRO equipment must be included in a comprehensive
maintenance program. Credit should be taken for equipment
deployment conducted during training. The maintenance program must
ensure that the equipment is periodically inspected and maintained in
good operating condition in accordance with the manufacturer's
recommendations and best commercial practices. The facility owner or
operator must ensure that inspection and maintenance by the OSRO is
documented. The OSRO must provide inspection and maintenance
information to the owner or operator.

Objectives

Certification
Verification
Records
Retention
Evaluation
Credit

Plan holders must ensure that when a regional OSRO is identified in
the response plan, the OSRO conducts annual equipment deployment
exercises in each operating environment for each CG or EPA
Contingency Planning Area, or EPA sub-area (where identified).
Demonstrate the ability of the personnel to deploy and operate
response equipment.
Ensure the response equipment is in proper working order.
The facility owner or operator should ensure that the OSRO identified in
the response plan provides adequate documentation that the
requirements for this exercise have been met.
Environmental Protection Agency (EPA)

5 years, kept at the facility.
Self-evaluation.
Plan holder should take credit for this exercise when conducted in
conjunction with other exercises as long as all objectives are met, the
exercise is evaluated, and a proper record is generated. Credit should
be taken for an actual spill response when these objectives are met, the
response is evaluated, and a proper record is generated.
Note: If a facility with facility owned and operated equipment also identified OSRO equipment in its
response plan, the OSRO equipment must also be deployed and operated in accordance with the
equipment deployment requirements for OSRO owned equipment.
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III-4.10 EPA (Continued)
EPA Regulated Facilities
Government-Initiated Unannounced Exercises
Applicability
EPA-regulated facility response plan holders within the region.
Frequency
Triennially, if successfully completed. A facility deemed by the CG/EPA
not to have successfully completed the exercise may be required to
participate in another government initiated unannounced exercise at the
discretion of the exercising agency. (Plan holders who have
successfully completed a PREP government-initiated unannounced
exercise will not be required to participate in another one for at least 36
months from the date of the exercise).
Initiating Authority
EPA
Participating Elements
EPA-regulated facility response plan holders.
Scope
Unannounced exercises are limited to a maximum of 10% of response
plan holders per EPA region per year.
Exercises are limited to approximately 4 hours in duration.
Exercises should involve response to a small discharge scenario
(assume 2,100 gallons outside secondary containment and discharged
into or on navigable waters and adjoining shorelines.)
Exercise would involve deployment of response equipment identified in
the facility response plan to respond to spill scenario.
Objectives

Certification
Verification
Records
Retention
Evaluation
Credit

2015 Revision

Conduct proper notifications to respond to unannounced scenario of a
small discharge.
Demonstrate that the response is:
• Timely as defined in Section 1 of these Guidelines;
• Conducted with adequate amount of equipment for scenario;
and
• Properly conducted.
EPA
EPA
5 years, kept at the facility.
Evaluation to be conducted by initiating agency.
Credit may be granted by the initiating authority for an actual spill
response when the PREP objectives are met, the response is
evaluated by the initiating authority and a proper record is generated.
Plan holders participating in this exercise may take credit for notification
and equipment deployment exercises, if criteria for those exercises are
met, the response is evaluated by the plan holder and a proper record
is generated.
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III-4.11 Coast Guard
Coast Guard Marine Transportation-Related (MTR) Facilities
QI Notification Exercises
Applicability
Frequency
Initiating Authority
Participating Elements
Scope
Objectives
Certification
Verification
Records
Retention
Location
Credit

Facility
Quarterly
Facility policy.
Facility personnel, qualified individual
Exercise communication between facility personnel and qualified
individual.
Contact must be made with a qualified individual or designee, as
designated in the response plan.
Self-certification.
U.S. Coast Guard
3 years
Records to be kept at the facility.
Plan holder should take credit for this exercise when conducted in
conjunction with other exercises as long as all objectives are met, the
exercise is evaluated, and a proper record is generated. Credit should
be taken for an actual spill response when these objectives are met, the
response is evaluated, and a proper record is generated.
For plan holders handling both oil and hazardous substances, a single
QI notification will satisfy exercise requirements for both plans, if both
plans rely on the same QI. If the plan holder uses two different QIs, the
plan holder is required to exercise both separately.
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III-4.11 Coast Guard (Continued)
Coast Guard Marine Transportation-Related (MTR) Facilities
Emergency Procedures Exercises (Optional)
Applicability
Facility
Frequency
Quarterly
Initiating Authority
Facility owner or operator.
Participating Elements
Facility personnel
Scope
Exercise the emergency procedures for the facility to mitigate or
prevent any discharge or a substantial threat of such discharge or
oil/HAZSUB resulting from facility operational activities associated with
oil transfers.
Objectives
Conduct an exercise of the facility’s emergency procedures to ensure
personnel knowledge of actions to be taken to mitigate a spill. This
exercise may be a walk-through of the emergency procedures.
Exercise should involve one or more of the sections of the emergency
procedures for spill mitigation. For example, the exercise should involve
a simulation of a response to an oil spill.

Certification
Verification
Records
Retention
Location
Evaluation
Credit

The facility should ensure that spill mitigation procedures for all
contingencies at the facility are addressed at some time.
Self-certification.
U.S. Coast Guard
3 years
Records to be kept at the facility.
Self-evaluation
Plan holder should take credit for this exercise when conducted in
conjunction with other exercises as long as all objectives are met, the
exercise is evaluated, and a proper record is generated. Credit should
be taken for an actual spill response when these objectives are met, the
response is evaluated, and a proper record is generated.
This section describes an option exercise to provide facilities with
an exercise that may be conducted unannounced to fulfill the
internal unannounced exercise requirement.
At facilities covered by oil and hazardous substance plans, separate oil
and hazardous substance exercises are not required. However, the
shipboard personnel should alternate oil and hazardous substance
scenarios each quarter.
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III-4.11 Coast Guard (Continued)
Coast Guard Marine Transportation-Related (MTR) Facilities
Incident Management Team Tabletop Exercise
Applicability
Facility spill management team
Frequency
Annually
Initiating Authority
Facility policy
Participating Elements
Spill management team as established in the response plan.
Scope
Exercise the spill management team’s organization, communication,
and decision-making in managing a spill response.
Objectives
Exercise the spill management team in a review of:
• Knowledge of the response plan;
• Proper notifications;
• Communications system;
• Ability to access an OSRO;
• Coordination of internal organization personnel with
responsibility for spill response;
• An annual review of the transition from a local team to a
regional, national, and international team, as appropriate;
• Ability to effectively coordinate spill response activity with the
National Response System (NRS) infrastructure. (If personnel
from the NRS are not participating in the exercise, the spill
management team should demonstrate knowledge of response
coordination with the NRS);
• Ability to access information in the Area Contingency Plan for
location of sensitive areas, resources available within the area,
unique conditions of area, etc.
• At least one spill management team tabletop exercise in a
triennial cycle would involve simulation of a worst-case
discharge scenario.
Certification
Self-certification.
Verification
U.S. Coast Guard
Records
Retention
3 years
Location
Records to be kept at the facility.
Evaluation
Self-evaluation
Credit
Plan holder should take credit for this exercise when conducted in
conjunction with other exercises as long as all objectives are met, the
exercise is evaluated, and a proper record is generated. Credit should
be taken for an actual spill response when these objectives are met, the
response is evaluated, and a proper record is generated.
Plan holders are responsible for ensuring that SMTs are familiar with
Area Committees/Regional Response Teams (*RRTs) and Area
Contingency Plans in every area in which the plan holder operates.
While it is not practicable to require an SMT to exercise in every
area/region in which they offer cover each year, each SMT is expected
to review NWACPs annually and the make-up of Area
Committees/RRTs in all areas in which they offer coverage. Selfcertification for exercise credit should include SMT certification that the
SMT has completed annual review and is familiar with the NWACPs
and Area Committees in all areas in which the plan holder operates.
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III-4.11 Coast Guard (Continued)
Coast Guard Marine Transportation-Related (MTR) Facilities
Equipment Deployment Exercises
Applicability
Facilities with facility owned and operated response equipment.
Frequency
Semiannually
Initiating Authority
Facility policy
Participating Elements
Facility personnel
Scope
Deploy and operate facility owned and operated response equipment
identified in the response plan. The equipment to be deployed would be
either (1) the minimum amount of equipment for deployment as
described in “Guiding Principles”, or (2) the equipment necessary to
response to an average most probably discharge at the facility,
whichever is less.

Objectives

Certification
Verification
Records
Retention
Location
Evaluation
Credit

All of the facility’s personnel involved in equipment deployment
operations must be included in a comprehensive training program. All
of the facility’s equipment must be included in a comprehensive
maintenance program. Credit should be taken for deployment
conducted during training. The maintenance program must ensure that
the equipment is periodically inspected and maintained in good
operating condition in accordance with the manufacturer’s
recommendations and best commercial practices. All inspection and
maintenance must be documented by the owner.
Demonstrate ability of facility personnel to deploy and operate
equipment.
Ensure equipment is in proper working order. Deployment should also
include testing NWACP containment, protection and diversion
strategies.
Self-certification.
U.S. Coast Guard
3 years
Records to be kept at the facility.
Self-evaluation
Plan holder should take credit for this exercise when conducted in
conjunction with other exercises as long as all objectives are met, the
exercise is evaluated, and a proper record is generated. Credit should
be taken for an actual spill response when these objectives are met, the
response is evaluated, and a proper record is generated.
Note: If a facility with facility owned and operated equipment also
identifies OSRO equipment in its response plan, the OSRO
equipment must also be deployed and operated in accordance
with the equipment deployment requirements for OSRO owned
equipment.
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III-4.11 Coast Guard (Continued)
Coast Guard Marine Transportation-Related (MTR) Facilities
Equipment Deployment Exercises
Applicability
Facilities with OSRO response equipment cited in their response plan.
Frequency
Annually
Initiating Authority
Facility policy
Participating Elements
Facility owner or operator and OSRO.
Scope
Deploy and operate response equipment identified in the response
plan. The equipment to be deployed would be the minimum amount of
equipment as described in “Guiding Principles.”
All of the OSRO personnel involved in equipment deployment
operations must be included in a comprehensive training program. All
of the OSRO equipment must be included in a comprehensive
maintenance program. Credit should be taken for equipment
deployment conducted during training. The maintenance program must
ensure that the equipment is periodically inspected and maintained in
good operating condition in accordance with the manufacturer’s
recommendations and best commercial practices. The facility owner or
operator must ensure that inspection and maintenance by the OSRO is
documented. The OSRO must provide inspection and maintenance
information to the owner or operator.

Objectives

Plan holders must ensure that when a regional OSRO is identified in
the response plan, the OSRO conducts annual equipment deployment
exercises in each operating environment for each CG Contingency
Planning Area.
Demonstrate ability of personnel to deploy and operate equipment.
Ensure the response equipment is in proper working order.

Certification
Verification
Records
Retention
Location
Evaluation
Credit
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Whenever feasible, equipment deployment should also include NWACP
containment, protection and diversion strategies.
The facility owner or operator should ensure that the OSRO identified in
the response plan provides adequate documentation that the
requirements for this exercise have been met.
U.S. Coast Guard
3 years
Records to be kept at the facility.
Self-evaluation
Plan holder should take credit for this exercise when conducted in
conjunction with other exercises as long as all objectives are met, the
exercise is evaluated, and a proper record is generated. Credit should
be taken for an actual spill response when these objectives are met, the
response is evaluated, and a proper record is generated.
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III-4.11 Coast Guard (Continued)
Coast Guard Marine Transportation-Related (MTR) Facilities
Government-Initiated Unannounced Exercises
Applicability
Vessel and MTR facility response plan holders within the area.
Frequency
Triennially, if successfully completed. A facility deemed by the CG/EPA
not to have successfully completed the exercise may be required to
participate in another government initiated unannounced exercise at the
discretion of the exercising agency. (Plan holders who have
successfully completed a PREP government-initiated unannounced
exercise will not be required to participate in another one for at least 36
months from the date of the exercise.)
Initiating Authority
U.S. Coast Guard
Participating Elements
Vessel and MTR facility response plan holders.
Scope
Unannounced exercises are limited to a maximum of four exercises per
area per year.
Exercises are limited to approximately 4 hours in duration.
Exercises must involve response to an average AMD scenario.
Objectives

Conduct proper notifications to response to unannounced scenario of
an average most probable discharge.
Demonstrate response is:
• Timely – As a general rule, the regulatory planning standard is
containment equipment (e.g., booms) on scene within one hour
of notification and recovery equipment (skimmers and
temporary storage) on scene within two hours. Therefore in a
government-initiated unannounced exercise, plan holder should
be able to initiate simulated clean up within approximately two
hours of exercise commencement.
• Conducted with adequate amount of equipment for scenario;
• Properly conducted.

Certification
Verification
Records
Retention
Location
Evaluation
Credit
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Whenever feasible, equipment deployment should also include testing
NWACP containment, protection and diversion strategies.
U.S. Coast Guard
U.S. Coast Guard
3 years
For facilities, at the facility.
For vessels, in accordance with 33 CFR 155.1060(e)(2)
Evaluation to be conducted by initiating agency.
Credit may be granted by the initiating authority for an actual spill
response when the PREP objectives are met, the response is
evaluated by the initiating authority and a proper record is generated.
Plan holders participating in this exercise may take credit for notification
& equipment deployment exercises, if criteria for those exercises are
met, the response is evaluated by the plan holder and a proper record
is generated.
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Spill Response Equipment Inspection
If the facility lists response equipment in this plan, then the equipment shall be inspected on
an annual basis. Equipment found to be defective would be repaired or replaced.
Documentation of equipment inspection/maintenance records is available at the facility. An
example of the response equipment inspection log has been included below:
FACILITY-OWNED EQUIPMENT INSPECTION LOG
Response Time

Equipment Location:
Inspected By:

Print

Sign

Inspection Date:
Equipment Type

Description - Model, Style, Size,
Capacity, Shelf Life

Qty

Operational
Status

EXAMPLE: Boom

50' Acme 6x6 booms

100'

Good

Last
Deployment
Date
7/01/11

Retention: 5 years
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Interim Storage Tracking Form
Interim Storage
Location(s)

Location(s)
Received From

Time/Date
Received

Volume
(Gals/Yds)

Type of Waste:

Totals
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Waste Recovery Tracking Form
Recovery
Location(s)

Time Recovered
From:
To:

Volume
(Gals/Yds)

Type of Waste:

Projected Interim Storage
Demand:

Totals
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Final Disposal
Disposal Facility
Location(s)

Received From Location(s)

Time Received

Volume
(Gallons)

Type of Waste

Totals
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Waste Disposal Tracking Form
Incident Name: _____________________

Date

Bill of Lading/
Manifest Number

Revision 2015

Type of Waste: _____________________

Originating Site

Transporter

Waste Stream#: _______________

Disposal Facility
Destination

Quantity:
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Waste Management & Disposal Plan (Page 1 of 7)
GENERAL INFORMATION:
Incident Name:
Location:
Released Material(s):
Amount(s) Released:
Release Date and Time:
Generator I.D. No.:

SUBMITTAL INFORMATION:
Plan Update No:

Submittal Time:

Date:

Submitted By:

Date:

State OSC:

Date:

Federal OSC:

Date:

Company:

Date:

WASTE DESIGNATION AND MANAGEMENT:
Waste Stream No. 1 (WS-1)
Type:

Est. Quantity:

Hazardous:
Yes
No
EPA/State Waste Code:

Analytical:
Yes
No
Storage Location/Tank No:

(attach lab reports)

Special Handling / Transfer Requirements:

Description of Segregation Procedures:

Description of Oil Accounting Procedures:

Waste Stream No. 2 (WS-2)
Type:

Est. Quantity:

Hazardous:
Yes
No
EPA/State Waste Code:

Analytical:
Yes
No
Storage Location/Tank No:

Revision 2015

(attach lab reports)
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Waste Management & Disposal Plan (Page 2 of 7)
Special Handling/Transfer Requirements:

Description of Segregation Procedures:

Description of Recovered Oil Accounting Procedures:

Waste Stream No. 3 (WS-3)
Type:
Hazardous:

Est. Quantity:
Yes

No

EPA/State Waste Code:

Analytical:

Yes

No

(attach lab reports)

Storage Location/Tank No:

Special Handling/Transfer Requirements:

Description of Segregation Procedures:

Description of Recovered Oil Accounting Procedures:

Waste Stream No. 4 (WS-4)
Type:
Hazardous:

Est. Quantity:
Yes

No

EPA/State Waste Code:

Analytical:

Yes

No

(attach lab reports)

Storage Location/Tank No:

Special Handling/Transfer Requirements:
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Waste Management & Disposal Plan (Page 3 of 7)
Description of Segregation Procedures:

Description of Recovered Oil Accounting Procedures:

INTERIM WASTE STORAGE SITES
Interim Storage Site No. 1
Location/Site Description:

Site Capacity:
Permit Requirements:
Containers (roll-off boxes, tanks, drums, pits, etc.):

Site Construction (berms, liners, coverings, leachate/rainwater collection):

Decontamination Area (location, set up, pollution prevention measures):

Interim Storage Site No. 2
Location/Site Description:

Site Capacity:
Permit Requirements:
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Waste Management & Disposal Plan (Page 4 of 7)
Containers (roll-off boxes, tanks, drums, pits, etc.):

Site Construction (berms, liners, coverings, leachate/rainwater collection):

Decontamination Area (location, set up, pollution prevention measures):

Interim Storage Site No. 3
Location/Site Description:

Site Capacity:
Permit Requirements:
Containers (roll-off boxes, tanks, drums, pits, etc.):

Site Construction (berms, liners, coverings, leachate/rainwater collection):

Decontamination Area (location, set up, pollution prevention measures):

DECANTING REQUEST (IF APPLICABLE)
Description of Proposed Decanting Procedures:
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Waste Management & Disposal Plan (Page 5 of 7)
Attach Decanting Authorization Form:

TREATMENT/DISPOSAL
Waste Stream
WS-1

Treatment/Disposal Method

Treatment/Disposal Facility

WS-2
WS-3
WS-4

WASTE TRACKING
Description of Waste Tracking Procedures:

WASTE TRANSPORTATION
WS-1
Proposed Method:
Contractor:

Certification No.:

Spill Prevention Measures:

WS-2
Proposed Method:
Contractor:

Certification No.:

Spill Prevention Measures:
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Waste Management & Disposal Plan (Page 6 of 7)
WS-3
Proposed Method:
Contractor:

Certification No.:

Spill Prevention Measures:

WS-4
Proposed Method:
Contractor:

Certification No.:

Spill Prevention Measures:

WASTE STATUS SUMMARY
TYPE
Oil (bbls)

RECOVERED

STORED

DISPOSED OF

Oily Liquids (bbls)
Oily Solids (tons)
Solids (tons)
PPE
PPE Required for Waste Handling:
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Waste Management & Disposal Plan (Page 7 of 7)
OTHER
Additional Information:
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In-Situ Burn Plan (Page 1 of 5)
IN-SITU BURNING PLAN
This checklist is provided as a summary of important information to be considered by the Unified Command in
reviewing any request to conduct in-situ burning in response to an oil spill which occurs in the water. This Burning
Plan is divided into several sections of information about the spill, weather, oil behavior and proposed Burning
Plan. It is intended that this Burning Plan be filled in to help the Unified Command determine the feasibility of insitu burning for the immediate situation. This Burning Plan, in conjunction with the Monitoring Plan, will serve as
the Post Burn Operations Report.
SPILL DATA
(Responsible Party to complete and submit to Unified Command)

DATE & TIME OF PLAN

DATE AND TIME OF THE INCIDENT:
LOCATION OF THE INCIDENT:
LATITUDE:

LONGITUDE:

DISTANCE IN MILES AND DIRECTION TO NEAREST LAND:
DISTANCE IN MILES AND DIRECTION TO THE NEAREST POPULATION CENTER(S):
TYPE AND QUANTITY/VOLUME:
RELEASE STATUS:

EMULSIFICATION
STATUS:

Continuous, at estimated rate of:
Intermittent, at estimated rate of:
One time only, flow now stopped. Est. quantity – bbls:
Is product easily emulsified?
Yes
Is product emulsified upon release?
IF EMULSIFIED:
Lightly (0-20%)
Heavily (>50%)

No
Yes

Uncertain
No
Uncertain
Moderate (21-50%)
Unknown

SURFACE AREA OF SPILL (SQUARE MILES) AS OF DATE/TIME:
IS SOURCE BURNING NOW?

Yes

NATURE OF INCIDENT:
Grounding
Transfer Operation
Other (Describe):

Collision

No

Pipeline

Explosion

VESSEL/FACILITY/PIPELINE INVOLVED:
RESPONSIBLE PARTY:
FEASIBILITY FACTORS:
Yes
No
Yes
No

Revision 2015

Is the oil being considered for In-Situ burning emulsified by less than 60%?
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In-Situ Burn Plan (Page 2 of 5)
In-Situ Burning Plan
WEATHER & WATER CONDITIONS
WEATHER:
WINDS:

Sunny
Partly Cloudy
Cloudy
Overcast
Mountain Showers
Offshore Rain Squalls
Heavy Rain

Date & Time:
Onshore Knots:
Offshore

SEA STATE:

Direction:

Calm
<1 foot

Choppy
1-3 feet

Swell (in feet)
>3 feet

TIDES:
Low/High
(Forecast)

Feet (+/-)

SURFACE CURRENTS:

Speed / Knots

WATER DEPTH:
DAYLIGHT HOURS:

10-60 feet

Date & Time

Direction / To

60-120 feet

Day / Date

>120 feet

Sunrise Sunset

WEATHER & WATER 24 HOUR FORECAST
DATE & TIME OF PLAN DEVELOPMENT:
FORECASTED WIND SPEED (knots):
FORECASTED WIND DIRECTION:
FORECASTED SEA STATE:
Calm

Choppy
<1 ft

Onshore
Swell (in ft)
1-3 ft

Offshore
>3 ft

ESTIMATED SMOKE TRAJECTORY
Describe expected smoke plume trajectory:
Is plume expected to impact concentrated human or wildlife populations?
FEASIBILITY FACTORS:
Yes
No
Yes
No
Yes
No
Yes
No

Revision 2015
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No

Is the wind speed <25 knots?
Is wave height <2-3 feet?
Is visibility >500 feet vertically and ½ mile horizontally?
Are rain forecasts favorable for ignition?
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In-Situ Burn Plan (Page 3 of 5)
In-Situ Burning Plan
A.

Location of proposed burn relative to the spill source:

B.

Location of proposed burn relative to nearest uncontrolled ignitable slick(s):

C.

Location of proposed burn relative to nearest sizeable downwind human
population:

D.

Location of proposed burn relative to nearest downwind concentrated wildlife
population:

E.

Potential for reducing visibility at nearby airport(s) or freeway(s):

F.

Will radio notification of human populations be required?
1. Proposed ignition method:

Will burn promoters be used?
Will de-emulsifiers be used?

Yes
Yes

Yes

No

No
No

2. Methods proposed for controlling the burn:

Will fire boom be used?

Revision 2015
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In-Situ Burn Plan (Page 4 of 5)
In-Situ Burning Plan
1. PROPOSED BURNING STRATEGY
Controlled burning in fire boom under tow.
Controlled burning of static oil contained within fire boom.
Complete burning of a derelict or hazardous vessel.
Controlled burning of static oil contained in a natural collection site at or near
shore.
Disposal of oiled debris by controlled burning in remote areas.
Other:
G.

Estimated amount of oil to be burned:

H.

Estimated duration of Burn Operations (hours):

I.

Method of collecting burned residue:

J.

Proposed storage and disposal of burned oil residue:

FEASIBILITY FACTORS
Yes
No

Yes

No

Yes

No

Yes

No

Yes

No

Revision 2015

Can ignition and a complete burn occur at a safe distance
from other response operations and public, recreational
and commercial activities?
Is the smoke plume unlikely to impact areas of
concentrated human or wildlife populations?
Are adequate fire boom, tow boats and igniter resources
available?
Are adequate notice to be given to mariners, aircraft pilots
and the general public?
Can necessary personnel and equipment be mobilized
during the in-situ burning window of opportunity?
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In-Situ Burn Plan (Page 5 of 5)
In-Situ Burning Plan
Plan Number:
Date:
Operational Period:
To:
FOSC/SOSC
APPROVED

NOT APPROVED

Signature
Typed Name & Title:

COMMENTS:
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Decanting Approval Plan
Name of Spill Incident:
Federally Defined response Area:
Effective date(s) of approval:
Name of Requester:
Product Spilled:
Current Storage Capacity on site:
The Federal and State OSC’s under their respective statutory authority, hereby approves the use of
decanting as a means of expediting the recovery of oil during the above mentioned spill clean-up
operation.
The following approval provides authority to conduct decanting of oil so that response operations do not
cease or become impaired. FOSC authorization is required in all cases, and SOSC authorization is
required for decanting within state waters. The OSC should acknowledge that recovery operations
enhanced by decanting will actually reduce the overall quantity of pollutants in a more timely and
effective manner to facilitate cleanup operations.
The following criteria should be followed in order for decanting to proceed in an efficient manner:
1) All decanting should be done in a designated “response area” within a collection area, vessel
collection well, recovery belt, weir area, or directly in front of a recovery system.
2) Vessels employing sweep booms with recovery pumps in the apex of the boom should decant
forward of the recovery pump.
3) All vessels, motor vehicles and other equipment not equipped with an oil/water separator would
allow retention time for oil held in internal or portable tanks before decanting commences.
4) A containment boom must / need not (circle one) be deployed around the collection area to
minimize loss of the decanted oil or entrainment.
5) Visual monitoring of the decanting area shall be maintained so that discharge of oil in the
decanted water is detected promptly.
6) Tanks used for decanting will be tested prior to use to ensure there are no contaminates from
previous activities and that the water is safe to discharge back into the environment.
7) Additional conditions:
Approval: (check one)

Yes______ No_____

Environmental Unit (Planning) ____ _______________
FOSC______ _________________________________

SOSC______ _______________________________
Reason for disapproval:
________________________________________________________________________
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PREP Form
NATIONAL PREPAREDNESS FOR RESPONSE EXERCISE
PROGRAM (PREP)
15 PREP COMPONENTS EVALUATION WORKSHEET
Incident/Drill Name:
Period:
to
ORGANIZATION DESIGN
1) Notifications
Components

Prepared by:
Company Name:

at:

ICS/UCS
Completed Date/Time
Position
(Y/N)
Completed
Responsible

Comments

ICS/UCS
Completed Date/Time
Position
(Y/N)
Completed
Responsible

Comments

1a. Test the notifications procedures
identified in the Area Contingency Plan and
the associated Responsible Party
Response Plan.

2) Staff mobilization
Components
2a. Demonstrate the ability to assemble the
spill response organization identified in the
Area Contingency Plan and associated
Responsible Party Response Plan.

3) Ability to operate within the response management system described in the plan
Components

ICS/UCS
Completed Date/Time
Position
(Y/N)
Completed
Responsible

Comments

3.1 Unified Command: Demonstrate the
ability of the spill response organization to
work within a unified command.
3.1.1 Federal Representation: Demonstrate
the ability to consolidate the concerns and
interests of the other members of the
unified command into a unified strategic
plan with tactical operations.
3.1.2 State Representation: Demonstrate
the ability to function within the unified
command structure.
3.1.3 Local Representation: Demonstrate
the ability to within the unified command
structure.

Page 1 of 8
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NATIONAL PREPAREDNESS FOR RESPONSE EXERCISE
PROGRAM (PREP)
15 PREP COMPONENTS EVALUATION WORKSHEET
(Continued)
3) Ability to operate within the response management system described in the plan
(Continued)
Components

ICS/UCS
Completed Date/Time
Position
(Y/N)
Completed
Responsible

Comments

3.1.4 Responsible Party Representation:
Demonstrated to function within the unified
command structure organization to control
and stop the discharge at the source.
3.2. Response Management System:
Demonstrate the ability of the response
organization to operate within the
framework of the response management
system identified in their respective plans.
3.2.1 Operations: Demonstrate the ability to
coordinate or direct operations related to
the implementation of action plans
contained in the respective response and
contingency plans developed by the unified
command.
3.2.2 Planning: Demonstrate the ability to
consolidate the various concerns of the
members of the unified command into joint
planning recommendations and specific
long-range strategic plans. Demonstrate
the ability to develop short-range tactical
plans for the operations division.
3.2.3 Logistics: Demonstrate the ability to
provide the necessary support of both the
short-term and long-term action plans.
3.2.4 Finance: Demonstrate the ability to
document the daily expenditures of the
organization and provide cost estimates for
continuing operations.
3.2.5 Public Affairs: Demonstrate the ability
to form a joint information center and
provide the necessary interface between
the unified command and the media.
3.2.6 Safety Affairs: Demonstrate the ability
to monitor all field operations and ensure
compliance with safety standards.
3.2.7 Legal Affairs: Demonstrate the ability
to provide the unified command with
suitable legal advice and assistance.

Page 2 of 8
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NATIONAL PREPAREDNESS FOR RESPONSE EXERCISE
PROGRAM (PREP)
15 PREP COMPONENTS EVALUATION WORKSHEET
(Continued)
4) Discharge control
Components

ICS/UCS
Completed Date/Time
Position
(Y/N)
Completed
Responsible

Comments

ICS/UCS
Completed Date/Time
Position
(Y/N)
Completed
Responsible

Comments

ICS/UCS
Completed Date/Time
Position
(Y/N)
Completed
Responsible

Comments

4. Demonstrate the ability of the spill
response organization to control and stop
the discharge at the source.
4.1 Salvage: Demonstrate the ability to
assemble and deploy salvage resources
identified in the response plan.
4.2 Firefighting: Demonstrate the ability to
assemble and deploy the firefighting
resources identified in the response plan.
4.3 Lightering: Demonstrate the ability to
assemble and deploy the lightering
resources identified in the response plan.
4.4 Other salvage equipment and devices:
(electrical and manual controls and barriers
to control the source) Demonstrate the
ability to assemble and deploy the other
salvage devices identified in the response
plan.

5) Assessment of discharge
Components
5. Demonstrate the ability of the spill
response organization to provide an initial
assessment of the discharge and provide
continuing assessments of the
effectiveness of the tactical operations plan
for use.

6) Containment of discharge
Components
6. Demonstrate the ability of the spill
response organization to contain the
discharge at the source or In various
locations for recovery operations.

Page 3 of 8
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NATIONAL PREPAREDNESS FOR RESPONSE EXERCISE
PROGRAM (PREP)
15 PREP COMPONENTS EVALUATION WORKSHEET
(Continued)
7) Recovery of spilled material
Components

ICS/UCS
Completed Date/Time
Position
(Y/N)
Completed
Responsible

Comments

ICS/UCS
Completed Date/Time
Position
(Y/N)
Completed
Responsible

Comments

7. Demonstrate the ability of the spill
response organization to recover, mitigate,
and remove the discharged product.
Includes mitigation and removal activities,
e.g. dispersant use, ISB use, and
bioremediation use.
7.1 On-Water Recovery: Demonstrate the
ability to assemble and deploy the on-water
response resources identified In the
response plans.
7.2 Shore-Based Recovery: Demonstrate
the ability to assemble and deploy the
shoreside response resources identified in
the response plans.

8) Protection of sensitive areas
Components
8. Demonstrate the ability of the spill
response organization to protect the
environmentally and economically sensitive
areas identified in the Area Contingency
Plan and the respective industry response
plan.
8.1 Protective Booming: Demonstrate the
ability to assemble and deploy sufficient
resources to implement the protection
strategies contained in the Area
Contingency Plan and the respective
industry response plan.
8.2 Water Intake Protection: Demonstrate
the ability to quickly identify water intakes
and implement the proper protection
procedures from the Area Contingency
Plan or develop a plan for use.
8.3 Wildlife Recovery and Rehabilitation:
Demonstrate the ability to quickly identify
these resources at risk and implement the
proper protection procedures from the Area
Contingency Plan to develop a plan for
use.
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NATIONAL PREPAREDNESS FOR RESPONSE EXERCISE
PROGRAM (PREP)
15 PREP COMPONENTS EVALUATION WORKSHEET
(Continued)
8) Protection of sensitive areas (Continued)
Components

ICS/UCS
Completed Date/Time
Position
(Y/N)
Completed
Responsible

Comments

8.4 Population Protection (Protect Public
Health and Safety): Demonstrate the ability
to quickly identify health hazards
associated with the discharged product and
the population at risk from these hazards,
and to implement the proper protection
procedures from the Area Contingency
Plan or develop a plan for use.

9) Disposal of recovered material and contaminated debris
Components

ICS/UCS
Completed Date/Time
Position
(Y/N)
Completed
Responsible

Comments

ICS/UCS
Completed Date/Time
Position
(Y/N)
Completed
Responsible

Comments

9. Demonstrate the ability of the spill
response organization to dispose of the
recovered material and contaminated
debris.

10) Communications
Components
10. Demonstrate the ability to establish an
effective communications system for the
spill response organization.
10.1 Internal Communications: Demonstrate
the ability to establish an intra-organization
communications system. This encompasses
communications at the command post and
between the command post and deployed
resources.
10.2 External Communications:
Demonstrate the ability to establish
communications both within the response
organization and other entities (e.g., RRT,
claimants, media, regional or HQ agency
offices, non-governmental organizations,
etc.).
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NATIONAL PREPAREDNESS FOR RESPONSE EXERCISE
PROGRAM (PREP)
15 PREP COMPONENTS EVALUATION WORKSHEET
(Continued)
11) Transportation
Components

ICS/UCS
Completed Date/Time
Position
(Y/N)
Completed
Responsible

Comments

ICS Position Completed Date/Time
Responsible
(Y/N)
Completed

Comments

11. Demonstrate the ability to provide
effective multi-mode transportation both for
execution of the discharge and support
functions.
11.1 Land Transportation: Demonstrate the
ability to provide effective land
transportation for all elements of the
response.
11.2 Waterborne Transportation:
Demonstrate the ability to provide effective
waterborne transportation for all elements of
the response.
11.3 Airborne Transportation: Demonstrate
the ability to provide the necessary support
of all personnel associated with the
response.

12) Personnel support
Components
12. Demonstrate the ability to provide the
necessary support of all personnel
associated with the response.
12.1 Management: Demonstrate the ability
to provide administrative management of all
personnel involved in the response. This
requirement includes the ability to move
personnel into or out of the response
organization with established procedures.
12.2 Berthing: Demonstrate the ability to
provide overnight accommodations on a
continuing basis for a sustained response.
12.3 Messing: Demonstrate the ability to
provide suitable feeding arrangements for
personnel involved with the management of
the response.
12.4 Operational and Administrative
Spaces: Demonstrate the ability to provide
suitable operational and administrative
spaces for personnel involved with the
management of the response.
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NATIONAL PREPAREDNESS FOR RESPONSE EXERCISE
PROGRAM (PREP)
15 PREP COMPONENTS EVALUATION WORKSHEET
(Continued)
12) Personnel support (Continued)
Components

ICS Position Completed Date/Time
Responsible
(Y/N)
Completed

Comments

12.5 Emergency Procedures: Demonstrate
the ability to provide emergency services for
personnel involved in the incident.

13) Equipment maintenance and support
Components

ICS Position Completed Date/Time
Responsible
(Y/N)
Completed

Comments

ICS Position Completed Date/Time
Responsible
(Y/N)
Completed

Comments

13. Demonstrate the ability to maintain and
support all equipment associated with the
response.
13.1 Response Equipment: Demonstrate
the ability to provide effective maintenance
and support for all response equipment.
Provide effective waterborne transportation
for all elements of the response.
13.2 Response Equipment: Demonstrate
the ability to provide effective maintenance
and support for all equipment that supports
the response. This requirement includes
communications equipment, transportation
equipment, administrative equipment, etc.

14) Procurement
Components
14. Demonstrate the ability to establish an
effective procurement system.
14.1 Personnel: Demonstrate the ability to
procure sufficient personnel to mount and
sustain an organized response. This
requirement includes insuring that all
personnel have qualifications and training
required for their position within the
response organization.
14.2 Response Equipment: Demonstrate
the ability to procure sufficient response
equipment to mount and sustain an
organized response.
14.3 Support Equipment: Demonstrate the
ability to procure sufficient support
equipment to support and sustain an
organized response.
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NATIONAL PREPAREDNESS FOR RESPONSE EXERCISE
PROGRAM (PREP)
15 PREP COMPONENTS EVALUATION WORKSHEET
(Continued)
15) Documentation
Components

ICS Position Completed Date/Time
Responsible
(Y/N)
Completed

Comments

15. Demonstrate the ability of the spill
response organization to document all
operational and support aspects of the
response and provide detailed records of
decisions and actions taken.
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ICS Forms
ICS 201-1 Incident Briefing Map/Sketch
Incident:

Prepared By:

Period:

Version Name:

ICS 201-1 Incident Briefing Map/Sketch

Revision 2015
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ICS 201-2 – Summary of Current Actions

Incident:
Period:

at:

Prepared
By:
to

Version Name:

Incident Information

Initial Incident Objectives

Summary of Current Actions
Date/Time

Action/Note

ICS 201-2 Summary of Current Actions

 1997-2013 TRG/dbSoft, Inc.
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ICS 201-2 – Summary of Current Actions
Incident:
Period:

at:

Prepared
By:
to

Version Name:

Summary of Current Actions
Date/Time

Action/Note

ICS 201-2 Summary of Current Actions

 1997-2013 TRG/dbSoft, Inc.
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ICS 201-3 Current Organization

Incident:
Period:

Prepared By:
Version Name:

at:

Federal
State
Incident
Commander

Unified
Comman
d

Safety Officer
Liaison Officer
Information Officer

OPS Section Chief

Branch/Div./Grp./TF

Planning Section Chief

Logistics Section Chief

Finance Section Chief

Situation Unit Leader

Resource Unit Leader
Branch/Div./Grp./TF

Documentation Unit
Branch/Div./Grp./TF

Environmental Unit

Branch/Div./Grp./TF

Branch/Div./Grp./TF

Branch/Div./Grp./TF

ICS 201-3 – Current Organization
Revision 2015
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ICS 201-4 – Resource Summary

Incident:

ID

Period:

Supplier

Resource
Type

ICS 201-4 Resource Summary

Revision 2015
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ICS 201-5 Site Safety and Control Analysis

Incident:

Prepared By:

Period:

Version Name:

at:

Site Control
1. Is Site Control set up?

Yes

2. Is there an on-scene command post?

No

Yes

No

If so, where?
Injuries:

3. Have all personnel been accounted for?

Fatalities:

Unaccounted:
Trapped:
Yes
No
Don’t Know
4. Are observers involved, or rescue attempts
5. Are decon areas setup?
Yes
No
planned?
If
so,
where?
Observers:
Yes
No
Rescuers:
Yes
No
Hazard identification, immediate signs of: (if yes, explain in Remarks)
1. Electrical line(s) down or overhead?
No
3. Wind direction across incident:
Towards your position
Away from your position
Wind Speed
position
5. Odors or smells?
Yes
No

Yes

2. Unidentified liquid or solid products visible?

4. Is a safe approach possible?

6. Vapors visible?

Yes

Yes

8. Fire, sparks, sources of ignition nearby?

9. Is local traffic a potential problem?
No

10. Product placards, color codes visible?

11. Other Hazards?

Yes

No

No

No

7. Holes, ditches, fast water, cliffs, etc. nearby?
Yes
No
Yes

Yes

Yes
Yes

No
No

12. As you approach the scene from the upwind side, do you note a
change in the status of any of the above?
Yes
No

No

Hazard Mitigation: have you determined the necessity for any of the following?
1. Entry Objectives:

2. Warning sign(s), barriers, color codes in place?
3. Hazardous material being monitored?
3a. Sampling Equipment:
3b. Sampling location(s):
3c. Sampling frequency:
3d. Personal exposure monitoring:

Yes

4. Protective gear / level:

Yes

No

No

4a. Gloves:

4b. Respirators:

4c. Clothing:

4d. Boots:

4e. Chemical cartridge change frequency:

5. Decon
5a. Instructions:
5b. Decon equipment and materials:
6. Emergency escape route established?
Route?
7. Field responders briefed on hazards?

Yes

Yes

No

No

8. Remarks:

ICS 201-5 Site Safety and Control Analysis

 1997-2013 TRG/dbSoft, Inc.
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Weather Report

Incident:

Prepared By:

Period:

at

Version Name:

Present Conditions
Wind Speed:

Wave Height:

Wind Direction From The:

Wave Direction:

Air Temperature:

Swell Height:

Barometric Pressure:

Swell Interval:

Humidity:

Current Speed:

Visibility:

Current Direction
Toward:

Ceiling:

Water Temperature:

Next High Tide (Time):

Next Low Tide (Time):

Next High Tide (Height):

Next Low Tide (Height):

Sunrise:

Sunset:

Notes:

24 Hour Forecast
Sunrise:

Sunset:

High Tide (Time):

High Tide (Time):

High Tide (Height):

High Tide (Height):

Low Tide (Time):

Low Tide (Time):

Low Tide (Height):

Low Tide (Height):

Notes:

48 Hour Forecast
Sunrise:

Sunset:

High Tide (Time):

High Tide (Time):

High Tide (Height):

High Tide (Height):

Low Tide (Time):

Low Tide (Time):

Low Tide (Height):

Low Tide (Height):

Notes:

Weather Report

Revision 2015
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ICS 202 - General Response Objectives

Incident:

Prepared By:

Period:

Version Name:

at:

Overall and Tactical Objectives
Assigned
to:

Status

1. Ensure the Safety of Citizens and Response Personnel
1a. Identify hazard(s) of spilled material
1b. Establish site control (hot zone, warm zone, cold zone, & security)
1c. Consider evacuations if needed
1d. Establish vessel and/or aircraft restrictions
1e. Monitor air in impacted areas
1f. Develop site safety plan for personnel & ensure safety briefings are
conducted
2. Control the Source of the Spill
2a. Complete emergency shutdown
2b. Conduct firefighting
2c. Initiate temporary repairs
2d. Transfer and/or lighter product
2e. Conduct salvage operations, as necessary
3. Manage a Coordinated Response Effort
3a. Complete or confirm notifications
3b. Establish a unified command organization and facilities (command
post, etc.)
3c. Ensure local and tribal officials are included in response
organizations
3d. Initiate spill response Incident Action Plans (IAP)
3e. Ensure mobilization & tracking of resources & account for
personnel & equip
3f. Complete documentation
4. Maximize Protection of Environmentally-Sensitive Areas
4a. Implement pre-designated response strategies
4b. Identify resources at risk in spill vicinity
4c. Track oil movement and develop spill trajectories
4d. Conduct visual assessments (e.g., overflights)
4e. Development/implement appropriate protection tactics
ICS 202 General Response Objectives
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ICS 202 – General Response Objectives
Incident:

Prepared By:

Period:

Version Name:

at:

Overall and Tactical Objectives
Assigned to:

Status

5. Contain and Recover Spilled Material
5a. Deploy containment boom at the spill site & conduct
open-water skimming
5b. Deploy containment boom at appropriate collection areas
5c. Evaluate time-sensitive response technologies (e.g.,
dispersants, in-situ burning)
5d. Develop disposal plan
6. Recover and Rehabilitate Injured Wildlife
6a. Establish oiled wildlife reporting hotline
6b. Conduct injured wildlife search and rescue operations
6c. Setup primary care unit for injured wildlife
6d. Operate wildlife rehabilitation center
6e. Initiate citizen volunteer effort for oiled bird rehabilitation
7. Remove Oil from Impacted Areas
7a. Conduct appropriate shoreline cleanup efforts
7b. Clean oiled structures (piers, docks, etc.)
7c. Clean oiled vessels
8. Minimize Economic Impacts
8a. Consider tourism, vessel movements, & local economic
impacts
8b. Protect public and private assets, as resources permit
8c. Establish damage claims process
9. Keep Stakeholders and Public Informed of Response Activities
9a. Provide forum to obtain stakeholder input and concerns
9b. Provide stakeholders with details of response actions
9c. Identify stakeholder concerns and issues, and address as
practical
9d. Provide timely safety announcements
9e. Establish a Joint Information Center (JIC)
9f. Conduct regular news briefings
9g. Manage news media access to spill response activities
9h. Conduct public meetings, as appropriate
ICS 202 General Response Objectives
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ICS 203 - Organization Assignment
Incident:

Prepared By:

at:

Period:

Version Name:
Command Staff

Title

Name

Mobile
)
-

(

Pager
)
-

(

Other
)
-

Federal (FOSC)

(

State (SOSC)

(

)

-

(

)

-

(

)

-

RP(s)

(

)

-

(

)

-

(

)

-

Incident Commander

(

)

-

(

)

-

(

)

-

Deputy Incident
Commander

(

)

-

(

)

-

(

)

-

Safety Officer

(

)

-

(

)

-

(

)

-

Information Officer

(

)

-

(

)

-

(

)

-

Liaison Officer

(

)

-

(

)

-

(

)

-

Intelligence Officer

(

)

-

(

)

-

(

)

-

Radio

Operations Section
Title

Name

Mobile
)
-

(

Pager
)
-

(

Other
)
-

Operations Section Chief

(

Deputy Operations Section
Chief

(

)

-

(

)

-

(

)

-

Staging Area Manager

(

)

-

(

)

-

(

)

-

Recovery & Prot. Branch
Director
Emergency Resp. Branch
Director

(

)

-

(

)

-

(

)

-

(

)

-

(

)

-

(

)

-

Air Ops Branch Director

(

)

-

(

)

-

(

)

-

Wildlife Branch Director

(

)

-

(

)

-

(

)

-

Branch Director

(

)

-

(

)

-

(

)

-

Division/Group Supervisor

(

)

-

(

)

-

(

)

-

Disposal Group Supervisor

(

)

-

(

)

-

(

)

-

Radio

Planning Section
Title

Name

Phone
)
-

(

Other
)
-

(

Deputy Planning Section
Chief

(

)

-

(

)

-

(

)

-

Situation Unit Leader

(

)

-

(

)

-

(

)

-

Resource Unit Leader

(

)

-

(

)

-

(

)

-

Documentation Unit Leader

(

)

-

(

)

-

(

)

-

Technical Specialist

(

)

-

(

)

-

(

)

-

Demobilization Unit Leader

(

)

-

(

)

-

(

)

-

Check In Recorder

(

)

-

(

)

-

(

)

-

ICS 203 Organization Assignment

(

Fax
)
-

Planning Section Chief
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ICS 203 - Organization Assignment (Continued)
Incident:

Prepared By:

Period:

Version Name:

at

Logistics section
Title

Name

Phone
)
-

Fax
)
-

Other
)
-

Logistics Section
Chief

(

Deputy Logistics
Section Chief
Service Branch
Director
Medical Unit
Leader

(

)

-

(

)

-

(

)

-

(

)

-

(

)

-

(

)

-

(

)

-

(

)

-

(

)

-

Food Unit Leader

(

)

-

(

)

-

(

)

-

Communication
Unit Leader

(

)

-

(

)

-

(

)

-

Support Branch
Director
Supply Unit
Leader
Facilities Unit
Leader
Ground Support
Unit Leader
Vessel Support
Unit Leader

(

)

-

(

)

-

(

)

-

(

)

-

(

)

-

(

)

-

(

)

-

(

)

-

(

)

-

(

)

-

(

)

-

(

)

-

(

)

-

(

)

-

(

)

-

(

)

-

(

)

-

(

)

-

(

)

-

(

)

-

(

)

-

(

)

-

(

)

-

(

)

-

(

(

Radio

Finance Section
Title

Name

Phone
)
-

Fax
)
-

Other
)
-

Finance Section
Chief

(

Deputy Finance
Section Chief

(

)

-

(

)

-

(

)

-

Time Unit Leader

(

)

-

(

)

-

(

)

-

Procurement Unit
Leader

(

)

-

(

)

-

(

)

-

Compensation/Cla
ims Unit Leader

(

)

-

(

)

-

(

)

-

Cost Unit Leader

(

)

-

(

)

-

(

)

-

(

)

-

(

)

-

(

)

-

(

)

-

(

)

-

(

)

-

(

(

Radio

Source Control Section
Title
Salvage/Source
Control Group

Name
(

Phone
)
-

(

Fax
)
-

(

Other
)
-

(

)

-

(

)

-

(

)

-

(

)

-

(

)

-

(

)

-

(

)

-

(

)

-

(

)

-
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ICS 211p – Check-In List (Personnel)
Prepared By:

Incident:
Period:

Check-In
Location - -

at:

Version Name:

Command
Post

Staging
Area

Other

-->

to

Location Name:

Personnel Check-In Information
Name (Last, First)
&
Contact
Information

Classification &
Company/Agency

Assigned
Section
&
Position

ICS 211P Check-In List (Personnel)

Revision 2015
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y
&
UOM
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Date/Tim
e
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Date/Time
Destination
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ICS 211e – Check-In List (Equipment)

Incident:

Prepared By:

Period:

Version Name:

Check-In
Location:

Command
Post

Staging
Area

at:

Other

-->

Location Name:

Equipment Check-In Information
Equipment
Description
& Identifier

Supplier
Contact
Information

ICS 211e Check-In List (Equipment)

Revision 2015

&

Quantit
y
&
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Size &
UOM

Check-In
Date/Time &
Assignment

Che
ckOut
Date/Time &
Destination
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Industrial Hygiene HAZMAT Information – Field Data Form

Date:
Event Description:
Location Description

Time
Time

PID / FID

Wind Dir.
H2S

SO2

CO

LEL

Wind Speed
O2

Benzene

Temp.
Other

Comments

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
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Claims
Phillips 66 Company Claims Information
•
•
•
1.4.1

Tiers of Oil Spill Claim Events
Tier 1 Claims Event – 1 – 20 oil spill claims are expected or anticipated
Tier 2 Claims Event - 20 – 100 oil spill claims are expected or anticipated
Tier 3 Claims Event – More than 100 oil spill claims are expected or anticipated
Oil Spill Claims Management

Management of all claims will be provided by the Managing Counsel of Phillips 66
Company’s Legal Department Claims Center. Outside contractors may be hired to support
claims processing during Tier 1 & Tier 2 events, but management and oversight of the
process will continue to be provided by the company resources.
Phillips 66 Company Legal Claims Center:
Telephone:
Fax:
Email:
1.4.2

Scott A. Bilger, Managing Counsel
(918) 977-7159
(918) 977-2282
Scott.A.Bilger@p66.com

Insurance

Phillips 66 Company is self-insured against claims to varying amounts depending on the
nature of the loss. A spill that originates from an onshore facility is self-insured to
$125,000,000. Spills originating from a vessel that involve responsibility of Phillips 66 would
be covered by a different policy that includes a $250,000 deductible. Insurance at Phillips
66 Company, including insurance for oil spill related claims, is managed by the Company’s
Corporate Insurance department.
Phillips 66 Company Corporate Insurance: Brian Mullen, Manager
Telephone:
(832) 765-1801
Email:
Brian.P.Mullen@p66.com
1.4.3

Claims Handling Process

After an oil spill occurs, Phillips 66 Company will provide information as it is developed to the
public via the following number: 855-843-2198. Information, including the establishment of a
claims process, will be communicated via this number. Additional communication of a claims
process will be made via an advertisement for claims following the information provided
below. In addition to this advertisement in local newspapers, claims process information will
be communicated via a press release designed to communicate the process in local radio on
television media, through social media on the Phillips 66 Facebook and Twitter, and via the
internet on the Phillips 66 website. All communications will direct claimants to report their
claims via the toll free Claims line to ensure a uniform process, provide quality control, and to
ensure the most efficient handling of the claim.
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Once a claim is reported via the toll free Claims line, the claimant will be contacted by a
claim representative that will become the point of contact for the claimant on a go forward
basis. At this time the claimant will be provided with phone, fax and email contact
information for the claim representative. If at any time, the claim representative is not
responsive to the needs of the claimant, the claimant may call the toll free Claims line to
request a reassignment of the claim. A review of the file will be conducted and, if warranted,
a reassignment will be made. In good faith, Phillips 66 Company is committed to working
with claimants to help them understand the type and amount of documentation that might be
required to support their claim, but ultimately the responsibility to prove their claim remains
with them. Examples of documentation needed for various types of claims can be found
below which explains the claims adjudication process at Phillips 66 Company and provides
related timeframes.
Depending on the number of expected or anticipated number of claims related to the spill,
Phillips 66 Company may or may not establish local claim centers. Claims related to the
reimbursement of Uncompensated Oil Spill Removal Costs will be accepted by Phillips 66
Company up to 6-years from the date cleanup was completed. All other types of claims will
be accepted up to 3-years from the date that Phillips 66 Company began advertising for
claims or 3-years from the date that the injury or damage being claimed was reasonably
discovered – whichever date is earlier. Resource Damage (NRD) claims are handled
separately from other claims, and may be accepted by Phillips 66 Company in a manner
and timeframe agreed to by the Company and the lead federal and/or state trustee agency.
Claims will be managed by the Managing Counsel of our company’s Legal Department
Claims Center. Contact information is provided below.
1.4.4

Claim Advertisements

Phillips 66 Company will advertise for claims after being
advised to do so by our legal department, or within 15-days
after being designated as the Responsible Party for an oil
spill by the USCG or EPA FOSC or the USCG National
Pollution Funds Center (NPFC). More than any other factor,
the geographic extent of the oil spill will dictate the
publications that claim advertisements will run. At minimum,
Phillips 66 Company is committed to advertising for oil spill
claims in the Bellingham Herald, the Ferndale Record
Journal, the Northern Light, and the Lynden Tribune.
Additional publications will be considered on a spill-specific
basis. The length of time paid advertisements will run in
local publications will be based on recommendations
provided by our legal department or the length of time
specified by FOSC or the NPFC. The following is an
example of how paid advertisements for oil spill claims
could appear in local publications:
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Additional communication of a claims process is described in the Claims Handling Process
above. Specifics on these various communication methods are detailed here:
Website:
Phone:
Facebook:
Twitter:

http://www.phillips66.com/EN/response/Pages/index.aspx
855-843-2198 – Incident Information Line
http://www.facebook.com/phillips66co
http://twitter.com/p66_operations

Information will also be provided to print and electronic media for further distribution to the
public via radio, television and internet sources.
1.4.5

Claims Contact Information

As described below Claims Contact information will be communicated by the Company in a
variety of manners. Examples include local newspapers, via a press conference designed
to communicate the process in local radio on television media, through social media on the
Phillips 66 Facebook and Twitter, and via the internet on the Phillips 66 website. All
communications will direct claimants to report their claims via the toll free Claims Line to
ensure a uniform process and provide quality control to the claimant. During this initial
reporting process, information from the claimant will be recorded into an electronic database
and a claim number will be assigned. Once a claim is reported via the toll free Claims line,
the claimant will be contacted by a claim representative that will become the point of contact
for the claimant on a go forward basis. At this time the claimant will be provided with phone,
fax and email contact information for the claim representative. If at any time, the claim
representative is not responsive to the needs of the claimant, the claimant may call the toll
free Claims line to request a reassignment of the claim. A review of the file will be
conducted and, if warranted, a reassignment will be made.
1.4.6

Local Claim Centers

The establishment of a local claim center, or multiple centers, will only be considered if there
is a significant community need or the number of expected or anticipated claims warrants it.
If necessary, Phillips 66 Company is committed to establishing a single claim center within
the community most greatly impacted by the spill for a period necessary to sufficiently
address the needs of those impacted by the spill and as warranted by workload and
community need.
1.4.7

Claim Forms (Internal & External)

During the reporting of a claim via the toll free Claims line, claimants can expect to provide the
initial information contained in the Phillips 66 Company Claim Form (Form# CL1), attached
hereto. This form may be included on the website to allow the claimant to compile the
information in advance. However, to ensure a common process, to expedite processing and
to ensure that all claims are addressed as timely as possible, ALL claims will be
established/reported via the toll free Claims line. At some point in time during the process, a
claimant can expect to be required to establish a “sum-certain” monetary amount being
claimed. Additional information on various components of this “sum-certain” and the basis
thereof are included in the examples of Documentation found below.
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Copies of the form used by Phillips 66 Company are provided at the end of this section:
•
•
1.4.8

Form# CL-1 Claim Form (example of the type of initial information required during
phone reporting)
Phillips 66 Company uses an internal database to track and manage all claims
Submitting Claims to Phillips 66 Company

To ensure a common process, to expedite processing and to ensure that all claims are
addressed as timely as possible, ALL claims will be established/reported via the toll free
Claims line. Claims related to the reimbursement of Uncompensated Oil Spill Removal
Costs will be accepted by Phillips 66 Company up to 6-years from the date cleanup was
completed. All other types of claims will be accepted up to 3-years from the date that Phillips
66 Company began advertising for claims or 3-years from the date that the injury or damage
being claimed was reasonably discovered – whichever date is earlier. Resource Damage
(NRD) claims are handled separately from other claims, and may be accepted by Phillips 66
Company in a manner and timeframe agreed to by the Company and the lead federal and/or
state trustee agency.
Questions regarding claims, or the status of claims already submitted, will be handled by the
claims representative assigned to the claim. Contact information, including phone number,
fax number and email address, will be provided during the initial contact from the claims
representative. A process for requesting re-assignment of the file to a new claims
representative is addressed above in the Claims Handling Process.
1.4.9

Claims Adjudication and Timeframes

Phillips 66 Company will process claims in the order they are reported. During the initial
reporting, each claim will be assigned a unique “claims file number” which will be used to
track the claim internally.
Each claimant will be assigned a representative and a contact name will be provided. All
claimants will be contacted after this initial call and provided with contact information (phone
number, fax number and email address) for the representative assigned to their claim. The
claims file number can also be used by claimants who wish to provide additional information
to support their claim, or those inquiring about the status of a claim.
Phillips 66 Company will review each claim received to ensure, as much as possible, that all
needed information to make a claim decision has been provided by the claimant. If additional
information is needed, we will request that the claimant forward that information to us so it can
be added to the claim and considered during adjudication. If the information requested is not
received within 90 days, Phillips 66 Company will adjudicate the claim with the information it
has available. This may result in a reduction of possible claim compensation or an outright
denial of the claim.
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Once Phillips 66 Company sends the claimant a claim determination, the claimant must
either accept or reject the offer within 60 days. If they accept the offer, the claimant must
sign a release before Phillips 66 Company will process the offer for payment. If the claimant
takes no action within 60 days after receiving the claim determination, Phillips 66
Company’s offer to pay the claim will be voided and the claim will be closed. If the claimant
rejects the offer, they can provide additional information and ask Phillips 66 Company to
reconsider the claim determination; typically, this would start an entirely new review process
with another claim determination made as a result of the reconsideration - “reconsideration”
is not “negotiation.” Claims submitted to Phillips 66 Company will be paid in the order that
accepted offers (with signed releases) are received. Claims are usually paid with 30-days
from the date Phillips 66 Company receives the claimant’s signed release.
1.4.10 Claims Documentation
The amount and type of proof and documentation needed by Phillips 66 Company to make
a decision on a claim depends on many factors, including the claim type and the monetary
amount claimed. NRD claims will be handled separately from other claims, and may only be
submitted to Phillips 66 Company by a federal or state trustee agency. Phillips 66 Company
is committed to working with trustee agencies directly in the NRD process.
The following types of claims may be submitted to Phillips 66 Company after an oil spill
occurs, where Phillips 66 Company accepts or is designated as the “Responsible Party” for
the oil spill. Example types of documentation are also included below within the listing of
each claim type. The examples provided are for reference only; they may or may not
represent everything needed by Phillips 66 Company to adjudicate a claim.
Removal Costs: Costs to prevent, minimize, mitigate, or clean up the oil spill.
Examples of Proof and Documentation that may be needed:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Proof that actions were coordinated with the Coast Guard or EPA’s FOSC for the
incident or approved by Phillips 66 Company in advance.
Witness statements
Detailed description of actions
Dates on which work was performed
Pictures of area, damage, and spill
Receipts, invoices, or similar records with description of work
How rates were determined and any comparison of rates
Daily records of personnel costs including details on labor rates, hours, travel, and
transportation
Daily records of equipment costs including description and use
Signed disposal manifests and proof of payment for disposal
Payroll verification of hourly rate at the time of spill
Verification of equipment rates for equipment used
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Property Damage: Injury to or economic loss resulting from destruction of real property
(land or buildings) or other personal property; injury to or economic loss resulting from
damage to a boat.
Examples of Proof and Documentation that may be needed:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Proof of ownership or leasehold interest in the property; lease or rental agreement of
any substitute property used
Proof or evidence that property was injured, destroyed, or not usable because of the
oil spill
Proof of value of property both before and after the spill or injury
Documented cost of repair or replacement of the property
Proof of value of property before and after the spill
Witness statements
Copy of title, deed, lease, or license to property in claimant’s name
Pictures or videotape of property and/or damage
Professional property appraisals for the value of the property prior to and after the
spill, actual selling price of the property, and evidence connecting the depressed
selling price to the oil spill rather than to other economic or real property factors
Copies of bills paid for repair of damage or estimates showing activities and costs to
repair the damage

Loss of Profits or Earning Capacity: Damages equal to the loss of profits or impairment of
earning capacity due to the injury, destruction, or loss of property or natural resources.
Examples of Proof and Documentation that may be needed:
•

Proof that property or natural resources that were damaged, destroyed or lost,
resulted in claimant's loss
• Proof the claimant's income was reduced due to the damage or loss of the property
or natural resources and how much it was reduced
• Documentation showing the amount of profits and earnings in similar time periods
• Documentation showing any alternative employment or business during the period
claimed and any income received during that period
• Documentation showing savings to overhead costs or other normal expenses - those
not paid as a result of the spill (commuting costs, utility fees, employee salaries)
• Statements on how the spill led to loss of business income or earning capacity;
explain any earnings anomalies
• Statement on how the spill caused a loss in income
• Affidavit from claimant's employer about the impact the spill had on an employee’s
work or income, and if the employer intends to file a claim for lost profits or earning
capacity
• Copies of pay stubs, receipts, timesheets from before, during, and after the spill
• Personnel records from claimant's employer before, during, and after the spill,
showing employment
• Claimant's description of efforts to reduce loss, including job search
Copies of any job-hunting expenses (e.g., travel costs)
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Signed copies of income tax returns and schedules for at least two years prior to spill
Details of employment expenses not paid during period being claimed (e.g.,
commuting costs)
Copies of pay stubs, receipts, timesheets from alternative employment during time of
spill (including unemployment compensation)
Description and documentation of business losses due to spill
Copies of letters of business cancellations caused by the spill damage
Financial statements for at least two years prior to spill and from the year of the spill
Signed copies of business income tax returns and schedules for at least three years
prior to spill
Details on efforts to mitigate business losses or why no efforts were taken
For hotels, daily and monthly occupancy information for two years prior to spill and
the year of the spill
Description of marine charter business losses caused by the spill
Evidence that charter vessel(s) was in the area impacted by the spill and were
unable to carry on their business due to the spill
Signed copies of income tax returns (for charter boat business) and schedules for at
least three years prior to spill
Details on expenses not paid out during period being claimed (e.g., wages)
Booking records for three years prior to spill and year of spill
List of charter rates, including any services the business specializes in (e.g., sport
fishing)
Copies of any logs relating to boating activities for the year prior to and the year of
the spill
Registration documents for the vessel

Loss of Subsistence Use of Natural Resources: Loss of subsistence use claim if natural
resources claimants depend on for subsistence use purposes that have been injured,
destroyed, or lost by an oil spill Event.
Examples of Proof and Documentation that may be needed:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Proof that injury, destruction, or loss of natural resources would have been used by
the claimant to obtain food, shelter, clothing, medicine, or other minimum necessities
of life.
Documentation identifying each specific natural resource for which compensation for
loss of subsistence use is being claimed
Description of the actual subsistence use you make of each specific natural resource
you identify;
Description of how and to what extent claimant's subsistence use of the natural
resource was affected by the injury to, destruction of, or loss of, each specific natural
resource;
Description of claimant's efforts to mitigate subsistence use loss
Description of alternative source(s) or means of subsistence available to claimant
during the period
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Loss of Government Revenue: Net loss by Federal, State, or Local Governments of taxes,
royalties, rents, fees, or net profit shares due to the injury, destruction, or loss of real
property, personal property, or natural resources.
Examples of Proof and Documentation that may be needed:
•
•

•
•
•
•
•

Information showing that the loss of revenue was caused by the injury to, destruction
of, or loss of real or personal property or natural resources caused by the discharge
Information showing the amount, identity, and description of the revenue loss for
which compensation is claimed, including the applicable authority for collecting the
revenue, method of assessment, applicable rate, and dates of collection or periods of
loss
Documentation showing expenditures saved because revenue was not collected
The total assessment or revenue collected and related expenditures for comparable
revenue periods, typically covering two years
Description of what revenues were impacted and how the spill caused a loss of
revenues
Copies of statutes, regulations, ordinances, etc., outlining applicable authority to
raise such revenues, property affected, method of assessment, rate of assessment,
and method and dates of collection of assessment
Government financial reports showing total assessment or revenue collected for
comparable periods, typically covering two years

Details of any expenses not paid out by government
Increased Public Service Costs: Net costs by State & Local Governments for providing
increased or additional public services during or after removal activities, including protection
from fire, safety, or health hazards, caused by a discharge of oil or directly attributable to
response to the oil spill event.
Examples of Proof and Documentation that may be needed:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Documentation showing justification for the public services provided, including
documentation of what specific services were provided and the relationship to the
spill.
Documentation showing when services were provided during and after the oil spill
removal.
Documentation showing services were in addition to services normally provided
Documentation showing the net cost for the services and the methods used to
compute those costs
Reports showing the increased public services were required and if the services
were due to fire, health, or safety hazards
Detailed description of what increased services were necessary and why, including a
distinction between removal activities, safety acts, and law enforcement acts, and if
the increase was actually incurred or if normal resources were diverted for use
Daily reports on the activities of the government personnel and equipment involved
Government Labor and Equipment Rates:
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Payroll verification of the government hourly rate at the time
Verification of the standard government equipment rates for any equipment claimed
Signed and dated records of the spill including hourly rates for labor and equipment
Explanation as to whether rates are fully loaded or not and formulas used
Certification that rates used reflected actual costs incurred and did not include
punitive damages or fees
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1.4.11 Oil Spill Claim Form (Page 1 of 3)
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1.4.11 Oil Spill Claim Form (Page 2 of 3) (Continued)
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1.4.11 Oil Spill Claim Form (Page 3 of 3) (Continued)
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1.4.12 Claim Tracking Sheet
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1.4.13 Claim Check List (Page 1 of 6)
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1.4.13 Claim Check List (Page 2 of 6) (Continued)
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1.4.13 Claim Check List (Page 3 of 6) (Continued)
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1.4.13 Claim Check List (Page 4 of 6) (Continued)
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1.4.13 Claim Check List (Page 5 of 6) (Continued)
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1.4.13 Claim Check List (Page 6 of 6) (Continued)
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Call Information Sheet – EXAMPLE
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1.4.11 Call Information Sheet – EXAMPLE (Continued)
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Facility Information
General Facility Information
Facility Name:

Ferndale Refinery

•

Location (Street Address):

3901 Unick Road, Ferndale, WA 98248

•

County:

Whatcom County

•

Facility Main Phone:

360-384-1011

•

Latitude and Longitude:

48° 49’ 36” N and 122° 42’ 52” W

Wellhead Protection Area:

N/A

Owner of Facility:

Phillips 66 Company

•

Address (if different from Terminal):

•

Phone:

ATTN: HSE Emergency Response
3010 Briarpark Drive, Houston, TX 77042
281-293-6600

•

County:

Harris County

Operator of Terminal:

Phillips 66 Company

Dun and Bradstreet Number:

04-4683969

North American Industrial Classification
System (NAICS) Code:
Largest Oil Storage Tank Capacity: (gallons)

324110

Worst Case Discharge Amount: (gallons)

27,700,000

Number of Underground Storage Tanks (UST)

2

Number of Aboveground Oil Storage Tanks:

63

Total Oil Storage Capacity in AST’s:

3,885,651 Bbls

Terminal Distance to Navigable Waters:

0 - .25 miles

Description of Area

Date of Oil Storage Startup:

The refinery is in a sparsely populated rural area,
surrounded primarily by farms; pasture land, and
wooded areas.
Whatcom County, approximately 6 miles west of
Ferndale just southeast of Birch Bay
Crude oil, jet fuel, gasoline, diesel, marine fuel/other
residual fuels
1954

Average Daily Throughput:(Bbls)

105,000

Date(s) and Type(s) of Substantial Expansion:

N/A

Location:
Products Handled:

Worst Case Discharge:
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Ferndale Refinery – Aerial Photo

The Phillips 66 Ferndale Refinery is located in Ferndale, Washington on the Puget Sound,
about 20 miles south of the United States-Canada border.
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Ferndale Refinery Overview Map

**See Annex 3 for NPS booming and response strategies.
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General Refinery Plot Plan with Surface Water Drainage
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Refinery Wetlands - North
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Refinery Wetlands - South
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Plan Administration

As stated in Sec. I-2.1 this plan conforms to both the Federal NCP and State ACP. In the
Pacific Northwest the ACP is referred to as the Northwest Area Contingency Plan (NWACP)
which in combination with the NCP provides the framework for liaison and assistance during
an oil spill response. This liaison may be in part or in full depending on the necessary level of
Federal, State, Tribal or Local agency involvement. The NWACP was also used in the
development of this plan.
The Northwest Area Contingency Plan can be found through the EPA Region 10 at the
following U.S. National Response Team website: www.nrt.org.
This plan is intended to satisfy the requirements of regulatory agencies mandating written
procedures to address planning and response to emergencies including the state of
Washington’s requirements from the Washington Administrative Code (WAC) 173-182 and
Revised Code of Washington (RCW) 90.56.
The Refinery commits to the use of the NWACP as a framework for orderly and effective oil
spill responses. The Refinery also commits to the use of ICS and the planning process as
described in the NWACP. The Refinery commits to use and comply with waste management
and disposal guidance found in the NWACP chapter 9405.
1.5.2

Washington State Department of Ecology (DOE) Revisions

At least once annually, the plan holder shall review the entire plan for accuracy and either
update and distribute the amended page(s) of the plan to ecology for review and approval;
or if no plan changes are needed, send a letter to ecology confirming that the existing plan is
still accurate.
1.5.3

Significant Plan Changes

At any point during the life of this plan there is a temporary, significant or permanent change in
the plan, the Refinery will notify Washington State DOE within 24 hours of the change. In
addition, the Refinery will provide DOE a schedule for the prompt return of the plan to full
operational status and a proposal for any backfill to compensate for the temporary significant
change. Changes which are considered significant include:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Loss of equipment that results in being out of compliance with any planning standard;
If greater than ten percent of available boom, storage, recovery, dispersants, in situ
burn or shoreline clean-up equipment is moved out of the home base as depicted on
the WRRL;
Transfers of equipment to support spill response for out-of-region spills;
Permanent loss of initial response personnel listed in command and general staff ICS
positions provided in the plan;
Permanent loss of personnel designated as the binding agreement signer
For facilities changes in the oil types handled; permanent changes in storage capacity;
changes in handling or transporting of any product; permanent changes in oil
processing; and
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Changes in equipment ownership if used to satisfy a plan holder planning standard; or
Modification or discontinuing of any mutual aid, letter of intent or contract agreement.
Notification by facsimile or e-mail will be considered written notice.
Failure to report changes in the plan could result in the loss of plan approval.
If the proposed change to the plan is to be made permanent, the plan holder will then
have thirty calendar days from notification to ecology to distribute the amended
page(s) of the contingency plan to ecology for review and approval.
If ecology finds that, as a result of a change, the plan no longer meets approval
criteria; ecology may place conditions on approval or disapprove the plan.

Relationship of Federal, State and Local Oil Spill Contingency Plan

National Contingency Plan

Canada-U.S. Joint Contingency Plan

Northwest Area Contingency Plan
(Serves as the Federal Regional Contingency Plan)

Northwest Area Contingency Plan
(Federal Area Contingency Plan)

Northwest Area Contingency Plan
WA Statewide Master Oil and Hazardous Substance
Spill Contingency Plan

USCG MSO Puget Sound Response Plan
USCG MSO Portland Response Plan
US EPA Response Plan

Local Emergency Response Plans

Regulated Facility and Vessel
Contingency Plans
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Current Operations

The refinery has a crude oil processing capacity of 105 MBPD. Ferndale receives crude oil
primarily from the Alaskan North Slope, with secondary sources supplied by Canada. The
refinery operates a deep-water dock for tankers bringing North Slope crude oil from Valdez,
Alaska. Major Products: Gasoline, ultra-low sulfur diesel, propane, fuel oil, sulfur Capacities:
Crude oil and other charge capacity: 105,000 bpd; gasoline production capacity: 52,000 BPD,
distillate production capacity: 25,000 bpd
1.5.5

Ferndale Refinery Specifics

Location
Ferndale Refinery and the Marine Terminal (in operation since 1954) are located at 3901
Unick Road in Ferndale, Whatcom County approximately 6 miles west of the town of
Ferndale, Washington. It is located 7.5 miles southeast of Birch Bay, and 14 miles south of the
U.S./Canada border at Latitude 48°49'36 North, 122°41'51 West. To the west, refinery
property fronts on to the Strait of Georgia, a body of navigable water that lies between
Vancouver Island, Canada, and the Washington State mainland. Lake Terrell Road and Unick
Road border the refinery to the east and north respectively. The marine terminal is located
adjacent to the refinery along the Strait of Georgia in Puget Sound. It is located at latitude of
48° 49’ 36’’ and longitude of 122º 42’ 52”. A large wooded area and pasture land are situated
along the south side of refinery property.
General Information
The Ferndale Refinery includes the process units, a Marine Terminal and the Offplot Areas.
The Marine Terminal receives and ships crude oil and refined petroleum products. The Crude
Unloading Facility is a batch unloading / ladder track design that can accommodate only one
unit train with a maximum of 108 tank cars. The Offplot stores crude oil and products. The
refinery facility throughput is mostly Alaskan North Slope and condensate crude which is used
to produce a variety of petroleum fuels and gases.
The Refinery consists of a number of key components covered by this plan including:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Marine Terminal
Beachhead
Offplot
Crude Rail Unloading
Oil Storage Tanks
Pipelines
Tank Truck Loading/Unloading Rack
Wastewater Treatment Plant

In addition, the refinery is equipped with storm water collection and treatment systems,
including a series of catch basins connecting piping, retention storage, oil/water separators
and carbon treatment systems. The refinery has a large basin surrounded by earthen berms
located adjacent to the refinery’s wastewater treatment plant. The basin (surface
impoundment) is used as tertiary containment for large spills within the refinery as well as to
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contain excess stormwater runoff during significant storm events. Stormwater accumulations
in the spill basin are periodically pumped to the treatment plant for processing.
The spill basin and ancillary equipment are inspected on a regular basis for a variety of
operational and integrity related parameters.
Terminal Operating Hours
Except for maintenance requirements, the Marine Terminal Facility is open and manned for
operation 24 hours a day, seven days a week.
Staffing
A minimum of one qualified Person-in-Charge (Operator B) is on duty at all times. If more than
one vessel is being unloaded, loaded, or connected, there will be a qualified Marine Terminal
operator for each vessel. These individuals are under the supervision of the Marine Terminal
Supervisor or Shift Supervisor. If the beachhead booster pumps are being used for crude
delivery, there will be an additional operator stationed at the beachhead.
Land Access
A barrier gate is located on the causeway to the Terminal, just west of the turnaround. This
gate and associated warning lights are controlled by a switch in the Person-in-Charge office,
or from the heated shelter north of the inboard loading header. This gate is lowered to prevent
vehicle traffic without a trucking permit onto the wharf while loading product,
connecting/disconnecting loading arms or hoses, or during any flammable/vapor leak on or
alongside the wharf.
Approximately 53% of the refined products, including; multiple grades of gasoline, jet fuel,
several grades of diesel, marine fuel and other residual fuels, are transported through the
Olympic Pipeline to marketing terminals along the west coast of Washington. The remaining
products are transported by barge, truck, or railcar (LPGs, diesel, and olefins only) to other
west coast locations.
The location and general arrangement of the Refinery components are shown in this section.
A summary of the petroleum products handled at the Ferndale Refinery and their key physical
and chemical characteristics are shown in this section. The Material Safety Data Sheets
(MSDSs) for all products stored at the refinery are maintained in the office and are easily
accessible to personnel at all times.
Marine Terminal
The L-shaped wharf, which constitutes the Marine Terminal, is approximately 800 feet long
and 96 feet wide from the west face of the outboard fender system to the east face of the
inboard fender system, and is connected to the shore by a 1,800 foot long causeway. The No.
3 mooring dolphin is about 100 feet northeast of the terminal and is attached to the wharf via a
catwalk. The wharf is 96 feet wide from the west face of the outboard fender system to the
east face of the inboard fender system.
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The Marine Terminal has the capacity to handle two vessels at the same time, one on the east
side (inside) berth and one on the west side (outside) berth. Only barges or small ships can be
handled on the inside berth (limiting factor being depth of the water and length of the wharf).
Large barges or tankers can be handled at the outside berth.
Beachhead
The beachhead is located at the shoreward (east) end of the Marine Terminal causeway. It
contains support facilities and equipment for Marine Terminal operations including:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

50x302 marine fuel oil tank
50x304 crude oil surge tank
300x40 dirty ballast water and recovered oil tank
Salt water fire pump house
Boat launch facility
Surface water catchment basin
Equipment storage building

Offplot
The Offplot encompasses the oil storage tanks, beachhead, pipelines, and a truck rack.
Throughout the refinery there are 63 storage tanks that are dedicated to storing oil products or
oily water. The beachhead is east of the Marine Terminal; it contains support facilities,
equipment, and storage tanks for Marine Terminal operations. The storage tank pipelines are
routed on above ground pipe racks to the main transfer pipes. From there they are routed to
the Offplot Tee, where the lines are routed to the beachhead and the Olympic Pipeline or to
the truck rack.

Crude Rail Unloading
The Crude Unloading Facility is a batch unloading / ladder track design that can
accommodate only one unit train with a maximum of 108 tank cars. Up to 54 tank cars are
unloaded at one time. The train is broken into four sets (up to 27 cars each). Two sets are
spotted on the 2 unloading tracks and two are spotted on 2 staging tracks. After the first two
sets of rail cars are unloaded, the sets are switched. In addition, there is 1 run-around track
and 1 bad order track. On average seven unit trains per month are brought in and offloaded,
each carrying approximately 76,000 bbls.
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Ferndale Refinery Spill Response Equipment

This subsection describes the key spill response equipment that the Refinery owns and
maintains, along with the available specifications and capabilities.
A list of all of the Refinery response equipment and PPE is provided in this section. Key
response equipment and PPE storage locations are shown in this section.
Boom and Deployment Equipment
The majority of containment boom is stored in quick deployment containers and trailers on
site.
MSRC boom is stored in trailers and available for spill containment or sensitive area
protection activities. The end connectors of the Ferndale Refinery booms are compatible with
the end connectors of the PRC boom so that they can be joined to make longer booms if
necessary.
The Ferndale Refinery response boats and containment boom and quick deployment
equipment enable at least 1,000 feet of boom to be deployed within 1 hour. This response
capability has been demonstrated on several occasions during response drills.
Recovery Equipment
Ferndale Refinery contracts vacuum truck services at the refinery for a variety of uses
including spill response operations. Ferndale Refinery also owns several portable pumps that
could be used in spill recovery operations but their availability varies considerably and,
consequently are not considered in this discussion.
The vacuum truck will be used primarily for the recovery of terrestrial spills but can also be
used to recover oil from the water at shoreline containment locations where access permits.
Ferndale Refinery Equipment Inspection
All Ferndale Refinery owned response equipment will be inspected at a minimum interval of
12 months, although most equipment will be inspected and/or tested at much shorter intervals.
Inspections will be conducted to verify that the equipment is available and in good condition.
These inspections will typically coincide with the semi-annual equipment deployment drills to
minimize wear and tear on the equipment. Inspection testing of response vessel motors and
pumps is generally conducted every 3 months due to the reduced reliability associated with
long storage periods. Maintenance records will be retained for at least five years and available
to regulatory agencies for their review.
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Ferndale Refinery Response Equipment
Type /
Manufacturer

Qty

Purchase
Date

Location

Capacity/
Specifications
(Name Plate /
Derated)

Maint.
Interval

NRC vessel
Columbia for prebooming
operation
M St. Trailer 26

8 x 21-in.
curtain

6 months

Contractor
Laydown

100 gpm/686
bpd

Remarks

Boom
24” OK Corral
/ ACME

4,000 ft

N/A

30” containment
boom / ACME

4,000 ft

1994

Total

8,000 ft

6 months

Recovery
Vacuum Truck

1

Total

1

N/A

6 months

40 Bbls capacity

686 bpd

Boats
Brutus –OSRV

1

2007

Beachhead or
26’ twin diesel
Sandy Point Marina I/O landing craft

Sweet pea-Work Boat

1

2007

Beachhead or
Garage

18’ skiff –
Honda 135 hp

Quarterly check Records of annual
annual service service maintained in
SAP

Popeye OSRV

1

2004

26' DV-R ACB
Beachhead or
Sandy Point Marina Twin 150
hp outboards

Quarterly check Records of annual
annual service service maintained in
SAP

Stoney Craft
Work Boat

1

N/A

Beachhead or
OSRV Columbia

Quarterly check Records of annual
annual service service maintained in
SAP

Pontoon Work
Platform

1

N/A

M. St.

Livingston Work
Boat

1

N/A

Beachhead

12 ft – 15 hp

Quarterly check Records of annual
Annual service service maintained in
SAP

Lowe Work Boat

1

N/A

Beachhead

14 ft – 15 hp

Quarterly check Records of annual
Annual service service maintained in
SAP

Total

7
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Quantity

Purchase
Date

Location

Capacity/
Specifications
(Name Plate /
Derated)

Maint.
Interval

Remarks

Bales of 100 oil
only absorbent
pads
Snare Boom

Reordered as
minimum is
reached
Reordered as
minimum is
reached

Used for oil recovery

Sorbents
Pads

30 ea. -min

Beachhead
Container

Gang Snare

25 ea.- min.

Beachhead and
Marine Terminal

Sweeps

5 ea.-min

Beachhead
Building

18-in x 100-ft
sweep

Reordered as
minimum is
reached

Used for oil recovery

Boom

50 ea. –min

Beachhead
Container and
Marine Terminal

8-in x 40-ft
lengths

Reordered as
minimum is
reached

Used for
containment and
recovery

Beachhead and
Tank Farms

415,000 Bbls

N/A

Normal available
capacity – can be
used for oil storage
only in emergencies

Refinery

40 Bbls

As needed

Total

Used for
containment and
recovery

150-215

Storage
Refinery Tankage

9

Vacuum Truck

1

Total

10

Various

414,040 Bbls

Personal Protective Equipment (PPE)
Gloves, rubber
boots, goggles,
safety glasses, rain
gear, chemical
splash gear
Air line respirators,
air lines, SCBA air
bottle refills,
cartridge respirator
masks, respirator
cartridges

N/A

Warehouse

N/A

As needed

Used for spill
response

N/A

Fire Hall

N/A

As needed

Used for spill
response

SCBA respirators,
fire turn-out gear

N/A

Fire Hall, Conex
storage north of
Fire Hall and
Control Rooms

N/A

As needed

Used for spill
response

All protection
equipment, rain
gear, chemical
splash gear

N/A

Tool Room

N/A

As needed

Used for spill
response
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Quantity

Purchase
Date

Location

Remarks

Capacity/
Specifications
(Name
Plate/Derated)

Maintenance
Interval

N/A

Both ends of
marine terminal in
the ship breasting
dolphins no. 2 and
3

N/A

As needed

Used for spill
response

N/A

Terminal Office

N/A

Each use

Measure LEL and
oxygen and
hydrocarbon
concentrations

N/A

As Needed

5 yd3

As Needed

Personal Protective Equipment (PPE) Continued

Dock PPE

Air Monitoring Equipment
Portable Multi-Gas
Detector
1

Total

1

Heavy Equipment

Front-End Loader

1

N/A

Dump Truck

1

N/A

Total

2

Refinery

Refinery

Can be used for
containment berm
construction or spill
cleanup
Can be used for
equipment or waste
transport

Personnel

Emergency
Response Team

Minimum of 5
responders available
at any time. Other
generally available
within 10 to 60 min.
Response
management and
support personnel.
Generally available
within 10 to 60 min.

13-20

N/A

Refinery

24-hour trained

N/A

Refinery Response
Team

26

N/A

Refinery

Management

N/A

Western Refinery
Services

18

N/A

Refinery and
Lynden, WA

40-hour trained

N/A

Can respond within 5
to 60 min.

Coastal Industrial
Services
Total

20

N/A

40-hour trained

N/A

Can respond within 5
to 60 min.
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Fire Response Equipment:

Dock
Equipment Type
1-Inch Hose Reel
1-Inch Hose Reel
3-Inch Hose Cart
10 Portable Extinguishers
Fire Hydrant
Fixed Monitor
Fixed Monitor
Portable Monitor
Scott Air Packs
Scott Air Packs
Scott Air Packs
Refinery
Equipment Type
Dock Storage Tank
Pumper, 4,000 gpm
Pumper, 1,500 gpm
Bulk Foam (drums)
Foam Tender

Location
S End of Dock by Pay Phone
NW Corner of Dock
S End of Dock
Exterior
North/South on Dock (6)
N Side of Dock
S Side of Dock
S End of Dock
Exterior-West Wall of Dock Office
Interior-Old Dock Office
Base of Gangway Ship Side
Foam Capacity
6,000 gallons FP
1,000 gallons AFFF1-3%
1,000 gallons AFFF-A+ 3-6%
1,000 gallons AFFF 1-3%
2,800 gallons AFFF-A+ 3-6%

SCBAs
7 – 4.5, Scott
11 – 4.5, Scott

All company resources in the state of Washington can be found on the Western Response Resource
List (WRRL) at http://www.wrrl.us
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Facility Hazard Analysis
This annex identifies and characterizes areas or components of the refinery where spills have
the greatest probability of occurring. It also identifies the potential effects of a spill on human
health, property and the environment. This section contains:
•
•
•
•
1.6.1

Descriptions of key oil storage and handling procedures that pose the greatest spill
risk (hazard).
A list of the potential spill sources and an evaluation of the likely spill sizes
An oil spill risk analysis
Descriptions of historical significant spills at the terminal

Hazard Identification

The oil storage and transfer activities at the refinery that pose the greatest risk of oil spills
include the:
•
•
•
•
•

Oil storage tanks
Intra-refinery transfers
Transfers between vessels and the refinery
Transfers at the tank truck racks
Miscellaneous maintenance and repair activities

A summary of typical spill sources and the associated volumes for the refinery are provided in
this Plan.
Storage tanks generally present the greatest potential hazard with regard to spill size although
the consequences of such spills would be minimized by the location of the tanks within
secondary containment systems and the distance to surface waters. There have been no
storage tank failures at the refinery since it began operation. A plot plan of the refinery
showing tank locations and information on each tank including tank type, maximum and
working capacities, identifying number, and product stored are provided in this section.
Secondary containment capacities for individual and grouped storage tanks are also provided.
Intra-refinery transfers between the process units and the tank farm and between tanks within
the tank farm occur, for the most part, continuously. Tanks are often being filled with interim or
unfinished products from a process unit at the same time they are being transferred to another
process unit for final product production. Multiple crude or product tanks may be filled or
drained at the same time either to or from a vessel at the dock, between tanks within the tank
farm, or between the tank farm and the process units. Because the intra-tank transfer
frequencies and volumes are not easily quantifiable, they will not be addressed herein.
Information on the total refinery throughput and the total annual and average daily shipments
of products across the dock, truck rack, and into the Olympic Pipeline are provided in this
section.
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Potential Spill Volumes
Source
1. Tanks
Tanker – overfill
Barge – overfill
Pipeline – overfill
Transfers – overfill
Water draw system
Roof drains
Catastrophic Tank Failure
2. Tank Truck Loading Rack
Truck overfill
Truck pumpback (hose of fitting
failure)
Truck compartments failure
3. Pipelines
Corrosion (pin-hole leak)
Maintenance/construction (line
uncapped)
4. Marine Terminal
Pipeline corrosion
Pipeline failure
Cargo hose
Structural damage (Assume
vessel collides with dock with
loss of half of contents of all
lines which break at shore)
Fire/Explosion at the dock
(Assumes flow continues for 10
min. prior to vessel shutting
down pumps)
5. Tank Vessels
Tanker/barge overfill
Mechanical failure – non cargo
Hull leaks
Fire, explosion, grounding,
collision and/or pipeline rupture
6. Rail Unloading Operations

1.6.2

Estimated Loss
Rate (Bbls/hr)

Estimate Release
Time (hr)

Estimated Quantity
(Bbls)

8-25,000
4,000
900.00
1,500
285.00
285.00

.250
0.25
0.25
0.25
0.25
0.25

2,000-6,250
1,000
225.00
375.00
71.00
71.00
652,361 (largest tank)

1,000
571.00

0.02
0.02

10.00
10.00
90

30.00
1,500

8.00
0.25

240.00
375.00

80.00
4,000

8.00
0.25

640.00
1,000+25*=1,025
(*contents of the line)
1,000-1,500
65.00

0.25

4,000

0.17

640

2,000

0.25

70.00

0.50

500.00
6.00
35.00
27,000

1,000

0.02

10.00

Description of Operations

1.6.2.1

Oil Types and Throughput

In addition to the process units, the facility includes a Marine Terminal and the Offplot areas.
The Marine Terminal receives and ships crude oil and refined petroleum products. Offplot
stores crude oil and products. The refinery facility has a total throughput of approximately
105,000 bbls per day. Refinery throughput is mostly Alaskan North Slope and condensate
crude which is used to produce a variety of petroleum fuels and gases.
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Finished products exported from the refinery include:
•
•
•
•

Multiple grades of gasoline
Jet fuel
Several grades of diesel
Marine fuel oil/other residual fuels

The table below summarizes the average quantity of crude oil received at the refinery by
vessel. It also summarizes the average quantities of various product shipments exported by
vessel, truck, and pipeline.
Total Annual
Oil Product Type
Volume bbls
Vessel Receipts
Crude Oil
14,965,000
Pipeline Receipts (KMPL)
Crude Oil
11,680,000
Rail Receipts
Crude Oil
10,220,000
Vessel Shipments
Marine Fuel Oil
6,570,000
Gasoline
4,984,899
Diesel
5,587,800
Pipeline Shipments (Olympic)
Gasoline
11,779,664
Diesel
5,694,000
Tank Truck Shipment
Gasoline
1,299,287
Diesel
445,000
LPG-Propane
358,578
LPG-Propane
248,221
LPG-Butane
126,000
Diesel
70,000
Olefins
31,500
Tank Truck Shipments
Sulfur
298,181
Pipeline Receipts (BP/Petrogas)
LPG-Butane
561,047
Rail Receipts
LPG-Butane
603,708
Tank Truck Receipts
Ethanol
128549.38
1
– includes unleaded, super unleaded, leaded and alkylate
2
– includes high sulfur and low sulfur and marine diesel

Average Calendar
Daily Volume bbls
41,000
32,000
28,000
18,000
13,657
15,309
32,273
15,600
3,560
1,219
982
680
345
192
86
817
1,537
1,654
352

Assumptions: based on 101 mbpd of crude to refinery, using 2015 business plan crude
slate assumptions and yields. 2014 shipment records for products over the dock, pipe, truck
and rail rack
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Oil Handling and Transfer Operations

Transfers between the dock and the refinery involving either the receipt of crude oil and
products occur on a regular basis all year long. Although it occurs infrequently, crude is offloaded from tankers at the same time products are loaded into barges. The average monthly
transfers between tankers and barges and the refinery for both crude and refined products are
listed below:
•
•

Tanker Transfers - 9
Barge Transfers - 50

Fluctuations in refining throughput have a direct effect on the number of vessel transfers and,
to some degree, the hazards posed by these transfers. The refinery typically operates at a
level that is close to capacity and, therefore, any increases in throughput and the associated
hazards would be minimal. In the unlikely event of a significant decrease in throughput, the
hazards associated with vessel and, to some extent, tank truck transfers would decrease
accordingly. Changes in throughput would not be expected to affect the hazards associated
with other storage and transfer operations at the refinery.
Maintenance and repairs of pumps, valves, piping, tanks, and other oil storage and transfer
equipment occurs on an ongoing basis at the refinery. These activities can present a minor
spill hazard, although a variety of procedures have been implemented to prevent their
occurrence and to minimize the size of the spill. Maintenance or repair tickets are issued for
each piece of equipment and specific procedures must be followed for performing the
associated activities which include actions to prevent spills from occurring. General work
permits are also assigned to personnel performing activities other than those which are part of
normal refinery operations and hot work permits are issued for activities involving equipment
that could act as an ignition source. Due to the large variability in the type of maintenance and
repair activities and the equipment involved, it is not practical to estimate the volume of oil that
could be released from these operations.
1.6.3

Bulk Storage Tanks

Tank design is in accordance with Refinery Engineering Guides which are at least as stringent
as API standards. All tanks are equipped with gauges at the tank, and most tanks have an
automatic gauging device reading out in the gauger’s office. The automatic gauging system
also provides a high level alarm on each tank it gauges.
The refinery does not currently have any partially buried tanks. All buried tanks at the refinery
are fiberglass and not metallic.
All tanks which are used for product storage and are associated with the everyday operation
of the refinery are tied into an electronic tank gauging system which allows the refinery
operators to determine the liquid level at any time in any of the major tanks in the refinery. The
operators keep an hourly log of any tank whose level is increasing or decreasing. Several
small tanks in the refinery are used only on an occasional basis. These tanks are gauged
manually once per day.
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Tanks are not filled above the "safe working height" of the tank which is some distance below
the actual overflow height of the tank. Radio communication exists between personnel in
charge of monitoring tank levels and those responsible for switching flow from one tank to
another. Crude storage tanks 1340x110, 111, 112, 113, and 114 have independent high level
alarms. The alarm panel is located in the Offplot Control house. The automatic tank gauging
system provides capability for high level alarm, low level alarm and movement alarm in
inactive tanks for all automatically gauged tanks. Tanks 50x304, 3000x1 and 6000x1 also
have independent level alarms in addition to those supplied by the automatic gauging system.
No high level pump cutoffs exist since close manual control is exercised over all moving tanks.
Liquid level sensing devices are cross checked with manual gauging devices when the tank is
in use.
Tank liquid level sensing devices are tested quarterly and during routine tank gauging activity.
1.6.4

Manifold Tanks:

Each oil storage tank is mechanically isolated from other storage tanks via piping and valve
configurations. No tanks are manifolded together in a manner that would enable
communication and flow to occur between tanks should a tank experience an uncontrolled
discharge.
1.6.5

Portable Oil Storage Tank Spills

The portable storage tanks operated by the refinery are those used for the refueling of
portable gasoline or diesel driven pumps. These pumps are operated within curbed process
areas, diked tank areas, or around water retention basins where any spilled oil would be
contained and ultimately reprocessed. Portable storage totes containing various hydrocarbon
products are stored inside curbed process unit areas with flow directed to unit sewers.
Portable containers are also stored in the South Warehouse.
1.6.6

Oil Storage Tanks

There are 63 storage tanks at Ferndale Refinery dedicated to the storage of oil, petroleum
products, or oily water. Two tanks are underground storage tanks storing fuel for the on-site
fleet. A list of all aboveground oil storage tanks is provided in the Tank Summary with contents
and their capacities provided. Tank locations are shown in General Refinery Plot Plan with
Surface Water Drainage Figure. Tanks are numbered with the approximate capacity (in 100bbsl units) first followed by an X and the tank number. For example, tank 300X36 is tank
number 36 with a capacity of approximately 30,000 bbls (actual capacity is 29,269 bbls).
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All tanks are designed in accordance with the Refinery Engineering Guide which has
requirements that are at least as stringent as API Standards. All aboveground storage tanks
are constructed of steel and all seams are welded. Tanks and fittings meet or exceed API 650
specifications. Tank materials and construction methods of construction are compatible with
stored products at common storage temperatures and pressures. To prevent product mixing
and cross-contamination, all but a few tanks are dedicated to a particular product type. To
further minimize cross-contamination, those tanks designated for multiple uses store similar
materials. All tanks have roofs and secondary containment.
Tanks that contain gasoline, slop or crude are required to have a fixed roof with an internal
floating roof or to have an external-floating roof. Gasoline, naphtha, and crude storage tanks
utilize a floating roof to reduce atmospheric emissions and explosion risks, whereas most
diesel, jet fuel, and fuel oil tanks have fixed roofs. Each storage tank is equipped with
manually operated valves for transferring oil in and out of the tanks. Water draw valves are
located at the base of each tank. All tanks are equipped with gauges that read at the tank,
and most tanks have an automatic gauging device that reads out in the Offplot Control Room.
The automatic gauging system also provides level alarms on each tank it gauges. The alarms
provide indications of high, high-high, low, and low-low, levels. During all transfers and
activities involving tanks, operating personnel maintain radio contact to facilitate leak detection
and rapid shutdown.
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Number

50x302
50x304
70x1
100x92c
100x93
100x95
100x96
100x97
100x98
100x99
300x35c
300x36c
300x37c
300x38
300x39
300x40d
300x41c
300x42c
300x44c
300x45c
400x1
550x100c
550x101c
550x102c
550x103c
550x104c
550x105
550x106c
800x140
800x141c
800x142c
800x143c
800x144c
800x145c
800x146c
800x147c
800x148
800x149
800x150c
800x151c
960x1c
900x1c,e
900x2c,e
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Ferndale Refinery Tank Summary

Present
Contentsa

Fuel Oil
Crude Oil
Ethanol
Slops
OOS
Slops
Slops
Boiler Feed
Slops
Slops
Slops
Diesel
Diesel
ULSD
ULSD
Ballast
Gasoline
Gasoline
Reformate
Treated
Naphtha
Naphtha
Raw Diesel
Gasoline
Gasoline
Slurry Oil
Slurry Oil
Diesel
Alkylate
CTC
Raw Cat
Gasoline
Gasoline
Gasoline
Gasoline
Gasoline
Diesel
Diesel
Fuel Oil
Fuel Oil
Diesel
Gasoline
Raw Diesel
Phenolic
Water
Surge
Water
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Safe Working
Capacityh
(Bbls)

Maximum
Capacityh
(Bbls)

Type of
Roof

Year
Constructed

Secondary
Containment
Volume (Bbls)

Failure
Date/
Causeb

4837
4,478
6,310
8,692
3,946
8,832
6,750
9,957
8,533
9,010
26,461
29,148
28,804
28,800
29,036
23,988
24,110
23,832
25,040
26,665

4961
4,603
6,627
9,954
9,125
8,980
10,073
10,097
8,569
9,136
29,658
29,900
29,203
29,191
29,454
25,496
25,760
29,490
25,197
26,736

CR
CFR
CFR
FRSS
CFRSS
FRSS
CFR
CR
CFRSS
CFR
FRSS
CR
CR
CR
CR
CFR
FRSS
FRSS
FRSS
FRSS

1954
1954
2012
1954
1954
1954
1954
1954
1954
1956
1954
1954
1954
1954
1954
1954
1956
1956
1957
1955

28,000
28,670
7,684
43,000
43,000
16,200
48,000
NA
16,200
16,200
43,000
170,000
311,382
343,019
343,019
28,670
281,933
281,933
295,961
295,961

None
None
None
None
None
None
None
None
None
None
None
None
None
None
None
None
None
None
None
None

37,303
49,434
48,795
48,992
52,500
55,351
53,599
47,456
76,960
69,471

37,434
49,565
49,565
49,124
53,010
55,410
53,994
47,836
78,221
70,353

CFR
CFR
FRSS
FRSS
CR
CR
CR
FRSS
CR
FR

2001
1954
1954
1954
1954
1954
1956
1955
1954
1954

37,434
290,972
295,961
295,961
290,972
290,972
343,019
295,961
173,544
290,972

None
None
None
None
None
None
None
None
None
None

65,474
67,647
71,257
68,400
77,555
77,685
78,110
77,073
79,092
71,495
85,664
81,547

67,386
69,537
71,468
70,712
77,934
78,042
78,405
77,326
79,491
73,257
86,168
82,065

FRSS
FRSS
FRSS
FRSS
CR
CR
Cr
CR
CR
FRSS
FR
FRSS

1954
1954
1954
1954
1954
1954
1954
1954
1956
1955
1954
1992

281,933
281,933
281,933
281,933
311,382
311,382
343,019
343,019
311,382
281,933
290,972
311,382

None
None
None
None
None
None
None
None
None
None
None
None

82,092

82,610

FRSS

1992

311,382

None
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900x3c,e
1340x110
1340x111
1340x112
1340x113
1340x114
1340x115c
1340x116
1340x117c
3000x1
6000x1*f
5x1246
50x303
100x91
100x94
300x43
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Ferndale Refinery Tank Summary (Continued)

Present
Contentsa

Oily Water
Mixed Crude
Mixed Crude
ANS
ANS
Crude Oil
Gasoline
Mixed Crude
Gasoline
Crude MFO
ANS
Out of
Service
Out of
Service
Out of
Service
Out of
Service
Out of
Service
Diesel
Gasoline

Safe Working
Capacityh
(Bbls)

Maximum
Capacityh
(Bbls)

Type of
Roof

Year
Constructed

Secondary
Containment
Volume (Bbls)

Failure
Date/
Causeb

81,802
122,976
118,616
103,369
123,028
118,465
119,100
112,992
117,226
275,567
641,812
500

88,230
125,260
121,018
105,657
125,313
120,866
119,558
115,278
119,285
283,034
659,222
570

FRSS
FRSS
FRSS
FRSS
FRSS
FRSS
FRSS
FRSS
FRSS
FRSS
FRSS
Fixed

1992
1954
1954
1954
1954
1954
1954
1965
1971
1976
1976
1955

311,382
173,544
173,544
173,544
173,544
173,544
295,961
173,544
281,933
343,019
752,241
28,000

None
None
None
None
None
None
None
None
None
None
None
None

4,834

4,958

CR

1954

28,670

None

9,828

10,094

CR

1954

443,800

None

7,874

7,901

CFRSS

1954

28,670

None

22,122

22,122

FRSS

1957

295,961

None

1
45
47
UST
None
2
136
143
UST
None
TOTALg
3,795,315
3,884,034
* This tank represents the Worst Case Discharge for Ferndale Refinery.
a ANS = Alaska North Slope crude oil, MFO = marine fuel oil, OOS = out of service, S/R = straight run,
ULSD = ultra-low sulfur diesel.
b No failure data available as there has never been a tank or SI failure.
c Spill Basin provides containment for tanks in tank farms 2, 4, 5, and 6
d 300X40 surface impoundment = 114% of the safe working capacity and 103% of maximum capacity
e Contains primarily water with some floating oil
f 6000X1 and 3000X1 secondary containment was expanded in 2014. Calculations were updated at that time.
g Totals do not include out of service (OOS) tanks.
h Maximum Capacity represents the shell volume on floating roof tanks. The Maximum Working Capacity
represents the capacity of the tank with the floating roof at its highest point of travel. The Safe Working
Capacity represents a capacity established at the Facility to ensure safe operation of the tank.
Roof Types:
CR = Cone roof
FR = Floating roof with primary seal
CFR = Cone roof with internal floating roof
FRSS = Floating roof with primary and secondary seals
CFRSS = Cone roof with internal floating roof with primary and secondary seals
B = Blimp/bullet shaped vessel
Open = Open to atmosphere
Dome = Dome-shaped roof
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Summary of Product Characteristics

Odor

Vapor
Density

Solubility
(%)

Boiling
Point
(F)

Viscosity
(CST @
100F)

Vapor
Pressure
(mm Hg
@ 68F)

Specific
Gravity
(@ 60F)

Clear Liquid

Strong
Hydrocarbon

1.20

Negligible

80-440

ND

760.00
@100F

0.7200.740

No. 2
Diesel

Straw-colored
Liquid

Hydrocarbon

4.70

Negligible

320.00

1.2-4.6

0.400

0.8400.880

Jet A, Jet
A-1

Colorless/Strawcolored clear
liquid

Hydrocarbon

4.70

Negligible

300.00

1.3-2.2

0.400

0.83

Crude Oil

Dark
Brown/Black
Oil

Hydrocarbon/
Hydrogen
Sulfide

>1.000

Negligible

0-1000
Varies

Varies

0.6-10 lbs
(Reid)

0.74-1.03
(Varies)

Marine
Gas Oil
(MGO)

Straw colored
liquid

Hydrocarbon

4.70

Negligible

320.00

1.2-4.6

0.40

0.84-0.88

Heating
Oil No. 6

Black viscous
liquid

Petroleum Oil

>1.000

Negligible

400.00

ND

Negligible
@ 100F

0.92-0.99

Bunker
Fuel 3500
(Heavy)

Black viscous
liquid

Petroleum Oil

>1.000

Negligible

400.00

4000 SUS

Negligible
@100F

0.99

LPG
Propane

Colorless Gas

Odorless

1.55

Slight

-44.00

NA

208 @
100F

0.5-0.51

Alkanes,
C-4

Colorless liquid
or gas

Very Mild
Hydrocarbon

2.00

Negligible

30.00

NA

>1,400

ND

Product
Trade
Name

Appearance

Gasoline

ND – No Data
NA – Not Applicable
1 - Product information gathered from MSDS(s)
2 - Flash Point
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Crude Storage 6000 x 1
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Crude Storage 3000 x 1
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Intermediate Tankage Details
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Crude Hill Tankage Details
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Treater Tankage Details
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LPG Tankage Area Details
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Offplot Intermediate Tankage Safety Plot Plan
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Secondary Containment

The secondary containment dikes are visually inspected on an ongoing basis for erosion,
stability, and adequate protective surface coatings or materials. Any conditions observed
during these inspections that may be considered unsafe or potentially in need of repair are
reported to the appropriate supervisor and recorded in the operating records. During these
inspections, the following items are also checked and/or evaluated:
•
•
•
•

Level of precipitation in dike/available capacity
Operational status of drain valves
Presence of oil or soil discoloration
Cracks in, or significant erosion of, dikes (containment integrity)

A major concern for tank areas are the hazards associated with spills, leaks, and overfills.
Each storage tank area has a dike wall, approximately four to six feet high, around the whole
area, its main purpose being that of containing any leaks within the tank area. It is designed to
contain 110% of the tank capacity of all the tanks in the area. It is over-designed to allow for
waves and rain water. Access roads have been built for driving into each walled off area for
maintenance and operational use. A Trucking Permit is required for entry into any walled off
area.
1.6.7.1

Dike Area 1

The containment area has been modified by adding an additional containment Area B to the
original secondary containment Area A. Area B is in communication with the primary Area A
by means of a weir that has been added to the Area A dike wall allowing spill over into Area B.
The combined Area A and Area B secondary containment gross volume for Dike Area 1 is
737,877 bbls (Wilson Engineering Containment Volume 6000 x 1 Dike Area – April 28, 2006).
An estimated 11,801 bbls of freeboard volume was subtracted from the gross volume resulting
in an available net containment volume of 726,000 bbls. The maximum shell volume of the
largest tank within Dike Area 1 is 702,954 bbls. Dike Area 1 secondary containment volume
meets the secondary requirements in 40 CFR 112.6(3)(ii).
1.6.7.2

Dike Areas 2, 4, 5, and 6

The shell volume of the largest tank in tank farm Areas 2, 4, 5, and 6 is greater than the
immediate secondary containment capacity of the diked area. However, overflows from a spill
occurring in tank farm Areas 2, 4, 5, or 6 will flow directly to the Spill Basin. The Spill Basin
provides an additional 259,000 bbls of secondary containment capacity which meets
secondary containment requirements in 40 CFR 112.6(3)(ii).
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Dike Area 3

This containment area has been modified by raising the height of the southwest corner of the
existing earthen berm wall. Raising the dike wall height increased the secondary containment
volume for Dike Area 3. The total secondary containment net volume for Dike Area 3 is
322,000 bbls (15,892 bbls of freeboard volume was subtracted from the gross containment
volume). The maximum shell volume of the largest tank within Dike Area 3 is 314, 949 bbls.
Dike Area 3 secondary containment volume meets the secondary containment requirements
in 40 CFR 112.6(3)(ii).
1.6.7.4

Dike Area 7

This containment area has been modified by raising the height of the southwest corner of the
existing earthen berm wall. Raising the dike wall height increased the secondary containment
volume for Dike Area 7. The total secondary containment net volume for Dike area 7 is
170,000 bbls (14,950 bbls of freeboard volume was subtracted from the gross containment
volume). The maximum shell volume of the largest tank within Dike Area 7 is 129,889 bbls.
Dike Area 7 secondary containment volume meets the secondary containment requirements
in 40 CFR 112.6(3)(ii).
1.6.7.5

Dike Area 8

The containment dike for tank farm Area 8 has sufficient capacity to contain the shell volume
of the largest tank. The largest tank volume is 27,184 bbls. The net secondary containment
volume is 29,000 bbls. Dike Area 8 secondary containment volume meets the secondary
containment requirements in 40 CFR 112.6(3)(ii).
1.6.7.6

Dike Area 10

The containment dike for tank farm Area 10 has sufficient capacity to contain the shell volume
of the largest tank. The largest tank volume is 10,081 bbls. The net secondary containment
volume is 16,200 bbls. Dike Area 10 secondary containment volume meets the secondary
containment requirements in 40 CFR 112.6(3)(ii)..
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Ferndale Refinery General Pipeline Specifications

Line No.

Product/Pipeline

Diameter
(in)

Approximate
Approximate
Static Capacity
Length (ft)
(bbls)

Typical
Pumping
Rate
(bbls/hr)

Marine Terminal to Beachhead EOV1 Valve Station
10P -124-16”-A

16

2,400

540

9,500

9P-307-10”-A

Regular Unleaded
Gasoline
Unleaded Premium

10

2,400

235

8,000

10P-262-16-HPL31

Cutter Stock

16

2,400

540

9,500

10P-129-16”-A

Low Sulfur Diesel

16

2,400

540

9,500

10P-118-16”-A

Alkylate

16

2,400

540

9,500

10P-178-8”-A

Ballast

8

2,400

149

6,500

10P-105-20”-A

Marine Fuel Oil

20

2,400

870

9,500

10P-203-4”-A

Slop Oil

4

2,100

32

150

15P-39-20”-HPL31

Crude

20

2,400

870

17,500

15P-38-20”-HPL31

Crude

20

2,400

870

17,500

Valve Station to Tank Farm Interconnecting Piping
9P-124-16”-A

Regular Unleaded
Gasoline
Unleaded Premium

16

2,000

500

6,250

10

2,000

315

6,250

16

1,900

475

6,250

9P-129-16”-A

Regular Unleaded
Gasoline
Low Sulfur Diesel

16

2,300

575

6,250

9P-118-16-A-IN

Alkylate

16

1,650

420

6,250

120WS-470-6”STD-ANS-1.5-ET
9P-105-20”-A

Ballast

6

1,500

60

450

Marine Fuel Oil

20

1,970

710

9,000

9P-193-3”-A-HT

Slop Oil

3

1,900

30

210

15P-38-20”-HP31

Crude

20

1,670

600

15,000

15P-41-20”-HP31

Crude

20

1,670

600

15,000

9P-307-10”-A
9P-184-16”-A

Storage Tanks to/from Pipeline EOV Valve Station
N/A

Unleaded Gasoline

16

2,800

710

6,250

N/A

Super Gasoline

16

4,500

1,130

6,250

N/A

Regular Gasoline

16

4,300

1,090

6,250

N/A

Diesel and #2 Fuel

16

1,300

340

6,250

N/A

Alkylate

16

1,680

420

6,250

N/A

Crude (2)

20

300

60

15,000
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Ferndale Refinery General Pipeline Specifications (Continued)

Line No.

Product/Pipeline

Diameter
(in)

Approximate
Approximate
Static Capacity
Length (ft)
(bbls)

Typical
Pumping
Rate
(bbls/hr)

Pump Pad to Truck Rack

1

N/A

Unleaded Gasoline

6

800

50

500

N/A

Super Gasoline

6

1,400

50

500

N/A

Regular Gasoline

6

1,400

50

500

N/A

Diesel and #2 Fuel

6

3,100

110

500

N/A

Heavy Fuel Oil

8

1,700

110

500

N/A

Alkylate

6

3,100

110

500

– EOV=electrically operated value

1.6.9

Heavy Oils (Group V)

The Ferndale Refinery handles Group 5 oil (specifically, slurry oil). The Refinery PRC for
responding to Group 5 oil spills is MSRC. The locations of the non-floating oil may be
determined through aerial observations, diver intersects, subsurface modeling or side scan
sonar surveys. Recovery can be attempted using manual removal by divers, removal by
pump and vacuum equipment, or dredging. Removal methods will be approved by unified
command. The primary response contractor (PRC) maintains the resources for locating and
recovering oil on the bottom. The equipment is capable of being on scene within 12 hours of
spill notification. For a detailed list of response equipment and response capabilities refer to
the MSRC PRC application.
1.6.10 Risk Management/Underground Piping
On October 5, 2012, the Department of Ecology issued Amended Administrative Order Docket
No. 9103, requiring Ferndale Refinery to implement a risk management program for the
Refinery’s underground pipelines consistent with API 570, Section 9. The risk management
program includes risk assessment and ranking, and criteria for repair and/or replacement of,
the underground pipelines, and a schedule for inspection, repair, and replacement, as
necessary, for underground pipelines.
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Ferndale Refinery Spill Prevention
1.7.1

General

A number of procedures are in place at the Refinery to minimize the potential for, and to
rapidly detect, a spill. The Refinery is equipped with various secondary containment and
diversionary structures and procedures provided to prevent oil discharges from reaching
navigable waters. Additional spill prevention information for the Ferndale Refinery is provided
in the Refinery SPCC Plan, Storm Water Pollution Prevention Plan (SWPPP), and the Marine
Terminal Operations Manual.
Routine spill prevention procedures and exercises in the form of abnormal operations and
emergency and shutdown procedures for operators, supervisors and management personnel
and routine testing and inspections including:
1. Monthly EOVs shutdown at the Marine Terminal documented by use of the EOV Monthly
Checklist.
2. Weekly alarm tests for Offplot and the Marine Terminal.
3. Routine safety training talks, JSAs and What-Ifs given by Shift Supervisors.
4. Monthly fire drills.
5. Daily required use of the Shift Turnover Log.
6. Daily required use of the 12-Hour Tank Movement Report.
7. Inspection and testing programs consistent with applicable codes, regulations, and industry
standards are maintained for the following areas:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
1.7.2

Marine Terminal
Storage Tanks
Storage Tank Containment System (Dikes)
Pressure Relief Valves (PSVs)
Rotating Equipment (Pumps)
Electric Operated Valves (EOVs)
Piping
Tank Truck Loading Rack
Offplot Area Spill Prevention

The Offplot areas have good design of tanks, containment, equipment, piping,
instrumentation, and controls. All tanks, pipelines, and supports are designed in accordance
with the Refinery Engineering Guide and refinery standards. This design provides a logical
operating sequence that makes oil handling and transfers easier to accomplish.
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In addition, the following measures are in place to ensure quick detection and control of any
problem:
•

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•

The Offplot Safety & Operations Manual provides references to operating procedures
and operation checklists which are maintained separately in an online database. They
are reviewed and certified annually. These procedures and checklists provide an
excellent basis for performing transfer operations in a complete, clear and thoughtful
manner.
All operators and personnel are equipped with a portable radio to communicate needs
and concerns immediately.
Operators are in attendance at the tank as it nears its capacity.
Security practices, such as blinding pipes and chain and padlocking block valves and
water draws shut when not in use, are effective spill prevention methods.
Safety training and practices also prevent abnormal operating conditions. Safety
training is held once a month on a Wednesday night. The meeting covers Job Permits
and Work Orders.
High Level Alarms give sufficient response time to prevent overflow.
Labeled pipelines and valve flow indicators minimize the potential for error during
transfer set up.
“A” operators are extensively trained and certified in Offplot operations and procedures
including, but not limited to the following:
1. Offplot tank storage
2. Knowledge of the Olympic Pipeline area.
3. Knowledge of the Terasan Pipeline.
Lighting has been improved and is sufficient to operate and inspect the areas during
hours of darkness.
Truck Loading Rack Procedures are in place, which meet or exceed U.S. Department
of Transportation requirements and regulations.
General work permits are assigned to non-operational personnel who may be
performing work within the various Offplot areas. The work permit defines conditions
under which that work can occur.
A hot work permit is assigned to personnel performing work with equipment that may
act as an ignition source.

The most effective means to ensure that storage tanks are not overfilled is effective
communication between all operators and all shifts. To help ensure effective communication,
the following is required at Ferndale Refinery:
•
•
•
•

A shift turnover log including a list of "moving" tanks, current rates of movement, and
expected timing of any oil transfers is used to communicate activities at the facility to
the next work shift.
All orders for hydrocarbon receipts and shipments are distributed in writing and include
volumes and specific tanks to be utilized.
All shift operators are equipped at all times with a portable radio. This allows
continuous communication between field operators and control room operators.
All tanks are equipped with a side gauge for local level determination.
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Marine Terminal Spill Prevention

To minimize the possibility or consequences of an oil spill, the Refinery requires a number of
procedures be performed prior to and during cargo transfers between the wharf and a barge
or tanker:
1. The sumps are checked at least three times per shift and pumped out as required.
More frequent monitoring is conducted during periods of heavy rain.
2. The maximum operating pressure on the cargo hoses is 150 psi. The loading arms
have a 150 psi operating pressure. Both the cargo hoses and the loading arms are
hydraulically tested each year at 300 psi. Relief valves on the cargo transfer lines are
as follows:
•
•
•
•

Crude and product transfer lines - 200 psi
Marine loading arms - 200 psi
Ballast line - 200 psi
Slop and pump-out line - 200 psi

To further minimize the possibility of oil spills to water, the Refinery also requires the following
inspections be performed at the wharf between transfer operations:
•
•
•
•

Fluid levels in the concrete drip pad sumps must be checked a minimum of three times
per shift (more frequently during heavy rain) and the contents pumped out as required
to keep levels low.
During transfer operations, the water around the wharf will be checked for any signs of
spilled oil at a minimum of 30-minute intervals, and once every 4 hours at all other
times.
At least once per shift, the loading header/arm block valves will be checked to ensure
they are closed and locked and that the header bleeder valves are also closed.
At least once per shift, the loading headers/arms and all associated valves, seals,
bleeders, pumps, and other equipment will be checked for leakage.

The Marine Terminal area has a good design of equipment, piping, instrumentation, and
controls. This design minimizes the amount of abnormal operations that need to be
performed, and it provides a logical operating sequence that is easy to operate. In addition to
sound design and controls, the following procedures have been instituted as proven spill
prevention controls:
•
•
•

All terminal operators are trained extensively and certified on Marine Terminal operations
and procedures.
All operators and supervisors involved with oil movement conduct close visual
observations of tanks, pipeline and the transfer equipment at the Marine Terminal. This is
the most effective means of leak detection.
To minimize the potential for error during transfer set up, pipeline valves, manifolds, and
flow indicators are labeled.
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Lighting is sufficient to operate and inspect during hours of darkness.
General work permits are assigned to non-operational personnel who may be performing
work within that unit. The work permit defines conditions required to allow work to proceed.
A hot work permit is assigned to personnel performing work with equipment that may act
as an ignition source.
All storage tanks are equipped with tank level gauges with the majority being monitored
automatically by a remote tank gauging system. The system is very effective in detecting
sudden or gradual leaks in inactive tanks.
All product pipelines are hydrostatically tested on an annual basis to ensure that they are
not leaking. These pipelines are tested to at least 150 percent of their working pressure.
Valves and seals are lubricated periodically to prevent wear and leaks.
Prior to, and during cargo transfers between the wharf and a barge or tanker, the Refinery
requires a number of procedures to be followed including a visual inspection of the waters
surrounding the wharf at least every 30 minutes and the completion of checklists to further
minimize the possibility or consequences of an oil spill.
Transfer operations are prohibited or discontinued at the terminal when weather conditions
warrant. They are also discontinued in the event of a unit emergency.

1.7.4

Truck Loading Rack Operating and Spill Prevention

Loading rack operating and inspection procedures are written to minimize the potential for
spills. It is each driver's responsibility to perform the following procedures and inspections:
•
•
•
•
•
•

•

Loading and unloading procedures meet or exceed the U. S. Department of
Transportation's minimum requirements and regulations.
Alarm lights indicate High Flow and Low Flow, and there is an Overflow Alarm.
No fixed lines are used to transfer liquid hydrocarbons.
Before loading or unloading, and before any tank vehicle is moved, all vehicle drains
and outlets are inspected in accordance with U.S. Department of Transportation
requirements.
Truck drivers’ double check tank compartment size to ensure they have sufficient
capacity to load the product.
Before loading a tank truck, operators check to ensure that all tank valves are closed
and the vehicle is properly grounded (connected to the Sculley system) to protect
against static electricity discharges. Operators must use the Sculley system or they
cannot load. Loading operations are not conducted if an ignition source exists nearby.
To load a tank truck, operators enter their Identification Number ID, select the Pre-Set
Volume, and press Start. While the tank is filling, they watch the alarm lights which will
indicate High Flow, Low Flow and Overflow. Loading is complete when the readout so
indicates.

See the Ferndale Truck Terminal Driver Certification Program Safety Rules for a complete
listing of safety/prevention procedures for all truck drivers.
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Truck Rack Loading Area
Many of the finished products are shipped via tanker trucks. These products are loaded at the
"Truck Loading Area", located north of the Offplot Control room.
The Truck Loading Rack area serves several purposes:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Finished gasoline and diesel are loaded onto delivery trucks.
Additives and/or ethanol may be blended into the product as they are loaded.
TRANSMIX is unloaded on the North side of the gasoline/diesel loading rack.
Propane is loaded onto delivery trucks.
Odorant is injected as the propane is loaded. LPG is transferred to BP via the LPG
header station.
6. Vapor Recovery.
All product shipments are controlled and accounted for via computer control systems.
•
•
•
•
•

Remote monitoring is provided via the Operations Information System (OIS) graphics.
The central oversight device at the loading rack is the ACCULOAD, controls pump
start/stops, tracking for the quantity of materials loaded, and safety devices designed to
prevent the loading of product if certain conditions are not met.
The G3 DIAMOND Control system maintains information on products customers who
are authorized to load, as well as permitting drivers to load.
The ACCULOAD also controls the smart additive injection system (known as a “Gate
City”). If the system does not sense a flow of additive where required it will shut down
loading operations, and an Instrument Technician must be called to reset the system.
Ethanol Blending is also computer controlled. Loading is terminated for ESD, fire,
insufficient ethanol inventory, incinerator shutdown, additive failure or loss of permissive
(including loss of PLC communication, pump not in "auto", EIV closed, loss of Scully
ground, no flow or low/high ethanol gasoline ration, or no pump run status after time
delay).

The truck drivers enter the area from Unick Road. They must enter a driver number and PIN
into the "Gate G3 Reader" to open the gate. There is a second gate restricting access into the
main area of the Refinery, which is open during normal business hours, allowing truck drivers
who pick up or deliver products in other parts of the refinery (such as a Sulfur or Acid truck)
access to the refinery.
This gate into the Refinery is locked during rail switching activity, during brief periods when the
security station at the truck rack is un-manned, or during off-shift hours. Keys to this gate are
located with the following:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Off-Plot Control room (ext. 8249)
Unit 1 (B-1)
Puget Sound Security patrol officer (C-8)
Truck rack security officer (ext. 8292)
Main gate security officer (ext. 8351)

Truck drivers who need access when the gate is locked should call the main gate security
officer.
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Truck Loading Diagram
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Railroad Loading Rack Operating and Spill Prevention

The Phillips 66 Ferndale Crude Unloading Facility provides the infrastructure to safely offload
unit trains of light to medium crude oil and transfer to existing tankage at the Phillips 66
Ferndale Refinery.
The Crude Unloading Facility is a batch unloading / ladder track design that can
accommodate only one unit train with a maximum of 108 tank cars. Up to 54 tank cars are
unloaded at one time. The train is broken into four sets (up to 27 cars each). Two sets are
spotted on the 2 unloading tracks and two are spotted on 2 staging tracks. After the first two
sets of rail cars are unloaded, the sets are switched. In addition, there is 1 run-around track
and 1 bad order track.
Rail cars are connected via hoses to a closed unloading piping system. The piping system
feeds three 450 HP (3550 gpm each) pumps that will pump the oil to existing crude oil storage
tanks located at Crude Hill. The vapor displaced in the piping system is returned to the rail
cars and none is released to atmosphere. Each rail car that is unloaded is grounded and has
a vacuum breaker installed. Once the first two sets of rail cars are offloaded the empty cars
are exchanged on the tracks with the full cars, and the process is repeated for the second two
sets of rail cars. The train is then reassembled and readied for departure.
The off-loading area is constructed with a concrete slab containment that directs stormwater
or potentially oily water to a concrete trench which flows to a lift station where it is pumped to
the refinery waste water treatment plant. Total containment volume is 259,000 gallons. The
system is designed to contain design storms as well as fire water flow that would hit the slab
in the event of a fire. In the event that a fire was prolonged and the trench and lift station
could not contain or keep up with the fire flow, the mid pond discharge valve can be closed
and a trench overflow valve can be opened to allow the fire flow to flow to the mid lined pond.
The mid pond is lined and has the capacity of 735,000 gallons. The east pond is also lined
and has a capacity of 646,000 gallons. The west pond is not lined and has a capacity of
304,000 gallons.
The paved area around the pumps and substation is sloped to catch basins that direct
water to the oily water lift station. The transformers are located on a concrete curbed
containment area with a drain to the oily water lift station. Transformer oil total is 369 gallons.
There is only one occupied building; 3,600 square foot operation shelter. The shelter is
located outside the 0.6 psig overpressure zone and is a modular wood frame construction.
Other non-occupied structures include an electrical sub-station building and a portable
maintenance shed that is open on two sides.
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The facility is surrounded by 6,450 linear feet of a looped 16” firewater line and 20” supply
header with 28 firefighting hydrants with typhoon monitors and 265 gallons foam totes. The
firwater system is designed to supply 5,500 gpm. In addition there are two mega manifolds
with multiple hose connections connected to the firewater system near each end of the
facility. One additional hydrant is located near the operations shelter. The 16” firewater loop is
supplied by a 20" line connected to the refinery firewater system.
In addition to the hydrants and monitors, the following emergency response equipment is
supplied throughout the facility: (refer to the emergency equipment graphic for actual
locations)
1. Two (2) emergency shutdown pull stations; one located adjacent to the 3 crude
pumps, the other station is located at the operations shelter.
2. Seven (7) alarm pull box stations along the unloading rack and one in the operations
shelter.
3. Twenty-six (26) 30# ABC fire extinguishers located on every other column on the
unloading rack.
4. Two (2) 30# ABC fire extinguishers located around the pump area.
5. Three (3) 20# CO2 fire extinguishers located inside the sub-station building.
6. Two (2) 10# ABC fire extinguishers located inside the operations shelter.
7. Seventeen (17) eyewash stations located at every third column on the unloading rack.
8. Four (4) oil response kits (55 gallon drums that containing absorbent pads)
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Railroad Unloading Operations Shelter
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Railroad Unloading Substation
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Safety Plot Plan - Railroad Unloading
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Bulk Storage Tanks Spill Prevention

Tank design is in accordance with Refinery Engineering Guides which are at least as stringent
as API Standards. All are equipped with gauges at the tank and most tanks have an automatic
gauging device reading out in the gauger's office. Operating personnel maintain radio contact.
The automatic gauging system also provides a high level alarm on each tank it gauges.
To minimize the potential for oil spills and to detect a release, the Refinery has adopted the
following storage tank inspection and maintenance procedures:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Tanks are gauged prior to receipt of product to ensure that sufficient capacity exists in
tank to prevent tank overfill.
Tanks are checked hourly during filling to ensure that they are not overfilled. Operators
must be in attendance at the tank as it nears its capacity.
Tanks are gauged twice daily for stock accounting purposes. This procedure would
detect a moderate size release from a tank if one were to occur.
Automatic tank gauging systems are calibrated quarterly to ensure that they are
reading correctly.
Facility operating procedures require that operators perform a daily inspection of tanks
and appurtenances for leaks.
The interior of a tank is inspected each time it is taken out of service for cleaning. This
inspection process involves a visual inspection of the tank, looking for rust and pitting.
Tank inspections are performed by experienced, certified inspectors who use up-todate procedures and methods. Records of all inspections are retained on file for the
life of the tank.
Offplot operators are also required to visually inspect tanks and pipelines regularly
through their shifts.
Ultrasonic tests are performed on representative sections of the metal to determine the
tank's condition.
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Condensate from internal heating coils is routed to the oily water sewer system for removal of
any oil that may be present. However, under normal pressure conditions, steam leakage out
of the coils is more likely than oil leakage into the coils. When steam coils are shut off, both
the inlet and outlet valves are shut.
When a field-constructed above ground container undergoes a repair, alteration,
reconstruction, or a change in service that might affect the risk of a discharge or failure due to
brittle fracture or other catastrophe the container is evaluated for risk of discharge or failure
due to brittle fracture or other catastrophe. Appropriate actions are taken to correct any tank
failing this evaluation.
During daily Offplot tank visual inspection, the tank, tank foundation, and structural supports
are visually inspected for signs of deterioration or damage. Appropriate work order
notifications are issued for any defects that are identified during the inspection.
Mechanisms for ensuring against tank overflows:
•

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

All tanks which are used for product storage and are associated with the everyday
operation of the refinery are tied into an electronic tank gauging system which allows
the refinery operators to determine the liquid level at any time in any of the major tanks
in the refinery.
The operators keep an hourly log of any tank whose level is increasing or decreasing.
Several small tanks in the refinery are used only on an occasional basis. These tanks
are gauged manually once per day.
Tanks are not filled above the "safe working height" of the tank which is some distance
below the actual overflow height of the tank.
Radio communication exists between personnel in charge of monitoring tank levels
and those responsible for switching flow from one tank to another.
Crude storage tanks 1340x110, 111, 112, 113, and 114 have independent high level
alarms. The alarm panel is located in the Offplot Control house.
The automatic tank gauging system provides capability for high level alarm, low level
alarm and movement alarm in inactive tanks for all automatically gauged tanks.
Tanks 50x304, 3000x1 and 6000x1 also have independent level alarms in addition to
those supplied by the automatic gauging system.
No high level pump cutoffs exist since close manual control is exercised over all
moving tanks. Liquid level sensing devices are cross checked with manual gauging
devices when the tank is in use.
Tank liquid level sensing devices are tested quarterly and during routine tank gauging
activity.
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Storage Tank Secondary Containment Systems

Each storage tank's secondary containment area drains to a sump located in one corner. The
Area Supervisor periodically inspects the water trapped in each sump. If water in the sump
appears clean and free of floating oil, it is discharged to the storm sewer. If the water appears
to contain significant floating or dissolved hydrocarbons (or if hydrocarbons are suspected),
then it is discharged from the sump to the oily water sewer system.
Manually operated gate valves are normally maintained in the closed position and are used to
isolate the sewers from the diked area sumps. Valves to the various sewers are marked with
metal tags with the identifying sewer name stamped on the tag.
If oily water is inadvertently discharged to the storm sewer, it can be diverted to the oily water
system at various downstream locations. If significant quantities of oil reach and pass through
the stormwater system, the sample taken by a 24-hour effluent water sampler would alert
operating personnel that pollutants are being discharged. Offplot operators are required to
visually inspect tanks and containment systems regularly during their shifts.
1.7.7.1

Secondary Containment Overflow

A number of tanks (in areas 1, 2, 3 and 4) share containment areas. This allows for a greater
volume of containment in the unlikely event it was needed.
1.7.8

Tank Farm Dikes

Each above-ground oil storage tank is located in an area that is provided with an earthen dike
for secondary containment. To prevent spills or leaks from entering the environment, dikes are
constructed in accordance with NFPA and/or Engineering Practice 9-5-1. Intermediate dikes
provide baffling between tanks and are not for containment. Secondary containment areas are
graded to provide a gradual slope towards one corner and into a collection sump. A series of
valves connect the sumps to the wastewater sewer system. Valves are normally set in the
closed position. When containment area valves are opened (recorded in operation logs), the
containment is drained according to the standard operating procedures.
The dikes are well-compacted and are covered with a heavy tar-like coating to keep them
intact by preventing erosion and growth of vegetation. The tank farm areas are built on
impervious clay called hardpan. Soil studies have shown that neither water nor hydrocarbon
will seep through this hardpan. Past soil studies have determined that neither water nor
hydrocarbon will seep through this hardpan and enter the groundwater.
A soil evaluation of the tank farm secondary containments was conducted in August, 2004.
The findings of this study confirm previous assessments that the soils in each secondary
containment area are sufficient to prevent hydrocarbons from communicating with any
underlying groundwater. The report “Spill Containment Review” by Whatcom Environmental
Services (8/11/04) detailed results of the study and is available in the Environmental Library.
Diked tank farm areas have overflow protection for high sump level, as could occur from a
tank failure or other major spill, which would divert excess liquids directly to downstream
basins for retention and recycle.
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Figure 1.22 Containment Area #1
(Full-size hardcopies of all containment maps are available in the Refinery Library)
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Containment Area #2
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Containment Area #3
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Containment Area #4
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Containment Area #5
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Containment Area #6
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Containment Area #7
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Containment Area #8
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Containment Area #10
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Spill Basin Containment Area
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Containment Overview
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Piping
1.8.1

Offplot

Transfer and distribution pipelines are routed throughout the facility. The large majorities are
situated above ground and are supported by pipe racks. The pipelines running from the tanks
to the Marine Terminal are constructed of carbon steel and were constructed to the industry
and company piping standards in place at the time. Current standards are ASME B31.3
"Chemical Plant and Petroleum Refinery Piping", and Ferndale Refinery practices. To
minimize abrasion and corrosion and allow for the pipeline's expansion and contraction, the
pipe supports are designed in accordance with the Refinery Engineering Guide. They are
wrapped and coated for corrosion protection, and cathodic protection has been provided
where necessary. The above ground nature of most pipelines enables facility personnel to
periodically check the physical characteristics and condition of the lines.
The pipelines between the Marine Terminal and the shoreline are suspended from the
causeway on pipe racks. At the shoreline (Beachhead), the pipelines pass through a valve
station. This allows the Refinery to isolate the offshore sections of pipelines in the event of a
leak or rupture. From the valve station, the pipelines are situated in a common pipeway that
follows the Marine Terminal access road along the "cut" in the bluff between the Beachhead
and the refinery.
At the top of the "cut," the crude oil lines proceed along the refinery's west side to the crude
pump pad (Pad #5) where the oil is pumped either to the adjacent Tank 6000X1 or to tanks on
Crude Hill.
The product lines run from the individual tanks to the Offplot Tee. There they are manifolded
into dedicated lines to the top of the "cut" and then on to either the Marine Terminal or the
Olympic Pipeline, and the truck loading rack. Most product is supplied to the Marine Terminal
via gravity. The Olympic Pipeline and the truck loading rack are supplied by one of two pump
pads depending on the product type. Pump Pad #3 transfers diesel and jet fuel and pump pad
#4 is used for gasoline’s.
A surface water catch basin is located at the base of the "cut" and is designed to collect
stormwater runoff or spills within the cut and is equipped with a hay filter upgradient of the
catch basin inlet. Most spills would be contained by this catch basin with the possible
exception of substantial pipeline ruptures which could overcome the catch basin inlet and
reach the Strait of Georgia.
Stormwater runoff collection systems are installed throughout the refinery. The containment
areas within the tank farm are designed such that spills or stormwater will drain to a sump
located in one corner of the area. The sumps contain valved connections to the clean water or
oily sewer systems and are normally maintained in the closed position. Spills will collect in the
sumps and either be recovered directly, or allowed to drain to the oily water system.
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Stormwater collection ditches also parallel the roads within the refinery and most drain to the
stormwater sewer system. The stormwater ditches can be blocked (dammed) using soil,
sandbags, plastic sheeting, plywood, etc., to prevent oil from entering the sewer system. In
the event that oil does enter the stormwater system, it can be diverted to the oily water system
at the wastewater treatment plant. In some areas (e.g., south of pump pad #1 and the
treatment units), the stormwater ditches discharge to natural drainages courses that lead offsite. These drainage courses are, however, equipped with hay filters to contain and recover
smaller spills. Hay filter locations are also suitable for the construction of dams, berms, or
trenches for the containment of larger spills.
Spill Basin (Surface Impoundment)

Contents
Excess
stormwater (also
used for tertiary
containment of
large oil spills

1.8.2

Normal
Quantity
Stored
Normally
empty or
contains only
small
amounts of
stormwater

Year
Constructed
1973

Surface
Area
(acres)
2.8

Maximum
Capacity
(Bbls)
254,112

Failure/
Cause
None

Pipeline Leak Detection

Pipeline leak detection and spill prevention procedures are documented in the refinery
operations manuals and include:
•
•
•

•
•

•
•

Monitoring pipeline pressures during transfer operations to ensure that pipelines are
not operated above their specified pressure rating and to ensure that a leak or spill is
immediately detected.
Leak detection thresholds and criteria for suspension of operations.
All valves are correctly aligned and verified before transfer operations are started,
minimizing the potential for pressure buildup in the pipeline during pump start. These
procedures minimize the potential for a spill, or overfill, to occur should product be
pumped into the wrong tank.
Continuous communication among personnel conducting an operation minimizes the
potential of any error which might produce a spill.
Pipeline terminal connections are capped or blank-flanged and marked if the pipeline
is not in service or if it is on standby service for extended periods. Pipelines or vessels
are blind flanged when the possibility of leaks through closed valves would create a
safety hazard, contaminate products, or spill oil.
Pipelines are hydrostatically tested on an annual basis to ensure that they are not
leaking. These pipelines are tested to at least 150 percent of their working pressure.
Valves and seals are lubricated periodically to prevent wear and leaks.
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Pipeline pressure is monitored during transfer operations. This ensures that pipelines
are not operated over their specified pressure rating (Wharf 150 psig and Propane 210
psig) and are generally below maximum allowable. The monitoring also ensures that a
spill or leak is detected immediately.

Pipelines are located in shallow wide ditches suitable for oil containment and are observed by
refinery personnel periodically over the course of 24 hours each day. If any oil should reach a
retention dam, it would be promptly skimmed off and transferred to the Recovered Oil tanks.
The diversion berm for the pipeline to 6000X1 has been extended to provide adequate
diversion for a discharge occurring at any section of that pipeline.
Olympic Pipeline Area
The Olympic Pipeline is the main method of shipping finished products. It transfers finished
gasoline, jet and diesel products to terminals in Renton, Tacoma and Sea/Tac Airport in
Washington and as far south as Portland and Eugene, Oregon. Currently, Ferndale works into
the cycle with 3 "lifts" (shipments) per week. The pipeline is in constant movement with OPL
personnel determining all starting and stopping times of lifts.
OPL FINISHED GASOLINE
LINE NUMBERS
G-1 = (SUL) SUPER GASOLINE
G-2 = (SUB) SUB-GRADE GASOLINE
G-3 = (RUL) REGULAR GASOLINE
1.8.3

OPL FINISHED DIESEL
LINE NUMBERS
F-1 = Not-in-Service
F-2 = LOW SULFUR DIESEL (green
tanks)
F-3 = LOW SULFUR DIESEL (black tanks)

Thermal Pressure Relief

All appropriate Terminal piping between the incoming Olympic Pipeline manifolds and the
storage tanks, between the storage tanks and the truck loading rack, and between the storage
tanks and marine Terminal, are fitted with thermal pressure relief valves. The relief valves are
intended to ensure safe, reliable over-pressure protection for selected piping, as required by
company, state, industry, and/or code requirements.
Relief valve maintenance and testing is conducted annually to determine mechanical condition
and operability and to set pressure accuracy. This involves, at a minimum, visually checking
the condition of the valves and testing to verify the set pressure.
1.8.4

Pumps, Valves, and Controls

Valves at the Olympic Pipeline manifolds are manually operated. During delivery operations,
and to ensure accurate deliveries, the Olympic Pipeline Company instructs the terminal
operator to open and close these manually operated valves at the appropriate time.
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An automated system controls the pump and control valves used to transfer products from the
storage tanks to the loading rack. This system consists of a variety of equipment including:
•
•
•
•
•

Pumps
Pre-set meters
Control valves
Grounding systems
Truck compartment high-level sensors

The truck driver uses an electronic cardlock control system to access the automated system.
Once the driver has connected the truck to the load rack (product bottom load arm, vapor
return line, grounding system, and high-level sensors) the automated system controls transfer
pump start and stop, control valve opening and closing, flow rates, and metering the pre-set
product volumes.
Kinder Morgan Pipeline
Kinder Morgan's U.S. pipeline system connects to the Canadian system at Sumas,
Washington, to deliver crude oil to Shell, Arco, and the Ferndale Refinery. The Laurel Station
is the center of operations. There are twelve miles of 16-inch diameter, underground pipes
between Laurel Station and the Ferndale Refinery. Kinder Morgan's averages 8,450 bbls of oil
an hour. The pipeline is operated by a Supervisory Control and Data Acquisition system
(SCADA). This computer-based system continually monitors the pipeline and can remotely
shutdown the system from Laurel or Vancouver.
In addition, this pipeline delivers condensate to the refinery via above ground lines. A 20"
rundown line comes into the Refinery on the north side of 1340X116. The line splits into three
lines, one to 800X140, 1340X110, and 1340X111, the second to 1340X112, 1340X113, and
1340X114, and the third to the dock line.
Equipment Description
All valves associated with the KMPL system in the Crude Hill area are manually controlled and
operated. All tank levels and temperatures are monitored by the Varec Computer System. The
system relays this data to the Offplot Control Room. (Refer to the Varec Computer manual for
more information.)
If directed by Supervision to activate the mixers, they are to be turned on when the level of the
tank is above 10 feet and they are to be shut off when the level in the tank comes back down
and reaches 10 feet.
Petrogas Pipeline LPG Transfers
A Petrogas Energy Corporation LPG Terminal is located 2/3 of a mile northwest of the
Refinery. There is a six-inch diameter pipe between the Refinery and Petrogas Energy
Corporation LPG Terminal. Transfers of Isobutane, Normal Butane and Propane can be
accomplished using this line through a common header. The pipeline is operated by Petrogas
Energy Corporation LPG personnel using two meters.
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The isolation valve at our Truck Rack gate was closed in 2011. This puts the Petrogas’s PSV
as the over pressure protection and gets our loading pump 9G-84 off the common line. If we
need to transfer C3, we will need to open the valve.
Corrosion Protection
Facilities are protected from external corrosion through the proper application and inspection
of protective coatings. Cathodic protection systems have been installed to protect tanks and
piping.

1.9

Emergency Shutdown
1.9.1

Marine Terminal Emergency Shutdown Systems & Electrically Operated Valves

Electrically operated valves are located in each product loading line to the Marine Terminal
and in the crude unloading line from the terminal at the shore side of the causeway. Activating
the emergency shutdown switch will also close valves at the dockside of the loading arms.
1.9.2
•
•
•
•
•
1.9.3

Storage Tank Emergency Shutdown Systems
Motor-operated (MOVs) with remote shutdown capabilities are located:
On all finished gasoline tanks
On all diesel run downs except 800x146, x147, and x150
Crude oil tank 6000x1
Heavy fuel oil tank 3000x1 (suction only)
Truck Loading/Unloading Rack Emergency Shutdown Systems

Emergency shutdown of the gasoline and diesel loading into trucks is accomplished by
manually activating the rack’s pump shutdown switch.
1.9.4

Rail Rack Emergency Shutdown System

The rail unloading emergency shutdown procedures include the following:
•
•
•

Activation of the Emergency Shutdown Device located in the vicinity of the crude
unloading pumps or at the unloading operations shelter will stop all crude unloading
pumps and close isolation valve 51-XV-0056.
Fire alarm pull station activation at the crude unloading facility will shut down the crude
unloading pumps.
In addition, a reverse flow pressure switch (51-XV-0056) will prevent backflow from a
receiving tank or Kinder Morgan Pipeline. This pressure switch trips and stops all
crude unloading pumps.
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System Shutdown

An employee who discovers an anomaly has occurred or receives a report that an
anomaly has occurred, or observes other hazardous conditions shall request shutdown, if
applicable, of the affected system and notify the Area Supervisor if he/she is satisfied that
a Refinery line is involved.
Electrically operated valves (EOV) are located in each product loading line to the Marine
Terminal and in the crude unloading line from the terminal at the shore side of the
causeway.
Activating the emergency shutdown switch will also close the valves at the dockside of the
loading arms.
In an emergency the marine terminal operator will immediately activate the EMERGENCY
Shutdown button found at several locations throughout the Warf and the beachhead. The
EOV’s on product lines will close valves within 60 seconds of a leak or rupture.
Stations for Emergency Shutdown
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Near lighting panel
South edge loading arm platform
Northwest of Barge Loading Shelter
West wall of person-in-charge office
South edge Barge Loading Headers
At West walkway at bent 108
At East walkway at bent 118

These valves should be tested from the emergency shutdown stations on a monthly basis
to ensure their readiness during an emergency.
See Figure 1-34 below for Location of emergency shutdown switches for EOV (diagram)
Motor-operated valves (MOV’s) with remote shutdown capabilities are located:
•
•
•
•

1.9.6

on all finished gasoline tanks
on all diesel run downs except 800X146, X147and X150
crude oil tank 6000X1
heavy fuel oil tank 3000X1 (suction only)

Truck Loading/Unloading Rack Emergency Shutdown Systems

Emergency shutdown of the gasoline and diesel loading into trucks is accomplished by
manually activating the rack's pump shutdown switch.
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1.10 Leak Detection
1.10.1 Marine Terminal
The Marine Terminal has installed a leak detection system. This is a clamp-on transit-time
ultrasonic flow meter system consisting of a master station that performs volume balance
computations on each of the eight (8) product lines. This system alarms with an audible alarm
and a visual display in the control room.
1.10.2. Storage Tank Leak Detection Methods
All operators and supervisors involved with oil movement's conduct close visual observations
of tanks, pipelines and the transfer equipment at the Marine Terminal. This is the most
effective means of leak detection.
All storage tanks are equipped with tank level gauges with the majority being monitored
automatically by a remote tank gauging system. The system is very effective in detecting
sudden or gradual leaks in inactive tanks.
1.10.3 Tank Truck Loading Rack Design
The tank truck loading racks utilize a bottom load system and which is designed to minimize
oil spill potential and consequences. The primary spill prevention feature is the "Sculley"
overflow detection system. Truck drivers are required to connect the "Sculley" to the truck.
This connection provides a "permissive" signal to the loading system.
After connecting the Sculley, the driver connects the vapor recovery and appropriate fuel hose
to the truck and sets the truck brakes. The driver then sets the amount of fuel to be loaded
into that particular tank compartment and presses start on the controller, allowing the set-stop
valves to open and the pumps to start. After the desired amount of fuel is loaded, the
controller will shut down the pumps and close the valves. The truck rack has other spill
prevention and minimization features such as:
•
•

An emergency shutoff system switch is located on each side of the loading rack.
Should a spill occur, this switch can immediately shut off the pumping.
The loading rack area drains to the oily water sewer system.

1.10.4 Marine Terminal Pipeline Leak Detection
Pipeline leak detection and spill prevention procedures are documented in the refinery
operations manuals and include:
Crude line transfer operations are monitored to ensure that pipelines are not operated above
their specified pressure rating, and to ensure that a leak or spill is immediately detected.
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All valves are correctly aligned and verified before transfer operations are started,
minimizing the potential for pressure buildup in the pipeline during pump start. This
procedure also minimizes the potential for spills or overfills to occur should product be
pumped into the wrong tank.
Continuous communication among personnel conducting an operation minimizes the
potential of any error which might produce a spill.
Pipeline terminal connections are capped or blank-flanged and marked if the pipeline
is not in service or if it is on standby service for extended periods. Pipelines or vessels
are blind flanged when the possibility of leaks through closed valves would create a
safety hazard, contaminate products, or spill oil.

1.10.5 Rail Unloading Leak Detection
The rail unloading leak detection and spill prevention procedures are documented in the
refinery operations manuals and include:
•
•

•
•
•
•

All valves are correctly aligned and verified before transfer operations are started. This
procedure also minimizes the potential for a spill or overfill to occur should product be
pumped into the wrong tank.
All rail connections are continuously inspected for possible leaks while rail cars are
unloading. Ensure crude oil is flowing through all hose connections either by looking at
Sight Glass Flow Indicator FI-121 on each hose or by feeling the hoses for vibrations
due to flow.
Continuous communication and observation is performed by personnel conducting the
offloading operation minimizing the potential of any error which might produce a spill.
All the rail unloading transfer hoses are capped when not in service.
The transfer hoses are hydrostatically tested on an annual basis to ensure their
integrity. These hoses are tested to at least 150% of their working pressure.
Valves and seals are lubricated periodically to prevent wear and leaks.
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1.11 Training
1.11.1 Ferndale Refinery Oil Spill Prevention Training for Certification Program
The Ferndale Refinery Oil Spill Prevention Training for Certification Program exists as part of
this ICP per Chapter 173-180 WAC Part E.
All Operations, Maintenance, Management and contractor personnel involved in oil handling
are required to be familiar with at least 3 of the following 13 sections covering Spill Prevention.
1. Introduction
2. Overview
3. Operating Procedures
4. Problem Assessment
5. Preventative Methods
6. Impact Awareness
7. Prevention Plan Overview
8. Marine Terminal S&O Manual Overview
9. OSRP Overview
10. Decision Making
11. Communications
12. Applicable Laws
13. Drug and Alcohol Policy
Each of the 13 sections has a corresponding Computer Based Training (CBT) module, which
includes a test that must be passed with a score of 80% or better. Each CBT module contains
a link (or links) to pertinent information in this plan as well as to other refinery oil spill and/or
safety information and operations manuals as listed below:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Safe Practices and Procedures Manual
Marine Terminal Safety & Operations Manual
Offplot Safety & Operations Manual
Refinery Procedures
MSDS
Integrated Contingency Plan
Phillips 66 Drug and Alcohol Policy Course and Test

Each CBT module contains links to all information necessary for passing the modules.
Reading and understanding the material presented in this manual will enable you to answer all
the questions. In some cases, you'll be required to follow more than one link to obtain an
answer to a question.
Spill prevention training takes place yearly and is part of all operations and administrative new
hire training. Recertification is required every three (3) years. Certified employees are issued a
certificate and a copy is kept on file in the Training Development Center. Training also
maintains other spill prevention training records as well as tracking spill training using the
Training Matrix, a database designed to track employee training.
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This plan includes Ferndale Refinery's policy statement on spill prevention and prevention
training it's identified key personnel and their training requirements, the number of modules
and the time required for completion of training for operations, management, maintenance and
indirect personnel (including contractors), trainers qualifications, continuing education
requirements and certification requirements.
This program has been developed in compliance with the requirements of WAC 173-180.
Core Topics
1. Introduction
2. Overview
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Oil Types and Throughput
Marine Terminal,
Pipelines
Mooring
Offplot
Oil Storage Tanks
Beachhead
Piping and Piping Design
Tank Truck Loading/Unloading Rack
Truck Rack Loading Checklist
Diesel Railcar Loading Rack
Containment, Drainage Control and Diversionary Structures
Drainage from Undiked Areas
Drainage from Diked Storage Areas
Marine Terminal Drainage
Drainage from Pipelines
Drainage from Tank Truck Loading/Unloading Rack
Storage Tank Secondary Containment Systems

3. Operating Procedures
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
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Marine Terminal Leak Detection Methods
Marine Terminal Leak Detection Procedures
Marine Terminal Spill Prevention Procedures
Offplot Area Spill Prevention
Offplot Area Leak Prevention Procedures
Tank Truck Loading Rack Design
Truck Loading Rack Operating and Spill Prevention Procedures
Radio Procedures
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Training ▪ Marine Terminal Person-In-Charge Training
▪ Marine Terminal Operator Performance Checklist
▪ Marine Terminal Regulations
▪ Spill Control Training Checklist
▪ Marine Terminal Maintenance Training Checklist
▪ Barge Loading Training Checklist
▪ Marine Loading Arms Training Checklist
▪ Safety Plot Plans

4. Problem Assessment
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Management Role in Oil Spill Prevention
Responsibilities and Authority
Problem Assessment by All Personnel
Human Factors at the Marine Terminal and Offplot
Human Factors at the Truck Loading Rack
Equipment Condition
Security and Vandalism
Weather Conditions

5. Preventative Methods
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Preventative Maintenance
Inspection and Testing Programs
Marine Terminal Inspection Methods
Hydrostatic and Integrity Testing Methods
External and Internal Tank Inspection Methods
PSV (Pressure Relief Valve) Inspection Routines
Tank Truck Loading Rack Maintenance
Oil Retention Dam Routine Inspection
Secondary Containment Dikes Inspection
Spill Basin (Surface Impoundment) Inspection
Current Indexes of Maintenance and Inspection Records
Testing and Maintenance of Emergency Equipment and Alarm Systems
Response Equipment Inspection
Response Equipment Inspection/Deployment Drill Log Form

6. Impact Awareness
•
•
•
•
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Sensitive Area Protection
Identification of Sensitive Areas
Geographic Area of Interest
Geographic Response Plan
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7. Prevention Plan Overview
8. Marine Terminal S&O Manual Overview
•
•
•

Key Components
Overview
Scope and Limitations

9. OSRP Overview
10. Decision Making in an Emergency Response
11. Emergency Communications
•
•
•

Emergency Notifications
Communication
General Emergency Notification Information

12. Applicable Federal and State Laws
13. Drug and Alcohol Policy
Applicable Laws
The Federal Water Pollution Control Act and the Clean Water Act primarily govern discharges
into federal water ways. The Spill Prevention Controls and Countermeasures (SPCC)
regulation was developed to prevent spills, to be prepared for them, and to respond to them
when they occur.
The Oil Pollution Act of 1990 was written as a direct result of the increasing number of major
oil spills occurring within U.S. waters and globally. Preparedness for effective spill response
can be effectively taught through drills and can only be verified by drills or actual events. The
National Preparedness for Response Exercise Program (PREP) was created to meet the
exercise requirements of the USCG, EPA, and other federal groups. The major PREP
requirements that affect the Facility are:
•
•
•
•
•

Qualified Individual Notification Drills -- Quarterly
Spill Management Team Tabletop Exercises -- Annually
Equipment Deployment Exercises -- Semi-annually
Government Initiated Unannounced Exercises
Area Exercises -- Triennial

Another product of these laws and regulations is a National Response Plan and the Northwest
Area Contingency Plan. This plan is to be used in the government and area exercises.
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Because the SPCC regulation was only briefly enforced federally and because most states left
the enforcement to the federal level, the quality of the prevention programs and training
required dropped off significantly. Pursuant to OPA 90 Washington State produced a series of
regulations, one of which requires a facility to train and certify employees involved in the
handling and transfer of oil products.
Federal
•
•
•
•
•

Federal Water Pollution Control Act
Clean Water Act Amendment – Oil Pollution Act of 1990
Federal Occupational Safety and Health of 1970
Washington Statewide Master Oil and Hazardous Substance Spill Contingency Plan
NWACP

Related Regulations
•
•
•

40CFR112 Spill Prevention Controls & Countermeasures
33CFR154 Facilities Transferring Oil or Hazardous Materials In Bulk
29CFR1910.120 Emergency Response Plans

Washington State
•
•
•
•
•

WAC 173-180 Facility Oil Handling Standards
WAC 173-182 Oil Spill Contingency Planning
WAC 296-843 Hazardous Waste Operations
WAC 296-56 Safety Standards Longshore, Stevedore & Waterfront Related Operations
Washington Industrial Health and Safety Act (WISHA) of 1973
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WAC 173-180 Part E Facility Oil Handling Standards Part E Training and Certification
Program
Training Requirements
1. Develop and implement oil spill prevention training for supervisory, operations,
maintenance, management and indirect operations personnel.
2. Approval pursuant to WAC 173-180-525
3. Identification, in writing, of specific position titles identified as subject to prevention
training requirements.
4. Identification, in writing, specific initial classroom and/or on-the-job prevention training
requirements for each position, including minimum hours appropriate for each position
giving training needs and human factor risks.
5. Minimum prevention training requirements for operations and supervisory personnel:
a.
b.
c.
d.
e.
f.
g.
h.
i.

Overview of oil-handling, transfer, storage, monitoring/leak detection operations;
Operating procedures and checklists specific to trainee's job function;
Problem assessment including recognition and minimization of human factor risks.
Awareness of preventative maintenance procedures;
Awareness of local environmental sensitivity and oil spill impacts;
Major components of OSPP;
Major components of operations manuals;
Major components of OSRP;
Safe use and handling of response equipment including, but not limited to,
containment, personal protection, and recovery equipment.
j. Decision-making for abnormal operating events and emergencies including spill
prevention and safe shut down conditions, responsibilities and procedures;
k. Routine and emergency communication procedures;
l. Overview of applicable oil spill prevention and response laws and regulations; and
m. Drug and alcohol use awareness
6. Minimum requirements for initial spill prevention training of management personnel:
a.
b.
c.
d.
e.
f.
g.
h.
i.
j.
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Overview of oil-handling, transfer, storage, monitoring/leak detection operations;
Management role in operations and oil spill prevention;
Recognition and minimization of human factor risks.
Awareness of local environmental sensitivity and oil spill impacts;
Major components of OSPP;
Major components of operations manuals;
Major components of OSRP;
Decision-making for abnormal operating events and emergencies including spill
prevention and safe shut down conditions, responsibilities and procedures;
Overview of applicable oil spill prevention and response laws and regulations; and
Drug and alcohol use awareness
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7. Minimum requirements for initial spill prevention training of maintenance personnel:
a. Overview of oil-handling, transfer, storage, monitoring/leak detection operations at
applicable maintenance work sites within the facility;
b. Equipment problem assessment and preventative maintenance procedures;
c. Awareness of local environmental sensitivity and oil spill impacts;
d. Major components of OSPP;
e. Major components of operations manuals;
f. Major components of OSRP;
g. Emergency spill prevention and safe shut down conditions, responsibilities and
procedures;
h. Overview of applicable oil spill prevention and response laws and regulations; and
i. Drug and alcohol use awareness
8. Minimum requirements for initial spill prevention training of indirect personnel
a. Overview of oil-handling, transfer, storage, monitoring/leak detection operations at
specific indirect operations work sites within the facility;
b. Awareness of local environmental sensitivity and oil spill impacts;
c. Notification procedures for emergency spill prevention actions; and
d. For facility employees, drug and alcohol use awareness
9. Training topics identified in subsections (5) - (8) do not prescribe fixed subject titles for
class outlines or training organization. Facilities may combine or integrate these topics
as appropriate, but must ensure that information is presented to applicable personnel.
10. Identify, in writing, specific spill prevention continuing education requirements for each
position, including minimum hours, appropriate given facility's training needs and
human risk factors. Continuing training shall occur at least annually and minimally
address:
a. Changes in core topics identified in (5)-(8) of this section unless affected personnel
have already been informed of change after its occurrence;
b. Refresher awareness training on environmental sensitivity and oil spill impacts;
c. Review and analysis of oil spill(s) that have occurred in past year;
d. Refresher training on emergency spill prevention procedures;
e. Drills and/or practice exercises of spill prevention procedures for key supervisory,
operations and management personnel.
11. Facilities may modify existing programs pursuant to Occupational Safety & Health
Standard requirements (29 CFR 1910), Coast Guard Person-In-Charge requirements
(33 CFR 154.710) and other federal/state training requirements to satisfy the above
spill prevention training requirements.
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12. Personnel hired prior to adoption of this chapter can be regarded as having met these
training requirements if:
a. the facility has documented that those personnel have received the required
training in the past; or
b. the facility has in writing and in detail how those personnel have had on-the-job
training or other experience equivalent to facility's initial training requirements
including type and frequency of past training when known.
13. Development of remedial training for personnel clearly responsible for causing a spill
while functioning in their position unless such personnel no longer occupies that
position identified under subsection (3) of this section.
14. Contractors hired by facility to perform key supervisory, operations, maintenance,
management or indirect operations functions (as identified by facility under subsection
(3) of this section) are considered "personnel" for the purposes of this chapter and
must be subject to the same oil transfer training requirements as facility employees.
Facility is responsible to validate that such contractors have met the facility’s oil
transfer training requirements before they perform key supervisory, operations,
maintenance, management or indirect operations functions.
15. Develop minimum training and/or experience qualifications for trainers who
demonstrate facility-specific procedures, equipment use, supervise practice sessions
and provide other on-the-job training to new operations personnel.
16. Develop and maintain written oil spill prevention materials such as training manuals or
checklists.
17. Prevention training must be documented and records must be kept at the facility in a
central and accessible location for at least 5 years from the date of training
completion.
Certification Program
1. Develop and implement a program to certify key supervisory and operations personnel
identified pursuant to WAC 173-180-510 have met the facility's oil transfer training
program requirements, and are competent to perform operations or supervisory
functions associated with their positions. Facility is not required to certify personnel
other than key supervisory and operations personnel. Certification program must be
designed, to the maximum extent practicable, to ensure job competency and
environmental awareness for the purpose of preventing oil spills.
2. Certification program must meet minimum criteria pursuant to WAC 173-180-520.
3. Certification program must be approved pursuant to WAC 173-180-525.
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Minimum Criteria for Certification Program
1. Program shall address all key supervisory and operations personnel identified
pursuant to WAC 173-180-510.
2. Written certification procedures including:
a. minimum competency requirements to achieve certification;
b. the process to develop and test competency in key supervisory and operations
personnel;
c. the process to issue and track certificates; and
d. policies regarding loss or lack of certified status.
3. Facility shall maintain written certificate or other record for supervisory and operations
personnel that have met certification requirements. This record shall document:
a.
b.
c.
d.
e.

certified individuals name and position;
type of hours of training completed;
name of trainer;
results of performance tests and evaluations; and
signatures of the trainee and trainer.

4. Copies of certification records shall be kept in a central and accessible location for at
least 5 years from the date of certification.
5. Certification program shall incorporate methods to evaluate and confirm job
competency, including:
a. written examination or oral examination documented in writing that tests general
knowledge about training topics identified under WAC 173-180, with an
appropriate passing score established by facility;
b. a practical evaluation of understanding and performance of routine and emergency
operations specific to positions job function, including:
I.

II.

observation of performance of each oil-handling, transfer, storage and
monitoring duty assigned to a position prior to unsupervised performance
of that duty; and
practice exercises involving procedures to prevent a spill during abnormal
operations events.

6. Program must only provide for certification for an individual who has:
a. met the initial training requirements tied to individuals position as developed
pursuant to WAC 173-180-510; and pass a competency evaluation developed
under subsection (5) of this section.
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7. Recertification shall occur at least once every three years based on a successful
completion of continuing education requirements; and satisfactory performance in a
reevaluation of competency developed under subsection (5) of this section.
8. All certified personnel must carry a proof of certification during oil transfer operations.
1.11.2 Washington State Training Requirements
A description of the type and frequency of training received by personnel is located in Section
III.2 of the Core Plan. In addition, the state of Washington requires a minimum of 8-hours
refresher training annually.
Command and General Staff members will be staffed based on training and experience. At a
minimum all will have training equivalent to or exceeding the FEMA NIMS 100, 200 and 300
levels. Command and General Staff members will participate in at least one worst case
discharge exercise as a deputy prior to filling the chief position. All members will review the
contents of the Ferndale ICP, the review of the NWACP and the use and locations of the
NWACP GRP's annually.
Name
Northwest Area Contingency
Plan Policies
Location of the Geographical
Response Plans (GRP)

Frequency

Reference

Initial/Annual

WAC 173-182-280(2)

Initial/Annual

WAC 173-182-280(2)

The State is to be included in all drill and exercise design planning, even if the State will not
attend and the drill or exercise will be self-certified. Ensure to include the State to capitalize
on drill/exercise credit.
The Refinery intends to participate in the planning process for all in-state tabletop drills and
attend as many as possible. We will fill roles in the drill as our budget allows and is
requested.
1.11.3 Response Training
Fire, Safety and Health Training
All Facility employees who work in the field receive training in fire, safety and health topics
annually. Training is in the form of CBT modules, classroom instruction and occasionally field
exercises. The classroom instruction and field exercises consist of approximately eight hours
training in various safety topics. Although the course content can vary, incipient fire training is
delivered each year.
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The goal of the incipient fire training program is to ensure that employees are equipped with
the necessary skills to safely extinguish and/or control incipient level fires using portable fire
extinguishers or small diameter hose lines and limited defensive action. Limited defensive
action may include the activation of fixed or portable monitors and activating fixed suppression
equipment (water sprays, CO2, or Halon systems). Incipient firefighting does not require the
use of bunker gear or SCBA.
Typical topics covered during incipient fire training are as follows:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.

Duties and Responsibilities
Chemistry/Behavior of Fire
Fire Hazards
General Fire Safety
Portable Fire Extinguishers
Extinguishing Agents
Automatic Fire Protection Systems
Fire Protection Water Supplies
Special Extinguishing Systems

Fire Brigade Training
All members of the fire brigade are trained in accordance with WAC 296-811-30010 (Fire
Fighting Training) and WAC 296-824-30005 (Hazardous Materials Technician.) Training is
completed either onsite or offsite and consists of computer based training modules, classroom
instruction, field instruction and scenario simulations.
Initial training for all members of the fire brigade is 40 hours of training at the Hazardous
Materials Technician Level and approximately 24 hours of fire brigade specific training by
qualified instructors. Ongoing training consists of 8 hours of HAZMAT refresher and a
minimum of 8 hours of fire brigade specific training.
The overall objective of the training program is to ensure that brigade members are equipped
with the necessary skills to safely and effectively perform either offensive or defensive
suppression duties in the attack and control of both incipient and advanced level fires within
the Facility. Typical topics covered during the training are as follows:
1. Duties & Responsibilities
2. Chemistry/Behavior of Fire
3. Safety/Hazards to Emergency Responders
4. Fire Safety Concepts
5. Extinguishing Agents/Foam, DC, Steam, & Water/Special Extinguishing Systems
6. Dry Chemical Extinguishers
7. Large and Small Hose Streams
8. Fire Attack & Vapor Suppression Techniques
9. Fixed Fire Detection & Suppression Systems
10. Fire Protection Water Supplies
11. Proper Personal Protective Equipment
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12. Fire Apparatus Operation
13. Storage Tank Fire Fighting
14. Incident Command & Personal Accountability Systems.
15. Responding to Leaks, Spills & Vapor Releases
To supplement these topics, emergency drills are conducted weekly at the Facility. All fire
brigade members must participate in at least two of these simulations per year.
Fire brigade instructors, captains and leaders shall complete additional training that is more
comprehensive than that of other brigade members. This is typically completed by periodically
attending or instructing an offsite fire school such as University of Nevada-Reno, Texas A&M,
LSU or another equivalent program.
Fire Brigade Policy
Purpose:
The Facility maintains a trained fire brigade to respond to fires and other emergencies at the
Facility. The primary purpose of the brigade is to assist in the control of emergencies with a
primary concentration of limiting personal injury and environmental impact and secondarily on
minimizing property damage.
Organization:
The fire brigade is made up of two groups, an on-shift brigade and a volunteer brigade. The
on-shift brigade is a first response team for emergencies that occur during the shift, at a
minimum consisting of six designated responders. This includes the two shift supervisors and
four designated trained operations personnel. The shift supervisors are responsible to
designate these individuals at the beginning of each shift. Operators not holding unit seniority
are required to meet the minimum training requirements for the fire brigade. The volunteer
brigade is made up of volunteers from various Facility departments to supplement the on-shift
brigade. Outside normal business hours, the volunteer brigade is paged during Facility
emergencies.
The fire brigade assists at the emergency site with tasks such as water spray activation, fixed
and portable water monitor activation, portable dry chemical extinguishing efforts, fuel control
and isolation techniques. The designated IC oversees the response operation in conjunction
with unit shut down and equipment isolation activities. The fire brigade provides response
operations in accordance with member training.
All other Facility personnel that have exposure to the field are expected to respond to fires in
the incipient stage and take the actions necessary for mitigation within their level of training in
fire suppression.
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Protective Clothing:
Fire brigade members will wear NFPA approved firefighting clothing when fighting fires
(beyond incipient), including the following:
•
•
•
•
•

helmet with face shield,
fire retardant hood,
coat,
hip boots (or pants and knee boots) and
gloves

Firefighting clothing is permanently issued to each member of the brigade and is stored in
either the connex boxes north of the Fire Hall or lockers within the Fire Hall.
Medical Requirements:
Prior to joining the fire brigade, employees shall complete a medical screening to ensure they
can cope with the rigors of firefighting. Those not meeting the medical requirements will not
participate on the fire brigade. The minimum considerations include:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

Climbing
Lifting - minimum of 50 lbs.
Wearing a respirator (SCBA)
Prolonged wearing of a respirator during strenuous firefighting activities
Strenuous work
Cannot have emphysema, epilepsy, or heart disease
Be approved by the Facility Medical Dept.

Fire Brigade Selection Criteria:
In the case of the volunteer brigade being near capacity, prospective members are evaluated
by the Facility Fire Chief based on the Fire Brigade Volunteer Application. The general criteria
of this application include:
1.
2.
3.
4.

Distance between the Facility and home
Firefighting experience
Medical training
Years of service

Rescue Team Training
The Facility maintains a trained rescue team for response to medical emergencies at elevated
heights, fall emergencies, confined space emergencies or other emergencies where rope
rescue techniques are necessary. Training is completed either onsite or offsite and consists of
CBT modules, classroom instruction, field instruction and scenario simulations.
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The general objectives of the training program are to ensure that the rescue team is:
1. Proficient in the use of the PPE and other equipment for rescue
2. Proficient as an entrant of confined spaces
3. Able to safely perform assigned rescue and emergency duties
Knowledgeable in basic first aid and cardiopulmonary resuscitation (CPR)
The minimum required training to be a member of the Facility rescue team is to complete an 8
hour training session annually. The typical training topics at this level include:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Rescuer safety
Scene size up
Rescue priorities
Team structure and leadership
Effective communications and commands
PPE
Rope and webbing used for rescue
Equipment ratings
Knots for rescue work
Rescue Anchors (Multi point anchors)
Edge protection
Litter / Patient packaging
Litter rigging (Vertical and Horizontal)Confined space rescue simulation (mandatory)

Team leaders shall complete additional training that is more comprehensive than that of other
team members. In addition to the minimum required 8 hour training, leaders shall complete
approximately 24 hours additional training on the following topics:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Pre-planning
Descending/ascending devices (Prusiks, Gibbs, Figure 8 and Brake Rack)
Brake systems for rescue (Figure 8, Brake Rack, SCARAB)
Rappelling techniques
Injuries at height
Fall suspension dangers
Stabilizing the victim
System components
Mechanical advantage systems
The main line package
The belay line package
Evaluating the system

Although the training topics can vary, all members of the rescue team shall at a minimum
attend a practice session for a confined space rescue at least once every 12 months where a
dummy, mannequin, or actual person is removed from either an actual high hazard confined
space or a representative space that simulates the opening size, configuration and
accessibility of a high hazard space where rescue will be performed.
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All employees are trained in the Facility emergency evacuation plan and procedures.
Employees not having specific emergency assignments and not needed in the emergency
labor pool are trained to move to safe refuge when necessary.
1.11.4 Response Exercise Requirements for Department of Ecology
Drill Schedule – Regulation Requires Advance Scheduling
So that there is enough time to fully design or plan drills, the regulation requires that
deployment drills are scheduled 30 days in advance; tabletops are scheduled 60 days in
advance and worst case drills and out of state drills for vessel plan holders are scheduled 90
days. This is not a flexible requirement – these dates must be met.
WA State Drill Schedule
Drills should be scheduled on the RRT10/Northwest Area Committee website at
https://fortress.wa.gov/ecy/naces/. Instructions for using the drill calendar can be found at this
site. Any changes or updates regarding drill scheduling can be made through the drill
calendar website. Edits or deletions need to be requested through the Drill Coordinator. Drills
must be scheduled in advance according to the following table:
Frequency w/in a 3
yr. Period
3 times – one in each
year of the cycle

Special
Instructions
The Worst Case
Discharge scenario
drill must be
conducted once
every three years.

Deployment
Drills

6 times – Two per
year

Ecologyinitiated,
unannounced
drills

As necessary

At least two of these
drills must be GRP
deployments. In
addition, deployment
of a variety of
equipment in a
variety of operating
environments is
required.
This drill may involve
testing any
component of the
plan, including
notification
procedures,
deployment of
personnel, boom,
and recovery and
storage equipment.

Type of Drill
Tabletop Drills
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Drill Planning Design and Evaluation
Response drills are necessary to evaluate the effectiveness and the preparedness of
response personnel by testing under simulated conditions. Consequently, the Facility
conducts a variety of announced notification and equipment deployment drills during the year
to both test their preparedness for spills and comply with the various state and federal
mandates promulgated in their respective regulations.
Participation in the various drills will vary depending on the type of drill, personnel availability,
and the individual's intended function in a response. Facility personnel may also be required to
participate in unannounced agency oil spill drills as required by the particular agency.
Participation in drills that may be conducted by the local state and/or federal agencies can be
credited toward the appropriate drill requirement.
Tabletop and Worst Case Drills
We intend to participate in the planning process for all in-state tabletop drills and attend as
often as possible. Ecology will begin evaluating these tabletops at least in part. We may
partner with the industry evaluation teams that have been developed in our absence. We will
fill roles in the drill as our budget allows and you request. For Washington’s two vessel
umbrella plans, there is a new requirement to develop a systematic approach to involve all
ERT members identified in their plan in tabletop and deployment drills. These drills may test
any component of a plan but at a minimum must include notification to the enrolled vessel QI,
coordination of supplemental resources and transition from the umbrella plan spill
management team to the vessel team.
Deployment Drills (Including the new multi-customer, large scale equipment
deployment)
In order to enable Ecology staff to attend and evaluate tabletop and worst case drills, Ecology
will most likely only attend one of the two required deployment drills. We will plan all drills with
you and will evaluate the deployment drill we attend. Plan holders will be required to submit
self-certification documentation for those drills we do not attend.
Plan holders should ensure that each type of dedicated equipment listed in the plan and
personnel responsible for operating the equipment are tested during each triennial cycle.
Where a plan holder relies on multiple PRCs in the plan those PRC’s must participate in a drill
where the plan holder is seeking credit. These drills must demonstrate the plan holder’s ability
to meet the planning standards.
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Drill Evaluation and Self-Certification
Ecology drill evaluations will be provided for some deployment, tabletop and worst case drills.
These evaluations will include the Ecology Drill Checklist and Matrix as well as photographs of
deployment drills and lessons learned.
For drills that Ecology does not evaluate, self-certification documentation must be sent to the
Ecology drill contact within 60 days of the drill date. This documentation must include the
following:
•
•
•

•
•
•

Must be documented on the Ecology Drill Checklist and Matrix
Must include photos and map of deployment location
WRRL identification numbers for all equipment used for deployment drills. For plan
holder owned equipment that is not on the WRRL we expect you to assign a unique
identification number and to provide that to us.
Forms, documentation and credit requested
Number and names of personnel participating in the drill
Lessons learned

Drill Credit for Responses to Spills
Plan holders may request drill credit for a response to an actual spill, provided that Ecology
has an opportunity to participate and evaluate the spill response. Plan holders must request
credit within 60 days from completion of cleanup operations, and must provide selfcertification documentation within 90 days of the request date. That documentation must be
consistent with the information outlined in the drill evaluation section of this document.
Unannounced Drills
Unannounced drills are also used to test readiness in Washington. Ecology can call
Unannounced drills for plan holders. These drills are typically coordinated with the USCG,
EPA, and Washington State Department of Ecology. Usually, an inspector arrives on scene,
announces the drill, describes the scope, and provides scenario inputs as needed. The drill
starts as soon as the plan holder reads through all of the material provided by Ecology. A plan
holder may request to be excused from the drill that day – but only if conducting the drill would
pose an unreasonable safety or environmental risk, or significant economic hardship. If the
plan holder is excused, Ecology will conduct an unannounced drill at a future time.
Unannounced drills may involve testing any component of the plan including:
•
•
•
•

Notification procedures.
Response management.
Accessing supplemental resources for the vessel umbrella plans.
Deployment of personnel and equipment such as boom, recovery and storage assets.
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1.11.5 Drug and Alcohol Program
At all of its facilities, the Refinery is committed to a safe work environment that is free of drug
abuse and the influence of alcohol. The Refinery achieves this commitment through
education, intervention and, if appropriate, disciplinary measures. The Refinery prohibits the
use, possession, or sale of illicit drugs in the workplace or when conducting Refinery
business, and requires its employees to be free from illicit drugs and from the influence of
alcohol. This is to ensure the safety of Refinery operations, employees and communities in
which it operates, and to protect the Refinery’s assets.
The Refinery has instituted a program to combat drug and alcohol abuse that includes:
•
•
•
•

Training for all employees on the signs of substance abuse, features of the Refinery
substance abuse program, and consequences of continued substance abuse.
Special training to help supervisors and managers recognize drug and alcohol
problems and guide them on how to counsel affected employees to seek professional
help.
Random periodic drug screening as required by state and federal law and company
policy.
Substance abuse treatment and rehabilitation assistance for affected employees.

Ferndale Refinery has adopted the corporate drug and alcohol policy. Under the policy,
employees are subject to screening during:
•
•
•

Pre-employment
Post incident
For cause

This policy is available via the HR website. Additional information can be obtained from the
HR department.
If an employee tests positive, he/she may be terminated but at a minimum will be required to
participate in a rehabilitation program and will be removed from service until deemed fit for
duty. If the employee fails to comply with the treatment program or tests positive again, he/she
will be subject to additional disciplinary action, which will likely be termination of employment.
Any employee who sells or distributes illegal or controlled drugs on or off Company property
will be discharged.
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1.12 Refinery Security
To increase security and reduce vandalism within the facility, security procedures have been
established at Ferndale Refinery.
1.12.1 Enclosures
The refinery property is fully fenced and all gates are locked twenty-four hours per day with
the exception of the main entrance gate and the Truck Gate. The main entrance gate is
guarded continuously, and the truck gate is an automatic opening gate controlled by a
cardlock system. Entrance gates are locked and/or guarded when the plant is unattended or
not in production. All valves which control flow out of tanks are located within fenced refinery
areas
1.12.2 Lighting
The need for lighting throughout the refinery is based on where operating personnel must be
to perform their duties. In all instances these areas are also areas where oil spills might occur.
Lighting is sufficient to operate and inspect during hours of darkness. For example, tank farm
areas, pump pads, process units, and wharf area are lit well enough for operating personnel to
work efficiently. The waste water effluent line at the point that it discharges in the Strait of
Georgia is well lit and allows operating personnel to see any sheen that might occur at this
point.
The Refinery Offplot area, process units and Marine Terminal are sufficiently illuminated so
that discharges, releases or acts of vandalism can be discovered during hours of darkness.

1.12.3 Guards and their Duties (day and night)
The refinery maintains 24-hour security personnel that patrol the refinery perimeter on a
regular basis and man the main gate 24-hours a day and the contractor gate during daytime
hours. Security personnel make routine scheduled inspection rounds of refinery facilities
several times each day. All visitors to the refinery are required to register with security. When
visitors are in the refinery, Ferndale Refinery representatives escort visitors at all times.
Contractors are required to complete a contractor orientation program conducted by Refinery
personnel. Contractors must provide proof they have been trained in specified safety
requirements. All contract employees are assigned a Ferndale Refinery contract coordinator.
Off-Plot operating personnel make routine inspection tours of their areas each shift.
1.12.4 Valves and Pump Locks
Any valves that permit direct outward flow of a tank’s contents are not locked closed when in
non-operating or standby status. Starter controls on all oil pumps in non-operating or standby
status are located at site accessible only to authorized personnel. The starter controls are not
locked in the off position.
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1.12.5 Pipeline Connection Caps
Pipeline connections are capped or blank-flanged and marked if the pipeline is not
in service or on standby service for extended periods. Pipelines or vessels are blind-flanged
when the possibility of leaks through closed valves could create a safety hazard, contaminate
products, or spill oil.
1.12.6 Marine Terminal Security
The Marine Terminal is manned for operation 24-hours a day, 7 days a week except for
maintenance requirements. A minimum of one qualified Person-in-Charge is on duty at all
times. When product transfer takes place on more than one vessel, there is a qualified Dock
Operator for each vessel. During times when vessels are moored at the Marine Terminal, the
following additional security measures are followed:
•
•
•
•

When a barge is moored, it shall be under observation at all times by either a member of
the assist tug or the barge loader in charge of loading to keep unauthorized individuals
from coming aboard.
When a manned tank vessel is moored at the dock, at least one member of the vessel
shall be aboard at all times to keep unauthorized individuals from coming aboard.
Barges cannot be left moored to the dock without a tug in attendance.
Personnel from vessels berthed at the Ferndale Refinery Marine Terminal are prohibited
from leaving the dock unless escorted by Ferndale Refinery security personnel.

For more detailed information relating to Marine Terminal Security refer to Section 3.11 of the
Basic Safety and Operations Manual.
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1.12.7 Valves and Pumps
Any valves that could permit the direct release of a tank’s contents are locked closed when in
a non-operating or standby status. Manual valves are used on tank lines to the load rack.
Check valves secure outward flow through tank receipt lines. Motor starter controls on all oil
transfer pumps in non-operating or standby status are locked in the off position and located at
a site accessible only to authorized personnel. An electronic cardlock control system secures
truck loading valves.
1.12.8 Preventive Maintenance
The Inspection Group at Ferndale Refinery currently consists of national board certified
inspectors, pressure vessel/corrosion engineers and national board certified supervisors.
Additional staffing is supplemented by contract personnel assistance as required for
inspection data gathering and/or for inspection database input and control.
The Ferndale Refinery Inspection Group is certified as a National Board Owner User Group
(for Pressure Vessel and Boiler Inspection). The Inspection Group is also responsible for
maintaining the Ferndale Refinery's National Board "R" Stamp, thus allowing refinery
personnel to make repairs on pressure retaining items.
Historically, the Ferndale Inspection Group has been appointed the Inspection authority by
management to be responsible for the examination and certification of equipment utilized
within the refinery. The Inspection Department is primarily responsible for the following items:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Pressure vessels
Heat exchangers
Fired heaters
Boilers
Piping
Pressure relief valves
Storage tanks
Wharf structure

The Ferndale Refinery Inspection Group schedules, inspects and tracks inspection data for
732 pressure vessels, 5 boilers, 1069 pressure relief valves and 107 storage tanks. The group
also inspects and tracks over 29,000 inspection points on piping systems throughout the
refinery. The Ferndale Refinery utilizes the widely recognized Plant Condition Management
Systems (PCMS) as the primary inspection scheduling and database tool.
Additional examples of specific inspection programs stewarded by the Inspection Group
include:
•
•
•
•
•

Positive Materials Identification and Alloy Awareness Programs
Environmental Cracking Program
Brittle Fracture Program
Corrosion Under Insulation Program
Infrared Scanning Program
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The Inspection Group is also responsible for ensuring that Ferndale Refinery meets all
jurisdictional requirements set forth by Washington State. The Washington State statutory
inspection requirements for pressure retaining items are among the most stringent in the
nation. Washington State mandates the use of the ASME Code for design and construction,
and the National Board Inspection Code (NBIC) for repairs to all pressure vessel, boilers and
pressure relief valves. All refinery Owner-User Inspectors must possess a valid National
Board Commission and a Washington State Certificate of Competency.
Washington State law requires that most pressure retaining items be licensed for initial and
continued use within the State boundaries. This license, or certificate, must be renewed every
two years after a qualifying inspection is completed. The Refinery Inspection Group personnel
are certified to make the requisite inspection for the biennial operating certificate renewals.
Washington State Ecology law regulates inspections of refinery storage tanks per the API 653
Tank Inspection and Repair document. Inspection Group personnel must be certified to
inspect tanks and tank repairs to Ferndale Refinery storage tanks.
The Ferndale Refinery’s inspection and testing programs are consistent with applicable codes,
regulations, and industry standards and are maintained for the following areas:
Marine Terminal
Storage Tank Containment System (Dikes)
Rotating Equipment (Pumps)
Electric Operated Valves (EOVs)

Storage Tanks
Pressure Relief Valves (PSVs)
Piping
Tank Truck Loading Rack

Ferndale Inspection Group personnel also assist the refinery Production and Engineering
Departments with refinery equipment troubleshooting and repairs.

1.13 Spill Potential Analysis
1.13.1 Accident Potential Assessment
The objective of the Spill Potential Analysis is to examine the potential that a spill will occur at
one of the product storage or transfer points identified in the hazard evaluation.
A simple accident potential assessment for the Refinery can be performed by looking at
equipment failure rates in order to determine release frequencies (i.e., the chance that a spill
event will occur in any given year). Comparison of release frequencies, in turn, provides
insight into the most likely location for and size of spills.
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Potential Spill Volumes
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Figure 1.35

Data on Potential Spills

Source1

Major Type of
Failure

Tank Volume2
(bbl)

Rate
(bbl/hr)

Direction
of Flow

Secondary
Containment
(bbl)

1

Tank Failure

659,222

400

south & west

dike/726,000

2

Tank Failure

119,285

400

west

dike/28,000
Spill Basin/254,000

3

Tank Failure

283,034

400

west

dike/322,000

4

Tank Failure

88,230

400

west

dike/57,000
Spill Basin/254,000

5

Tank Failure

119,558

400

south

dike/42,000
Spill Basin/254,000

6

Tank Failure

86,168

400

south

dike/37,000
Spill Basin/254,000

7

Tank Failure

125,313

400

south

dike/170,000

8

Tank Failure

25,496

400

N, W, or S

dike/29,000

10

Tank Failure

9,136

400

west

dike/5,240
Catchment Basin/4,371
Final Holding Pond/31,524

Process Units incl. Accidental spill or
Truck and rail racks leak

NA

100

to sewer

Waste Water Treatment Plant

Pipelines

Leak

NA

400

south or west

Ditches, oil retention dams,
and sewer

Shops area incl.
garage

Accidental

NA

3

to sewer

Wastewater Treatment Plant

Water ditches, oil
retention ponds

Overflow

NA

1

south

Retention Dams

1 – See General Plot Plan for numbering system
2 – Volume of largest tank in diked area (based on shell volume)
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1.13.2 Summary of Findings and Conclusions
The oil spill risk for the storage, handling and transfer systems at the Refinery can generally
be categorized as remote. The components of the systems were found to have been:
•
•
•

Built to the appropriate standards
Inspected by qualified personnel on schedules that meet or exceed industry
standards or regulatory requirements
Generally well maintained and in good condition

Personnel were also found to have been trained for their positions and were provided
operational procedures and written emergency response plans.
The spill probabilities for areas having large volumes of oil (tank storage) are relatively small
and the tank farm secondary containment capacities will handle total contents of the largest
associated storage tank plus any incidental precipitation. The risk associated with a large spill
event occurring at the tank farms appears limited.
While the spill probability for a spill from the truck loading/unloading area is greater the volume
of oil lost would be much smaller and contained by the perimeter curbing and drains. The risk
associated with a spill from this area also appears limited.

1.14 Spill History
The tables below include a listing of the reportable spill history (spills to water and/or >25 bbls
spills to land) for the Ferndale Refinery dating back to 2001.
Table 1 is provided to comply with 40 CFR 112.7, 40 CFR 112.20 and Appendix F to Part 112.
Table 1 Reportable Spill History per 40 CFR 112

Date

Description of Spill

June 13, 2001

At 1238, 62.4 bbls of ANS
crude oil was released when
#4 MLA hydraulic coupling
released from the ship’s
manifold during cargo
discharge.
At 0700, a very small amount
of oily sheen was discovered
on the water surface south of
the causeway. The source of
the sheen was a pinhole leak
in the heavy fuel oil line due
to under insulation corrosion.
At 1800, approximately 1/3
gallon of Automate Red B
D50 diesel dye leaked into
the water as a result of a
tipped can of dye located in
the Marine Terminal “rope
locker”.

September 28,
2001

April 10, 2004

2015 Revision
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Response Actions
• Refinery Response Team activated.
• Agencies notified. USCG responded.
• Booms, skimmers, sorbents and numerous
other resources were used in the cleanup.
• Refresher training for dock personnel.
• Absorbent boom was placed. Heavy fuel oil line
was pumped out, stopping the oil drip. The
exterior of the line was cleaned and a fabricated
pipe clamp was temporarily installed at the leak
location until permanent repairs could be made.
• Patch welded onto pipe for repair.
• Contained by righting the can and tightening the
cap. Applied sorbent pads and granular “floor
dry”. The ship’s side were cleaned utilizing
chemical cleaner and mops.
• Changed procedures for storing and using red
dye at the dock.
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1.14 Spill History (Continued)
Date
October 31, 2005

July 22, 2006

Description of Spill
At 0940 approximately 1
teaspoon of oil was
discharged to water from a
defective valve and poorly
attached bull plug on the
drain line on #2 Marine
Loading Arm (MLA)
90 bbls slop/crude spill to
ground due to overfill of tank
50x304 due to valve
misalignment.

September 4, 2007

Approximately 2-3 teaspoons
of oily water leaked from a
crude line during a hydrotest
procedure due to valve
packing failure. The material
was observed below the dock
as a sheen in the water.

October 18,2007

Approximately 2-3 teaspoons
of unknown hydrocarbon was
observed below the dock as a
sheen in the water. Oil was
tracked outside of the
containment on workers’
boots. Rainwater flushed
sheen to the water.
3-4 drops of canola oil from
the MLA hydraulics leaked
from a fitting into the water
below the dock.
Several drops of canola oil
from the MLA #1 hydraulics
leaked from a fitting into the
water below the dock.

November 24, 2008

April 13, 2009

January 31,2010
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Approximately 1-2
tablespoons of cutter stock
dripped to the water under
the dock from a leaky cover
plate on MLA #2 while
loading the barge.

Response Actions
• No absorbent material was used to recover oily
sheen since the wave action tended to disperse
any droplets of oil entering the water.
• Refresher training on MLA checks by Marine
Terminal Operator (MTO).
• Within tank farm secondary containment.
• Sorbents and vacuum truck used for oil
recovery.
• Remedial soil excavation conducted.
• Additional motor operated valve (MOV) installed
to prevent backflow into beachhead tank.
• Operator refresher training.
• Agency notifications were made.
• An oil spill response vessel was immediately
deployed for attempted recovery of sheen with
sorbents. The piping and decking cleaned. A
ball valve utilized in the hydrotest procedure was
replaced with a gate valve. The conduit
penetration was covered to mitigate the potential
pathway from the deck to the water.
• Agency notifications were made.
• An oil spill response vessel was immediately
deployed for sheen cleanup and investigation.
• Maintenance crew was made aware and
cleaned the soles of their work boots.

• Agency notifications were made.
• The MLA was isolated within dock containment.
• MLA service contractor repaired the
compression fitting.
• Agency notifications were made.
• The loading arm manifold was bagged in plastic
and isolated within dock containment.
• MLA service contractor replaced valves at the
coupler area.
• Agencies contacted: NRC, WDEM, DOE
Regional, DOE Industrial, USCG, LEPC, EPA,
Lummi Nation.
• Oil spill response vessels immediately deployed
for containment booms and sorbents for oil
recovery.
• Ship hull cleaning performed.
• O-ring replaced and faceplates machined on
MLA.
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1.14 Spill History (Continued)
Date

Description of Spill

October 27, 2010

501 barrels of diesel
leaked to the ground at
road crossing from a
pinhole in a buried
pipeline. Leak was
caused by external
corrosion. All material
was contained onsite.

July 21, 2011

Less than ¼ cup of
HFO/cutter stock was
released to the water
below dock from a broken
pump case vent line.

February 6, 2012

Less than 1 gallon of
crude oil leaked to water
under dock from a
pinhole in pipeline.

November 7, 2013

79 Barrels of oil were
released to a paved road,
ditch, and gravel during a
firewater flush of a
decommissioned crude
oil pipeline. All released
oil was contained onsite.

Response Actions
• Agency notifications were made.
• Containment boom and sorbent pads deployed.
Vacuum trucks, heavy equipment and skimmers (on
retention pond) used for recovery.
• Remedial soil excavation conducted.
• Stormwater surface flow at road crossing was rerouted to facility wastewater plant.
• All underground petroleum lines were exposed for
inspection.
• Road crossing vault installed for ease of future
inspections.
• Agency notifications were made.
• An oil spill response vessel was immediately
deployed for reconnaissance and placement of
sorbents.
• Rod pump shut down for repair.
• Vent line replaced.
• Agency notifications were made.
• Oil spill response vessels immediately deployed for
containment booms and sorbents for oil recovery.
• Inspection and investigation of the crude pumpout
lines was initiated; the south pumpout line was
replaced.
• Agency notifications were made.
• Spill response measures were immediately
activated. Sorbent and vacuum trucks were used to
recover oil captured in a stormwater containment
basin.
• Remedial soil excavation was conducted.
• Updated line flushing procedures.

Table 2 indicates spills that have occurred within the last five years as directed by WAC 173180-630.
Table 2 Reportable Spill History per WAC 173-180-630

Date
September 9, 2014
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Version 9

Description of Spill
Less than one gallon of
alkylate leaked to the
water from a pinhole in
pipeline.
Leak was at bent 38 of
the causeway due to
corrosion under
insulation.

Response Actions
• Agency Notifications were made.
• Oil Spill response vessels immediately deployed for
containment boom and sorbents for oil recovery.
• The slops line under the causeway was replaced.
• Conditional Monitoring Locations for the slops line
inspections was reviewed.
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1.15 Spill Classification
1.15.1 Spill Type
In most situations, the spill will occur during transfer operations and will be easily identifiable
by the personnel involved based on their knowledge of the material(s) being transferred. Spills
from storage tanks and pipelines can also be quickly identified as the type of product in each
pipeline is displayed on the outside and the tanks have the hazard placarding on the outside
to indicate the product they contain.
In the event that a spill of unknown origin does occur, the type of product will be identified
initially by color and/or smell. It is easy to differentiate the smell of gasoline from jet or diesel
fuel although it is generally impossible to differentiate between types of gasoline or between
diesel and jet fuel by smell alone. In this case, a sample of the oil is taken and a gravity test
conducted at the refinery which will quickly identify the type of product. The color and odor
difference between crude oil and most refined products is obvious with the exception of black
oils (Bunker C/#6 Fuel Oil). Black oil is similar in color to crude but is not as aromatic and has
a higher viscosity.
1.15.2 Spill Size/Quantity
Total spill volume determines, in part, the equipment, logistics, manpower and disposal
requirements. Actual spill volumes are often unavailable or inaccurate so that field estimates
are usually required. A few quick methods, as discussed below, can be used to provide
working approximations of spill size.
If a tanker/barge collides with the terminal dock or becomes grounded near the refinery and
suffers serious damage, spill volumes can be estimated if the cargo capacity and extent of hull
damage are known. Typically, only one or two compartments are breached during a collision
or grounding incident. A reasonable estimate of maximum probable spill size would be the
volume of these compartments. For a barge, this usually amounts to one-fourth of its cargo
(two compartments), whereas two compartments on a tanker generally represents one-eighth
to one-tenth of the total volume.
If a spill occurs during a transfer operation, the total spill volume can be estimated by
multiplying the pumping rate by the elapsed time between leak commencement and transfer
shutdown plus the contents of the line between the two closest valves or isolation points for a
total pipeline failure.
Volume loss (bbl) = Pump rate (bbl/min) x Elapsed time (min) + Line contents (bbl)
Spills resulting from flange or hose leaks will likely occur at a significantly lower rate. A
working estimate of spill volume on water can be made by a visual assessment of the surface
area and thickness of the slick. Slick dimensions can also be estimated from the air using
surveillance electronics and occasionally from the water surface using radar. Slick thickness
greater than 0.25 mm (0.001 inches) cannot generally be differentiated by appearance.
Similar to a spill during marine operations, the tank farms also present a potential major spill
area. A loss of product within secondary containment can range from less than one gallon up
to the facility’s Worst Case Discharge volume depending on circumstances. One way in
determining the size of a spill would be to have the tank gauged and compare to its last
gauging.
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Vessel Terminal
Time
(Hours)
6

12

24

48
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Transfer Sites for Covered Vessels at Locations Where Transfers Occur, and for Facilities with a

Boom / Assessment
Additional 10,000 feet of boom to be used
for containment, recovery or protection
could have arrived
Additional 20,000 feet of boom to be used
for containment, recovery or protection
could have arrived
Additional 20,000 feet of boom to be used
for containment, recovery or protection
could have arrived
More boom as necessary for
containment, recovery or protection

2015 Revision

Min. Oil Recovery Rate
% WCD volume / 24 hours
Capacity to recover the lesser of 10% of
worst case discharge volume or 12,500 bbls
within 24-hour period could have arrived
Capacity to recover the lesser of 15% of
worst case discharge volume or 36,000 bbls
within 24-hour period could have arrived
Capacity to recover the lesser of 20% of
worst case discharge volume or 48,000 bbls
within 24-hour period could have arrived
Capacity to recover the lesser of 25% of
worst case discharge volume or 60,000 bbls
within 24-hour period could have arrived

Minimum
Storage
2 times the
EDRC
2 times the
EDRC
3 times the
EDRC
More as
necessary to
not slow the
response
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Time
(Hours)
1

2

6

12
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Transmission Pipelines and Pipeline Tank Farms
Boom / Assessment
A safety assessment of the spill by
trained crew and appropriate air
monitoring could have arrived
Boom available at the spill source or
downstream of the source could have
arrived
Additional 5,000 feet of boom available
for containment, protection or recovery
could have arrived
Additional 20,000 feet of boom available
for containment, recovery or protection
could have arrived

24

More boom as necessary for
containment, recovery or protection

48

More boom as necessary for
containment, recovery or protection

2015 Revision

Min. Oil Recovery Rate
% WCD volume / 24 hours

Capacity to recover the lesser of 10% of
worst case discharge volume or 12,500 bbls
within 24-hour period could have arrived
Capacity to recover the lesser of 15% of
worst case discharge volume or 36,000 bbls
within 24-hour period could have arrived
Capacity to recover the lesser of 20% of
worst case discharge volume or 48,000 bbls
within 24-hour period could have arrived
Capacity to recover the lesser of 25% of
worst case discharge volume or 60,000 bbls
within 24-hour period could have arrived

Minimum
Storage

1 times the
EDRC
2 times the
EDRC
3 times the
EDRC
More as
necessary to
not slow the
response
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1.16 Planning Calculations & Spill Scenarios
1.16.1 General
The scenarios in this annex are prepared in compliance with state and federal regulations
including WAC 173-182 (Ecology), 40 CFR 112.20 (EPA) and 33 CFR 154.1035 (Coast
Guard). These regulations require that the Refinery describe the typical actions taken and
equipment used to respond to a variety of spill situations. The EPA and USCG regulations
require only general descriptions of response procedures and equipment for each scenario,
whereas Ecology requires very detailed descriptions that must also be accompanied by spill
trajectories. The various scenario descriptions must also be accompanied by spill trajectories.
The scenario descriptions and associated spill volumes required by each agency are provided
below. Calculations for each of these scenario volumes, as well as the required spill planning
volumes for USCG, EPA and Ecology, are provided in this section. Performance information
for the equipment that will be used to respond to each of these scenarios is summarized in
this Plan. Spill trajectories have been included in this Plan.
1.16.2 EPA Volumes
The EPA defines the worst case discharge (WCD) as the volume of the largest tank at the
Refinery and the small and medium spills as the lessor of one percent of the WCD or 50 bbls
and the lesser of 10 percent of the WCD or 857 bbls, respectively. The planning volumes are
based on the WCD but make allowances for evaporation, dissolution, grounding onshore, etc.
The various discharge and planning volumes that apply to the terminal are listed or referenced
below:
Small Spill = 50 bbls
Medium Spill = 857 bbls
WCD = Volume of Largest Tank = 659,222 bbls
Planning volume calculations are provided in this section.
1.16.3 Coast Guard Volumes
Coast Guard discharge calculations are based on a crude oil tanker being off-loaded at the
same time that a barge is being loaded with marine fuel oil (MFO) and that all marine transfer
related (MTR) lines are severed at the same time. This scenario was determined to result in
the largest practical discharge from the Refinery MTR operations. The discharge calculations
assume the following:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Crude transfer rate of 33,000 bph.
MFO transfer rate of 15,000 bph.
15-minute detection and shutdown time for tanker pumps.
1-minute detection and shutdown time for MFO pumps.
Check valves inland of the onshore EOVs will prevent backflow in the crude line.
Contents of all lines drain into the water.
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1.16.4 Ecology Volumes
The applicable planning standards for Ecology are specific to transfer sites for covered
vessels at locations where transfers occur, and for facilities with a vessel terminal (WAC 173182-355). Ecology defines the WCD as the volume of the largest tank at the Refinery and a
small spill as less than 500 gallons. Similar to the planning volumes for the EPA and USCG,
Ecology has established response benchmarks that are based on specified percentages of
the WCD. The discharge and planning volumes that apply to the terminal are listed or
referenced below:
Small spill = 12 bbls
WCD = Volume of largest tank = 659,222 bbls
1.16.5 Ferndale Refinery Spill Scenarios
As fulfillment of the need to provide response scenarios to demonstrate response strategies,
the Refinery has provided a scenario for the Average Most Probable/Small, Maximum Most
Probable/Medium and Worst Case Discharges. These scenarios are hypothetical spill
responses for planning purposes only. They illustrate what might happen under a given set of
conditions. Actual response procedures will be dictated by the spill incident. The options
presented herein are to demonstrate that the Refinery and its contractors can respond to spills
in a manner that meets the various federal and state planning standards. The Refinery makes
no commitments whatsoever that these options will be followed in the response to a real spill.
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EPA Discharge Scenario Calculations

Calculation
Areas Impacted: Near shore and Inland
Worst Case Discharge
(WCD = 100% of tank volume) (bbls)
Small Case Discharge
(Lesser of 1% of WCD or 50 bbls) (bbl)
Medium Case Discharge
(Lesser of 10% of WCD or 857 bbls) (bbl)
On-Water Recovery Volume (OWRV)
(Percent oil on-water x WCD) (bbls)
On-Shore Recovery Volume (OSRV)
(Percent oil on-shore x WCD) (bbls)
Emulsification Factor (EF)
On-Water Cleanup Planning Volume
(OWRV x EF) (bbls/day)
Shoreline Cleanup Planning Volume
(OSRV x EF) (bbls/day)
On-Water Recovery Capacity (OWRC)
(bbls/day)

Group 1 Oil
(Tank
1340x117)

Group 3 Oil
(Tank 6000x1)

Group 4 Oil2
(Tank 3000x1)

130,430

659,222

283,034

50

50.00

50

857

857

857.00

130,430
X0.20
26,086
130,430
X0.10
13,043
1.00
26,086

659,222
X0.50
329,611
659,222
X0.50
329,111
2
659,222

283,034
X0.50
141,517
283,034
X0.70
198,124
1.40
283,034

13,043

659,222

283,034

Tier 1

26,086
X0.15
3,913

659,222
X0.15
98,883

26,086
X0.25
6,522

283,034
X0.15
42,455
659,222
X0.25
164,806

26,086
X0.40
10,434

283,034
X0.25
70,759
659,222
X0.25
164,806

Tier 2

Tier 3

283,034
X0.25
70,759
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EPA Discharge Scenario Calculations (Continued)

Calculation
On-Water Recovery Response Caps
(OWRRC) (bbls/day)

Amount needed to be identified, but not
contracted for in advance
(Less of OWRC – OWRRC or 2xOWRRC)
(bbls/day)

Group 1 Oil
(Tank
1340x117)
Tier 1

Group 3 Oil
(Tank
6000x1)
10,000

Tier 2
Tier 3
Tier 1

20,000
40,000
<0

20,000
40,000
20,000

Tier 2
Tier 3

<0
<0

40,000
80,000

Group 4 Oil2
(Tank 3000x1)
10,000

Groups 3 and 4 oils are persistent as
defined in 33 CFR 154
Shaded column = Largest worst case
discharge scenario
OWRC = On-water resource mobilization
factor x on-water cleanup planning volume.
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USCG Discharge Scenario Calculations

Calculation
Areas Impacted: Near shore and Inland
Pipeline Contents

Pumping Rate (bbls/hr)
Pumping Loss (L) (bbls)
Static Pipe Volume (V) (bbls)
Adjustment Factor (AF)
Worst Case Discharge
(WCD = V x AF +L) (bbls)
Average Most Probable Discharge
(AMP = lesser of 1% WCD or 50 bbls)
Maximum Most Probably Discharge
(MMP = lesser of 10% WCD or 1,200 bbls)
Emulsification Factor (EF)
On-Water Recovery Factor (OWRF)
Shoreline Recovery Factor (SRF)
On-Water Cleanup Planning Volume
(WCD x EF x OWRF) (bbls/day)
Shoreline Cleanup Planning Volume
(WCD x EF x SRF) (bbls/day)
On-Water Recovery Capacity (OWRC)
(bbls/day)

Group 1 Oil
(NonPersistent)

Group 3 Oil1
(Persistent)

Group 4 Oil1
(Persistent)

Low sulphur
fuel, diesel,
gasoline, jet
fuel
9,500
2,527
1080.00
1
3,607

Crude oil

Marine fuel oil
(bunker)

35,000
9,310
1,740
1.00
11,050

9,500
2,527
870.00
1.00
3,397

36

50

34

360

1,105

339

1
.2
.1
722

2.00
0.50
0.50
11,050

1.40
0.50
0.70
1,664

361.00

11,050

1,664

Tier 1

0.15
X722
108

0.15
X11,073
1,657

0.25
X722
181

0.15
X2,382
250
0.25
X11,073
2,762

0.40
X722
181

0.25
X2,382
416
0.40
X11,073
4,420

Tier 2

Tier 3

0.40
X2,382
666
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USCG Discharge Scenario Calculations (Continued)

Calculation
On-Water Recovery Response Caps
(OWRRC) (bbls/day)

Amount needed to be identified, but not
contracted for in advance
(OWRC – OWRRC) (bbls/day)

Group 1 Oil
(NonPersistent)
Tier 1

Group 3 Oil1
(Persistent)

Group 4 Oil1
(Persistent)

10,000

10,000

Tier 2
Tier 3
Tier 1

20,000
40,000
<0

20,000
40,000
<0

Tier 2
<0
<0
Tier 3
<0
<0
1 – Persistent, non-persistent, and oil groups are as defined by 33 CFR 154
2 – Pumping loss = Rate x 15-minute shut-down time (crude oil) and 1-minute shut-down time (products)
3 – Average pumping rate of individual product lines or the combined crude lines.
4 – Combined volume for all lines for that oil group.
5 – OWRC = On-water resource mobilization factor x on-water cleanup planning volume.
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Category
Type of Terminal:
Coast Vessel
Terminal
Worst Case
Discharge =
652,361 bbls
(Group 3 Persistent
Oil; Tank 6000x1)
1-hour benchmark

2-hour benchmark

6-hour benchmark

Boom Requirements

Initial boom requirement at or near
dock = 4x combined length of
largest vessels during
simultaneous transfer operations –
6,100 ft. (available 6,400 ft.)
Deployment completed of 6,400 ft.
of boom. Boom requirement = 8x
combined length of largest vessels
during simultaneous transfer
operations – 12,200 ft. Ferndale
available boom at 1-2 hour
benchmark is 15,900 ft. of boom
None

12-hour benchmark

30,000 ft. or amount needed to
protect priority shorelines

24-hour benchmark

Amount needed to protect
sensitive areas

48-hour benchmark

Amount needed to protect
sensitive areas
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Recovery
Requirements

Storage
Requirements

None

None

None

None

Capacity to
recover 10% of
WCD (65,236
bbls) or 12,000
bbls, whichever is
less
Capacity to
recover 15% of
WCD (97,854
bbls) or 36,000
bbls, whichever is
less
Capacity to
recover 20% of
WCD (130,472
bbls) or 48,000
bbls, whichever is
less
Capacity to
recover 25% of
WCD (163,090
bbls) or 60,000
bbls, whichever is
less

5 x recovery =
60,000 bbls

5 x recovery =
180,000 bbls

5 x recovery =
240,000 bbls

5 x recovery =
300,000 bbls
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1.16.6 Average Most Probable/Small Spill Scenarios (USCG/EPA)
The spill scenario discussions describe the general response actions and equipment that are
likely to be used in reaction to 50-bbl terrestrial and aquatic spills. These scenarios represent
the types of incidents that are most likely to occur at the refinery and are intended to meet the
EPA and USCG requirements for average most probable (AMP) and small spills.
Aquatic Spill
This spill scenario involves a 50 bbl Alaska North Slope crude spill at the Marine Terminal
during the unloading of a tanker. The weather conditions are calm and the response is
immediate. The alarm is sounded and the ship immediately stops the transfer. The Marine
Terminal operators contain the leaking valve and minimize the oil from the wharf reaching the
water.
The ERT is called. The boom from M St. is deployed around the wharf to contain the oil. Total
boom deployed within the hour is 2,000 feet, which is sufficient to contain the oil spilled.
MSRC is notified immediately to respond. The SRV Osprey arrives within 1 hour to begin
recovering oil from within the boom. The SRV Osprey has a derated recovery rate of 754
bbls/day.
The recovered oil and water is then transferred into the ballast water system for treatment at
the Ferndale Refinery wastewater treatment plant. Sorbents are used to remove the remaining
sheen. Ferndale Refinery can more than adequately respond to the AMP/small spill at the
Marine Terminal.
Terrestrial Spill
The AMP spill to occur over land would be a valve seal failure which could occur at a storage
tank in the Offplot area. The product would flow to a sump within the tank containment.
Ferndale Refinery personnel would isolate the valve for repair and ensure that all oil flow had
ceased. A vacuum truck (686 bbls/day recovery rate and 40 bbls storage capacity) would then
be called upon to remove the oil and take it to the recovered oil tank. Sorbents would be used
to finish the removal of any remaining oil. Any contaminated soil would be removed and taken
to the land farm. Ferndale Refinery can more than adequately respond to the AMP/small spill
to the land at the refinery.
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1.16.7 Maximum Most Probable/Medium Spill Scenario (USCG/EPA)
The Maximum Most Probable Spill (MMP) and the medium spill volumes are similar so the
larger of the two, 1,200 bbls, was used to develop this scenario.
A vessel is unloading Alaska North Slope crude at the Marine Terminal when a flange fails on
a vessel resulting in a 1,200 bbls spill. Weather conditions are mild and the wind is out of the
south southeast. The alarm is sounded and the ERT is notified. MSRC is immediately called
to respond. The Marine Terminal Supervisor assumes the role of initial IC, calls out
management team members, establishes a command center, asks Security to direct traffic at
the top of the cut, and prepares an initial response plan. The agencies are notified
concurrently.
The situation is assessed and the safety representative allows containment and recovery
operations to commence. Ferndale Refinery requests deployment of NRC Columbia with
4000' of boom onboard and simultaneously launches its two response boats to contain the
spill's leading edge.
MSRC vessels arrive 1 to 2 hours after notified and begin containment and recovery
operations. More boom is being staged for deployment (a total of 16,450 feet of boom are
available within 2 hours). The sensitive areas are boomed using diversion/deflection
techniques.
The recovery and storage equipment available within the first 2 hours are:
•
•
•

Boom = 16,450 feet
Skimmers and vacuum trucks = 4,869 bbls/day
Storage = 13,040 bbls plus the ballast water tank

The recovered oil and water is transferred into the ballast water system and sent to the
wastewater treatment system.
Additional contractor resources are available in the local area and these are being staged at
the dock and Sandy Point or are coming via SRVs and ORVs. The total recovery and storage
equipment available within 6 hours of the incident are:
•
•
•

Boom = 47,450 feet
Skimmers and Vacuum Trucks = 69,958 bbsl/day
Storage = 156,525 bbls including available refinery tankage

These resources are sufficient to respond to a 1,200-bbl spill at the Marine Terminal.
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1.16.8 Scenario for a Small Spill
Time
10:00 am

Action
March 15
The Ferndale Refinery Marine Terminal operator notes that a flange on one of
the loading arms has failed and Alaska North Slope crude oil is being
discharged into the waters of Georgia Strait. He immediately initiates actions to:

•
•
•
•

10:03 am

10:05 am

Stop pumping oil
Close all valves on pipelines ashore
Evacuate personnel in the immediate area
Eliminate all ignition sources.
Action to shut off cargo pumps and close valves is completed. The operator
estimates that approximately 10 bbls of crude oil were discharged before flow
could be stopped. He assesses the significant health or safety hazards present
and immediately notifies the Marine Terminal Supervisor by phone.
The Marine Terminal Supervisor assumes the role of initial IC, and:

•
•

10:15 am

Establishes the EOC in the Admin. Building
Instructs Security to direct traffic at the top of the cut, and activate
the ERT
• Initiates the implementation of the Ferndale Refinery OSRP.
• Directs Safety Officer to execute a preliminary spill assessment,
initiate site safety plan, direct safety monitoring and assignment of
PPE to ERT members
• Once the ERT is activated, the Marine Terminal Supervisor assumes
the role of Protection and Recovery Branch Director.
The IC takes the following actions:

•

•

•

2015 Revision

Directs the Logistics Section Chief to coordinate arrangements for
the helicopter flights that monitor the movement of spilled oil and to
establish a radio communications system with the ERT and
telephone system with the rest of EOC.
Directs the Protection and Recovery Branch Director to request
assistance from the NRC Columbia and uses the 27-foot Raider and
the 21-foot Boston Whaler to start the deployment of the 1,000 feet
of containment boom located at the Beachhead to contain the oil
near the vessel
Requests MSRC Cooperative, Inc., to deploy the oil spill recovery
vessel (ORV) Western Gull and the spill response vessels (SRV)
Teal and Osprey from Bellingham to conduct skimming and other
cleanup operations as needed
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Action
March 15
Concurrently, the Environmental Specialist is directed by the IC to notify the
following parties and agencies about the incident and initiates Spill Report Form.

•

10:45 am

Federal National Response Center (NRC) & State Division of
Emergency Management (DEM)
• Regional office of the Department of Ecology
• USCG MSO Puget Sound
• Nearby parties potentially at risk, ARCO Cherry Point Refinery, Birch
Bay State Park, Lummi Aquaculture facility and Intalco.
The IC has prepared an ICS 201 report that incorporates input from the
Logistics Section Chief, Resource Unit Leader, and the Protection and Recovery
Branch Director.
The Air Operations Branch Director in the helicopter reports by UHF radio that
the slick is about 400 yds north of the wharf and appears to be drifting toward
the beach.

11:15 am

12:15 pm

1:15 pm

The ERT has now deployed the two boats to an area in front of the slick and is
positioning 1,000 feet of ACME containment boom in a "U" configuration to trap
the drifting oil.
The SRVs Teal and Osprey arrive from Bellingham and begin deploying a
secondary containment boom behind the primary boom as directed by the
Protection & Recovery Branch Director.
An additional 2,000 feet of boom have been retrieved from within Ferndale
Refinery's trailers for sensitive area protection and open water containment as
necessary.
The ORV Western Gull arrives at the spill scene and commences skimming oil
contained by the ERT and MSRC at a rate of 3,429 bpd. The on board storage
capacity of Western Gull is 290 bbls.
The Department of Ecology and USCG representatives arrive at Ferndale
Refinery and are directed to the EOC where they meet with the IC for a briefing
on the spill incident and the immediate response plan and recovery status.
A press release is generated by the PIO as a result of that meeting.
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Action
March 15
Aerial surveillance reports that the ERT and MSRC have trapped about twothirds of the oil slick in their booms and are maintaining station with it north of
the wharf. The remainder of the slick appears to be moving north at about 1/3
knot and drifting toward shore. Some of the stringers of oil are likely to become
stranded on the beach shortly.
The ORV Western Gull is directed to conduct skimming sweeps to recover
strands of oil that have not yet entered the shallow waters along the shore. The
SRV Osprey is repositioned to recover the remaining oil contained within the
booms.

2:05 pm

6:00 pm

The IC dispatches the portion of the ERT not involved in the booming operation
and Western Refinery Services personnel to take protective clothing and
recovery equipment to the expected landfall of the slick. They are then to take
action to absorb and recover oil. They are also to immediately report any
observation of oiled birds or other affected wildlife.
The ERT management members are notified and briefed upon the spill incident
and progress of the response effort. This is done in preparation for continued
required response.
MSRC has finished recovering all oil and some water within the containment
booms. A total of 15 bbls of oil and water were recovered.
In addition, 2 bbls of oil were recovered with sorbents from the beach along with
oiled drift wood and beach debris. This was collected along 4 miles of shoreline
north of the Ferndale Refinery facility. No oiled birds or wildlife were observed.

7:00 pm

8:30 pm
8:00 am

All recovery operations have been completed for the day with agreement from
Ecology and USCG.
A briefing summarizing the events of the day in a chronological order is held.
Each ERT member reports their initial plans, actions, and plan for the next day.
The key members of the Unified Command System are present including the
state and USCG representatives.
A press release is generated by the PIO as a result of that meeting.
March 16
The IC dispatches ERT and any authorized observers to inspect the shoreline
north of the facility to Point Whitehorn and clean any patches of oil found.
Ferndale Refinery aerial surveillance and response boats are sent out to search
for any small pockets of oil that might have been missed previously.
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Action
March 16
The Environmental Specialist contacts all agencies and parties previously called
and advises them that Ferndale Refinery initial response cleanup operations
have been completed. Affected shorelines are currently being inspected and
cleaned. These areas are to be assessed and decisions concerning further
cleanup and site restoration will be based on that assessment.
Aerial and on water surveillance have reported no floating oil sighting but have
reported small patches on beach areas. These locations are then reported to the
ERT and contractor shoreline cleanup teams.
The ERT reports that all oil contamination has been removed from the shoreline.
With the concurrence of the SOSC, cleanup operations are concluded.
The Documentation Coordinator completes documentation of the incident.
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1.16.9 Worst Case Scenario (USCG/EPA/Ecology)
This table outlines a fictitious oil spill scenario which illustrates how the Ferndale Refinery
could be expected to respond to a major oil spill. It must be noted that, due to the layout of the
refinery, the number of spill containment devices and features in place, and the fact that most
areas within the refinery are monitored on a 24-hour basis, this scenario is extremely unlikely
to occur and should be viewed only as a very hypothetical situation. The weather is cool and
very foggy with limited visibility. Winds are blowing from the SSE at approximately 8 mph. The
tidal stage is high tide and the currents are inconsequential. The spill involves the full
contents, 652,361 bbls, of the refinery's largest Alaska North Slope crude storage tank.
The approximate centerline of the slick is indicated by an asterisk (*) at selected time intervals
within the 72-hour trajectory duration and the total area affected by the spill. The spill originally
migrates to the north along the shoreline and then changes direction as the ebb current
overcomes the wind effects.
Then the spill migrates northward again as the tide changes to a flood tide. The movement
continues northward in a zigzag pattern and eventually reaches Semiahmoo Bay. The
maximum extent of westward spreading is northwest to Point Roberts.
Time

Action
December 18

12:01 am

During the night a severe thunderstorm knocks out power to the refinery. Random
lightning strikes have caused the valves in the pipeline from the dock to fail in the open
position. The pipeline ruptures at the check valve at the wharf. A fire at another location
within the refinery has distracted personnel, so the oil spills undetected until the full
contents of the 6000x1 tank, 652,361 bbls of Alaska North Slope crude oil, flows into the
water at the Marine Terminal.
Emergency power is restored and the fire is under control when the Offplot operator
returns to find the 6000x1 Tank in alarm status. The operator immediately informs the
Shift Supervisor. The Shift Supervisor directs the operator to confirm the alarm status
and assess the situation.

6:00 am

6:05 am

The Marine Terminal operator observes oil on the ground and in the water and calls the
Shift Supervisor as well.
The Shift Supervisor takes the following actions:
▪ Assumes the position of initial IC and directs the execution of the Ferndale Refinery
OSRP.
▪ Directs the notification of NRC, WDEM and other parties listed on the Oil Spill
Report form
▪ Secures all electrical power and ignition sources at the wharf
▪ Directs Safety Officer to coordinate a preliminary spill assessment, initiate the site
safety plan, and direct safety monitoring and assignment of PPE to ERT members.
▪ Instructs Security to direct traffic at the top of the cut and activate the entire refinery
ERT.
▪ Establishes the EOC in the Admin. Building
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Time

Action
December 18

6:40 am

The ERT is established at the EOC and key personnel have begun to arrive.
The potential spill volume is assumed to be just over 652,361 bbls of Alaska North
Slope crude oil. The health and safety hazards pertaining to the crude and the situation
have been preliminarily assessed. The toxic and explosive vapor hazards prevent the
immediate implementation of response vessels. The ERT is directed to begin staging
equipment at the Beachhead and Sandy Point.

6:50 am

The Offplot Operations Group has checked and confirmed the rupture and have diverted
any fluid from the piping and from the wharf.
The IC reports to the Refinery Manager and is relieved of primary responsibility. The
Shift Supervisor now assumes a role in the Operations Section. The IC then takes the
following steps:
•

7:00 am

Directs the Operations and Logistics Section Chiefs to:

1. coordinate aerial surveillance as soon as possible to monitor
movement of the oil slick
2. set up a communications system on the refinery radio and prepare for
the back-up system when MSRC representatives arrive
3. notify spill response contractors to arrange for their participation and
scheduling of manpower
4. directs Security to secure refinery and limit access to response
personnel only
5. Direct the Public Information Officer to set up a Joint Information
Center and wait for agency representatives and procure necessary
resources.
The Safety Officer is:
•
•

Directing monitoring at the marine terminal in expectation of the wind
dispersing the vapors. Respirators have been given to all ERT members.
Coordinating the setup of aid and decontamination stations at the
Beachhead.

The Logistics Section Chief is:
• Setting up the communications system, which has been established as
refinery radios on designated frequencies. Additional radios are being
procured for the additional open water and shoreline response personnel.
Cellular phones are given to key personnel who also have radio
communications with their specific team members. The contractors'
systems are compatible with these systems.
• Alerting additional Response Contractors to respond to the spill.
• Making arrangements for the feeding and lodging of the additional
personnel.
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Time

Action
December 18

7:00 am

The IC has prepared an ICS 201 report that incorporates input from the Logistics,
Operations, and Safety personnel. The plan includes the strategic objectives and
response priorities in the areas of human safety, sensitive area protection, and open
water oil containment and recovery.

8:00 am

A total of 4,000 feet of containment boom are ready for deployment as soon as
conditions safely permit.
Vapor concentrations have diminished to the point where containment and recovery
operations can commence. The terminal area and Beachhead are designated as hot
zones and will continue to be monitored by Safety Personnel. Other hot zones will be
established as required in other remote locations.
The NRC Columbia and two Ferndale Refinery response boats are launched and
deployment of the boom begins. The boom is to be positioned in a "U" configuration
along the perimeter of the spill. Additional boom staging continues. Aerial surveillance
flight has started.

9:00 am

9:15 am

Operation Section has begun the transfer of materials from tankage to other Offplot
tanks to provide storage for the recovered oil and water.
The aerial surveillance report has put the centerline of the slick to the south of Pt.
Whitehorn with oil on the shoreline north of Ferndale Refinery. The fog is too thick over
the water to determine the full extent of the oil slick.
Based on the surveillance information and the unknown spill occurrence time, the
immediate response effort focuses on Sensitive Area protection. The areas to have
diversion/deflection booming are:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Point Whitehorn
Sandy Point
Terrel Creek
Birch Bay State Park
Birch Point Marine Mammal & Nesting Area
Lummi Aquaculture Site

(The eel grass located near the Ferndale Refinery dock is assumed to be located
currently under the spill.)
The MSRC vessels from Bellingham arrive at the spill site:
• ORV Western Gull (3,429-bpd derated capacity and 290-bbl storage
capacity)
• SRVs
• Barge Pelican
Total On-site Equipment: Boom = 16,450 ft, Recovery = 4,869 bpd, Storage =
13,040 bbls
MSRC is deploying boom at Sandy Point as this location is on the route to the spill and
is a sensitive area.
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Time

Action
December 18

9:45 am

Containment and recovery operations are proceeding. Oil is so thick at this point in time
that skimmers are virtually stationary.
MSRC vessels from Anacortes arrive:

10:15 am

•
•

ORVs Cormorant, Aleutian
SRVs Bryant, Egret

These vessels are added to the containment and recovery operations.
Additional 28,000 feet of boom has arrived by truck from Tesoro and BP refineries and
NRC. The total boom is 40,900 feet.

10:30 am
11:00 am

12:00 pm

Additional contractor personnel start to arrive as well as local emergency response
teams. These resources report to the Field Commander. Teams are assigned to work
on sensitive area protection and then are to assist in containment and recovery
operations.
Local police have arrived and are assisting the Security Coordinator in controlling
access to the refinery and spill areas.
Agency representatives have arrived at Ferndale Refinery and are directed to the EOC
where they meet with the IC, Planning Section Chief, Agency Liaison, and Operations
Section Chief for a briefing on the spill incident, the current action plan and operations
status. A Unified Command System is established involving Ferndale Refinery IC and
key agency representatives. The sensitive area protection actions are reviewed and
further actions recommended.
A press release is generated by the PIO as a result of that meeting.
MSRC vessels from Seattle & Port Angeles arrive:
•
•
•

ORVs Shearwater, Tern, Curlew
SRVs Heron, Puffin, Scoter
Barge Pelican

These vessels are added to the containment and recovery operations. Also skimmers
arrive from the National Response Corporation Seattle warehouses and boom arrives
from Point Wells.
Total On-Site Equipment: Boom = 47,450 ft, Recovery = 69,958 bpd, Storage =
156,525 bbls

12:30 pm

As a result of the UC meeting, the IC directs the Logistics Section Chief to make
immediate contractual arrangements with a qualified contractor to provide trained crews
to remove oil from beaches as required
Aerial surveillance has shown the center line of the slick northeast of Point Whitehorn.
The changing of the tide has however increased the extent of the spreading slick.
The IC directs the Logistics Section Chief to ascertain how much lighting will be
available for night-time operations.
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Time

Action
December 18

3:30 pm

Aerial surveillance reports that the center remains off Point Whitehorn and the spread to
the south has reached the entrance to Sandy Point.

5:30 pm

The open water skimmers continue to operate close to the spill location where oil is
thickest. As barges and storage tanks fill they are unloaded at the ballast water lines at
the wharf.
UC agrees to limit recovery operations to large vessels supplied with lights for the night
and early morning operations. This would reduce recovery operations by approximately
one-half.
A briefing summarizing the events of the day in a chronological order is held. Each
section chief or unit leader reports his initial plans, actions, and plan for the next day.
The ERT key members are present as well as other Unified Command representatives.

6:00 pm

A press release is generated by the PIO as a result of the briefing and a guided tour for
media representatives is arranged for the next day at noon.
Offplot operations group has moved products from tank to tank to make available an
additional 200,000 bbls of storage volume. Skimmers and boom continue to arrive from
contractors' warehouses.

7:00 pm

Total On-Site Equipment: Boom = 93,950 ft, Recovery = 83,804 bpd, Storage =
490,215 bbls
The Unified Command personnel meet to develop the plan for tomorrow and to assess
additional resources needed if any. Weather reports, spill trajectories, and spill team
reports are reviewed every 2 hours.

Time

Action
December 19

6:00 am

Morning fog conditions limit spill recovery efforts to approximately 75 percent of
capacity.
At the end of 24 hours the following oil quantity distribution applies:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Initial Volume - 650,000 bbls
Less Evaporated - 65,000 bbls
Less Dissolved in Water - 32,500 bbls
Less Deposited on Sea Floor - 626 bbls
Less Recovered by Skimming - 30,402 bbls
Less Deposited on Beaches - 97,500 bbsl
Remaining on Water - 423,972 bbls

Additional boom, recovery and storage equipment have arrived overnight from
contractors storage.
Total On-Site Equipment: Boom = 134,550 ft, Recovery = 96,769, Storage = 717,566
bbls
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Time

Action
December 19

7:00 am

The UC morning meeting is held to review night recovery activities and to incorporate
any significant factors into an updated plan for the day. Weather, spill trajectory, and
operations updates occur every 2 hours.
The IC directs the Operations Section Chief to deploy deflection and exclusion booming
at following locations:
•
•
•
•

8:00 am
12:00 pm

1:00 pm
5:30 pm

Semiahmoo Spit
Blaine Marina
Drayton Harbor
Point Roberts Beaches

Canadian Officials are notified about potential impacts and are advised to accept
diversion/deflection booming from Ferndale Refinery crews.
The additional resources are deployed and put into operation. Beach cleanup activities
go back to the 100 percent level despite fog.
Fog lifts enough for aerial surveillance and for skimming operations to be at 100 percent.
Beach cleanup efforts are encountering oiled birds and wildlife. Arrangements are made
with the Washington Department of Fish and Wildlife (WDFW) and Island Oil Spill
Association (IOSA). Ferndale Refinery offers assistance under the direction of WDFW.
A guided tour is conducted for news media and selected agency representatives. Press
statements are prepared by the Ferndale Refinery Crisis Team Public Affairs personnel
and approved by the UC.
Aerial reports state that the spill centerline has progressed to Birch Bay.
UC agrees to limit recovery operations to large vessels supplied with lights for night and
early morning operations. This would reduce recovery operations by approximately onehalf.
A briefing summarizing the events of the day in a chronological order is held. Each
officer and coordinator reports his/her initial plans, actions, and plan for the next day.
The ERT key members are present as well as other UC representatives.

7:00 pm

A press release is generated by the PIO as a result of this briefing.
The UC personnel meet to develop the plan for tomorrow and to assess additional
resources needed, if any. Weather reports, spill trajectories and spill team reports are
reviewed every 2 hours.
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Time

Action
December 20

6:00 am

Morning fog conditions reduce spill recovery efforts to approximately 75 percent of
normal capacities.
At the end of 48 hours the following oil quantity distribution applies:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Initial Volume Remaining - 423,972 bbls
Less Evaporated - 21,199 bbls
Less Dissolved in Water - 10,599 bbls
Less Recovered by Skimming - 60,934 bbls
Less Deposited on Beaches - 63,596 bbls
Less Recovered from Shore - 200 bbls
Remaining on Water - 267,445 bbls

Beach crews have recovered approximately 300 cubic yards of oiled sediments and 200
bbl of oil.
Additional recovery equipment has arrived overnight from the NRC's California
warehouse storage. An additional 92,000 bbl of storage was arranged at various
refineries around Puget Sound.

7:00 am

8:00 am
12:00 pm

2:00 pm
5:00 pm

7:00 pm

Total On-Site Equipment: Boom = 133,550 ft, Recovery = 113,835, Storage =
809,566 bbls
The UC morning meeting is held to review night recovery activities and to incorporate
any significant factors into an updated plan for the day. Weather, spill trajectory, and
operations updates occur every 2 hours.
The additional resources are deployed and put into operation. Beach cleanup activities
go back to the 100 percent level despite fog.
Fog lifts enough for aerial surveillance and for skimming operations to be at 100 percent.
Beach cleanup efforts are also at 100 percent. More oiled wildlife are found and
removed for treatment under the direction of WDFW.
Aerial surveillance reports that oil has reached Semiahmoo Bay and is reaching the
shore in some areas.
UC goes to night operations and recovery is at 50 percent the daytime effort.
A briefing summarizing the events of the day is held. Each officer and coordinator
reports his/her initial plans, actions, and plan for the next day. The ERT key members
are present as well as other Unified Command representatives.
A press release is generated as a result of this briefing.
The Unified Command personnel meet to develop the plan for tomorrow and to assess
additional resources needed if any. Weather reports, spill trajectories, and spill team
reports are reviewed every 2 hours.
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Action
December 21

6:00 am

Morning fog persists and recovery operations are at 75 percent of normal capabilities.
At the end of 72 hours the following oil quantity distribution applies:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Initial Volume Remaining - 267,445 bbls
Less Evaporated - 13,372 bbls
Less Dissolved in Water - 3,343 bbls
Less Recovered by Skimming - 70,578 bbls
Less Deposited on Beaches - 40,117 bbls
Less Recovered from Shore - 300 bbls
Remaining on Water - 139,735 bbls

Beach crews have recovered approximately 500 cubic yards of oiled sediments and 300
bbl of oil.

7:00 am

12:00 pm

2:00 pm

5:00 pm

Total On-Site Equipment: Boom = 133,550 ft, Recovery = 113,835, Storage =
809,566 bbls
The Unified Command morning meeting is held to review night recovery activities and to
incorporate any significant factors into an updated plan for the day. Weather, spill
trajectory, and operations updates occur every 2 hours.
Fog lifts enough for aerial surveillance and for skimming operations to be at 100 percent.
Beach cleanup efforts are also at 100 percent. More oiled wildlife are found and
removed for treatment under the direction of WDFW.
Aerial surveillance reports that oil has reached Canadian beaches and Point Roberts.
Diversion booming at Drayton Harbor appears to have been successful. Oil is much
more weathered.
Unified Command goes to night operations and recovery is at 50 percent the daytime
effort. A briefing summarizing the events of the day is held. Each section chief and unit
leader reports and plans for the next day.

Time

Action
December 22

6:00 am

At the end of 96 hours the following oil quantity distribution applies:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

8:00 am
2:00 pm
5:00 pm

Initial Volume Remaining - 139,735 bbls
Less Evaporated - 6,987 bbls
Less Dissolved in Water - 1,747 bbls
Less Recovered by Skimming - 70,578 bbls
Less Deposited on Beaches - 27,947 bbls
Less Recovered from Shore - 400 bbls
Remaining on Water - 32,077 bbls

Beach crews have recovered approximately 600 cubic yards of oiled sediments and 400
bbls of oil.
All spill recovery operations continue.
Aerial surveillance reports that patches of oil persist into Semiahmoo and Boundary
Bays.
Skimming operations are concluded because of darkness and deteriorating
effectiveness. Less oil was recovered this date because the slick has broken into
numerous small patches and increases in viscosity.
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December 23 and Susequent Days

6:00 am

Morning fog persists.
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At the end of this 24 hours the following oil quantity distribution applies:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Initial Volume Released - 32,077 bbls
Less Vol. Evaporated - 1,636 bbls
Less Vol. Dissolved in Water Column - 1,718 bbls
Less Vol. Deposited on Sea Floor - 80 bbls
Less Vol. Recovered by Skimming - 23,520 bbls
Less Vol. Deposited on Beach - 3,000 bbls
Less Vol. Recovered from Shore - 150 bbls
Remaining on Water - 1,974 bbls

Beach crews have recovered an additional 500 cubic yards of oiled sediments and 300
bbls of oil.
Skimming operations, together with evaporation, spreading, and natural dispersion have
reduced the amount of floating oil below the thickness necessary for effective skimming.
Sheen recovery continues with sorbents. Marine Spill Response Corporation (MSRC)
and other contractors return all skimming equipment, supporting vessels and unused
portions of boom inventory back to their bases, except the ORV Western Gull and its
supporting small craft which remain on-site to assist with final operations.
Shoreline cleanup operations continue but at a declining rate as residual quantities of
spilled oil are removed from the environment. The capacity of the Ferndale Refinery land
farm units have been reached. Although oiled sediments are characterized as nonhazardous solid waste, Ferndale Refinery decides to send the material to the Chem
Waste Management landfill in Arlington, OR
After shoreline cleanup operations are completed and demobilization is authorized by
the agencies, Ferndale Refinery continues to monitor area affected by the spill. Together
with knowledgeable consultants, Ferndale Refinery will cooperate with the resource
agencies concerned to select and implement appropriate restoration procedures for
each affected site. Such procedures may include physical, chemical, and biological
remediation.
The Documentation Unit Leader compiles documentation of the incident.
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Planning Distance Calculations

The planning distance calculation for a worst case spill of 652,361 bbls from the Ferndale
Refinery for persistent oils and non-petroleum oils discharged into tidal waters, fifteen (15)
miles from the Refinery down current during ebb tide and to the point of maximum tidal
influence or fifteen (15) miles, whichever is left during flood tide, as referenced by 33 CFR
154.1035.
The Ferndale Refinery is considered to be a Substantial Harm facility and is not required to
conduct planning distance calculations due to its proximity to the Sound, and classification in
accordance with 40 CFR 112 Attachment C-III Section 1.3. The immediate impact area is
clear without performing calculations. The environmentally sensitive areas identified on the
Refinery Overview map in this section and as identified in the NWACP will still be planned and
protected for as appropriate. The closest watersheds are the Nooksack and Strait of Georgia
As fulfillment of the need to provide response scenarios to demonstrate response strategies,
the Refinery has provided a spill scenarios including one for a Worst Case Discharge. These
scenarios are hypothetical spill responses for planning purposes only. They illustrate what
might happen under a given set of conditions. Actual response procedures will be dictated by
the spill incident. The options presented herein are to demonstrate that the terminal and its
contractors can respond to spills in a manner that meets the various federal and state
planning standards. The Refinery makes no commitments whatsoever that these options will
be followed in the response to a real spill.
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Ferndale Refinery Spring Trajectory
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Ferndale Refinery Summer Trajectory
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Ferndale Refinery Fall Trajectory
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Climatic and Hydrographic Conditions

The prevailing climatic and hydrographic conditions at the time of a spill can influence a
variety of response factors and should be quantified to the extent practical and as soon as
possible following the discovery of a spill. The key climatic and hydrographic conditions and
affected response factors are:
•
•
•
•
•

Wind speed and direction - Aquatic spill trajectories, vapor plume dispersions, boom
deployment, technique effectiveness, vessel and aircraft safety, and others.
Current speed and direction - Aquatic spill trajectories, boom deployment, technique
effectiveness, shoreline access restrictions, and others.
Wave height - Boom/skimmer deployment, technique effectiveness, shoreline access
restrictions, vessel safety, and others.
Visibility - Spill movement tracking and surveillance and aircraft and vessel safety.
Temperature - Spill volatility, worker productivity and safety, equipment effectiveness,
and others.

Climatic Conditions
Wind speed and direction can influence a spill response in several ways including aquatic spill
trajectories, vapor plume dispersions, boom deployment, vessel and aircraft safety and others.
Wind speed and direction can be determined by calling the National Weather Service. In
general, the prevailing wind averages approximately 5 to 7 knots out of the southwest.
Seasonal rains occur primarily from November to June and dry during summer months.
Visibility is determined by visual estimates concerning both the horizontal and vertical
distances within which objects are clearly visible. The vertical visibility, or ceiling, is typically
limited by low cloud cover or overcast conditions but can also be dramatically reduced by
heavy fog. Lateral visibility is influenced by fog or heavy rain. In general, normal aircraft
operations are restricted to ceilings greater than a 500 feet and horizontal visibility in excess
of 0.5 mile.
Temperature
2014
Revision can be determined using an outdoor thermometer or by calling the weather
service or local airport. The phone number for the National Weather Service is provided in
Annex 2 of this plan. Only temperatures below freezing or above 80 to 90 degrees are of
concern to oil spill response operations. Temperatures above or below that range can
adversely affect productivity and the health and safety of response personnel
Hydrographic Conditions
Based on a modeling exercise conducted by the Canadian government, the current patterns
and speeds for the Ferndale Refinery area generally range from <0.25 knot (kt) to 0.5 kt,
depending on the distance offshore, and the tidal cycle stage, and run north and south along
the shoreline.
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Current speeds and directions may have to be estimated at the time of the spill by pacing off a
100-foot section of shoreline, throwing a stick or orange into the water upcurrent of the section
and timing how long it takes the stick/orange to traverse the 100-foot area. The direction of
stick/orange movement will also approximate the surface current direction combined with the
effects from local winds, if present.
The time required (in seconds) for the stick/orange to move 100 feet is divided into 100 to
estimate current speed in feet per second (FPS). The resulting fps is then multiplied by 0.5921
to convert the speed into knots. Selected conversions are provided below.
0.25 kts = 240 seconds/100 feet (0.42 fps)
0.5 kts = 120 seconds/100 feet (0.83 fps)
1.0 kts = 60 seconds/100 feet (1.67 fps)
1.5 kts = 40 seconds/100 feet (2.5 fps)
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Climatic Information
Bellingham, WA
Parameter
Temp1

Unit
°F

Jan
41

Feb
46

Mar
50

Apr
57

May
63

Jun
67

Jul
72

Aug
71

Sep
68

Oct
58

Nov
50

Dec
45

Yr
57

29

32

34

38

44

50

52

52

47

41

35

33

41

3.2

2.1

2.1

0.1

1

0.6

0.8

1.4

7

8.7

4.6

2.7

34.3

4.55
9.6

3.79
7.8

3.32
7.1

2.29
6.4

1.96
5.9

1.65
6

0.85
6.6

1.14
5.7

1.85
5.2

4.06
5.4

4.76
7.1

4.63
8.3

34.8
6.8

NNE

SS
E
10.3

SSE

SSE

SSE

S

S

S

S

SSE

SSE

SSE

NA

Average
8.9
11.9
13.6
number
2014 Revision
of hours
1 – Source: International Station Meteorological Climate Summary
2 – Source: Tide and Current Prediction Software, 1994, Micronautics.

15.1

16

15.6

14.3

12.6

10.9

9.3

8.5

12.3

°F
Visibility1

Mean
Number
of Days

Precipitation1
Wind1

Inches
MPH

Daylight2

2015 Revision

Type
Mean
Daily Max
Mean
Daily Min
Heavy
Fog
Visibility
(1/2 mile or
less)
Mean
Mean
Speed
Prevailing
Direction
Sunrise to
Sunset
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1.16.12

Spill Movements

There are two types of spills the Refinery will be primarily prepared for: Terrestrial and
Aquatic spills. The Geographic Response Plan (GRP) from the North Puget Sound has
identified many protection strategies that can to be used at various locations. The following
decision tree should be used in determining what steps to take for containment and recover:
Containment and Recover

Terrestrial Spill

Aquatic Spill
Estimate spill size, probable trajectory,
time to and location of shoreline contact

Assess spill size, probable
drainage route, movement rate
and potential containment sites

Identify Applicable containment and
recovery techniques

Identify applicable containment
techniques

Determine logistics and implementation
requirements

Determine logistics and
implementation requirements

Can technique(s) be implemented
prior to spill reaching existing
containment structure or water?

Yes

No

Implement
Techniques

See Clean Up
Actions

Can technique(s) be implemented prior to
oil contacting shoreline or sensitive area?

Yes

Will Spill Enter
Waterway

No

Yes

Implement
Techniques

Is spill totally
contained and/or
recovered?

No

Protection Action

No

No Further Action
Required
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1.16.12.1 Terrestrial Spills
The storage tanks, truck loading rack, and transfer pipelines within the refinery are surrounded
by containment dikes or some form of secondary containment system. The diked storage tank
areas and most of the refinery proper are serviced by oily, phenolic, and stormwater sewer
systems. The systems are designed for the collection and containment of leaks or spills and
surface runoff and diversion to the refinery wastewater treatment system. Berms, hay filters,
or runoff collection systems have also been constructed in some areas near property
boundaries to provide further safeguards against off-site migration. These containment
systems and the location of the refinery away from the water make it very unlikely that on-site
spills would reach the Strait of Georgia.
Spills from the portions of the Marine Terminal pipelines within the "cut" could enter the Strait
of Georgia if appropriate terrestrial containment actions were not taken.
1.16.12.2 Refinery
Most spills within the oil transfer and storage areas within the refinery will be contained by the
various secondary containment and stormwater runoff collection systems installed at the
refinery. The containment areas within the tank farm are designed such that spills or
stormwater will drain to a sump located in one corner of the area. The sumps contain valved
connections to the clean water or oily sewer systems and are normally maintained in the
closed position. Spills will collect in the sumps and either be recovered directly or allowed to
drain to the oily water system.
The portions of the pipelines that are outside the storage tank secondary containment
systems generally parallel the refinery roads within designated pipeways. Oily water sewer
inlets are located along the pipeways to contain pipeline leaks and divert them to the
wastewater treatment plant. Stormwater collection ditches also parallel the roads within the
refinery and most drain to the stormwater sewer system. The stormwater ditches can be
blocked (dammed) using soil, sandbags, plastic sheeting, plywood, etc., to prevent oil from
entering the sewer system. In the event that oil does enter the stormwater system, it can be
diverted to the oily water system at the wastewater treatment plant. In some areas (e.g., south
of pump pad #1 and the treatment units), the stormwater ditches discharge to natural
drainages courses that lead off-site. These drainage courses are, however, equipped with hay
filters to contain and recover smaller spills. Hay filter locations are also suitable for the
construction of dams, berms, or trenches for the containment of larger spills.
There are also drainage systems which lead to the spill containment basin near the
wastewater treatment plant. The systems consist primarily of stand pipes within most storage
tank containment areas that will drain off very large spills prior to the level coming close to the
top of the containment dikes. Large spills entering the oily water sewer system will also
overflow into the spill containment basin system at the sewer lift station. Other inlets into the
spill containment basin system are situated at strategic locations within the refinery. In the
event of a large spill these inlets should not be blocked as they are designed to aid in spill
control.
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1.16.12.3 Tank Truck Loading Racks
The tank truck loading racks are situated in a paved area with curbing and drains discharging
to the oily water sewer around the racks themselves. Spills occurring at the racks would
generally be allowed to drain to the sewer system and the residual oil washed into the drains
afterwards. In the event of a spill outside the transfer area at the racks, the oil would drain to
the nearest storm drain inlet and into the stormwater sewer. The inlets could be blocked using
plastic sheeting, plywood, sandbags, or adjacent soils to contain a spill. If the spill enters the
stormwater sewer, it can be diverted into the oily water sewer at the treatment plant.
In the unlikely event that spills escape the secondary containment or the stormwater/spill
basin collection systems, containment and recovery is best achieved by using earthen berms
or dams or the excavation of trenches within an existing drainage course or to divert the oil to
a natural or manmade containment area. Earthmoving equipment owned by Western Refinery
Services or hand tools can be used for berm construction or trench excavation.
1.16.12.4 Terrestrial Technique Selection
The primary factors influencing terrestrial containment and recovery are:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Size - Most containment techniques provide limited storage capacity.
Slope - Berms and barriers are generally less effective on steeper slopes and
accessibility may be limited.
Surface texture - Rough surfaces with natural ridges and depressions enhance
containment and should be used as containment whenever possible.
Substrate permeability - Highly permeable sediments will allow rapid penetration of oil
into the substrate, thus complicating containment and recovery.
Existing drainage courses - Oil is more easily contained and recovered if it is flowing
within, or can be diverted to, existing natural or manmade drainage structures.
Stormwater runoff - Runoff generally requires the containment of larger quantities of
liquids and complicates oil recovery.
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1.16.12.5 Terrestrial Spill Containment Technique Selection Flowchart

Terrestrial Spill

Is spill contained within the
facility?

Yes

Consider
•
Drain blocking
•
Culvert blocking
•
Containment
berms

No
Is spill flowing overland?

Yes

No

Is spill flowing in drainage
courses?

Yes

Consider:
•
Containment
berms
•
Interception
trench

Consider:
•
Blocking dome
•
Culvert Blocking

No
Is subsurface flow known
or suspected?

Yes

Consider:
•
Interception
trench

No
Is spill entering water?

Yes

Consider:
Yes
•
Shoreline
containment
•
Booming

No

Monitor spill movements
and periodically reassess
response options.
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1.16.12.6 Terrestrial Sensitive Area Protection Flowchart

Onshore Protection

Identify threatened sensitive
areas

Establish priorities for areas to be
protected

Identify applicable technique(s)
for each area

Determine logistics and
implementation requirements

Can technique(s) be
implemented prior to oil
contacting the area?

Yes

Implement technique(s)
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Cleanup Technique Selection

1.16.13.1 Shoreline
Although there are several cleanup techniques discussed in this plan, it is likely that only a few
would be used for most spill situations. The shorelines in the vicinity of the Refinery consist
primarily of sand and gravel beaches with the exception of a 1-mile stretch of shoreline along
Neptune Beach to the south which is composed primarily of gravel, cobbles, and rip-rap
beaches. Gravel beaches resume to the south of Neptune Beach and continue into Lummi
Bay. Large tidal flats are located at the back of Birch Bay, Drayton Harbor, and Lummi Bay.
Most of the beaches in close proximity to the refinery are backed by steep bluffs that limit land
access to these areas.
Cleanup techniques for spills affecting the above shorelines in the vicinity of the Ferndale
Refinery will likely be limited to:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Manual removal for light oil conditions and/or limited access areas
Flushing/flooding the oil out of gravel/cobble sediments and into the water for
subsequent recovery in moderate to heavily oiled areas
Spot washing to remove oil from piers, rip-rap, and other impervious surfaces
Mechanical removal for heavily oiled sand/gravel sediments or debris accumulations
where suitable access permits
Sorbents to remove residual oil and very lightly oiled cobble/rip-rap/rocky shorelines or
impervious surfaces
Natural recovery for polishing operations or very lightly oiled sensitive shorelines

Other techniques may be applicable to the above shorelines as well as other areas in the
Strait of Georgia area depending on the: 1) oil type; 2) oiling conditions; 3) environmental,
safety, and political considerations; and 4) unusual circumstances that may be present at the
time of the spill. Therefore, the following shoreline cleanup technique selection guidelines
have been included to assist in the identification of the most appropriate technique for a given
shoreline.
The selection of an appropriate shoreline cleanup technique is primarily dependent on the
following factors:
•
•
•
•
•

Substrate type - Finer grained sediments typically require different techniques than
coarse grained sediments and sediment type can affect traffic (i.e., ability to traverse
the area without losing traction) for heavy equipment.
Oil conditions - Heavier oil conditions and larger areas may require more intrusive or
mechanical methods whereas lighter conditions may not require any form of cleanup.
Slope - Heavy equipment use may be limited on steeper shorelines as well as manual
techniques.
Shoreline sensitivity - Intrusive techniques may create a greater impact than the oil
itself.
Penetration depth - Significant penetration can reduce the effectiveness of several
techniques.
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1.16.13.2 Terrestrial
For most terrestrial spills at the Ferndale Refinery, the applicable cleanup techniques will likely
be limited to:
•
•

Manual removal for smaller or limited access areas
Mechanical removal (motor graders and/or front-end loaders or backhoes) for larger
areas

Other techniques have been included in this section in the event of unusual or unanticipated
situations where the above techniques are not applicable. In these cases, the terrestrial
cleanup technique guidelines provided below should be consulted to assist in identifying the
most appropriate technique(s). Terrestrial cleanup technique selection is primarily dependent
on the following factors:
•
•
•
•
•

Size - Larger areas will generally require the use of mechanical methods, whereas
manual techniques can be used for small areas.
Slope - The use of heavy equipment is often restricted to gradually sloped areas, and
manual techniques may be considered unsafe if used on steep terrain.
Sediment type - Softer sediments may reduce traffic for heavy equipment and the
presence of coarser sediments and bedrock could also restrict the use of certain types
of heavy equipment.
Penetration depth - Significant penetration may require the use of heavy equipment or
special subsurface remediation techniques.
Impacted groundwater - Special subsurface remediation techniques would likely be
required.

1.16.13.3 Dispersant Usage/In-situ Burn
Generalized usage of dispersants and in-situ burn techniques can be found in Section II-11.6
and II-11.7, respectively in the Core Plan. The Facility is located in an area not under preapproval by the NWACP. Therefore this Facility does not intend to use dispersants unless
directed by the Unified Command, which if requested can be met via the primary response
contractor (PRC). All dispersant applications for a spill by the Refinery will be in accordance
with WAC 173-182-325 and NWACP Section 4600 and 9406.
If in-situ burning is contemplated by the Unified Command then the RRT 10 In-situ Burning
Application Form found in the NWACP Section 9407 will be utilized. In addition, all
components found in NWACP Section 4600 and WAC 173-182-330 will be adhered to.
1.16.13.4 Potential Impacts from Cleanup Techniques
Oil that comes in contact with a shoreline or terrestrial area has the potential for adversely
affecting biological and physical processes. Consequently, various cleanup techniques have
been developed to mitigate these impacts; however, these techniques are often associated
with impacts of their own. In some situations, particularly if used improperly, the cleanup
techniques can have a greater adverse impact than the oil itself. The environmental and
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physical consequences of using the various cleanup techniques should be considered during
technique selection and implementation.
The major physical impacts of cleanup usually result from sediment removal. Large-scale
removal from a shoreline or steeply sloped terrestrial area can destabilize the beach or slope
and result in erosion or landslides. Other techniques, such as flooding, flushing, spot washing,
manual removal, etc., can also cause physical impacts including:
•
•
•
•

Substrate disturbance and vegetation trampling caused by extensive manual activity
Recontamination by oil that is removed but not effectively recovered
Increasing turbidity and sedimentation by flushing fine sediments from a shoreline and
into the water
Deeper oil penetration from flushing and spot washing on shorelines and trenching and
berm construction on terrestrial areas.

The biological impacts from cleanup can include:
•
•
•
•
•

Removal of biota through sediment excavation, flushing, spot washing, etc.
Extension of toxic effects due to re-oiling
Habitat disruption by cleanup equipment, waste handling, or cleanup crews
Trampling of shoreline biota from manual and mechanical methods
Wildlife disturbance due to noise and commotion created by cleanup crews

Cleanup techniques can indirectly affect organisms and vegetation outside the treatment area
if appropriate measures are not taken to contain and recover the removed oil. Similarly,
equipment and worker traffic can transport oil to clean areas or push it deeper into the
substrate.
If shoreline oil conditions are light to very light and exposure to the elements is high, natural
recovery should be seriously considered as it may have the least overall physical and
biological impact. This consideration is, however, very site- and circumstance-specific and
often requires regulatory and land owner/manager approval.
1.16.13.4 Net Environmental Benefit Assessment
When evaluating the need to clean up a given area or the extent to which cleanup should be
implemented, a Net Environmental Benefit Assessment (NEBA) should be conducted. In
general terms, a NEBA involves the comparison of the potential impacts of a particular
cleanup technique or program with the anticipated impacts or consequences of leaving the oil
to natural degradation processes. The assessment is typically performed by a marine
ecologist with oil spill experience and in conjunction with a coastal geologist if physical
impacts are likely to occur from the cleanup.
Studies of historical spill cleanup operations have shown that the impacts associated with
cleanup operations were often greater than the subsequent impacts resulting from leaving the
oil in place. This is particularly relevant to marshes where vegetation trampling and substrate
disturbance during cleanup operations created more of an impact and inhibited recovery to a
much greater degree than if no actions were taken.
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When conducting a NEBA for a terrestrial area or shoreline, the key factors to consider are:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Safety of the cleanup workers
The existing impacts of the oil on the health of the local ecological community
The toxicity of the oil and the anticipated persistence of the toxic effects
The recruitment or recolonization potential of the affected area
The potential impacts of the candidate cleanup technique(s)
The potential effectiveness of the cleanup operation
The aesthetic impact of the oil

The assessment of impacts on the ecological community both from the oil and the candidate
cleanup technique(s) should focus on the key flora and fauna species considered to be
important to the recovery of the community. The key species will vary from one location to the
next and must be determined by a marine or terrestrial ecologist familiar with the general area.
If the oil had destroyed the majority of the key species or the shoreline ecological community
itself, then the additional impacts by most cleanup techniques would usually be negligible
although the removal of even dead or heavily stressed vegetation can, in some cases, delay
recovery. Conversely, if the oil conditions are light and the oil itself is having little effect on the
biota, implementation of cleanup can have a greater overall impact.
Considerations must also be given to the human uses of the affected area as cleanup
operations are often conducted for aesthetic reasons. If an area experiences high human use
such as a park, boat anchorage, fishing or hiking area, etc., and the oil is not significantly
impacting the ecological resources, the use of low intrusive techniques should be considered
to reduce the visual impact of the oil.
The NEBA is also useful for evaluating when cleanup should be terminated. In most cases
cleanup reaches a point of diminishing returns where the level of effort, and intrusive nature of
the cleanup increases exponentially as the amount of oil decreases. Even when a spill
involves relatively toxic oil (e.g., gasoline) the cleanup related impacts will often surpass those
of the oil at some stage of the response operation.
An explanation of each factor influencing the assessment is provided below:
•
•
•

•

Is the shoreline/area impacted? - Should be based on surveys to document the extent
of the affected area.
Is the shoreline/area accessible without putting workers or equipment at risk? - Should
be based on data obtained during the documentation surveys.
Does the current level of impact pose a threat to birds, animals, or aquatic life? - There
should be minimal threat to wildlife unless either the remaining hydrocarbons are in
high concentrations or the remaining oil is still mobile enough that it would readily rub
off or become mobile.
Is the oil residue in an area of significant public, recreational, or commercial use? Critical resource areas will have to be identified by the land owners and managers and
other interested parties.
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Is the expected rate of future natural cleaning so slow that human intrusion should be
considered? - The rate of future natural cleaning will have to be extrapolated from
those already observed, historical data on similar spill situations, or the opinions of
local oil spill experts.
Will the rate of natural cleaning be significantly enhanced or the level of oil residue
significantly reduced by the application of an approved treatment/ technique? – If
treatment is not expected to result in a "significant" improvement, the overall benefit
most likely will not offset the potential impacts and risks associated with human
intrusion.
Will application of cleanup technique result in a net environmental gain? - A net
environmental gain is achieved when an environmental threat is eliminated or reduced
by a technique which is non-intrusive and has minimal negative impact on the
environment.

1.16.14

Oil Spills to Groundwater

For purposes of RCRA groundwater monitoring compliance, the uppermost regional aquifer
occurs in the Cherry Point silt. The Cherry Point silt consists of inter-bedded brown to gray
clay, silt, silty sand, and fine- to medium-grained well-sorted sand. The regional water table
occurs within the unit at approximately 160 feet below ground surface. The direction of flow in
the Cherry Point silt is generally toward the west, where flowing groundwater discharges to
the Strait of Georgia
The majority of the facility is underlain by a regionally continuous stratigraphic unit known as
glaciomarine drift, or diamicton. The diamicton is clay type silt with sand and gravel and is
predominantly dry to slightly moist in the uppermost weathered portions of the unit. The upper
surface of the diamicton generally occurs at 2-6 feet below grade at the facility.
A mixture of silt and sand (native and fill material) is located above the diamicton. Infiltrating
rainwater becomes perched on the diamicton and saturates the native deposits and fill
material overlying the diamicton. The perched water beneath the Ferndale Refinery would not
be classified as potable per the definition in WAC 173-340-720 (2). The perched water at the
site does not serve as a current source of drinking water and is not a potential future source of
drinking water because the groundwater is likely present in insufficient quantity to yield greater
than 0.5 gallon per minute on a sustainable basis.
The diamicton acts as an aquitard, impeding the vertical migration of water and released
contaminants. Precipitation percolates through surficial deposits and imported fill material and
becomes perched on the relatively impermeable diamicton. Geotechnical samples collected
in the diamicton from soil borings drilled in the central portion of the refinery south of 6th
Street were analyzed for bulk density, moisture content, vertical hydraulic conductivity,
Atterberg limits, plasticity indices, and grain-size distribution. The data revealed that a finingdownward sequence is evident in the stratigraphic column. The average percentage of sand
decreases with depth and the average percentage of silt and clay increases with depth. The
bulk density of the samples increases with depth. The average vertical hydraulic conductivity
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decreases with depth from 1.26x10-07 cm/s in the upper weathered portion of the diamicton to
7.86x10-08 cm/s in the deeper portion of the unit. The average horizontal saturated hydraulic
conductivity in the deeper portion of the unit is 1.70x10-06 cm/s. The fining-downward grainsize distribution, the increasing bulk density with depth, and the decreasing vertical
conductivity with depth all support the conclusion that the diamicton acts as a sufficient
aquitard to inhibit the downward migration of precipitation and accidentally spilled petroleum
products (BP, 1992).
Based upon the above-described site hydrogeology, impacts to the uppermost regional
aquifer from a spill are unlikely. Should a spill occur, (1) it is evaluated for estimated release
volume relative to a RQ for reporting applicability; (2) containment and recovery techniques
are employed as needed; (3) impacted soil is remediated via excavation or in-situ methods, as
appropriate and practical; (4) soil conditions remaining at the extent of any remedial action are
documented through sampling and analytical testing, and, (5) assessment and remediation
activities are documented in a written report. Should groundwater impacts be suspected, a
groundwater investigation plan would be developed. This plan would include monitoring
existing site groundwater monitor wells, if appropriate, and/or installation of additional monitor
wells or sampling points.
1.16.15

Aquatic Oil Spills

Effective containment and recovery of aquatic spills depends, in part, on the spill
circumstances, how quickly techniques can be implemented, and the prevailing environmental
conditions. Regardless of the size of the spill, containment is most effective if conducted at or
near the source before the spill spreads and migrates a significant distance from the source.
The larger the area covered by the spill, the more equipment and manpower will be required.
Containment at or near the source is also often associated with thicker layers of oil within the
containment booms which, in turn, increases the efficiency of most skimmers. Away from the
source, the oil will spread to very thin layers or a sheen, making recovery difficult.
Prevailing environmental conditions can affect containment and recovery both in terms of
effectiveness and deployment of equipment. Low tidal currents in the Ferndale Refinery area
can aid in the containment and recovery of aquatic spills although the relatively high winds
that can occur complicate booming operations.
High winds (and associated waves) can reduce the effectiveness of booming and skimming
operations and compromise the safety of response crews. Wind and waves can cause tension
on containment booms, making it difficult to deploy and anchor the booms in place or connect
sections of boom together in the water. High waves can also cause oil to splash over the
boom and reduce effectiveness. Shallow water resulting from receding tides can cause the
boom to "lay down," which can allow oil to pass underneath although special "intertidal"
booms are designed to minimize this occurrence.
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Site-Specific Containment and Recovery Recommendations

For the Ferndale Refinery, the primary aquatic spill concerns are associated with discharges
from:
•
•
•

Transfer operations at the marine terminal
Pipeline leaks or ruptures along the causeway to the marine terminal
Pipeline leaks or ruptures near or along the pipeway through the "cut" to the
Causeway

Specific containment strategies for each of these scenarios are discussed below and the
associated suggested boom deployment locations are shown in this section. If prevailing
conditions or circumstances render these recommended strategies impractical, additional
guidance is provided below under Aquatic Technique Selection.
Note: Boom deployment strategies and configurations shown based on average wind and
wave conditions. For other conditions, consult the Aquatic Technique Selection guidelines
provided below.
1.16.17

Marine Terminal Transfer Spills

In the event that a spill does occur at the marine terminal, the following activities should be
conducted:
•
•
•
•
•

Notify MSRC to mobilize the appropriate containment and recovery equipment and
personnel.
Deploy Ferndale Refinery curtain boom in a "U" configuration ahead of the slick's
leading edge for containment; secure one end of the boom to the marine terminal if
possible.
Connect boom ends together once slick is contained within the boom.
Recover oil within boom using the appropriate contractor or MSRC skimmer or
sorbents.
Deploy additional Ferndale Refinery and/or on-site MSRC boom, as required, in
sequential "U" configurations or from the shoreline to contain oil that may be migrating
along the shore.

1.16.17.1 Marine Terminal Pipeline Spills
For spills from the marine terminal pipelines along the causeway (over water), the following
activities should be conducted:
•
•

Notify MSRC to mobilize the appropriate containment and recovery equipment and
personnel.
Deploy 200 to 500 feet of Ferndale Refinery curtain boom in a "U" configuration ahead
of the slick's leading edge; secure both boom ends to causeway piers if possible.
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Connect boom ends together once slick is contained within the boom or deploy
additional Ferndale Refinery containment boom in a "U" configuration in the other
direction to completely contain oil during tidal or wind changes.
Recover oil within boom using the appropriate contractor or MSRC skimmer or
sorbents.
Deploy additional boom (in on-site MSRC trailers), as required, in sequential "U"
configurations or from the shoreline to contain oil that may be migrating along the
shore.

Significant spills from the portion of the pipelines located within the "cut" leading down to the
marine terminal or near the top of the "cut" could flow downslope and into the Strait of Georgia
if terrestrial containment is not possible or effective. A surface water catch basin is located at
the base of the "cut" and is designed to collect stormwater runoff or spills within the cut and is
equipped with a hay filter upgradient of the catch basin inlet. Most spills would be contained
by this catch basin with the possible exception of substantial pipeline ruptures which could
overcome the catch basin inlet and reach the Strait of Georgia.
In the unlikely event that a spill does occur within the "cut" and reaches water, the following
actions should be conducted:
•
•
•
•

Notify MSRC to mobilize the appropriate containment and recovery equipment and
personnel.
Launch Ferndale Refinery response boat and deploy 200 to 500 ft. of boom stored at
Beachhead into a "U" or "V" configuration around the oil's point of entry into the water
(wave conditions permitting) and anchor boom ends to the shoreline on either side.
Deploy additional Ferndale Refinery boom or on-site MSRC boom (stored in trailers) in
a "U" configuration offshore or as a secondary containment boom from the shoreline to
contain oil that may have escaped the initial boom.
Recover oil within booms using Ferndale Refinery or local contractor vacuum trucks
stationed on the shoreline until the arrival of the appropriate skimming equipment from
MSRC or other contractors.

1.16.17.2 Rail Unloading Spills
•
•
•
•
•

Dial 300#. Give your name, location, and nature of the emergency. Notify supervisor
and Oil Movements Control Center (OMCC).
Depress nearest emergency pump shutdown switch to shut down rack unloading.
OMCC will be able to shut down the pumps remotely as well.
Clear the area of traffic and all unnecessary personnel.
Attempt to determine the quantity of spill and where it has traveled and its projected
path.
Control run-off and oil to sewers. The Oil Water Separator (OWS) inlets, unloading
platform sewer valves and pump pad sewer outlet valves should all be in the normally
closed position.
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Spill Containment Operations

The locations for deployment of containment booms along the shoreline and near the refinery
were selected based on suitability for containment and/or access from the backshore. These
locations have been identified as potential locations for initial containment boom deployment
should an oil spill be migrating north or south along the shore. The majority of these locations
are accessible only by shallow draft boats or using all-terrain vehicles and driving along the
beach from the refinery, Gulf Road, or Neptune Beach. Foot access is also present at
selected sites. All sites have large drift logs and/or boulders and bedrock outcrops that could
be used to anchor booms and the shorelines themselves are sand/gravel/cobble and are not
particularly sensitive.
Due to the limited access and potential logistical problems in cleaning the shorelines, the
booms will typically be deployed from the shoreline in a deflection mode with a hook or "J" at
the outer end where the oil can be concentrated and recovered by deploying a skimmer within
the hook. For large spills or where waves and/or currents preclude stationing a skimmer at the
end of the boom, the containment booms should be deployed in a diversionary mode to divert
the oil to the shoreline where it can be recovered with portable pumping and storage systems.
1.16.18.1 Aquatic Technique Selection
Selection of an appropriate aquatic containment and recovery technique depends on a
number of factors including:
•

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Current speed - Surface currents greater than 1 kt can cause boom failure or
entrainment of oil beneath the boom, where booms are placed at right angles to the
current. When angled into or away from the current, booms can generally tolerate
currents up to 2 to 3 kt before failure occurs.
Water depth - Depths greater than 50 feet can complicate boom anchor placement,
whereas depths less than 2 feet can preclude effective boom use. Depths less than 5
to 10 feet can also preclude the use of larger boats for logistical purposes.
Boom length - Lengths greater than 400 to 500 feet are not usually recommended due
to difficulties in deployment, anchoring, and maintaining an effective deployment
configuration, particularly in significant wind, waves, and currents.
Wave height - Breaking waves greater than 0.5 to 1 foot will render most booms and
skimmers ineffective, respectively.
Slick thickness - Recovery effectiveness with pumps/vacuum systems and skimmers
decreases as slick thickness declines, becoming relatively ineffective for very thin
slicks or sheens.
Shoreline access - Obstacles (rocks, debris, man-made structures, etc.) in the water,
steep shorelines, or breaking waves could restrict access and present safety and
operational problems.
Anchor points - Soft bottom substrates can complicate boom anchor placement.
Safety - High currents and winds, large obstacles, and other dangerous conditions
could present safety hazards and preclude certain techniques.
Based on the above factors, a containment and recovery technique selection guide
has been prepared along with descriptions and diagrams of these techniques.
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Table 3
Protection
Techniques
Onshore
Beach
Berms

Geotextiles

Summary of Protection Techniques
Description

Primary Logistical
Requirements

Limitations

A berm is constructed along
the top of the mid-inter tidal
zone from sediments
excavated along the down
gradient side. The berm
should be covered with
plastic or geo-textile sheeting
to minimize wave erosion.
A roll of geotextile

• Bulldozer/Motor
grader – 1
• Personnel equipment operator
& 1 worker
• Misc. – plastic or
geotextile sheeting

• High wave energy
• Large tidal range
• Strong along shore
currents

• Geotextile – 3 m
wide rolls
• Personnel – 5
• Misc. – stakes or tiedown cord
Per 30 meters of
barrier
• Wire mesh – 70 m x
2m
• Stakes – 20
• Sorbents– 30m2
• Personnel – 2
• Misc. – fasteners,
support lines,
additional stakes,
etc.
• Loader – 1
• Personnel –
equipment operator
& 1 worker or
several workers
w/shovels

• Low sloped shoreline
• High spring tides
• Large storms

Sorbent
Barriers

A barrier is constructed by
installing two parallel lines of
stake across a channel,
fastening wire mesh to the
stakes & filling the space
between with loose sorbents.

Inlet Dams

A dam is constructed across
the channel using local soil or
beach sediments to exclude
oil from entering channel.
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• Waves > 25 cm
• Currents > 0.5 m/s
• Tidal range > 2m

• Saves > 25 cm
• Tidal range exceeding
dam height
• Freshwater outflow
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Summary of Protection Techniques (Continued)

Protection
Techniques
Nearshore
Containment
Booming

Description

Primary Logistical
Requirements

Limitations

Boom is deployed in a “U”
shape in front of the
oncoming slick. The ends
of the boom are anchored
by work boats or drogues.
The oil is contained within
the “U” & prevented from
reaching the shore

• High Winds
• Swells >2 m
• Breaking waves > 50
cm
• Currents > 1.0 m/s

Exclusion
Booming

Boom is deployed across
or around sensitive areas &
anchored in place.
Approaching oil is deflected
or contained by boom

Deflection
Booming

Boom is deployed from the
shoreline away from the
approaching slick &
anchored or held in place
with a work boat. Oil is
deflected aware from
shoreline

Diversion
Booming

Boom is deployed from the
shoreline at an angle
towards the approaching
slick & anchored or held in
place with a work boat. Oil
is diverted towards the
shoreline for recovery.

Skimming

Self-propelled skimmers
work back & forth along the
leading edge of a window
to recover the oil. Booms
may be deployed from the
front of a skimmer in a “V”
configuration to increase
sweep width. Portable
skimmers are placed within
containment booms in the
area of heaviest oil
concentration

For 150 Meters Slick:
• Boom – 289 m
• Boats – 2
• Personnel – boat
crews & 4 boom
tenders
• Misc. – tow lines,
drogues, connectors,
etc.
Per 300 meters of
Boom
• Boats – 1
• Personnel – boat
crew & 3 boom
tenders
• Misc. – 6 anchors,
anchor line, buoys,
etc.
Single Boom, 0.75 m/s
knot current
• Boom – 60 m
• Boats -1
• Personnel – boat
crew +3
• Misc. 3 anchors, line,
buoys, recover unit
Single Boom, 0.75 m/s
knot current
• Boom – 60 m
• Boats – 1
• Personnel – boat
crew + 3
• Misc. – 3 anchors,
line, buoys, recovery
unit
Self-propelled (None)
Towed
• Boom – 200 m
• Boats – 2
• Personnel – boat
crews & 4 boom
tenders
• Misc. – tow lines,
bridles, connectors,
etc.
Portable
• Hoses – 30 m
discharge
• Oil storage – 2000
liters

• Currents > 0.5 m/s
• Breaking waves > 50
cm
• Water depth > 20 m

• Currents > 1.0 m/s
• Breaking Waves > 50
cm

• High winds
• Swells > 2 m
• Breaking Waves > 50
cm
• Currents > 1.0 m/s

• High winds
• Swells > 2m
• Breaking waves > 50
cm
• Currents > 1.0 m/s

Note: See Annex 3 for Diagrams
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1.16.18.2 Spill Trajectories
The purpose of estimating spill trajectories is to predict where spilled oil will travel over time as
a means to direct containment, protection and cleanup efforts to the appropriate locations in a
timely manner.
The movement of oil spilled on water depends primarily on the effects of local winds and
surface currents. Surface currents will dominate spill movement unless winds are very strong.
Currents tend to direct the slick to the main river channels where current speeds are greatest,
therefore, winds and slick spreading will often determine the location of shoreline contact.
The average currents in the area do not exceed more than one knot. The spring tidal
conditions with a 15-ft variation represent the worst case. Tides and currents vary with
seasonal run-off and lunar cycles in localized areas. Spill responders should consult tide and
current tables for specific locations.
Observations from actual spill incidents have shown that surface water currents will cause a
slick to move at about the same speed and direction as the water whereas wind will cause an
oil slick to move at about three percent of the wind speed and in the same general direction.
1.16.18.3 Manual Spill Trajectories
Vector addition is used to estimate slick movements when both wind and current components
are present. This section gives an example of the vector addition method for 0.3-kt northerly
water current and a 10-kt northwesterly wind. The general methodology is:
1. Determine wind and current speeds and directions as discussed about and obtain a base
map, compass and ruler.
2. Determine the spill location or present position on a map and draw water current and wind
component vectors in their relative directions and lengths from the point (length of vector
represents velocity: ½ inch = 0.1 kt). Remember wind directions are always stated as
“from the (North/South/East/West),” and the vector line points 180 to that orientation.
3. Draw a line parallel to the wind vector starting from the tip of the current vector and
measuring the exact length of the wind vector as shown in this section.
Draw a line from the point of origin (present oil slick position) to the tip of the parallel wind
vector line drawn as shown in this section. This final line is the resultant vector that gives the
direction and sped of slick movement (i.e., east-northeast at 0.24 kt). The direction can be
measured using the cardinal points of a compass. The speed is determined by the length of
the resultant vector relative to the scale used in drawing the component vectors
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1.16.18.4 Computerized Spill Trajectories
For most incidents, The Refinery or the Coast Guard can request NOAA’s Seattle, WA office
to use their computerized trajectory model to predict real time spill movements.
For the Refinery, The Response Group provided computerized trajectory analyses based on
hypothetical spills to identify potential worst case impacts in the area. These analyses can be
used to roughly predict spill movements and shoreline impact areas but are not an accurate
substitute for real-time computerized or even manual spill movement predictions.
For the analyses, a Worst Case Discharge scenario of 652,361 bbls of light crude was used to
evaluate the greatest potential impact on the shoreline. The spill was considered to be
instantaneous and at the terminal location. The model calculations include scenarios for each
of the four seasons.
The results presented in this plan depict the stochastic evaluation and represent the overall
risk of impact. Each analysis incorporates weathering effects on the oil and partial loss by
evaporation and mixing with the water column. The modeling time period was a maximum of
24 hours. The time required for the oil to reach the shoreline is determined by the tide stage
and speed, direction of the wind and the amount of material loss to evaporation.
1.16.19

Communications

1.16.19.1 Communications Equipment
In the event of an emergency, the EOC will be established in the administrative conference
room unless circumstances require an alternate location. Communication systems available to
the EOC for spill response include; those listed previously, the refinery radio communication
system is also available for spill response communications within close proximity (2-mile
radius) of the refinery.
Additional communications equipment is available from local suppliers. The Ferndale Refinery
communications equipment at the Ferndale Refinery is adequate for most small to moderate
sized spills. The Ferndale Refinery talk group system on the 800-MHz band will generally be
used to coordinate spill response activities within or close to the refinery property. Terrestrial
spills will be addressed using the refinery radio system only, whereas aquatic spills will likely
use a combination of the refinery radio system, the portable UHF spill response radios, and
the VHF marine radios installed in the Ferndale Refinery response boats.
Channel 1 operates through the MSRC repeater located at Mt. Constitution (48o 40' 48" N,
122o 40' 24"W) on Orcas Island. The repeater will extend the effective range of the hand-held
radios from 1 to 2 miles to an area with a 60- to 70-mile radius centered at the repeater's
location. It uses the frequency pair utilized by Ferndale Refinery and other oil companies and
spill response firms for oil spill response operations nationwide.
If a spill is situated where good communication through the Mt. Constitution repeater cannot
be achieved, the MSRC mobile repeater operating on oil spill radio Channel 2 can be brought
to the spill site.
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1.16.19.2 Common Types of Communication Systems
The following section briefly describes a number of different communication systems which
may be employed in a given spill situation.
•
•

•

•

Telephone circuits- The telephone system at the Ferndale Refinery is sufficient to
handle the volume of phone calls associated with most spills. Additional phone lines
may be required in the unlikely event of a major or catastrophic spill.
Cellular telephone systems- Cellular phones help to fill communication gaps, giving
spill response managers’ immediate access to the telephone system from more
locations in the Puget Sound area. Battery powered cellular phones are preferred to
free the user from dependence on commercial power or vehicle batteries.
Marine VHF radio- Any cleanup operation on the water should be provided with
properly licensed marine VHF radio equipment. Such equipment makes it possible to
warn other vessels about ongoing cleanup operations. Marine radios can also be used
for coordinating the cleanup operations; however, other channels may be preferred
where suitable equipment is available. The Ferndale Refinery response boats are
equipped with marine VHF radios.
UHF radio- UHF radio systems are typically used for land based operations although
they are also acceptable for marine use. UHF radios are often limited to just a few
frequencies or channels that are preset into the units. Most UHF radios are 3 or 6
channel models with the actual frequencies being dependent on the license of the
particular facility.

The Ferndale Refinery uses two separate types of UHF radio systems. The main system is
used for normal refinery operations and onshore emergencies. Since it is computer controlled,
the system can have multiple channels on the same frequency. The channels are divided into
three talk groups with the following uses:
•
•
•

Maintenance
Operations
Emergency/Fire and Safety/HSEQ/Security

The other system consists of the six spill response portable UHF radios maintained at the
Beachhead's response equipment storage building. Each SRV and support vehicle is also
equipped with these radios. These radios have three channels/frequencies that are
compatible with those used by the MSRC. The radios are used for communications whenever
there is a spill to water and the response boats are deployed.
•
•

HF Single Sideband Radio- For communication over long distances at sea and in
undeveloped areas, operators may consider obtaining high-frequency single-sideband
voice radio equipment.
Paging Systems- The familiar "beeper" is essentially a one-way radio communication
system, which enables persons within range of the paging system transmitter to be
alerted or to receive a brief message. Oil spill response personnel carry pagers for
rapid notification in the event of a spill.
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1.16.19.3 Communications Good Practices
Incident Command communications practices will be the responsibility of the Logistics Section
Chief and the Communications Unit Leader.
In the field, good communications practices will be the responsibility of the Command Center
radio operator(s). For small spills, the On-Site Response Team Notification/Documentation
Coordinator will be responsible for ensuring that the response personnel follow proper
communications practices.
The guidelines listed below should be considered:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Use 800 MHz radio communication for small to moderate spills.
Use fixed or cellular telephones where available to reduce UHF/VHF radio congestion.
Avoid relaying messages orally unless they are time-dependent.
Use written messages for low priority communications.
Isolate the Command/Communications Center away from high activity or noisy areas.
If this is not possible, move the Communications Center to a quiet area, such as a
warehouse, with an intercom system connecting it to the Command Center.
During the first week of a major spill, two radio operators are generally required during
the day and one operator is required at night. The two daytime radio operators must
wear headsets so as not to interfere with each other during heavy traffic periods.
The radio and telephone operators must operate with accuracy, clarity, and brevity. All
operators must log messages sent and received.
The Logistics Coordinator will participate in each afternoon's planning meeting to
determine communication requirements for the next day's operation. This should allow
sufficient lead-time to assemble any additional equipment that may be needed.
The radio operators should maintain a detailed map of the spill area showing the
locations of the following:
1. All vessels
2. Skimmer systems
3. Beach cleanup crews
4. Deployed oil boom
5. Oil slicks
6. Impacted shorelines
7. Command Center
8. Heliports
9. Logistic staging sites
10. Disposal sites
11. Environmentally sensitive areas

Refer to Section 9501of the NWACP for the communications manual.
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1.16.19.4 Management Communications
Management communications are essential to pass information and direction quickly and
decisively with Branch Directors, support staff, logistical personnel and government agencies.
To accomplish this, command and logistics functions will have priority use of available
channels.
For larger spills involving extensive communication needs, additional systems will be brought
in and one channel will be assigned for the exclusive use for command and logistics functions.
This will permit rapid and uninterrupted communications between Branch Directors, logistical
personnel, and the EOC. For terrestrial spills or close-in aquatic spills, Channel C-4 on the
refinery radio system will be dedicated for management communications.
For large spills, a digital scanning receiver should be provided to the EOC. This will enable the
IC and other management personnel to monitor conversations on the key response channels.
The operating frequencies of all the parties involved in the spill are digitally entered into the
scanner. The scanner cycles these frequencies every few seconds until one of the parties
comes on the air. It then locks onto that frequency until the transmission is complete.
This provides an excellent tool for anticipating operational and/or logistical problems before
they develop. Any misinformation transmitted by parties involved in the spill can be detected
early and corrected before it amplifies into a major problem. Some scanners also can be used
to document the progress of a major spill by automatically recording all radio traffic. The
refinery radio system is also equipped to record all conversations and will be used in that
manner for spill response operations.
1.16.19.5 Emergency Communication Planning
Emergency communication planning begins by identifying the entities which comprise the
public within the facility’s operating area. These might include the media, local emergency
response agencies, local, state and federal government, residents and community leaders,
influence groups, customers and suppliers, and industries, that may be affected.
Phone numbers for local, state, and federal agencies and sensitive area managers are listed
in the Agency Notification Requirements.
1.16.19.6 Air Operations Communications
Helicopters and fixed-wing aircraft used for spill response operations are generally equipped
with both UHF and VHF radios to allow communication over a wide variety of frequencies.
They will typically monitor one or two frequencies at all times.
In the case of a small spill on water in the vicinity of the Ferndale Refinery, Channel 1 on the
portable response radios will be used for air operations. The pre-designated air operations
frequency would be used primarily for flight following (i.e., filing flight plans, periodic reporting
of locations and destinations, weather reports, etc.).
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The aircraft should be equipped with extra headsets and microphones to allow internal
communications between observer and pilot, and external communication between observer
or pilot and response personnel.
1.16.19.7 Large Event Communications
In the event of a major emergency, additional communications equipment is required to
establish an effective communications network. Typically, such a communications network
includes:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Fixed and cellular telephones
Facsimile machines
VHF and/or UHF base stations
VHF and/or UHF portable or mobile radios
Digital scanning receivers
Fixed and/or portable repeaters

If repeaters are needed but unavailable or inoperative, high-frequency single sideband radios,
with their inherently greater range, may be necessary. However, special FCC licensing is
required for their use. Satellite communications equipment can also be deployed for use in
remote areas or at locations where existing phone lines or other means of communication are
inadequate.
Emergency related traffic can stress the capacity of an existing communications network. A
number of phone lines are usually required along with several facsimile lines and machines.
Numerous portable radios will also be required for the various response team supervisors and
unit leaders in addition to other key response personnel, vessel skippers, aircraft pilots,
contractor foremen, agency representatives, etc. Because portable radios often have ranges
that are limited to line-of-sight, one or more repeaters may be required if a large area is
affected.
Cellular phones are also an essential method of communications, particularly for field
managers where clear, concise, person- to-person communication is needed.
Because of the heavy volume of radio traffic associated with a moderate to large response
operation, one or more net control base stations and digital scanning receivers may be
required. Even with a sophisticated communication system, it may be necessary to prioritize
the communication needs and dedicate systems or equipment to critical operations.
Assigning specific frequencies or phone lines to particular operations is another means of
increasing the effectiveness of a communications system. In general, separate hailing
channels or frequencies are assigned to management, response operations, and logistical
support. It may be necessary for separate channels to be assigned to various components of
the response operation. Key personnel involved in those operations can be contacted using
the respective hailing channels, and then if a lengthy conversation is anticipated, the parties
should switch to a non-hailing channel.
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Key phone and facsimile numbers should not be publicly listed and should be made available
only on a need-to-know basis to avoid overwhelming of communication systems by requests
from the media, the public, prospective contractors, suppliers, consultants, and others who will
want to get involved in the response.
1.16.19.8 Oil Spill Response Operations Communications
Small or Minor Terrestrial or Aquatic Spills
Communications will ordinarily use the existing facility radios and the radio channel normally
associated with the spill area. For larger spills a separate frequency may be assigned for spill
response uses.
Larger Spills
In the unlikely event of a major spill, additional communications equipment will be required to
establish an effective communications network. Typically, such a spill response
communications network will include:
•
•
•
•
•

Fixed and cellular telephones
Facsimile machines
VHF and/or UHF base, portable or mobile radios
Digital scanning receivers
Fixed and/or portable repeaters.

Response operation communications for large spills are often divided into two categories:
1. Aquatic operations (e.g., skimmers, tugs, barges, supply vessels, boom boats); and
2. Shoreside operations (e.g., shoreline cleanup, waste disposal, and shoreline restoration). If
the spill were to originate at the oil storage area, a third category for terrestrial operations
may be required. Separate frequencies can be assigned to each operational component at
the time of the spill if additional multichannel radios are available.
Communications involving terrestrial spills will ordinarily use the refinery radio system Channel
C-6.
Marine/aquatic communications generally utilize 25-watt; VHF marine band digitally tuned
base stations with high gain antennas and 5-watt portable radios. The 80-channel VHF marine
band digitally tuned portable radios provide the greatest flexibility by automatically monitoring
USCG channel 16 and providing the ability to switch to a number of working frequencies.
These radios are available from MSRC or local communications system suppliers.
Beach cleanup and work boat crews generally use the UHF portable oil spill response radios
operating on Channel 1 (through the Mt. Constitution repeater). The radios available at the
Ferndale Refinery are rated at 3 to 5 watts. Headsets with only one ear piece and a boom
mike are recommended for workboat operations and for beach cleanup foremen. This allows
the freedom of movement necessary to conduct operations while maintaining continuous
direct contact with management.
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Pagers
Purpose:
In order to receive 24 hour notification of refinery emergencies that require a response, all
designated emergency response personnel will wear a pager or an authorized cell phone. The
emergency response personnel are divided into three teams:
1) Oil Spill Recovery Team - This team is comprised of the employees trained and qualified to
deploy boom.
2) Fire Brigade - This team is comprised of employees trained and qualified to fight fires
beyond the incipient stage.
3) Emergency Management Team - This team is comprised of employees trained and
qualified to fill various positions in the Incident Command organization. Usually this team is
called out only after one of the other two teams has been activated.
Use:
Pagers or Cell Phones must be worn at all times, otherwise they are useless. Wear your
emergency notification device everywhere you go unless you are on vacation, authorized
leave or a job-related absence. You are responsible for alerting your backup when you are not
available whether on vacation, authorized leave or a job related absence. Individuals on
teams with primary and backup roles should not vacation on the same days.
Pager Codes and Response Procedures
Response Procedures for Oil Spill Response Team Only (OSRT) Cell Phones:
A. Emergency Text Messages
Oil Spill - OSRT Only: Join and Monitor the OIL SPILL Talkgroup
Immediately reply to the text message with OSRT YES or OSRT NO, then join and monitor
the Oil Spill Talkgroup for information on where to report. Do not call the refinery.
All Clear - Stand Down.
B. Test Messages
Response Procedures for Alpha/Numeric Pagers:
The Alpha/Numeric Pagers are issued with the same "group" configuration. This allows all
pagers to be signaled with a single call. When a page is issued with this system every pager
will receive the message. You are responsible for knowing which "team" you belong to.
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A. Emergency Text Messages
Fire - Fire Brigade Only - Report to refinery - Come to the refinery immediately. Do not
call the refinery.
Emergency Management Team - Report to refinery - Come to the refinery immediately.
Do not call the refinery.
All Clear - Stand Down. - Return home. Do not call the refinery.
B. Pager Tests
Wednesday Morning Test Page - No response necessary - Delivered at 10:15am every
Wednesday morning in conjunction with the weekly fire drill. If you do not receive this page,
notify the Emergency Response Lead.
Qualified Individual (QI) responses will be tested quarterly. The results of each QI response
will be documented by the Emergency Response Lead.
Pager and OSRT Cell Phone Requests:
Pager requests must come from a supervisor. OSRT Cell Phones will be requested and
approved by the OSRT leader. Pagers and OSRT Cell Phones are to be returned when they
are no longer required. The Information Systems Supervisor is responsible for pager
maintenance and repair.
Telephones
The telephone system at the Ferndale Refinery is available to use for incident
communications and has sufficient capacity to handle the volume of phone calls anticipated
for most incidents.
A number of separate telephone lines have been created for exclusive use at the
Administrative Offices when operating as the CP and assigned to key management personnel.
Radios
Ferndale Refinery is equipped with a privately owned and operated UHF 800 MHz trunk radio
system. The system is computer controlled and divided into two systems. The main system
currently has three pre-assigned talk groups with multiple channels assigned to each group.
Since Ferndale Refinery owns this system, it is possible to expand its capabilities by adding
additional talk groups and channels.
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The Cogen facility continuously monitors the B-1 channel.
The second radio system consists of six spill response UHF radios maintained at the
response equipment storage building at the beachhead. These radios have the
channels/frequencies which are compatible with those used by MSRC. The radios are used
for communications whenever there is a spill to water and the response boats deployed.
The 800 MHz system also has an "all call" feature that allows for a simultaneous broadcast to
all talk groups on all channels. Radios with this feature are available to the Shift Supervisors,
the Fire Safety Superintendent and Supervisor and the FCC unit.
All Ferndale Refinery 800 MHz radio channels are tape recorded.
MSRC has UHF-FM and VHF-FM portables, a mobile oil spill management center with
communications equipment along with a mobile radio repeater trailer. They are available to
the Refinery upon request.
Since any cleanup operation on the water is likely to require VHF radio capability, Ferndale
Refinery response boats are equipped with Marine VHF radios. Emergency response
agencies in Whatcom County use mostly VHF and some UHF radios. Outside agencies
providing emergency assistance to Ferndale Refinery have or will be given an 800 MHz radio
to use for incident communications around the Refinery (2 mile radius).
Programmable digital scanners are also available to monitor operating radio frequencies.
1.16.19.9 General Guidelines
1. Maintain an awareness of the overall situation and how you fit into it before transmitting
on your radio.
2. Make air time count by thinking about what you want to say before keying the radio.
Pause between consecutive messages, this helps differentiate one message from the
other.
3. Use phonetics for clarification (Alfa, Bravo, Charlie, Delta, Echo, Foxtrot etc.). DO NOT
USE WORDS OR VOICE INFLECTION TO BROADCAST IRRITATION, DISGUST,
ETC.
4. The use of personal names over the radio is discouraged. Remember, anybody on a
scanner can hear you.
5. Minimize air time, when possible talk face to face. Particularly in communications within
a "group" or "division" about specifics related to the tasks being ordered.
6. Use the radio designator of the unit you are calling first. For example, if you are Engine
55 trying to radio the IC: "Phillips 66 Command, Engine 55."
7. Answer with your designator. Per the above example the IC would answer: "Phillips 66".
Your designator must include your unit type and number (i.e., engine 55, engine 5502).
"Go ahead" is commonly used but not a valid radio designator, anyone with a radio on
that channel could be saying "go ahead".
8. Repeat orders. Acknowledge information.
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9. Use clear text and IMS terminology (no codes).
10. Communications to Incident Command will be addressed "(Incident name)" Command.
For example, "Phillips 66 Command".
11. When "Command" has a Deputy or Aide, the Deputy Commander or Aide answers the
radio as "Command Post". Example, "Phillips 66 Command from Spill Control Group".
Answer, "Command Post."
12. Communications to the Incident Communications center will be addressed "(Incident
name)" Communications. For example, "Phillips 66 Communications".
13. In radio communications with a Division the letter or number designator shall follow
"Division" (Division A, Division 3). If a descriptive designation is given it shall precede
"Division" (Interior Division, etc.)
14. In radio communications with a Group the descriptive function shall precede "Group"
(Fire Group, Haz. Mat. Group, etc.)
15. In radio communications with Staging, the incident name shall precede the designation
"Staging". For example, "Phillips 66 Staging".
16. COMMUNICABLE DISEASE: It is illegal to transmit on any radio channel, regular
telephone, cellular telephone or other communications device regarding any person’s
confidential medical information on HIV/AIDS, Hepatitis B, Sexually Transmitted
Disease (STD) or other communicable infection or communicable disease.
1.16.19.10 Radio Procedures
The following rules and techniques should be observed in using the portable radio equipment.
The equipment is licensed to transmit only those messages considered essential to the
efficient conduct of the transferring operations at the Marine Terminal. The radio may be used,
however, for transmission of any message pertaining to the safety of life or the protection of
property.
When using the radio equipment:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Talk in a normal tone of voice. Best results are obtained by using a normal speaking
level with the microphone about one inch from the mouth and talking past the
microphone.
Speak clearly and slowly. Care in articulation and pronunciation will automatically limit
your talking speed to a satisfactory receiving rate.
Be business-like and courteous.
Be calm and confident in an emergency.
Use location name or unit number to identify yourself and the person being called
when calling other refinery portable radios.
Call the vessel name, and then identify yourself as "Ferndale Refinery Terminal" when
calling the vessel on the terminal frequency portable.
Avoid unnecessary transmissions and unnecessarily long messages.
Think before transmitting; keep it brief and to the point.
Avoid repeats caused by poor microphone techniques.
Acknowledge all calls promptly, or the caller may wonder if his equipment is
functioning properly.
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End with "Ferndale Refinery Terminal KQ7493 clear" when ending a message to the
person in charge on the vessel
OR
End with "Ferndale Refinery Terminal KUZ435 clear" when ending a message on the
marine VHF frequency radio
OR
End with the nit number of your radio, then "clear" when ending a message to the
refinery.
Do not shout.
Do not transmit personal messages, except in emergencies.
Do not use personal names.
Do not transmit profane language.

Radio Frequencies – Usage
Radio frequencies are restricted to official business.
Ferndale Refinery operates on radio frequencies assigned by the FCC. Other
agencies/individuals wishing to use the frequencies are required to be licensed to do so by the
FCC, or must have written authorization from the licensee (Ferndale Refinery) to do so.
The use of a particular frequency is pre-planned or is assigned by Incident Command.
The Ferndale Refinery talk group system on the 800 MHz will generally be used to coordinate
emergency response activities with or close to the Refinery property. Some notable
exceptions might include:
•
•

For aquatic spills/beach clean-up: The use of UHF radio channel 1 for communications
with MSRC Cooperative when they are beyond range of the 800 MHz system.
For air operations: Most often UHF channel 1. However, an array of VHF and UHF
options are usually available on the aircraft. For aquatic spills: The use of VHF channel
16 will be used to communicate with the USCG. Other vessels in the area are on
channel 17.

Status Communications (Commonly used in Whatcom County)
In Route: Used when responding to an incident.
Code Green: Code used to terminate an individual/unit response.
Code Yellow: Proceed to incident, normal traffic speeds.
Code Red: Proceed to incident, red lights and siren.
On Scene: Used to define a unit as having arrived at the incident.
Assigned: Performing an assignment at the incident.
Available: Used to define a unit that was assigned and now ready for a new assignment.
Clear: Used to clear a unit from an incident.
Out of Service: Not ready for available or assigned status.
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Communication Equipment for Oil Spill Response

Equipment
Location/Type

Quantity

Description

Frequencies/
Phone Numbers

Range

UHF hand-held refinery
radios – Stored in the
response equipment
building at the beachhead.

170

Computer controlled with 3
talk groups and 7 to 8
channels per talk group.

800 MHz

UHF hand-held spill
response radios

6

3-channel hand-held
battery-operated
transceivers.

See Table 6-2

Telephone lines – Stored
in the refinery Command
Center (EOC).
Facsimile

24

Hard lines into the
Command Center (EOC).

See Table 6-2

Operations within 2
miles of refinery.
Maximum of 4
channels used
simultaneously.
Line of sigh (1-2
miles) for simplex
operation. Up to 80
miles when using the
repeaters.
Unlimited

2

Used for emergency
operations.

See Table 6-2

Unlimited

Motorola Saber II
UHF-FM hand-held
transceivers

28

15-channel hand-held
battery-operated
transceivers. Units have
Securenet capability. When
units are in Converticoms
their power output is
increased to 25 watts.

Same as Ferndale
Refinery response
radios.

Line of sight
(1-2 miles) for
simplex operation.
Up to 80 miles when
using the repeater.

Motorola Saber II
VHF-FM hand-held
transceivers

10

48-channel hand-held
battery-operated
transceivers. When units
are in Converticoms their
power output is increased to
25 watts.

Marine band VHF

Line of site
(1-2 miles) for
simplex operation.

Mobile Oil Spill
Management Center

1

34-foot trailer, with
generator, VHF and UHF
radios, computer, copier,
cellular phone, commercial
phone, TV, kitchen, toilet
and shower.

Marine VHF band,
operational UHF
band

Line of sight
(1-2 miles) for
simplex operation.
80 miles when using
the repeater.

Repeater Trailer

1

Contains UHF repeater,
batteries, antenna,
generator.

Repeat for Channel
2

Permits operations of
portable units up to
40-mile radius from
repeater.

Ferndale, Washington

MSRC

For aquatic spill, portable response radios will be assigned to the initial IC, the Recovery &
Protection Branch Director, and the LSC. One radio will also be maintained in the EOC and
will be monitored by the Resource Unit Leader. Other radios will be issued to response crew
members and/or vessel operator or cleanup contractor personnel if they do not have enough
compatible radios.
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Federal/State Radio Frequency Management Matrix

Agency

Department

U.S. Coast Guard

MSO
MSO
OSC

NOAA

Weather
Weather
Weather
DCD-EMD
DCD-EMD
DCD-EMD
DCD-EMD

Washington State

Table 6

Frequency
(MHz)
157.075
157.175
156.135

162.55
162.475
162.40
45.8
45.20
45.36
45.20/45.7
4

Transmit
Freq.
(MHz)
459.00
459.00

Receive
Freq.
(MHz)
454.00
454.00

3.00
VHF Ferndale
Refinery
Response
Boat Channel
7.00
16.00

454.00

454.00

Transmit
Freq
(MHz)

Receive
Freq.
(MHz)

156.35
156.80
Transmit
Freq.
(MHz)
156.35
N/A
156.80

156.35
156.80
Receive
Freq.
(MHz)
156.35
N/A
156.80

7.00
9.00
16.00
Refinery Radio
Channels
C1
C4
C5
C6
C7
C8
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Use

Comment

Primary
Secondary
On-Scene
Command and
Coordination

Marine Channel 81A
Marine Channel 83A

Primary
Secondary
Secondary
Secondary

CEMNET Channel F3
CEMNET Channel F1
CEMNET Channel F2
CEMNET Channel F4

Spill Response Communications Channels

UHF Spill
Response
Radio Channel
1.00
2.00

Refinery Dock
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Notes on Operation
Through MSRC fixed repeater at Mt. Constitution
Through repeater in MSRC mobile communications
trailer
Direct “simplex” operation
Purpose
Communications with other vessels
Communications with U.S. Coast Guard
Purpose
Vessel Communications
Vessel Communications
Vessel Communications

Initial Emergency Response (Until EOC is set up)
Primary Incident Communications Channel
Medical & Safety
On Shore & Staging
Off Shore
Security
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Radio Frequencies in use in Whatcom County

User
Whatcom Co. Dem
WA State OEM
WA State OEM
WA State DOT

Frequency
45.2-0
45.36
45.48
47.02

Explorer SAR (Search &
Rescue)
Bellingham Schools
Blaine Schools
Emergency Preparedness,
Canada
Whatcom Co. Engineers
City of Ferndale
WA State Parks
Mt. Baker Recreation
Rednet (State Fire Mutual
Aid)
Fire 2 Fire Tactical –
usually for County
Fire 4 Fire Tactical – not
monitored by Whatcom
Fire 3 Fire Tactical –
usually for Bellingham
Fire 1 Fire/Medical
Dispatch
WSP
Bellingham Police
Search & Rescue
H.E.A.R.
H.E.A.R.
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Frequency
155.370
155-475
155.160
156.135

47.46

User
L.E.R.N.
N.L.E.E.C.
Whatcom County S.O.
O.S.C.C.R. (On Scene
Command & Coord.)
Whatcom Co. Roads

47.66
47.66
149.49

USCG Ch. 16
USCG Ch. 21A
USCG Ch. 22A

156.800
157.050
157.100

150.99
151.100
151.250
151.850
153.830

D.N.R.
Border Patrol
Port of Entry
National Parks
EOC/KGMI (EBS)

159.240
163.325
163.725
166.750
450.350

154.220

Bellingham Police

453.225

154.325

453.325

154.340

Whatcom County Sheriff
Office
W-T-A (Transit)

154.430

Bellingham Public Works

453.750

154.755
155.070
155.160
155.280
155.340

Port of Bellingham
MED 2
MED4
MED 6
MED 8

458.875
463.025
463.075
463.125
463.175

156.180

453.425
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1.17 Waste Handling/Disposal
1.17.1 Regulatory Overview
Various state and federal regulations have been promulgated in recent years to ensure proper
handling and disposal of oil and oily wastes recovered during a response to an oil spill. State
of Washington regulations concerning most aspects of waste management may be more
comprehensive than Federal requirements. Ecology may also require that a waste
management plan be submitted for approval.
The primary difference between the two programs is that the state has divided the Federal
Hazardous Waste classification into two separate categories: Extremely Hazardous and
Dangerous. Washington also classifies many hydrocarbon-containing liquid and solids waste
materials as Solid wastes provided they do not meet the Dangerous waste criteria.
Hydrocarbon-containing Solid wastes are subjected to much less rigorous handling and
disposal requirements than are Dangerous wastes. In addition, recovered separate phase
hydrocarbon containing liquid product(s) are not generally considered to be a waste if they
can be reprocessed through the Refinery.
Under WAC 173-303-017(2) provides for categories of materials that are not considered solid
waste when recycled. On-site treatment such as oil/water separation and wastewater
treatment are part of the normal refinery operations and will likely be conducted by the
Refinery during a spill response. The Refinery Waste Management Coordinator handles
similar wastes on a regular basis.
Waste disposal will be managed consistent with Section 9405.2, of the NWACP, Washington
State Disposal Plan Guidance. Wastes will be taken to those hazardous and non-hazardous
waste treatment or disposal facilities approved for use by the company approved commercial
waste facilities.
Classification
Due to the nature of the products handled at the Refinery, most oil spill wastes will be
classified as non-hazardous, solid wastes although some gasoline spill related wastes would
be classified as Dangerous. However, as the spilled oil weathers (volatilizes, dissolves,
emulsifies, etc.) or degrades, it becomes less toxic or flammable and could be downgraded
from a hazardous to a non-hazardous waste. Sampling and testing may be done to determine
appropriate handling and disposal methods.
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1.17.2 Waste Characterization
Each waste must be characterized on a case-by-case basis. Final determination of whether a
material is considered a Dangerous or Solid waste will be made by the SOSC. In certain
circumstances special exemptions may be obtained from Ecology and EPA if the waste does
not present a significant threat to human health or the environment.
In the event of a major spill, it is often not practical or cost-effective to continually sample and
analyze every batch of waste generated. Therefore, the IC may, in consultation with the
Waste Management Specialist, designate all oily wastes as dangerous to ensure proper
handling and disposal.
Regulatory Characterization
Per Ecology or RCRA, waste may be defined as hazardous in the following regulations:
1) 40 CFR 266 to 273, or
2) Chapter 173-303 WAC
Wastes are designated as “dangerous waste” because they are:
1. Listed (appear on lists for discharged chemical products or from specific industrial
processes) or characterized as “dangerous waste” in the absence of knowledge of
waste origination;
2. Ignitable (flash point <140 degrees F);
3. Corrosive (pH < 2.0 or > 12.5);
4. Toxic (specific standards and test methods apply, i.e. toxicity Characteristic Leaching
Procedure (TCLP) and DW bioassay);
5. Persistent (specific standards and test methods apply).
If waste is designated as dangerous waste, then the following safe management procedures
will be followed:
•
•
•
•
•

The waste is placed in proper containers
Has appropriate labels and markings
Is transported by authorized haulers
Is shipped using a Hazardous Waste Manifest
Is delivered to an authorized recycler or permitted treatment, storage of disposal
facility
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1.17.3 Liquid Oily Waste Handling
Significant quantities of liquid oily wastes can be generated from skimming and other aquatic
oil recovery operations and may also be generated from equipment cleaning and stormwater
runoff collection from waste and equipment storage areas. Large aquatic recovery operations
may involve field separation of oil and water to: 1) reduce the cycling of barges between the
recovery site and the refinery, 2) remove debris and sludge, and 3) reduce the load on the
refinery wastewater treatment system. Procedures that are generally followed when
performing large aquatic or shoreline recovery operations are:
•

•
•
•

Transfer oil/water mixtures from skimmers or other recovery equipment into
barges/vessel tanks (on water) or into fixed or portable tanks (shore-side) and allow to
gravity separate. If the oil is too weathered or emulsified to pump, station vacuum
trucks on-shore or at another designated lightering point (e.g. the dock). Recovered oil
and water may also be transferred directly into the oily water sump at the dock for
subsequent transfer to the refinery via the ballast water line.
Decant water off the bottom into a separate barge or tank for interim storage and/or
transport to refinery for further treatment.
Transfer "clean oil" (no water, debris, sludge, etc.) into a separate barge or tank for
interim storage and/or transfer to refinery for reprocessing.
Periodically filter out kelp and debris and remove sludge and solid accumulations with
pumps or vacuum units for transfer to an approved treatment or disposal site.

Small to moderate quantities of oil and water or larger quantities of recovered oil that does not
contain significant amounts of water can be transferred directly into the ballast water system
at the Refinery dock or into interim storage tanks/barges for shipment to the dock.
Water from equipment and PPE washing/decontamination operations and stormwater runoff
from interim storage areas should be contained and collected. Washing and decontamination
operations are generally performed using high-pressure water spray or steam cleaning
equipment (care should be exercised to ensure that these methods do not cause more harm
than good to the environment). Degreasing agents may also be employed when necessary
but should be used sparingly. Agent selection should consider effectiveness on the involved
oil and agency approval and should not be the type that will cause emulsions or stable oily
water dispersions. Low toxicity cleaners such as SIMPLE GREEN or DE-SOLV-IT are
generally acceptable for this use. The collected wash or stormwaters should be placed in
interim storage tanks for subsequent transport to, and processing by the refinery wastewater
treatment system.
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In general, smaller quantities of recovered oil, oily water, and oil and water mixtures will be
placed directly into the ballast water system at the dock, the refinery sewer system, or
available tankage. These liquids will be processed through the refinery's wastewater treatment
plant with the residual water discharged along with the treated refinery process wastewater.
In some cases involving larger spills, barges may be staged in the vicinity of the recovery
operations and used to provide initial oil/water separation as well as sludge and debris
removal. The separated oil and water is then shuttled to the refinery dock in other barges or
vessel tanks for processing and treatment. The sludge and debris generated are often
handled as solid wastes.
1.17.4 Solid Oily Waste Handling
Solid oily wastes are largely composed of sorbent boom, sorbent pads, snares, rags,
sediments, solid or semi-solid weathered oils, and debris. Initially, these wastes are typically
placed in plastic bags to prevent pollution and facilitate handling. The bags are then
consolidated and placed in larger containers for interim storage or transport. Larger waste
items such as oiled driftwood and logs may be burned (with appropriate authority) or treated
on-site by washing or burning the oil off with weed burners (with appropriate authority). If onsite treatment is not possible, these wastes may be transferred directly to storage containers
or vessels for transport to a central processing area or directly to a disposal site.
Containment booms and other spill response equipment that is damaged beyond repair will
also require handling as a solid oily waste but due to their similarities with other wastes, they
will not be addressed separately in this section. Similarly, oiled animal remains are considered
another form of solid waste. However because of the sensitivity involved, they are handled
separately from other wastes and are not addressed herein.
Solid wastes such as oiled debris, sediments, sorbents, PPE, and equipment will typically be
transported from the collection site to the refinery for interim storage, segregation, packaging,
and subsequent shipment off-site to an approved treatment, recycling, or disposal facility. For
larger spills, interim waste storage sites may be established closer to the cleanup operations
to provide the same function.
Oily wastes should be segregated into three basic categories:
1. Sand, gravel, vegetation, or asphaltic type materials (mousse patties, tar balls,
weathered oil and sediment mixtures).
2. Other wastes such as oiled clothing, sorbents, gear, small debris, etc.
3. Large debris, logs, equipment.
Guidelines for the collection and handling of these solid oily wastes are summarized below by
category.
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Sand, Gravel, Vegetation, Asphaltic Materials
•
•
•
•
•
•

Place material in heavy duty plastic bags (preferably 8 mils thick and 5 feet tall by 3
feet wide). Wastes may also be placed directly into larger bags (Super Sacks) or lined
containers as appropriate.
Double bag heavy materials or very oily wastes to minimize leakage and bag failure.
Limit bag weight to 30 to 50 pounds to facilitate manual handling.
Transfer bags to lined containers or Super Sacks (approximately 1.5-cubic-yard
capacity) situated on designated vessels or at temporary storage sites.
Cover any open-top containers to minimize the accumulation of rainwater.
Place bags, sacks, or other waste containers at central locations above the high tide
line if they are not to be transported directly off-site. The waste containers should be
situated on impermeable liners and covered with a tarp pending off-site transport.

Sorbents, Oiled Clothing, Small Debris, Etc.
•
•
•
•

Place material in heavy duty plastic bags as described above.
Transfer bags to lined containers onboard vessels or trucks for transport to an interim
storage area. Super Sacks may be used to consolidate the bags on smaller vessels.
Cover any open-top containers to minimize the accumulation of rainwater.
Transport containers to interim storage site or place above the high tide line on an
impermeable liner pending off-site transport.

Logs and Other Large Debris
•
•
•
•

Treat or burn logs or debris on-site if practical and only with regulatory approval.
If necessary, cut larger logs or debris into small sections to facilitate handling. Leave
clean or very lightly oiled portions of the logs or larger debris on the shoreline.
Place log/debris sections into lined containers on vessels or trucks for subsequent offsite transport.
Cover any open-top containers to minimize the accumulation of rainwater.

The Refinery must describe how and where they intend to recover, reuse, decontaminate or
dispose of materials after a discharge has taken place. The appropriate permits required to
transport or dispose of recovered materials according to local, State and Federal
requirements must be addressed.
Material that must be accounted for in the disposal plan, as appropriate, include:
product
• Recovered

equipment and materials, including drums, tank parts, valves, shovels
• Contaminated

PPE
•

Decontamination
solutions
•

• Adsorbents

• Spent
 Chemicals
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These plans must be prepared in accordance with Federal (e.g., RCRA), State and local
regulations, where applicable.
Initial oil handling and disposal needs may be overlooked in the emergency phase of a
response, which could result in delays and interruptions of cleanup operations. Initially, waste
management concerns should address:

•
•
•

Initial Waste Management Concerns:
Skimmer
Capacity

Periodic
removal of contained oil

Adequate
supply of temporary storage capacity and materials


•
•
•
•

The following action items should be conducted during a spill response:
Development of a site-specific Safety and Health Plan addressing the proper PPE and
 handling procedures
waste
Development
of a Disposal Plan

Continuous tracking of oil disposition in order to better estimate amount of waste that
 be generated over the short and long-term
could
Organization of waste collection, segregation, storage, transportation and proper

disposal
Minimization
of risk of any additional pollution

Regulatory
review
of applicable laws to ensure compliance

Documentation
of all waste handling and disposal activities

Disposal
of all waste in a safe and approved manner


•
•
•

Good hazardous waste management includes:
Reusing
materials when possible

Recycling
or reclaiming waste

Treating
waste to reduce hazards or reducing amount of waste generated


•
•
•
•

The management of the wastes generated in clean-up and recovery activities must be
conducted with the overall objective of ensuring the following:

•
•
•
•
•
•

Overall Objectives:
Worker
Safety

Waste
 Minimization
Cost-Effectiveness

Minimization
of Environmental Impacts

Proper
Disposal

Minimization
of present and future environmental liability
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Solid wastes such as sorbents, PPE, debris and equipment will typically be transported from
the collection site to a designated site for:
Designated Site Activities:

•
•
•
•
•

Storage

Waste
 segregation
Cost-Effectiveness

Packaging

Transportation


Once this process is complete, the waste will be shipped off-site to an approved facility for
required disposal.
1.17.5 Storage
During an oil spill, storage capacity for hazardous waste must be sufficient to accommodate
all contaminated debris. If storage containers such as bags or drums are used, the container
should be clearly marked to indicate the type of material or waste contained.
1.17.5.1

Interim Waste Storage/Transfer

Waste management data is typically summarized on the ICS Form 209 but in case where
more detailed accounting is required, Recovered oil shall be tracked utilizing the Interim
Storage and Waste Recover tracking Forms (See Section IV-Forms): The following actions
should be taken or facilitated to assist in recovered oil accounting and tracking:
•
•
•

Segregate further each category of solid waste by degree of oiling (light, moderate and
heavy) to assist determining amount of oil recovered.
Keep accurate records on quantity, location and time recovered of each type of oily
waste (Waste Stream).
Quantify or estimate amount of oil contained in oily debris, sediments, sorbents, etc.
prior to transport to disposal/treatment site.

Interim or temporary storage of liquid and solid wastes collected during oil spill recovery and
cleanup operations is often required for proper waste classification, segregation, and
packaging in addition to making arrangements for transportation to the Refinery or commercial
waste management facility. Small quantities of wastes can be stored in a variety of
commercially available containers.
Tankage at the refinery could also be used for interim storage in the event of a major spill.
These tanks will generally change on a daily basis and, consequently, cannot be identified in
advance.
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Temporary storage of liquid wastes would likely involve the use of the two MSRC barges
and/or portable storage tanks (e.g., Baker tanks) that could be brought in or supplied by the
Refinery's oil spill response contractors. Additional storage capacity is available from
contractors in the form of barges and response vessel storage tanks for major spills as well as
the available Refinery tankage capacity as discussed above.
For large aquatic spills, the recovered oil can be pumped directly from the skimmer or
attending vessel storage tanks into a barge. The barge will be anchored at a central location
to minimize skimmer travel and turnaround time. Once full, the barge can be towed directly to
the refinery dock where the oil will be offloaded into the ballast line for transfer to the refinery
for separation, treatment, and/or reprocessing. In some cases, the barge will be used for initial
oil/water separation with the separated oil and water transferred to other barges for shipment
back to the refinery. The rate at which barges can be offloaded at the dock is limited by the
pumping capacity of the barges themselves which is generally in the 2,500 to 5,000 barrels
per hour (bph) range.
The location selected for the interim storage site will be protected from contamination and will
protect human health by the following measures:
•
•
•
•

The site lies within the secured perimeter of the refinery and is secured from public
access by the security system and 24-hour security personnel.
The site is bermed to prevent run on and collect storm water runoff. The containment
areas are sloped to direct surface water runoff and vadose zone water to sumps which
drain to the oily process sewer system.
An impermeable layer of clay hardpan lies between the surface and the water table,
preventing entry of surface waters into the water table.
Have an in place or imported soil liner of a thickness sufficient enough to protect the
underlying aquifers or a reinforced artificial liner placed on top of a structurally stable
foundation to support the liners and solid waste and to prevent settlement that would
destroy the liner; natural soils shall be re-compacted to achieve an equivalent
permeability.

The transfer of recovered oil and water from barges at the Refinery dock will usually be
conducted through the use of one or more of the flexible hoses normally used for barge
transfer operations. Adapters are available at the dock for direct connection to the MSRC
barges as well as most other barges of opportunity.
For shoreline recovery operations, oil and water wastes will be transferred from the recovery
equipment into vacuum trucks at the recovery site. Once full, the vacuum trucks will transport
the liquids to the refinery where they will be transferred to the ballast water tank or discharged
directly to the wastewater treatment system. In the event that the quantities of liquid wastes
exceed the capacity of the treatment system, arrangements will be made for interim storage
using portable tanks or available refinery tankage as discussed above until treatment system
capacity becomes available.
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Interim storage of larger quantities of waste at the refinery or at remote locations may require
the construction of a temporary waste storage site.
Remote interim storage sites should be located with good access to the cleanup operations
and to nearby streets and highways. Flat areas, such as parking lots or undeveloped lots with
a minimum of slope to minimize surface runoff potential, are preferable. Use of any remote
site is dependent on the approval of the landowner at the time of the incident.
Due to the expanse of shoreline that could be impacted by a large aquatic spill, it is not
feasible to identify specific off-site interim storage area. Site selection would occur at the time
of the spill based on the criteria mentioned above, the location of the affected shoreline, and
the amount of material that will require temporary storage.
When considering a potential interim storage site, the following should be reviewed:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Local geology
Soil type
Proximity to groundwater/surface water
Flooding potential
Containment berm
Land use
Access for response crews, equipment, vessels, and vehicles
Public contact

Interim storage sites should be designed to protect the environment and human health. These
sites should be set up to prevent leakage, contact, and subsequent absorption of oil by the
soil. This includes constructing a temporary berm around the perimeter and installing a liner
over the floor of the site. The edges of the liner should be weighted to prevent movement or
damage by wind. Where possible, sediment samples should be taken prior to constructing a
remote interim storage site to establish baseline levels of contamination.
A reinforced access area for vehicles at the edge of the site may also be provided. In addition,
the oily debris should be covered by secured visqueen or tarps to prevent contact with, and
subsequent leaching from, rain water. An adequate stormwater runoff collection system
should be utilized for the size and location of the site. The storage site(s) should be
segregated into two sections, liquids and oily debris.
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The cleanup contractor should be responsible for ensuring segregation at the time of
collection and storage. Proper waste segregation and identification will reduce the amount of
wastes requiring disposal and increase the opportunities for recycling and treatment.
1.17.6 Waste Disposal
Several alternatives are generally available for waste disposal, although only a few will be
used by the Refinery for the disposal of oil spill wastes. For most spills, the Refinery will treat
or dispose of oil spill wastes as follows:
•
•
•

Liquid wastes - Reclaim oil for reprocessing at the refinery and process oily water
through the refinery wastewater treatment system.
Burnable solid wastes - Oily driftwood, debris, sorbent pads, boom, oily rags, and most
other burnable material collected will be sent to a company approved off-site facility for
energy recovery or disposal.
Non-burnable solid wastes - Limited quantities of oily sediments from terrestrial or
small aquatic spills will likely be treated at the refinery along with other oily sediments.
Larger quantities of oily sediments and other non-burnable oily wastes will generally be
sent to a company approved off-site facility for disposal. Refer to the company
approved commercial waste management program site list located on the company
intranet http://livelink.phillips66.net/livelink.exe/open/149731410

In the unlikely event of a very large spill, other options will be explored to increase costeffectiveness and minimize landfilling, although environmental protection and the minimization
of long term liability will be key factors in the alternative selection process.
In general, smaller quantities of recovered oil, oily water, and oil and water mixtures will be
placed directly into the ballast water system at the dock, the refinery sewer system, or
available tankage. These liquids will be processed through the refinery's wastewater treatment
plant with the residual water discharged along with the treated refinery process wastewater.
In some cases involving larger spills, barges may be staged in the vicinity of the recovery
operations and used to provide initial oil/water separation as well as sludge and debris
removal. The separated oil and water is then shuttled to the refinery dock in other barges or
vessel tanks for processing and treatment. The sludge and debris generated are often
handled as solid wastes.
Solid wastes such as oiled debris, sediments, sorbents, PPE, and equipment will typically be
transported from the collection site to the refinery for interim storage, segregation, packaging,
and subsequent shipment off-site to an approved treatment, recycling, or disposal facility. For
larger spills, interim waste storage sites may be established closer to the cleanup operations
to provide the same function.
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In accordance with RCW 70.105. management and disposal of hazardous /dangerous wastes
should be prioritized as follows:
•

Hazardous Waste:
The following priorities for the collection, handling and
management of hazardous wastes are necessary, and should be followed in
descending order as applicable:
o Waste reduction;
o Waste recycling;
o Physical, chemical, and biological treatment;
o Incineration;
o Solidification/stabilization treatment; and
o Landfill

•

Solid Waste: The following priorities for the collection, handling, and management of
solid wastes are necessary and should be followed in descending order as applicable:
o Waste reduction;
o Recycling with source separation of recyclable materials as the preferred
method;
o Energy recover, incineration, or land filling of separated wastes;
o Energy recovery, incineration or land filling of mixed wastes.

•

Waste Reduction: Waste reduction is attainable through prevention and minimizing
of waste generated during cleanup operations. Waste reduction is the responsibility of
the responsible part, cleanup contractors and workers.

•

Recycling: Recovered liquid oil that is exempt from the dangerous waste regulations
should be recycled at a licensed facility. Pads saturated with oil can be wrung out for
recovery of liquid oil for recycling
Certain solid wastes recovered and generated during cleanup operations can be
treated and used again as useful materials. An example is the use of oiled sand, rock
and gravel in asphalt production. The waste may be handled at a treatment facility if it
does not designate as a hazardous waste or extremely hazardous waste under WAC
173-303-070.
Additional options put forth by Hazardous Waste regulation 70.105, include:
 Bioremediation;
 Thermal desorption
 Asphalt incorporation

•

Energy recovery, incineration, or land filling of separated wastes or mixed
wastes. Energy recovery facilities use the oily debris such as sorbent pads, booms,
and oily rags, as a supplemental energy source in a rotary kiln. Incineration refers to
burning at an approved facility and open outdoor burning. These both require the
approval of Ecology and the local air pollution control authority. Controlled burning can
be conducted at an approved energy recovery facility or hog fuel burner.
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•

Thermal desorption. With this method heat does not destroy contaminants but
separates them from the media. Sufficient heat is applied to vaporize water, organic
compounds, and some volatile metals. Vapors can then be destroyed in an afterburner
or collected as liquid for further treatment.

•

Outdoor burning. Open outdoor burning may be a viable option for disposal, if the
waste is considered “dangerous material”. Prohibited materials may only be burned in
an outdoor fire when ordered by a fire protection authority and authorized by Ecology
or the local air pollution control authority. However such approval may only be given
when the material constitutes “dangerous material” (i.e. materials presenting a danger
to life, property or public welfare) and no approved practical alternative method of
disposal is available.

•

Land filling. Upon attaining local health department approval, oily waste may be
disposed of in accordance with landfill guidelines and regulations. Landfill disposition
should be planned only for those wastes that other disposal options have been found
to be unacceptable. Final approval and acceptance of waste material is at the
discretion of the landfill operator.

1.17.7 Recovered Oil
Recovered liquid oil will be transferred directly to the WWTP for processing. Recovered liquid
oil will be transferred from the WWTP to the slop oil system for refining/reprocessing.
In a larger spill, oily liquids will be transferred from response equipment to the ballast water
tanks where the oil and water will be allowed to separate before treatment. After separation,
the oil will be decanted off the top and sent back through the refinery for reprocessing. The
remaining oily water will be sent to the WWTP for treatment.
1.17.8 Solid Waste
Contaminated sorbent boom, sorbent pads, oil snares etc. will be compressed to recover any
product they might contain. When all free liquids have been removed, the wastes will be sent
to an approved off site facility for disposal. Recovered liquid oil will be transported to the
Refinery WWTP for recycling and refining.
Contaminated sediments will be washed at the wash pad to recover any product they might
contain. Oily water will drain from the wash pad to the WWTP for oil recovery and water
treatment to NPDES specifications.
Contaminated driftwood will be cleaned in place whenever possible. When collection is
necessary, driftwood and other plant materials will be cleaned by chipping or washing.
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1.17.9 Waste Transportation
Transportation of oil spill wastes is primarily regulated by state regulations WAC 173-303-240
through 270, U.S. Department of Transportation (DOT) regulations 49 CFR Parts 171-180 and
RCRA regulations 40 CFR Part 260 thru Part 282. The specific requirements will vary
depending on whether or not they are characterized as Hazardous/Dangerous wastes.
Hazardous wastes can only be transported by registered waste haulers and must follow
relatively stringent packaging, placarding, and manifesting requirements. Oily solid waste
materials must be transported under a bill of lading and also comply with many of the same
packaging and placarding requirements as Hazardous wastes, but the transporters do not
have to be registered.
Waste materials should always be covered during transportation to prevent blowing or spilling
of loads. Containers such as roll-off boxes and dump trucks should be lined with pre-cut
plastic sheets before loading to prevent oil from leaking during transport. New liners should be
used for each load.
Waste containers must also be approved by the DOT if they are used to transport wastes over
public highways.
1.17.9.1

Manifest/Bill of Lading

A copy of a RCRA Uniform Hazardous/Dangerous Waste Manifest form must accompany
each dangerous waste shipment from the Terminal to the appropriate treatment, storage, or
disposal (TSD) facility. This form is designed so that shipments of dangerous waste can be
tracked from their point of generation to their final destination. The manifest must also
accompany non-regulated (solid) waste if it is transported to a dangerous/hazardous waste
facility or landfill.
Bill of Lading
If the oily waste is not characterized as hazardous and is not destined for a
dangerous/hazardous waste TSD, it must be accompanied by a bill of lading. Waste samples
being shipped for testing and certain materials being sent for recycling that are not carried by
a permitted transporter must also be transported under a bill of lading. If the waste consists of
general non-oiled material (dumpster trash), no shipping papers are required.
Note: A bill of lading can only be used for wastes not subject to hazardous waste
requirements.
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Waste Water Treatment Plant (WWTP)

The WWTP is designed to treat the various refinery waste sewers for contaminant removal.
This treatment removes contaminants to meet NPDES Permit limits and Puget Sound Water
Quality Standards, allowing treated effluent to be discharged via the permitted outfall (Outfall
001) under the wharf into the Strait of Georgia.
Refinery waste water is collected and treated in the various refinery sewers:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Oily Water Sewer
Phenolic Sewer
Storm Sewer
Sanitary Sewer
Overflow (Spill) Sewer
Ballast collection system (300X40)

1.17.11

Major Equipment

Major treating process equipment includes:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

900X tanks and basins
Observation channel
Waste water, slop oil, ballast, caustic, and acid storage tanks,
Lift stations and skimmers
API Separators
Induced Gas Flotation separators (mixers, and skimmers)
Moving Bed Biofilm Reactors, Activated Sludge Basins, air blowers,
Clarifiers, sludge digester and holding ponds
Parshall flume
Various pumps and exchangers

Other equipment found within the WWTP boundaries includes:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Carbon canisters
Diesel storage tank
Emergency generator
Service air receiver and drier
Vendor-supplied polymer storage containers and addition systems
Solid waste processing facility (operated and maintained by in-house contractors)
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Ferndale Refinery
Annex

1.18 Evacuations
1.18.1 Assessment Checklist

Assessment Actions

Conducted
By
(Initials)

Date/Time
Action
Completed

1. Evaluate Health And Safety Conditions (Site Safety Plan)
Evaluate evacuation need: Assume fire, explosion and toxic
hazards are present. Consider evacuation to upwind area for
large spills or strong odors.
Initiate air monitoring
▪ <10 Percent LEL – Continue response operation
▪  10 Percent LEL – Explosion hazard present. Terminate
response and withdraw from area immediately
▪ Oxygen content below 19.5 percent or greater than 23.5
percent, no entry allowed
▪ 0 to 199 PPM hydrocarbons or 0 to 0.5 PPM benzene – no
respirator required
▪ 200 to 2,000 PPM hydrocarbons or 0.5 to 10 PPM
benzene – utilize half-face multi-gas cartridge respirators
▪ 2,000 to 10,000 PPM hydrocarbons or 10 to 50 PPM
benzene – utilize full-face multi-gas cartridge respirators
▪ Greater than 10,000 PPM hydrocarbons or greater than 50
PPM benzene-utilize supplied breathing air respirators
▪ 2,000 to 10,000 PPM hydrocarbons or 10 to 50 PPM
benzene – utilize full-face multi-gas cartridge respirators
2. Assess Other Potential Health Hazards
▪ Heat/Cold Stress and/or Noise
▪ Slips, trips, falls and/or Pits/Trenches
▪ Aircraft Operations
▪ Confined Spaces
▪ Electrical hazards and/or Overhead/buried utilities
▪ Pumps and hoses
3. Evaluate Spill Assessment Parameters
▪ Estimate spill size and type
▪ Determine spill classification
▪ Initiate source control
▪ Identify climatic/hydrographic conditions
▪ Identify drainage routes
▪ Initiate containment/recovery operations
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1.18.2 Evacuation Checklist
Evacuate and Account for Personnel

Initials

Date/Time
Started

Date/Time
Completed

Sound facility alarms
Request assistance from off-site agenciesconvey location of command post
Assemble personnel at predetermined safe
location: upwind/up gradient of release
(regrouping area)
Account for Company and contractor
personnel
Assess casualties: number/type/location
Determine probable location of missing
personnel
Secure site, establish re-entry point and
check-in/check-out procedures
Develop list of known hazards (confined
spaces, electrical hazards, physical hazards,
vapors, oxygen deficiency, fire/explosion)
Monitor situation (weather, vapors, product
migration) for significant changes
Assist in developing rescue plan if necessary
Evacuation Criteria
An evacuation will be signaled by the fire alarm, radio, or other means and initiated under
the following circumstances:
•
•

Fire - Activation of the fire alarm alerts personnel to evacuate.
Personnel Protection – When the IC or other person acting in good judgment
determines that evacuation is the appropriate means of protecting personnel
during an earthquake, spill, bomb threat, or other emergency situation.

Evacuation Considerations
During evacuation:
•
•
•
•
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Be aware of potential hazards along the evacuation route, such as downed
power lines, ruptured gas lines, vapor clouds and other barriers.
Monitor wind direction by looking at flags, or other indicators.
Move upwind of the emergency to prevent potential exposure to released vapors,
gases, or particulates. If it is not possible to move upwind, move at a 90 degree
angle away from the emergency.
Authorization for employees to return to their work areas will be given by the IC
by radio.
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1.18.3 Evacuation Procedures
The Refinery subscribes to a telephone notification system administered by the County Local
Emergency Planning Committee (LEPC). In the event a public evacuation or shelter-in-place
is required, the Shift Supervisor or onsite manager can authorize a community notification for
the specific area of concern. The decision to evacuate or shelter-in-place, and the
determination of which areas will be evacuated, will be made by the UC (County Fire Chief or
Sheriff, in consultation with the IC.
Level One Evacuation:
A level one evacuation will be announced by the emergency alarm system. Only essential
personnel (ERT and unit operating personnel) will remain at the facility and take direction from
the Incident Commander. All other personnel will evacuate the area and report to their
designated emergency muster areas:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

ROC Personnel- If the digital voice announces the emergency as “R.O.C. Complex",
follow the instructions in "ROC Building Evacuation" below.
Phillips 66 Maintenance Personnel will go to the North End of the shops. If this location
is inaccessible, I&E Personnel will report to the nearest safe Muster Location.
Phillips 66 I&E Personnel will report to the I&E shop, if the this location is inaccessible,
I&E Personnel will report to the nearest safe Muster Location.
Contractor Personnel - go to assigned evacuation muster location.
Staff Personnel - go to administration building. If the digital voice announces the
emergency as "Administration Building Complex", follow the instructions in
"Administration Building Evacuation" below.
Visitors/Vendors - go to Administration Building visitors lobby
Others - Other personnel such as Lab Technicians, who work in buildings inside the
Refinery, should report to those buildings if safe to do so. If unsafe, then report to
administration building lunchroom and remain there until notified/contacted by their
supervisor.

Upon arrival at the designated meeting area, all personnel must contact their supervisor or
muster station coordinator and check in by swiping their security badge at the muster location
badge reader. Supervisors will account for all personnel and report any missing personnel to
Incident Command. Muster Station Coordinators and Supervisors shall report their
accountability roll up to the IC upon request via radio. Below is a list of coordinators for each
muster site.
Emergency Evacuation
Muster Location
1. North of garage
2. So Material Laydown Area
3. Salt Water Pump Station
4. Contractors Trailer area
5. Totem Pole – for emergency
originating in Admin
6. North of ROC building
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Muster Site Coordinator

Back up

Maintenance Contractor Team Lead
Capital Contractor Coordinator 1
Capital Contractor Coordinator 2
Maintenance Coordinator – Tanks

Machine Shop Planner
First person w/ radio
First person w/ radio
First person w/ radio

First person w/ radio
Maintenance Scheduling Supervisor
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Level Two Evacuation:
A level two evacuation will be announced over the Refinery radio system using the "All Call"
feature and the emergency alarm is sounded.
•
•
•

Extreme danger to life, property, or the environment.
The problem threatens to or goes beyond the facility property.
Emergency response teams are no longer effective and evacuation of all personnel
from the Refinery is recommended by the IC.

Incident Command may choose to notify BP, COGEN (Radio B-1), and/or Fire Districts 7 and
17 if they have an exposure. All personnel will evacuate via the designated escape routes if
safe to do so and report to the parking lot of the Silver Reef Casino on Slater Road.
Employees will remain there until otherwise directed by their supervisor.
The CP will relocate to an off-site area as determined by the IC. In all instances, the IC has
the discretion to define and order "shelter in place" or an evacuation that is consistent with the
hazards presented by the emergency.
1.18.3.1

R.O.C. Building Evacuation

When the digital voice announces the emergency location as "R.O.C. Complex", the R.O.C.
Building will only be evacuated under the specific directive of the IC. Employees should be
aware of two exits that are closest to their office, but remote from each other. Evacuate out
the nearest safe exit. Upon evacuation, all employees of the R.O.C. Building will go to the
area west of the Training Department trailers in the graveled parking lot and remain out of the
way of emergency equipment and personnel. The Operations Department will account for
personnel and visitors and await further instructions.
1.18.3.2

Administration Building Evacuation

When the digital voice announces the emergency location as "Administration Building
Complex", the Administration Building and Alder, Birch, Cedar and Douglas trailers will be
evacuated. Employees should be aware of two exits that are closest to their office, but remote
from each other. Evacuate out the nearest safe exit. Upon evacuation, all employees of the
Administration Building and trailers will go to the area west of the Totem Pole and remain out
of the way of emergency equipment and personnel. Each department will account for their
personnel and visitors and await further instructions. The Switchboard Operator will bring the
visitors log to the evacuation area to assist in accounting for visitors.
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Special Evacuation Procedures

WITHDRAW: the orderly departure of emergency crews (with their equipment) from a
unit/area/building.
ABANDON: the immediate emergency retreat (pullout) of all emergency crews, with or
without equipment, from the area of operation when there is imminent danger, i.e., the
fire or hazard is out of control, container failure, BLEVE, structural collapse, etc.

1.18.3.4

Sheltering-In-Place

Sheltering-in-Place refers to directing personnel to go inside of a structure and remain within it
until the danger from a hazardous materials release has passed. It should include the closing
and sealing of all doors and windows, and the shutdown of air conditioning and HVAC
systems, which use outside air.
Shelter in place may be accomplished under the following conditions:
•
•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•
•

•

•

The released material has a moderate to low health hazard.
The hazardous material has been totally released from its container and is dissipating.
The released material quickly disperses after being released.
A fast-moving toxic vapor cloud will quickly overrun personnel who are outdoors.
Evacuation is not feasible or has unacceptable risks.
Shelter in Place Guidelines
Go inside a predetermined shelter in place structure or rooms - not all buildings or
parts of buildings can be adequately closed off for this use.
Turn off all air handling equipment (heating, ventilation, and/or air and close any
dampers to stop drawing in outside air).
Close all external and internal doors and windows as best you can. Additional
protection can be gained by using duct tape, plastic, rags or similar materials to seal
around loose fitting doors and windows where leaks are apparent.
Listen to radio and voice alarm announcements.
Area Leaders - be prepared to give the IC an accounting of personnel and conditions
at your location when asked.
If you begin to experience respiratory symptoms, wear any available respiratory
protection or cover your nose and mouth with a wet cloth if necessary - recheck your
structure for sources of outside air coming in and seal them off as best you can.
Advise the IC if personnel begin to develop health symptoms. When the all clear is
announced, open windows and doors, turn on ventilation systems and go outside until
the buildings air has been exchanged with the now clean outdoor air.
Report any health symptoms to supervisor(s) and seek a medical evaluation as
needed.
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Other Considerations:
Personnel cannot be forced to shelter in place but should be encouraged to do so
when emergency conditions warrant this is best for their safety and the safety of
others. It is important to develop your shelter in place plan with employees to
maximize the cooperation of employees with the shelter plan. Safety meeting
discussions and drills are the best way to convey understanding of the benefits and
procedures for shelter in place.
Air contaminant levels inside structures can remain safe for the duration of most
releases if shelter-in-place procedures are followed. For those who choose to try to
outrun the wind, it may be some time before emergency response personnel can turn
their attention to search and rescue and subsequent medical treatment of persons
scattered over a wide area.
Determine if all your employees will shelter with you or if some will go elsewhere
before shelter procedures are put in place.
Develop an accountability system. You should know who is in your building and where
they are if an emergency develops.
Duties should be assigned to specific employees. Those employees should have
backups.
Stay off of all communications systems during the incident unless the communication
is part of your emergency duties or critical to continued safe operations.
Drills should be planned and executed on a regular basis. Afterwards, all members of
your team should critique the drill.
Lessons learned should be incorporated into your building or work area Shelter In
Place plan.

Pre-Prepared Emergency Message
Message Title: Shelter-In Place
This is an emergency message from Phillips 66 Ferndale Refinery.
There has been a chemical incident in your area. Please remain in your homes. Residents
should get inside IMMEDIATELY. Bring pets inside if it can be done quickly. Close and lock all
windows and doors. Close and cover any vents to outside air. Turn off all heaters, air
conditioners, and fans. If not using the fireplace, close the damper. Cracks and openings
around doors and windows can be sealed with tape or damp towels.
For further information and instructions, listen to radio station KGMI 790 AM.
DO NOT CALL 9-1-1 UNLESS YOU HAVE A LIFE THREATENING EMERGENCY.
Repeat message…
1.18.3.5 Safe Haven
Safe Haven refers to a building where occupants are required to shelter-in-place during and
post incident to perform work activities to safely shutdown and monitor critical systems (PCO).
The Safe Haven is designed to provide supplied air for the occupants that must perform these
critical activities if a respiratory hazard should exist.
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The Central Control Room located in the Refinery Operations Center (ROC) is the only
designated Safe Haven at the Ferndale Refinery. The console operators have been provided
fresh air respiratory equipment at each console. This equipment is inspected monthly, and the
air supply is maintained by a third party.
The building was designed and constructed based on the following API 751 Safe Haven
criteria:
• Blast overpressure and thermal protection
• Toxic and flammable gas analyzers in HVAC system that automatically shut down
ventilation systems
• HVAC system capable of manual shutdown from inside the building
• Self-closing doors
• Positive building pressurization
• Internal notification of fire / toxic release
• Emergency communications (hardwired phones and radios)
• Breathing air for occupants (primary and secondary bottle racks stored outside of
building)
• Signage at Safe Haven entry points
1.18.4 Return to Work
Personnel may return to work and resume their duties when the "All Clear" siren is sounded.
Also, should the emergency situation be confined or limited to a process/work area, the IC
may authorize personnel to return to specific areas considered not affected. If it is safe to
return to selected parts of the refinery, the IC will make an "All Call" announcement.
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Notifications
Immediate actions are required at the onset of an emergency response to limit the extent of a
release, minimize the potential hazard to human health and the environment, and implement an
effective response. It is also important to act decisively to create a professional working
atmosphere among Refinery and regulatory authority personnel and public officials. This section
is intended to provide guidance for determining the appropriate initial response and notification
actions that should be carried out in the event of a release or other emergency incident.
This annex outlines general guidelines on the procedures and sequence for making the various
internal and external notifications following discovery of a product release or other emergency
incident.
The internal notification procedures are essentially the same for all emergency incidents
although the external notifications will vary depending on the type of incident, type and quantity
of material released, and the consequences (injuries, deaths, and property damage).
Refinery personnel have the authority and obligation to terminate any operation in response to
an abnormal, threatening, or hazardous situation

2.1

Communication Equipment
Primary communications for Refinery response activities will consist of the
following:
✓ Refinery mobile phones, hard line phones, faxes, and intranet devices.
Communications needs beyond primary communications devices will be supplied by
✓ Refinery contracted OSRO's.
Additional information on Communications Equipment is in Annex 1 of this plan.
2.1.1

Emergency Communications

There are 3 ways to report an Emergency:
•
•
•

By telephone: Dial 8333
By radio: Announce the emergency over channel B-1
In the field: Activate any "pull box".
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To report by telephone:
•
•
•
•

Dial 8333
Give your name and state the nature and location of the emergency. Be specific.
Remain on the phone until the other party has all the necessary information. Let the
other party hang up first.
This phone rings in the ROC (answer on 1st ring), and Guard House (answer on 3 rd
ring). The Treaters/SRU PCO will do an All Call broadcast and activate the emergency
alarm if appropriate. The Guard House will do a broadcast on B-1; Unit 1, after hearing
this broadcast, will do an All Call and ensure activation of the emergency alarm, if
appropriate.

To report by radio:
Press the orange button on the radio. This automatically connects you with the B-1 talk group.
Speak slowly and clearly and say:
•
•
•
•

"Clear the air, I have an emergency".
State the nature of the emergency (i.e. fire, vapor release, oil spill, medical emergency,
etc.).
Specifically state the location of the emergency.
Repeat the message twice. Don’t wait for an answer.

The emergency call will be answered and rebroadcast on all talk groups and radio channels
using the "All Call" feature. Priority for answering the emergency call and transmitting by "All
Call" is as follows:
•
•
•

Treaters/SRU PCO - Primary
Other available PCO Secondary
Shift Supervisor - Back up

After transmitting by "All Call", the nature and location of the emergency, all other operational
communications will be on the emergency channel C-1. Channels C-2 and C-3 are additional
emergency tactical channels. C-4 is available for Command Post (CP), management
communications.
When a field unit states "emergency traffic only", everyone is to clear the frequency of routine
radio traffic for "incident" related communications. "Emergency traffic" is not the same as
MAYDAY.
MAYDAY is used when an employee/firefighter is trapped or missing or the IC is ordering crews
to abandon a unit/area/building. A unit declaring "MAYDAY, MAYDAY" shall be acknowledged
immediately. All non-emergency radio traffic stops.
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To report by pull box:
Pull the handle on any "pull box" to summon help. This will activate the Refinery Emergency
Alarm system.
•
•

Pull boxes are located in multiple places within the Process and Offplot areas, commonly
around the perimeters or on the cement posts under the pipe racks. They are painted
red for high visibility.
Alert personnel in the immediate area of danger.

Some observers may find it better and quicker to report their observations directly to the
Field Equipment Operator for evaluation and appropriate action.
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Notification Sequence
Refinery, Corporate & Regulatory Notifications
In the event of an emergency, it is the responsibility of the IC to ensure that the required and
applicable notifications are made. However, if the IC elects to do so, he may choose to delegate
these notifications to the appropriate support resources. (Refer to Emergency Notification Telephone List, located in this Plan for all contact information.)
Use the Incident Report Form, Notification Information to document notifications completed and
follow-up requests.
Reporting Guidelines
Verbal and written reporting should follow the guidelines identified in this document. Refer to
the Notifications Flowchart and the Incident Notification and Reporting Tool located in Core
Section II of this Plan for more detailed internal and external notification sequences.
The IC (or Senior Manager) will notify corporate executive management by phone first and then
make notifications via the 24-Hr Crisis Management Notification Hotline number as soon as
possible after the occurrence of any incident that meets the notification threshold criteria.

In addition to corporate notifications, the following local notifications should be made if
necessary:
•

•

The Human Resources Manager should be notified if there is a potential for a Labor and
Industry reporting or claim requirement. If there is a need for CISM or there has been a
serious injury to an employee, the HR Manager is responsible for properly notifying the
employee’s family and arranging for their support needs.
The Fire and Safety Superintendent/Supervisor and the Medical Plan Nurse should be
notified anytime someone is transported from the Refinery to the hospital.

Follow-up to Initial Notifications
Updates will be provided by applicable Refinery personnel as information provided in the initial
notification changes.
The Refinery is committed to providing an updated report to the appropriate State and Federal
Agencies if the initially reported estimated quantity or the area extent of contamination changes.
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Required Notification Information
The Incident Report Form should be used to document information and to log notifications.
Provide the following information regarding the incident, when making internal notifications:
•
•
•

Brief description of the incident, including the location
The impact or potential impact
Contact name and telephone number to obtain follow-up information

Notification Sequence Summary
1. Refinery Response Team
2. USCG (National Response Center)
3. WA Division of Emergency Management
4. MSRC (Marine Spill Response Corporation
5. WDOE Regional Office
6. WDOE Industrial Section
7. USCG (Joint Harbor Ops Center)
8. Whatcom County Department of Emergency Management (LEPC)
9. EPA Region 10
10. NW Clean Air Agency
11. WA Department of Natural Resources
12. Lummi Aquaculture / Tribal Fisheries

2.3

Notification and Support Teams
Emergency Response Team (ERT)
Consists of the personnel in the following positions:

Incident Commander

Recovery & Protection Branch Manager

Oil Spill Response Team

Fire Brigade Safety Officer

Field Observer

Additional personnel as identified by the IC
Tier 1 Response

Any response that can be effectively managed completely within the Refinery’s
services, including functional resources and contractors
Tier 2 Response

Any response that requires resources beyond the Refinery’s ability to effectively
manage (i.e., one or more away team resource(s) are deployed to assist with
response management)
Tier 3 Response

Any response that requires the activation of the Crisis Management Support Team
(CMST) to assist with the management of the response
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Required Notifications
Refer to the Emergency Notification Contact List for a complete list of phone
numbers.
NOTIFICATIONS – IAW Federal Regulations and Washington State Laws (RCW
90.56.280) and Rules (WAC 173-182-260)
All spills of oil or hazardous substance into navigable waters and/or groundwater as defined by
the Clean Water Act (CWA) and all spills of a reportable quantity of hazardous substances (40
CFR Part 302) must be immediately reported by the spiller to the National Response Center
(NRC). The NRC will contact appropriate local USCG or EPA offices. Notifying state offices
does not relieve the spiller from federal requirements to notify the NRC nor vice versa.

National Response Center
1-800-424-8802
All spills of oil into Washington State waters must be immediately reported to the Washington
State Emergency Management Division. Marine casualties, disabled vessels or near-miss
incidents should also be reported.

The Washington Emergency Management Division (EMD)
24-hour Emergency Spill Response
1-800-258-5990
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After the required initial notifications are completed, the following agencies may be contacted as
applicable.

US Coast Guard Sector Puget Sound
24-hour Emergency Spill Response
1-206-217-6001

EPA Region 10 (Pacific Northwest)
Environmental Emergencies
Environmental Protection Agency
Region 10
1200 Sixth Avenue, Suite 900
Seattle, WA 98101

General Information:
Web Site:
http://www2.epa.gov/aboutepa/epa-region-10pacific-northwest

Reporting Requirements

•

Type:
Verbal:
Written:
States:

Any amount of oil that has entered or threatened to enter any
navigable waters; or
• A release of a hazardous substance above the RQ according to
CERCLA requirements
• Within 1 Hour
• Not required
Alaska, Idaho, Oregon and Washington

Note: Always request fax confirmation of report
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The Washington State Department of Ecology
24-hour Emergency Spill Response
Ferndale Refinery- Northwest Office, Bellevue

Washington State Department of Ecology
800-258-5990 or 800-OILS-911
Washington State Department of Ecology
Northwest Regional Office
3190 – 160th Avenue SE
Bellevue, WA 98008-5452

General Information:
Web Site:
http://www.ecy.wa.gov/

Reporting Requirements
Type
Oil Spill
Verbal:
As soon as possible
Written:
As requested by the agency
Be prepared to give the following information when reporting an incident:
•

Where is the spill?

•

What spilled?

•

How much spilled?

•

How concentrated is the spilled material?

•

Who spilled the material?

•

Is anyone cleaning up the spill?

•

Are there resource damages (e.g. dead fish or oiled birds)?

•

Who is reporting the spill?

•

How can we get back to you?
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Overview of External Notifications for Major Incidents

Spill or Release
Event

To water including lakes, streams,
coastal waters, wetlands, shorelines or
intermittent waters

Report to:

Yes

No
To ground, permeable secondary
containment, groundwater or terrestrial
wildlife habitat

Yes

• National Response Center (NRC)
• State Agency (s)
• LEPC

•
•
•
•

NRC
State Environmental Agency (s)
State Wildlife Agency
LEPC

No
From spills resulting in explosion, fire,
death, bodily harm, $50k damage, > 5
gal liquid loss

Yes

• NRC
• State/Local Emergency Agency (s)
• OSHA/DOSH (for death and bodily
harm)

Yes

• NRC
• State Environmental Agency(s)
• State/Local Emergency Agency(s)

Yes

• Federal/State Air Pollution Agency(s)
• Local Air Pollution Agency(s)

Yes

• Occupational Safety and Health
Administration (OSHA)

No
Of reportable quantities of Hazardous
Substance or for which an MSDS is
maintained
No
Causing reportable/excessive air
emissions (ex: hydrocarbons, smoke,
or odor)
No
Associated with a fatal accident to one
or more employees or which requires
hospitalization of 3 or more employees
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Field Notifications

1. Notify Immediate Supervisor/Refinery Security.
2. Notify the Marine Terminal Supervisor, Shift Supervisor or Fire and Safety if a fire hazards
is present.
3. Use the nearest Emergency Alarm, Radio or Telephone (dial 333) to summon help.
4. Alert all personnel in the immediate area.
5. When the IC arrives, report:
• The nature and location of emergency
• Size and extent of emergency
• Materials involved
• Any injuries
2.5.2

Hydrocarbon or Chemical Release Notification Procedures

All releases to water and land at or above recordable quantities require that the release be
immediately reported per the table below and documented in the Oil Spill Notification Form. This
form MUST be completed immediately and forwarded to the on-call Environmental
Representative.
Information about recordable quantities for specific chemicals is found in the Environmental
Compliance Manual.
The table below lists agency notifications that must be made for each incident severity level.
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Agency1

Release Size

Releases to Water
Washington Division of Emergency Management
(DEM)

Any release of any size - required

National Response Center (NRC)

Any release of any size that enters navigable waters,
adjoining shorelines, or tributaries - required

Washington Department of Ecology (Ecology)
Northwestern Region Office

Any release of any size that causes a sheen required.

U.S. Coast Guard
Sector Puget Sound

Any spill that enters or threatens navigable waters,
adjoining shorelines, or tributaries - courtesy

Whatcom County Department of Emergency
Management

Only large, uncontained spills - required

Releases to Land
Washington Division of Emergency Management
(DEM)

Significant or uncontained release that threatens
surface waters, or chemical release over applicable
RQ2 - required

National Response Center (NRC)

Any release to land that threatens navigable waters,
adjoining shorelines, or tributaries, or chemical
release over applicable RQ2 - required

Washington Department of Ecology (Ecology)
Northwestern Region Office

An oil spill to ground (soil or gravel) of one barrel (42
gallons) or greater3- required.

U.S. Coast Guard
Sector Puget Sound

Any release that threatens navigable waters,
adjoining shorelines, or tributaries - courtesy

Whatcom County Department of Emergency
Management

Large spills that involve fire or explosion hazards required

1 - Agency phone numbers are listed on the Oil Spill Notification Form and in the Environmental Compliance
Manual, Section 2.6.
2 - Information about recordable quantities (RQ) for specific chemicals is found in the Environmental
Compliance Manual, Section 2.7. Notification of chemical releases exceeding the RQ are documented on the
EPCRA / CERCLA Release Episode Notification Form found in the Environmental Compliance manual as
well as Environmental Website Forms.
3 – Exempted from this requirement are:
• CERCLA releases;
• releases to atmosphere only;
• releases from underground storage tanks regulated under WAC 173-360;
• pre-existing sources of releases identified as RCRA solid waste management units;
• spills contained within an area controlled by NPDES permitted systems that are not likely to threaten
groundwater and do not exceed applicable federal RQ.
For oil spills to ground (i.e., soil or gravel) for which the volume cannot be reasonably estimated relative to
the one barrel reporting quantity, best professional judgment will be used to assess whether the release is to
be reported. The decision to report should consider whether the release:
• is on-going, or has a yet-unidentified source.
• pathway is contained on site (for example, is captured for routing to the refinery waste water
treatment system) or threatens to move off-site or impact surface waters.
• may be mobilized by rain events that would threaten to move off-site or impact surface waters.
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Emergency External Notification Procedures
Off hours notifications should include:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Environmental Engineer on call, immediately.
National Response Center
Whatcom County Division of Emergency Management (LERC)
Washington State Division of Emergency Management (SERC)
Washington State Department of Ecology
State Radiation Control Section (radiation emergency only)

Fire District 7 should be provided an informational notification when the incident is fire or medical
in nature and significant enough to require a CP and/or a hospital transport. Fire Districts 7, 13
and 17 should be notified when their districts are involved in situations where sensitive area
managers should be involved.
Sensitive area managers can take appropriate measures to protect human health and the
environment or minimize damage to their areas. The specific facility or sensitive area managers
that must be notified will be dependent on factors specific to the type of incident. The IC will
make the decision on who will be contacted in any event.
Refer to the Ferndale Refinery Environmental Compliance Manual (available on the HSE
webpage) for detailed information about specific products, reportable quantities, required
timelines and examples of reportable releases.
Note: The National Response Center must be called even if the release is reported to a local
number.
2.6.1

Emergency Notification Priorities Checklist

Notifications and documentation required by regulation, Refinery policy or as directed by
Incident Command - based upon initial assessment and incident severity - will be completed as
quickly as resources and incident safety allow. If a notification error is to be made, the Refinery
would rather it be on the side of over notification.
Initial Notification Alert
•
•
•

Internal emergency call
Alert employees in harm’s way
Notification of onsite line management

Emergency Response Notifications
•
•

Call out emergency responders
Call out facility Emergency Response Team
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Agency Notifications
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Alert agencies requiring immediate notification
Facility/Division/Company Management Notification
Notify appropriate Line Management
Notify Facility Manager
Notify Senior Management of Division/Company
Notify local company legal representative
Notify facility/division Community Affairs representative/spokesperson

Corporate Notification (GOAL IS 30 MINUTES) If possible, these calls should be made in
advance of releasing information to the public and/or the media.
Corporate Crisis Hotline - 855-699-8701 (GIMAT group may be dispatched).
2.6.2

Required Notification/Documentation Information

1. Notify Appropriate Refinery personnel – Initial IC and ERT/OSRT/Fire and Safety
personnel
2. Notify/Activate MSRC and/or NRCC (as required).
3. Notify Appropriate Regulatory Agencies – Federal NRC, State EMD, Ecology NW
Region Office, and others as necessary.
4. Notify Nearby Parties Potentially at Risk – (Uncontained Aquatic Spills Only) – Intalco,
BP, Lummi Aquaculture, etc.
5. Notify Threatened Sensitive Area Managers (if necessary)
6. Notify/Activate Other Response Contractors or Support Services (as required)
7. Initiate Documentation Procedures – Document all response actions taken previously
and all subsequent response actions including notifications, agency/media meetings,
equipment/personnel deployments, recovery and disposal of waste, extent and degree
of area impacted, etc.
For extended, escalating, large or complex incidents (particularly those requiring a Unified
Command) the Ferndale Refinery Incident Management Plan calls for the CP to be located at
the Administration building and staffed by the ERT. In the event this location cannot be used, a
secondary site is located at Ferndale COGEN Facility Meeting Room. Again, the CP location is
determined by the IC.
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Notification Log Sheet
Organization/Agency
Notified

2.6.3

Date

Time

Person Contacted

Summary of Discussion and any
Action Items

Community Alert System

The Ferndale Refinery subscribes to a telephone notification system administered by the
Whatcom County Local Emergency Planning Committee. In the event a public evacuation or
shelter-in-place is required, the Shift Supervisor or onsite senior manager can authorize a
community notification for the specific area of concern. The decision to evacuate or shelter in
place, and the determination of which areas will be evacuated, will be made by Unified
Command (County Fire Chief or Sheriff, in consultation with the Ferndale Refinery Incident
Commander.)
2.6.3.1 Steps to Activate the Community Alert System (CAN)
The system for notifying community members of emergency information in the event of a
refinery release or other refinery community impact incident is the MyStateUSA software
program. The steps for activating the system are shown in the table below.
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Table 1

Can Activation
Responsible Person

Incident Commander / Shift Supervisor

Incident Commander / Shift Supervisor

Emergency Management Duty Officer or
PIO

Incident Commander / Shift Supervisor
Emergency Management Duty Officer or
PIO

2015 Revision

Actions
1. Recognizes need for immediate public warning
2. Call 9-1-1
3. Inform the 9-1-1 center:
§ Your name
§ That you are calling as the authorized representative of the
P66 refinery in Ferndale
§ Your phone number where you can be reached at all times.
4. Request that the Emergency Management Duty Officer be
paged immediately to specified call-back number.
1. Be prepared to tell the duty officer the following:
§ what is the nature of the incident
§ what you think the community message needs to be (for
instance shelter in place, evacuate, or informational only).
§ what geographic area you believe should get the initial alert.
(distance downwind and width, or geographic boundaries)
1. Contacts requesting party to learn details of situation
(hazard, location, and what geographic area believed should
get the initial alert - considering distance downwind and
width, or geographic boundaries)
2. The duty officer will help guide the decisions with
appropriate questions.
3. Logs into MyStateUSA, select the call list or area, message
and sends out the alert.
Can request additional alerts and updates at a later time as
appropriate
Additional alerts may be sent by the duty officer as the local
emergency management agency determines is appropriate.
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Security Notifications

2.6.4.1 Notification of Suspicious Activities - Non-Marine Facilities
Any employee or contractor who observes or suspects suspicious activities on or near Refinery
facilities shall report these activities to the Facility Supervisor. The Facility Supervisor shall
evaluate the report and take appropriate action. Notification may include local law enforcement
agencies. The Ferndale Refinery Facility Security Officer shall be notified of all reports.
2.6.4.2 Notification of Breach of Security & Transportation Security Incident (TSI) –
Marine Facility
Any employee or contractor who observes or suspects suspicious activities on or near Refinery
facilities shall report these activities to the Facility Supervisor. The Facility Supervisor shall
evaluate the report and take appropriate action. Notification may include local law enforcement
agencies. The Emergency Preparedness, Response & Security Director shall be notified of all
reports.
The Facility Security Officer (FSO) shall, without delay, report activities that may result in
breaches of security or a TSI to the NRC. Any other person or entity is also encouraged to report
activities that may result in a transportation security incident to the NRC. Refer to the Phone
List for NRC contact information.
The FSO will, without delay, report a TSI to their local COTP and immediately thereafter begin
following the procedures set out in this security plan, which include contacting the NRC.
2.6.5

External Prioritized Phone/Notifications List

Note: This phone list should be re-verified and updated with each Plan revision:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
2.6.6

Company Terminal or Supervisor
Company Spill Management Personnel
Federal and State Regulatory Agencies
Local Regulatory Agencies/Assistance Organizations
Response and Clean-up Contractors
Outside Assistance Organizations
Neighboring Companies
Other Non-Contracted Support
Specialized Support Services and Equipment

For a moderate to large spill response, a variety of specialized support services and equipment
are often required. These could include helicopters, vacuum trucks, caterers, portable toilets
and many others. This section lists local and regional specialized services and equipment
suppliers. These suppliers are not necessarily under contract but could be called upon to
provide support during a spill response effort at the terminal.
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Government Emergency Support Services

Emergency support services that might be utilized during a spill at the Refinery could include
local and county police, fire and health/emergency management departments and various state
and federal regulatory agencies. This section lists the government emergency support services
that could be called upon to provide support during a spill response effort. Key agencies are
also listed in this section.
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Phillips 66 Refining HSE Reporting Obligations for Site
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Incident Notification Flowchart

Observer

Immediate Supervisor
/Security Officer

Initial Incident
Commander

Emergency Response
Team

Environmental/ Shift
Supervisor

Refinery Corp
Crisis

National Response
Center (NRC)

State Division of
Emergency
Management (DEM)

Local Emergency
Planning
Committee (LEPC)

US Coast Guard
(FOSC)

Other Federal
Agencies as Required
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ICS Response Team
Response Team
Position
Incident Commander
Deputy Incident
Commander
Deputy Incident
Commander
Deputy Incident
Commander

Job Title

First Name

Rhinehart

Jolie

Zambrano

Tomas

Abbott

Dave

HSE Manager
Regional Communications
Director
HR Director
HR Business Partner
Senior Environmental
Consultant
Health & Safety Team Lead
Health & Safety Specialist
Health & Safety Specialist
Industrial Hygienist

Andersen

John

Summers
Sona
Pennington

Josh
Andrew
Kathleen

Johnson
Hawsey
Wise
Cottom
Jones

Tim
Lyle
Justin
Colby
Travis

Process Safety Team Leader

Czak

Jen

Process Engineer

Milligan

Heather

Executive Assistant
Vibration Technician
Chemist
Chemist

Civico
Taggart
Sellers
Hubach

Commercial Planning Mgr

Shea

Brandi
Rachel
Roland
Kyle
IMAT
Tim

Business Continuity

Process Development Lead

Lee

TJ

IC Assistant
IC Assistant
Operations Section
Chief
Operations Section
Chief
Operations Section
Chief
Operations Section
Chief

Process Engineer
Executive Assistant

York
Civico

Danielle
Brandi

Technical Manager
Emergency Response Team
Lead

Centurion

Carlos

Rinesmith

Bill

Operations Turnaround Lead
Senior Rotating Equipment
Engineer
Operations Coordinator –
Heavy Oil
Health & Safety Team Lead
Maintenance Training Lead
Warehouse Supervisor
Turnaround Lead Planner
Alky Operations Coordinator

Bodtke

Bart

Amon

Bob

Cherochak
Hawsey
Boynton
Large
Balson
Pogline

Mike
Lyle
Rich
Jeff
Mike
Steve

Public Info Officer
Public Info Officer
Public Info Officer
Public Info Officer
Safety Officer
Deputy Safety Officer
Deputy Safety Officer
Deputy Safety Officer
Agency Liaison
Officer
Agency Liaison
Officer
Agency Liaison
Officer
Agency Escort
Agency Escort
Agency Escort
Marine Liaison
Business Continuity

Deputy OPS Chief
Deputy OPS Chief
Deputy OPS Chief
Staging Unit Leader
Staging Unit Leader
Staging Unit Leader
Suppression Branch
Director
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Production Manager
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Shift Supervisor
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ICS Response Team (Continued)
Response Team
Position
Suppression Branch
Director
Recovery & Protection
Branch Director
Recovery & Protection
Branch Director
Recovery & Protection
Branch Director
Air Operations Branch
Director
Air Operations Branch
Director
Wildlife Branch
Director
Wildlife Branch
Director
Planning Section
Chief
Planning Section
Chief
Planning Section
Chief
Planning Section
Chief
Deputy Planning
Section Chief
Deputy Planning
Section Chief

Job Title

Last Name

First Name
Shift Supervisor

Maintenance Supervisor – Light Oils
Maintenance Supervisor – Heavy
Oils

Falcone

Marc

Combel

Joe

Schoepe

Christian

Hawk

Steve

Geiger

Ryan

Gabelein

Jeshua

Abbott

Dave

Zambrano

Tomas

Cauty

Pierre

Murphy

Joe

Czak

Jen

Steel

James

Process Engineering Supt
Operations Training Lead
Rotating Equipment Engineer
Chemist
TBD
Project & Reliability Supt
Operations Manager
I&E Specialist
Turnaround Manager
PSM Lead
Project Controls Lead

Historian

Process Engineer

Turner

Lauren

Historian

Finance Data Administrator

Glenn

Jongdee

Historian

Senior Technical Analyst

Stermer

Paul

Situation Unit Lead

I&E Superintendent

Stiles

Bob

Situation Unit Lead

Process Engineer

Whittle

Curtis

Situation Unit

Products Scheduler

Sayler

Zach

Situation Unit

Senior Project Engineer

Morrill

Ken

Situation Unit

I&E Reliability Engineer

Belous

Vlad

Display Processor

Commercial Planner & Models

Gasior

Pete

Field Observers

Inspector

Trannum

Jerad

Field Observers

Sr. Inspector

Frye

Don

Field Observers

Chemist

Nelson

Dave

Resource Unit Leader

Senior Project Engineer

Kitzan

Mark

Resource Unit Leader

Rotating Equip Engineering Lead

Libolt

Nathan

ICS Response Team (Continued)
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Position
Resource Unit Leader
Resource Unit Leader
Resource Unit Leader
Resource Unit Leader
Resource Unit Leader
Check- In Recorder
Check- In Recorder
Documentation Unit
Leader
Documentation Unit
Leader
Documentation Unit
Leader
Documentation Unit
Leader
Environmental Unit
Leader
Environmental Unit
Leader
Environmental Unit
Leader
NRDA
NRDA
Trajectory Analysis
Specialist
Trajectory Analysis
Specialist
Waste Mgmt. Specialist
Waste Mgmt. Specialist
Logistics Section Chief
Logistics Section Chief
Logistics Section
Logistics Section
Communication Unit
Leader
Communication Unit
Leader
I. T. Specialist
Supply Unit Leader
Supply Unit Leader
Security Unit Leader
Security Unit Leader
Medical Unit Leader
Finance Section Chief
Finance Section Chief
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Job Title

Last Name

First Name

I&E Reliability Engineer
Data Analyst
Project Engineer
Maintenance Scheduler
Corrosion Engineer
Finance Assistant
Finance Data Administrator
Document Systems
Administrator
Contractor – Bayside USA
LLC

Belous
Knight
Zehnder
Higginson
Dorokhov
Bradley
Glenn

Vlad
Kim
Curtis
Jim-Ray
Stas
Jen
Jongdee

Taft

Bob

Mitchell

Kelly

Senior Financial Analyst

Honnoll

Caroline

Yield Accountant

Reid

Wendy

Environmental Team Leader

Paris

Sandy

Environmental Specialist
Senior Environmental
Consultant
HSE Specialist
Senior Environmental
Consultant

Strang

Erin

Johnson
Visser

Tim
Lance

Johnson

Tim

Fixed Equip. Engineer Lead

Ratzlaff

Dean

Analyst, Historian
Environmental Specialist
Environmental Specialist
Technical Specialist
Procurement Lead
Process Control Engineer
I & E Reliability Engineer

Peterson
Schmidtz
Strang
Atwal
Rhoades
Fritz
Bukhari

Kevin
David
Erin
Kam
Katherine
Marcus
Umar

Ferndale IT Site Lead

McElfresh

Greg

Associate, Infrastructure
Process Control Network &
Security Specialist
Contract Specialist
Rail Rack Analyst
HSE Manager
Contractor, Allied Security
Physician’s Assistant
(Contractor)
Finance Team Lead
Senior Financial Analyst

Wolf

Mike

Gentry
Beebe
Bynon
Andersen
Gipson

Jeremy
Karen
Val
John
Brandon

Fayette
Guiley
Ramerman

Barbara
Connie
Maria
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Potential Command Posts and Staging Areas
Staging is established by the Incident Command or OPSC and is managed by the Staging Area
Manager who is appointed by the IC or OPSC. Initially, the first arriving ERT member assumes
the function of Staging Area Manager.
Primary – For small incidents
Location

Address

On-scene

Mobile Incident Command Vehicle

Alternate
Location
Admin. Building Lunch
Room
OMNI Building
Whatcom Unified
Emergency Coordination
Center (WUECC)
2.9.1

Address
3901 Unick Road, Ferndale,
WA 98248
3901 Unick Road, Ferndale,
WA 98248
3888 Sound Way,
Bellingham, WA 98226

Staging and Staging Considerations

Staging is an area to receive/hold resources for assignment into an incident. The Staging Area
Manager/Leader position is an assignment on the ERT. The Staging Area Manager exchanges
resource information and coordinates support efforts with a variety of different positions within
the Planning and Logistical Divisions, (i.e., Documentation, Procurement, Communications,
Waste Management, Security, Demobilization, Resources, etc.).
The Refinery primary staging area is ideal because it provides restricted access, shelter,
warmth, sanitation, food, apparatus, equipment, breathing air, emergency medical supplies and
the extra helmet shields and passports necessary for personnel accountability.
The secondary staging areas are planned for the parking and storage of mutual aid emergency
response crews, apparatus and equipment.
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EOC Staffing Ground rules
Primaries candidates may fill only one primary role. We will have 2 defined primaries for
each job, one for days and one for night, except for deputy positions. There can be
multiple alternates if the job is critical.
An individual named as a Primary may be designated as an alternate for another job if
there is an alternate named for their identified primary role.
Our plan must keep the EOC and support staff operational for 24 hours before outside
help will arrive from GIMAT
It is OK to break the Maintenance plan. We will only work on critical items during the first
24-hour period.
Lab will operate on a weekend sample schedule
The following personnel assignments will be protected to keep our business running
during the 24-hour initial period. After that GIMAT may relapse some of the key staff:

1 Operations Coordinator – John Glenn or Jason Morin
1 Commercial Rep – Antonio Machado
1 Maintenance planner - Mike Balson
1 Maintenance field supervisor - Steve Wills
2 I&E Supervisors – Ian Strang and Quinten Atchley
1 Machine Supervisor - Doug Froberg
1 Inspector - Steve Robinson
All shift supervisors are exempt from oil spill team duty
All SME's are exempt from oil spill team duty but can be used on a demand basis for
support roles
J. 4 Lab personnel will run weekend sample schedule
A.
B.
C.
D.
E.
F.
G.
H.
I.
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2.10 Ferndale Refinery/Agency/Other Contact List
Initial Internal Emergency Notifications
Ferndale Refinery QI/IC
Name / Job Title
Office Phone
Jolie Rhinehart / Refinery Manager
360-384-1011
Office:
3901 Unick Rd., Ferndale, WA 98248

Cell Phone
360-631-1688

Resp. Time
1 hour

Name / Job Title
Office Phone
Tomas Zambrano / Operations Manager
360-384-8277
Office:
3901 Unick Rd., Ferndale, WA 98248

Cell Phone
805-206-8494

Resp. Time
1 hour

Name / Job Title
Office Phone
John Andersen / HSE Manager
360-380-7129
Office:
3901 Unick Rd., Ferndale, WA 98248

Cell Phone
360-599-0955

Resp. Time
1 hour

Name / Job Title
Office Phone
Cell Phone
Resp. Time
Chris Pease / Maintenance Manager
360-384-8231
360-562-2879
1 hour
Office:
3901 Unick Rd., Ferndale, WA 98248
Crisis Management Notifications
Crisis Management Notification Hotline (24/7)
855-699-8701
832-765-3500 or
832-765-3501
Corporate Employee Hotline
866-397-3822
(Natural Disaster Evacuations)
Axiom Medical Monitoring Service
281-491-7063
Ferndale Refinery Incident Management Team
Name / Job Title
Josh Summers / Public Info Officer
Kathleen Pennington / Public Info Officer
Andrew Sona / Public Info Officer
Lyle Hawsey / Safety Officer
Justin Wise / Deputy Safety Officer
Colby Cottom / Deputy Safety Officer
Travis Jones / Deputy Safety Officer
Heather Milligan / Agency Liaison Officer
Jen Czak / Agency Liaison Officer
Dave Abbott / Planning Section Chief
Pierre Cauty / Planning Section Chief
James Steel / Deputy Planning Section
Chief
Bill Rinesmith / Operations Section Chief
Bart Bodtke / Operations Section Chief
Carlos Centurion / Operations Section
Chief
Rich Boynton / Deputy OPS Chief
Mike Cherochak / Deputy OPS Chief
Kam Atwal / Logistics Section Chief
Katherine Rhoades / Logistics Sect Chief
Jackson Pennell / Logistics Section Chief
Connie Guiley / Finance Section Chief
Maria Ramerman / Finance Section Chief
2015 Revision
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Office Phone
360-384-8550
360-384-8453
360-384-8399
360-384-8370
360-384-8416
360-384-8568
360-384-8362
360-384-8435
360-384-7820
360-384-8216
360-384-7125

Cell Phone
832-312-7511
360-961-5324
908-337-1878
406-670-0679
724-992-1052
405-802-9306
801-471-5978
425-652-9892
303-746-7636
360-393-0026
604-531-9366

Home Phone

360-384-8538
360-384-8267
360-384-8232

360-599-6510
360-815-0701
360-393-8427

360-922-7142

360-384-8431
360-384-7887
360-384-7822
360-380-7105
360-384-8450
360-384-7870
360-384-8403
360-384-8429

925-348-2965
360-630-7861
360-820-1112
360-314-7683
832-551-4232
360-393-0631
907-947-2638
360-820-1929

360-778-1924

360-371-3339
360-778-1236

360-671-5571
778-870-2931

360-966-7626
604-596-8681

360-656-5848
360-738-7619
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Ferndale Refinery Agency/Other Contact List (Continued)
Initial Internal Emergency Notifications (Continued)
Refinery Alternate Command Post Locations
Location
Mobile Incident Command Vehicle
Admin. Building Lunch Room
OMNI Building
Whatcom Unified Emergency Coordination Center

Phone Number
360-410-8607
360-384-1011
360-384-8494
360-676-6681

Initial External Emergency Notifications
9-911 as needed
Government Emergency Notifications
National Response Center (NRC)
1-800-424-8802
Washington Department of Emergency Management
(WDEM) Olympia
USCG Sector Puget Sound
EPA (Seattle)
Radiation Protection Division

1-800-258-5990
206-217-6001
(24-hr. watch line)
206-553-1263
206-553-1200 or
1-800-424-4EPA

1-202-267-2675 or
1-202-267-2180
1-800-258-5990 or
253-912-4901
206-217-6002 or
1-800-688-6664
1-800-300-2193 or
303-293-1788
206-NUCLEAR or
206-682-5327 (24-hr.)

Response Contractors/Organizations Contact Information
Marine Spill Response Corporations (MSRC)
Global Diving & Salvage
National Response Corporation Environmental
Services (NRC-ES)
Western Refinery Services

703-326-5617 or
703-887-2271
206-623-0621
202-267-2675
360-366-3303

800-645-7745
206-623-0621
1-800-337-7455
(24-hr Seattle)
360-366-3303

Additional Contact Information
Federal Contact Information
Army National Guard
206-676-2040
Fish and Wildlife Services (USFWS)
360-534-9313
NOAA Emergency Response Division (ERD)
206-526-6317 (24hr.)
Federal Aviation Administration (FAA)
425-227-2900
Occupational Health and Safety Administration
800-321-OSHA
(OSHA)
(6742)
US Department of the Interior (DOI)
202-208-6416
National Weather Service
360-694-6136
EPA Region 10 (Pacific Northwest)
206-553-1263
USCG Sector Puget Sound
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206-217-6001
206-217-6345 Fax

206-757-6700
206-757-6705 Fax

206-553-1200
800-424-4372
206-217-6200
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Ferndale Refinery Agency/Other Contact List (Continued)
Additional Contact Information (Continued)
State Contact Information
Department of Ecology (DOE) NW Regional Office –
425-649-7000
Bellevue
Department of Fish and Wildlife (WDFW)
360-534-8233 (24 hr pg)
Department of Health (DOH) – Shellfish

360-236-4030

425-649-7000
1-800-258-5990 (WA
EMD)
360-236-3330 (24hr
pg) 360-786-4183

Division of Occupational Safety and Health (DOSH)
800-423-7233
WISHA-Department of Occupational Safety and
425-290-1300
Health (DOSH), Everett Office
Department of Natural Resources (DNR)
800-527-3305
Parks and Recreation Commission (P&RC)
360-902-8500
State Patrol (WSP)
360-753-6540
Bellingham Dispatch
360-676-2007
District Headquarters
360-658-2588
Department of Transportation (WDOT)
360-705-7073
360-705-7000
Office of Archaeology and Historic Preservation
360-586-3065
Ecology
360-407-6931
360-407-6955
Whatcom County Contact Information
Specialized
Emergency
Response 9-911
Program (SERP)
Explosive or Bomb Disposal
9-911
Whatcom Co Unified Emergency Mgmt. 360-676-6681
9-911
Whatcom Co Department of Emergency 360-676-6680
9-911
Management (LEPC)
360-676-6814
Environmental Health
360-676-6724
Fire Marshall
360-676-6907
Sheriff’s Department
360-676-6650
9-911
Whatcom Chamber of Commerce
360-734-1330
Whatcom Country Executive
360-676-6717
NW Clean Air Agency (NWCAA)
360-428-1617
1-800-622-4627
Tribal Contact Information
Office of Tribal Fisheries
360-384-1489
Lummi Nation
360-384-2266
Lummi Aquaculture
360-384-2221
Municipalities Contact Information
Ferndale Police Department
360-384-3390
911
Ferndale Fire Department
360-384-0303
911
Bellingham Police Department
360-778-8800
911
Bellingham Fire Department
360-778-8400
911
Birch Bay Fire Department
360-371-2533
911
Ferndale Chamber of Commerce
360-384-3042
Mayor of Bellingham
360-778-8100
Mayor of Ferndale
360-384-4302
Mayor of Blaine
360-332-8311
Port of Bellingham
360-676-2500
360-671-5674 or 360-739-1944
Bellingham Airport
360-671-5674 (8-5, M-F)
360-739-1944 (24-hr cell)
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Ferndale Refinery Agency/Other Contact List (Continued)
Additional Contact Information (Continued)
Sensitive and Economically Important Areas
BP Refinery
LPG Terminal (Petrogas) / Alcoa LPG
Terminal
Intalco

360-371-1500
360-384-1701 ext.230

360-371-2171

360-384-7301

Lummi Natural Resources Department

360-312-2319

360-384-7314
(onsite medical)
360-410-1706
360-384-2225

Lummi Shellfish Hatchery
Lummi Bay Salmon Hatchery
Lummi Fisheries Hotline
Lummi Nation Sea Ponds
Sandy Point Marina
Birch Bay State Park
Semiahmoo Marina/Inn
Birch Bay Village Marina
Cogen

360-384-2316
360-384-2221
360-380-6899
360-384-2221
360-384-4373
360-371-2800
360-371-0440
360-371-7744
360-380-2119 ext. 8575
Wildlife Agencies

US Fish and Wildlife Service (USFWS)
National Marine Fisheries
(NMFS)
Focus Wildlife
International Bird Rescue

Service

Island Oil Spill Association (IOSA)

Oiled Wildlife Care Network
Tri-State Bird Rescue
Progressive Animal Welfare Society
(PAWS)
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360-753-9440
(Business Hours Only)
206-526-4911
310-386-5965
503-338-7490
7070-207-0380
360-378-5322

530-752-4167
503-979-7561
302-737-7241
425-787-2500 Ext 815

206-526-6081
1-800-578-3048
707-207-0395
707-207-0380 ext 110
360-378-4151
San Juan County Sherriff’s
Office – in the event of a spill
contact is made through the
Sherriff’s Office
1-800-OILS-911
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Ferndale Refinery Agency/Other Contact List (Continued)
Additional Contact Information (Continued)
Critical Refinery Suppliers Emergency Phone List
Burlington Northern
Cascade Natural Gas
Olympic Pipeline
Praxair
Public Utilities- Power

Central Control
Dispatcher
Greg Bartch
Dennis Yabsley

Public Utilities- Water

Plant 1
Fred Disch
Dennis Yabsley

Cogen
Kinder Morgan Pipeline

Dispatcher

360-922-1477
800-552-0615
425-235-7726
800-424-9300
384-4288
739-0676
201-3974
384-4288 opt 1
739-0676
201-3974
380-2119 ext 8575
398-1541

Specialized Response Equipment & Support Services
Local Oil Spill Response Consultants
Anvil Corporation – Bellingham
Coastal and Ocean Resources – Sidney,
B.C.
Entrix – Seattle
Polaris – Kirkland
Polaris – Bainbridge Island
Spiltec – Woodinville

360-671-1450
250-358-4050
1-800-476-5886
425-823-4841
206-842-2951
425-869-0988

206-954-9648 (Cell)
425-503-6011 (Cell)

Response Management Agencies
Witt O’Briens
CISM (The number is BP Security)
The Response Group

1-800-910-3778
360-371-1301
281-880-5000

985-781-0804
713-906-9866

Radio/TV Stations and Weather Service
National Weather Service
NOAA
KGMI – Cascade Radio Bellingham AM
790
KING – TV Channel 5 Seattle
KIRO – TV Channel 7 Seattle
KVOS – TV Channel 12 Bellingham
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206-526-6087
206-526-6103
360-734-9790

360-733-4564

1-800-456-3975
1-800-759-5476
360-671-4500
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Ferndale Refinery Agency/Other Contact List (Continued)
Specialized Response Equipment & Support Services (Continued)
Hospital/Emergency Services
Cascade Ambulance
St. Joseph Hospital
Bellingham Paramedics
(Emergency Numbers)
Harborview Medical Hospital
Whatcom Medic One
Med Flight Air Ambulance

360-312-0911
360-734-5400
360-676-6811

1-800-244-8642
911

206-731-3000
9-911
9-911
Laboratories

Avocet
Environmental
Testing
Bellingham
Pace Testing Laboratory – Seattle
Test America IMC – Tacoma

–

360-734-9033
206-767-5060
253-922-2310

Vacuum Trucks (Liquid)
Philips Services – Seattle
Global Diving and Salvage – Seattle
Marine Vacuum – Seattle

1-877-577-2669
206-623-0621
206-762-0240

Industrial Vacuum Loaders (Liquids/Solids)
Steverson’s Econo Vac – Woodinville
Innovac – Seattle
Ventilation Power Cleaning – Seattle

253-848-5250
206-783-3317
206-634-2750
Tank Trucks

Lee and Eastes Tank Line – Seattle

206-623-5400
Dump Trucks

Ludtke-Pacific
Bellingham

Dump

Trucking

–

360-733-6670
Portable Tanks

Baker Tanks – Woodinville

425-487-6503
Oil Transferring and Lightering Equipment

Global Diving and Salvage – Seattle

206-623-0621
Aviation/Aerial Surveillance

Bellingham
Aviation
Services
Bellingham
Northwest Helicopters – Olympia
Worldwind Helicopters – Renton
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Northwest Mutual Aid Contact List
PHILLIPS 66
CONTACT

TITLE

PLANT (360)

HOME (360)

CELL (360)

EMERGENCY

Switch Board

384-1011

Rhinehart, Jolie

Refinery Manager

384-8343

631-1688

Rinesmith, Bill

Emergency Response Lead

384-8267

815-0701

Hawsey, Lyle

Health & Safety Team Lead

384-8370

406-670-0679

Andersen, John

HSE Manager

380-7129

599-0955

BP CHERRY POINT
CONTACT

TITLE

PLANT (360)

HOME (360)

CELL (360)

EMERGENCY

Security

371-1301

24 Hour

Shift Supervisor

371-1271

Allendorfer, Bob

Refinery Manager

526-3407

630-254-1446

Mesa, Jose

Operations Manager

371-1807 or
526-3905

927-0502

Lewis, Rachel

H.S.S.E.Q. Manager

526-3891

595-3136

Rodgers, Bill

Security and Crisis Management
Superintendent

526-3863

647-0747

303-5233

PLANT (360)

HOME (360)

CELL (360)

ANDEAVOR
CONTACT

TITLE

EMERGENCY

Zone C Board Operator

293-9145

Tangaro, James

V.P. Refining

293-9122

801-560-4377

Marusich, Matt

Regulatory Affairs Manager

293-9141

925-260-0397

Brewer, Darick

Health, Safety & Emergency
Response Superintendent

293-1647

428-0577

Eaton, Rory

Emergency Response Coordinator

293-9147

420-2297

SHELL PUGET SOUND REFINING COMPANY
CONTACT

TITLE

PLANT (360)

HOME (360)

CELL (360)

EMERGENCY

Security

293-1701

Yap, Shirley

Refinery Manager

293-0819

832 264-2783

Solomon, Joe

Emergency Response Coordinator

293-1707

770-3105

Ort, Kia

H.S.S.E. Manager

293-1551

853-3179

Scott, Cathy

Security Supervisor

293-1566

333-1566

Munoz, Justin

Health and Safety Manager

293-0817

724-8963

U.S. OIL & REFINING CO.
CONTACT

TITLE

PLANT (253)

HOME (253)

Shift Supervisor

Yoder, Dan

Refinery Manager/VP of
Manufacturing

383-1651

426-0838

426-0838

Paul Borth

Operations Manager

383-1651

927-1858

377-0903

Smith, Rich

Engineering Manager

383-1651

863-8763

377-0927

Arnold, Stephanie

Safety & Security Manager

680-3202

446-0375

405-1498
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2.11 Oil Spill Removal Organizations Information
Compliance with State/Federal Requirements
2.11.1 Resource Utilization/OSROs
On-site resources will generally be used for most small and some moderate spills and will be
supplemented initially with on-site Western Refinery Services personnel and MSRC equipment
stored at the refinery. In most situations, this response will be limited to terrestrial spills and
vessel transfer/aquatic spills at the Marine Terminal that can be easily contained with on-site
equipment and personnel. These resources are also well suited for providing the first line of
defense for major or catastrophic spills.
Ferndale Refinery's on-site response equipment and personnel will be supplemented as
required, by equipment from various local and regional sources, including:
•
•
•
•

National Response Corporation Environmental Services (NRC-ES)
Marine Spill Response Corporation (MSRC)
o Global Diving & Salvage
International Bird Rescue (IBR)
Center for Toxicology and Environmental Health (CTEH)

MSRC will perform the majority of aquatic spill containment and recovery operations that are
beyond Ferndale Refinery's on-site capabilities and will also engage in sensitive area protection
activities. NRC-ES and Global will primarily be responsible for onshore cleanup as well as some
protection activities and near shore containment and recovery operations. CTEH will
supplement the Refinery’s air monitoring capabilities in the event of an emergency.
Non-contracted local and regional response contractors will typically be activated for major or
catastrophic spills only where significant quantities of response equipment will be utilized.
Western Refinery Services will typically be the primary contractor for the response to terrestrial
spills. Ferndale Refinery's on-site response equipment and personnel will be supplemented as
required, by equipment from various local and regional sources, including:
•
•
•

Western Refinery Services; On-site Maintenance
Island Oil Spill Association (IOSA); Wildlife Resource
Other local and regional oil spill response contractors

Planning standards for groundwater spills (WAC 173-182-530) are met through the Refinery’s
contract with NRC-ES.
**Primary Response Contractor (PRC) contracts shall be available for inspection, if
requested for the Department of Ecology.**
Company and PRC owned equipment lists will be populated and maintained on the Western
Regional Response List (WRRL) in accordance with WA DOE Regulations (WAC 173-182-810).
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2.11.2 Response Agreements/OSRO Certifications and PRC Approvals
The Refinery has response agreements with NRC-ES, and MSRC. Global Diving & Salvage
resources would be activated through MSRC. Evidence of contractual obligations are provided
in this Plan respectively, at the back of this section. WRS is a non-contracted resource located
on-site to ensure quick access to their response resources.
2.11.3 Mutual Aid/Memorandum of Agreement
References to mutual aid in this plan are not necessary to meet the applicable planning
standards, and they are not necessary to meet the requirements in WAC 173-182. The
Northwest Mutual Aid Agreements provide fire protection supplement to the Refinery, and its
associated partners. Refer to the contact and equipment lists included in this plan.
Memorandum of Agreement between Puget Sound Energy (PSE) Ferndale Generating Station
(COGEN) and Phillips 66 Company is also included in the plan for reference only. PSE provides
steam to the Refinery and relies on Refinery response equipment to support their emergency
response needs; PSE is not an emergency response resource for the Refinery.
Reference agreements include:
•
•

COGEN; On-site, provides steam to Ferndale Refinery
Northwest Mutual Aid Agreements; Fire Protection Supplement

2.11.4 Primary Response Contractor Responsibilities
In general, MSRC, NRC-ES and Global will perform the majority of terrestrial and aquatic spill
containment and recovery operations as well as terrestrial and shoreline cleanup that are
beyond the Refinery’s on-site capabilities. They will also engage in sensitive area protection
activities.
2.11.5 Compliance with State/Federal Response Benchmarks
The State/Federal response resource requirements for small, medium and worst case
discharges and the availability of Refinery and contractor equipment and personnel to meet
those requirements are summarized in the matrix that follows. The most stringent of the EPA
and Ecology requirements for each spill scenario or benchmark were used in developing the
matrix. This Plan provides the calculations used in estimating the worst case discharges for
each response tier and each agency.
The matrix that follows demonstrates that Refinery owned and contracted response resources
exceed all State and Federal planning benchmarks/standards. The left side of the matrix lists
the various State and Federal boom, recovery and storage requirements for each response
scenario or time frame with the most stringent requirement show in bold type. The right side of
the matrix lists the resources owned or under contract to the Refinery and available to comply
with those requirements. Boom requirements are based on the worst case discharge trajectory
and the amount of boom necessary to protect the sensitive area/Geographical Response Plan
(GRP) locations that could be impacted within each time frame plus additional boom for general
containment operations.
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To meet the 48 hour arrival benchmark for non-dedicated work boats and operators, the
Refinery utilizes approved PRC’s. The approved PRC application is on file with the State of
Washington Department of Ecology.
2.11.6 Other Available Contractors
In the unlikely event of a major incident where the above resources were inadequate to
effectively handle the spill response, other local, regional and potentially national or international
resources could be mobilized. In most cases, the Refinery will rely on their primary contractors
or corporate support personnel to identify and mobilize these additional resources and, as such,
it is not necessary to address all of these resources in this plan. For reference purposes, this
subsection includes descriptions of selected local and regional contractors and cooperatives
and their major spill response equipment inventories. Additional information on the equipment
is available from the respective contractors.
It is important to note that the Refinery does not have response contracts or agreements with
these contractors but their equipment and personnel can be utilized as needed during a
response to a large spill.
2.11.7 Aerial Tracking
The Refinery has a contract in place with MSRC to provide aerial tracking; pursuant to 33 CFR
Part 154 Subpart F. MSRC will provide the aerial tracking resources to respond to a discharge
from a Refinery facility. MSRC will provide these resources either from the MSRC inventory of
equipment and personnel or from its contracts and agreements with other independent
contractors located in the various USCG COTP Zones. A list of companies, aircraft type and
location by COTP Zone is maintained by MSRC and has been provided to the USCG along with
MSRC Dispersant Program information. A detailed list of these resources is available upon
request.
2.11.8 WA DOE Planning Standard Spreadsheets
The refinery along with our contracted PRC’s meets the planning standards required by
Washington regulations (WAC 173-182-350). The spreadsheet below provides a summary of
EDRC capabilities that can meet all WCD tiered response requirements
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2.11.8 WA DOE Planning Standard Spreadsheets (cont’d)
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2.11.9 Marine Spill Response Corporation (MSRC)
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2.11.9 Marine Spill Response Corporation (MSRC)
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2.11.9 Marine Spill Response Corporation (MSRC)

ALTERNATE NUMBER:
1-703-326-5609
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National Response Corporation Environmental Services (NRC-ES)
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Western Refinery Services
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International Bird Rescue (IBR)
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International Bird Rescue (IBR)
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International Bird Rescue (IBR)
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Center for Toxicology and Environmental Health (CTEH)
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2.12 Mutual Aid
2.12.1 Western State Petroleum Association (WSPA)
Northwest Mutual Aid Fire Equipment Inventory
MEMBER

TYPE

CAPACITY
(gpm)

FOAM

HOSE

MFG

TYPE

AMOUNT
(gallons)

Williams

1x3

4000

Williams

1x3

Williams

1x3

95

600’

Williams

1x3

BP

Tender 52

BP

Fire Pump 52

6000

BP

Master Stream 52

6000

BP

BP

Quick Attack 52
Engine 51 - if authorized by the
Whatcom County Department
of Emergency Management.

3000

P 66

Pumper

4000

P 66

Pumper

1500

P 66

Bulk Foam (drums)

P 66

Foam Tender

P 66

Big Gun

P 66

Hose Trailer

Tesoro

Bulk Foam (Truck)

CNF

Tesoro

Bulk Foam (Totes)

Solberg (1x3) AR-AFFF

7950

Tesoro

Pumper

1750

CNF

1500

Tesoro

Master Stream

6000

Williams

Tesoro

Hose Reel & Rack (2)

Tesoro

Foam trailer (2)

1500

Williams (1x3) AR-AFFF

795

Tesoro

Quick Attack 1

1500

Williams (1x3) AR-AFFF

200

Tesoro

Foam Monitor (2)

2000

CNF

Shell

Foam Trailer

Shell

Hose Trailer

Shell

5"

(feet)
3"

2 ½"

SCBA's
1¾"

1 ½"

Make

No.

Survive Air

2

1250

2600’

600’

Survive Air

9

Thunderstorm AFFF 1x3%

1000

750

500

500

Scott 4.5

6

3M

1000

500

500

500

Scott 4.5

7

Scott 4.5

14

Hazmat ICS

Scott 4.5

4

Shell

SCBA Filling Unit/Lights
(+ 50 spare bottles)

Scott 4.5

6

Shell

Foam Monitor x2

Shell

Storage

Shell

75’ ladder

2000

CNF

AR-AFFF 3x6

350

1000

Scott 4.5

16

Shell

Pumper

3500

CNF

AR-AFFF 3x6

1000

1000

800

550

Scott 4.5

16

Shell

Pumper

1500

CNF

AR-AFFF 3x6

1000

1000

800

550

Scott 4.5

16

US Oil

Quick Attack

3000

Thunderstorm AFFF-A

200

1000

AFFF-A+

Thunderstorm FP

1000

CNF

3000

AFFF-A+

3500
1000
AFFF

AFFF

3000

1000

1500

700

3600

CNF

AR-AFFF

400

4000
5000

2000

CNF
6000

US Oil

95

3000
Trailer Mounted Monitor

US Oil

Foam Trailer

Thunderstorm AFFF-A

500

US Oil

Foam Trailer

Thunderstorm AFFF-A

500

US Oil

Hose

US Oil

Foam Totes 265 gal (8 ea)

FP = Fluroprotein
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WSPA Northwest Mutual Aid Fire Equipment Inventory (Continued)

HYDRANT
Company

Size

Threads

Phillips 66

2 ½, 5

NST, Storz

Tesoro

2 ½, 5

NST, Storz

BP

2 ½, 5

NST, Storz

Shell

2 ½, 5

NST, Storz

US Oil
2 ½, 5
NST, Storz
(5” hose and connection storz fittings)
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2.12.2 Critical Refinery Suppliers Emergency List
Service or Supplier
Burlington Northern

Cascade Natural Gas

Olympic Pipeline
Praxair

Public Utilities- Power

Consequence
Loss of LPG rack,
TCC cats, spent
caustic shipments
Loss of fuel drum
pressure control, #1
boiler, DHT, SRU,
ZTOF pilots
Loss of product
shipments
Loss of N2 purge,
SRU capacity,
Instrument air
backup
Shut down units

Public Utilities- Water

Lose fire/service
water inventory

Cogen

Loss of high
pressure steam
supply
Loss of Canadian
crude supply

Kinder Morgan Pipeline

2015 Revision
Version 6

Backup

Procedure

Trucks,
BP LPG facility
LPG vaporizer

Truck, barge,
ships
N2 & O2 trucks,
Portable air
compressors
UPS,
Emergency
generators
Firewater, BFW
tanks, salt water
diesels
Refinery fired
boilers

OP4T43
vaporizer

OP-22-5-2

Misc.

OP-22-5-2

Barges and
ships
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Sensitive Area General Response Strategies
A vulnerability analysis was performed to address the potential effects of an oil spill on a
variety of common vulnerable areas or sensitive receptors. The size of the area analyzed is
that which could potentially be impacted by a spill from the terminal within 24 hours, which is
consistent with the requirements of 40 CFR 112 and 33 CFR 154.1035(b)(4).
Ferndale Refinery is located adjacent to the Cherry Point Aquatic Reserve. In the event of an
aquatic or terrestrial spill at the Ferndale Refinery, it may be necessary to protect nearby
sensitive areas if it appears that ordinary containment and recovery efforts will not be
sufficient to control the entire spill.
Protection refers to the implementation of techniques or methods to prevent oil from making
contact with a shoreline or aquatic area that is determined to be sensitive for environmental,
economic, cultural, or human use reasons.
There are 134 miles of seacoast in Whatcom County: 51 % is steep, eroding sea bluff (such
as the mountain view coast at Birch Point.), 16% is rocky shoreline, which includes parts of
Lummi Island, 17% is accreting (building up or extending shoreline), and 5% estuarine shore.
The San Juan shoreline bordering the exposed areas of Rosario Strait and Haro Strait is
comprised mostly of rocky headlands. Contrarily, the beaches open to the inside of the islands
are generally sheltered rocky flats. Land in the San Juan is almost all natural, conservancy or
rural. State parks and wildlife refuges are located on most of the islands. The San Juan
Islands include the following shoreline habitats
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Exposed rocky headlands
Sheltered rocky flats
Pocket beaches along exposed rocky shores
Sand and gravel beaches
Exposed tidal flats
Sheltered tidal flats
Marshes
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There is a large vessel traffic separation zone within Rosario Strait. Many tankers transit this
area on their voyage to Ferndale. Many ferries also have routes through the island passages,
connecting most of the San Juan Islands to each other and the mainland. The Lummi Indian
Reservation is located immediately south of the refinery. The bay that comprises North Puget
Sound is generally characterized by tidal flats, marshes, and some sections of exposed rocky
headland. The outer islands are mostly exposed rocky headlands, sand and gravel beaches,
and areas of exposed tidal flats. North Puget Sound shoreline includes the following shoreline
habitats:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Exposed rocky headlands
Pocket beaches along exposed rocky shores
Wave-cut platforms
Sand beaches
Sand and cobble beaches
Sand and gravel beaches
Exposed tidal flats
Sheltered tidal flats
Marshes

The National Estuary and Reserve in Padilla Bay is located approximately 25 miles south of
the refinery. It is an environmentally sensitive area and the bay is home to many different
kinds of birds, invertebrates, and sea mammals. Padilla Bay is near the March Point refineries
which are located in Skagit County.
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Cherry Point Aquatic Reserves Overview
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Cherry Point Aquatic Reserve - Fish
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Cherry Point Aquatic Reserve – Vegetation
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Ferndale Refinery Overview Map
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The key sensitivities within the Ferndale Refinery area of interest consist of a variety of
fishery, wildlife, recreational, cultural, and commercial resources including:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Herring spawning grounds and quality surf smelt habitats
Juvenile salmonid migration (March 15 to June 15)
Eelgrass habitats and tidal flats in Birch Bay and Drayton Harbor
Dungeness crab, flat fish, and Pacific oyster areas
Commercial shellfish beds in Drayton Harbor, Lummi Bay, and Lummi Island
Various shorebird and waterfowl species
Harbor seal haulouts at Lummi Island and Drayton Harbor
Lummi Indian Reservation
Birch Bay State Park, Sucia Island Marine State Park, Matia Island National Wildlife
Refuge, and various marinas (Sandy Point, Birch Bay, Semiahmoo, etc.)

Endangered/Threatened Species
Whatcom, San Juan, and Skagit Counties are the home of the following species which are on
the USFWS endangered/threatened species list. They are as follows:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Bull Trout (Salvelinus confluentus)
Canada Lynx (Lynx canadensis)
Canary Rockfish
Chinook Salmon
Chum Salmon
Coho Salmon
Gray Wolf (Canis lupus)
Grizzly Bear (Ursus arctos = U. a. horribilis)
Marbled Murrelet (Brachyramphus marmoratus)
Northern Spotted Owl (Strix occidentalis caurina
Orca (Killer Whale)
Spotted Owl
Short-tailed Albatross
Sockeye Salmon
Steelhead Trout
Yelloweye Rockfish
Bocaccio Rockfish

Population
The population of Ferndale is 31,759 as of the 2010 census. Closest populated shoreline
residential area is Sandy Point which lies south of the Refinery. Whatcom County has a total
population of 201,140. Bellingham is the most populous city in Whatcom County with a total
population of 110,614 as of 2010. The city of Bellingham is 9 miles from Ferndale.
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Areas and Receptors Analyzed

The geographic area covered by this plan for oil spill includes the refinery proper, the pipeway
to the dock, the dock itself, and the portions of the Strait of Georgia that could be impacted
within 24 hours by a spill from the Ferndale Refinery or the Marine Terminal.
The 24-hour area of impact was identified through a series of oil spill trajectories that were run
using an oil spill trajectory computer model. Trajectory model runs were conducted for spills
occurring at slack, mid-flood, and mid-ebb tidal stages for spring tide conditions. The
trajectories indicated that the general area that could be impacted by a spill within 24 hours
extends from the refinery dock north to the entrance to Drayton Harbor and south to Sandy
Point and continuing down Lummi Island and west to the islands of Portage, Eliza, Barnes,
Clark, Matia, Sucia, and Patos. Although the islands were outside of the predicted 24-hour
area of impact, they were included due to their proximity to the refinery.
This area of interest includes the shoreline 15 miles up-current and 15 miles down-current of
the refinery.
3.0.2

Protection Techniques

Implementation and Prioritization: The implementation of protection techniques must
consider a number of factors including equipment availability, time to oil impact, protection
feasibility, environmental conditions and others. The primary considerations for protection
technique implementation are provided in this section. If limited time or resources are
available, prioritization of sensitive areas may be required to ensure key areas are
successfully protected.
Selection of an appropriate protection technique depends on a variety of factors including:
•

•
•
•
•
•

Current speed - Surface currents >1 kt can cause boom failure or entrainment of oil
beneath the boom, when booms are placed at right angles to the current. Booms
angled into or away from the direction of flow can generally tolerate currents up to 2 to
3 kt before failure occurs.
Water depth - Depths less than 50 feet can complicate boom anchor placement,
whereas depths less than 2 feet can preclude effective boom use.
Wave height - Breaking waves >1 to 3 feet will render most booms ineffective and can
quickly erode inlet dams.
Shoreline access - Obstacles (rocks, debris, manmade structures, etc.) in the water or
steep or densely vegetated intertidal or backshore areas could limit access and
present safety and operational problems.
Anchor points - Soft bottom substrates can complicate boom anchor placement.
Safety - High currents, winds, waves, large obstacles, and other dangerous conditions
could present safety hazards and preclude certain techniques.
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Technique Descriptions and Recommendations: Brief descriptions of the containment and
recovery techniques that will most likely be used for aquatic and terrestrial spills at the
Refinery are described below and graphical depictions of the techniques are provided in this
section. Because protection often involves the containment of oil upstream from the sensitive
area, several of the techniques discussed in this section are also identified as containment
techniques in this section.
Technique recommendations for specific locations are provided in the GRPs in this section.
Additional details on the use, limitations, potential environmental effects and logistics
associated with the implementation of these techniques as well as several other techniques
that could be used in a spill from the Refinery are provided in this Plan.
3.0.3

Sensitive Area Identification

Key Sensitivities: The key sensitivities within the Ferndale Refinery area of interest consist of
a variety of fishery, wildlife, recreational, cultural, and commercial resources including:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Herring spawning grounds and quality surf smelt habitats
Juvenile salmonid migration (peak abundance March through September)
Eelgrass habitats and tidal flats in Birch Bay and Drayton Harbor
Dungeness crab, flat fish, and Pacific oyster areas
Commercial shellfish beds in Drayton Harbor, Lummi Bay, and Lummi Island
Various shorebird and waterfowl species
Harbor seal haulouts at Lummi Island and Drayton Harbor
Lummi Indian Reservation
Birch Bay State Park, Sucia Island Marine State Park, Matia Island National Wildlife
Refuge, and various marinas (Sandy Point, Birch Bay, Semiahmoo, etc.)

Shoreline Types: There are a limited number of shoreline types in the North Puget Sound
area, each displaying a different degree of sensitivity and different characteristics that affect
the choice of response technique. This section summarizes the shoreline types/sensitive
habitats of the area and provides information on the behavior of oil on those shorelines as well
as cleanup advice. The oil behavior information can be used to determine the sensitivity of a
shoreline type and assist in protection prioritization. The locations of specific shoreline types
are included in North Puget Sound/San Juan Islands GRP maps provided in this section.
Fish and Wildlife Resources: There are a number of sensitive bird, fish and marine mammal
habitat areas in the North Puget Sound area that should be considered during a response to
an oil spill. Therefore, maps showing flight restriction zones for sensitive wildlife species and
important fish and shellfish habitat areas taken from the North Puget Sound/San Juan Islands
GRP are provided in this section.
Public Resources: Public resources such as beaches, parks, marinas, water intakes, etc. are
often considered to be sensitive and oil spills and should be protected when feasible.
Locations of key public resources in the North Puget Sound area are provided in the response
guides in this section.
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Geographical Response Plan (GRP)
Geographic Response Plans (GRPs) identify locations, relative sensitivity levels,
recommended protection measures and other information. Ferndale Refinery uses the North
Puget Sound/San Juan Islands (Chapter 4a & b) GRPs available from the Washington State
Department of Ecology.
In most spill situations, there is rarely sufficient time to research the locations and nature of
threatened sensitive areas and the most appropriate strategy for their protection. Therefore,
the Washington State Department of Ecology has provided Geographical Response Plans
(GRPs) to identify primary sensitive areas and associated protection strategies. Shoreline
access points, potential staging areas and boat launches/marinas are also listed to assist in
planning equipment and manpower deployment.
Staging areas are often suitable for interim waste storage sites as they consist generally of
parking lots or flat areas with good access to the shoreline and nearby roads. They can also
be used for remote command centers should a spill migrate significant distances from the
refinery.
Ferndale Refinery is committed to using the North Puget Sound/San Juan Islands GRPs. The
refinery will use these strategies to protect sensitive natural and public resources. This GRP
can be found at the following website:
http://www.ecy.wa.gov/programs/spills/preparedness/GRP/SJI.NPS.GRP/san_juan.htm
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North Puget Sound Strategy Locations
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The following table outlines strategies for the North Puget Sound/San Juan Islands GRP.
Though these can also be found in the GRP and at the listed pages, for the sake of
expedience they are listed here as well. The response efforts, booming priorities, strategies
and matrixes are listed below in correlation with the table. For the sake of expediency they
are listed below.
The following strategies maps and tables are listed in priority from the table below.
Strategies for North Puget Sound/San Juan Islands GRP
Booming
Strategy
Sector Map
Sector Matrix
Strategy Details
Priority
Number
Page Number
Page Number
Page Number
Source Control and Containment Are Always Priority One
1
NPS-11
4-19
4-36
4-94
2
NPS-12
4-19
4-37
4-96
3
NPS-14
4-19
4-39
4-100
4
NPS-19
4-19
4-42
4-110
5
NPS-17
4-19
4-41
4-106
6
NPS-16
4-19
4-41
4-104
7
NPS-15
4-19
4-40
4-102
8
NPS-13
4-19
4-38
4-98
9
NPS-08
4-19
4-34
4-88
10
NPS-09
4-19
4-35
4-90
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Lummi Bay Booming Strategies

All proposed booming strategies below are derived from this map (NPS-8, 9, 11, 12, 13, 14, 15, 16, 17, 19). NPS-7 is
shown as the very last set of maps and is a stand-alone relative to all the others mentioned above.
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Sandy Point – Priority #1

Location

Response
Objective

Feet of
Boom

Strategy
Implementation

Shoreline
Oblique Photo

Resources
Targeted

IF FIELD CONDITIONS REQUIRE MODIFICATION DO IT, THEN NOTIFY COMMAND
NPS-11

Sandy
Point
N 48°
47.324’ W
122°
42.756’
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Collection Collect oil

1000 ft B2Contractor
Boom

Deploy Boom from north shore of Sandy Point
Shores Marina and anchor to shore for
collection. Adjust angle based on real-time
conditions. Depending on conditions may
collect oil by boat or vac truck
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Lummi Pond NW-1 – Priority #2

Location

Response
Objective

Feet of
Boom

Strategy
Implementation

Shoreline
Oblique Photo

Resources
Targeted

IF FIELD CONDITIONS REQUIRE MODIFICATION DO IT, THEN NOTIFY COMMAND
NPS-12

Lummi Pond
NW-1
N 48° 47.314'
W 122° 40.670’
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Exclusion –
Keep oil out
of pond

50 ft Snare
Boom, 50 ft
Sorbent
Boom

Gate and raceway at this site is in good
condition. The leakage of water and/or oil
during the flood tide could be controlled
with sorbents placed inside and across
raceway. Hang sorbent, booms, sweeps
or snare lines between weighted drop
lines to hold ends to vertical walls.
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Lummi Pond NW-1 – Priority #2
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Lummi Pond NW-2
Response
Objective

Location

Feet of
Boom

Strategy
Implementation

Shoreline
Oblique Photo

Resources
Targeted

IF FIELD CONDITIONS REQUIRE MODIFICATION DO IT, THEN NOTIFY COMMAND
NPS-14

Lummi Pond NW -2
N 48° 47.262'
W 122° 40.838'
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Exclusion –
Keep oil out
of pond.

400ft B2Contractor
Boom

Gates and raceways are in poor
condition, as they deteriorate
successful exclusion of oil from the Sea
Pond Aquaculture Facility via this
structure will be increasingly difficult,
due to increasing flow rate. Deployment
of a chevroned exclusion boom would
help deflect oil away from the gates on
flood tide. The substantial pressure
against the boom would require solid
shore
anchor points, and robust anchor gear
for the offshore apex.
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Lummi Pond
SE4
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off completely with solid gate.
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B2Contract
or
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Install Shore Anchors either side of tidal gates.
Anchor 500’-600’boom in chevron seaward to
deflect oil away from gates. (May require
substantial off shore anchors to hold chevron)
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Exclusion Keep oil out
of pond.

Gate at fish hatchery is in good working
condition. Fabricate gate with underflow pipe
to stop oil, yet let water flow each way. Or
close raceway completely.
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of pond.

200ft B2 Contractor
Boom

Small gate with broken concrete
rip-rap at the mouth. Deploy 200’chevron
deflection boom to
divert oil on flood tide away
from gate. Avoid fouling boom
on broken concrete. Anchor
boom ends to shore anchors.
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of slough.

50ft
Sorbent
Boom

Block the five tide gates with plywood or
sorbent boom. Note: No need to deploy on
outgoing tide cycle.
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There are two options: block-off tide gates, if
that is not possible deploy boom in a chevron
in front of the tide gates. To deploy the
chevron will require a skiff and 3 people. Piling
in the area could be used to help hold the
boom in place.
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Prevent oil
from moving
up beach

1000 ft B2 –
Contractor
Boom, or
other
appropriate
type

Deploy boom from beach outward at an
angle to collect oil moving along beach.
Area is a natural collection point primarily for
oil from the south. Area subject to extreme
adverse weather that may prevent
deployment of boom. All heavy equipment
must remain on road or hardened surface.
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Prevent oil
from moving
up beach

1000 ft B2
–
Contractor
Boom

Deploy boom from beach outward at an angle
to collect oil moving along beach. Area is a
natural collection point primarily for oil from
the south. Area subject to extreme adverse
weather that may prevent deployment of
boom. All heavy equipment must remain on
road or hardened surface.
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Historical/Archaeological/Cultural Sites
3.1.1

Environmental Response Scenario

The following scenario provides probable, effective response actions in the event of a spill to a
historical / archaeological site. Depending on the site-specific conditions, the Refinery may
choose to respond in a manner different from that described below. The manpower,
equipment and recovery rates are all dependent upon site-specific conditions and the Refinery
will respond in an appropriate manner.
3.1.2

Description of the Affected Area

Historical / Archaeological Sites are areas such as battlefields, homes of historically or
culturally significantly individuals, and prehistoric dwellings and burial grounds designated by
federal, State and local governments for preservation. Historical / Archaeological Sites may be
either remote from, or close to, human habitation. Historical / Archaeological Sites are
generally identified and marked as such on maps and at public access points.
1. Public Health and Safety Concerns
Immediate evacuation of the public from the affected area, and their subsequent health and
safety are a major concern. The danger zone for the public will generally be downwind of the
point of discharge and the resulting plume.
2. Project Personnel Safety Concerns
The greatest safety concern for project personnel is fire and explosion. Response team
personnel will conduct continuous air monitoring for flammable vapors with a combustible gas
meter and will suspend operations when readings exceed 10 percent of the lower explosive
limit (LEL). Response team personnel will use non-sparking equipment whenever monitoring
indicates explosion/fire potential. Smoking paraphernalia, including lighters, will not be
permitted in the work areas under any circumstances.
Other safety concerns for project personnel and Refinery representatives and the regulatory
agency’s representatives are inhalation of hydrocarbon vapors (specifically benzene vapors),
skin contact with liquid hydrocarbon, heat stress and cold exposure, and contact with, or bites
from, poisonous plants, insects, snakes, rodents and large wildlife indigenous to the natural
area.
Air monitoring analysis will dictate the level of PPE utilized by workers in the exclusion zone.
The support area, including break and eating areas, will be located in a safe area and upwind
of the exclusion zone wherever possible. The response contractor will exercise due care to
avoid damage to the historical/archaeological site.
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3. Property and Environmental Impact
Property impact of a spill in a historical / archeological site will be a major concern. Major
historical / archaeological sites sometimes have considerable commercial value due to
tourism. A spill may have adversely affected the commercial value of adjacent public and
private property, as well as the historical / archeological site itself.
Environmental impact on a historical / archeological site will vary depending on the size of
undeveloped land and water affected by the spill. Petroleum hydrocarbons may have an
adverse impact on most forms of plant and animal life, and can destroy the exposed natural
portion of a historical/archaeological site.
4. Potential Logistical Problems
Logistic support at historical/archaeological sites will vary from site to site. Historical sites
typically have good transportation and utility service. Archeological sites are frequently in
remote areas lacking both transportation and utilities. It may be necessary to set up support
areas, lay-down areas, etc., outside the site itself, in order to minimize disturbance of the site.
Transportation of personnel, equipment and materials into and out of the area should not
require specialized vehicles. Temporary utilities, including potable water, fuel and electricity
may be available locally.
3.1.3

Initial Response Strategies

1. The Refinery Incident Commander will:
•
•
•
•
•

Initiate evacuation of the public from the immediate area of the spill and from the
area toward which the plume is moving,
Initiate appropriate actions to isolate the pipeline or any other source of the spill;
i.e., turn off the nearest block valves and shut down the flow of product.
Order immediate deployment of the response contractor's oil containment boom
(minimum 200 ft. long), complete with anchors,
Notify the response contractor's program manager that a spill is in progress and
Notify the appropriate Federal, State and Local regulatory agencies. A Local, State
and Federal agency notification is listed in Annex 2 this ICP.

2. The response contractor will dispatch a response supervisor to the location of the spill by
the fastest means practical. The response contractor's supervisor will be equipped with a
one-day supply of PPE to include supplied air, and a radio or mobile telephone. The
response contractor's supervisor will contact the Refinery Incident Commander
immediately on arrival at the site and jointly assess the magnitude of the problem, noting
any special considerations that may affect selection of resources required to complete the
response action.
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3. The response contractor will then mobilize their Tier 1 response team while the response
contractor's supervisor is en route to the site. The Tier 1 response team will be capable of
removing 1,500 BBLS of product per day, will be en route within 2 hours of notification,
and will arrive on-site within 12 hours of notification. This team should consist of:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

8 HAZWOPER-trained personnel (including a supervisors and a site safety officer),
2 pick-up trucks,
1 one-ton box truck/associated supplies,
2 vacuum trucks,
1 van,
2 work boats, if needed
2,000 ft. of containment boom,
one foam trailer with applicator and foam to cover 90,000 square feet,
a seven (7)-day supply of PPE,
12 sets of air bottles,
lights,
2 skimmers,
1 generator,
1 air compressor,
PID/LEL,
detector tube specific for benzene (not affected by other hydrocarbons)
4 radios, and
expendable supplies (absorbent booms & pads, PPE)

The Tier 1 team will immediately report to the response contractor's supervisor for a
briefing on the response action, a tailgate health and safety meeting, and a briefing by
appropriate authorities concerning care to be taken to avoid damage to the
historical/archaeological site. The response contractor's supervisor will direct the team's
activities from this point on, including setting up laydown areas and support areas.
4. The response contractor will begin mobilizing the Tier 2 and Tier 3 response teams once the
Tier 1 team is en route to the site.
The Tier 2 response team will be capable of removing 3,000 BBLS per day, will be on-site
within 36 hours of notification, and should consist of the Tier 1 response team, plus:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
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12 HAZWOPER-trained personnel,
4 work boats,
4,000 feet of containment boom,
2 skimmers,
2 vans,
2 pick-up trucks,
2 vacuum trucks,
1 skid unit (1,500 gallon capacity),
8 radios, and
24 air bottles
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The Tier 3 response team will be capable of removing 6,000 BBLS per day, will be on-site
within 60 hours of notification, and should consist of the Tier 1 and Tier 2 response teams,
plus:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

23 men,
2 pick-up trucks,
4 vans,
1 supply trailer,
4 work boats,
6,000 feet of containment boom,
3 vacuum trucks,
3 skimmers,
12 radios, and
48 air bottles

5. The first task of the Tier 1 response team will be to minimize the spread of the
hydrocarbon on the water and ground surface in order to protect the public, the historical /
archeological site features and environmentally sensitive areas downstream of the spill.
The team will place a containment boom on water or construct earthen berms of imported
clay on land as close as possible to the point of origin of the spill to minimize the area of
most severe contamination. The placement of the containment boom/ berm will also be
based on personnel safety considerations for the personnel setting up the containment
boom / berm. The team will then place one or more secondary booms / berms farther
away, in the path(s) of the plumes deemed by the Refinery’s Incident Commander and the
response supervisor to be the most dangerous to the public or to the environment.
6. Health and Safety Plan
Initial health and safety response actions will be in accordance with the Site Safety Plan
Appendix. The response contractor's Site Safety Officer will complete a Site-Specific
Health and Safety Plan after the initial hazard assessment is conducted.
7. Implementation of Air Monitoring Program
The Refinery’s Incident Commander will assign a Site Safety Officer who will begin
monitoring activities (using a PID, an LEL meter and benzene-specific detection tubes) in
the area of the spill immediately on arrival, to assess the danger from fire and explosion in
the work area, determine potential exposure to benzene, delineate the exclusion zone,
and establish the support zone. Instruments, frequency of readings, records and
responses to action levels will conform to the Health and Safety Plan. The Site Safety
Officer will pay particular attention to LEL readings.
As soon as possible after the Site Safety Officer completes his initial air monitoring for the
spill site hazard assessment and delineates the work zones, he/she will begin a perimeter
air-monitoring program to confirm that the exclusion zone is properly sized and to
document potential offsite migration of vapors that could impact the unprotected public or
wildlife.
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8. Contingency Planning
The Refinery Incident Commander, the Site Safety Officer and the response contractor's
supervisor will identify evacuation routes of egress and procedures, safe distances and
places of refuge, and emergency alerting procedures to be used in the event of an
uncontrollable situation such as fire or explosion.
9. Assessment of Affected Area(s)
The Refinery Incident Commander and the response contractor's supervisor will jointly
review the maps provided in this ICP, inspect the affected area(s) and assess:
•
•
•
•
•
•

The nature of the spilled liquid Source of the spill,
Direction(s) of spill migration,
Apparent or otherwise known subsurface geophysical feature that might impact the
work; i.e., subsurface sand layers, water table elevation,
Overhead and buried utility lines, pipelines, etc.,
Nearby population, property or environmental features that might be affected by the
contained spill, or by an uncontained spill.

The Tiers 1, 2, and 3 response team resources in personnel, equipment and material will
be assessed to determine if they are adequate to effectively perform the work.
If the Refinery Incident Commander determines that additional resources are required, the
response contractor's supervisor will request additional resources for the Tier 2 and 3
response teams from the response contractor's program manager if deemed necessary by
the assessment. Additional equipment may include backhoes, dump trucks, watercraft,
generators, light sets, bulldozers and front-end loaders. Equipment operators, laborers,
and engineers may be mobilized as necessary. Additional material may include more spill
booms, absorbent materials, foam and imported clay for berms.
10. Delineation of Exclusion and Support Zones
The Site Safety Officer will mark the limits of the exclusion zone with red plastic tape,
using existing trees to support the tape where possible. The support zone will be marked
with green plastic tape if in the Site Safety Officer’s judgment such marking is necessary to
avoid confusion with a contaminated area. If the exclusion zone cannot be physically
marked, the Site Safety Officer will annotate a site map or layout sketch and brief all
personnel on the zone layout prior to site entry.
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11. Protection of Downstream Sensitive Areas
The Refinery’s Incident Commander, the response contractor's supervisor and Site Safety
Officer will inspect the boom / berm system to ensure that it is effectively protecting the
public and environmentally sensitive areas downstream of the spill. The response
contractor's supervisor will direct placement of additional booms / berms or relocation of
existing booms / berms if ongoing measures are judged to be ineffective.
3.1.4

Ongoing Response

1. Recovering Wildlife for Transfer to Treatment Facilities
The response contractor will cooperate with the Refinery and local wildlife assistance
agencies to recover birds, fish, small and large animals affected by the spill, for transportation
by the appropriate wildlife agencies to treatment facilities.
2. Recovery and Transfer of Free Product
Construction of the free product temporary storage area as close as practical to, but outside
of, the historical / archeological site will start after the containment booms / berms are in place
and judged effective in limiting the spread of the plume. The storage will consist of frac tanks
or rubber bladders. The tanks or bladders will be surrounded by a berm built up from on-site
materials or imported clay.
The contractor's response team will recover free product with vacuum trucks, sorbent booms
and pads, oil skimmers and vacuum pumps.
3. Install Siphon Dams, Etc.
The contractor's response team may construct a siphon dam to contain the spilled product if
contaminated surface water is flowing. A siphon dam is built of earth with steel or plastic pipes
embedded through it at a vertical angle such that the lighter, floating product is trapped behind
the dam while the water below it is permitted to flow through the pipes.
4. Debris Removal
Debris will consist of steel, concrete, timber and vegetation contaminated by the spilled
product, plus product-soaked sorbent materials and trash generated by the response team.
Debris will be inspected by appropriate agency experts for historically or archaeologically
important artifacts or other material prior to its disposal.
The Refinery will remove and dispose of debris or may direct the response contractor to do
so. Ultimate disposal may depend on the degree of contamination and is subject to approval
by the regulating agencies.
Typically, steel and concrete will be transported to a landfill. Timber and vegetation will be
either landfilled or incinerated off-site. The regulatory agencies may permit on-site burning of
timber and vegetation under some circumstances.
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5. Stabilize Damaged or Affected Structures
The response contractor will construct temporary bracing and shoring as necessary to prevent
collapse of structures and foundations that might impede or endanger the response work. This
may include timber shoring as temporary replacements for sleepers under a damaged pipeline
section.
6. Initial Response and Draft Work Plan
The response contractor will prepare a draft work plan and submit it to the Refinery. The work
plan will include:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Special measures to avoid damage to historical/archaeological features, materials
and artifacts,
A summary of initial response actions and results,
Subsequent planned activities,
Water and soil removal and treatment and/or disposal,
Air monitoring program,
Sampling and Analysis Plan,
Restoration and repairs, and
A schedule for the work.

7. Debriefing/Dissemination of Information and Data
The Refinery Incident Commander will interface with the regulatory agencies and news media.
The response contractor will not disseminate any information or data without approval of the
Refinery Incident Commander. The response contractor may furnish personnel to assist the
Refinery Incident Commander in debriefing
8. Documentation of Cleanup Efforts and Progress
The response contractor will prepare and maintain records, including photos and/or video,
documenting the response. Records and documents will include the supervisor's daily notes,
personnel time sheets, equipment usage logs, material delivery tickets, daily air monitoring
logs, and soil and water analysis reports.
The response contractor's program manager will submit to the Refinery Incident Commander
a report summarizing the accomplishments of the preceding week, the cost status and the
response activity schedule.
9. Public Relations/Agency Liaison
The Refinery Incident Commander will provide all direct contact with the news media and with
regulatory agencies.
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Cleanup Strategies Historical/Archaeological Sites

1. Access on or Through Historical/Archaeological Sites
Because of the potential for irrecoverable damage to historical/archaeological sites, vehicle
and equipment access will be strictly controlled and coordinated with the appropriate
government entities and/or custodians. When equipment is permitted to enter or cross a
historical/archaeological site. Access routes will be clearly marked and the response crews
will be thoroughly briefed on where and where not, they may place and utilize equipment. On
this type of site, the probability is high that the amount of laborers will dramatically increase to
compensate for equipment not being permitted on the site or equipment usage being limited.
2. Protection of Historical/Archaeological Sites
Once human health and safety concerns have been addressed, priority will be given to
protecting historical/archaeological sites from contamination or to limiting further
contamination. Whenever the release is waterborne, booms will typically be deployed as the
isolating/protecting mechanism. Because of potential access restrictions, boats used to deploy
the boom may have to be landed at some distance from the site and floated to the scene. The
first responder should identify potential boat launch sites and communicate this to the
response crew prior to their arrival.
If the release is overland, then protection and isolation of historical/archaeological sites
becomes more difficult. Typically, overland releases are contained by digging berms and
trenches downstream of the spill. However, in the event that the spill occurs on or near
historical/archaeological areas, it is possible that digging of berms and trenches will be
severely curtailed or prohibited. Therefore, berms will be constructed either from sorbent
materials or from imported fill.
3. Recovery of Product from Water and Treatment of Contaminated Water
Typically, product is recovered from surface water (i.e., rivers, lakes, and ponds) by a
combination of mechanical skimming, vacuum recovery, and the use of sorbent materials. As
mentioned above, access of equipment through or near historical/archaeological sites may be
restricted or prohibited altogether. It may become necessary for recovery equipment to be
launched some distance from the release site. This may have an impact on response time and
will be factored accordingly. Temporary storage of recovered product may be accomplished
by the use of small barges or other containers.
The treatment of contaminated water will have several challenges under this scenario. It will
most likely not be feasible to store contaminated water in traditional storage containers such
as tanks, at least in close proximity to the site. This could be overcome by pumping across or
around the site to a place where adequate storage can be staged. The Refinery Incident
Commander or the first responder will have to assess the situation quickly and communicate
with the response crew in order to ensure that sufficient quantities of the correct equipment
are deployed.
Once the contained waters have been stored, treatment options can be explored. Possible
treatment options include steam or air stripping, oil/water separation, carbon adsorption, or
other methodologies or combinations of methodologies.
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4. Cleaning of Affected Structures
Traditional methods of cleaning structures affected by released product include wiping, hot
water, low or high-pressure wash-down, and/or the use of surfactants, emulsifiers, or other
agents. Because of the potential for irrecoverable damage to historical/archaeological
structures, the method of choice for cleaning structures will be wiping with sorbent pads.
Alternative methods will be discussed with the appropriate authorities and used only with their
concurrence.
5. Solids Handling/Removal
Removal of product-laden soils will be conducted only with the concurrence and at the
direction of the cognizant authorities.
Sorbent materials and other solid residue will be placed in trash bags and removed from the
site for disposition.
Because of the nature of historical/archaeological sites, contaminated debris will be removed
only with the concurrence and at the direction of the cognizant authorities.
3.1.6

Site Restoration

1. Sampling and Analysis to Verify Cleanup
Sampling and analysis of the remaining soils and water will be coordinated with local, State
and federal agencies to verify that the cleanup meets their requirements.
2. Rebuild/Reconstruct Affected Structures/Areas
Historical / archaeological site restoration activities will be site-specific and may entail major
efforts by a combination of Refinery and multiple regulatory and preservation agencies. As
early as possible, the Refinery should determine the feasibility and practicality of restoration in
consultation with the appropriate authorities so that detailed, deliberate plans, specifications
and costs can be prepared.
3. Final Report
The response contractor will prepare a Final Report for the Refinery, summarizing the actions
taken during the response activities, with particular attention to restoration and verification of
cleanup.
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Natural Areas
3.2.1

Environmental Response Scenario

The following scenario provides probable, effective response actions in the event of a spill to a
natural area. Depending on the site-specific conditions, the Refinery may choose to respond
in a manner different from that described below. The manpower, equipment, and recovery
rates are all dependent upon site-specific conditions and the Refinery will respond in an
appropriate manner.
3.2.2

Description of the Affected Area

Natural areas are areas designated by federal, state and local governments to remain in their
undeveloped condition. A natural area may include any type of terrain, including seashore,
deserts, streams, lakes, swamps, forests, and mountainous areas. Natural areas are usually
remote from human habitation, and are not developed for residential or commercial use.
Natural areas are generally identified and marked as such on maps.
1. Public Health and Safety Concerns
Since natural areas are by definition uninhabited and tourism is not encouraged, the
immediate evacuation is not expected to require a major effort. The danger zone for the public
will generally be downwind of the point of discharge and the resulting plume.
2. Project Personnel Safety Concerns
The greatest safety concern for project personnel is fire and explosion. The response team
personnel will conduct continuous air monitoring for flammable vapors with a combustible gas
meter and will suspend operations when readings exceed 10 percent of the lower explosive
limit (LEL). Response team personnel will use non-sparking equipment whenever monitoring
indicates explosion/fire potential. Smoking paraphernalia, including lighters, will not be
permitted in the work areas under any circumstances.
Other safety concerns for project personnel and Refinery representatives and the regulatory
agencies' representatives are inhalation of hydrocarbon vapors (specifically benzene vapors),
skin contact with liquid hydrocarbons, heat stress and cold exposure, and contact with, or
bites from, poisonous plants, insects, snakes, rodents and large wildlife indigenous to the
natural area.
Air monitoring analysis will dictate the level of PPE utilized by workers in the exclusion zone.
The support area, including break and eating areas, will be located in a safe area and upwind
of the exclusion zone wherever possible.
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3. Property and Environmental Impact
Natural areas are not developed and have little commercial value. Environmental impact on a
natural area can be immediate and extensive. Petroleum hydrocarbons may have an adverse
environmental impact on a natural area can be immediate and extensive. Petroleum
hydrocarbons may have an adverse impact on most forms of plant and animal life, and can
destroy the exposed portion of a natural area. Major natural areas provide habitats and food
supplies for wildlife and are sources of oxygen for the atmosphere.
4. Potential Logistical Problems
Very little logistic support can be expected in natural areas. There will be few if any roads into
and through such areas, and probably no utilities in the area. Support areas, lay-down areas,
etc. will be established in available clearings, or land will be cleared for the purpose.
Transportation of personnel, equipment and materials into and out of the area may require
specialized vehicles such as UTVs, swamp buggies, barges, etc. The response contractor
should possess, or have ready access to, the minimum required equipment.
Temporary utilities, including potable water, fuel and electricity will probably be absent and
must be brought in by the response contractor's team.
3.2.3

Initial Response Strategies

1. The Refinery Incident Commander or designee will:
•
•
•
•
•

Initiate evacuation of the public from the affected areas and from the area toward
which the plume is moving,
Initiate appropriate actions to isolate the pipeline or any other source of the spill;
i.e., turn off the nearest block valves and shut down the flow of product,
Order immediate deployment of the response contractor's oil containment boom
(minimum 200 ft. long), complete with anchors,
Notify the response contractor's program manager that a spill is in progress and
Notify the appropriate Federal State, and local regulatory agencies. Local, State
and Federal agency notification is listed in Annex 2 this ICP.

2. The response contractor will dispatch a response supervisor to the location of the spill by
the fastest means practical. The response supervisor will be equipped with a one-day
supply of PPE to include supplied air, and a radio or mobile telephone. The response
supervisor will contact the Refinery Incident Commander immediately on arrival at the site
and jointly assess the magnitude of the problem, noting any special considerations that
may affect selection of resources required to complete the response action, particularly the
contaminated media; i.e., soil, water, or both.
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3. The response contractor will mobilize the Tier 1 response team while the response
supervisor is en route to the site. The Tier 1 response team will be capable of removing
1,500 BBLS of product per day, will be en route within 2 hours of notification, and will
arrive on-site within 12 hours of notification. This team should consist of:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

8 HAZWOPER-trained personnel (including a supervisors and a site safety officer),
2 pick-up trucks,
1 one-ton box truck/associated supplies,
2 vacuum trucks,
1 van,
2 work boats,
2,000 ft. of containment boom,
one foam trailer with applicator and foam to cover 90,000 square feet,
a seven (7)-day supply of PPE,
12 sets of air bottles,
lights,
2 skimmers,
1 generator,
1 air compressor,
PID/LEL,
detector tube specific for benzene (not affected by other hydrocarbons)
4 radios, and
expendable supplies (absorbent booms & pads, PPE)

The Tier 1 team will immediately report to the response contractor's supervisor for a briefing
on the response action and a tailgate health and safety meeting. The response contractor's
supervisor will direct the team's activities from this point on, including setting up laydown
areas and support areas.
4. The response contractor will begin mobilizing the Tier 2 and Tier 3 response teams once
the Tier 1 team is en route to the site.
The Tier 2 response team will be capable of removing 3,000 BBLS per day, will be on-site
within 36 hours of notification, and should consist of the Tier 1 response team, plus:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
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12 HAZWOPER-trained personnel,
4 work boats,
4,000 feet of containment boom,
2 skimmers,
2 vans,
2 pick-up trucks,
2 vacuum trucks,
1 skid unit (1,500 gallon capacity),
8 radios, and
24 air bottles
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The Tier 3 response team will be capable of removing 6,000 BBLS per day, will be on-site
within 60 hours of notification, and should consist of the Tier 1 and Tier 2 response teams,
plus:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

23 HAZWOPER-trained personnel,
2 pick-up trucks,
4 vans,
1 supply trailer,
4 work boats,
6,000 feet of containment boom,
3 vacuum trucks,
3 skimmers,
12 radios, and
48 air bottles

5. The first task of the Tier 1 response team will be to minimize the spread of the product on
water and ground surface in order to protect the public and environmentally sensitive
areas downstream of the spill. The team will place a containment boom on water or
construct earthen berms on land as close as possible to the point of origin of the spill to
minimize the area of most severe contamination. The placement of the containment boom
/ berm will also be based on personnel safety considerations for the personnel setting up
the containment boom / berm. The team will then place one or more secondary booms /
berms farther away, in the path(s) of the plumes deemed by the Refinery Incident
Commander and the response supervisor to be the most dangerous to the public or to the
environment.
6. Health and Safety Plan
Initial health and safety response actions will be in accordance with the Site Safety Plan
Appendix. The response contractor's Site Safety Officer will complete a Site Specific Health
and Safety Plan after the initial hazard assessment is conducted.
7. Implementation of Air Monitoring Program
The Refinery’s Incident Commander will assign a Site Safety Officer who will begin monitoring
activities (using a PID, an LEL meter and benzene-specific detection tubes) in the area of the
spill immediately on arrival, to assess the danger from fire and explosion in the work area,
determine potential exposure to benzene, delineate the exclusion zone, and establish the
support zone. Instruments, frequency of readings, records and responses to action levels will
conform to the Health and Safety Plan. The Site Safety Officer will pay particular attention to
LEL readings.
As soon as possible after the Site Safety Officer completes his initial air monitoring for the spill
site hazard assessment and delineates the work zones, he/she will begin a perimeter airmonitoring program to confirm that the exclusion zone is properly sized and to document
potential offsite migration of vapors that could impact the unprotected public or wildlife
.
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8. Contingency Planning
The Refinery Incident Commander, the Site Safety Officer and the response contractor's
supervisor will identify evacuation routes of egress and procedures, safe distances and places
of refuge, and emergency alerting procedures to be used in the event of an uncontrollable
situation such as fire or explosion.
9. Assessment of Affected Area(s)
The Refinery Incident Commander and the response contractor's supervisor will jointly review
the maps and inspect the affected area(s) and assess:
•
•
•
•
•
•

The nature of the spilled liquid,
Source of the spill,
Direction(s) of spill migration,
Apparent or otherwise known subsurface geophysical feature that might impact the
work; i.e., subsurface sand layers, water table elevation,
Overhead and buried utility lines, pipelines, etc.,
Nearby population, property or environmental features that might be affected by
the contained spill or by an uncontained spill.

The Tiers 1, 2, and 3 response team resources in personnel, equipment and material will be
assessed to determine if they are adequate to effectively perform the work.
If the Refinery Incident Commander determines that additional resources are required, the
response contractor's supervisor will request additional resources for the Tier 2 and 3
response teams from the response contractor's program manager. Additional equipment may
include backhoes, dump trucks, watercraft, generators, light sets, bulldozers and front-end
loaders. Equipment operators, laborers, and engineers may be mobilized as necessary.
Additional material may include more spill booms, absorbent materials, foam and imported
clay for berms.
10. Delineation of Exclusion and Support Zones
The Site Safety Officer will mark the limits of the exclusion zone with red plastic tape, using
existing trees to support the tape where possible. The support zone will be marked with green
plastic tape if in the Site Safety Officer‘s judgment such marking is necessary to avoid
confusion with a contaminated area. If the exclusion zone cannot be physically marked, the
Site Safety Officer will annotate a site map or layout sketch and brief all personnel on the zone
layout prior to site entry.
11. Protection of Downstream Sensitive Areas
The Refinery’s Incident Commander, the response contractor and Site Safety Officer will
inspect the boom / berm system to ensure that it is effectively protecting the public and
environmentally sensitive areas downstream of the spill. The response contractor's supervisor
will direct placement of additional booms / berms or relocation of existing booms / berms if
ongoing measures are judged to be ineffective.
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Ongoing Response

1. Recovering Wildlife for Transfer to Treatment Facilities
The response contractor will cooperate with Refinery and local wildlife assistance agencies to
recover birds, fish, small and large animals affected by the spill, for transportation by the
appropriate wildlife agencies to treatment facilities.
2. Recovery and Transfer of Free Product
Construction of the free product temporary storage area will start after the containment booms
/ berms are in place and judged effective in limiting the spread of the plume. The storage will
consist of frac tanks or rubber bladders. The tanks or bladders will be surrounded by a berm
built up from on-site materials or imported clay. Construction may require some cleaning of
trees and shrubs.
The response team will recover free product with vacuum trucks, sorbent booms and pads, oil
skimmers and vacuum pumps.
3. Install Siphon Dams, Etc.
The response team may construct a siphon dam to contain the spilled product if contaminated
surface water is flowing. A siphon dam is built of earth with steel or plastic pipes embedded
through it at a vertical angle such that the lighter, floating product is trapped behind the dam
while the water below it is permitted to flow through the pipes.
4. Debris Removal
Debris will consist of steel, concrete, timber and vegetation contaminated by the spilled
product, plus product-soaked sorbent materials and trash generated by the response team.
Contaminated trees and shrubs are anticipated to make up the majority of the debris.
The Refinery will remove and dispose of debris or may direct the response contractor to do
so. Ultimate disposal may depend on the degree of contamination and is subject to approval
by the regulating agencies.
Typically, steel and concrete will be transported to a landfill. Timber and vegetation will be
either landfilled or incinerated off-site. The regulatory agencies may permit on-site burning of
timber and vegetation under some circumstances.
5. Stabilize Damaged or Affected Structures
The response contractor will construct temporary bracing and shoring as necessary to prevent
collapse of structures and foundations that might impede or endanger the response work. This
may include timber shoring as temporary replacements for sleepers under a damaged pipeline
section.
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6. Initial Response and Draft Work Plan
The response contractor will prepare a draft work plan and submit it to the Refinery. The work
plan will include:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

A summary of initial response actions and results,
Subsequent planned activities,
Water and soil removal and treatment and/or disposal,
Air monitoring program,
Sampling and Analysis Plan,
Restoration and repairs, and
A schedule for the work.

7. Debriefing/Dissemination of Information and Data
The Refinery Incident Commander will interface with the regulatory agencies and news media.
The response contractor will not disseminate any information or data without approval of the
Refinery Incident Commander. The response contractor may furnish personnel to assist the
Refinery Incident Commander in debriefing.
8. Documentation of Cleanup Efforts and Progress
The response contractor will prepare and maintain records, including photos and/or video,
documenting the response. Records and documents will include the supervisor's daily notes,
personnel time sheets, equipment usage logs, material delivery tickets, daily air monitoring
logs, and soil and water analysis reports.
The response contractor will submit to the Refinery Incident Commander a report
summarizing the accomplishments of the preceding week, the cost status and the response
activity schedule.
9. Public Relations/Agency Liaison
The Refinery Incident Commander will provide all direct contact with the news media and with
regulatory agencies.
3.2.5

Cleanup Strategies for Natural Areas

1. Access on or Through Natural Areas
Natural areas will probably have few, if any, existing roads. Use of overland or waterborne
access will require the approval of the cognizant authorities. The Refinery Incident
Commander will request the cognizant authorities to mark the approved routes and work
areas for the use of the response contractor. If overland transportation routes are practical
and acceptable to the appropriate authorities, the response contractor may construct
temporary roads into the spill area, and construct such staging and laydown areas. The
response contractor will minimize the size and number of vehicles used in the response.
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Water-borne transportation may be a practical alternative to roads, in some instances. In such
cases, the response contractor may use workboats and/or barges to mobilize the response
equipment to the site. Equipment sizes may be limited by the capacity of available watercraft
and possible restrictions on the use of powered boats. The response contractor may have to
construct a temporary landing to tie up the watercraft and offload the equipment.
The terrain in some natural area may be so rugged that land and water transportation is
impractical. In such cases, the response contractor may have to use helicopters to lift
personnel and equipment to the site. Since heavy equipment is not readily air-transportable,
most of the response work may have to be done using labor and hand tools, with a limited
amount of lightweight equipment. Helicopter landing zones will be located, and if necessary
cleared, at the direction of the Refinery and the appropriate government agencies.
Roads, staging areas, watercraft landings and helicopter landing zones will be restored to
their pre-spill conditions as described in Site Restoration below.
2. Protection of Natural Areas
Once human health and safety issues have been addressed, the next priority will be given to
limiting the spread of spilled product and further contamination of plant and animal life. This is
usually accomplished primarily with containment booms and berms. The Refinery Incident
Commander and the first responder will identify the land areas and/or water bodies threatened
by the spill, and select the boom and berm locations. The Refinery Incident Commander will
communicate special or additional equipment and material needs to the contractor's response
team.
Where a body of water is affected or threatened by the spill, the response contractor will
usually deploy containment booms as close downstream of the spill site as may be safe and
practical. If the impacted area includes rough water, such as rapids and falls, the boom may
have to be installed at a distance downstream, where the water is calm enough for the boom
to be effective. This may increase the volume of contaminated water to be collected and
treated. If use of the nearest effective deployment site is denied by the cognizant authorities,
or if lack of roads, cliffs, heavy forests etc. make its use impractical, it may be necessary to
deploy the boom at another site even further downstream.
Containment of an overland spill is normally done with ditches and berms, but only with the
concurrence at the direction of the cognizant authorities. The response contractor may dig
ditches and build berms downslope of the spill site to stop the overland flow of the spilled
product. In some cases it may be possible to use this ditch/berm system to divert the product
to a collection point downslope of the spill. If the soil dug from the ditches is clay, it may be
used to build the berms. Sandy or gravelly soils do not make good barrier berm material. If
importing clay from offsite is impractical and no clay is available onsite, the response
contractor may have to use sorbent materials, i.e., sorbent booms and pads, to construct the
berm.
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3. Recovery of Product from Water and Treatment of Contaminated Water.
Product is typically recovered from water bodies such as lakes, ponds and rivers by a
combination of mechanical skimming, vacuum recovery, and sorbent materials. The point of
recovery may be some distance downstream of the spill site, if access to a closer location is
denied or is impractical. This may increase the response time, the amount of contaminated
water, and the length of shoreline to be cleaned and restored. The size and capacity of
skimming equipment, pumps, piping, and tankage may be limited by access restrictions, as
described above.
Product spilled onto the ground is usually recovered by excavating the product-laden soils.
Other methods such as by soil/vapor extraction, or pumping from recovery wells may be
considered as part of the long-term plan. Porous soils, such as sands and gravels may permit
the product to soak in to a depth of several feet or more, usually until it is stopped by a layer of
clay, solid rock or a water table. Soils contaminated with product will be excavated only with
the concurrence of and as directed by, the appropriate government agencies. Clay soils
usually retain the product at or near the surface, and require less excavation than
sandy/gravelly soils.
The methods of temporary storage of the contaminated water will be site-specific, and will be
highly dependent on site access. Barges may be practical where contaminated waters are
navigable. Tank trailers or frac tanks may be used if roads are accessible or constructible.
Rubber bladder tanks may be used, but require cleared, relatively smooth laydown areas.
The decision to treat contaminated water onsite or transport it offsite for treatment may be
made by the Refinery and the cognizant authorities with consideration of factors such as
availability of utilities, suitable land area, and a comparison of the difficulties of getting the
treatment equipment to the site versus the difficulties of getting the contaminated water to an
offsite treatment facility. The urgency of completing the response and restoration of the spill
area may also affect this decision. Once the contained waters have been stored, treatment
options can be explored. Possible treatment options include steam or air stripping, oil/water
separation, carbon adsorption, or other methodologies or combinations of methodologies.
4. Cleaning of Affected Structures
Manmade structures can be cleaned by traditional methods that include wiping, hot water, low
or high-pressure wash-down and use of surfactants, emulsifiers or other agents. The use of
surfactants, emulsifiers and other agents may be prohibited in, or adjacent to, rough water due
to the difficulty of recovery of the wash water.
Affected natural structures may include large rocks and boulders, which can usually be
cleaned by the same methods as manmade structures. Cleaning rocky shorelines along
rapids and near waterfalls, and rocky cliffs, may require special safety precautions and special
equipment such as safety lines.
Cleaning methods and materials to be used at a spill will be discussed with the appropriate
authorities and used only with their concurrence.
Wash-down water and other liquids from cleaning activities should be contained by the boom
or ditch/berm system, then collected and treated with the contaminated ground and surface
waters.
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5. Solids Handling and Removal
Removal of product-laden soils will be conducted only with the concurrence and at the
direction of the appropriate authorities. The extent of excavation will probably be limited, since
excavation will mar the natural state of the affected area.
Sorbent materials and other solid residue will be placed in trash bags and removed from the
site for disposition. The response contractor will take particular care to remove all his sitegenerated wastes from the area, and will conduct a final walking inspection of the entire area
with the Refinery Incident Commander to confirm that this has been done prior to departure.
Contaminated soils and other solids will be removed from the site unless the cognizant
authorities direct differently. Solids will probably be removed from the site by truck where
roads are available or by barges where navigable waterways are reasonably close. In areas
so remote that the only access is by aircraft, removal of solids from the site may be
impractical. In this event, the Refinery Incident Commander and the appropriate authorities
will determine if onsite containment or disposal is acceptable, and if it is, the best methods of
doing so consistent with protection of the environment and the public health and safety.
3.2.6

Site Restoration

1. Sampling and Analysis to Verify Cleanup
Sampling and analysis of the remaining soils and water will be coordinated with local, state
and federal agencies to verify that the cleanup meets their requirements.
2. Rebuild/Reconstruct Affected Structures/Areas
Natural area restoration activities will vary considerably from site to site and may entail major
efforts by a combination of Refinery and multiple regulatory and other government agencies.
Typical efforts may include seeding and mulching with wild grasses, and the planting of
shrubs and seedling trees. New seeding and plantings will be similar to those removed during
the response. Temporary access roads, shoreline landings, helicopter landing zones and
staging/laydown areas will be re-graded and returned to a natural state.
As early as possible, the Refinery should determine the feasibility and practicality of
restoration in consultation with the appropriate authorities so that detailed, deliberate plans,
specifications, and costs can be prepared.
3. Final Report
The response contractor will prepare a Final Report for the Refinery, summarizing the actions
taken during the response activities, with particular attention to restoration and verification of
cleanup.
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National, State and Local Parks
3.3.1

Environmental Response Scenario

The following scenario provides probable, effective response actions in the event of a spill to a
national, state or local park. Depending on the site-specific conditions, the Refinery may
choose to respond in a manner different from that described below. The manpower,
equipment, and recovery rates are all dependent upon site-specific conditions and the
Refinery will respond in an appropriate manner.
3.3.2

Description of the Affected Area

National, state and local parks are areas designated by various government agencies for the
benefit of the general public. The larger public parks may have a general office with a
recreational area and/or a camping ground. Much of a major park may be relatively
undeveloped. The smaller public parks could be limited to combination general buildings, rest
rooms, recreation areas, playgrounds, swimming pools, camping areas, hiking paths, or
undeveloped terrain. A public park maybe located in almost any type of terrain, including
shorelines, forests, deserts, and mountainous areas. Parks are usually, but not always,
populated by administrative personnel, campers and hikers, with a variety of mammals,
reptiles, birds, fish and insects. Public parks are identified and marked as such on maps and
sometimes along their boundaries.
1. Public Health and Safety Concerns
Many national, state and local parks are close to centers of human habitation, where a spill is
likely to have a major, direct effect on public safety and health. A major priority will be
evacuation of the public in the affected area. The danger zone for the public will generally be
downwind of the point of discharge and the resulting plume.
2. Project Personnel Safety Concerns
The greatest safety concern for project personnel is fire and explosion. The response
contractor's team personnel will conduct continuous air monitoring for flammable vapors with a
combustible gas meter and will suspend operations when readings exceed 10 percent of the
lower explosive limit (LEL). Response contractor's team personnel will use non-sparking
equipment whenever monitoring indicates explosion/fire potential. Smoking paraphernalia,
including lighters, will not be permitted in the work areas under any circumstances.
Other safety concerns for project personnel and Refinery representatives and the regulatory
agencies' representatives are inhalation of hydrocarbon vapors (specifically benzene vapors),
skin contact with liquid hydrocarbon, and heat stress and cold exposure. Contact with, or bites
from, poisonous plants, insects, snakes, rodents and large wildlife will be a concern in some
remote parks. Air monitoring analysis will dictate the level of PPE utilized by workers in the
exclusion zone. The support area, including break and eating areas, will be located in a safe
area and upwind of the exclusion zone wherever possible.
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3. Property and Environmental Impact
Property impact of a spill on a public park will depend on the extent to which it has been
improved or developed. Public parks are frequently well developed and have considerable
commercial value; a spill may have a serious impact on the commercial value of public
property.
Environmental impact on a public park will vary depending on the size of undeveloped land
and water affected by the spill. Petroleum hydrocarbons may have an adverse impact on most
forms of plant and animal life, and can destroy the exposed natural portion of a public park.
4. Potential Logistical Problems
Availability of roads and utilities are site-specific and may vary from place to place within a
single large park. It may be necessary to close existing public and private roads for the
duration of the response activities. There may be insufficient solid level ground or a wide
enough clearing in which to set up support areas, lay-down areas, etc.
Transportation of personnel, equipment and materials into and out of some parks may require
specialized vehicles such as UTVs, swamp buggies or helicopters. The response contractor
should possess, or have ready access to, the minimum required equipment.
Temporary utilities, including potable water, fuel and electricity may be available at some
parks and absent at others. If not available, they must be brought in by the contractor's
response team.
3.3.3

Initial Response Strategies

1. The Refinery Incident Commander will:
•
•
•
•
•

Initiate evacuation of the public from the affected areas and from the area toward
which the plume is moving,
Initiate appropriate actions to isolate the pipeline or any other source of the spill;
i.e., turn off the nearest block valves and shut down the flow of product,
Order immediate deployment of the contractor's oil containment boom (minimum
200 ft. long), complete with anchors,
Notify the response contractor's program manager that a spill is in progress and
Notify the appropriate Federal, State, and local regulatory agencies. Local, State
and Federal agency notification is listed in Annex 2 of this ICP.

2. The response contractor will dispatch a response supervisor to the location of the spill by
the fastest means practical. The response supervisor will be equipped with a one-day
supply of PPE to include supplied air, and a radio or mobile telephone. The response
supervisor will contact the Refinery Incident Commander immediately on arrival at the site
and jointly assess the magnitude of the problem, noting any special considerations that
may affect selection of resources required to complete the response action.
3. The response contractor will mobilize the Tier 1 response team while the response
supervisor is en route to the site. The Tier 1 team will be capable of removing 1,500 BBLS
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of product per day, will be en route within 2 hours of notification, and will arrive on-site
within 12 hours of notification. This team should consist of:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

8 HAZWOPER-trained personnel (including a supervisors and a site safety officer),
2 pick-up trucks,
1 one-ton box truck/associated supplies,
2 vacuum trucks,
1 van,
2 work boats,
2,000 ft. of containment boom,
one foam trailer with applicator and foam to cover 90,000 square feet,
a seven (7)-day supply of PPE,
12 sets of air bottles,
lights,
2 skimmers,
1 generator,
1 air compressor,
PID/LEL,
detector tube specific for benzene (not affected by other hydrocarbons)
4 radios, and
expendable supplies (absorbent booms & pads, PPE)

The Tier 1 team will immediately report to the response contractor’s supervisor for a
briefing on the response action and a tailgate health and safety meeting. The response
contractor's supervisor will direct the team's activities from this point on, including setting
up laydown areas and support areas.
4. The response contractor will begin mobilizing the Tier 2 and Tier 3 response contractor's
teams once the Tier 1 team is en route to the site.
The Tier 2 response contractor's team will be capable of removing 3,000 BBLS per day, will
be on-site within 36 hours of notification, and should consist of the Tier 1 response
contractor's team, plus:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

12 HAZWOPER-trained personnel,
4 work boats,
4,000 feet of containment boom,
2 skimmers,
2 vans,
2 pick-up trucks,
2 vacuum trucks,1 skid unit (1,500 gallon capacity),
8 radios, and
24 air bottles

The Tier 3 response contractor's team will be capable of removing 6,000 BBLS per day, will
be on-site within 60 hours of notification, and should consist of the Tier 1 and Tier 2 response
contractor's teams, plus:
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23 HAZWOPER-trained personnel,
2 pick-up trucks,
4 vans,
1 supply trailer,
4 work boats,
6,000 feet of containment boom,
3 vacuum trucks,
3 skimmers,
12 radios, and
48 air bottles

5. The first task of the Tier 1 response contractor's team will be to minimize the spread of the
product on the water and ground surface in order to protect the public and the vegetation
and wildlife in the refuge. The team will place a containment boom / berm as close as
possible to the point of origin of the spill to minimize the area of most severe
contamination. The placement of the containment boom / berm will also be based on
personnel safety considerations for the personnel setting up the containment boom / berm.
The team will then place one or more secondary booms / berms farther away, in the
path(s) of the plumes deemed by the Refinery Incident Commander and the response
supervisor to be the most dangerous to the public or to the environment.
6. Health and Safety Plan
Initial health and safety response actions will be in accordance with the standard operating
procedure. The response contractor's Site Safety Officer will complete a Site-Specific Health
and Safety Plan after the initial hazard assessment is conducted.
7. Implementation of Air Monitoring Program
The Refinery’s Incident Commander will assign a Site Safety Officer who will begin monitoring
activities (using a PID, an LEL meter and benzene-specific detection tubes) in the area of the
spill immediately on arrival, to assess the danger from fire and explosion in the work area,
determine potential exposure to benzene, delineate the exclusion zone, and establish the
support zone. Instruments, frequency of readings, records and responses to action levels will
conform to the Health and Safety Plan. The Site Safety Officer will pay particular attention to
LEL readings. As soon as possible after the Site Safety Officer completes his initial air
monitoring for the spill site hazard assessment and delineates the work zones, he/she will
begin a perimeter air-monitoring program to confirm that the exclusion zone is properly sized
and to document potential offsite migration of vapors that could impact the unprotected public
or wildlife.
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8. Contingency Planning
The Refinery Incident Commander, the Site Safety Officer and the response contractor's
supervisor will identify evacuation routes of egress and procedures, safe distances and places
of refuge, and emergency alerting procedures to be used in the event of an uncontrollable
situation such as fire or explosion.
9. Assessment of Affected Area(s)
The Refinery Incident Commander and the response contractor's supervisor will jointly review
the maps provided and inspect the affected area(s) and assess:
•
•
•
•
•
•

The nature of the spilled liquid,
Source of the spill,
Direction(s) of spill migration,
Apparent or otherwise known subsurface geophysical feature that might impact the
work; i.e., subsurface sand layers, water table elevation,
Overhead and buried utility lines, pipelines, etc.,
Nearby population, property or environmental features that might be affected by
the contained spill, or by an uncontained spill.

The Tiers 1, 2 and 3 response contractor's team resources in personnel, equipment and
material will be assessed to determine if they are adequate to effectively perform the work.
If the Refinery Incident Commander determines that additional resources are required, the
response contractor's supervisor will request additional resources for the Tier 2 and 3
response contractor's teams from the response contractor's program manager. Additional
equipment may include backhoes, dump trucks, watercraft, generators, light sets, bulldozers
and front-end loaders. Equipment operators, laborers, and engineers may be mobilized as
necessary. Additional material may include more spill booms, absorbent materials, foam and
imported clay for berms.
10. Delineation of Exclusion and Support Zones
The Site Safety Officer will mark the limits of the exclusion zone with red plastic tape, using
existing trees to support the tape where possible. The support zone will be marked with green
plastic tape if in the Site Safety Officer’s judgment such marking is necessary to avoid
confusion with a contaminated area. If the exclusion zone cannot be physically marked, the
Site Safety Officer will annotate a site map or layout sketch and brief all personnel on the zone
layout prior to site entry.
11. Protection of Downstream Sensitive Areas
The Refinery’s Incident Commander, the response contractor's supervisor and Site Safety
Officer will inspect the boom / berm system to ensure that it is effectively protecting the public
and environmentally sensitive areas downstream of the spill. The response contractor's
supervisor will direct placement of additional booms / berms or relocation of existing booms /
berms if ongoing measures are judged to be ineffective.
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Ongoing Response

1. Recovering Wildlife for Transfer to Treatment Facilities
The response contractor will cooperate with Refinery and local wildlife assistance agencies to
recover birds, fish, small and large animals affected by the spill, for transportation by the
appropriate wildlife agencies to treatment facilities.
2. Recovery and Transfer of Free Product
Construction of the free product temporary storage area will start after the containment booms
/ berms are in place and judged effective in limiting the spread of the plume. The storage will
consist of frac tanks or rubber bladders. The tanks or bladders will be surrounded by a berm
built up from on-site materials, or imported clay.
The response contractor's team will recover free product with vacuum trucks, sorbent booms
and pads, oil skimmers and vacuum pumps.
3. Install Siphon Dams, Etc.
The response contractor's team may construct a siphon dam to contain the spilled product if
contaminated surface water is flowing. A siphon dam is built of earth with steel or plastic pipes
embedded through it at a vertical angle such that the lighter, floating product is trapped behind
the dam while the water below it is permitted to flow through the pipes.
4. Debris Removal
Debris will consist of steel, concrete, timber and vegetation contaminated by the spilled
product, plus product-soaked sorbent materials and trash generated by the response
contractor's team.
The Refinery will remove and dispose of debris or may direct the response contractor to do
so. Ultimate disposal may depend on the degree of contamination and is subject to approval
by the regulating agencies.
Typically, steel and concrete will be transported to a landfill. Timber and vegetation will be
either landfilled or incinerated off-site. The regulatory agencies may permit burning of timber
and vegetation under some circumstances, but this is unlikely within the boundaries of the
public park itself.
5. Stabilize Damaged or Affected Structures
The response contractor will construct temporary bracing and shoring as necessary to prevent
collapse of structures and foundations that might impede or endanger the response work. This
may include timber shoring as temporary replacements for sleepers under a damaged pipeline
section.
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6. Initial Response and Draft Work Plan
The response contractor will prepare a draft work plan and submit it to the Refinery. The work
plan will include:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

A summary of initial response actions and results,
Subsequent planned activities,
Water and soil removal and treatment and/or disposal,
Air monitoring program,
Sampling and Analysis Plan,
Restoration and repairs, and
A schedule for the work.

7. Debriefing/Dissemination of Information and Data
The Refinery Incident Commander will interface with the regulatory agencies and news media.
The response contractor will not disseminate any information or data without approval of the
Refinery Incident Commander. The response contractor may furnish personnel to assist the
Refinery Incident Commander in debriefing.
8. Documentation of Cleanup Efforts and Progress
The response contractor will prepare and maintain records, including photos and/or video,
documenting the response. Records and documents will include the supervisor's daily notes,
personnel time sheets, equipment usage logs, material delivery tickets, daily air monitoring
logs, and soil and water analysis reports.
The response contractor's program manager will submit to the Refinery Incident Commander
a report summarizing the accomplishments of the preceding week, the cost status and the
response activity schedule.
9. Public Relations/Agency Liaison
The Refinery Incident Commander will provide all direct contact with the news media and with
regulatory agencies.
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Cleanup Strategies for National, State and Local Parks

1. Access on or Through National, State and Local Parks
Response activities, particularly movement of vehicles and equipment into and out of the area
may temporarily inconvenience or disrupt the public's use of the park facilities. The Refinery
Incident Commander and the response contractor will coordinate response activity traffic
control with the authorities responsible for the park.
The response contractor will use existing roads into the spill area wherever possible and
where permitted by the cognizant authorities. The response contractor will construct staging
and laydown areas, in locations approved by the appropriate authorities responsible for the
park, taking into consideration any ongoing use of the park, and nearby habitations if any are
present. Where roads do not exist but a practical and approved route is available, the
response contractor may construct temporary roads to the spill site, and staging/laydown
areas. The response contractor will utilize the minimum size and number of vehicles in the
response activities.
Where the cognizant authorities approve and navigable waterways are convenient to the site,
the response contractor may use workboats and/or barges to mobilize the response
equipment to the site. Equipment sizes may be limited by the capacity of available boats and
barges. It may be necessary to construct a temporary landing to tie up the watercraft and
offload the equipment.
If the spill occurs in a park area so rugged that land and water transportation is impractical,
the response contractor may have to use helicopters to lift personnel and equipment to the
site. Since heavy equipment is not readily air-transportable, most of the response work in such
areas may have to be done using labor and hand tools, with a limited amount of lightweight
powered equipment. Helicopter landing zones may be located, and if necessary cleared, at
the direction of the Refinery and the appropriate government agencies.
Roads, staging areas, watercraft landings and helicopter landing zones will be restored to
their pre-spill conditions as described in Site Restoration below.
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2. Protection of National, State and Local Parks
Once human health and safety have been addressed, priority will be given to protecting the
park features from contamination, and limiting further spread of the spilled product. Natural
areas, playground equipment, swimming pools, and pavilions used for public gatherings will
be given special attention. Containment booms and berms are usually used to contain and
direct the spilled product. The cognizant authority, Refinery Incident Commander and the first
responder will identify the park features, land areas and water bodies threatened by the spill,
prioritize the features to be protected, and select the boom and berm locations. The Refinery
Incident Commander will communicate special or additional equipment and material needs to
the contractor's response team.
Where a body of water is affected or threatened by the spill, the response contractor will
normally deploy containment booms as close downstream of the spill site as may be safe and
practical. If the impacted area includes rough water, such as rapids and waterfalls, the boom
may have to be installed at a distance downstream, where the water is calm enough for the
boom to be effective. This may increase the volume of contaminated water to be collected and
treated. If use of the nearest effective deployment site is denied by the cognizant authorities,
or if lack of roads, cliffs, heavy forests etc. make its use impractical, it may be necessary to
deploy the boom at another site even further downstream.
Containment of an overland spill is usually done with ditches and berms. With the approval at
the direction of the cognizant authorities, the response contractor will dig ditches and build
berms downslope of the spill site to stop the overland flow of the spilled product. In some
cases it may be possible to use this ditch/berm system to divert the product to a collection
point downslope of the spill. If the soil dug from the ditches is clay, it may be used to build the
berms. Sandy or gravelly soil does not make good barrier berm material. If importing clay from
offsite is impractical and no clay is available onsite, the response contractor may have to use
sorbent materials, i.e., sorbent booms and pads, to construct the berm.
3. Recovery of Product from Water and Treatment of Contaminated Water
Product is typically recovered from water bodies such as lakes, ponds and rivers by a
combination of mechanical skimming, vacuum recovery, and sorbent materials. The preferred
point of recovery is normally be as close as practical downstream of the spill site. Access for
personnel and equipment will be a major factor in selecting the equipment and where it will be
used.
Product spilled onto the ground is usually recovered by excavating the product-laden soils.
Other methods such as by soil/vapor extraction, or pumping from recovery wells may be
considered as part of the long-term plan. Porous soils, such as sands and gravels may permit
the product to soak in to a depth of several feet or more, usually until it is stopped by a layer of
clay, solid rock or a water table. It is expected that product-contaminated soils in playgrounds
and other areas of frequent and intense human use may be excavated more completely than
at spill sites in less-used areas of parks. Clay soils usually retain the product at or near the
surface, and require less excavation than sandy/gravelly soils.
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If space is available and if the cognizant agency permits, the response contractor may
construct the water storage and treatment system in the park, near the site of the spill, at a
safe distance from any feature subject to human occupation or usage. If space is not available
for practical reasons, or if onsite treatment would be a continuing hazard to the public safety
and health, the contained water may have to be transported offsite for treatment or disposal.
Once the contained waters have been stored, treatment options can be explored. Possible
treatment options include steam or air stripping, oil/water separation, carbon adsorption, or
other methodologies or combinations of methodologies.
4. Cleaning of Affected Structures
Manmade structures can be cleaned by traditional methods that include wiping, hot water, low
or high-pressure wash down, and use of surfactants, emulsifiers or other agents. Swimming
pools and playground equipment will receive special attention during cleaning. Some wooden
structures that cannot be adequately cleaned may have to be removed and/or replaced.
Affected natural structures may include large rocks and boulders, which can usually be
cleaned by the same methods as manmade structures. Cleaning rocky shorelines along
rapids and near waterfalls, and rocky cliffs, may require special safety precautions and special
equipment such as safety lines.
Cleaning methods and materials to be used at a spill will be discussed with the appropriate
authorities and used only with their concurrence.
Wash-down water and other liquids from cleaning activities should be contained by the boom
or ditch/berm system, then collected and treated with the contaminated ground and surface
waters.
5. Solids Handling and Removal
Product-laden soils will be removed to the satisfaction of, and at the direction of, the
appropriate authorities. The extent of excavation may be limited in some park areas, since
excavation will mar their natural state. Heavy equipment, such as tracked excavators and
dump trucks, will probably be used wherever their use is not prohibited by the cognizant
authorities or impractical due to access restrictions.
Sorbent materials and other solid residue will be placed in trash bags and removed from the
site for disposition. The response contractor will take particular care to remove all his sitegenerated wastes from the area, and will conduct a final walking inspection of the entire area
with the Refinery Incident Commander to confirm that this has been done prior to departure.
Contaminated soils and other solids will be removed from the site unless the cognizant
authorities concur with or direct other disposition. Solids may be removed by trucks where
roads are available or by barges where navigable waterways are reasonably close. In areas
so remote that the only access is by aircraft, removal of solids from the site may be
impractical. In this event, the Refinery Incident Commander and the appropriate authorities
will determine if onsite containment or disposal is acceptable, and if it is, the best methods of
doing so consistent with protection of the environment and the public health and safety.
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Site Restoration

1. Sampling and Analysis to Verify Cleanup
Sampling and analysis of the remaining soils and water will be coordinated with local, state
and federal agencies to verify that the cleanup meets their requirements.
2. Rebuild/Reconstruct Affected Structures/Areas
Public park restoration activities will vary considerably from site to site and may involve park
officials. As early as possible, the Refinery should determine the feasibility and practicality of
restoration in consultation with the appropriate authorities so that detailed, deliberate plans,
specifications, and costs can be prepared.
3. Final Report
The response contractor will prepare a Final Report for the Refinery, summarizing the actions
taken during the response activities, with particular attention to restoration and verification of
cleanup.

3.4

Protected Waterways
3.4.1

Environmental Response Scenario

The following scenario provides probable, effective response actions in the event of a spill to a
protected waterway. Depending on the site-specific conditions, the Refinery may choose to
respond in a manner different from that described below. The manpower, equipment, and
recovery rates are all dependent upon site-specific conditions and the Refinery will respond in
an appropriate manner.
3.4.2

Description of the Affected Area

Protected waterways are those designated by the Bureau of Land Management as part of the
Wild and Scenic Rivers System. By their nature, they are in remote areas and/or areas of
rugged terrain.
1. Public Health and Safety Concerns
Most major protected waterways are remote from human habitation, where a spill is unlikely to
have a direct effect on the public safety and health except for small numbers of tourists and
hikers, white-water rafters and other sportsmen.
2. Project Personnel Safety Concerns
The greatest safety concern for project personnel is fire and explosion. The response
contractor's team personnel will conduct continuous air monitoring for flammable vapors with a
combustible gas meter and will suspend operations when readings exceed 10 percent of the
lower explosive limit (LEL). Response contractor's team personnel will use non-sparking
equipment whenever monitoring indicates explosion/fire potential. Smoking paraphernalia,
including lighters, will not be permitted in the work areas under any circumstances.
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Other safety concerns for project personnel, Refinery representatives and the regulatory
agencies' representatives are inhalation of hydrocarbon vapors (specifically benzene vapors),
skin contact with liquid hydrocarbons, heat stress and cold exposure, falling rocks, drowning,
and contact with or bites from, poisonous plants, insects, snakes, rodents and large wildlife
indigenous to the protected waterways.
Air monitoring analysis will dictate the level of PPE utilized by workers in the exclusion zone.
The support area, including break and eating areas, will be located in a safe area and upwind
of the exclusion zone wherever possible.
3. Property and Environmental Impact
Property impact of a spill in a protected waterway will depend on its proximity to inhabited or
improved property. Major protected waterways are generally undeveloped; the primary
commercial value derives from tourism. A spill is expected to have minimal impact on the
commercial value of public or private property. Environmental impact on a protected
waterway can be severe. Petroleum hydrocarbons may have an adverse impact on most
forms of plant and animal life, and can destroy vegetation along the banks of the protected
waterway.
4. Potential Logistical Problems
Protected waterways are frequently remote from major transportation networks and utility
services. Roads into such areas may be seasonal and intermittent, and should be considered
generally unreliable. There may be insufficient cleared space on which to set up support areas
and lay-down areas adjacent to the protected waterway, since they are frequently in canyons
and gorges or similar rough terrain, or have heavily wooded shorelines. Temporary berms or
dams cannot interrupt the flow of the waterway.
Transportation of personnel, equipment and materials into and out of the area may require
specialized vehicles such as UTVs, cranes, hoists and repelling gear. The response
contractor should possess, or have ready access to, the minimum required equipment.
Temporary utilities, including potable water, fuel and electricity will probably be absent and
must be brought in by the response contractor's team.
3.4.3

Initial Response Strategies

The deployment of containment booms maybe impractical in reaches of the waterway in which
the water flow is fast and turbulent. It may be necessary to deploy the booms and recover the
spilled liquids some distance downstream of the spill, where water conditions are favorable.
The recovery point may be downstream of the protected waterway itself.
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1. The Refinery Incident Commander will;
•
•
•
•
•

Initiate evacuation of the public from the affected areas and from the area toward
which the plume is moving,
Initiate appropriate actions to isolate the pipeline or any other source of the spill;
i.e., turn off the nearest block valves and shut down the flow of product.
Order immediate deployment of the response contractor's oil containment boom
(minimum 200 ft. long), complete with anchors,
Notify the response contractor's program manager that a spill is in progress and
Notify the appropriate Federal, State, and local regulatory agencies. Local, State
and Federal agency notification is listed in Annex Section 2 of this ICP.

2. The response contractor will dispatch a response supervisor to the location of the spill by
the fastest means practical. The response contractor's supervisor will be equipped with a
one-day supply of PPE to include supplied air, and a radio or mobile telephone. The
response contractor's supervisor will contact the Refinery Incident Commander
immediately on arrival at the site and jointly assess the magnitude of the problem, noting
any special considerations that may affect selection of resources required to complete the
response action.
3. The response contractor will mobilize the Tier 1 response contractor's team while the
response contractor's supervisor is en route to the site. The Tier 1 response contractor's
team will be capable of removing 1,500 BBLS of product per day, will be en route within 2
hours of notification, and will arrive on-site within 12 hours of notification. This team should
consist of:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
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8 HAZWOPER-trained personnel (including a supervisors and a site safety officer),
2 pick-up trucks,
1 one-ton box truck/associated supplies,
2 vacuum trucks,
1 van,
2 work boats,
2,000 ft. of containment boom,
one foam trailer with applicator and foam to cover 90,000 square feet,
a seven (7)-day supply of PPE,
12 sets of air bottles,
lights,
2 skimmers,
1 generator,
1 air compressor,
PID/LEL,
detector tube specific for benzene (not affected by other hydrocarbons)
4 radios, and
expendable supplies (absorbent booms & pads, PPE)
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The Tier 1 team will immediately report to the response contractor's supervisor for a briefing
on the response action and a tailgate health and safety meeting. The response contractor's
supervisor will direct the team's activities from this point on, including setting up laydown
areas and support areas.
4. The response contractor will begin mobilizing the Tier 2 and Tier 3 response contractor's
teams once the Tier 1 team is en route to the site.
The Tier 2 response contractor's team will be capable of removing 3,000 BBLS per day, will
be on-site within 36 hours of notification, and should consist of the Tier 1 response
contractor's team, plus:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

12 HAZWOPER-trained personnel,
4 work boats,
4,000 feet of containment boom,
2 skimmers,
2 vans,
2 pick-up trucks,
2 vacuum trucks,
1 skid unit (1,500 gallon capacity),
8 radios, and
24 air bottles

The Tier 3 response contractor's team will be capable of removing 6,000 BBLS per day, will
be on-site within 60 hours of notification, and should consist of the Tier 1 and Tier 2 response
contractor's teams, plus:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

23 HAZWOPER-trained personnel,
2 pick-up trucks,
4 vans,
1 supply trailer,
4 work boats,
6,000 feet of containment boom,
3 vacuum trucks,
3 skimmers,
12 radios, and
48 air bottles

5. The first task of the Tier 1 response contractor's team will be to minimize the spread of the
product into the protected waterway. The team will place sorbent pads as close as
possible to the point of origin of the spill. The team may then place one or more
containment booms downstream of the spill source, if residual liquids continue to spill from
the source.
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6. Health and Safety Plan
Initial health and safety response actions will be in accordance with the standard operating
procedure. The response contractor's Site Safety Officer will complete a Site-Specific Health
and Safety Plan after the initial hazard assessment is conducted.
7. Implementation of Air Monitoring Program
The Refinery’s Incident Commander will assign a Site Safety Officer who will begin monitoring
activities (using a PID, an LEL meter and benzene-specific detection tubes) in the area of the
spill immediately on arrival, to assess the danger from fire and explosion in the work area,
determine potential exposure to benzene, delineate the exclusion zone, and establish the
support zone. Instruments, frequency of readings, records and responses to action levels will
conform to the Health and Safety Plan. The Site Safety Officer will pay particular attention to
LEL readings.
As soon as possible after the Site Safety Officer completes his initial air monitoring for the spill
site hazard assessment and delineates the work zones, he/she will begin a perimeter airmonitoring program to confirm that the exclusion zone is properly sized and to document
potential offsite migration of vapors that could impact the unprotected public.
8. Contingency Planning
The Refinery Incident Commander, the Site Safety Officer and the response contractor's
supervisor will identify evacuation routes of egress and procedures, safe distances and places
of refuge, and emergency alerting procedures to be used in the event of an uncontrollable
situation such as fire or explosion.
9. Assessment of Affected Area(s)
The Refinery Incident Commander and the response contractor's supervisor will jointly review
the maps provided and inspect the affected area(s) and assess:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

The nature of the spilled liquid,
Source of the spill,
Direction(s) of spill migration,
Dams, rapids or other river features downstream.
Apparent or otherwise known subsurface geophysical feature that might impact the
work; i.e., subsurface sand layers, water table elevation,
Overhead and buried utility lines, pipelines, etc.,
Nearby population, property or environmental features that might be affected by
the contained spill, or by an uncontained spill.

The Tiers 1, 2 and 3 response contractor's team resources in personnel, equipment and
material will be assessed to determine if they are adequate to effectively perform the work.
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If the Refinery Incident Commander determines that additional resources are required, the
response contractor's supervisor will request additional resources for the Tier 2 and 3
response contractor's teams from the response contractor's program manager. Additional
equipment may include backhoes, dump trucks, watercraft, generators, light sets, bulldozers
and front-end loaders. Equipment operators, laborers, and engineers may be mobilized as
necessary. Additional material may include more spill booms, absorbent materials and foam.
10. Delineation of Exclusion and Support Zones
The Site Safety Officer will mark the limits of the exclusion zone with red plastic tape, using
existing trees or rocks to support the tape where possible. The support zone will be marked
with green plastic tape if in the Site Safety Officer’s judgment such marking is necessary to
avoid confusion with a contaminated area. If the exclusion zone cannot be physically marked,
the Site Safety Officer will annotate a site map or layout sketch and brief all personnel on the
zone layout prior to site entry.
11. Protection of Downstream Sensitive Areas
The Refinery’s Incident Commander, the response contractor's supervisor and Site Safety
Officer will inspect the boom system to ensure that it is effectively protecting the public and
environmentally sensitive areas downstream of the spill. The response contractor will direct
placement of additional booms or relocation of existing booms if ongoing measures are judged
to be ineffective.
3.4.4

Ongoing Response

1. Recovering Wildlife for Transfer to Treatment Facilities
The response contractor will cooperate with Refinery and local wildlife assistance agencies to
recover birds, fish, reptiles and mammals affected by the spill, for transportation by the wildlife
agencies to treatment facilities.
2. Recovery and Transfer of Free Product
Construction of the free product temporary storage area will start after the containment booms
are in place and judged effective in limiting the spread of the plume. The storage will consist of
frac tanks or rubber bladders. The tanks or bladders will be surrounded by a berm built up from
on-site materials or imported clay.
The response contractor's team will recover free product with vacuum trucks, sorbent booms
and pads, oil skimmers and vacuum pumps.
3. Install Siphon Dams, Etc.
The response contractor's team may construct a siphon dam to contain the spilled product if the
contaminated water is shallow (10 feet or less) and flowing gently. A siphon dam is built of earth
with steel or plastic pipes embedded through it at a vertical angle such that the lighter, floating
product is trapped behind the dam while the water below it is permitted to flow through the pipe.
A siphon dam will not be practiced or effective in confined waterways with rapidly moving,
turbulent water.
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4. Debris Removal
Debris will consist of steel, concrete, timber and vegetation contaminated by the spilled product,
plus product-soaked sorbent materials and trash generated by the response contractor's team.
The Refinery will remove and dispose of debris or may direct the response contractor to do so.
Ultimate disposal may depend on the degree of contamination and is subject to approval by the
regulating agencies.
Typically, steel and concrete will be transported to a landfill. Timber and vegetation will be either
landfilled or incinerated off-site. The regulatory agencies may permit on-site burning of timber
and vegetation under some circumstances.
5. Stabilize Damaged or Affected Structures
The response contractor will construct temporary bracing and shoring as necessary to prevent
collapse of structures and foundations that might impede or endanger the response work. This
may include timber shoring as temporary replacements for sleepers under a damaged pipeline
section.
6. Initial Response and Draft Work Plan
The response contractor will prepare a draft work plan and submit it to the Refinery. The work
plan will include:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

A summary of initial response actions and results,
Subsequent planned activities,
Water and soil removal and treatment and/or disposal,
Air monitoring program,
Sampling and Analysis Plan,
Restoration and repairs, and
A schedule for the work.

7. Debriefing/Dissemination of Information and Data
The Refinery Incident Commander will interface with the regulatory agencies and news media.
The response contractor will not disseminate any information or data without approval of the
Refinery Incident Commander. The response contractor may furnish personnel to assist the
Refinery Incident Commander in debriefing.
8. Documentation of Cleanup Efforts and Progress
The response contractor will prepare and maintain records, including photos and/or video,
documenting the response. Records and documents will include the supervisor's daily notes,
personnel time sheets, equipment usage logs, material delivery tickets, daily air monitoring
logs, and soil and water analysis reports.
The response contractor will submit to the Refinery Incident Commander a report
summarizing the accomplishments of the preceding week, the cost status and the response
activity schedule.
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9. Public Relations/Agency Liaison
The Refinery Incident Commander will provide all direct contact with the news media and with
regulatory agencies.
3.4.5

Cleanup Strategies for Protected Waterways

1. Access to and on a Protected Waterway
Getting personnel, equipment and materials to the response site will be a major problem in
this scenario. Nature, as well as the cognizant authorities, may limit the sizes and weights to
what can be carried by hand.
Protected waterways are typically not navigable by any watercraft large enough to transport
heavy equipment, and the cognizant authorities may restrict or prohibit the use of powered
boats in the protected waterway itself. Rapids and waterfalls in some protected waterways
may make water-borne transportation both difficult and dangerous. Shoreline access may be
restricted in some protected waterways by high cliffs, and may in some cases be heavily
wooded with no nearby roads. These conditions would severely limit the use of heavy
equipment in the response.
Where roads or railroad lines are available in the vicinity, and the heavy equipment can
approach the shoreline, it may be mobilized and used. Routes and work areas will be subject
to approval and onsite directions of the cognizant authorities. Construction of temporary road
extensions or access road spurs may be necessary. When mobilization or use of heavy
equipment is impractical, the response contractor may have to mobilize additional labor and
perform the work using hand tools with a limited amount of lightweight powered equipment. In
very remote areas it may be necessary for the response crew to approach the spill site on
foot. It may be practical to use helicopters to deliver personnel and light equipment and
materials to a remote site in rugged terrain.
In some cases, the spill containment may actually be deployed downstream of the protected
waterway, due to the impracticality of getting sufficient equipment and personnel into the
immediate area of the spill. The Refinery Incident Commander will coordinate with the owners
of the affected property downstream of the protected waterway if this becomes necessary.
2. Protection of Protected Waterways
Once human health and safety concerns have been addressed, priority will be given to
preventing contamination of the protected waterway, or to limiting further contamination if it
has already occurred. This is usually accomplished primarily with containment booms and
berms. The Refinery Incident Commander and the first responder will select the boom and
berm locations. The Refinery Incident Commander will communicate special or additional
equipment and material needs to the contractor's response team.
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The Refinery Incident Commander and the response contractor will attempt to contain the
spilled product on land before it reaches the waterway, if it has not already done so. Time will
be critical. With the approval of and at the direction of the cognizant authorities, the response
contractor may dig ditches and build berms downslope of the spill site to stop the overland
flow of the spilled product and prevent it from entering the protected waterway. In some cases
it may be possible to use this ditch/berm system to divert the product to a collection point. If
the soil dug from the ditches is clay, it may be used to build the berms. Sandy or gravelly soil
does not make good barrier berm material. If importing clay from offsite is impractical and no
clay is available onsite, the response contractor may have to use sorbent materials, i.e.,
sorbent booms and pads, to construct the berm.
To contain the spilled product once it has contaminated the protected waterway, the response
contractor will probably deploy containment booms as close downstream of the spill site as
may be safe and practical. The impacted area may include rough water, such as rapids and
falls, in which case the boom may have to be installed at a distance downstream, where the
water is calm enough for the boom to be effective. This may increase the volume of
contaminated water to be collected and treated. If use of the nearest effective deployment site
is denied by the cognizant authorities, or if lack of roads, cliffs, heavy forests etc. make its use
impractical, it may be necessary to deploy the boom at another site even further downstream.
The location of the containment boom is critical and will require the approval of the cognizant
authorities.
3. Recovery of Product from Water and Treatment of Contaminated Water.
Product is typically recovered from the surface water by a combination of mechanical
skimming, vacuum recovery, and sorbent materials. The point of recovery may be some
distance downstream of the spill site, if access to closer sites is denied or is impractical. This
may increase the response time, the amount of contaminated water, and the length of
shoreline to be cleaned and restored. The size and capacity of skimming equipment, pumps,
piping, and tankage may be limited by access restrictions, as described above.
The methods of temporary storage of the contaminated water will be site-specific, and will be
highly dependent on site access and approval by the cognizant authorities. Railroad tank cars,
tank trailers or frac tanks may be used if roads/railroads are accessible or constructible.
Rubber bladder tanks may be used, but require cleared, relatively smooth laydown areas.
The decision to treat contaminated water onsite or to transport it offsite for treatment will be
made by the Refinery and the cognizant authorities with consideration of factors such as
availability of utilities, suitable land area, and a comparison of the difficulties of getting the
treatment equipment to the site versus the difficulties of getting the contaminated water to an
offsite treatment facility. Once the contaminated waters have been stored, treatment options
can be explored. Possible treatment options include steam or air stripping, oil/water
separation, carbon adsorption, or other methodologies or combinations of methodologies.
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4. Cleaning of Affected Structures
Manmade structures can be cleaned by traditional methods that include wiping, hot water, low
or high-pressure wash down and use of surfactants, emulsifiers or other agents.
Affected natural structures may include large rocks and boulders, which can usually be
cleaned by the same methods as manmade structures. Cleaning rocky shorelines along
rapids and near waterfalls will probably be done with sorbent pads since recovery of washdown water surfactants emulsifiers and other agents may be impractical near rough water.
Cleaning activities near rough water may also require special safety precautions and
equipment such as safety lines. Cleaning methods and materials to be used at a spill will be
discussed with the appropriate authorities and used only with their concurrence and at their
direction.
Wash down water and other liquids from cleaning activities onshore should be contained by
the ditch/berm system, then collected and treated with the contaminated ground and surface
waters.
5. Solids Handling and Removal
Removal of product-laden soils will be conducted only with the concurrence and at the
direction of the appropriate authorities. Excavation may be limited to manual labor activities by
the exclusion of heavy equipment due to restricted access.
Sorbent materials and other solid residue will be placed in trash bags and removed from the
site for disposition. The response contractor will take particular care to remove all his sitegenerated wastes from the area, and will conduct a final walking inspection of the entire area
with the Refinery Incident Commander to confirm that this has been done prior to departure.
Contaminated soils and other solids will be removed from the site unless the cognizant
authorities direct otherwise. Solids may be removed from the site by truck where roads are
available or by barges where navigable waterways are reasonably close. In areas so remote
that the only access is by aircraft, removal of solids from the site may be impractical. In this
event, the Refinery Incident Commander and the appropriate authorities will determine if
onsite containment or disposal is acceptable, and if it is, the best methods of doing so
consistent with protection of the environment and the public health and safety.
3.4.6

Site Restoration

1. Sampling and Analysis to Verify Cleanup
Sampling and analysis of the remaining soils and water will be coordinated with local, state
and federal agencies to verify that the cleanup meets their requirements.
2. Rebuild/Reconstruct Affected Structures/Areas
Restoration activities will vary considerably from site to site. As early as possible, the Refinery
should determine the feasibility and practicality of restoration in consultation with the
appropriate authorities so that detailed, deliberate plans, specifications, and costs can be
prepared.
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3. Final Report
The response contractor will prepare a Final Report for the Refinery, summarizing the actions
taken during the response activities, with particular attention to restoration and verification of
cleanup.

3.5

Recreational Sites
3.5.1

Environmental Response Scenario

The following scenario provides probable, effective response actions in the event of a spill to a
recreational site. Depending on the site-specific conditions, the Refinery may choose to
respond in a manner different from that described below. The manpower, equipment, and
recovery rates are all dependent upon site-specific conditions and Refinery will respond in an
appropriate manner.
3.5.2

Description of the Affected Area

Recreational sites are areas designated by federal, state and local governments for public
use. A recreational site may include any type of terrain, including beaches, streams, lakes,
forests, and mountainous areas. Recreational sites may be either remote from, or close to,
human habitation, and are frequently developed for residential use and commercial
enterprises related to recreation activities.
Recreational sites are generally identified and marked as such on maps.
1. Public Health and Safety Concerns
Immediate evacuation of the public, and their subsequent health and safety, are a major
concern. The danger zone for the public will generally be downwind of the point of discharge
and the resulting plume.
2. Project Personnel Safety Concerns
The greatest safety concern for project personnel is fire and explosion. The response
contractor's team personnel will conduct continuous air monitoring for flammable vapors with a
combustible gas meter and will suspend operations when readings exceed 10 percent of the
lower explosive limit (LEL). Response contractor's team personnel will use non-sparking
equipment whenever monitoring indicates explosion/fire potential. Smoking paraphernalia,
including lighters, will not be permitted in the work areas under any circumstances.
Other safety concerns for project personnel, Refinery representatives and the regulatory
agencies' representatives are inhalation of hydrocarbon vapors (specifically benzene vapors),
skin contact with liquid hydrocarbons, heat stress and cold exposure, and contact with, or
bites from, poisonous plants, insects, snakes, rodents and large wildlife indigenous to the
recreational site.
Air monitoring analysis will dictate the level of PPE utilized by workers in the exclusion zone.
The support area, including break and eating areas, will be located in a safe area and upwind
of the exclusion zone wherever possible.
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3. Property and Environmental Impact
Property impact of a spill on a recreational site will depend on the degree of private,
commercial and public development in the affected area. Major recreational sites are
generally well developed and have considerable commercial value; a spill may be expected to
have a major impact on the commercial value of public and private property.
Environmental impact on a recreational site can be immediate and extensive. Petroleum
hydrocarbons may have an adverse impact on most forms of plant and animal life, and can
destroy the exposed portion of a recreational site. Major recreational sites provide habitats
and food supplies for wildlife and are sources of oxygen for the atmosphere.
4. Potential Logistical Problems
Logistic support at recreational sites will vary from site to site, but typically includes access to
major transportation networks and utility services. Roads into and through such areas may be
considered generally reliable. Sufficient solid level ground or a wide enough clearing in which
to set up support areas, lay-down areas, etc. should be available.
Transportation of personnel, equipment and materials into and out of some recreation sites
may require specialized vehicles such as UTVs, swamp buggies or helicopters. The response
contractor should possess, or have ready access to, the minimum required equipment.
Temporary utilities, including potable water, fuel and electricity may be available at some
recreation areas and absent at others. If not available, they must be brought in by the
contractor's response team.
3.5.3

Initial Response Strategies

1. The Refinery Incident Commander will:
•
•
•
•
•

Initiate evacuation of the public from the immediate area of the spill and from the
area toward which the plume is moving,
Initiate appropriate actions to isolate the pipeline or any other source of the spill;
i.e., turn off the nearest block valves and shut down the flow of product.
Order immediate deployment of the response contractor's oil containment boom
(minimum 200 ft. long), complete with anchors,
Notify the response contractor's program manager that a spill is in progress and
Notify the appropriate Federal, State, and local regulatory agencies. Local, State
and Federal agency notification is listed in this Annex 2 of this ICP.

2. The response contractor will dispatch a response supervisor to the location of the spill by
the fastest means practical. The response contractor's supervisor will be equipped with a
one-day supply of PPE to include supplied air, and a radio or mobile telephone. The
response contractor's supervisor will contact the Refinery Incident Commander
immediately on arrival at the site and jointly assess the magnitude of the problem, noting
any special considerations that may affect selection of resources required to complete the
response action.
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3. The response contractor will mobilize the Tier 1 response contractor's team while the
response contractor's supervisor is en route to the site. The Tier 1 response contractor's
team will be capable of removing 1,500 BBLS of product per day, will be en route within 2
hours of notification, and will arrive on-site within 12 hours of notification. This team should
consist of:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

8 HAZWOPER-trained personnel (including a supervisors and a site safety officer),
2 pick-up trucks,
1 one-ton box truck/associated supplies,
2 vacuum trucks,
1 van,
2 work boats,
2,000 ft. of containment boom,
one foam trailer with applicator and foam to cover 90,000 square feet,
a seven (7)-day supply of PPE,
12 sets of air bottles,
lights,
2 skimmers,
1 generator,
1 air compressor,
PID/LEL,
detector tube specific for benzene (not affected by other hydrocarbons)
4 radios, and
expendable supplies (absorbent booms & pads, PPE)

The Tier 1 team will immediately report to the response contractor's supervisor for a briefing
on the response action and a tailgate health and safety meeting. The response contractor's
supervisor will direct the team's activities from this point on, including setting up laydown
areas and support areas.
4. The response contractor's program manager will begin mobilizing the Tier 2 and Tier 3
response contractor's teams once the Tier 1 team is en route to the site.
The Tier 2 response contractor's team will be capable of removing 3,000 BBLS per day, will
be on-site within 36 hours of notification, and should consist of the Tier 1 response
contractor's team, plus:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
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12 HAZWOPER-trained personnel,
4 work boats,
4,000 feet of containment boom,
2 skimmers,
2 vans,
2 pick-up trucks,
2 vacuum trucks,
1 skid unit (1,500 gallon capacity),
8 radios, and
24 air bottles
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The Tier 3 response contractor's team will be capable of removing 6,000 BBLS per day, will
be on-site within 60 hours of notification, and should consist of the Tier 1 and Tier 2 response
contractor's teams, plus:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

23 HAZWOPER-trained personnel,
2 pick-up trucks,
4 vans,
1 supply trailer,
4 work boats,
6,000 feet of containment boom,
3 vacuum trucks,
3 skimmers,
12 radios, and
48 air bottles

5. The first task of the Tier 1 response contractor's team will be to minimize the spread of the
product on the water and ground surface in order to protect the public and environmentally
sensitive areas downstream of the spill. The team will place a containment boom on water
or construct earthen berms on land as close as possible to the point of origin of the spill to
minimize the area of most severe contamination. The placement of the containment boom
/ berm will also be based on personnel safety considerations for the personnel setting up
the containment boom / berm. The team will then place one or more secondary booms /
berms farther away, in the path(s) of the plumes deemed by the Refinery Incident
Commander and the response contractor's supervisor to be the most dangerous to the
public or to the environment.
6. Health and Safety Plan
Initial health and safety response actions will be in accordance with the standard operating
procedure. The response contractor's Site Safety Officer will complete a Site-Specific Health
and Safety Plan after the initial hazard assessment is conducted.
7. Implementation of Air Monitoring Program
The Refinery’s Incident Commander will assign a Site Safety Officer who will begin monitoring
activities (using a PID, an LEL meter and benzene-specific detection tubes) in the area of the
spill immediately on arrival, to assess the danger from fire and explosion in the work area,
determine potential exposure to benzene, delineate the exclusion zone, and establish the
support zone. Instruments, frequency of readings, records and responses to action levels will
conform to the Health and Safety Plan. The Site Safety Officer will pay particular attention to
LEL readings. As soon as possible after the Site Safety Officer completes his initial air
monitoring for the spill site hazard assessment and delineates the work zones, he/she will
begin a perimeter air-monitoring program to confirm that the exclusion zone is properly sized,
and to document potential offsite migration of vapors that could impact the unprotected public
or wildlife.
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8. Contingency Planning
The Refinery Incident Commander, the Site Safety Officer and the response contractor's
supervisor will identify evacuation routes of egress and procedures, safe distances and places
of refuge, and emergency alerting procedures to be used in the event of an uncontrollable
situation such as fire or explosion.
9. Assessment of Affected Area(s)
The Refinery Incident Commander and the response contractor's supervisor will jointly review
the maps provided and inspect the affected area(s) and assess:
•
•
•
•
•
•

The nature of the spilled liquid,
Source of the spill,
Direction(s) of spill migration,
Apparent or otherwise known subsurface geophysical feature that might impact the
work; i.e., subsurface sand layers, water table elevation,
Overhead and buried utility lines, pipelines, etc.,
Nearby population, property or environmental features that might be affected by
the contained spill or by an uncontained spill.

The Tiers 1, 2 and 3 response contractor's team resources in personnel, equipment and
material will be assessed to determine if they are adequate to effectively perform the work.
If the Refinery Incident Commander determines that additional resources are required, the
response contractor's supervisor will request additional resources for the Tier 2 and 3
response contractor's teams from the response contractor's program manager. Additional
equipment may include backhoes, dump trucks, watercraft, generators, light sets, bulldozers
and front-end loaders. Equipment operators, laborers, and engineers may be mobilized as
necessary. Additional material may include more spill booms, absorbent materials, foam and
imported clay for berms.
10. Delineation of Exclusion and Support Zones
The Site Safety Officer will mark the limits of the exclusion zone with red plastic tape, using
existing trees to support the tape where possible. The support zone will be marked with green
plastic tape if in the Site Safety Officer’s judgment such marking is necessary to avoid
confusion with a contaminated area. If the exclusion zone cannot be physically marked, the
Site Safety Officer will annotate a site map or layout sketch and brief all personnel on the zone
layout prior to site entry.
11. Protection of Downstream Sensitive Areas
The Refinery’s Incident Commander, the response contractor's supervisor and Site Safety
Officer will inspect the boom / berm system to ensure that it is effectively protecting the public
and environmentally sensitive areas downstream of the spill. The response contractor's
supervisor will direct placement of additional booms / berms or relocation of existing booms /
berms if ongoing measures are judged to be ineffective.
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Ongoing Response

1. Recovering Wildlife for Transfer to Treatment Facilities
The response contractor will cooperate with Refinery and local wildlife assistance agencies to
recover birds, fish, small and large animals affected by the spill, for transportation by the
appropriate wildlife agencies to treatment facilities.
2. Recovery and Transfer of Free Product
Construction of the free product temporary storage area will start after the containment booms
/ berms are in place and judged effective in limiting the spread of the plume. The storage will
consist of frac tanks or rubber bladders. The tanks or bladders will be surrounded by a berm
built up from on-site materials or imported clay.
The response contractor's team will recover free product with vacuum trucks, sorbent booms
and pads, oil skimmers and vacuum pumps.
3. Install Siphon Dams, Etc.
The response contractor's team may construct a siphon dam to contain the spilled product if
contaminated surface water is flowing. A siphon dam is built of earth with steel or plastic pipes
embedded through it at a vertical angle such that the lighter, floating product is trapped behind
the dam while the water below it is permitted to flow through the pipe.
4. Debris Removal
Debris will consist of steel, concrete, timber and vegetation contaminated by the spilled
product, plus product-soaked sorbent materials and trash generated by the response
contractor's team. Contaminated lumber from marine facilities is anticipated to make up the
majority of the debris.
The Refinery will remove and dispose of debris or may direct the response contractor to do
so. Ultimate disposal may depend on the degree of contamination and is subject to approval
by the regulating agencies.
Typically, steel and concrete will be transported to a landfill. Timber and vegetation will be
either landfilled or incinerated off-site. The regulatory agencies may permit on-site burning of
timber and vegetation under some circumstances.
5. Stabilize Damaged or Affected Structures
The response contractor will construct temporary bracing and shoring as necessary to prevent
collapse of structures and foundations that might impede or endanger the response work. This
may include timber shoring as temporary replacements for sleepers under a damaged pipeline
section.
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6. Initial Response and Draft Work Plan
The response contractor will prepare a draft work plan and submit it to the Refinery. The work
plan will include:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

A summary of initial response actions and results,
Subsequent planned activities,
Water and soil removal and treatment and/or disposal,
Air monitoring program,
Sampling and Analysis Plan,
Restoration and repairs, and
A schedule for the work.

7. Debriefing/Dissemination of Information and Data
The Refinery Incident Commander will interface with the regulatory agencies and news media.
The response contractor will not disseminate any information or data without approval of the
Refinery Incident Commander. The response contractor may furnish personnel to assist the
Refinery Incident Commander in debriefing.
8. Documentation of Cleanup Efforts and Progress
The response contractor will prepare and maintain records, including photos and/or video,
documenting the response. Records and documents will include the supervisor's daily notes,
personnel time sheets, equipment usage logs, material delivery tickets, daily air monitoring
logs, and soil and water analysis reports.
The response contractor will submit to the Refinery Incident Commander a report
summarizing the accomplishments of the preceding week, the cost status and the response
activity schedule.
9. Public Relations/Agency Liaison
The Refinery Incident Commander will provide all direct contact with the news media and with
regulatory agencies.
3.5.5

Cleanup Strategies for Recreational Sites

1. Access on and through Recreational Sites
Response activities, particularly movement of vehicles and equipment into and out of the area
may temporarily inconvenience or disrupt the public's use of the recreational site facilities. The
Refinery Incident Commander and the response contractor will coordinate access routes and
response activity traffic control with the authorities responsible for the recreational site.
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The response contractor may use existing roads into the spill area wherever possible and
where permitted by the cognizant authorities. The response contractor will construct staging
and laydown areas in locations approved by the appropriate authorities responsible for the
recreational site, taking into consideration all ongoing public activities, and any nearby
habitations. Where roads do not exist but a practical and approved route is available, the
response contractor may construct temporary roads to the spill site, and staging/laydown
areas. The response contractor will utilize the minimum size and number of vehicles in the
response activities.
Where navigable waterways are convenient to the site and the cognizant authorities approve
waterborne access, the response contractor may use workboats and/or barges to mobilize the
response equipment to the site. Response equipment sizes may be limited by the capacity of
available boats and barges. The response contractor may use existing boat landings/docks or
construct a temporary landing to tie up the watercraft and offload the equipment.
Roads, staging areas and watercraft landings will be restored to their pre-spill conditions as
described in Site Restoration below.
2. Protection of Recreational Sites
One of the major concerns in this scenario is the removal of contamination to levels
acceptable for the protection of the public using the park.
Once immediate human health and safety have been addressed, priority will be given to
protecting the recreational site features from contamination, and limiting further spread of the
spilled product. Playground equipment, swimming pools, and pavilions used for public
gatherings will be given special attention. Containment booms and berms may be used to
contain and direct the spilled product. The cognizant authority, the Refinery Incident
Commander and the first responder will identify the recreational site features, land areas and
water bodies threatened by the spill, prioritize the features to be protected, and select the
boom and berm locations. The Refinery Incident Commander will communicate special or
additional equipment and material needs to the contractor's response team.
Where a body of water is affected or threatened by the spill, the response contractor will
usually deploy containment booms as the isolating/protecting mechanism. The booms will be
deployed downstream of the spill if the water is moving, as in a stream or river. The boom will
be deployed to surround the spill if it is on a pond or lake where the water is relatively
stagnant. Containment of an overland spill is typically done with ditches and berms. With the
concurrence of and at the direction of the cognizant authority, the response contractor may dig
ditches and build berms downslope of the spill site to stop the overland flow of the spilled
product. In some cases it may be possible to use this ditch/berm system to divert the product
to a collection point downslope of the spill. If the soil dug from the ditches is clay, it may be
used to build the berms. Sandy or gravelly does not make good barrier berm material. If
importing clay from offsite is impractical and no clay is available onsite, the response
contractor may have to use sorbent materials, i.e., sorbent booms and pads, to construct the
berm.
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3. Recovery of Product from Water and Treatment of Contaminated Water
Product is typically recovered from water bodies such as lakes, ponds and rivers by a
combination of mechanical skimming, vacuum recovery, and sorbent materials. The point of
recovery will be as close as practical downstream of the spill site.
Product spilled onto the ground is usually recovered by excavating the product-laden soils.
Excavation of contaminated soils will be performed only with the concurrence of and at the
direction of the cognizant authorities. Other methods such as soil/vapor extraction, or pumping
from recovery wells may be considered as part of the long-term plan. Porous soils, such as
sands and gravels may permit the product to soak in to a depth of several feet or more,
usually until it is stopped by a layer of clay, solid rock or a water table. Clay soils usually retain
the product at or near the surface, and require less excavation. Collection of product for
treatment or disposal will easier in clay soils than in sandy/gravelly soils.
Selection of storage and treatment locations will depend on patterns of public use of the site,
proximity of the public using the recreational site, and approvals and/or preferences of the
responsible authorities. If space is available and if the cognizant agency permits, the response
contractor may construct the water storage and treatment system in or adjacent to the
recreational site, near the site of the spill, at a safe distance from any feature subject to
human occupation or usage. If space is not available for practical reasons, or if onsite
treatment would be a continuing hazard to the public safety and health, the contained water
may have to be transported offsite for treatment or disposal.
Once the contaminated waters have been stored, treatment options can be explored. Possible
treatment options include steam or air stripping, oil/water separation, carbon adsorption, or
other methodologies or combinations of methodologies.
4. Cleaning of Affected Structures
Manmade structures can be cleaned by traditional methods that include wiping, hot water, low
or high-pressure wash-down, and use of surfactants, emulsifiers or other agents. Swimming
pools, playground equipment, pavilions and similar structures will receive special attention
during cleaning. Some wooden structures that cannot be adequately cleaned may have to be
removed and/or replaced.
Cleaning methods and materials to be used at a spill will be discussed with the appropriate
authorities and used only with their concurrence and at their direction.
Wash-down water and other liquids from cleaning activities should be contained by the boom
or ditch/berm system, then collected and treated with the contaminated ground and surface
waters.
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5. Solids Handling and Removal
Product-laden soils will be removed to the satisfaction of, and at the direction of, the
appropriate authorities. It is expected that product-contaminated soils in playgrounds and
other areas of frequent and intense human use at recreational sites will be excavated more
completely than at spill sites in more remote areas. Heavy equipment, such as tracked
excavators and dump trucks, may be used wherever their use is not prohibited by the
cognizant authority, or is impractical due to access restrictions.
Sorbent materials and other solid residue will be placed in trash bags and removed from the
site for disposition. The response contractor will take particular care to remove all his sitegenerated wastes from the area, and will conduct a final walking inspection of the entire area
with the Refinery Incident Commander to confirm that this has been done prior to departure.
Contaminated soils and other solids will be removed from the site. Solids will be removed by
trucks where roads are available, or by barges where navigable waterways are reasonably
close and the volume of contaminated soils justifies their use.
3.5.6

Site Restoration

1. Sampling and Analysis to Verify Cleanup
Sampling and analysis of the remaining soils and water will be coordinated with local, state
and federal agencies to verify that the cleanup meets their requirements.
2. Rebuild/Reconstruct Affected Structures/Areas
Recreational site restoration activities will vary considerably from site to site and may entail
major efforts by a combination of Refinery and multiple regulatory and municipal, county or
state agencies. As early as possible, the Refinery should determine the feasibility and
practicality of restoration in consultation with the appropriate authorities so that detailed,
deliberate plans, specifications, and costs can be prepared.
3. Final Report
The response contractor will prepare a Final Report for the Refinery, summarizing the actions
taken during the response activities, with particular attention to restoration and verification of
cleanup.
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Water Supply Intakes
3.6.1

Environmental Response Scenario

The following scenario provides probable, effective response actions in the event of a spill to a
water supply intake. Depending on the site-specific conditions, the Refinery may choose to
respond in a manner different from that described below. The manpower, equipment, and
recovery rates are all dependent upon site-specific conditions and Company will respond in an
appropriate manner.
3.6.2

Description of the Affected Area

Water supply intakes generally include lakes, reservoirs, rivers, streams, springs, and similar
bodies of water near the inhabited areas that are served by the intake.
1. Public Health and Safety Concerns
The most serious impact on public health and safety is contamination of the drinking water,
followed by danger of fire or explosion, and inhalation of toxic vapors. The danger zone for the
public will generally be downwind of the point of discharge and the resulting plume.
2. Project Personnel Safety Concerns
The greatest safety concern for project personnel is fire and explosion. The response
contractor's team personnel will conduct continuous air monitoring for flammable vapors with a
combustible gas meter and will suspend operations when readings exceed 10 percent of the
lower explosive limit (LEL). Response contractor's team personnel will use non-sparking
equipment whenever monitoring indicates explosion/fire potential. Smoking paraphernalia,
including lighters, will not be permitted in the work areas under any circumstances.
Other safety concerns for project personnel, Refinery representatives and the regulatory
agencies' representatives are inhalation of hydrocarbon vapors (specifically benzene vapors),
skin contact with liquid hydrocarbons, heat stress and cold exposure. Contact with, or bites
from, poisonous plants, insects, snakes, rodents and large wildlife will be a concern in some
remote parks.
Air monitoring analysis will dictate the level of PPE utilized by workers in the exclusion zone.
The support area, including break and eating areas, will be located in a safe area and upwind
of the exclusion zone wherever possible.
3. Property and Environmental Impact
Property impact of a spill on a Water Supply Intake will depend on its proximity to inhabited or
improved property and whether the water purification equipment is contaminated by the spill.
Major Water Supply Intakes are frequently developed as recreational areas and have
considerable commercial value.
Environmental impact on vegetation and wildlife in a Water Supply Intake can be severe if not
removed immediately, but this will be secondary to the potential effects on the public health
and welfare.
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4. Other Impacts
The intake may be rendered unfit as a source of public drinking water for a prolonged time. It
may become necessary to locate, and activate or enlarge alternate sources of drinking water.
These may be artisan wells or surface water sources such as lakes or rivers not ordinarily
used for drinking water. Purification facilities may be required to treat the water from such
sources, to make it suitable for public use.
5. Potential Logistical Problems
Water Supply Intakes are typically close to the population centers that they serve. Major
transportation networks and utility services are usually available in the general vicinity. Roads
to such areas are generally reliable, but public and/or private roads may need to be closed for
the duration of the cleanup.
Transportation of personnel, equipment and materials within the area may require specialized
vehicles such as UTVs, workboats, swamp buggies or barges. The response contractor
should possess, or have ready access to, the minimum required equipment.
Temporary utilities, including potable water, fuel and electricity may be available; if not, the
response contractor’s team must bring them in.
3.6.3

Initial Response Strategies

1. The Refinery Incident Commander will
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Initiate evacuation of the public from the affected areas and from the area toward
which the plume is moving,
Alert appropriate health authorities to warn the public of possibly tainted water
supply, and initiate analysis of the water for potability.
Initiate appropriate actions to isolate the pipeline or any other source of the spill;
i.e., turn off the nearest block valves and shut down the flow of product.
Order immediate deployment of the response contractor's oil containment boom
(minimum 200 ft. long), complete with anchors,
Notify the response contractor's program manager that a spill is in progress and
Notify the appropriate Federal, State, and local regulatory agencies. Local, State
and Federal agency notification is listed in Annex 2 of this ICP.
Initiate measures to locate or develop temporary alternate water supply if the spill
or the response activities will render the intake unusable. The temporary supply will
be provided until the intake is judged by the appropriate health agency to be
acceptable.

2. The response contractor will dispatch a response supervisor to the location of the spill by
the fastest means practical. The response contractor's supervisor will be equipped with a
one-day supply of PPE to include supplied air, and a radio or mobile telephone. The
response contractor's supervisor will contact the Refinery Incident Commander
immediately on arrival at the site and jointly assess the magnitude of the problem, noting
any special considerations that may affect selection of resources required to complete the
response action.
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3. The response contractor will mobilize the Tier 1 response contractor's team while the
response contractor's supervisor is en route to the site. The Tier 1 response contractor's
team will be capable of removing 1,500 BBLS of product per day, will be en route within 2
hours of notification, and will arrive on-site within 12 hours of notification. This team should
consist of:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

8 HAZWOPER-trained Personnel (including a supervisors and a site safety officer),
2 pick-up trucks,
1 one-ton box truck/associated supplies,
2 vacuum trucks,
1 van,
2 work boats,
2,000 ft. of containment boom,
one foam trailer with applicator and foam to cover 90,000 square feet,
a seven (7)-day supply of PPE,
12 sets of air bottles,
lights,
2 skimmers,
1 generator,
1 air compressor,
PID/LEL,
detector tube specific for benzene (not affected by other hydrocarbons)
4 radios, and
expendable supplies (absorbent booms & pads, PPE)

The Tier 1 team will immediately report to the response contractor's supervisor for a briefing
on the response action and a tailgate health and safety meeting. The response contractor's
supervisor will direct the team's activities from this point on, including setting up laydown
areas and support areas. One of the first tasks of the Tier 1 response contractor's team will be
to double, and if possible, triple the containment boom system to minimize the possibility of
boom failure or product bypassing the boom system and/or entering the intake. It may be
necessary for the Tier 1 response contractor's team to work extended hours, using lights after
nightfall.
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4. The response contractor will begin mobilizing the Tier 2 and Tier 3 response contractor's
teams once the Tier 1 team is en route to the site.
The Tier 2 response contractor's team will be capable of removing 3,000 BBLS per day, will
be on-site within 36 hours of notification, and should consist of the Tier 1 response
contractor's team, plus:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

12 HAZWOPER-trained Personnel,
4 work boats,
4,000 feet of containment boom,
2 skimmers,
2 vans,
2 pick-up trucks,
2 vacuum trucks,
1 skid unit (1,500 gallon capacity),
8 radios, and
24 air bottles

The Tier 1 response contractor's team will work 24 hours per day, in shifts.
The Tier 3 response contractor's team will be capable of removing 6,000 BBLS per day, will
be on-site within 60 hours of notification, and should consist of the Tier 1 and Tier 2 response
contractor's teams, plus:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

23 HAZWOPER-trained Personnel,
2 pick-up trucks,
4 vans,
1 supply trailer,
4 work boats,
6,000 feet of containment boom,
3 vacuum trucks,
3 skimmers,
12 radios, and
48 air bottles

5. The first task of the Tier 1 response contractor's team will be to minimize the spread of the
product on the water and ground surface in order to protect the public and environmentally
sensitive areas. The team will place a containment boom as close as possible to the point
of origin of the spill to minimize the area of most severe contamination. The placement of
the containment boom will also be based on personnel safety considerations for the
personnel setting up the containment boom. The team will then place one or more
secondary booms farther away, in the path(s) of the plumes deemed by the Refinery
Incident Commander and the response contractor's supervisor to be the most dangerous
to the public or to the environment.
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6. Health and Safety Plan
Initial health and safety response actions will be in accordance with the standard operating
procedure. The response contractor's Site Safety Officer will complete a Site-Specific Health
and Safety Plan after the initial hazard assessment is conducted.
7. Implementation of Air Monitoring Program
The Refinery’s Incident Commander will assign a Site Safety Officer who will begin monitoring
activities (using a PID, an LEL meter and benzene-specific detection tubes) in the area of the
spill immediately on arrival, to assess the danger from fire and explosion in the work area,
determine potential exposure to benzene, delineate the exclusion zone, and establish the
support zone. Instruments, frequency of readings, records and responses to action levels will
conform to the Health and Safety Plan. The Site Safety Officer will pay particular attention to
LEL readings.
As soon as possible after the Site Safety Officer completes his initial air monitoring for the spill
site hazard assessment and delineates the work zones, he/she will begin a perimeter airmonitoring program to confirm that the exclusion zone is properly sized and to document
potential offsite migration of vapors that could impact the unprotected public or wildlife.
8. Contingency Planning
The Refinery Incident Commander, the Site Safety Officer and the response contractor's
supervisor will identify evacuation routes of egress and procedures, safe distances and places
of refuge, and emergency alerting procedures to be used in the event of an uncontrollable
situation such as fire or explosion.
9. Assessment of Affected Area(s)
The Refinery Incident Commander and the response contractor's supervisor will jointly review
the maps provided and inspect the affected area(s) and assess:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

The nature of the spilled liquid,
Source of the spill,
Direction(s) of spill migration,
Relative position of the intake,
Apparent or otherwise known subsurface geophysical feature that might impact the
work; i.e., subsurface sand layers, water table elevation,
Overhead and buried utility lines, and pipelines, etc.,
Nearby population, property or environmental features that might be affected by
the contained spill, or by an uncontained spill.

The Tiers 1, 2 and 3 response contractor's team resources in personnel, equipment and
material will be assessed to determine if they are adequate to effectively perform the work.
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If the Refinery Incident Commander determines that additional resources are required, the
response contractor's supervisor will request additional resources for the Tier 2 and 3
response contractor's teams from the response contractor's program manager. Additional
equipment may include backhoes, dump trucks, watercraft, generators, light sets, bulldozers
and front-end loaders. Equipment operators, laborers, and engineers may be mobilized as
necessary. Additional material may include more spill booms, absorbent materials, foam and
imported clay for berms.
10. Delineation of Exclusion and Support Zones
The Site Safety Officer will mark the limits of the exclusion zone with red plastic tape, using
existing trees to support the tape where possible. The support zone will be marked with green
plastic tape if in the Site Safety Officer’s judgment such marking is necessary to avoid
confusion with a contaminated area. If the exclusion zone cannot be physically marked, the
Site Safety Officer will annotate a site map or layout sketch and brief all personnel on the zone
layout prior to site entry.
11. Protection of Downstream Sensitive Areas
The Refinery’s Incident Commander, the response contractor's supervisor and Site Safety
Officer will inspect the boom system to ensure that it is effectively protecting the public and
environmentally sensitive areas downstream of the spill. The response contractor's supervisor
will direct placement of additional booms or relocation of existing booms if ongoing measures
are judged to be ineffective.
3.6.4

Ongoing Response

1. Recovering Wildlife for Transfer to Treatment Facilities
The response contractor will cooperate with Refinery and local wildlife assistance agencies to
recover birds, fish, reptiles and mammals affected by the spill, for transportation by the wildlife
agencies to treatment facilities.
2. Recovery and Transfer of Free Product
Construction of the free product temporary storage area will start after the containment booms
are in place and judged effective in limiting the spread of the plume. The storage will consist of
frac tanks or rubber bladders. The tanks or bladders will be surrounded by a berm built up
from on-site materials or imported clay.
The response contractor's team will recover free product with vacuum trucks, sorbent booms
and pads, oil skimmers and vacuum pumps.
3. Install Siphon Dams, Etc.
The response contractor's team will construct a siphon dam to contain the spilled product if
the contaminated water is flowing, and the water is shallow enough for this to be practical; i.e.,
if the water depth is less than 10 feet. A siphon dam is built of earth with steel or plastic pipes
embedded through it at a vertical angle such that the lighter, floating product is trapped behind
the dam while the water below it is permitted to flow through the pipes.
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4. Debris Removal
Debris will consist of steel, concrete, timber and vegetation contaminated by the spilled
product, plus product-soaked sorbent materials and trash generated by the response
contractor's team. Timber debris may result from demolition of docks, piers and similar marina
structures contaminated too badly for decontamination to be practical.
The Refinery will remove and dispose of debris or may direct the response contractor to do
so. Ultimate disposal may depend on the degree of contamination and is subject to approval
by the regulating agencies.
Typically, steel and concrete will be transported to a landfill. Timber and vegetation will be
either landfilled or incinerated off-site. The regulatory agencies may permit on-site burning of
timber and vegetation under some circumstances.
5. Stabilize Damaged or Affected Structures
The response contractor will construct temporary bracing and shoring as necessary to prevent
collapse of structures and foundations that might impede or endanger the response work. This
may include timber shoring as temporary replacements for sleepers under a damaged pipeline
section.
The Refinery will stabilize any damaged public or private marine structures if needed.
6. Initial Response and Draft Work Plan
The response contractor will prepare a draft work plan and submit it to the Refinery. The work
plan will include:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

A summary of initial response actions and results,
Subsequent planned activities,
Water and soil removal and treatment and/or disposal,
Air monitoring program,
Sampling and Analysis Plan,
Restoration and repairs, and
A schedule for the work.

7. Debriefing/Dissemination of Information and Data
The Refinery Incident Commander will interface with the regulatory agencies and news media.
The response contractor will not disseminate any information or data without approval of the
Refinery Incident Commander. The response contractor may furnish personnel to assist the
Refinery Incident Commander in debriefing.
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8. Documentation of Cleanup Efforts and Progress
The response contractor will prepare and maintain records, including photos and/or video,
documenting the response. Records and documents will include the supervisor's daily notes,
personnel time sheets, equipment usage logs, material delivery tickets, daily air monitoring
logs, and soil and water analysis reports.
The response contractor will submit to the Refinery Incident Commander a report
summarizing the accomplishments of the preceding week, the cost status and the response
activity schedule.
9. Public Relations/Agency Liaison
The Refinery Incident Commander will provide all direct contact with the news media and with
regulatory agencies.
3.6.5

Cleanup Strategies for Water Supply Intakes

1. Access to, at and on Water Supply Intakes
Access to the site will probably be by road or navigable waterway, subject to approval and
oversight by the cognizant authority. Personnel and equipment may be mobilized by truck or
boat/barge. Once the floating equipment reaches the water supply intake, the booms can be
deployed and moved by boat. Personnel can be landed on the shoreline as required to anchor
containment booms, clean shoreside structures and excavate small volumes of contaminated
soil. Tracked or wheeled heavy equipment may be used along the shoreline for major
excavation where the shore can be approached from the landward side.
The response contractor will construct temporary roads, staging and laydown areas in
locations approved by the appropriate authorities responsible for the intake, taking into
consideration the need to avoid interfering with the operation of the intake wherever possible.
Where navigable waterways are convenient to the site and the cognizant authorities approve
the use of waterborne equipment, the response contractor may use workboats and/or barges
to mobilize the response equipment to the site. Equipment sizes may be limited by the
capacity of available boats and barges. The response contractor may use existing boat
landings/docks or construct a temporary landing to tie up the watercraft and offload the
equipment.
Roads, staging areas, and watercraft landings will be restored to their pre-spill conditions as
described in Site Restoration below.
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2. Protection of Water Supply Intakes
Protection of the water supply intake from contamination by the spilled product is the crucial
aspect of this scenario.
Once human health and safety concerns have been addressed, priority will be given to
protecting the intake from contamination. Whenever the release is waterborne, booms will be
typically deployed as the isolating/protecting mechanism. Boats will probably be used to
deploy the booms. The cognizant authority, the Refinery Incident Commander and the first
responder should identify potential boat launch sites and communicate this to the response
crew prior to their arrival.
If the release is overland, then priority should be given to preventing the spilled product from
reaching the water body. Containment of an overland spill is typically done with ditches and
berms. With the approval of and at the direction of the cognizant authorities, the response
contractor may dig ditches and build berms downslope of the spill site to stop the overland
flow of the spilled product. In some cases it may be possible to use this ditch/berm system to
divert the product to a collection point downslope of the spill. If the soil dug from the ditches is
clay, it may be used to build the berms. Sandy or gravelly soil does not make good barrier
berm material. If importing clay from offsite is impractical and no clay is available onsite, the
response contractor may have to use sorbent materials, i.e., sorbent booms and pads, to
construct the berm.
3. Recovery of Product from Water and Treatment of Contaminated Water
Typically, product is recovered from surface water like a water supply intake by a combination
of mechanical skimming, vacuum recovery, and manual application of sorbent materials.
Temporary storage of recovered product may be accomplished by the use of tank trailers,
small barges or other containers. All recovery and storage plans, techniques, equipment and
materials will be subject to the approval and direction of the cognizant authorities.
Prolonged storage of contaminated water in close proximity to the intake may be inadvisable
due to the continued danger of leaks from the tanks and pipefittings. If the cognizant
authorities concur, the storage tanks or barges may be moved offsite as soon as practical to
reduce this hazard. The Refinery Incident Commander or the first responder will have to
assess the situation quickly and communicate with the response crew in order to ensure that
sufficient quantities of the correct storage and transfer equipment are deployed.
Once the contaminated waters have been stored, treatment options can be explored.
Although onsite storage and treatment is generally preferred by regulatory agencies, offsite
water treatment should be considered as an alternative in order to remove the hazard of recontaminating the water body. Possible treatment options include steam or air stripping,
oil/water separation, carbon adsorption, or other methodologies or combinations of
methodologies.
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4. Cleaning of Affected Structures
Traditional methods of cleaning structures affected by released product include wiping, hot
water, low or high-pressure wash-down, and/or the use of surfactants, emulsifiers or other
agents. Because improper or misapplied materials and procedures may do more harm than
good, and because of the potential for irrecoverable damage to the intake structure and the
water purification process system downstream of it, the method of choice for cleaning an
intake structure contaminated with product will require the approval and direction of the
cognizant authority. Alternative methods, including the use of detergents or emulsifiers, will be
discussed with the appropriate authorities and used only with their concurrence and at their
direction.
5. Solids Handling and Removal
Product-laden soils on the shore of the water supply body will be removed to the satisfaction
of, and at the direction of, the appropriate authorities. Heavy equipment, such as tracked
excavators and dump trucks, will be used wherever their use is not prohibited by the cognizant
authority or impractical due to access restrictions.
Sorbent materials and other solid residue will be placed in trash bags and removed from the
site for disposition. The response contractor will take particular care to remove all his sitegenerated wastes from the area, and will conduct a final walking inspection of the entire area
with the Refinery Incident Commander to confirm that this has been done prior to departure.
Contaminated soils and other solids will be removed from the site as approved by and at the
direction of the cognizant authority. Trucks may remove solids where roads are available.
Barges may be used for removal of large volumes of contaminated solids where navigable
waterways connect to the water supply body, provided caution is exercised to avoid
recontamination by spillage.
3.6.6

Site Restoration

1. Sampling and Analysis to Verify Cleanup
Sampling and analysis of the remaining soils and water will be coordinated with local, state
and federal agencies to verify that the cleanup meets their requirements. This effort may be
prolonged in order to ensure that the public is not endangered by residual spill-related
contaminants in the drinking water supply.
2. Rebuild/Reconstruct Affected Structures/Areas
Restoration requirements will vary considerably from site to site. As early as possible, the
Refinery should determine the feasibility and practicality of restoration in consultation with the
appropriate authorities so that detailed, deliberate plans, specifications, and costs can be
prepared.
3. Final Report
The response contractor will prepare a Final Report for the Refinery, summarizing the actions
taken during the response activities, with particular attention to restoration and verification of
cleanup.
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Wetlands
3.7.1

Environmental Response Scenario

The following scenario provides probable, effective response actions in the event of a spill to
wetlands. Depending on the site-specific conditions, the Refinery may choose to respond in a
manner different from that described below. The manpower, equipment, and recovery rates
are all dependent upon site-specific conditions and Company will respond in an appropriate
manner.
3.7.2

Description of the Affected Area

Wetlands are described in 40 CFR 230.41 as "...those areas that are inundated or saturated
by surface or ground water at a frequency and duration sufficient to support, and that under
normal circumstances do support, a prevalence of vegetation typically adapted for life in
saturated soil conditions.” Wetlands generally include swamps, marshes, bogs and similar
areas” Wetlands are frequently, but not always, remote from human habitation, and are
generally undeveloped. Wetlands are not always identified and marked as such.
1. Public Health and Safety Concerns
Most major wetlands are remote from human habitation, where a spill is unlikely to have a
direct effect on public safety and health. However, some small wetlands may be found in or
near metropolitan areas, where public safety and health will be a major and immediate
concern, primarily due to danger of fire or explosion, or due to inhalation of toxic vapors. The
danger zone for the public will generally be downwind of the point of discharge and the
resulting plume.
2. Project Personnel Safety Concerns
The greatest safety concern for project personnel is fire and explosion. The response team
personnel will conduct continuous air monitoring for flammable vapors with a combustible gas
meter and will suspend operations when readings exceed 10 percent of the lower explosive
limit (LEL). Response team personnel will use non-sparking equipment whenever monitoring
indicates explosion/fire potential. Smoking paraphernalia, including lighters, will not be
permitted in the work areas under any circumstances.
Other safety concerns for project personnel, Refinery representatives and the regulatory
agencies' representatives are inhalation of hydrocarbon vapors (specifically benzene vapors),
skin contact with liquid hydrocarbons, heat stress and cold exposure, and contact with, or
bites from, poisonous plants, insects, snakes, rodents and large wildlife indigenous to the
wetlands.
Air monitoring analysis will dictate the level of PPE utilized by workers in the exclusion zone.
The support area, including break and eating areas, will be located in a safe area and upwind
of the exclusion zone wherever possible.
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3. Property and Environmental Impact
Property impact of a spill on wetlands will depend on its proximity to inhabited or improved
property. Major wetlands are generally undeveloped and have little or no commercial value; a
spill is expected to have minimal property impact.
Environmental impact on wetlands can be severe. Petroleum hydrocarbons may have an
adverse impact on most forms of plant and animal life, and can destroy the exposed portion of
wetlands. Wetlands perform a valuable filtering action for the waters that pass through them,
removing solids and organic materials. Wetlands also provide a habitat for wildlife and are a
source of oxygen for the atmosphere.
4. Potential Logistical Problems
Wetlands are typically remote from major transportation networks and utility services. Roads
into and through such areas may be seasonal, intermittent, and should be considered
generally unreliable. There may be insufficient solid ground on which to set up support areas,
lay-down areas, etc.
Transportation of personnel, equipment and materials into and out of the area may require
specialized vehicles such as UTVs, swamp buggies, airboats or barges. The response
contractor should possess, or have ready access to, the minimum required equipment.
Temporary utilities, including potable water, fuel and electricity will probably be absent and
must be brought in by the response team.
3.7.3

Initial Response Strategies

1. The Refinery Incident Commander will
•
•
•
•
•

Initiate evacuation of the public from the affected areas and from the area in which
the plume is moving,
Initiate appropriate actions to isolate the pipeline or any other source of the spill;
i.e., turn off the nearest block valves and shut down the flow of product.
Order immediate deployment of the response contractor's oil containment boom
(minimum 200 ft. long), complete with anchors,
Notify the response contractor's program manager that a spill is in progress and
Notify the appropriate Federal, State, and local regulatory agencies. A local, State
and Federal agency notification is listed in Annex 2 of this ICP.

2. The response contractor manager will dispatch a response supervisor to the location of
the spill by the fastest means practical. The response contractor's supervisor will be
equipped with a one-day supply of PPE to include supplied air, and a radio or mobile
telephone. The response contractor's supervisor will contact the Refinery Incident
Commander immediately on arrival at the site and jointly assess the magnitude of the
problem, noting any special considerations that may affect selection of resources required
to complete the response action.
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3. The response contractor will mobilize the Tier 1 response team while the response
contractor's supervisor is en route to the site. The Tier 1 response team will be capable of
removing 1,500 BBLS of product per day, will be en route within 2 hours of notification,
and will arrive on-site within 12 hours of notification. This team should consist of:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

8 HAZWOPER-trained personnel (including a supervisors and a site safety officer),
2 pick-up trucks,
1 one-ton box truck/associated supplies,
2 vacuum trucks,
1 van,
2 work boats,
2,000 ft. of containment boom,
one foam trailer with applicator and foam to cover 90,000 square feet,
a seven (7)-day supply of PPE,
12 sets of air bottles,
lights,
2 skimmers,
1 generator,
1 air compressor,
PID/LEL,
detector tube specific for benzene (not affected by other hydrocarbons)
4 radios, and
expendable supplies (absorbent booms & pads, PPE)

The Tier 1 team will immediately report to the response contractor's supervisor for a briefing
on the response action and a tailgate health and safety meeting. The response contractor's
supervisor will direct the team's activities from this point on, including setting up laydown
areas and support areas.
4. The response contractor will begin mobilizing the Tier 2 and Tier 3 response teams once
the Tier 1 team is en route to the site.
The Tier 2 response team will be capable of removing 3,000 BBLS per day, will be on-site
within 36 hours of notification, and should consist of the Tier 1 response team, plus:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
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12 HAZWOPER-trained personnel,
4 work boats,
4,000 feet of containment boom,
2 skimmers,
2 vans,
2 pick-up trucks,
2 vacuum trucks,
1 skid unit (1,500 gallon capacity),
8 radios, and
24 air bottles
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The Tier 3 response team will be capable of removing 6,000 BBLS per day, will be on-site
within 60 hours of notification, and should consist of the Tier 1 and Tier 2 response teams,
plus:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

23 HAZWOPER-trained personnel,
2 pick-up trucks,
4 vans,
1 supply trailer,
4 work boats,
6,000 feet of containment boom,
3 vacuum trucks,
3 skimmers,
12 radios, and
48 air bottles

5. The first task of the Tier 1 response team will be to minimize the spread of the product on
the water and ground surface in order to protect the public and environmentally sensitive
areas. The team will place a containment boom as close as possible to the point of origin
of the spill to minimize the area of most severe contamination. The placement of the
containment boom will also be based on personnel safety considerations for the personnel
setting up the containment boom. The team will then place one or more secondary booms
farther away, in the path(s) of the plumes deemed by the Refinery Incident Commander
and the response contractor's supervisor to be the most dangerous to the public or to the
environment.
6. Health and Safety Plan
Initial health and safety response actions will be in accordance with the standard operating
procedure. The response contractor's Site Safety Officer will complete a Site-Specific Health
and Safety Plan after the initial hazard assessment is conducted.
7. Implementation of Air Monitoring Program
The Refinery’s Incident Commander will assign a Site Safety Officer who will begin monitoring
activities (using a PID, an LEL meter and benzene-specific detection tubes) in the area of the
spill immediately on arrival, to assess the danger from fire and explosion in the work area,
determine potential exposure to benzene, delineate the exclusion zone, and establish the
support zone. Instruments, frequency of readings, records and responses to action levels will
conform to the Health and Safety Plan. The Site Safety Officer will pay particular attention to
LEL readings.
As soon as possible after the Site Safety Officer completes his initial air monitoring for the spill
site hazard assessment and delineates the work zones, he/she will begin a perimeter airmonitoring program to confirm that the exclusion zone is properly sized and to document
potential offsite migration of vapors that could impact the unprotected public or wildlife.
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8. Contingency Planning
The Refinery Incident Commander, the Site Safety Officer and the response contractor's
supervisor will identify evacuation routes of egress and procedures, safe distances and places
of refuge, and emergency alerting procedures to be used in the event of an uncontrollable
situation such as fire or explosion.
9. Assessment of Affected Area(s)
The Refinery Incident Commander and the response contractor's supervisor will jointly review
the maps provided and inspect the affected area(s) and assess:
•
•
•
•
•
•

The nature of the spilled liquid,
Source of the spill,
Direction(s) of spill migration,
Apparent or otherwise known subsurface geophysical feature that might impact the
work; i.e., subsurface sand layers, water table elevation,
Overhead and buried utility lines, pipelines, etc.,
Nearby population, property or environmental features that might be affected by
the contained spill, or by an uncontained spill.

The Tiers 1, 2, and 3 response team resources in personnel, equipment and material will be
assessed to determine if they are adequate to effectively perform the work.
If the Refinery Incident Commander determines that additional resources are required, the
response contractor's supervisor will request additional resources for the Tier 2 and 3
response teams from the response contractor's program manager. Additional equipment may
include backhoes, dump trucks, watercraft, generators, light sets, bulldozers and front-end
loaders. Equipment operators, laborers, and engineers may be mobilized as necessary.
Additional material may include more spill booms, absorbent materials, foam, and imported
clay for berms.
10. Delineation of Exclusion and Support Zones
The Site Safety Officer will mark the limits of the exclusion zone with red plastic tape, using
existing trees to support the tape where possible. The support zone will be marked with green
plastic tape if in the Site Safety Officer’s judgment such marking is necessary to avoid
confusion with a contaminated area. If the exclusion zone cannot be physically marked, the
Site Safety Officer will annotate a site map or layout sketch and brief all personnel on the zone
layout prior to site entry.
11. Protection of Downstream Sensitive Areas
The Refinery’s Incident Commander, the response contractor's supervisor and Site Safety
Officer will inspect the boom system to ensure that it is effectively protecting the public and
environmentally sensitive areas downstream of the spill. The response contractor's supervisor
will direct placement of additional booms or relocation of existing booms if ongoing measures
are judged to be ineffective.
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Ongoing Response

1. Recovering Wildlife for Transfer to Treatment Facilities
The response contractor will cooperate with Refinery and local wildlife assistance agencies to
recover birds, fish, reptiles and mammals affected by the spill, for transportation by the wildlife
agencies to treatment facilities.
2. Recovery and Transfer of Free Product
Construction of the free product temporary storage area will start after the containment booms
are in place and judged effective in limiting the spread of the plume. The storage will consist of
frac tanks or rubber bladders. The tanks or bladders will be surrounded by a berm built up
from on-site materials or imported clay.
The response team will recover free product with vacuum trucks, sorbent booms and pads, oil
skimmers and vacuum pumps.
3. Install Siphon Dams, Etc.
The response team will construct a siphon dam to contain the spilled product if the
contaminated water is flowing. A siphon dam is built of earth with steel or plastic pipes
embedded through it at a vertical angle such that the lighter, floating product is trapped behind
the dam while the water below it is permitted to flow through the pipes.
4. Debris Removal
Debris will consist of steel, concrete, timber and vegetation contaminated by the spilled
product, plus product-soaked sorbent materials and trash generated by the response team.
The Refinery will remove and dispose of debris or may direct the response contractor to do
so. Ultimate disposal may depend on the degree of contamination and is subject to approval
by the regulating agencies.
Typically, steel and concrete will be transported to a landfill. Timber and vegetation will be
either landfilled or incinerated off-site. The regulatory agencies may permit on-site burning of
timber and vegetation under some circumstances.
5. Stabilize Damaged or Affected Structures
The response contractor will construct temporary bracing and shoring as necessary to prevent
collapse of structures and foundations that might impede or endanger the response work. This
may include timber shoring as temporary replacements for sleepers under a damaged pipeline
section.
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6. Initial Response and Draft Work Plan
The response contractor will prepare a draft work plan and submit it to the Refinery. The work
plan will include:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

A summary of initial response actions and results,
Subsequent planned activities,
Water and soil removal and treatment and/or disposal,
Air monitoring program,
Sampling and Analysis Plan,
Restoration and repairs, and
A schedule for the work.

7. Debriefing/Dissemination of Information and Data
The Refinery Incident Commander will interface with the regulatory agencies and news media.
The response contractor will not disseminate any information or data without approval of the
Refinery Incident Commander. The response contractor may furnish personnel to assist the
Refinery Incident Commander in debriefing.
8. Documentation of Cleanup Efforts and Progress
The response contractor will prepare and maintain records, including photos and/or video,
documenting the response. Records and documents will include the supervisor's daily notes,
personnel time sheets, equipment usage logs, material delivery tickets, daily air monitoring
logs, and soil and water analysis reports.
The response contractor's program manager will submit to the Refinery Incident Commander
a weekly report summarizing the accomplishments of the preceding week, the cost status and
the response activity schedule.
9. Public Relations/Agency Liaison
The Refinery Incident Commander will provide all direct contact with the news media and with
regulatory agencies.
3.7.5

Cleanup Strategies for Wetlands

1. Access on and Through Wetlands
Access on and through wetlands may probably be severely restricted by the regulatory
agencies due to the severe and long-lasting damage that could result. Routes for temporary
roads and laydown areas will be coordinated with the appropriate authorities with due
consideration for critical and sensitive vegetation and animal habitats. The cognizant
authorities will be requested to assist the Refinery Incident Commander and the response
contractor by directing the layout of temporary roads and work areas, and the marking of
areas in which personnel and equipment are prohibited. Response personnel will be briefed
on the approved and prohibited areas on their arrival and at the daily tailgate safety briefings.
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Boats and/or barges may prove practical and less disruptive to the wetlands than vehicles and
tracked equipment in some cases. The response contractor may have to construct a
temporary landing to tie up the watercraft and offload some personnel, equipment and
materials. The response contractor will minimize the size and number of heavy equipment
used in the response, to the minimum necessary to do the work.
All access roads, boat landings, etc. will be restored to their pre-spill conditions as described
in Site Restoration below.
2. Protection of Wetlands
Once human health and safety issues have been addressed, the next priority will be given to
limiting the spread of spilled product and further contamination of plant and animal life. This is
usually done with containment booms and berms. The cognizant authorities, the Refinery
Incident Commander and the first responder will identify the areas threatened by the spill, and
select the boom and berm locations. The Refinery Incident Commander will advise the
contractor's response team of special or additional equipment and material needs.
Booms typically protect swamps and ponds that are contaminated or threatened by a spill.
Booms will be deployed by boat if possible, provided that the cognizant authorities approve
their use. Where the water is too shallow for workboats, the response contractor may have to
deploy the boom manually, by workers wading in the water or mud.
Ditches and berms typically protect a spill on solid ground. With the concurrence and at the
direction of the cognizant authorities, the response contractor may dig ditches and/or build
berms around the spill site to stop the overland flow of the spilled product. Tracked excavators
and/or bulldozers may be used for this where there is solid enough ground to support heavy
equipment and the regulatory agencies permit its use. In some cases it may be possible to
use this ditch/berm system as the product collection system or to divert the product to a
collection point. If the soil dug from the ditches is clay, it may be used to build the berms.
Sandy or gravelly soil does not make good barrier berm material. Clay dug from other onsite
areas may be used only with the approval of, and at the direction of, the cognizant authorities.
If importing clay from offsite is impractical and no clay is available onsite, the response
contractor may have to use sorbent materials, i.e., sorbent booms and pads, to construct the
berm.
3. Recovery of Product from Water and Treatment of Contaminated Water.
Product is typically recovered from lakes, ponds and rivers associated with wetlands by a
combination of mechanical skimming, vacuum recovery, and sorbent materials. Boats may be
used to move personnel, booms and materials where water depth is adequate and if the
cognizant authorities concur.
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Product spilled onto the ground of a wetland does not normally soak very far into the soil, due
to the saturated nature of the soil. The spilled product will probably collect as pools in low
spots of the ground surface. Vacuum pumps and sorbent pads may be used to remove the
majority of the product. Excavation of remaining contaminated soils will be done only with the
concurrence and at the direction of the appropriate authorities. Other methods such as by
soil/vapor extraction, or pumping from recovery wells may be considered as part of a longterm plan. Free product will probably be pumped to temporary storage, and used sorbent
materials will be collected and handled as solid wastes.
The methods of temporary storage of the contaminated water will be site-specific, and will
depend on suitable onsite ground space, distance to a suitable offsite storage area, and
agency approvals. Barges may be practical storage containers where navigable waters are
conveniently close and the cognizant authority approves their use. Tank trailers or frac tanks
may be used if roads are closer than barge access to the wetlands spill site. In any case, the
regulatory agencies may require that product, and contaminated water, be transported offsite
as quickly as possible.
Once the contained waters have been stored, treatment options can be explored. Possible
treatment options include steam or air stripping, oil/water separation, carbon adsorption, or
other methodologies or combinations of methodologies. It is expected that the water treatment
facility will be installed outside the wetlands.
4. Cleaning of Affected Structures
Wetlands typically do not include many manmade structures; however such manmade
structures as are contaminated by the spilled product can be cleaned by traditional methods
that include wiping, hot water, low or high-pressure wash-down, and use of surfactants,
emulsifiers or other agents. The use of surfactants, emulsifiers and other agents may be
prohibited by the regulatory or other cognizant authorities in some areas. Cleaning methods
and materials to be used at a spill will be discussed with the appropriate authorities and used
only with their concurrence and at their direction.
Wash-down water and other liquids from cleaning activities should be contained by the boom
or ditch/berm system, then collected and treated with the contaminated ground and surface
waters.
5. Solids Handling and Removal
Removal of product-laden soils will be conducted only with the concurrence and at the
direction of the appropriate authorities. Heavy equipment such as excavators will be used
where the cognizant authorities permit it. Otherwise contaminated soils will be excavated
manually using shovels and other hand tools.
Sorbent materials and other solid residue will be placed in trash bags and removed from the
site for disposition. The response contractor will take particular care to remove all his sitegenerated wastes from the area, and will conduct a final walking inspection of the entire area
with the Refinery Incident Commander to confirm that this has been done prior to departure.
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Contaminated soils and other solids will be removed from the site unless the regulatory
authorities dictate that they remain onsite. Transportation plans, including routes, vehicle
types and loading methods may require the approval of the cognizant authorities. Trucks may
be used where roads are available. Barges may be more practical where navigable waterways
are reasonably close. Where vehicle and barge use is impractical or prohibited by regulatory
agencies, solids from the site may have to be removed manually.
3.7.6

Site Restoration

1. Sampling and Analysis to Verify Cleanup
Sampling and analysis of the remaining soils and water will be coordinated with local, state
and federal agencies to verify that the cleanup meets their requirements.
2. Rebuild/Reconstruct Affected Structures/Areas
Wetlands restoration activities will vary considerably from site to site. As early as possible, the
Refinery should determine the feasibility and practicality of restoration in consultation with the
appropriate authorities so that detailed, deliberate plans, specifications, and costs can be
prepared.
3. Final Report
The response contractor will prepare a Final Report for the Refinery, summarizing the actions
taken during the response activities, with particular attention to restoration and verification of
cleanup.

3.8

Wildlife Refuges
3.8.1

Environmental Response Scenario

The following scenario provides probable, effective response actions in the event of a spill to a
wildlife refuge. Depending on the site-specific conditions, the Refinery may choose to respond
in a manner different from that described below. The manpower, equipment, and recovery
rates are all dependent upon site-specific conditions and Company will respond in an
appropriate manner.
3.8.2

Description of the Affected Area

Wildlife refuges are areas designated by the federal government to remain in a natural or
underdeveloped condition for the benefit of wild animals, particularly game species and those
that are endangered. The vegetation and water supply generally support a wide variety of
insects, fish, reptiles, mammals and birds, some of which may be endangered or otherwise
protected by law. A wildlife refuge may include any type of terrain, including shorelines,
swamps, forests, deserts, and mountainous areas. Wildlife refuges are frequently, but not
always, remote from human habitation, and are generally undeveloped. Wildlife refuges are
usually identified and marked as such on maps and along their boundaries.
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1. Public Health and Safety Concerns
Most major wildlife refuges are remote from human habitation, where a spill may affect the
health and safety of a relatively small number of forest rangers, fish and game agents and
visitors. The danger zone for the public will generally be downwind of the point of discharge
and the resulting plume.
2. Project Personnel Safety Concerns
The greatest safety concern for project personnel is fire and explosion. The response
contractor's team personnel will conduct continuous air monitoring for flammable vapors with a
combustible gas meter and will suspend operations when readings exceed 10 percent of the
lower explosive limit (LEL). Response contractor's team personnel will use non-sparking
equipment whenever monitoring indicates explosion/fire potential. Smoking paraphernalia,
including lighters, will not be permitted in the work areas under any circumstances.
Other safety concerns for project personnel, Refinery representatives and the regulatory
agencies' representatives are inhalation of hydrocarbon vapors (specifically benzene vapors),
skin contact with liquid hydrocarbons, heat stress and cold exposure, and contact with, or
bites from, poisonous plants, insects, snakes, rodents and large wildlife indigenous to the
wildlife refuge.
Air monitoring analysis will dictate the level of PPE utilized by workers in the exclusion zone.
The support area, including break and eating areas, will be located in a safe area and upwind
of the exclusion zone wherever possible.
3. Property and Environmental Impact
Property impact of a spill on a wildlife refuge will depend on its proximity to inhabited or
improved property. Major wildlife refuges are generally undeveloped but may have potential
commercial value; a spill may have serious impact on the commercial value of public or
private property.
Environmental impact of a spill on a wildlife refuge can be immediate and extensive.
Petroleum hydrocarbons may have an adverse impact on most forms of plant and animal life,
and can destroy the exposed portion of a wildlife refuge. Wildlife refuges provide crucial
habitats and food supplies for wildlife and are sources of oxygen for the atmosphere.
The more tender vegetation, such as grasses, may be destroyed by direct contact with the
spilled product. Hardier vegetation such as shrubs and trees contaminated by the spilled
product may be removed as part of the response activities. The loss of habitat and food
supply is expected to have a serious impact on wildlife in the refuge.
Wildlife may be threatened by direct contact with the spilled product, eating productcontaminated vegetation, and hunger if large areas are cleared of contaminated vegetation
during the response activities. The times of greatest danger to wildlife will be during
migrations, when large numbers of birds depend on the refuges for food and safety. Even
temporary loss of part of a major refuge could have a serious impact on some species. Loss
of part of a key breeding ground for an endangered species could contribute to its extinction.
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4. Potential Logistical Problems
Wildlife refuges differ from site to site, but typically they are remote from major transportation
networks and utility services. Roads into and through such areas may be seasonal,
intermittent, and should be considered generally unreliable. There may be insufficient solid
level ground or a wide enough clearing in which to set up support areas, lay-down areas, etc.
Transportation of personnel, equipment and materials into and out of the area may require
specialized vehicles such as UTVs, swamp buggies, airboats or helicopters. The response
contractor should possess, or have ready access to, the minimum required equipment.
Temporary utilities, including potable water, fuel and electricity will probably be absent and
must be brought in by the response contractor's team.
3.8.3

Initial Response Strategies

1. The Refinery Incident Commander will:
•
•
•
•
•

Initiate evacuation of the public from the affected areas and from the area toward
which the plume is moving,
Initiate appropriate actions to isolate the pipeline or any other source of the spill;
i.e., turn off the nearest block valves and shut down the flow of product.
Order immediate deployment of the response contractor's oil containment boom
(minimum 200 ft. long), complete with anchors,
Notify the response contractor's program manager that a spill is in progress and
Notify the appropriate Federal, State, and local regulatory agencies. Local, State
and Federal agency notifications are listed in Annex 2 this ICP.

2. The response contractor will dispatch a response supervisor to the location of the spill by
the fastest means practical. The response contractor's supervisor will be equipped with a
one-day supply of PPE to include supplied air, and a radio or mobile telephone. The
response contractor's supervisor will contact the Refinery Incident Commander
immediately on arrival at the site and jointly assess the magnitude of the problem, noting
any special considerations that may affect selection of resources required to complete the
response action.
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3. The response contractor will mobilize the Tier 1 response contractor's team while the
response contractor's supervisor is en route to the site. The Tier 1 response contractor's
team will be capable of removing 1,500 BBLS of product per day, will be en route within 2
hours of notification, and will arrive on-site within 12 hours of notification. This team should
consist of:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

8 HAZWOPER-trained personnel (including a supervisors and a site safety officer),
2 pick-up trucks,
1 one-ton box truck/associated supplies,
2 vacuum trucks,
1 van,
2 work boats,
2,000 ft. of containment boom,
one foam trailer with applicator and foam to cover 90,000 square feet,
a seven (7)-day supply of PPE,
12 sets of air bottles,
lights,
2 skimmers,
1 generator,
1 air compressor,
PID/LEL,
detector tube specific for benzene (not affected by other hydrocarbons)
4 radios, and
expendable supplies (absorbent booms & pads, PPE)

The Tier 1 response contractor's team will immediately report to the response contractor's
supervisor for a briefing on the response action and a tailgate health and safety meeting. The
response contractor's supervisor will direct the team's activities from this point on, including
setting up laydown areas and support areas.
4. The response contractor will begin mobilizing the Tier 2 and Tier 3 response contractor's
teams once the Tier 1 team is en route to the site.
The Tier 2 response contractor's team will be capable of removing 3,000 BBLS per day, will
be on-site within 36 hours of notification, and should consist of the Tier 1 response
contractor's team, plus:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
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12 HAZWOPER-trained personnel,
4 work boats,
4,000 feet of containment boom,
2 skimmers,
2 vans,
2 pick-up trucks,
2 vacuum trucks,
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24 air bottles
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The Tier 3 response contractor's team will be capable of removing 6,000 BBLS per day, will
be on-site within 60 hours of notification, and should consist of the Tier 1 and Tier 2 response
contractor's teams, plus:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

23 HAZWOPER-trained personnel,
2 pick-up trucks,
4 vans,
1 supply trailer,
4 work boats,
6,000 feet of containment boom,
3 vacuum trucks,
3 skimmers,
12 radios, and
48 air bottles

5. The first task of the Tier 1 response contractor's team will be to minimize the spread of the
product on the water and ground surface in order to protect the public and the vegetation
and wildlife in the refuge. The team will place a containment boom as close as possible to
the point of origin of the spill to minimize the area of most severe contamination. The
placement of the containment boom will also be based on personnel safety considerations
for the personnel setting up the containment boom. The team will then place one or more
secondary booms farther away, in the path(s) of the plumes deemed by the Refinery
Incident Commander and the response contractor's supervisor to be the most dangerous
to the public or to the environment.
6. Health and Safety Plan
Initial health and safety response actions will be in accordance with the standard operating
procedure. The response contractor's Site Safety Officer will complete a Site-Specific Health
and Safety Plan after the initial hazard assessment is conducted.
7. Implementation of Air Monitoring Program
The Refinery’s Incident Commander will assign a Site Safety Officer who will begin monitoring
activities (using a PID, an LEL meter and benzene-specific detection tubes) in the area of the
spill immediately on arrival, to assess the danger from fire and explosion in the work area,
determine potential exposure to benzene, delineate the exclusion zone, and establish the
support zone. Instruments, frequency of readings, records and responses to action levels will
conform to the Health and Safety Plan. The Site Safety Officer will pay particular attention to
LEL readings.
As soon as possible after the Site Safety Officer completes his initial air monitoring for the spill
site hazard assessment and delineates the work zones, he/she will begin a perimeter airmonitoring program to confirm that the exclusion zone is properly sized and to document
potential offsite migration of vapors that could impact the unprotected public or wildlife.
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8. Contingency Planning
The Refinery Incident Commander, the Site Safety Officer and the response contractor's
supervisor will identify evacuation routes of egress and procedures, safe distances and places
of refuge, and emergency alerting procedures to be used in the event of an uncontrollable
situation such as fire or explosion.
9. Assessment of Affected Area(s)
The Refinery Incident Commander and the response contractor's supervisor will jointly review
the maps provided and inspect the affected area(s) and assess:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

The nature of the spilled liquid,
Source of the spill,
Direction(s) of spill migration,
Apparent or otherwise known subsurface geophysical feature that might impact the
work; i.e., subsurface sand layers, water table elevation,
Overhead and buried utility lines, pipelines, etc.,
Nearby population, property or environmental features that might be affected by
the contained spill, or by an uncontained spill.
Closest concentration of wildlife and breeding areas

The Tiers 1, 2, and 3 response team resources in personnel, equipment and material will be
assessed to determine if they are adequate to effectively perform the work.
If the Refinery Incident Commander determines that additional resources are required, the
response contractor's supervisor will request additional resources for the Tier 2 and 3
response teams from the response contractor's program manager. Additional equipment may
include backhoes, dump trucks, watercraft, generators, light sets, bulldozers and front-end
loaders. Equipment operators, laborers, and engineers may be mobilized as necessary.
Additional material may include more spill booms, absorbent materials, foam and imported
clay for berms.
10. Delineation of Exclusion and Support Zones
The Site Safety Officer will mark the limits of the exclusion zone with red plastic tape, using
existing trees to support the tape where possible. The support zone will be marked with green
plastic tape if in the Site Safety Officer’s judgment such marking is necessary to avoid
confusion with a contaminated area. If the exclusion zone cannot be physically marked, the
Site Safety Officer will annotate a site map or layout sketch and brief all personnel on the zone
layout prior to site entry.
11. Protection of Downstream Sensitive Areas
The Refinery’s Incident Commander, the response contractor's supervisor and Site Safety
Officer will inspect the boom system to ensure that it is effectively protecting the public and
environmentally sensitive areas downstream of the spill. The response contractor's supervisor
will direct placement of additional booms or relocation of existing booms if ongoing measures
are judged to be ineffective.
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Ongoing Response

1. Recovering Wildlife for Transfer to Treatment Facilities
The response contractor will cooperate with Refinery and local wildlife assistance agencies to
recover birds, fish, small and large animals affected by the spill, for transportation by the
appropriate wildlife agencies to treatment facilities. The response contractor will take extreme
care to minimize the disruption or displacement of wildlife, with particular attention to the
breeding areas of protected species.
2. Recovery and Transfer of Free Product
Construction of the free product temporary storage area will start after the containment booms
are in place and judged effective in limiting the spread of the plume. The storage will consist of
frac tanks or rubber bladders. The tanks or bladders will be surrounded by a berm built up
from on-site materials or imported clay.
The response contractor's team will recover free product with vacuum trucks, sorbent booms
and pads, oil skimmers and vacuum pumps.
3. Install Siphon Dams, Etc.
The response contractor's team may construct a siphon dam to contain the spilled product if
the contaminated water is flowing. A siphon dam is built of earth with steel or plastic pipes
embedded through it at a vertical angle such that the lighter, floating product is trapped behind
the dam while the water below it is permitted to flow through the pipes.
4. Debris Removal
Debris will consist of steel, concrete, timber and vegetation contaminated by the spilled
product, plus product-soaked sorbent materials and trash generated by the response
contractor's team. Contaminated vegetation is anticipated to make up the majority of the
debris.
The Refinery will remove and dispose of debris or may direct the response contractor to do
so. Ultimate disposal may depend on the degree of contamination and is subject to approval
by the regulating agencies.
Typically, steel and concrete will be transported to a landfill. Timber and vegetation will be
either landfilled or incinerated off-site. The regulatory agencies may permit on-site burning of
timber and vegetation under some circumstances, but this is unlikely within the boundaries of
the wildlife refuge itself.
5. Stabilize Damaged or Affected Structures
The response contractor will construct temporary bracing and shoring as necessary to prevent
collapse of structures and foundations that might impede or endanger the response work. This
may include timber shoring as temporary replacements for sleepers under a damaged pipeline
section.
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6. Initial Response and Draft Work Plan
The response contractor will prepare a draft work plan and submit it to the Refinery. The work
plan will include:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

A summary of initial response actions and results,
Subsequent planned activities,
Water and soil removal and treatment and/or disposal,
Air monitoring program,
Sampling and Analysis Plan,
Restoration and repairs, and
A schedule for the work.

7. Debriefing/Dissemination of Information and Data
The Refinery Incident Commander will interface with the regulatory agencies and news media.
The response contractor will not disseminate any information or data without approval of the
Refinery Incident Commander. The response contractor may furnish personnel to assist the
Refinery Incident Commander in debriefing.
8. Documentation of Cleanup Efforts and Progress
The response contractor will prepare and maintain records, including photos and/or video,
documenting the response. Records and documents will include the supervisor's daily notes,
personnel time sheets, equipment usage logs, material delivery tickets, daily air monitoring
logs, and soil and water analysis reports.
The response contractor will submit to the Refinery Incident Commander a report
summarizing the accomplishments of the preceding week, the cost status and the response
activity schedule.
9. Public Relations/Agency Liaison
The Refinery Incident Commander will provide all direct contact with the news media and with
regulatory agencies.
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Cleanup Strategies for Wildlife Refuges

1. Access on and Through Wildlife Refuges
Access on and through wildlife refuges may be severely restricted by the regulatory agencies
during the mating /nesting seasons of some animal species. The regulatory agencies are
expected to judge whether the response activities may cause more harm than good, or they
may elect to postpone some or all of the response activities to a later time. Routes for
temporary roads and laydown areas should be established by the appropriate authorities with
due consideration to critical and sensitive vegetation and animal habitats. Boats and/or barges
may prove practical and less disruptive to the wildlife than vehicles and tracked equipment in
some cases. The response contractor may have to construct a temporary landing to tie up the
watercraft and offload personnel, equipment and materials. The response contractor will
minimize the size and number of heavy equipment used in the response. In all cases the
cognizant authorities will participate in and approve all plans, routes, equipment, materials,
and methods.
All work areas, to include access roads, laydown areas, boat landings, etc. will be restored to
their pre-spill conditions as described in Site Restoration below.
2. Protection of Wildlife Refuges
Once human health and safety issues have been addressed, the next priority will be given to
limiting the spread of spilled product and further contamination of plant and animal life. This is
typically done with containment booms and earthen berms. The cognizant authorities,
Refinery Incident Commander and the first responder will have to quickly identify the areas
threatened by the spill, and select the boom and berm locations. The Refinery Incident
Commander will communicate special or additional equipment and material needs to the
contractor's response team.
Where a body of water is affected or threatened by the spill, the response contractor will
normally deploy containment booms as close downstream of, or around, the spill site as may
be safe and practical. If the impacted area includes rough water, such as rapids and falls, the
boom may have to be installed at a distance downstream, where the water is calm enough for
the boom to be effective. This may increase the volume of contaminated water to be collected
and treated. If use of the nearest effective deployment site is denied by the cognizant
authorities, or if lack of roads, cliffs, heavy forests etc. make its use impractical, it may be
necessary to deploy the boom at another site even further downstream.
Containment of an overland spill is typically done with ditches and berms. With the approval
of, and at the direction of, the cognizant authorities, the response contractor may dig ditches
and/or build berms downslope of, or around, the spill site to stop the overland flow of the
spilled product. In some cases it may be possible to use this ditch/berm system to divert the
product to a collection point. If the soil dug from the ditches is clay, it may be used to build the
berms. The cognizant authority may prefer that clay for berms be obtained at an alternative
clay source, offsite. Sandy and gravelly soils are not good barrier berm materials. If importing
clay from offsite is impractical and no clay is available onsite, the response contractor may
have to use sorbent materials, i.e., sorbent booms and pads, to construct the berm.
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The Refinery Incident Commander and the response contractor will cooperate with the
cognizant authorities to assist in the recovery of animals affected by the spilled product. The
refuge staff, park rangers and/or wildlife rescue specialists will probably handle the animals,
with some transportation provided by the Refinery and the response contractor.
3. Recovery of Product from Water and Treatment of Contaminated Water.
Product is typically recovered from water bodies such as lakes, ponds and rivers by a
combination of mechanical skimming, vacuum recovery, and sorbent materials. The point of
recovery may be some distance downstream of the spill site, if access to closer sites is denied
or is impractical. This may increase the response time, the amount of contaminated water,
and the length of shoreline to be cleaned and restored. The size and capacity of skimming
equipment, pumps, piping, and tankage may be limited by access restrictions, as described
above.
Excavation of soil to recover product spilled onto the ground may be strictly controlled by the
cognizant authorities, or even prohibited altogether. Other methods such as by soil/vapor
extraction, or pumping from recovery wells may be considered as part of the long-term plan
for some refuges, but these may be judged to be too intrusive for others.
The methods of temporary storage of the contaminated water will be dependent on site
access and approval by the cognizant authorities. Barges may be practical where navigable
waters are nearby. Tank trailers or frac tanks may be used if roads are accessible or
constructible. Rubber bladder tanks may be used, but require cleared, relatively smooth
laydown areas. It may be necessary to pump the contaminated water/product a considerable
distance to a storage area outside the refuge itself. The response contractor should be
sensitive to noise control and to leaks from fittings and pumps in the transfer system.
Once the contained waters have been stored, treatment options can be explored. Possible
treatment options include steam or air stripping, oil/water separation, carbon adsorption, or
other methodologies or combinations of methodologies. It is expected that the water treatment
facility may be installed outside the refuge. Planning for the treatment technology and the
location of the equipment will require approval of the cognizant authority.
4. Cleaning of Affected Structures
Wildlife refuges typically do not include many manmade structures. However, there may be
visitor centers, viewing platforms and water-control equipment at some refuges. These
structures contaminated by the spilled product may be cleaned by traditional methods that
include wiping, hot water, low or high-pressure wash-down, and use of surfactants, emulsifiers
or other agents. The use of surfactants, emulsifiers and other chemical agents may be
prohibited by the regulatory or other cognizant authorities in some areas of the wildlife refuge.
Cleaning methods and materials to be used at a spill will be discussed with the appropriate
authorities and used only with their concurrence and at their direction. Some wooden
structures that cannot be adequately cleaned may have to be removed and/or replaced.
Wash-down water and other liquids from cleaning activities should be contained by the boom
or ditch/berm system, then collected and treated with the contaminated ground and surface
waters.
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5. Solids Handling and Removal
Removal of product-laden soils will be conducted only with the concurrence of, and at the
direction of, the appropriate authorities. Where the noise and exhaust fumes from heavy
equipment such as tracked excavators may disturb mating or nesting animals such equipment
will be used only if the cognizant authorities permit it. Otherwise contaminated soils may have
to be excavated manually using shovels and other hand tools.
Sorbent materials and other solid residue will be placed in trash bags and removed from the
site for disposition. The response contractor will take particular care to remove all his sitegenerated wastes from the area, and will conduct a final walking inspection of the entire area
with the Refinery Incident Commander to confirm that this has been done prior to departure.
Excavated contaminated soils and other solids will be removed from the site unless the
regulatory authorities dictate that they remain onsite. Trucks may be used where roads are
available. Barges may be more practical where navigable waterways are reasonably close.
Where vehicle and barge use is impractical or prohibited by regulatory agencies, solids from
the site may have to be removed manually.
3.8.6

Site Restoration

1. Sampling and Analysis to Verify Cleanup
Sampling and analysis of the remaining soils and water will be coordinated with local, state
and federal agencies to verify that the cleanup meets their requirements.
2. Rebuild/Reconstruct Affected Structures/Areas
Wildlife refuge restoration activities will vary considerably from site to site and may entail
major efforts by a combination of Refinery and multiple regulatory and wildlife agencies. As
early as possible, the Refinery should determine the feasibility and practicality of restoration in
consultation with the appropriate authorities so that detailed, deliberate plans, specifications,
and costs can be prepared.
3. Final Report
The response contractor will prepare a Final Report for the Refinery, summarizing the actions
taken during the response activities, with particular attention to restoration and verification of
cleanup.
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Natural Resource Damage Assessments
Under the provision of CERCLA, the Oil Pollution Act of 1990 (OPA '90), and numerous state
statutes, cost recovery can be obtained from industry for natural resource damage caused by
the release of oil or hazardous substances to the environment. Natural resources are defined
as land, air, biota, groundwater and surface water. A federal or state government entity, an
Indian tribe or another nation acting as a public trustee of a natural resource may file claims
for damages to natural resources.
A Natural Resource Damage Assessment (NRDA) is used to determine the damages owed to
a public Trustee for residual natural resource injuries. This assessment is often conducted by
the public Trustee, the potential responsible party or both. During the NRDA study, the injured
natural resources are identified, the extent of the injury is quantified and the extent of the
economic damage resulting from the loss of services provided by the resources is determined.
In addition, the assessment also determines the cost of restoration or replacement of the
injured natural resource.
A NRDA study is not conducted in all cases. HSE will work closely with the Trustees on a
case-by-case basis to determine if a NRDA study is required. The Refinery may choose to
conduct a parallel study if the trustee determines that a NRDA will be conducted. The
Environmental Coordinator should be contacted immediately if a Trustee contacts any
member of the Refinery response team. HSE will provide assistance in conducting NRDA
studies.
If a spill occurs that could potentially result in a NRDA, steps should be taken to assist the
Trustees and to help protect Refinery interests throughout the assessment process. The
following sampling procedures describe the steps that might be taken if the spill enters a
stream. Sampling events would be modified appropriately if the spill only impacts land. To fully
characterize the impact of the spill, several sampling events may be required. The initial round
of samples should be collected as soon as possible following the spill event. Follow up
sampling events will be scheduled to document the site restoration.
1. Formulate a sampling plan. Observe the site conditions and determine the best locations
to collect samples. Contact a local lab and obtain the proper sampling containers,
sampling equipment and documentation. The sample collection may be delegated to the
lab or to response contractor personnel.
2. Contact the State Environmental Representative and inform them that samples are to be
collected and offer to split the samples. If the State representative is not immediately
available, do not wait, go ahead and collect the samples and inform them later. Time is a
critical factor.
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3. In any spill event, data collection and documentation are key factors to minimizing adverse
financial and public perception impact to the Refinery. The increased use of NRDA and
lawsuits by local, county and state agencies following a spill, regardless of the efficiency of
the response, requires an increased awareness and documentation of our response
actions. Any sample collection event and all types of documentation may be utilized in a
legal setting, therefore utilizing proper data collection techniques and detailed
documentation are important.
a) Photo Documentation: Photograph and/or Video Tape the event as thoroughly as possible.
A photo record of the event should be maintained. All major events and response efforts
should be photographed to establish a record of the events as they occur.
b) Written Documentation: A written log should be maintained that outlines the following
information: 1) Major response events (i.e. time of the spill, time of the response, when
valves were shut in, estimated volume of product. etc.) most of this information is
documented on the Release Report Form in this ICP; 2) instructions or guidance provided
to the Refinery by State or Trustee representatives; 3) amount of product recovered; 4)
amount of hazardous waste or special wastes generated as a result of the spill; 5) a
sample collection location map that outlines the date, time, and type of samples collected,
and; 6) date of project completion.
4. Sample Parameters/Collection: In the event of a product spill, review the State cleanup
criteria for the individual state and sample accordingly, your Environmental Coordinator
can assist in determining the proper sampling methodology and clean-up standards. If this
information is not readily available instruct the lab to analyze for the following parameters:
BTEX, (EPA Test Method 8021), and PAH (EPA Test Method 8270). BTEX analysis
requires three 40 mL vials for liquid and one 4 oz. glass jar for solids. PAH analysis
requires a one liter glass jar for liquids, and one 8 oz. glass jar for solids. Properly labeling
and chain of custody must be employed when collecting samples. All sample containers
should be laboratory quality, glass containers. Use clean stainless steel or Teflon sample
spoons and use proper decontamination techniques between samples.
All samples should be placed in an ice chest, cooled and transported to the lab as soon as
possible. You may choose to delegate the sampling duties to the lab or to the response
contractor. Consult your Environmental Coordinator if you have questions concerning proper
sample containers or equipment.
Sample Location #1: Background Samples
1 Sediment Sample -- BTEX, PAH
1 Water Sample -- BTEX, PAH
As soon as possible following the spill event, collect a background sample. This sample
should be upstream of the spill event in an area that has not been impacted by the spill.
Sample #2: Spilled Product Sample
Collect a sample of the product that has been spilled. This sample is not to be analyzed
but should be stored on ice for the next few weeks. The material may be useful in the
future in the event that fingerprint analysis is required. Collect approximately 2 quarts of
the material if possible.
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Sample Location #3: Midpoint Sample
1 Water Sample -- BTEX, PAH
1 Sediment Sample -- BTEX, PAH
Collect a sample of the water and sediment in the area that has been impacted by the
release event. This sample will help determine the impact of the spill on the environment.
Sample Location #4: Downstream Sample
1 Water Sample -- BTEX, PAH
1 Sediment Sample -- BTEX, PAH
Collect a sample downstream of the area that has been impacted. This should be
downstream of the last containment dike or boom. If the release has not been contained
attempt to get ahead of the plume to collect the samples.
5. Air Samples Surveys should be conducted near the release site. Initially, a simple
benzene draeger tube may be used. Your Environmental Coordinator will assist in
establishing a sampling program if more sophisticated air sampling is required. Follow the
same basic approach that is applied to the water sampling. Collect at least one air sample
from an upwind location and two samples from a downwind location. Always take
precautions collecting the samples and do not put yourself at risk when collecting the
samples.
3.9.1

Sampling Procedures

1. Always wear latex or rubber gloves when taking samples. This protects the sample from
your hands and your hands from the sample.
2. It is best to use a clean, clear glass jar for sampling. Four- or six-ounce jars are sufficient.
Dip or lower the jar (using string if necessary) into the oil or oily water at about a 30° angle.
This may allow more oil and less water to flow over the lip of the jar. Do not fill the jar more
than 2/3 full.
3. If sampling a small amount of light oil, such as a sheen, the oil can be collected more
easily using a Teflon strip or sorbent pad that is transferred to a sample jar. Do not use
anything containing organic fibers such as rag, cotton, cheesecloth, etc.; these may
contaminate the sample, thus, giving improper analysis results.
4. Decanting the water may be necessary to get enough oil for analysis. To decant, fasten
the lid on securely and turn the jar over allowing the water to settle towards the lid. Then
unscrew the lid just enough to allow the excess water to slowly escape.
5. Fasten the lid after lining it with aluminum foil or Teflon to obtain a good seal.
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6. Affix the documentation label to the jar after wiping it clean and dry for the label to adhere.
The label should identify the following information:
•
•
•
•

Date and time of sampling
Source/location of sample (be specific)
Name of person who took the sample
Sample designation using a sequential numbering or lettering system

a. Samples should be delivered to a laboratory immediately for analysis. If samples cannot
be delivered immediately, they should be temporarily stored in a refrigerator or a cool dark
place since exposure to heat and light could affect the analysis. Samples should be
transported in waterproof containers or wrapped in enough sorbent material to soak up the
entire contents of the jar in case of leakage or breakage.

3.10 Washington Wildlife Rehabilitation & Recovery
3.10.1 Natural Resource Damage Assessment/Wildlife Management
NRDA and wildlife management (protection, rescue and rehabilitation) are typically only an
issue in moderate to large spills as the natural resource/wildlife impacts from smaller spills are
generally minimal or non-existent. In the unlikely event of a larger spill, the Environmental
Coordinator should evaluate the need for NRDA (ephemeral data collection) and wildlife
related actions. If necessary, the appropriate contractors should be activated immediately to
assist in conducting and/or managing those efforts.
Natural Resource Damage Assessment
Definition- NRDA refers to the quantification of injury to natural resources and public services
caused by an oil spill and the restoration of those resources and services to baseline (prespill) conditions. Natural resources generally include fish, wildlife, land, biota, air, water,
sediments/soil and others whereas services affected by an oil spill often include recreation,
public transportation, water borne commerce, etc.
Regulatory Basis- OPA 90 under authority of 33 U.S.C. 2701 et seq., provides for the
designation of federal (primarily NOAA, USFWS, NMFS), state (WDFW and Ecology) and
tribal officials to act on behalf of the public as trustees for natural resources. This regulation
authorizes these officials to conduct natural resource damage assessments when natural
resources and/or services are injured as a result of an oil spill and to determine the costs the
responsible party must pay for the injury, loss of services and restoration.
Importance and General Procedures- Because damage and restoration costs can be
substantial, an accurate determination of the extent of spill related resource injury and loss of
services is critical. It is important to collect numerous samples, make visual observations, and
conduct extensive environmental monitoring both prior to, and following a spill impacting
environmentally sensitive, high recreational use, or economically important areas. These
samples and data are also crucial in protecting the Refinery against fraudulent third party
health or property damage claims.
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There are generally three phases of a natural damage resource assessment:
•
•
•

Pre-assessment Phase - Trustees determine whether to pursue restoration
Restoration Planning Phase - Trustees evaluate information on potential injuries to
determine the need for, type of and scale of restoration
Restoration Implementation Phase - Trustees ensure implementation of restoration

Trustees Responsibilities- Trustees must coordinate their activities that are conducted
concurrently with response operations and response agencies consistent with the National
Contingency Plan (NCP) and Northwest Area Contingency Plans (NWACPs). They must also
invite the responsible parties to participate in the damage assessment. The invitation to
participate should be in writing and a written response by the responsible parties is required to
confirm the desire to participate.
3.10.2 Initial NRDA Response Actions
NRDA is generally only a factor for moderate to large spills to surface waters as they often
pose the greatest threat of resource injury although consideration should be given to smaller
spills as well.
The Environmental Coordinator should take the following steps immediately after a spill is
discovered:
1. Determine if NRDA data collection is required.
2. Contact Ecology and/or WDFW as appropriate to request their participation in a joint data
collection effort.
3. Contact NRDA contractors and request immediate mobilization to the refinery or
designated staging area.
4. Establish ephemeral data collection team(s) from contractor, agency and, if available,
Refinery personnel.
5. Determine mutually agreeable data collection and sampling locations, media, quantities
and objectives for each team.
6. Ensure teams have appropriate PPE and are aware of potential health and safety hazards
associated with their sampling and data collection activities.
7. Arrange for overflights to assess and photo document extent of spill impact area and to
help identify probable areas of impact.
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3.10.3 Ephemeral Data Collection
Ephemeral data are samples or data that must be collected in the first few hours or days
following a spill where if they are not collected, the opportunity will be lost forever. Ephemeral
data aids in understanding the environmental conditions prior to oil impact and can be
essential in identifying the need for, and scope of, subsequent environmental sampling and
injury assessment. These data generally include the following and should be collected in the
order shown:
a.
b.
c.
d.
e.
f.
g.

Source oil
Pre-impact water (downstream/current and upstream/current)
Air samples and/or monitoring (downwind, upwind, crosswind)
Pre-impact sediment
Pre-impact fish/shellfish tissue (local fish, mussels, clams, crabs, etc.)
Human use observations (recreational areas, boating, fishing, etc.)
Post-impact water, sediment and fish/shellfish tissue

More detailed information on the collection of the above data/samples is provided in this
Section and descriptions on their purposes are provided below.
Source Oil
A sample of fresh oil should be collected immediately from the source to determine toxicity,
fate and persistence, and/or fingerprinting to differentiate from other oils that could also be
present in the environment.
Water
Samples of pre-impact water should be collected at multiple downstream/current and
upstream/current locations and depths to establish respective baseline and background
contaminant levels. Without the pre-impact samples, any hydrocarbons that may already be
present in the water will likely be attributed to the spill. The collection of similar post-impact
water samples is also important to determine concentrations of dissolved hydrocarbons in the
water column and the aerial extent of the impact area. Sample locations must be documented,
preferably with GPS instruments.
Air
Air monitoring and the collection of samples should be conducted as soon as possible and
when safe to do so at various distances in the down-, up-, and crosswind directions. The
intent is to determine the concentrations and extent of the spill’s vapor plume. Portable
monitoring instruments, such as an organic vapor meter, PID, FID, colorimetric tubes and
others, are generally satisfactory but the collection of air samples using pumps and Tedlar
bags or sorbent tubes are superior.
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Sediment
As with the water samples, it is important to collect pre-impact sediment samples at various
locations likely to be impacted by the spill to determine if hydrocarbon contamination is
already present. It is also important to collect post-impact samples in the same locations to
determine the degree of impact. Samples should be collected at the current water/tide line as
well as below and above the waterline but still within the normal fluctuation/tidal range.
Tissue
The collection of fish/shellfish tissue samples is not critical but should be considered,
particularly for areas already known to be somewhat contaminated. Species suitable for
collection include resident fish or shellfish that naturally tend to bio-accumulate hydrocarbons
such as mussels, clams, crabs, and fatty or oily fish. Pre- and post-impact samples can help
determine if fish received significant hydrocarbon exposure from the spill.
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Ferndale Refinery
Annex

3.10.4 Ephemeral Data Collection Guidelines
Media

Location

Number

Container
1 liter, pre-cleaned,
glass wide mouth jar
w/ Teflon lined cap
(clean metal or
plastic bucket may
suffice)

Source Oil

Tank, vessel,
pipeline, etc.

Water

Downstream/
current and
upstream/ current

Min. 3 each

Air

Down-, up-,
crosswind

Min. 3 each

Sediment

Potentially impacted
areas

Min. 5 composite
each area

Tissue

Same as sediment
(shellfish) or random
(fish)

15-30 shellfish or
5-10 fish

1

2.5 liter, precleaned, amberglass wide mouth
jars and 2-40 ml
VOA vials
1 liter Tedlar bag
and/or charcoal
sorbent tube
8 ounce precleaned, glass wide
mouth jar w/ Teflon
lined cap
Plastic bags or
appropriate size
glass jars

Analyses
Complete characterization – PAHs by
8271 mod.-GC/MS/SIM, BTEX by
8260 GC/MS/SIM, density, boiling
curve, metals, sulfur content, weight
fraction in oil of aromatics,
naphthenes, total paraffins,
asphaltenes/resins and sulfur
TPH by 8015 mod. GC/FID, extended
range, PAHs by 8271 mod.
GC/MS/SIM, BTEX by 8260
GC/MS/SIM
TPH and BTEX by 8015 mod. GC/FID
TPH by 8015 mod. GC/FID, extended
range, PAHs by 8271 mod.
GC/MS/SIM, BTEX by 8260
GC/MS/SIM
PAHs by 8271 mod.-GC/MS/SIM,
BTEX by 8260 GC/MS/SIM, lipid and
water content (report results as dry
weight)

Additional Assessments
In addition to the ephemeral data collection activities mentioned above, other NRDA related assessments may be required to
adequately quantify the impacts of a spill. Common types of supplemental assessments along with the resources that may be
required to conduct the assessments are listed in this Section. Contractors that could be utilized to conduct the assessments
are included in this Plan.
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3.10.5 Potentially Required Assessments
Potential
Receptors
Biological
Terrestrial
Wildlife
Aquatic Life
Vegetation
Communities
Aviary
Community
(resident/migrat
ory birds &
waterfowl)

Evaluate
Sensitive Species – no. present,
degree of impact, mortality,
abnormal behavior
Indicator Species – no. present,
degree of impact, mortality (fish
kills), abnormal behavior
Habitat Types/Sensitive Species –
no. present, degree of impact,
stressed/dead?

Resources
Natural resources database, Visual
observations
Area contingency plan/Visual
observations
Local survey data, Visual
Observations

Seasonal Impacts – no. present,
degree of impact, mortality,
abnormal behavior

Local preserve data, Visual
observations

Aerial extent of impact area and
degree of impact

USGS quadrangles, Wetlands
inventory maps, Visual observations

Groundwater

Floating/dissolved hydrocarbons

Surface Waters

Aerial extent of impact area and
vertical and horizontal dissolved HC
profiles within impact area, upstream
and downstream

Water resource/quality agencies,
Testing

Drinking Water
Supplies

Location relative to impact area

Wetlands
Water Quality

Sanitary
Systems
Storm Water
Systems
Air Quality
Local
Community/
Wildlife –
houses,
businesses,
schools,
churches, parks,
day care
centers, refuges,
wetlands,
forests, etc.

May2015
2012Revision

Degree of impact to system
Degree of impact to system

Water resource/quality agencies,
Testing, Visual observations
EPA & water resource/ quality
agencies, Testing, Visual
observations
Local sanitary agencies, Visual
observations
Local municipalities/ Visual
observations

HC concentrations and/or odors at
receptors/upwind/downwind

Monitoring w/OVM/PID/ FID,
Sampling pumps w/charcoal
tubes/Tedlar bags, Smell, Dispersion
modeling

Wind speed and direction,

Local AQMD/ Weather
service/airport, Facility
meteorological station, Hand-held
meters

Apparent health effects, mortality,
abnormal behavior

Visual observations, Medical records
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Potentially Required Assessments – (Continued)

Soil
Manmade
Structures/
Impervious
Surfaces
Aquatic
Sediments
Recreational
Use

Commerce

Traffic

Soil/Sediment/Structures
Aerial extent, vertical and horizontal
Visual observations, Sampling and
HC concentrations
analysis
Aerial extent, coating thickness

Visual observations

Vertical and horizontal HC
Sampling and analysis
concentrations
Services - General Public
Closure of parks, beaches, etc. No.
Visual observations, Recreation
of persons present or typically
agency facility use records
present at time of closure
Closure of major transportation
routes (highways, bridges,
Visual observations, DOT traffic
waterways, common carrier, etc.,
county records
Typically daily usage of affected
routes
Traffic delays, rerouting, No. of
Visual observations, DOT/municipal
affected vehicles
traffic county records

High Impact Areas
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Tidally influenced water bodies
Major rivers and waterways
Drinking water intakes/aquifers
Rare and endangered or threatened wildlife/plant species
Wildlife areas
Sensitive sites as defined by the ACP
Schools/day care centers
Hospitals
Businesses
Neighboring properties

Care must be taken not to drive the wildlife from one oiled area to another and any hazing
activities should be approved by the appropriate resource agencies (trustees) and local
officials prior to implementation.
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3.10.6 Wildlife Management
General Responsibilities- In the event birds or other wildlife become oiled or could
potentially be oiled, the Refinery will contact the WDFW to initiate wildlife management
activities (i.e., protection, rescue and rehabilitation). The WDFW is the lead agency for most
non-federally protected species and will oversee the majority of the wildlife management
activities. The USFWS and NMFS are the lead agencies for federally protected species such
as selected birds (bald eagles, heron, osprey) and fish (salmon), respectively. These agencies
will work together and with the Refinery to establish a sound wildlife management program.
Oiled animal operations and facilities used during a spill response will be in compliance with
the Migratory Bird Treaty Act, Endangered Species Act, Marine Mammal Protection Act, and
Washington State Rehabilitators Permit requirements as outlined in WAC 232-12-841 thru
869. WAC 232-12-841 requires wildlife rehabilitators to a valid wildlife rehabilitation permit
The permit is valid for up to 3 years or so long as the information in the permit remains
current, the permit holder continues to meet the conditions and requirements of the permit,
and provisions of the rule are followed. The majority of the oiled wildlife response
organizations listed below currently possesses, or works under, a valid Washington State
Rehabilitation Permit.
Refinery Policy and Responsibilities- the Refinery will generally utilize Clean Rivers
Cooperative to implement and coordinate wildlife management activities. The Refinery may,
however, be required to conduct the following activities:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Liaison with federal, state and local agency personnel
Integration of wildlife rescue activities with the spill response operations
Acquisition of appropriate wildlife take permits and access agreements
Transportation of wildlife management personnel to and from the spill area
Transportation of rescued wildlife to collection and rehabilitation centers
Establishment of collection and rehabilitation centers

3.10.7 Wildlife Protection
General Procedures- Wildlife protection involves preventing the oil from reaching key wildlife
habitat or use areas or keeping wildlife from inhabiting impacted areas. The former involves
the exclusion of oil from wetlands or other areas by booming, damming, or other means as
discussed in the Sensitive Area Protection Section and the latter involves various means of
hazing.
Hazing- Hazing may be used as a means to discourage birds and mammals from moving into
or near an oil slick or contaminated area. Hazing, if used, will be conducted only by
appropriately trained personnel under specific guidance from the Wildlife Branch. The
following are hazing methods commonly employed during spill responses:
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Pyrotechnics (propane cannons, fire crackers, guns, etc.)
Acoustic Devices (electronic and mechanical sound devices)
Aircraft (periodic flyovers with helicopters or fixed wing aircraft)

Oiled Wildlife Care Procedures –All wildlife activities will be conducted in accordance with
Best Practices for Migratory Bird Care During Oil Spill Response (USFWS, 2003) as
applicable. Additional animal care and husbandry information may also be obtained in the
Oiled Wildlife Care Network manual “Protocols for the Care of Oil-Affected Birds” (UC Davis.
2000).
3.10.8 Wildlife Rehab Organizations
International Bird Rescue
http://www.bird-rescue.org
Oiled Wildlife Care Network
http://www.vetmed.ucdavis.edu/owcn/
Focus Wildlife
http://www.focuswildlife.net
Island Oil Spill Association (IOSA)
http://iosaonline.org
Tri-State Bird Rescue (This is an East Coast company)
http://www.tristatebird.org/
Planning Standards for wildlife rescue and rehabilitation equipment as outlined in WAC 173182-540 are met through contracts with Marine Spill Response Corporation (MSRC).
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The following equipment will be made available within 24 hours of spill awareness.
Equipment will be acquired by the Refinery Procurement Department. Note that the Wildlife
Mobile Rehabilitation Unit (owned by MSRC) will satisfy the equipment portion of this
requirement.
15 Birds

Infrastructure/Personnel
Ventilated and heated interior space (total
sqft)
Interior personnel support space (total sqft) 1
Exterior space for pools (total sqft)2
Search and collection space (total sqft)
Number of pens (combined pre-wash and
drying, 4’x8’each)
Number of wash/rinse stations
Number of 12' diameter pools
Maximum daily volume of conditioned fresh
water (wash stations) required (gallons)3
Maximum daily volume of unconditioned
fresh water (pools) required (gallons) 4
Number of management level personnel

100 Birds

800

2400

400
300
280
5

2500
1800
280
10

1
1
900

2
6
6,000

14,450

86,700

45

96

1

This space is required for administrative activities, volunteer/workforce support and coordination, and laundry services
associated with a response but is not required to be on the same site as the rehabilitation facility.
2
This space required for the pools and their associated surrounding workspace (at least 4’).
3
Conditioned water refers to water that has been adjusted to a hardness of 2-3 grains (if needed) and is maintained at a
temperature of 104°F - 106°F, with a pressure 40-60 p.s.i., and a flow rate of 4 gallons/minute.
4
Each pool is required to have an exchange rate of 4.25x per day to eliminate oil and waste products. The volumes of water
listed assume that no filtration and recirculation systems will be used. It is anticipated that required water volumes could be
decreased substantially (>90%) if appropriate filtration, oil-separation, and recirculation systems were utilized.
5
One each, Wildlife Branch Director, Wildlife Veterinarian, Bird Recovery and Transportation Unit leader, Rehabilitation Unit
leader. Additional Management Functions to be performed by these staff: Deputy Wildlife Branch Director, Bird Recovery and
Rehabilitation Group Supervisor, Wildlife Reconnaissance Group Supervisor, Hazing Unit leader, and Volunteer Unit leader.
6
One each, Wildlife Branch Director, Deputy Wildlife Branch Director, Wildlife Veterinarian, Bird Recovery and Rehabilitation
Group Supervisor, Wildlife Reconnaissance Group Supervisor, Volunteer Unit leader, Hazing Unit leader, Bird Recovery and
Transportation Unit Leader, and Bird Rehabilitation Unit leader.
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3.10.9 Rescue and Rehabilitation
In the event that birds or other wildlife become oiled, the WDFW will be notified by the DEM,
Ecology, or directly by the Refinery to initiate Wildlife Branch rescue and rehabilitation
activities. The WDFW, USFWS and NMFS are the agencies that have the authority to capture
most birds, marine mammals and other wildlife. Typically, they will work together to establish a
rescue and rehabilitation program. The WDFW is the lead agency for most non-federally
protected species and will manage the majority of rescue and rehabilitation efforts.
In the event of significant impacts to wildlife, the Refinery will contract with outside services for
rescue and rehabilitation operations. All contractors must, however, be approved by and
follow the direction of the WDFW and their Wildlife Rescue Coordinator.
These factors will influence the type of care each bird will receive and ultimately influence their
chance of survival. The toxicity/chemical make-up of the spilled oil will be provided by the
Refinery to WDFW and both the primary and secondary care contractors so that proper care
can be administered.
If nearby residents rescue birds on their own accord and call the Refinery, advise them to take
the birds to the nearest bird cleaning or collection station or to the local humane society or
animal shelter as soon as possible.
3.10.10 Wildlife Response Coordination
If wildlife has been impacted or is at risk from a spill, the Refinery commits that the Wildlife
Branch will be activated as part of the Operations Section as outlined in Chapter 9310 –
Wildlife Response Plan of the Northwest Area Contingency Plan (NWACP). Wildlife
operations will be carried out in accordance with the NWACP as well as the requirements of
the Washington State Department of Fish and Wildlife (WDFW) care rules (WAC 232-12-841
thru 869).
The NWACP has established four response levels with regards to oiled bird operations: Level
IV (1 to 15 animals), Level III (16 to 100 animals), Level II (101 to 500 animals), and Level I
(1500 birds). Specific oiled bird rehabilitation facility requirements associated with space,
water, and ventilation, have been established by the Washington Department of Fish and
Wildlife in WAC 232-12-841thru 869.
Current planning standards require that the equipment and facility infrastructure for all tiered
responses be capable of being onsite within 24 hours of spill discovery.
Planning standards for wildlife rescue and rehabilitation are met through contracts with:
•
•

International Bird Rescue
Tri State Bird, Rescue and Research
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Contractors for the rescue and rehabilitation of birds are International Bird Rescue, and Tri
State Bird, Rescue and Research. If temporary regional centers (established by WDFW and
contractors) are not capable of handling the number of birds affected, a larger treatment
center will be found at that time.
International Bird Rescue and Tri State Bird, Rescue and Research Center can provide
trained wildlife handlers that have both federal and State of Washington rehabilitation permits,
and oil spill-specific federal permits to handle oiled wildlife. If additional permitted handlers are
needed The Refinery will secure proper authorizations through one of these organizations.
Spill-specific authorizations to recover and rehabilitate oiled (live) birds and to collect and
store (dead) oiled birds will be requested from the United States Fish and Wildlife Service
Response Coordinator in Lacy, WA.
Planning Standards for Mobile Oiled Wildlife Care Equipment as outlined in WAC 173-182540 are met through contracts with Marine Spill Response Corporation (MSRC).
Contact information for listed contractors and agencies can be found in Annex 2. Additional
information on wildlife protection and rehabilitation operations can be found in Section 9310–
Wildlife Response Plan of the Northwest Area Contingency Plan (NWACP).

3.11 Spill Containment Protection & Recovery
This section discusses the construction and/or deployment of physical barriers to limit the
spreading of a spill and to protect sensitive areas. In an actual spill, the decisions to use
specific containment and protection techniques will depend on the circumstances of the spill,
its location and potential movement. This section is meant to be used as a reference guide.
Intrusive activities such as constructing berms and digging pits or other disturbance of
shorelines, streambeds or wetlands may require regulatory agency notification and/or
approval. Operations on privately or publicly-owned lands may require issuance of a permit
from the landowner or land manager or a resource trustee (e.g., National Park Service, state
department of natural resources, WDFW). Landowners should be identified in advance along
with managers of environmentally sensitive areas and resources.
This section contains marine, inland, waterway and terrestrial spill containment and protection
techniques. All figures are located at the end of this section.
In the event of a spill, the facility should include any combination of techniques that may be
applicable to the specific circumstances, as well as any additional techniques not mentioned
in this section but found in other reference books.
Refinery Resources
A list of Refinery resources can be found in Annex 1 and 2. In addition, all Refinery resources
in the state of Washington can be found on the Western Response Resource List (WRRL) at
http://www.wrrl.us
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3.11.1 Inland Waterway Spill Containment, Protection & Recovery Techniques
Boom Placement
Calm Water Containment Booms
Use: Booms are deployed to encircle and contain oil in calm waters where wind, wave, and
current effects are minimal.
Limitations: Accessibility and implementation time.
General Instructions: Contain oil flowing into a body of water at its entry point. Anchor one
end of the boom to the shoreline; using a boat, pull the other end out around the leading edge
of the slick, and back to the shore on the other side of the slick, as illustrated in Figure A1-15
at the end of this section.
Small slicks or patches of oil can be contained by completely circling them with the boom.
Anchor one boom end near the edge of the slick. Pull the other end around the perimeter of
the floating oil and attach it to the anchored end.
Equipment Required: Boat(s) with adequate power to tow the boom, anchors and hand
tools.
Maintenance: Check booms periodically for leakage and broken, twisted or submerged
sections.
Cleanup: Oil contained within the boom is recovered by skimming. Remaining sheens are
removed with sorbents.
Variations: If a spill in an estuary is too large for containment, oil may eventually migrate to
the estuary outlet. Booms can be placed across the outlet to contain and concentrate the oil
for recovery.
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Flowing Water Containment Booms
Use: Booms are deployed at an angle across a waterway to contain oil floating downstream
for subsequent recovery.
Limitations: Accessibility, implementation time, current in excess of two knots, and water
depths less than one foot below the boom skirt.
General Instructions: Use the currents to assist streaming and placing the boom. For
example, anchor one boom end to the shoreline. Use a boat or winch to pull the free end
across the river and anchor it slightly upstream. The optimum deployment angle depends on
current velocity, boom length, and boom stability. In general, boom length should be four
times the width of the waterway. As current velocity and boom length increase, the
deployment angle relative to the shoreline decreases. To improve boom stability, anchor it in
several places. Figure A1-7 presents nine boom deployment angles as a function of various
current speeds.
Remove oil from the downstream end of the boom by skimming, pumping or using vacuum
trucks. A containment pit dug into the shoreline can expedite the containment and recovery
process (see Figure A1-14).
Equipment Required: Boat or winch, anchors, backhoe (to dig containment pit), and hand
tools.
Maintenance: Periodically check the boom for leakage and adjust its placement angle, if
necessary. Also check the boom for twisted, damaged, or submerged sections. Check
anchors for security.
Cleanup: Remaining sheens are recovered with sorbents. Booms are removed.
Variations: For wide rivers, deploy two or more booms from each bank with one positioned
slightly downstream from the other. Anchor the free ends so that they overlap slightly past the
midstream point. If not enough boom is available, deploy a single boom from the side of the
river with the heaviest concentration of oil or from the outside shore of a bend in the river
where oil concentrates naturally. Both variations are shown in Figure A1-11.
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Open Water Containment Booms
Use: Booms deployed in front of open water slicks or streamers are used to contain floating
oil. Allow winds and currents to concentrate the oil at the boom's closed end for recovery.
Limitations: Excessive spill size, implementation time, heavy seas, adverse weather and
availability of recovery equipment.
General Instructions: Position the deployment boat along one side of the slick's leading
edge. Deploy the boom using an assist boat or attach a drogue to one end. Tow the free end
around the slick's leading edge and hold it in place with the assist boat or drogue, as shown in
Figure A1-1. Wind and water currents will concentrate the oil in the boom's apex where a boat
or barge can be positioned to begin skimming operations. Under strong wind and sea
conditions, it may be advantageous to deploy upwind and chase the slick downwind in order
to reduce the relative forces between the boom and the seas.
Equipment Required: Deployment boat(s), drogues, open water boom, portable or
self-propelled skimmers, and barge mounted skimmers or vacuum trucks.
Maintenance: Continually reposition the skimmer to the area of heaviest oil concentration.
Check the boom periodically for leakage and broken, twisted or submerged sections. The
boom may require repositioning or re-deployment if the water current or wind direction
changes appreciably.
Cleanup: After skimming, remove oil sheens using sorbents.
Variations: Boom may be deployed to completely or partially encircle the slick as shown in
Figure A1-2. Two boats or two sea anchors can be used to deploy the boom in a catenary
configuration as shown in Figure A1-1. Tow the boom ends up either side of a slick until the oil
is contained within the boom. Two additional boom configurations are depicted in Figures A13 and A1-4.
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Marine Diversion Booming
Use: Booms are positioned along low energy shorelines to divert oil away from sensitive
shoreline areas to less sensitive onshore or offshore areas for subsequent recovery. This has
proven to be an effective booming technique in currents greater than one knot.
Limitations: Accessibility, implementation time, availability of deployment equipment, and
heavy surf conditions.
General Instructions: Anchor one end of the boom to the shoreline and, using a vessel,
position the boom's free end at an angle to the current. If oil is being diverted to the shore,
angle the boom's free end towards the oncoming oil, as shown in Figure A1-5. Oil diverted
towards the shore can be recovered by skimming or pumping. If oil is being diverted away
from the shore, angle the free end away from the approaching oil. If the spill is large or
continuing, the free end of the boom should also be anchored in place.
As depicted in Figure A1-6, two booms can be deployed to divert an approaching slick from a
shoreline and into a floating skimmer. Secure one end of each boom to opposite sides of the
skimmer and tow one free end along or parallel to the threatened shore. By towing the other
free end toward open waters, the booms form a "V" configuration to trap the encroaching oil
while the skimmer recovers the contained oil before it reaches the shore.
The optimum angle of boom deployment is dependent upon the type and length of boom
used, the current velocity, and the shape and position of the approaching slick. Generally, the
free end of the boom must be angled toward the shoreline as current velocity increases. To
avoid boom failure in strong currents, the deployment angle must be smaller than in weak
currents. The same correlation is true with regard to boom length. The optimum deployment
angle decreases as boom length increases unless the boom is anchored at several places
along its length. Refer to Figure A1-7 for optimum boom deployment angles as a function of
current velocity.
Equipment Required: Boom deployment boat, anchor(s), and hand tools.
Maintenance: Check the boom periodically for leakage and broken, twisted or submerged
sections. The deployment angle may require periodic adjustment in the event of significant
wind or current changes, oil entrainment beneath the boom, or excessive oil buildup behind
the boom. The shoreline anchor point may require occasional repositioning due to tidal
fluctuations.
Cleanup: Recover residual off sheens using sorbents. See Core Section II for specific
shoreline cleanup techniques.
Variations: For very low-energy shorelines, a secondary boom can be anchored parallel to
the shore just beyond the surf line with the down current end connected to the diversion
boom. As the oil is diverted towards the shore, the secondary boom prevents contamination of
the shoreline.
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Exclusion Booming
Use: Booms are used to exclude oil from sensitive shorelines by deploying them along the
area's periphery.
Limitations: Accessibility, implementation time, adequate water depth for effective boom
placement, wave action and current velocities.
General Instructions: Place booms across the area to be protected and anchor both ends to
the shore. For inlets or harbor entrances, booms should be placed inside the openings where
current velocities and wave action are lowest. To allow vessel passage through harbor waters,
one boom end may be attached to a small, manned boat. Booms may also be deployed in a
cascading configuration. This provides vessel passage and the exclusion of oil. To maintain
boom integrity, anchors should be placed at 100-foot intervals if substantial boom lengths are
required. Wind and wave conditions may necessitate more frequent intervals or heavier
anchors.
Several exclusion techniques are shown in Figures A1-8 through A1-10.
Equipment Required: Anchors, boom deployment equipment (boats, tow lines, etc.), and
hand tools.
Maintenance: Check boom periodically for integrity, leakage and twisted, broken or
submerged sections. In tidal waters or areas with fluctuating water levels, reposition the boom
and/or its anchor points as water levels change.
Cleanup: Recover contained oil by skimming or pumping. Adjacent shorelines can be cleaned
using techniques described in this manual.
Variations: Double or triple booming may be employed in areas with high currents. Position a
primary boom in the area of strongest currents and deploy secondary or tertiary booms
several hundred yards behind the first as a backup safety measure.
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Cascading Booms
Use: A series of booms deployed in a cascading formation are used on rivers or coastal areas
where currents are too strong for standard containment booming. Cascading booms direct oil
to the shore for recovery.
Limitations: Accessibility, implementation time, currents over 2.5 knots, and soft stream
bottoms.
General Instructions: Tow the lead boom to the opposite shore or to some point mid-stream
and anchor it at an angle to the current. Deploy a second boom angled toward the shoreline
and anchor the free end 25 to 30 feet downstream from the first so that it overlaps the trailing
end of the lead boom. Deploy successive booms in the same manner until the shoreline is
reached. Diverted oil is recovered by skimming, pumping or using vacuum trucks. A
containment pit can be dug into the riverbank or shoreline to assist oil recovery. This
technique is illustrated in Figure A1-11. The optimum boom deployment angle decreases as
current velocity and boom length increase, unless several anchor points are set along the
length of the boom.
Equipment Required: Deployment boat, anchors, backhoe (to dig containment pit), and hand
tools.
Maintenance: Periodically check the boom for leakage and adjust the deployment angle, if
necessary. Also, check the boom for damaged, twisted, or submerged sections. Check
anchors for security.
Cleanup: Remove booms and recover remaining sheens with sorbents. Clean shorelines
using techniques described in this manual.
Variations: If booms are unavailable or if the water is too shallow, berms may be constructed
using streambed or near-site materials arranged in a cascading configuration (see Figure
A1-12). Cascade berming can also make use of existing streambed bars.
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Sorbent Booms/Barriers
Use: Sorbent booms or barriers constructed with fencing and sorbent materials are used to
contain and recover oil floating on creeks, streams, or tidal channels. They are also effective
when deployed behind skimmers to pick up oil which escapes skimmers.
Limitations: Implementation time, large quantities of oil, high current velocities and excessive
water depth for barriers.
General Instructions: Deploy sorbent booms across the waterway with each end anchored
to the shore. Position each successive boom a few feet downstream from the previous boom.
Construct single-sided barriers by driving a line of posts into the stream bottom with wire mesh
screen fastened to the upstream side. Place oil snare squares or strips in front of the screens
and the current will hold them in place. In tidal channels with reversing currents, construct a
double-sided barrier. As depicted in Figure A1-20, erect two parallel lines of posts across the
channel and attach screen along each line of posts. Place oil snare in the area beneath the
screens to trap floating oil and oiled debris.
Screen height for both types of barriers must be sufficient to prevent the scattering of loose
sorbent from above or beneath the barrier as tidal flow levels change. The screen mesh must
be compatible with the type and size of filler sorbent and able to withstand prevailing currents.
Equipment Required: Hand tools, rope.
Maintenance: Turn booms or sorbents regularly for maximum absorbency and replace them
when they are completely saturated with oil. Check booms and barriers periodically for
leakage or damage.
Cleanup: Store used sorbents in leak-proof containers.
Variations: If significant quantities of oil are to be encountered, construct multiple barriers.
Recover oil pooling behind the barrier by skimming, pumping, or using sorbents.
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Beach Berming
Use: Berms constructed along the mid-intertidal zone of a beach are used to prevent the
spread of oil to backshore areas.
Limitations: Implementation time, generally only effective for one to two tidal cycles, and not
applicable on high-energy shorelines or during heavy storms.
General Instructions: Operate a motor grader parallel to the surf line to cast a windrow along
the mid-intertidal area. Several passes are usually required to produce an adequate berm
height. A bulldozer is usually required to assist the motor grader when it gets stuck. Bulldozers
can also be used to build sand berms. If heavy equipment is unavailable, shovels may be
used to construct berms.
Equipment Required: Motor grader, bulldozer and/or hand tools.
Maintenance: Continually check berm for adequate height. Maintain or increase berm height
as necessary.
Cleanup: Remove or treat oiled beach material.
Variations: A trench may be dug on the seaward side of the berm to assist in collecting
incoming oil for subsequent removal (see Figure A1-13). This could, however, allow deeper
product penetration into the sediments.
Berms with trenches on the backshore side can aid in containing product runoff when flushing
contaminated backshore and upper intertidal areas.
Beach Sumps
Use: Sumps excavated on beaches are used to contain oil migration down beaches.
Limitations: Accessibility, shoreline must have some longshore drift, wave action cannot be
extreme, and tidal range should be small.
General Instructions: Dig a sump across the intertidal zone of the beach with a trench
extending towards the surf at decreasing depths. Pile excavated material on the down current
side of the trench and sump. As oil moves down the beach, it is intercepted by the berm and
trench that then channel the oil into the sump. Recover the oil by skimming, vacuuming or
pumping. Figure A1-14 illustrates this technique. Several strategically located sumps may be
required on long stretches of beach.
Equipment Required: Backhoe and/or hand tools.
Maintenance: Berm materials must be continually replaced as they are eroded away by
waves. Oil may have to be pushed into the sump with boards or squeegees to increase
cleanup efficiency.
Cleanup: Remove or treat oiled beach materials and fill in the sump.
Variation: None.
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Selection of Appropriate Techniques for Inland Waterways
The following section discusses the selection of the appropriate spill containment, protection,
and recovery techniques for different types of inland waterways. Individual techniques are
discussed at the beginning of this section.
Terrestrial Spill Containment, Protection, & Recovery Techniques
Earth Containment Berms
Use: Low barriers constructed with available materials (e.g., earth, gravel, sandbags, etc.) are
used to contain surface oil flow on relatively flat or low-sloped terrain or wetlands.
Limitations: Accessibility, implementation time, highly permeable soils and low viscosity oils,
and environmental damage inflicted by excavation of berm materials.
General Instructions: Use earthmoving equipment or manual labor to construct berms by
forming materials into windows or ridges in a "horseshoe" configuration. Width of containment
opening should exceed that of the leading edge of the oncoming oil. Berm height and the size
of the containment area are dependent upon the physical characteristics of the oil.
Equipment Required: Motor graders, bulldozers, front-end loaders, clam shells, and/or hand
tools.
Maintenance: Check berms periodically for leakage and adequate height.
Cleanup: Use sorbents to recover residual oil pools. Remove or treat oiled sediments. Backfill
excavated area upon completion of cleanup operations.
Variations: In areas with a high ground water table or high soil permeability, the containment
area may be flooded and/or lined with plastic sheeting to inhibit soil penetration. Oil can be
recovered from the water surface by skimming. This technique is shown in Figure A1-26 and
may be useful in controlling oil movement through secondary wetland drainages or wetland
fringes. Earth containment berms can minimize surface disruption and restore normal
circulation when cleanup has been completed.
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3.11.2 Selection of Appropriate Techniques for Terrestrial Spills
The following section describes considerations for the selection of appropriate spill
containment, protection, and recovery techniques for terrestrial spills.
Containment
Naturally occurring features such as tussocks, deadfalls, vegetation and snow will retard or
stop surface flow of oil and retain it. Additional on-site materials can be used to supplement
these natural barriers. Visqueen and/or sorbent materials should be placed on the uphill side
of naturally occurring barriers, except snow.
Interception trenches can be excavated to divert or contain oil. They may have to be lined with
an impermeable material. Trenches can be dug and barriers placed in the vegetative mat to
limit subsurface oil migration; possibly in conjunction with sorbents and impermeable liners.
Caution should be exercised; excessive trampling and heavy equipment can cause more
damage to the vegetative cover by working oil in than if the spill were to be left alone.
The small drainage courses and rivulets have to be blocked using sandbags, earth, snow,
sheets of plywood, metal, sorbents, or materials found on site, such as brush and logs.
Courses with flowing water have to be dammed, either conventionally or with an underflow
device. Oil flowing down a dry drainage course can be partially contained by placing a sorbent
booth directly in the damage course and/or by damming; oil that collects in small pools should
be removed rapidly to decrease subsurface spill migration.
Cleanup
Cleanup activities in open land and forest regimes will center on the use of light equipment
and land-cleaning techniques unless the spill presents a threat to human life and must,
therefore, be removed rapidly.
Presently, there are no known means for effectively cleaning vegetation. It is likely that a spill
will kill low-lying shrubs, grasses and any plants that absorb oil through its roots. Large trees
with oil on their trunks should be left alone. Pools of oil can be removed with sorbents, small
hand-operated pumps with skimming heads, and rakes and shovels. During the winter, oiled
snow cover can be removed with heavy equipment or manual methods, taking care not to
damage the vegetative layer. In general, excessive vehicle traffic and trampling can do more
damage working oil into the plant/soil/active layer than leaving a spill untreated. It may be
possible to "wash" some areas. A spill may be absorbed by the vegetative mat and flow
beneath it. When this occurs, it may be feasible to flood the area with water, floating some of
the oil to the surface where it can be removed with sorbents and small pumps and by hand.
Small pools can be burned if there is no danger of the fire spreading.
Large, bare rocks and boulders that are covered with a film of oil can be cleaned with
pressurized equipment. The ground area surrounding any surface to be cleaned should be
covered with sorbents before actual cleaning begins. Isolated rocks can be hand-scraped.
Removal of oiled soil and replacement with mixed mineral-organic material has been used for
some spills. Although this is a disruptive technique, this option may be required when
conditions warrant and after consultation with the appropriate agencies.
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Shoreline and Terrestrial Cleanup Procedures
This section discusses actual cleanup techniques for shorelines and terrestrial spills. Cleanup
plans shall be approved by the government agency prior to starting any cleanup operations.
The surface conditions and topography of oiled areas and the manner in which the oil has
been deposited will dictate the choice of cleanup procedures to be followed. The cleanup of
the affected areas should commence immediately after emergency control actions have been
completed.
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Shoreline Countermeasure Matrix
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Shoreline Countermeasure Matrix (Continued)
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Shoreline Countermeasure Matrix (Continued
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Suction Devices
Oil can either be lifted or skimmed from land or the surface of water with a variety of vacuum
or suction devices. These devices are only partially successful for several reasons. First, they
are only effective on relatively thick slicks, and most require partial or total immersion of the
nozzle in the product. If oil is floating on water, a considerable amount of water may be
recovered with the oil, and the devices often require gravity separation or decanting tanks as a
secondary operation. Second, heavier oils and debris tend to clog intake lines, rendering
many suction devices inoperable.
Suction pumps or vacuum devices can be very useful for picking up oil pooled on land or
which has collected in a thick layer on a pond. It is important to minimize the amount of water
picked up.
Vacuum Truck
The vacuum tank truck uses atmospheric air pressure to force oil into a storage tank. An oil
spill on water may be contained by the vacuum truck with its enclosed body; high vacuum,
high velocity pick-up through an intake tube can suck up the oil.
Any water picked up can be released through a sump drain on the tank.
Rotating Discs or Belts
Number devices that employ some type of rotating disc or endless belt are either currently
available or being developed. The oil is removed from the water surface by the natural
oleophilic properties of the exposed surfaces of the belt or disc. The oil that adheres to the
moving surfaces may then be removed by a squeeze roller or blade. Units employing
hydrophobic, oleophilic, or other sorbent materials may require squeezing to recover the oil.
Another type of unit has long rolls of sorbent material that retain the oil for later disposal, but
has no capacity to separate this oil from the sorbent material. Most rotating discs and endless
belt devices are adversely affected by waves, especially swells, although some belts are
aided by surface chop. In favorable water surface conditions, the proportion of oil to water
recovered may exceed 90% for some devices.
The primary disadvantage is that both the discs and belts become less efficient as oil
becomes thick or viscous due to weathering.
Weir Devices
Weir devices are used in many places where oil is floating on water because they are
relatively inexpensive and can be constructed quickly. Support equipment such as hoses,
pumps, and storage tanks are required. The weir-oil skimmer operates on the gravity principle.
The top of the weir is positioned as close as possible to the oil/water interface and the
skimmer moves through the slick or is positioned in the current to intercept the oil. The oil and
water flow across the weir into a sump or enclosed area, then a suction pump transfers the
mixture to another tank for further separation.
Like most skimmers, this device works best in calm water on thick slicks. However, larger,
heavily constructed models have been successful in up to six-foot waves. By carefully
adjusting the weir, a maximum amount of oil and a minimum amount of water can be
skimmed. Boom can be used effectively to increase the width skimmed and to concentrate the
oil.
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Summary of Cleanup Techniques Table
Equipment Techniques
Combination of motorized
graders and scrapers

Motorized elevating
scrapers

Combination of motorized
graders and front-end
loaders

Front-end loader

High pressure flushing
Steam and hot water
cleaning
Water flooding
Bioremediation

May2015
2012Revision

Method of Operation
Motorized graders cut and remove surface
layer of sediments and form large windrows.
Motorized scrapers pick up windrowed
material and haul it to disposal area or to
unloading ramp-conveyer system for transfer
to dump trucks. Screening system utilized to
separate debris such as straw and
vegetation from sediments when large
amounts of debris are present.
Motorized elevating scrapers, working
singly, cut and pick up surface sediments
and haul to disposal area or to unloading
ramp-conveyer system for transfer to dump
trucks. Screening system utilized to separate
debris.
Motorized graders cut and remove surface
layer sediments and form large windrows.
Front-end loaders pick up windrowed
material and load material into trucks.
Trucks remove material to disposal area or
to conveyor-screening system for separating
large amounts of debris from sediments.
Front-end loaders, working singly, cut and
pick up surface layer of sediments and load
material into trucks. Trucks remove material
to disposal area or to conveyer-screening
system for separation of large amounts of
debris from sediments.
High pressure water jets remove oil from
solid surfaces, and runoff oil/water is
controlled and collected.
High pressure steam or hot water heats oil,
allowing it to flow off a surface for collection
and treatment.
High volume, low pressure water is used to
move stranded oil to trenches for
containment, concentration, and collection.
Nutrients or genetically-engineered
microorganisms are applied to areas to
accelerate the natural degradation of oil.
Formal approval for use must be obtained.
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Pressurized Equipment
High Pressure Flushing (Hydroblasting):
High pressure flushing is the most efficient method of removing oil from surfaces such as
retaining walls, rocks, and manmade structures. Proper steps should be taken to contain the
runoff water and oil in areas not protected by booms. Hydroblasting uses a high-pressure
water jet that removes oil from almost any surface. Agency approval may be required for use
of high pressure flushing where intertidal organisms or sensitive species are located.
Caution:
Prior to the use of high-pressure water or steam cleaning, qualified personnel
should inspect oiled surfaces for biological activity. In many instances, cleaning these
surfaces will remove attached plant and animal life. Several years may be required to
recolonize areas with these forms.
The water is often heated to nearly boiling for increased flushing and should be used only by
trained personnel. The runoff oil/water must be controlled to avoid oiling other rocks or
structures. Specific operating procedures for hydroblasting are:
1) Place plastic sheets over adjacent surfaces to prevent further oiling.
2) Construct berms or ditches or deploy sorbent booms to direct oil/water into collecting
pools or into surf or waterways.
3) If the oil is to be directed into the water or there is a possibility of reentering the water,
containment and sorbent booms should be anchored beyond the surf zone, or close to
the shore when used on inland waterways.
4) Begin flushing at the highest point, working downslope. The lowest point should be
cleaned at low-tide. The oil should be recovered before the tide rises.
5) Try to take advantage of shoreline characteristics, winds and water currents as much
as possible.
Steam and Hot Water Cleaning:
Steam and hot water cleaning is another efficient method of removing oil from almost any
surface. Heated steam raises the temperature of the adhered oil, thereby, lowering its
viscosity and allowing it to flow off a surface. Some operating procedures described for
hydroblasting are applicable for steam and hot water cleaning. Agency approval may be
required prior to use of steam and hot water.
Caution:
Prior to using high pressure water or steam cleaning, qualified personnel
should inspect oiled surfaces for biological activity. In many instances, cleaning these
surfaces will remove attached plant and animal life. Several years may be required to
recolonize areas with these forms.
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Water Flooding
Water flooding is a cleanup and restoration technique that should be considered for use on
shoreline areas that have limited access for heavy equipment. High volume, low pressure
water has been successfully utilized to move oil stranded on beaches back into the water or
into collection trenches where it can be contained, concentrated, and collected. Typically, this
technique works most effectively on fine-grained sediment shorelines where the oil has not
penetrated to appreciable depth or wetted sediment grains. When penetration or wetting of
grains/rocks has occurred, significant amounts of oil can be recovered, although the process
will not be complete and residual material will remain. Heating of the floodwater has been
successful in increasing the recovery effectiveness in some cases.
A test of the potential applicability of the technique can be quickly conducted on a small
section using a portable 12-inch gasoline-powered pump. Pump discharge should be applied
to the area above the oil using a hose with no nozzle and allowed to gently flood and float the
product from the oiled area. Care should be taken to avoid mixing of oil and sediment. Visual
inspection of the treated area should include assessment of the degree of removal and any
changes in depth of penetration.
Full scale application may use the largest portable pumps available to supply water through
flexible discharge hoses which have been perforated. A typical configuration is diagrammed in
Figure A1-31. Recovery of the mobilized oil can be through collection trenches using portable
pumps, vacuum equipment, or with booms and conventional skimmers. If collection trenches
are used, care must be exercised to minimize burial of oil during tidal changes or trench
closure. Washington State law requires that pump intakes be screened to exclude juvenile
fish.
For coarse-grained sediment, the flooding system has been supplemented with low to
moderate spray hoses to accelerate removal. A typical spray configuration using a manifold to
supply multiple hoses is also indicated in Figure A1-31.
Non-Dedicated Work Boats
MSRC is the Primary Response Contractor (PRC) for this area and is activated according to
notification procedures outlined in Annex 2 of this Plan. MSRC has the capability to provide
non-dedicated work boats for this area. For further information on MSRC’s dedicated and
non-dedicated vessels and response capabilities, please refer to their regulated contractor
application, which has been filed with the state of Washington.
To meet the 48 hour arrival benchmark for non-dedicated work boats and operators, the
Refinery utilizes approved PRCs. The approved PRC application is on file with the State of
Washington Department of Ecology.
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Sorbents
The proper use of sorbents is an integral part of the overall containment and cleanup plan.
Sorbents should be used whenever mechanical skimming/suction devices cannot be used or
are unavailable. Sorbents are also used frequently in conjunction with mechanical equipment
Sorbents should never be used on water unless there is a definite way to recover them.
Sorbent material can be reused after squeezing the collected oil into a container.
Sorbents are a practical approach for handling small spills on water and for cleaning up light
sheens on water from larger spills. Sorbents often provide the only environmentally
acceptable means for cleanup of small terrestrial spills.
A sorbent is any material which absorbs oil or to which oil adheres (adsorbs). A sorbent
should be oleophilic and hydrophobic. Oil sorbents may be divided into three general classes
by origin:
•
•
•

Naturally-occurring materials
Modified or chemically-treated natural materials
Synthetic or manmade products

The natural materials may be further subdivided into vegetable, mineral and animal classes.
Sorbents are also classified according to their composition or physical form as, for example,
powdery, granular and fibrous materials; preformed plastic slabs or sheets; and synthetic
foams generated at the time and place of use.
Types of sorbent materials currently available are:
Squares and Strips (Pads)
Squares and strips of sorbent material can be used in small, contained areas to pick up small
quantities of oil that are difficult to remove with mechanical equipment (skimmers, vacuum
equipment, etc.). In such areas, they can be left for a period of time to increase their
effectiveness.
Squares and strips, however, present a recovery problem. If they are placed in an area where
tidal action, currents or winds can act upon them, they will float or be blown away and be
difficult to retrieve. A tether line attached to the sorbent material will assist in their recovery.
To increase the oil pickup efficiency of sorbent pads, continual moving and turning of the pads
is necessary. Caution must be exercised when removing the pads from the contaminated area
to minimize the dripping of oil onto clean surfaces. A 55-gallon drum or other suitable
container must be readily available to receive the used pads.
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Rolls
Rolls of sorbent materials can be used in the same manner as squares and strips and are
usually made of similar materials. They generally are easier to use than squares or strips
since they can be used in either short or long lengths. Like squares and strips, their absorption
is limited unless they are continually turned or removed. Disposal of used rolls is easier since
they can be rolled up and placed into a suitable container.
Rolls of sorbent materials are very effective in protecting walkways, boat decks, working
areas, etc., from contamination. Areas onto which oil, or oil-covered debris, are to be placed
should be covered with rolls of sorbent material. They can also be used as a protective barrier
to keep oil from clean areas.
Sorbent Pillows
Sorbent pillows are generally open-mesh bags or sorbent material that can be easily placed
on spill areas to absorb oil. Sorbent pillows are recommended for use in oil pickup from small,
confined areas.
Sorbent Booms
Sorbent booms can be used to remove light and/or small slicks from ponds and lakes. The
boom can be deployed between two boats or held by hand and dragged slowly through the
slick. Oil entrained in ground water may seep for some time at spring lines. A sorbent boom
can be deployed downslope from the seep to provide a means of continuous cleanup.
Sorbent Mats
Sorbent mats are made from sorbent squares or rolls, reinforced with canvas and nylon
netting, and include metal grommets for easy handling. The sorbent mats can be used as flat
booms on streams and in cleaning up pooled oil. Because of the nylon net reinforcement, the
mats are stronger than sorbent rolls and, therefore, can be tied across streams to soak oil
from the water surface. The flat surface of the mat offers a much greater surface area for
absorbing oil than does the cylindrical sorbent boom.
Loose Materials
Loose-type sorbent materials should not be used for spills on large bodies of water because:
•
•
•

Recovery of sorbents in the form of loose materials (straw, polyurethane foam, peat
moss, etc.) on a large scale in open water has never been attempted and, at present,
no commercial equipment is available for the harvesting of loose sorbents.
Loose sorbents, particularly natural materials such as straw or peat moss, may sink.
Without efficient means of recovering loose sorbents, tidal action, wind, and currents
may disperse soaked sorbents over a large area, thus increasing the cleanup effort.

Some loose sorbent materials tend to clog skimmers and pumping equipment.
Loose sorbent materials may have limited use in the cleanup of oil from land areas where
pools of oil have formed in depressions, etc. Snow is also considered a loose sorbent material
and can be used to pick up pools of oil.
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Natural Recovery
There are circumstances when a spill, in spite of all precautions, reaches an area which is
either so sensitive or inaccessible that recovery or treatment of the spill can cause more
damage than allowing the oil to degrade naturally. Therefore, natural recovery, when
approved by the appropriate agencies, is an option.
Bioremediation
Bioremediation is a cleanup technique that should be considered for use on areas where
other, more intrusive cleanup techniques are not appropriate. Degradation of oil by natural
processes will occur in all cases, although the process is generally very slow. However,
success has been demonstrated in accelerating this process using nutrients to stimulate the
growth of natural organisms or by using genetically-engineered microorganisms that
selectively metabolize petroleum.
Application for permission to use these materials is similar to that for dispersants. The
products must be listed with EPA and the state and formal application for use must be made.
In-Situ Burning
The Refinery will address planning standards for in-situ burns in accordance with the NWACP.
MSRC is the PRC for this area and is activated according to notification procedures outlined in
Annex 2 of this Plan. MSRC has the capability to provide equipment in an in-situ burn
situation. For further information on MSRC’s in-situ burn and response capabilities, please
refer to their regulated contractor application, which has been filed with the state of
Washington.
The Ferndale Refinery is located in populated areas where burning may be discouraged due
to the risk of exposure to the larger populations. Burning cannot occur without approval of
state and federal agencies. Before a spill on water is ignited, several factors must be
considered:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Human safety
Danger of fire spreading
Presence of explosive vapors
Damage done to nearby vegetative cover that may prolong natural recovery
The facility must be outside the danger zone
State and/or federal approval and permits must have been obtained

If the oil is fresh, it can be ignited using any appropriate technique. If the oil is somewhat
weathered (i.e., the volatile constituents have evaporated), a propane weed burner or
flamethrower may be used. Failure to maintain sufficient temperature or air supply may create
large clouds of black smoke. At some point in time, the oil may be too weathered or emulsified
to burn.
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The propane weed burner should be played over a pool of oil until the oil is heated enough to
vaporize and ignite. Individual fires should be started in a fine across the upwind side of the
area to be burned. Once started, they could ignite adjacent areas, and the wind will assist the
spread of the burn in the desired direction.
Ignition of an open spill is unlikely to result in an explosion; however, when there is no wind,
explosive vapors may collect in a confined area to form an explosive mixture. Under these
conditions, the potential secondary effects of a blast must be considered. Oil on ice with a little
snow cover tends to pool in depressions and usually can be burned. Care should be
exercised, as nearby frozen vegetative cover without snow cover can be damaged and hinder
restoration.
Caution:
Tests have shown that oil pools burning on ice provide enough heat to form
channels which drain water and burning oil to lower areas (water under the ice compounds
containment/recovery efforts). Enough heat can reach the water under the burning slick to
cause boiling. In all test cases, after burning, the residue was a heavy, tar-like substance,
ranging from 2-10% of the original volume. Removing the residue was possible and left a fairly
clean area of ice, although this should be done before it sets in refrozen ice.
Below is the link to information for NOAA SMART program for in-situ burning.
http://response.restoration.noaa.gov/oil-and-chemical-spills/oil-spills/resources/in-situburning.html
Dispersants and Other Chemical Usage
In Washington State Region 10 of the RRT and Northwest Area Committee have established
pre-approval zones, case-by-case approval zones, and no use zones for the use of
dispersants.
The dispersant pre-approval zone is as follows:
•

Marine waters 3 to 200 nautical miles from the coastline or an island shoreline except
for waters designated as a part of a National Marine Sanctuary and the Makah Tribe
Usual and Accustomed marine area or waters within three miles of the border of the
Country of Canada or the Makah Tribe Usual and Accustomed marine area

In a pre-approved zone, typically the FOSC working in a Unified Command will trigger a
process to evaluate the applicability of dispersant use by setting that as an objective, ideally
during the initial UC Objectives meeting. It is expected that the FOSC Checklist will be
completed by the Technical Specialists within the Environmental Unit, with input from
appropriate members of the Operations Section, Liaison and Information Officer as needed.
The RRT will be notified by the FOSC as soon as practicable following a dispersant use
decision. An After Action report will be completed by the FOSC.
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Dispersant Decision in Case-by-Case Approval
The Dispersant Case-by-Case Approval Zones are as follows:
•
•
•
•

All marine waters that are both within 3 nautical miles from the coastline or an island
shoreline and greater than 10 fathoms (60 feet) in depth, except any area located
within a designated No Dispersant Use Zone.
Waters designated as a part of a National Marine Sanctuary and waters that are part
of the Makah Tribe Usual and Accustomed marine area which are also greater than 10
fathoms (60 feet) in depth.
Waters of the Strait of Juan de Fuca and North Puget Sound from Point Wilson to
Admiralty Head and north, and greater than 10 fathoms (60 feet) in depth.
Marine waters within 3 miles of the borders of the Makah Tribe Usual and Accustomed
marine area and the country of Canada. In consideration of the use of dispersants
within 3 miles of the Makah Tribe Usual and Accustomed marine area, the Region X
RRT will consult with the Makah Tribal government. In considering the use of
dispersants within 3 miles of the International border with Canada, the Region X RRT
will consult with the Joint Coastal Pollution Response Team (Coastal JRT) comprised
of representatives of the U.S. and Canadian governments.

Once the Unified Command establishes Objectives to consider the use of dispersants in a
Case-by-Case area, the Planning Section should consult with NOAA about the window of
opportunity for effective dispersant use.
Dispersant Decision in No Approval Zone
The No Dispersant Use Zones are as follows:
•
•
•

Marine waters that are both less than three nautical miles from the coastline and less
than or equal to 10 fathoms (60 feet) in depth.
Marine waters south of a line drawn between Point Wilson (48º 08' 41" N, 122º45' 19"
W) and Admiralty Head (48º 09' 20" N, 122º 40' 42" W).
Freshwater environments.

Dispersants may only be used in these areas if, in the judgment of the FOSC, they are
required to prevent or substantially reduce a hazard to human life. In this case, the FOSC
should document their determination. The RRT will be notified by the FOSC as soon as
practicable. An After Action report will be completed
The NW Area Contingency Plan lists some topic discussions that would need to be
entertained if dispersant usage was being considered. Some of these topics will need to be
addressed and answered and then submitted to the Unified Command (FOSC) for
consideration. Some of these topics and questions are as follows:
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Environmental Considerations
•
•
•
•
•
•

Dispersant use could minimize the effects of an oil spill by dispersing oil before it
reaches shorelines or sensitive areas.
Removing oil from the surface of the water cold reduce the potential for impacts to
birds and marine mammals, and limit the action of wind on spill movement.
Dispersants could effectively treat this large spill more quickly than other response
methods
Dispersants could be effective in the current water, current, weather where mechanical
responses are limited.
Effective dispersant responses may reduce the quantity of oil requiring recovery and
disposal.
Proxy of water column productivity in open coastal areas (obtain upwelling index from
NOAA).

Equipment and Personnel Adequacy
•
•

•

•
•
•
•
•
•

Name and describe the capability of the contractor(s) tasked for dispersant application
operations. Describe the training and experience of the contractor(s).
State whether the application system has been specifically designed for its intended
purpose, or if not, has been tested and deemed to be effective and appropriate, or by
some other specific means of documentation or experience, reasonably deemed to be
effective and appropriate under the circumstances.
State whether the design and operation of the application system can reasonably be
expected to apply the chemical dispersant in a manner consistent with the dispersant
manufacturer’s recommendations, especially with regard to dosage rates and
concentrations.
State whether the operation will be supervised or coordinated by personnel who have
experience, knowledge, specific training, and/or recognized competence with chemical
dispersants and the type of system to be used.
How will the ratio of dispersant-to-oil application ratio be verified?
What is the “Window of opportunity” for getting dispersant on the oil (hours from first
report of spill)?
What are the number of daylight hours available for first day/each day of dispersant
application: (hours from first report of spill)?
What time can dispersants first be applied to the spill (hours from first report of spill)?
Will dispersants be effective after day one of the spill? YES / NO / Cannot determine at
this time

Aerial Dispersant Control
(Name of contractor) has a dispersant application system on the (Name and type of aircraft).
Describe the platform of the aircraft (multi-engine or single-engine). State how Operations will
direct the dispersant aircraft in carrying out the dispersant operation, including avoiding the
spraying of birds and marine mammals that may be in the area.
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State how the aircraft spray systems will be capable of producing dispersant droplet sizes that
provide for optimal dispersant effectiveness as described in ASTM guidelines or as supported
by peer-reviewed research.
State the dispersant load capability (gal):
Boat Application

(Name of contractor) has installed a dispersant application system on the (Name and type of
vessel). If the system involves spray arms or booms that extend out over the edge of a boat
and have fan type nozzles that spray a fixed pattern of dispersant, confirm that that application
will comply with the following ASTM standards as appropriate: a) ASTM F 1413-92 Standard
Guide for Oil Spill Dispersant Application Equipment: Boom and Nozzle Systems b) ASTM F
1460-93 Standard Practice for Calibrating Oil Spill Dispersant Application Equipment Boom
and Nozzle Systems c) ASTM F 1737-96 Standard Guide for Use of Oil Spill Dispersant
Application Equipment during Spill Response: Boom and Nozzle Systems.
State the dispersant load capability (gal):
Special Monitoring of Applied Response Technologies (SMART)
SMART is a cooperatively designed monitoring program for in situ burning and dispersants.
SMART relies on small, highly mobile teams that collect real-time data using portable, rugged,
and easy-to-use instruments during dispersant and in situ burning operations.
Data are channeled to the Unified Command (representatives of the responsible party and the
state and federal governments who are in charge of the spill response) to address critical
questions:
SMART- Dispersants
To monitor the efficacy of dispersant application, SMART recommends three options, or tiers.
•
•

•

Tier I: A trained observer, flying over the oil slick and using photographic job aids or
advanced remote sensing instruments, assesses dispersant efficacy and reports back
to the Unified Command.
Tier II: Provides real-time data from the treated slick. A sampling team on a boat uses
a monitoring instrument to continuously monitor for dispersed oil 1 meter under the
dispersant-treated slick. The team records and conveys the data to the Scientific
Support Team, which forwards it, with recommendations, to the Unified Command.
Water samples are also taken for later analysis at a laboratory.
Tier III: By expanding the monitoring efforts in several ways, Tier III provides
information on where the dispersed oil goes and what happens to it.
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SMART Topics to be defined
Describe the level of SMART that will be deployed. List the agency(s) that are providing the
staff and equipment and when these assets are expected to be on scene. If initially only Tier I
monitoring is available, describe when the protocol will be enhanced.
Answer these questions:
•
•
•

Who will provide Special Monitoring of Applied Response Technologies (SMART) to
monitor and assess the adequacy of the dispersant application?
How will they apply the SMART?
State what guides will be used and how observations will be documented, such as the
NOAA Dispersant Application Observer Job Aid. Observations will be photographed
and videotaped to help communicate them to the Unified Command and for
documentation.

The Visual Monitoring Team will be composed of how many persons?
The FOSC Dispersant Authorization Checklist can be found in Sec 9406.4.1 of the Northwest
Area Contingency Plan.
Final Cleanup
Laborers with rakes, shovels and barrels may be required for the final cleanup. Also, in some
cases a final deicing operation as final cleanup will be necessary.
The access roads constructed during cleanup operations must be removed when the cleanup
is complete. The graders, scrapers, loaders and trucks can be used to pick up the crusher run
base and transport it to an appropriate disposal site.
A repair crew of various skills may be needed for a considerable time period after cleanup is
finished.
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3.11.3 Containment, Protection, and Recovery Illustrations
Open Water Containment: Boom in a Catenary Configuration
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Open Water Containment: Boom in Encirclement Configurations
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Open Water Containment: Boom in “J” Configuration
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Open Water Containment: Boom in “3” or “W” Configuration
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Marine Diversion Booming Techniques for Protecting Sensitive Areas
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Shoreline Containment: Diversion Booming to Skimmer
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Shoreline Containment: Boom Deployment Angles
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Shoreline Containment: Exclusion Booming
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Shoreline Containment: Exclusion Booming at Inlet with High Channel Currents
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Shoreline Containment: Exclusion Booming at the Mouth of the Bay
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Placement Configuration of 3 Lengths of Boom
Cascading Deflection Booms
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Cascading Berming
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Beach Berm
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Collection of Oil on Beaches with Sumps
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Quiet Water Containment to Point of Entry
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Sorbent Barrier (Water)
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Shoreline and Terrestrial Cleanup Procedures
Operation Pattern for a Motorized Elevating Scraper
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Shoreline and Terrestrial Cleanup Procedures
Operation Pattern for a Motorized Elevating Scraper
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Shoreline and Terrestrial Cleanup Procedures
Operational Sequence for a Front-end Loader
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Illustration of Unloading Ramp and Conveyor System
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Shoreline and Terrestrial Cleanup Procedures
Discing-In Operation for Light Oil Deposits, Stains, or Final Cleanup
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Typical Beach Flooding System
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EPA 40 CFR 112
U.S. EPA -OPA 90
Appendix F to Part 112 – Facility Specific Response Plan

Appendix F
1.0
1.1

Brief Description

Location

Model Facility-Specific Response Plan

---

Emergency Response Action Plan

--

1. Qualified Individual Information

ERAP

2. Emergency Notification Phone List

ERAP

3. Spill Response Notification Form

ERAP

4. Response Equipment List and Location

ERAP

5. Response Equipment Testing and Deployment

ERAP

6. Facility Response Team

ERAP

7. Evacuation Plan

ERAP

8. Immediate Actions

ERAP

9. Facility Diagram

ERAP

1.2

Facility Information

1.2.1

Facility name and location

Annex 1.5 and ERAP

1.2.2

Latitude and Longitude

Annex 1.5 and ERAP

1.2.3

Wellhead Protection Area

1.2.4

Owner/operator

1.2.5

Qualified Individual

1.2.6

Date of Oil Storage Start-up

1.2.7

Current Operation

1.2.8

Dates and Types of Substantial Expansion

1.3

Emergency Response Information

1.3.1

Notification

1.3.2

Response Equipment List / Location

1.3.3
1.3.4
1.3.5

Response Equipment Testing/Deployment
Personnel
Evacuation Plans

1.3.6

2015 Revision

Qualified Individual's Duties

--

N/A
Annex 1.5 and ERAP
Core II-2.1; Annex 1.2,
and ERAP
Annex 1.5 and ERAP
Annex 1.6.2
Annex 1.5 and ERAP

-Core II-3; Annex 2 and
ERAP
Annex 1.5.6, 2.11, and
ERAP
Core II-8
Annex 2
Core II-15;
Annex. 1.18 and
ERAP
Core II-2.1, 3.4, 4.5;
Annex 1.2 and ERAP
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EPA 40 CFR 112 (Continued)
U.S. EPA -OPA 90
Appendix F to Part 112 – Facility Specific Response Plan

Appendix F
1.4
1.4.1
1.4.2
1.4.3
1.4.4
1.5
1.5.1
1.5.2
1.6
1.6.1

Brief Description
Hazard Evaluation
Hazard Identification
Vulnerability Analysis
Analysis of the Potential for an Oil Spill
Facility Reportable Oil Spill History
Discharge Scenarios
Small and Medium Discharges
Worst Case Discharge
Discharge Detection Systems

1.6.2

Automated Discharge Detection

1.7
1.7.1

Plan Implementation

1.7.2
1.7.3
1.8
1.8.1

Disposal Plans
Containment and Drainage Planning
Self-Inspection, Drills/Exercises, and Response Training

1.8.1.1

Discharge Detection by Personnel

Response Resources for Small, Medium, and Worst Case Spills

Facility Self-Inspection
Tank Inspection

1.8.1.2
Response Equipment Inspection
1.8.1.3
Secondary Containment Inspection
1.8.2
1.8.2.1
1.8.2.2
1.8.3

Facility Drills/Exercises
Qualified Individual Notification Drill Log
Crisis Management Team Tabletop Exercise Log

1.8.3.1
1.8.3.2
1.9

Personnel Response Training Log
Discharge Prevention Meeting Log
Diagrams
(1) Site Plan Diagram
(2) Site Drainage Plan Diagram
(3) Site Evacuation Plan Diagram
Security
Response Plan Cover Sheet
Acronyms

1.10
2.0
3.0

2015 Revision

Response Training

Location
-Annex 1.6
Annex 3
Annex 1.13
Annex 1.14
-Annex 1.16.8
Annex 1.16.9
-Core II-6.2, 6.3, 6.4,
6.5; and Annex 1.10
Core II-6.2, 6.5, 6.6;
and Annex 1.10
-Annex 1.16, 2.11, and
ERAP
Core II-10
Core II-11 and II-13
-Core II-6.4 and Annex
1.7.1
Core II-6.4.1 and
Annex 1.7.1
Core II-8; Core IVForms; Annex 1.5.6
and ERAP
Core II-6.4.3,
II-6.4.4, II-6.4.5, II6.4.6; and Annex 1.7.1
Core III-4
Annex 1.11
Annex 1.11
Core III-1, III-2 and
III-3
Core III-3
Annex 1.11
-Annex 1.5
Annex 1.5
Annex 1.18

Core II-16; Annex 1-12
Annex 1.5 and ERAP
Core I-6
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EPA 40 CFR 112 (Continued)
U.S. EPA -OPA 90
Appendix F to Part 112 – Facility Specific Response Plan (Continued)

40 CFR 112.21
(a)
(b)
(b)(1)

(b)(2)
(b)(3)

(c)

2015 Revision

Brief Description

Location

Develop a training and drill program that satisfies the
requirements of this section.
Develop a facility response training program to train personnel
involved in response activities.
Proper instruction of facility personnel in the procedures to
respond to discharges of oil and in applicable oil spill response
laws, rules, and regulations.
Training shall be functional in nature according to job tasks for
both supervisory and non-supervisory operational personnel.
Trainers shall develop specific lesson plans on subject areas
relevant to facility personnel involved in oil spill response and
cleanup.
Develop a program of facility response drills/exercises, including
evaluation procedures. Can follow PREP.

Core III-1, III-2, and
III-3
Core III-1, III-2, and
III-3
Core III-1
Core III-2 and III-3
Core III-1, III-2, and
III-3
Core III-4
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33 CFR Part 154 – Facilities Transferring Oil or Hazardous Materials in Bulk

33 CFR
154.1030
(a)
(b)

(b)(1)1
(b)(2)
(b)(2)(i)

Brief Description
The plan must be written in English.
A response plan must be divided into the sections listed in this
paragraph and formatted in the order specified herein unless
noted otherwise. It must also have some easily found marker
identifying each section listed below. The following are the
sections and subsections of a facility response plan:
Introduction and plan contents.
Emergency response action plan:
Notification procedures.

(b)(2)(ii)

Facility’s spill mitigation procedures.

(b)(2)(iii)

Facility’s response activities.

(b)(2)(iv)
(b)(2)(v)
(b)(3)
(b)(3)(i)

Fish and wildlife and sensitive environments.
Disposal plan.
Training and Exercises:

(b)(3)(ii)
(b)(4)
(b)(5)
(b)(5)(i)
(b)(5)(ii)
(b)(5)(iii)

Exercise procedures.
Plan review and update procedures.
Appendices.
Facility-specific information.
List of contacts.

Training procedures.

Equipment lists and records.

(b)(5)(iv)
Communications plan.
(b)(5)(v)
(b)(5)(vi)
(b)(5)(vii)

2015 Revision

Site-specific safety and health plan.
List of acronyms and definitions.
A geographic-specific appendix for each zone in which a mobile
facility operates.

Location
Entire Plan

TOC; Annex 4

Core I-1
-Core II-3;
Annex 2 and ERAP
Core II-6.11, II-7.1, II14; and ERAP
Core II-7 and Annex
1.16
Annex 3
Core II-10
-Core III-1, III-2, and
III-3
Core III-4
Core I-5; Annex 5.3
-Annex 1.5 and ERAP
Annex 2.10
Annex 1.5.6, 2.11,
2.12, and ERAP
Core 11-4.5.33;
Annex 1.16.19, and
2.1
Core II-17
Core I-6
Annexes 1-6
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USCG 33 CFR 154 (Continued)
33 CFR Part 154 – Facilities Transferring Oil or Hazardous Materials in Bulk

CFR 154.1035
(a)
(a)(1)
(a)(2)

(a)(3)
(a)(4)
(a)(5)
(a)(6)
(b)
(b)(1)

(b)(1)(A)
(b)(1)(B)
(b)(1)(B)(ii)

Brief Description
Introduction and plan content. This section of the plan must
include facility and plan information as follows:
The facility's name, street address, city, county, state, ZIP code,
facility telephone number, and facsimile number, if so equipped.
Include mailing address if different from street address.
The facility's location described in a manner that could aid both
a reviewer and a responder in locating the specific facility
covered by the plan, such as, river mile or location from a
known landmark that would appear on a map or chart.
The name, address, and procedures for contacting the facility's
owner or operator on a 24-hour basis.
A table of contents.
During the period that the submitted plan does not have to
conform to the format contained in this subpart, a cross index, if
appropriate.
A record of change(s) to record information on plan updates.
Emergency Response Action Plan. This section of the plan
must be organized in the subsections described in this
paragraph:
Notification procedures. (i) This subsection must contain a
prioritized list identifying the person(s), including name,
telephone number, and their role in the plan, to be notified of a
discharge or substantial threat of a discharge of oil. The
telephone number need not be provided if it is listed separately
in the list of contacts required in the plan. This Notification
Procedures listing must include:Facility response personnel, the spill management team, oil spill
removal organizations, and the qualified individual(s) and the
designated alternate(s); and
Federal, State, or local agencies, as required.

(b)(2)(i)(A)
(b)(2)(i)(B)

This subsection must include a form, such as that depicted in
Figure 1, which contains information to be provided in the initial
and follow-up notifications to Federal, State, and local agencies.
The form shall include notification of the National Response
Center as required in part 153 of this chapter. Copies of the form
also must be placed at the location(s) from which notification
may be made. The initial notification form must include space for
the information contained in Figure 1. The form must contain a
prominent statement that initial notification must not be delayed
pending collection of all information.
Facility's spill mitigation procedures. This subsection must
describe the volume(s) and oil groups that would be involved in
theAverage most probable discharge from the MTR facility;
Maximum most probable discharge from the MTR facility;

(b)(2)(i)(C)

Worst case discharge from the MTR facility; and

(b)(2)(i)
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Location
-Annex 1.5 and ERAP

Annex 1.5 and ERAP
Annex 1.5 and ERAP
Each Section
Annex 4
Annex 5.1
--

Annex 2 and ERAP

Core II-3; Annex 2 and
ERAP
Core II-3.7
Annex 2.2, 2.4, 2.5,
2.6 and ERAP

Core IV - Forms

-Annex 1.16
Annex 1.16
Annex 1.16
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USCG 33 CFR 154 (Continued)

33 CFR Part 154 – Facilities Transferring Oil or Hazardous Materials in Bulk
CFR 154.1035
(Continued)
(b)(2)(ii)

(b)(2)(ii)(A)

Brief Description

Location

This subsection must contain prioritized procedures for facility
personnel to mitigate or prevent any discharge or substantial
threat of a discharge of oil resulting from operational activities
associated with internal or external facility transfers including
specific procedures to shut down affected operations. Facility
personnel responsible for performing specified procedures to
mitigate or prevent any discharge or potential discharge shall be
identified by job title. A copy of these procedures shall be
maintained at the facility operations center. These procedures
must address actions to be taken by facility personnel in the
event of a discharge, potential discharge, or emergency
involving the following equipment and scenarios:

--

Failure of manifold, mechanical loading arm, other transfer
equipment, or hoses, as appropriate;

(b)(2)(ii)(B)
Tank overfill;
(b)(2)(ii)(C)
Tank failure;
(b)(2)(ii)(D)
(b)(2)(ii)(E)
(b)(2)(ii)(F)
(b)(2)(ii)(G)

(b)(2)(iii)

(b)(3)(i)

(b)(3)(ii)

(b)(3)(iii)
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Piping rupture;
Piping leak, both under pressure and not under pressure, if
applicable;
Explosion or fire; and
Equipment failure (e.g. pumping system failure, relief valve
failure, or other general equipment relevant to operational
activities associated with internal or external facility transfers.)
This subsection must contain a listing of equipment and the
responsibilities of facility personnel to mitigate an average most
probable discharge.
Facility's response activities. This subsection must contain a
description of the facility personnel's responsibilities to initiate a
response and supervise response resources pending the arrival
of the qualified individual.
This subsection must contain a description of the responsibilities
and authority of the qualified individual and alternate as required
in § 154.1026.
This subsection must describe the organizational structure that
will be used to manage the response actions. This structure
must include the following functional areas.

Core II-7.7 and
II.14.1; Annex 1.7.1
1.7.3 and 1.16.17
Core II-7.5 and
II.14.1; Annex 1.7.1
and 1.7.6
Core II-7.8 and II14.1; Annex 1.7.1
and 1.7.6
Core II-7.6 and Annex
1.7.1 and 1.16.17.1
Core II-7.6 and Annex
1.7.1 and 1.16.17.1
Core II-7.4
Core II-7.6, 7.7 and II14.1 and Annex 1.7.1
Core II-2; Annex
1.5.6, 1.16.6, 2.11,
and ERAP
Core II-2 and ERAP

Core II-2.1;
Annex 1.2 and ERAP
Core II-4
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USCG 33 CFR 154 (Continued)

33 CFR Part 154 – Facilities Transferring Oil or Hazardous Materials in Bulk
CFR 154.1035
(Continued)
(b)(3)(iii)(A)
(b)(3)(iii)(B)
(b)(3)(iii)(C)
(b)(3)(iii)(D)
(b)(3)(iii)(E)
(b)(3)(iii)(F)
(b)(3)(iii)(G)
(b)(3)(iii)(H)
(b)(iv)
(b)(3)(iv)(A)

(b)(3)(iv)(B)

(b)(3)(v)

(b)(3)(vii)

(b)(3)(vii)(A)
(b)(3)(vii)(B)
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Brief Description

Location

Command and control;
Public information;
Safety;
Liaison with government agencies;
Spill Operations;
Planning;
Logistics support; and
Finance.
This subsection must identify the oil spill removal organizations
and the spill management team to provide the following:
Equipment and supplies to meet the requirements of §
154.1045, 154.1047 or subparts H or I of this part, as
appropriate; and
Trained personnel necessary to continue operation of the
equipment and staff of the oil spill removal organization and spill
management team for the first 7 days of the response.
This section must include job descriptions for each spill
management team member within the organizational structure
described in paragraph (b)(3)(iii) of this section. These job
descriptions should include the responsibilities and duties of
each spill management team member in a response action.
This subsection of the plan must also separately list the
resource providers and specific resources necessary to provide
aerial oil tracking capabilities required in this subpart. The oil
tracking resources to be listed within this section must include
the following:
The identification of a resource provider; and

Core II-4.5.1
Core II-4.5.3
Core II-4.5.2
Core II-4.5.4
Core II-4.5.8-17
Core II-4.5.18-31
Core II-4.5.32-36
Core II-4.5.37-39

Type and location of aerial surveillance aircraft that are ensured
available, through contract or other approved means, to meet
the oil tracking requirements of §154.1045(j).

-Annex 1.5.6, 2.11 and
ERAP
Core II-3.2 and II-4.15; Annex 2

Core II-4

--

Annex 2.10 and
2.11.7
Annex 2.11.7
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USCG 33 CFR 154 (Continued)
33 CFR Part 154 – Facilities Transferring Oil or Hazardous Materials in Bulk

CFR 154.1035
(Continued)
(b)(4)(i)

(b)(4)(ii)
(b)(4)(ii)(A)

(b)(4)(ii)(B)

(b)(4)(ii)(C)

(b)(4)(iii)

(b)(4)(iii)(A)

(b)(4)(iii)(B)
(b)(5)
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Brief Description
Fish and wildlife and sensitive environments. This section of the
plan must identify areas of economic importance and
environmental sensitivity, as identified in the ACP, which are
potentially impacted by a worst case discharge. ACPs are
required under section 311(j)(4) of the FWPCA to identify fish
and wildlife and sensitive environments. The applicable ACP
shall be used to designate fish and wildlife and sensitive
environments in the plan. Changes to the ACP regarding fish
and wildlife and sensitive environments shall be included in the
annual update of the response plan, when available.
For a worst case discharge from the facility, this section of the
plan must:
List all fish and wildlife and sensitive environments identified in
the ACP which are potentially impacted by a discharge of
persistent oils, non-persistent oils, or non-petroleum oils.
Describe all the response actions that the facility anticipates
taking to protect these fish and wildlife and sensitive
environments.
Contain a map or chart showing the location of those fish and
wildlife and sensitive environments which are potentially
impacted. The map or chart shall also depict each response
action that the facility anticipates taking to protect these areas. A
legend of activities must be included on the map page.
For a worst case discharge, this section must identify
appropriate equipment and required personnel, available by
contract or other approved means as described in § 154.1028,
to protect fish and wildlife and sensitive environments which fall
within the distances calculated using the methods outlined in
this paragraph as follows:
Identify the appropriate equipment and required personnel to
protect all fish and wildlife and sensitive environments in the
ACP for the distances, as calculated in paragraph (b)(4)(iii)(B) of
this section, that the persistent oils, non-persistent oils, or nonpetroleum oils are likely to travel in the noted geographic area(s)
and number of days listed in Table 2 of appendix C of this part;
Calculate the distances required by paragraph (b)(4)(iii)(A) of
this section
Disposal Plan. This subsection must describe any actions to be
taken or procedures to be used to ensure that all recovered oil
and oil contaminated debris produced as a result of any
discharge are disposed according to Federal, state, or local
requirements.

Location

Annex 3

-Annex 3

Annex 3

Annex 3

--

Core II-11.3
Annex 3

Annex 3

Core II-10
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USCG 33 CFR 154 (Continued)
33 CFR Part 154 – Facilities Transferring Oil or Hazardous Materials in Bulk

CFR 154.1035
(Continued)
(c)

Brief Description
Training and exercises. This section must be divided into the
following two subsections:

(c)(1)

Training procedures. This subsection must describe the training
procedures and programs of the facility owner or operator to
meet the requirements in § 154.1050.

(c)(2)

Exercise procedures. This subsection must describe the
exercise program to be carried out by the facility owner or
operator to meet the requirements in § 154.1055.

(d)

(e)

Plan review and update procedures. This section must address
the procedures to be followed by the facility owner or operator to
meet the requirements of §154.1065 and the procedures to be
followed for any post-discharge review of the plan to evaluate
and validate its effectiveness.
Appendices. This section of the response plan must include the
appendices described in this paragraph.

Location
-Core III-1, III-2 and III3; Annex 1.11

Core III-4

Core I-5;
Annex 5.3

--

(e)(1)

Facility-specific information. This appendix must contain a
description of the facility's principal characteristics.

Annex 1.5

(e)(1)(i)

There must be a physical description of the facility including a
plan of the facility showing the mooring areas, transfer locations,
control stations, locations of safety equipment, and the location
and capacities of all piping and storage tanks.

Annex 1.5

(e)(1)(ii)

The appendix must identify the sizes, types, and number of
vessels that the facility can transfer oil to or form simultaneously.

Annex 1.5.5

(e)(1)(iii)

The appendix must identify the first valve(s) on facility piping
separating the transportation-related portion of the facility from
the non-transportation-related portion of the facility, if any.

(e)(1)(iv)

(e)(1)(iv)(A)
(e)(1)(iv)(B)
(e)(1)(iv)(C)
(e)(1)(iv)(D)

(e)(1)(iv)(E)

2015 Revision

The appendix must contain information on the oil(s) and
hazardous material handled, stored, or transported at the facility
in bulk. A material safety data sheet meeting the requirements of
29 CFR 1910.120, 33 CFR 154.310(a)(5) or an equivalent will
meet this requirement. This information can be maintained
separately providing it is readily available and the appendix
identifies its location. This information must include -The generic or chemical name;
A description of the appearance and odor;
The physical and chemical characteristics;
The hazards involved in handling the oil(s) and hazardous
materials. This shall include hazards likely to be encountered if
the oil(s) and hazardous materials come in contact as a result of
a discharge; and
A list of firefighting procedures and extinguishing agents
effective with fires involving the oil(s) and hazardous materials.

Annex 1.5

Annex 1.5.5, 1.6.2,
and 1.6.6.2

Annex 1.6.6.2
Annex 1.6.6.2
Annex 1.6.6.2
Facility MSDS

Facility MSDS
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USCG 33 CFR 154 (Continued)
33 CFR Part 154 – Facilities Transferring Oil or Hazardous Materials in Bulk

CFR 154.1035
(Continued)
(e)(2)

Brief Description

Location

List of contacts. This appendix must include information on 24hour contact of key individuals and organizations. If more
appropriate, this information may be specified in a geographicspecific appendix. The list must include -

--

(e)(2)(i)

The primary and alternate qualified individual(s) for the facility;

Annex 2.10 and ERAP

(e)(2)(ii)

The contact(s) identified under paragraph (b)(3)(iv) of this
section for activation of the response resources; and

Annex 2.10 and ERAP

Appropriate Federal, State, and local officials.

Annex 2.10 and ERAP

(e)(2)(iii)
(e)(3)

Equipment list and records. This appendix must include the
information specified in this paragraph.

(e)(3)(i)

The appendix must contain a list of equipment and facility
personnel required to respond to an average most probable
discharge, as defined in § 154.1020. The appendix must also list
the location of the equipment.
The appendix must contain a detailed listing of all the major
equipment identified in the plan as belonging to an oil spill
removal organization(s) that is available, by contract or other
approved means as described in § 154.1028(a), to respond to a
maximum most probable or worst case discharge, as defined in
§ 154.1020. The detailed listing of all major equipment may be
located in a separate document referenced by the plan. Either
the appendix or the separate document referenced in the plan
must provide the location of the major response equipment.
It is not necessary to list response equipment from oil spill
removal organization(s) when the organization has been
classified by the Coast Guard and their capacity has been
determined to equal or exceed the response capability needed
by the facility. For oil spill removal organization(s) classified by
the Coast Guard, the classification must be noted in this section
of the plan.
Communications plan. This appendix must describe the primary
and alternate method of communication during discharges,
including communications at the facility and at remote locations
within the areas covered by the response plan. The appendix
may refer to additional communications packages provided by
the oil spill removal organization. This may reference another
existing plan or document.
Site-specific safety and health plan. This appendix must
describe the safety and health plan to be implemented for any
response location(s). It must provide as much detailed
information as is practicable in advance of an actual discharge.
This appendix may reference another existing plan requiring
under 29 CFR 1910.120.

(e)(3)(ii)

(e)(3)(iii)

(e)(4)

(e)(5)
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-Annex 1.5.6, Annex 2
and ERAP

Annex 2.11 and ERAP

Annex 2.11

Annex 1.16.19 and 2.1

Core II-17
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USCG 33 CFR 154 (Continued)
33 CFR Part 154 – Facilities Transferring Oil or Hazardous Materials in Bulk

CFR 154.1035
(Continued)
(e)(6)

CFR 154.1041
(a)
(a)(1)

(a)(2)
(a)(3)

CFR 154.1047
(a)

(a)(1)

(a)(2)
(b)

(c)

(d)
(e)

2015 Revision

Brief Description

Location

List of acronyms and definitions. This appendix must list all
acronyms used in the response plan including any terms or
acronyms used by Federal, State, or local governments and any
operational terms commonly used at the facility. This appendix
must include all definitions that are critical to understanding the
response plan.

Core I-6

Brief Description

Location

Each mobile MTR facility must carry the following information as
contained in the response plan when performing transfer
operations:
A description of response activities for a discharge which may
occur during transfer operations. This may be a narrative
description or a list of procedures to be followed in the event of
a discharge.
Identity of response resources to respond to a discharge from
the mobile MTR facility.
List of the appropriate persons and agencies (including the
telephone numbers) to be contacted in regard to a discharge
and its handling, including the National Response Center.
Brief Description
An owner or operator of a facility that handles, stores, or
transports Group V petroleum oils must provide information in
his or her response plan that identifies—
Procedures and strategies for responding to a worst case
discharge of Group V petroleum oils to the maximum extent
practicable; and
Sources of the equipment and supplies necessary to locate,
recover, and mitigate such a discharge.
Any equipment identified in a response plan is capable of
operating in the conditions expected in the geographic area(s) in
which the facility operates using the criteria in Table 1 of
appendix C of this part. When evaluating the operability of
equipment, the facility owner or operator must consider
limitations that are identified in the ACPs for the COTP zones in
which the facility operates, including ice conditions; debris;
temperature ranges; and weather-related visibility.
The owner or operator of a facility that handles, stores, or
transports Group V petroleum oil must identify the response
resources that are available by contract or other approved
means as described in §154.1028.
Response resources identified must be capable of being at the
spill site within 24 hours of discovery of a discharge.
Response resources with firefighting capability and an individual
at the facility to work with the fire department.

--

Annex 1.16.17
Annex 1.5.6, 1.16.17,
2.11 and ERAP
Annex 2.2 – 2.4, 2.10
and ERAP
Location
--

Annex 1.6.9
Annex 1.6.9

Annex 1.6.9

Annex 1.6.9

Annex 1.6.9
Core II-4.5.11; Annex
1.5.6 and 2.12
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33 CFR Part 154 – Facilities Transferring Oil or Hazardous Materials in Bulk
CFR 154.1055
(a)(1)
(a)(2)

(a)(3)(i)
(a)(3)(ii)
(a)(4)
(a)(5)
(a)(6)

2015 Revision

Brief Description
Qualified individual notification exercises (quarterly).
Spill management team tabletop exercises (annually). In a 3year period, at least one of these exercises must include a worst
case discharge scenario.
Equipment deployment exercises. Semi-annually for facility
owned and operated equipment.
Equipment deployment exercises. Annually for oil spill removal
organization equipment.
Emergency procedures exercises (optional).
Annually, at least one of the exercises listed in §154.1055(a)(2)
through (4) must be unannounced.
All components of the response plan are exercised at least once
every 3 years.

Location
Core III-4.11
Core III-4.11
Core III-4.11
Core III-4.11
Core III-4.11
Core III-4.2, 4.4, 4.11
Core III-4.6
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OSHA 29 CFR 1910.120
OSHA Emergency Response Plan Requirements (29 CFR 1910.120(q)(2)
Brief Description

Pre-emergency planning and coordination with outside parties
Personnel roles, lines of authority and communication
Emergency recognition and prevention
Safe distances and places of refuge
Site security and control
Evacuation routes and procedures
Decontamination procedures
Emergency medical treatment and first aid
Emergency alerting and response procedures
Critique of response and follow-up
PPE and emergency equipment

2015 Revision

Location
Entire Plan
Core II; Annex 1, 2, 3
and ERAP
Core II; Annex 1, 3 and
ERAP
Core II-15, II-17; Annex
1.18 and ERAP
Core II-16
Core II-15; Annex 1.18
and ERAP
Core II-19
Core II-7.14
Core II-7
Core II-20
Core II-18 and Annex
1.5.6
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WA DOE 173 – 180 – 630
173-180-630 Plan Content Requirements

(1)
(1)(a)

(1)(b)

(1)(c)

(1)(d)

(2)

(3)

(4)
(4)(a)
(4)(b)
(4)(c)

(4)(d)
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Version 9

Brief Description
Each plan must contain a submittal agreement which:
Includes the name, address, and phone number of
submitting party
Verifies acceptance of the plan by the owner or operator of
the facility by either signature of the owner or operator or
signature by a person with authority to bind the corporation
which owns or operates the facility
Commits the owner or operator of the facility to execution
of the plan, and verifies that the plan holder is authorized to
make appropriate expenditures in order to execute plan
provisions; and
Includes the name, location, and address of the facility,
type of facility, starting date of operations, types of oil(s)
handled, and oil volume capacity.
Each plan must include a log sheet to record amendments
to the plan. The log sheet must be placed at the front of the
plan. The log sheet must provide for a record of the section
amended, the date that the old section was replaced with
the amended section, verification that ecology was notified
of the amendment pursuant to WAC 173-180-670, and the
initials of the individual making the change. A description of
the amendment and its purpose must also be included in
the log sheet, or filed in the form of an amendment letter
immediately after the log sheet.
Each plan must include a detailed table of contents based
on chapter, section, and appendix numbers and titles, as
well as tables and figures.
Each plan must describe its purpose and scope, including,
but not limited to:
The onshore facility or offshore facility operations covered
by the plan;
The relationship of the prevention plan to other oil spill
plans and operation manuals held by the facility;
The relationship of the plan to all applicable local, state,
regional, tribal, and federal government prevention plans,
including the Washington statewide master oil and
hazardous substance spill contingency plan; and
Information required under facility oil spill contingency plan
standards in chapter 173-182 WAC; spill prevention,
countermeasure, and control plan standards in 40 CFR
112.4(a); or facility operations manual standards in 33 CFR
154.310 (1-4) may be used to address (a) of this
subsection.

Location
-Cover Page;
Annex 1.5 and
ERAP
Annex 1.1

Annex 1.3

Annex 1.5 and
ERAP

Annex 5.1

TOC
Core I-1
Core I-1; Annex
1.5
Core I-2

Core I-2.1

--
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WA DOE 173 – 180 – 630 (Continued)
173-180-630 Plan Content Requirements

(5)

(6)

(7)

(8)

(9)

(10)
(10)(a)
(10)(a)(i)

(10)(a)(ii)
(10)(a)(iii)

(10)(b)

Brief Description
Each plan must describe the procedures and time periods
for updating the plan and distributing the plan and updates
to appropriate parties.
Each plan must establish that the facility is in compliance
with the Federal Oil Pollution Act of 1990. Within thirty
calendar days after federal deadlines for facility
requirements under that act, the plan must be updated to
include any applicable evidence of compliance.
Within thirty calendar days after evidence of financial
responsibility is required by rules adopted by ecology
pursuant to chapter 88.46 RCW, the plan must be updated
to include any applicable evidence of compliance.
Each plan must describe the types and frequency of spill
prevention training provided to personnel.
Each plan must provide evidence that the facility has an
approved oil spill contingency plan or has submitted a
contingency plan to ecology in accordance with standards
and deadlines established by chapter 173-182 WAC.
Each plan must address the facility's alcohol and drug use
awareness and treatment program for all facility personnel.
The plan must include at a minimum:
Documentation of an alcohol and drug awareness program.
The awareness program must provide training and
information materials to all employees on recognition of
alcohol and drug abuse; treatment opportunities, including
opportunities under the Alcohol and Drug Addiction
Treatment and Support Act pursuant to chapter 388-800
WAC; and applicable company policies;
A description of the facility's existing drug and alcohol
treatment programs; and
A description of existing provisions for the screening of
supervisory and key employees for alcohol and drug abuse
and related work impairment.
Evidence of conformance with applicable federal "DrugFree Workplace" guidelines or other federal or state
requirements may be used to address (a) of this
subsection.

(11)
Each plan must describe the facility's existing maintenance
and inspection program.

2015 Revision
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Location
Core I-5.2;
Annex 5.3

Core I-5
Annex 5.3

Core I-5.2;
Annex 1.5.2, 1.5.3
and 5.3
Core III-1, III-2,
and III-3;
Annex 1.11
Core 1; Annex 5

Annex 1.11.5
--

Annex 1.11.5

Annex 1.11.5
Annex 1.11.5

Annex 1.11.5
Core II-6.4; II.6-5;
II-6.8; II-6.8.1; II16.5; Annex 1.6.2
and 1.12.8
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(11)(a)
(11)(a)(i)

(11)(a)(ii)

(11)(a)(iii)
(11)(a)(iv)
(11)(a)(v)
(11)(b)

(11)(c)

(11)(d)
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Brief Description
The description must summarize:
Frequency and type of all regularly scheduled inspection
and preventive maintenance procedures for tanks;
pipelines; other key storage, transfer, or production
equipment, including associated pumps, valves, and
flanges; and overpressure safety devices and other spill
prevention equipment;
Integrity testing of storage tanks and pipelines, including
but not limited to frequency; pressures used (including ratio
of test pressure to maximum operating pressure, and
duration of pressurization); means of identifying that a leak
has occurred; and measures to reduce spill risk if test
material is product;
External and internal corrosion detection and repair;
Damage criteria for equipment repair or replacement; and
Any other aspect of the maintenance and inspection
program.
The plan must include a current index of maintenance and
inspection records of the storage and transfer facilities and
related equipment.
Documentation required under 40 CFR 112.7(e) or 33 CFR
154 Subparts C and D may be used to address elements of
this subsection.
Existing copies of the facility's maintenance and inspection
records for the five-year period prior to plan submittal must
be maintained and must be available for inspection if
requested by ecology. The plan must document the use of
a system to maintain such records over a five-year period
for subsequent activity.

Location
-Core II-6.4; Annex
1.12.8

Core II-6.4; Annex
1.12.8

Core II-6.4; Annex
1.12.8
Core II-6.4; Annex
1.6.10
Core II; Annex
1.5.6 and 1.6.2.2
Core II-6.15 and
IV - Forms
--

Core II-8 and IV Forms
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173-180-630 Plan Content Requirements

(12)

Brief Description
Each plan must describe spill prevention technology
currently installed and in use, including:

(12)(a)
Tank and pipeline materials and design;
(12)(b)

(12)(c)

(12)(d)
(12)(e)

(12)(f)
(12)(g)

(12)(h)
(12)(i)
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Storage tank overflow alarms, low level alarms; tank
overflow cut-off switches; automatic transfer shutdown
systems; methods to alert operators; system accuracy; and
tank fill margin remaining at time of alarm activation in
terms of vertical distance, quantity of liquid, and time before
overflow would occur at maximum pumping rate;
documentation required under 40 CFR 112.7 (e)(2)(viii) or
33 CFR 154.310 (a)(12-13) may be used to address some
or all of these elements;
Leak detection systems for both active and non-active
pipeline conditions, including detection thresholds in terms
of duration and percentage of pipeline flow; limitations on
system performance due to normal pipeline events; and
procedures for operator response to leak alarms;
Documentation required under 40 CFR 112.7 (e)(3) may be
used to address some or all of these elements:
Rapid pump and valve shutdown procedures, including
means of ensuring that surge and over-pressure conditions
do not occur; rates of valve closure; sequence and time
duration (average and maximum) for entire procedure;
automatic and remote control capabilities; and displays of
system status for operator use;
Documentation required under 40 CFR 112.7 (e)(3) may be
used to address some or all of these elements:
Methods to minimize post-shutdown residual drain-out from
pipes, including criteria for locating valves; identification of
all valves (including types and means of operation) that
may be open during a transfer process; and any other
techniques for reducing drain-out;
Means of relieving pressure due to thermal expansion of
liquid in pipes during quiescent periods;
Secondary containment, including capacity, permeability,
and material design;

Location
-Core II-6; Annex
1.5, 1.6.3, 1.6.6,
1.6.8 and 1.8

Core II-6.6;
Annex 1.6.3 and
1.6.6

Core II-6.2.4, II-14,
II-14.2; and Annex
1.8.2,
--

Core II-7 and II-14;
Annex 1.8, 1.9 and
1.9.5

-Core II-6, II-14;
Annex 1.8, 1.9 and
1.10.3
Core II-6.4.2
and 1.8.3
Annex 1.6.6.1,
1.6.7,1.7.7 and
1.7.8
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(12)(j)

(12)(k)

(12)(l)

(12)(m)

(12)(n)
(13)
(13)(a)
(13)(b)

(14)

(14)(a)
(14)(b)
(14)(c)
(14)(d)
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Brief Description
Documentation required under 40 CFR 112.7 (e)(1) and
(2)(iii-iv) may be used to address some or all of these
elements:
Internal and external corrosion control coatings and
monitoring;
Storm water and other drainage retention, treatment, and
discharge systems, including maximum storage capacities
and identification of any applicable discharge permits;
Documentation required under 40 CFR 112.7 (e)(1) and
(2)(iii and ix) may be used to address some or all of these
elements; and
Criteria for suspension of operations while leak detection or
other spill control systems are inoperative.
Each plan must describe measures taken to ensure facility
site security, including:
Procedures to control and monitor facility access;
Facility lighting (documentation required under 33 CFR
154.570 may be used to address some or all of this
element):
Each plan must list any discharges of oil in excess of
twenty-five barrels (one thousand fifty gallons) to the land
or waters of the state which occurred during the five-year
period prior to the plan submittal date. For each discharge,
the plan must describe:
Quantity;
Type of oil;
Geographic location;
Analysis of cause, including source(s) of discharges oil and
contributing factors (e.g., third party human error, adverse
weather, etc.); and

Location
-Core II-6.10;
Annex 1.8 and
1.12.8
Core II-13; Annex
1.5, 1.7.1, and
1.8.1
-Annex 1.8.2
-Core II-16;
Annex 1.12
Core II-16.4;
Annex 1.12.2

--

Annex 1.14
Annex 1.14
Annex 1.14
Annex 1.14
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(14)(e)
(15)

(15)(a)
(15)(a)(i)

(15)(a)(ii)

(15)(a)(iii)

(15)(b)

(16)

(17)

2015 Revision

Brief Description
Measures taken to remedy the cause and prevent a
reoccurrence.
Each plan must include a detailed and comprehensive
analysis of facility spill risks based on the information
required in subsections (11) through (14) of this section,
and other relevant information.
The risk analysis must:
Evaluate the construction, age, corrosion, inspection and
maintenance, operation, and oil spill risk of the transfer,
production, and storage systems in the facility, including
piping, tanks, pumps, valves, and associated equipment;
Evaluate spill minimization and containment systems within
the facility;
Be prepared under the supervision of (and bear the seal of)
a licensed professional engineer or another individual
which ecology has deemed to have an acceptable level of
expertise.
Documentation required under 40 CFR 112.7 (b) and (e)
may be used to address some or all of the elements of this
subsection.
Each plan must describe how the facility will incorporate
those measures that will provide best achievable protection
to address the spill risks identified in the risk analysis
required in subsection (15) of this section.
Information documented pursuant to 40 CFR 112.7(e) and
33 CFR 154.310 (a)(1-4) may be used to address some or
all of these elements of this subsection.
If the prevention plan is combined with a contingency plan,
the prevention plan may incorporate information required in
this section by reference if that information is provided in
the contingency plan.

Location
Core II-20

Annex 1.5, 1.6 and
1.13
-Annex 1.5, 1.6 and
1.13
Core II-14;
Annex 1.6 and
1.13
SPCC

--

Annex 1.6 and 3

--
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WA DOE 173 - 182
173-182 Oil Spill Contingency Plan
Brief Description

140 & 142
Plan Maintenance
145
150

Plan Implementation Procedures

Location
Core I-5.2;
Annex 1.5.2, 1.5.3,
5.3.2, and 5.3.5
Core I-5

Post Spill Review and Documentation

Core II-5.2;
Annex 5.3.1

210

Contingency Plan Format

Entire Plan

220

Binding Agreement

Annex 1.3

230

Contingency Plan General Content

230(2)

Plan refers to and is consistent with the NWACP.

230(3)

All Contingency Plans Must Contain the Following:

230(3)(a)

Federal or State Requirements to be met by the Plan

230(3)(b)

Size of the Worst Case Spill

230(3)(c)

Log Sheet to Record Revisions

230(3)(d)

Agency Cross Reference

230(3)(e)

Primary Response Contractor
(i) Contracts
(ii) Contact Information
(iii) Mutual Aid Agreements
(iv) PRC’s Staffing ICS positions

-Core I-2.1; Annex 1.1
and 1.5.1
-Core I-2 and I-5
Annex 1.5 and 1.16
Annex 5.1
Annex 4

Annex 2.11

Core II-9, IV – Forms;
Annex 1.17.5.1

230(3)(f)

Procedures to Track and Account for all Recovered Oil and Oily
Wastes

230(4)

Additional Facility Plan Content

230(4)(a)

Name, Location and Type of Facility

Annex 1.5 and ERAP

230(4)(b)

Starting date of Operations

Annex 1.5 and ERAP

230(4)(c)

Description of Operations
(i) List of handling operations
(ii) Inventory of all tanks and list of capacities
(iii) All oil(s) or product(s) handled by name
(iv) Written description and map of site
(v) Description of geographic area that could be impacted
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WA DOE 173 - 182 (Continued)
173-182 Oil Spill Contingency Plan
Brief Description

230(7)
240
240(1)
240(2)

250(1)

Process to manage oil spill liability claims of damages
Field Document
Locations where field documents are kept must be listed in the
plan
Field document must contain:
(a) List of Procedures to detect, assess and document
spill
(b) Spill Notification Procedures and Call-Out List
(c) Checklist of Significant Steps Used to Respond
(d) Guidance for field staff to identify spills to ground
Initial Response Actions Documentation

250(2)
Initial Spill Assessment Equipment

Location
Annex 1.4
Core II-2; Annex 1, 2,
3; and ERAP
Annex 5.0

Core II-2, II-3, II-7.1;
Annex 2 and ERAP
p. A6-22.
Core II-5 and II-7.1
Core II-4.5.28, II-7.17
and II-17.9; Annex
2.11.7

250(3)

Safety Assessments

250(4)

Procedures for confirming release and estimating
quantity/nature of release

260

Notification and Call-Out Procedures

260(1)

Each plan shall include procedures which will be taken to
immediately notify appropriate parties that a spill has occurred

Core II-3; Annex 2
and ERAP

260(2)

List of Government, PRC’s, and Spill Management team
members names and phone numbers

Annex 2 and ERAP

Notifications ensure clear order of priority

Core II-3.5; Annex
2.2 – 2.7 and ERAP

260(3)
264
264(1)

2015 Revision

Notifications regarding spills to ground and spills to permeable
secondary containment
Procedures for notifications for spills to ground and to
permeable secondary containment that threaten to impact
waters of the state.

Core II-17 and ERAP

Core II-7
--

-Core II-3; Annex 2
and ERAP
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173-182 Oil Spill Contingency Plan

264(2)

270

Brief Description

Location

Plan holders must also include procedures in their plan to
address spills of an unknown volume. When addressing a spill
of an unknown volume, plan holders shall use best professional
judgment and may consider the following circumstances in
determining when to make notifications:
(a) Whether the spill is ongoing
(b) Whether the spill is located in an area that is adjacent
to waters of the state or where there is a pathway to
waters of the state, and the environmental conditions,
such as rain events, or known shallow groundwater
make impacts to waters of the state likely.

Core II-3, II-7.20, and
Figure II-7.6; Annex
1.15, 1.16.4 and 2

Equipment Maintenance Records

280(1)
Spill Management Teams
280(1)(a)

Organization Diagram

280(1)(b)

Primary and Alternate Persons for ICS Positions

280(1)(c)

Job Description of Spill Management Positions

280(1)(d)

Planning Process

280(2)
Type and Frequency of Training
280(4)

Process for orderly transitions of initial response staff to
incoming local, regional or away team personnel

310

Planning Standards

315

320
324
325
330
335
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Core II-8 and IV;
Annex 1.5.6
Core II-3.2, and II-4;
Annex 2.8, 2.10 and
ERAP
Core II-4.3
Annex 2.8 and ERAP
Core II-4
Core I-5 and II-4
Core III-2 and III-3
and Annex 1.11.2
and 1.11.3
Core II-4.6 and II-5.3
--

Planning Standards for Non-Dedicated Work Boats

Annex 1.16.12 and
Table 1; Annex
3.11.2 (p. A3-158)

Planning Standards for Aerial Surveillance

Core II-7.17; Annex
2.11.7

Planning Standards for Group 5 Oils

Annex 1.6.9

Planning Standards for Dispersants

Core II-11.6 and
Annex 1.16.13.3

Planning Standards for In Situ Burning

Core II-11.7 and
Annex 1.16.13.3

Planning Standards for Storage

Core II-9; Annex
1.17.5
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WA DOE 173 - 182 (Continued)
173-182 Oil Spill Contingency Plan
Brief Description

Location

345

Effectiveness of Recovery Systems and equipment

Annex 2.11

348

Effective Daily Recovery Capacity

Annex 2.11

350

Compliance with Planning Standards

Annex 2.11

355

Transfer Sites for covered vessels at locations where transfers
occur, and for facilities with a vessel terminal

365

Transmission Pipelines and Pipeline Tank Farms

Annex 1.15.3

510

Requirements for Response Protection Strategies

--

510(1)

Methods to track and contain spilled oil and enhance the
recovery and removal operations that are described in the plan.

Annex 3

510(2)

Description of how environmental protection will be achieved

Annex 3

510(2)(a)

Protection of sensitive shoreline

Annex 3

510(2)(b)

Description of sensitive areas and strategies to protect

Annex 3

510(2)(c)

Identification of public resources, including public beaches,
water intakes, drinking water supplies, and marinas
Identification of shellfish resources and methods to protect those
resources
Identification of significant economic resources to be protected
in the geographic area covered by the plan
Each facility with the potential to impact a "sole source" aquifer
or public drinking water source must identify the types of
substrate and geographical extent of sensitive sites
The GRPs have been developed to meet these requirements
and plans may refer to the NWACP to meet these requirements.
If approved GRPs do not exist in the NWACP, plan holders will
work with ecology to determine alternative sensitive areas to
protect

510(2)(d)
510(2)(e)
510(2)(f)

510(3)

510(4)
520

Each plan shall identify potential initial command post locations.
Planning Standards for Shoreline Cleanup

530
Planning Standards for Ground Water Spills
540
700
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Annex 1.15.3 and
1.16.4

Annex 3
Annex 3
Annex 3
Annex 3

Core I-2.1; Annex 1.1
and 3
Annex 2.9
Core II-11.4; Annex
1.16.13.1
Section II-7.20 and II11; Annex 1.16.14;
Annex 2.5 (p. A2-11)

Planning Standards for Wildlife Rescue and Rehabilitation

Annex 3.8 and 3.10

Drill Participation, Scheduling and Evaluation

Core III-4 and Annex
1.11.4
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WA DOE 173 - 182 (Continued)
173-182 Oil Spill Contingency Plan
Brief Description

710
720
900
(a)
(b)
(c)
(d)
(e)
(f)
(g)

2015 Revision

Location

Type and Frequency of Drills

Core III-4 and Annex
1.11.4

Evaluation Criteria

Core III-4 and Annex
1.11.4

Recordkeeping
Training Records
Equipment Maintenance Records
Drill Records
Call-Out and Notification Lists

-Core III-3.9; Annex
1.11
Core II-8 and IV;
Annex 1.5.6
Core III-4.8, 4.10 and
4.11
Core II-3; Annex 2
and ERAP

ICS Forms

Core IV - Forms

Waste Disposal Records

Core II-10.6 and
IV - Forms

Post-Spill Reviews and Lessons Learned

Core II-20
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Distribution
A copy of the ICP has been provided to key response personnel, refinery locations, and
regulatory agency personnel included in the plan distribution list below.
Each plan holder has individual responsibility for keeping their plan current and maintaining it
in an easily accessible location. The plans in the Shift Supervisor’s office and EOC are
accessible to all personnel on a 24-hour basis. Only one Record Copy of the plan will exist;
this will be the electronic version residing on the Refinery web page. Other copies will be
designated as working copies. Plan copies are also available at the other locations listed in
the Plan Distribution List. The ICP is available electronically from the Fire & Safety website.
The plan will be reviewed annually and recorded in the Record of Revision form. Any
modifications that are not significant in nature as defined by the regulations, will be made and
distributed at that time to all plan holders. Additionally, the ICP shall be resubmitted to the
USCG, Captain of the Port, U.S. EPA Region 10, and the Washington Department of Ecology
for their approvals at intervals not greater than 5 years.
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Plan Distribution Log

Recipient
U.S. EPA
U.S. Coast Guard – Sector
Seattle
Washington Department of
Ecology

Plan Type Held

Address
Region 10
1200 6th Avenue, 11th Floor
Seattle, WA 98101
Attn: Facilities and Containers Branch
1519 Alaskan Way South, Building 4
Seattle, WA 98134-1192 206-217-6165
WA State Department of Ecology
Spill Prevention, Preparedness &
Response – Contingency Plan Review
Attn: Sabrina Floudaras
300 Desmond Drive
Lacey, WA 98503

Hard Copy

CD

1

1

1

1

1

1

Whatcom County LEPC

Attn: John Gargett, Deputy Director
3888 Sound Way
Bellingham, WA 98226

1

1

Plant Manager

Phillips 66-Ferndale Refinery
3901 Unick Road
Ferndale, WA 98248

1

1

Shift Supervisor

Phillips 66-Ferndale Refinery
Foreman’s Office
3901 Unick Road
Ferndale, WA 98248
Phillips 66-Ferndale Refinery
Dock Office
3901 Unick Road
Ferndale, WA 98248
Phillips 66-Ferndale Refinery
Admin. Conference Room
3901 Unick Road
Ferndale, WA 98248
Phillips 66 – EOC
Attn: ER Coordinator/PWC-01-1307
1075 W. Sam Houston Pkwy, N; Suite 200
Houston, TX 77043

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

9

9

Marine Terminal Supervisor

Incident Management Team

Crisis Management

TOTAL
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Record of Revisions
Plan revisions or amendments will be numbered sequentially and entered on the ICP Revision
Log. The revised section, page number, and purpose of the revision (code only) will also be
entered on the log sheet along with verification that any notifications that were made to
pertinent local, state or federal agencies and the initials of the individual making the change.
Date

Revision
No.

May 2015

1

New Plan

November
2015

2

In Annex 1, p. A1-26 added North American Industrial Classification
System (NAICS) Code.

Revision

In Annex 1, p. A1-71, made “Valves and seals are lubricated periodically
to prevent wear and leaks” a separate bullet.
In Annex 1, pp. A1-126 to A1-129 updated Oil Spill History to include
reportable incidents dating back to 2001.
In Annex 1, p. A1-210 updated Section 1.18.3 Evacuation Procedures.
In Annex 2, p. A2-20 to A2-22 updated ICS Response Team.
In Annex 2, p. A2-25 updated Ferndale Refinery Incident Management
Team.
In Annex 5, p. A5-3 updated Revision History.
In Section I, p. I-22, deleted “Lube Oil Terminal Operations” definition from
Glossary.
In Section II, pp. II-153 to II-154 updated Section II-15 Evacuation.
In Section IV, p. IV-18, replaced Oil Spill Notification Form with updated
version.
February
2016

3

In Annex 1, p. A1-1 replaced Management Certification with current
version.
In Annex 1, p. A1-2 replaced Applicability of Substantial Harm Criteria
with current version.
In Annex 1, p. A1-3 replaced Qualified Individual Delegation of Authority
with current version.
In Annex 1, p. A1-4 replaced Binding Agreement Form with current
version.
In Annex 2, p. A2-20 to 22, updated ICS Response Team members.
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In Annex 2, p. A2-25, updated Ferndale Refinery/Agency/Other Contact List.
In Annex 5, pp. A5-3 to 4, updated Record of Revisions.
In Annex 5, pp. A5-13 to 17, replaced Plan Approvals with current versions.
In Annex 6, p. A6-3, updated Qualified Individual and Ferndale
Refinery/Agency/Other Contact List.

November
2016

4

In Annex 1, pp. A1-213 to 214 added Section 1.18.3.5 Safe Haven
In Annex 5, pp. A5-3 to 4, updated Record of Revisions.
In Annex 6, p. A6-21, added Safe Haven to Level Two Evacuation section.
In Annex 6, p. A6-26, inserted Figure 6.4 General Refinery Plot Plan with
Surface Water Drainage

May 2017

5

In Annex 1, p. A1-1 replaced Management Certification with current version.
In Annex 1, p. A1-2 replaced Applicability of Substantial Harm Criteria with
current version.
In Annex 1, p. A1-3 replaced Qualified Individual Delegation of Authority with
current version.
In Annex 1, p. A1-4 replaced Binding Agreement Form with current version.
In Annex 2, pp. A2-20 to 22, updated ICS Response Team members.
In Annex 2, p. A2-25, updated Ferndale Refinery/Agency/Other Contact List.
In Annex 5, p. A5-4, updated Record of Revisions.
In Annex 6, p. A6-3, updated Qualified Individual and Ferndale
Refinery/Agency/Other Contact List.

July 2017

6

In Annex 1, pp. A1-41 to A1-42, removed Whaler boat from Ferndale Refinery
Response Equipment List.
In Annex 1, p. A1-186, updated Section B. Pager Tests.
In Annex 1, p. A1-187, changed “Tenaska Cogen” to “Cogen”; changed
“engine 51” to “engine 55” and “engine 61” to “engine 5502.”
In Annex 2, p. A2-13 changed “Tenaska” to “Cogen.”
In Annex 2, pp. A2-20 to A2-22, updated ICS Response Team members.
In Annex 2, p. A2-23 updated Alternate Command Post information.
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In Annex 2, p. A2-24, updated EOC Staffing Ground Rules
In Annex 2, p. A2-25, updated Ferndale Refinery/Agency/Other Contact List.
In Annex 2, p. A2-26 updated Alternate Command Post information.
In Annex 2, pp. A2-28 to A2-29 changed “Tenaska” to “Cogen.”
In Annex 2, p. A2-31, updated Northwest Mutual Aid Contact List.
In Annex 2, p. A2-52, updated Western State Petroleum Association (WSPA)
Northwest Mutual Aid Fire Equipment Inventory.
In Annex 2, p. A2-54 changed “Tenaska” to “Cogen.”
In Annex 5, pp. A5-4 to A5-5, updated Record of Revisions.
In Annex 6, p. A6-3, updated Qualified Individual and Ferndale
Refinery/Agency/Other Contact List.
In Annex 6, pp. A6-10 to A6-12, removed Whaler boat and updated response
boat information.
November
2017

7

In Section II, pp. II-167 to II-175, added Section II-17.11 Air Monitoring
Guidelines.
In Annex 5, p. A5-5, updated Record of Revisions.

August 2018

8

In Annex 2, pp. A2-20 to A2-22, updated ICS Response Team members.
In Annex 2, p. A2-24, updated EOC Staffing Ground Rules
In Annex 2, p. A2-25 to A2-26, updated Ferndale Refinery/Agency/Other
Contact List.
In Annex 2, p. A2-31, updated Northwest Mutual Aid Contact List
In Annex 5, p. A5-2, updated Plan Distribution Log.
In Annex 5, p. A5-5, updated Record of Revisions.
In Annex 6, p. A6-3, updated Qualified Individual and Ferndale
Refinery/Agency/Other Contact List.

January
2019

In Section II, p. II-151, in Section II-14.2 changed reference from “Annex 2” to
“Annex 1.”
In Annex 1, updated Table of Contents.
In Annex 1, p. A1-2 replaced Applicability of Substantial Harm Criteria with
updated form.
In Annex 1, p. A1-27 updated volumes in General Facility Information table.
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In Annex 1, p. A1-31 inserted latest Revision of General Refinery Plot Plan
with Surface Water Drainage.
In Annex 1, p. A1-31 inserted latest Revision of General Refinery Plot Plan
with Surface Water Drainage.
In Annex 1, p. A1-39 removed out-of-service tanks 50x303 and 100x94;
updated number of storage tanks to 63.
In Annex 1, p A1-51 changed number storage tanks in Section 1.6.6 from 60
to 63.
In Annex 1, pp. A1-53 to 56 updated Ferndale Refinery Tank Summary.
In Annex 1, pp. A1-98, updated Spill Basin table; added bullet point to Section
1.8.2 regarding leak detection thresholds and criteria for suspension of
operations.
In Annex 1, pp. A1-100 to 102, changed “Chevron Pipeline Company” to
“Petrogas Energy Corporation.”
In Annex 1, pp. A1-126 to 128, updated Spill History table.
In Annex 1, p. 130, updated Figure 1.35 Data on Potential Spills.
In Annex 1, pp. A1-138 to 139, updated WCD tank volume.
In Annex 1, p. A1-140, updated EPA Discharge Scenario Calculations.
In Annex 1, pp. A1-190 to 192, updated Table numbers.
In Annex 2, p. A2-20 updated ICS Response Team.
In Annex 2, p. A2-25 updated Ferndale Refinery Agency / Other Contact List
In Annex 4, pp. A1-15 to 19, updated WA DOE 173 – 180 – 630 Plan Content
Requirements table.
In Annex 5, pp. A5-5 to 6, updated Record of Revisions.
In Annex 6, p. A6-2, updated volumes in General Facility Identification
Information table.
In Annex 6, p. A6-3 updated Ferndale Refinery Agency / Other Contact List.
In Annex 6, p. A6-26, inserted latest Revision of General Refinery Plot Plan
with Surface Water Drainage.
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Sample Plan Update/Insertion Notice
Update Notice
Ferndale Refinery Integrated Contingency Plan (ICP)
To all holders of the ICP
Date:

Revision:

Attached are the revised pages of the ICP that has been assigned to you. Please
update your copy with these revisions:
Section/Annex

2015 Revision

Remove Pages

Replacement Pages
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Plan Update & Review Procedures
The ICP will be at a minimum reviewed and updated on an annual basis. The Fire & Safety
Superintendent is responsible for completing this task, by conducting a review of the plan
which includes gathering suggestions from employees and other departments, conducting a
review of past incidents and drills, adding new requirements based on changes in legislation
or government regulations and communicating the changes to covered employees and
contractors. Criteria for updating include:
1. Changes in lists of personnel, phone numbers, resources, equipment, outside contacts,
etc.
2. Modifications to facilities
3. Changes in technology
4. Development of better ideas
5. Regulatory changes
6. Failure of the plan during an emergency
All pages in the ICP are numbered and dated. Changed pages will show the date of the latest
revision. This will assist all manual holders on the distribution list in keeping their manuals upto-date. Changes must be made promptly and affected pages reissued to keep the manual
accurate and ready at all times.
5.3.1

Post-Drill/Post-Discharge Plan Review Procedures

After this Plan is implemented, whether it is a result of a drill, training exercise or an accidental
discharge of oil, the Refinery Manager will conduct a formal Plan review. The Refinery
Manager will request comments and recommendations for changes to the Plan from each
Plan holder.
5.3.2

Plan Updating Procedures

Plan review and updating will be done more frequently if significant changes occur at the
Refinery that may affect the Refinery's spill response capability. If no changes are needed a
letter will be sent to Washington Department of Ecology confirming that the existing plan is still
accurate. Key items that influence response capability and that should be reviewed and
updated as necessary include:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Inventories of emergency response equipment for Ferndale Refinery, MSRC, and
response contractors.
Names and/or phone numbers of emergency support services contractors.
Oil storage, transfer, or handling procedures at the refinery.
Response procedures as necessitated by potential deficiencies identified during
emergency response training drills or exercises.
Revised response procedures as determined through outside research or major
emergency responses.
Pertinent legislative rules and regulations.
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Possible sources of input data on the above information are:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Training sessions or drills that may generate ideas on how to improve
communications, personnel callout, equipment dispatch and deployment and the
efficiency and effectiveness of this plan.
Biannual inspections of the on-site response equipment and supplies.
Notification of reassignments in regional response personnel.
Information supplied by, or phone confirmation of, contractors regarding name phone
number, equipment, or service changes.
Information supplied by regulatory agencies on changes in legislation or regulations.
Information supplied by environmental consultants or industry organizations (API,
WSPA, spill co-ops, etc.) on spill response technique developments.

All pages in the plan have the preparation date shown in the footer to identify when the
information was last revised. Any changes to the text or figures should also include revising
the date in the footer. Copies of all revised pages must be distributed immediately to each
person on the plan distribution list to ensure all copies of the ICP are current. Pen and ink
changes may be made to the plan for minor revisions only such as phone numbers or minor
increases or decreases in response equipment quantities. This will be followed up with a
transmittal letter explaining the change and instructing plan holders how to incorporate it in
their copies. The Washington Department of Ecology must be notified of all significant
changes within 24 hours.
In the event of a temporary or permanent loss of key Ferndale Refinery or
contractor/cooperative response equipment that will adversely affect Ferndale Refinery's
ability to respond to an emergency, Ferndale Refinery will contact all necessary agencies to
discuss options to compensate for the reduction in response capability.
Significant revisions that effect covered employees and contractors at the Refinery shall be
communicated at least annually. This communication will be documented and retained by the
Training Department.
Amendments to Plan
The contingency plan must be reviewed and immediately amended whenever:
• At any change of QI designation or authority
regulations are revised
• Applicable

• Plan fails in an emergency
The Refinery changes in design, construction, operation, maintenance, or any way
the potential for fires, explosions, or releases of hazardous waste, or
• increasing

changes the response necessary in an emergency
• List of emergency coordinators changes
• List of emergency equipment changes
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Submittal Agreement
The Ferndale Refinery verifies acceptance of this plan and commits to the execution of said
plan. The ICP is approved by Ferndale Refinery management for implementation. Appropriate
manpower, equipment, materials and financial resources will be provided as required to
execute plan provisions.
5.3.3

EPA Plan Revisions

The owner or operator of a facility for which a response plan is required shall revise and
resubmit revised portions of the response plan within 60 days of each facility change that
materially may affect the response to a worst case discharge, including:
•
•
•
•
•

A change in the facility’s configuration that materially alters the information included in
the response plan;
A change in the type of oil handled, stored or transferred that materially alters the
required response resources;
A material change in capabilities of the OSRO(s) that provide equipment and
personnel to respond to discharges of oil;
A material change in the facility’s spill prevention and response equipment or
emergency response procedures; and
Any other changes that materially affect the implementation of the response plan.

For EPA-associated ERP’s, amendments to personnel and telephone number lists included in
the response plan and a change in the OSRO(s) that does not result in a material change in
support capabilities do not require approval by the Regional Administrator. Facility owners or
operators shall provide a copy of such changes to the Regional Administrator as the revisions
occur.
5.3.4

USCG Plan Revisions

A facility owner or operator must review his or her response plan(s) annually. This review shall
incorporate any revisions to the plan, including listings of fish and wildlife and sensitive
environments identified in the NWACP in effect 6 months prior to plan review.
For an MTR facility, this review must occur within one month of the anniversary date of COTP
approval of the plan. For an MTR facility identified as a “substantial harm facility” this review
must occur within 1 month of the anniversary date of submission of the plan to the COTP.
The facility owner or operator shall submit any revision(s) to the response plan to the COTP
and all other holders of the response plan for information or approval, as appropriate.
•
•

Along with the revisions, the facility owner or operator shall submit a cover letter
containing a detailed listing of all revisions to the response plan.
If no revisions are required, the facility owner or operator shall indicate the completion
of the annual review on the record of changes page.
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The COTP will review the revision(s) submitted by the owner or operator and will give
written notice to the owner or operator of any COTP objection(s) to the proposed
revisions within 30 days of the date the revision(s) were submitted to the COTP.
The revisions shall become effective not later than 30 days from their submission to
the COTP unless the COTP indicates otherwise in writing as provided in this
paragraph. If the COTP indicates that the revision(s) need to be modified before
implementation, the owner or operator will modify the revision(s) within the time period
set by the COTP.
Any required revisions must be entered in the plan and noted on the record of changes
page.

The facility owner or operator shall submit revisions to a previously submitted or approved
plan to the COTP and all other holders of the response plan for information or approval within
30 days, whenever there is:
•
•
•
•
•
•

A change in the facility's configuration that significantly affects the information included
in the response plan;
A change in the type of oil (petroleum oil group) handled, stored or transported that
affects the required response resources;
A change in the name(s) or capabilities of the OSRO(s);
A change in the facility's emergency response procedures;
A change in the facility’s operating area that includes ports or geographic area(s) not
covered by the previously approved plan.
Any other changes that significantly affect the implementation of the plan.

The COTP may require a facility owner or operator to revise a response plan at any time as a
result of a compliance inspection if the COTP determines that the response plan does not
meet the requirements or as a result of inadequacies noted in the response plan during an
actual pollution incident at the facility.
Revisions to personnel and telephone number lists included in the response plan do not
require COTP approval. The COTP and all other holders of the response plan shall be
advised of these revisions and provided a copy of the revisions as they occur.
5.3.5

Washington DOE Plan Revisions

At least once annually, plan holders shall review the plan for accuracy and either:
•
•

Update and distribute the amended page(s) of the plan to Ecology for review and
approval; or
If no plan changes are needed, send a letter to Ecology confirming that the existing
plan is still accurate.

If there is a temporary, significant change to response readiness, the plan holder shall notify
Ecology in writing within twenty-four hours and provide a schedule for the prompt return of the
plan to full operational status.
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Changes which are considered significant include; loss of equipment that affects the planning
standards provided in the plan, or permanent loss of initial response personnel listed in
command and general staff ICS positions provided in the plan or changes in normal operating
procedures. A facsimile or electronic mail will be considered sufficient written notice.
Failure to notify ecology of significant changes shall be considered noncompliance with WAC
173-182-142.
If the change to the plan is permanent, the plan holder then shall have thirty calendar days to
distribute the amended page(s) of the plan to Ecology for review. If Ecology finds that, as a
result of a change, the plan no longer meets approval criteria; Ecology may place conditions
on approval or revoke approval of the plan.
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EMERGENCY RESPONSE ACTION PLAN
Ferndale Refinery
3901 Unick Road
Ferndale, WA 98248
EPA: FRP-WA-0022
Owner/Operator:

Phillips 66
3010 Briarpark Drive
Houston, TX 77042

24-Hour Number:
(360) 384-1011 or (281) 293-6600
Prepared by: The Response Group, Inc.  13939 Telge Road  Cypress, Texas 77429
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The purpose of this Emergency Response Action Plan (ERAP) is to provide quick access to
key types of information that are often required in the initial stage of a spill response. The
information provided in this ERAP is presented in greater detail in other sections of the plan.

6.1

General Facility Identification Information
General Facility Information
Facility Name:

Ferndale Refinery

•

Location (Street Address):

3901 Unick Road, Ferndale, WA 98248

•

County:

Whatcom County

•

Facility Main Phone:

360-384-1011

•

Latitude and Longitude:

48° 49’ 36” N and 122° 42’ 52” W

Wellhead Protection Area:

N/A

Owner of Facility:

Phillips 66 Company

•

Address (if different from Terminal):

•

Phone:

ATTN: HSE Emergency Response
3010 Briarpark Drive, Houston, TX 77042
281-293-6600

•

County:

Harris County

Operator of Terminal:

Phillips 66 Company

Dun and Bradstreet Number:

04-4683969

Largest Oil Storage Tank Capacity: (gallons)

27,400,00027,700,000

Worst Case Discharge Amount: (gallons)

27,400,00027,700,000

Number of Underground Storage Tanks (UST)

2

Number of Aboveground Oil Storage Tanks:

63

Total Oil Storage Capacity in AST’s:

3,885,651 bbls

Terminal Distance to Navigable Waters:

0 - .25 miles

Description of Area

Date of Oil Storage Startup:

The refinery is in a sparsely populated rural area,
surrounded primarily by farms; pasture land, wooded
areas and water.
Whatcom County, approximately 6 miles west of
Ferndale just southeast of Birch Bay
Crude oil, jet fuel, gasoline, diesel, marine fuel/other
residual fuels
1954

Average Daily Throughput:(Bbls)

105,000

Date(s) and Type(s) of Substantial Expansion:

N/A

Location:
Products Handled:

Worst Case Discharge:

EPA: 659,222 Bbls

USCG: 11,050 Bbls
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Qualified Individual
Initial Internal Emergency Notifications

Ferndale Refinery QI/IC
Name / Job Title
Office Phone
Jolie Rhinehart / Refinery Manager
360-384-1011
Office:
3901 Unick Rd., Ferndale, WA 98248
Name / Job Title
Office Phone
Tomas Zambrano / Operations Manager
360-384-8277
Office:
3901 Unick Rd., Ferndale, WA 98248
Name / Job Title
Office Phone
John Andersen / HSE Manager
360-380-7129
Office:
3901 Unick Rd., Ferndale, WA 98248
Name / Job Title
Office Phone
Office:

6.3

Cell Phone
360-631-1688

Resp. Time
1 hour

Cell Phone
805-206-8494

Resp. Time
1 hour

Cell Phone
360-599-0955

Resp. Time
1 hour

Cell Phone

Resp. Time

3901 Unick Rd., Ferndale, WA 98248

Ferndale Refinery/Agency/Other Contact Lists
The following table lists the contact information for both internal and external notifications.
Initial Internal Emergency Notifications

Crisis Management Notifications
Crisis Management Notification Hotline (24/7)
855-699-8701
832-765-3500 or 832-765-3501
Corporate Employee Hotline
866-397-3822
(Natural Disaster Evacuations)
Axiom Medical Monitoring Service
281-491-7063
Ferndale Refinery Incident Management Team
Name / Job Title
Office Phone
Cell Phone
Home Phone
Josh Summers / Public Info Officer
360-384-8550
832-312-7511
Kathleen Pennington / Public Info Officer
360-384-8453
360-961-5324
360-371-3339
Andrew Sona / Public Info Officer
360-384-8399
908-337-1878
360-778-1236
Lyle Hawsey / Safety Officer
360-384-8370
406-670-0679
Justin Wise / Deputy Safety Officer
360-384-8416
724-992-1052
Colby Cottom / Deputy Safety Officer
360-384-8568
405-802-9306
Travis Jones / Deputy Safety Officer
360-384-8362
801-471-5978
Heather Milligan / Agency Liaison Officer
360-384-8435
425-652-9892
Jen Czak / Agency Liaison Officer
360-384-7820
303-746-7636
Dave Abbott / Planning Section Chief
360-384-8216
360-393-0026
360-671-5571
Pierre Cauty / Planning Section Chief
360-384-7125
604-531-9366
778-870-2931
James Steel / Deputy Planning Section Chief
360-384-8538
360-599-6510
360-922-7142
Bill Rinesmith / Operations Section Chief
360-384-8267
360-815-0701
Bart Bodtke / Operations Section Chief
360-384-8232
360-393-8427
Carlos Centurion / Operations Section Chief
360-384-8431
925-348-2965
360-778-1924
Rich Boynton / Deputy OPS Chief
360-384-7887
360-630-7861
Mike Cherochak / Deputy OPS Chief
360-384-7822
360-820-1112
360-966-7626
Kam Atwal / Logistics Section Chief
360-380-7105
360-314-7683
604-596-8681
Katherine Rhoades / Logistics Sect Chief
360-384-8450
832-551-4232
Jackson Pennell / Logistics Section Chief
360-384-7870
360-393-0631
Page 3
Connie Guiley / Finance Section Chief
360-384-8403
907-947-2638
360-656-5848
Maria Ramerman / Finance Section Chief
360-384-8429
360-820-1929
360-738-7619
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Ferndale Refinery/Agency/Other Contact List (Continued)
Initial External Emergency Notifications
9-911 as needed
Government Emergency Notifications
National Response Center (NRC)
800-424-8802
Washington Department of Emergency
Management (WDEM) Olympia
USCG Sector Puget Sound

EPA (Seattle)

800-258-5990
206-217-6001
(24-hr. watch
line)
206-553-1263

1-202-267-2675/2180
Toll Call
1-800-258-5990 or
253-912-4901
206-217-6002 or
1-800-688-6664

1-800-300-2193 or
303-293-1788
Response Contractors/Organizations Contact Information
703-326-5617
800-645-7745
Marine Spill Response Corporations (MSRC)
or
703-887-2271
Global Diving & Salvage
206-623-0621
206-623-0621
National Response Corporation Environmental
1-800-337-7455
202-267-2675
Services (NRC-ES)
(24-hr Seattle)
Western Refinery Services
360-366-3303
360-366-3303
Whatcom County Contact Information
Specialized Emergency Response Program
9-911
(SERP)
Explosive or Bomb Disposal
9-911
Whatcom Co Unified Emergency Mgmt.
360-676-6681
9-911
Whatcom Co Department of Emergency
360-676-6680
9-911
Management (LEPC)
360-676-6681
Environmental Health
360-676-6724
Fire Marshall
360-676-6907
Sheriff’s Department
360-676-6650
9-911
Whatcom Chamber of Commerce
360-734-1330
Whatcom Country Executive
360-676-6717
NW Clean Air Agency (NWCAA)
360-428-1617
1-800-622-4627
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Ferndale Refinery/Agency/Other Contact List (Continued)
Initial Internal Emergency Notifications
Office of Tribal Fisheries
Lummi Nation
Lummi Aquaculture
Ferndale Police Department
Ferndale Fire Department
Bellingham Police Department
Bellingham Fire Department
Birch Bay Fire Department
Ferndale Chamber of Commerce
Mayor of Bellingham
Mayor of Ferndale
Mayor of Blaine

Tribal Contact Information
360-384-1489
360-384-2266
360-384-2221
Municipalities Contact Information
360-384-3390
360-384-0303
360-778-8800
360-778-8400
360-371-2533
360-384-3042
360-778-8100
360-384-4302
360-332-8311

Port of Bellingham

360-676-2500

Bellingham Airport

360-671-5674 (8-5, M-F)

911
911
911
911
911

360-671-5674 or
360-739-1944
360-739-1944 (24-hr cell)
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Spill Response Notification Form
Incident Report Form

REPORTING PARTY
First Name:
MI:
Last Name:
Position:
Phone (Day):
Alt. Phone (Evening):
Date/Time of Report:
Company:
Organization Type:
Address:
City, State, Zip:
Were Materials Discharged?
□ Yes □ No
Confidential? □ Yes □ No
Meeting Federal obligations to report? □ Yes □ No
Date Called:
mm/dd/yyyy
Are you calling on behalf of the responsible party?
Time Called:
□ Yes □ No
INCIDENT DESCRIPTION
Date of Incident:
mm/dd/yyyy
Time of Incident:
AM/PM
Source and/or cause of event:
Incident Address / Location Description:
Nearest City:
County/Parish:
Distance from City:
Section:
Container Type:
Facility Latitude:
Facility Longitude
CHRIS
Code

State:
Zip Code:
Units of Measure:
Direction from City:
Township:
Range:
Borough:
Tank Oil Storage Capacity:
Units of Measure:
Degrees
Minutes
Seconds
Degrees
Minutes
Seconds
MATERIAL
Material
Discharged Quantity
Unit of Measure
Discharged in
Quantity
Water

RESPONSE ACTION
Actions Taken to Correct, Control or Mitigate Incident:
IMPACT
Number of Injuries?
Number of Deaths?
Were there Evacuations?
□ Yes □ No
Number Evacuated:
Was there any damage?
□ Yes □ No
Damage estimate in Dollars:
Medium affected:
Description:
More Information about Medium:
ADDITIONAL INFORMATION
(Regarding incident not recorded elsewhere in the report)

EPA
STATE
Describe

2015 Revision

□ Yes
□ Yes

CALLER NOTIFICATIONS
□ No
USGC
□ No
OTHER

□ Yes
□ Yes

□ No
□ No
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Notification Sequence
Immediate actions are required at the onset of an emergency response to limit the extent of
a release, minimize the potential hazard to human health and the environment, and
implement an effective response. It is also important to act decisively to create a
professional working atmosphere among Refinery and regulatory authority personnel and
public officials. This Annex is intended to provide guidance for determining the appropriate
initial response and notification actions that should be carried out in the event of a release or
other emergency incident.
The internal notification procedures are essentially the same for all emergency incidents
although the external notifications will vary depending on the type of incident, type and
quantity of material released, and the consequences (injuries, deaths, and property
damage).
Refinery personnel have the authority and obligation to terminate any operation in response
to an abnormal, threatening, or hazardous situation.
6.4.1

Emergency Communication

There are 3 ways to report an Emergency:
•
•
•

By telephone: Dial 8333
By radio: Announce the emergency over channel B-1
In the field: Activate any "pull box"

To report by telephone:
•
•
•
•

Dial 8333
Give your name and state the nature and location of the emergency. Be specific.
Remain on the phone until the other party has all the necessary information. Let the
other party hang up first.
This phone rings in the ROC (answer on 1st ring), and Guard House (answer on 3 rd
ring). The Treaters/SRU PCO will do an All Call broadcast and activate the emergency
alarm if appropriate. The Guard House will do a broadcast on B-1; Unit 1, after hearing
this broadcast, will do an All Call and ensure activation of the emergency alarm, if
appropriate.
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To report by radio:
Press the orange button on the radio. This automatically connects you with the B-1 talk group.
Speak slowly and clearly and say:
•
•
•
•

"Clear the air, I have an emergency".
State the nature of the emergency (i.e. fire, vapor release, oil spill, medical emergency,
etc.).
Specifically state the location of the emergency.
Repeat the message twice. Don’t wait for an answer.

The emergency call will be answered and rebroadcast on all talk groups and radio channels
using the "All Call" feature. Priority for answering the emergency call and transmitting by "All
Call" is as follows:
•
•
•

Treaters/SRU PCO - Primary
Other available PCO - Secondary
Shift Supervisor - Back up

After transmitting by "All Call", the nature and location of the emergency, all other operational
communications will be on the emergency channel C-1. Channels C-2 and C-3 are additional
emergency tactical channels. C-4 is available for Command Post (CP), management
communications.
When a field unit states "emergency traffic only", everyone is to clear the frequency of routine
radio traffic for "incident" related communications. "Emergency traffic" is not the same as
MAYDAY.
MAYDAY is used when an employee/firefighter is trapped or missing or the IC is ordering
crews to abandon a unit/area/building. A unit declaring "MAYDAY, MAYDAY" shall be
acknowledged immediately. All non-emergency radio traffic stops
To report by pull box:
Pull the handle on any "pull box" to summon help. This will activate the Refinery Emergency
Alarm system.
•
•

Pull boxes are located in multiple places within the Process and Offplot areas,
commonly around the perimeters or on the cement posts under the pipe racks. They
are painted red for high visibility.
Alert personnel in the immediate area of danger.

Some observers may find it better and quicker to report their observations directly to the
Field Equipment Operator for evaluation and appropriate action.
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Notification Priorities Checklist

Notifications and documentation required by regulation, Refinery policy or as directed by
Incident Command - based upon initial assessment and incident severity - will be completed
as quickly as resources and incident safety allow. If a notification error is to be made, the
Refinery would rather it be on the side of over notification.
Initial Notification Alert
•
•
•

Internal emergency call
Alert employees in harm’s way
Notification of onsite line management

Emergency Response Notifications
•
•

Call out emergency responders
Call out facility Emergency Response Team

Agency Notifications
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Alert agencies requiring immediate notification
Facility/Division/Company Management Notification
Notify appropriate Line Management
Notify Facility Manager
Notify Senior Management of Division/Company
Notify local company legal representative
Notify facility/division Community Affairs representative/spokesperson

Corporate Notification (GOAL IS 30 MINUTES) If possible, these calls should be made in
advance of releasing information to the public and/or the media.
Corporate Crisis Hotline – 855-699-8701 (GIMAT group may be dispatched).
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Response Equipment
A list of all of the Refinery response equipment and PPE is provided in this section. Key
response equipment and PPE storage locations are shown in this section.
The majority of containment boom is stored in quick deployment containers with additional
quantities stored on the pre-booming response boat and the Beachhead.
The smaller boom stored on the response boat is best suited for initial containment of small
spills that may occur at the Marine Terminal where the oil is still next to the vessel or terminal.
The boom at the Beachhead can be deployed directly into the water by response boats and
quickly towed to the Marine Terminal or other locations for open water containment or
shoreline containment/ protection activities. The boom at Sandy Point is intended for use in
protecting the inlet and marina at Sandy Point but can be driven or towed back to the refinery
for spill containment operations.
MSRC boom is stored in trailers and available for spill containment or sensitive area
protection activities. The end connectors of the Ferndale Refinery booms are compatible with
the end connectors of the MSRC boom so that they can be joined to make longer booms if
necessary.
Boom deployment in the vicinity of the Marine Terminal or at Sandy Point will generally be
conducted using the Brutus or Popeye response boats which are located at the Beachhead.
The Brutus is the primary response boat and is maintained on a motor-operated ramp for
quick deployment. Although both boats are suitable for open water conditions, the Brutus will
typically be used for boom deployment in open waters with support provided by the Popeye.
The Ferndale Refinery response boat and containment boom quick deployment equipment
enable at least 1,000 feet of boom to be deployed within 1 hour. This response capability has
been demonstrated on several occasions during response drills.
Ferndale Refinery contracts vacuum truck services at the refinery for a variety of uses
including spill response operations. Ferndale Refinery also owns several portable pumps that
could be used in spill recovery operations but their availability varies considerably and,
consequently are not considered in this discussion.
The vacuum truck will be used primarily for the recovery of terrestrial spills but can also be
used to recover oil from the water at shoreline containment locations where access permits.
Some of these vacuum trucks normally have the capability and equipment to do on-water
skimming with a skimmer head.
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Ferndale Refinery Response Equipment

Qty

Purchase
Date

Location

Capacity/
Specifications
(Name Plate /
Derated)

Maint.
Interval

24” OK Corral
/ACME

4,000 ft

N/A

8 x 21-in.
curtain

6 months

30” containment
boom /ACME

4,000 ft

1994

NRC vessel
Columbia for prebooming
operation
M St. Trailer 26

Total

8,000 ft

Contractor
Laydown

100 gpm/686
bpd

Type /
Manufacturer

Remarks

Boom

6 months

Recovery
Vacuum Truck

1

Total

1

N/A

6 months

40 Bbls capacity

686 bpd

Boats
Brutus –OSRV

1

2007

Beachhead or
26’ twin diesel
Sandy Point Marina I/O landing craft

Sweet pea-Work Boat

1

2007

Beachhead or
Garage

18’ skiff –
Honda 135 hp

Quarterly check Records of annual
annual service service maintained in
SAP

Popeye OSRV

1

2004

26' DV-R ACB
Beachhead or
Sandy Point Marina Twin 150
hp outboards

Quarterly check Records of annual
annual service service maintained in
SAP

Stoney Craft
Work Boat

1

N/A

Beachhead or
OSRV Columbia

Quarterly check Records of annual
annual service service maintained in
SAP

Pontoon Work
Platform

1

N/A

M. St.

Livingston Work
Boat

1

N/A

Beachhead

12 ft – 15 hp

Quarterly check Records of annual
Annual service service maintained in
SAP

Lowe Work Boat

1

N/A

Beachhead

14 ft – 15 hp

Quarterly check Records of annual
Annual service service maintained in
SAP

Total

7

14-ft - 25 hp

25-ft

Quarterly check Records of annual
annual service service maintained in
SAP

As Needed
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Location

Capacity/
Specifications
(Name Plate /
Derated)

Maint.
Interval

Remarks

Bales of 100 oil
only absorbent
pads
Snare Boom

Reordered as
minimum is
reached
Reordered as
minimum is
reached

Used for oil recovery

Sorbents
Pads

30 ea. -min

Beachhead
Container

Gang Snare

25 ea.- min.

Beachhead and
Marine Terminal

Sweeps

5 ea.-min

Beachhead
Building

18-in x 100-ft
sweep

Reordered as
minimum is
reached

Used for oil recovery

Boom

50 ea. –min

Beachhead
Container and
Marine Terminal

8-in x 40-ft
lengths

Reordered as
minimum is
reached

Used for
containment and
recovery

Total

150-215

Beachhead and
Tank Farms

415,000 Bbls

N/A

Normal available
capacity – can be
used for oil storage
only in emergencies

Refinery

40 Bbls

As needed

Used for
containment and
recovery

Storage
Refinery Tankage

9

Vacuum Truck

1

Total

10

Various

414,040 Bbls

Personal Protective Equipment (PPE)
Gloves, rubber
boots, goggles,
safety glasses, rain
gear, chemical
splash gear
Air line respirators,
air lines, SCBA air
bottle refills,
cartridge respirator
masks, respirator
cartridges

N/A

Warehouse

N/A

As needed

Used for spill
response

N/A

Fire Hall

N/A

As needed

Used for spill
response

SCBA respirators,
fire turn-out gear

N/A

Fire Hall, Connex
storage north of
Fire Hall and
Control Rooms

N/A

As needed

Used for spill
response

all protection
equipment, rain
gear, chemical
splash gear

N/A

Tool Room

N/A

As needed

Used for spill
response
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Capacity/
Specifications
(Name
Plate/Derated)

Maintenance
Interval

Remarks

N/A

Both ends of
marine terminal in
the ship breasting
dolphins no. 2 and
3

N/A

As needed

Used for spill
response

N/A

Terminal Office

N/A

Each use

Measure LEL and
oxygen and
hydrocarbon
concentrations

N/A

As Needed

5 yd3

As Needed

Personal Protective Equipment (PPE) Continued

Dock PPE

Air Monitoring Equipment
Portable Multi-Gas
Detector

Total

1

1

Heavy Equipment

Front-End Loader

1

Dump Truck

1

Total

2

N/A

N/A

Refinery

Refinery

Can be used for
containment berm
construction or spill
cleanup
Can be used for
equipment or waste
transport

Personnel

Emergency
Response Team

13-20

N/A

Refinery

24-hour trained

N/A

Refinery Response
Team

26

N/A

Refinery

Management

N/A

Western Refinery
Services

18

N/A

Refinery and
Lynden, WA

40-hour trained

N/A

Coastal Industrial
Services

20

N/A

Refinery and
Ferndale,
WA

40-hour trained

N/A

Total

13-64

Minimum of 5 responders
available at any time.
Other generally available
within 10 to 60 min.
Response management
and support personnel.
Generally available
within 10 to 60 min.
Can respond within 5 to
60 min.
Can respond within 5 to
60 min.
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Ferndale Refinery Fire Response Equipment

Dock
Equipment Type
1-Inch Hose Reel
1-Inch Hose Reel
3-Inch Hose Cart
10 Portable Extinguishers
Fire Hydrant
Fixed Monitor
Fixed Monitor
Portable Monitor
Scott Air Packs
Scott Air Packs
Scott Air Packs
Refinery
Equipment Type
Dock Storage Tank
Pumper, 4,000 gpm
Pumper, 1,500 gpm
Bulk Foam (drums)
Foam Tender

Location
S End of Dock by Pay Phone
NW Corner of Dock
S End of Dock
Exterior
North/South on Dock (6)
N Side of Dock
S Side of Dock
S End of Dock
Exterior-West Wall of Dock Office
Interior-Old Dock Office
Base of Gangway Ship Side
Foam Capacity
6,000 gallons FP
1,000 gallons AFFF1-3%
1,000 gallons AFFF-A+ 3-6%
1,000 gallons AFFF 1-3%
2,800 gallons AFFF-A+ 3-6%

SCBAs
7 – 4.5, Scott
11 – 4.5, Scott

Emergency Response Equipment, Testing and Deployment
All Facility owned response equipment will be inspected at a minimum interval of 12 months,
although most equipment will be inspected and/or tested at much shorter intervals.
Inspections will be conducted to verify that the equipment is available and in good condition.
These inspections will typically coincide with the semi-annual equipment deployment drills to
minimize wear and tear on the equipment. Inspection and testing of response vessel motors
and pumps is generally conducted every 4 months due to the reduced reliability associated
with long storage periods. Maintenance records will be retained for at least five years and
available to regulatory agencies for their review. Equipment found to be defective would be
repaired or replaced.
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Ferndale Refinery PPE and Response Equipment Locations Map
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Offplot Intermediate Tankage Safety Plot Plan
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Response Capabilities
Designated Personnel
The person responsible for oil spill prevention at the Ferndale Refinery is the Refinery
Manager. The owner/operator 24-hour contact for the Ferndale Refinery is the refinery Shift
Supervisor. The Shift Supervisor position is staffed on a 24-hour basis and, consequently, the
designated Shift Supervisor will vary depending on the day of the week and shift. The 24-hour
contact number for the refinery Shift Supervisor is listed in Annex 2 - Notifications. In the
event of a large spill event, personnel will call the Qualified Individual.
6.6.1

Qualified Individuals

The Qualified Individuals (QI) are Ferndale Refinery representatives that have the authority to:
•
•
•

Activate and contract with emergency response organizations.
Act as a liaison with the federal and state On-Scene Coordinators and local
government representatives.
Obligate funds to carry out all necessary or directed response activities.

The on-site Qualified Individual (Incident Commander) will initially be the Shift Supervisor until
relieved by a refinery management representative of greater authority, with the ultimate
representative being the Refinery Manager. A list of the Ferndale Refinery response team
members with the authorization to serve as the Qualified Individual (Incident Commander) is
provided below by their normal operational and response team positions:
•
•
•

Shift Supervisor - Immediate Response Incident Commander
Refinery Manager - Incident Commander
Operations Manager - Alternate Incident Commander

A Shift Supervisor is present at the refinery at all times which precludes the need for providing
home phone numbers and addresses for each person. Each of these personnel has been
issued a written statement by the Refinery Manager granting them the authority to assume the
duties and responsibilities of the Qualified Individual as outlined above.
A person evaluating a situation must assess the circumstances surrounding an event, to
determine if an emergency situation exists, and respond accordingly. Refinery personnel are
trained in hazards or emergency recognition procedures as described in this section.
All Refinery personnel, through proper training and awareness, must be ready to react
promptly, and with common sense, in the event of an emergency. It is the responsibility of all
refinery personnel to be familiar with the contents of this plan and applicable Operating
Procedures.
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These procedures have been designed to:
1. Provide safety to the public and Refinery personnel when threatened by the release of
hydrocarbons, and
2. To coordinate activities for the prompt and safe return of the Refinery to normal
operating conditions.
Immediate Action Checklist
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Initial Operations Supervisor Response
Evaluate the incident.
Identify any additional resources that may be needed. Instruct security to page as
necessary.
If the IMT is not needed (off-hours), contact security to issue the “ALL CLEAR” page.
The first-in supervisor should give a short report to include:
• What you have
• What you are doing
• What you need
Command Option: establishing or passing.
Over the “ALL CALL” channel identify the nature of the emergency and provide as
much information as is possible.
Direct responding personnel to switch radio channels to C-1.
Initial SRU/Treaters PCO Operations Response
If the emergency notification comes in over the radio or telephone and plant-wide
evacuation is warranted, activate the appropriate system to provide additional
information.
If directed, use the external speaker system to provide additional information.
Once the emergency has ended (and at the direction of the IC) activate the “ALL
CLEAR” alert tone.

Oil Spill Response Shift Supervisor Checklist
Oil Spill Response Shift Supervisor
The Shift Supervisor:
• Contacts the Security Shift Supervisor and activates the IMT via radio or pagers, who
then shuts down the source of the spill and initiate containment and recovery
operations.
• Assesses the spill and associated health and safety hazards.
• Direct the alternate Shift Supervisor to notify the Refinery Manager and the
appropriate regulatory agencies.
• Reassess the spill situation and effectiveness of response measures.
• Activates OSROs.
• Directs the alternate Shift Supervisor to notify potentially threatened sensitive area
owners/managers.
• Directs the alternate Shift Supervisor to periodically update the agency
representatives and refinery management personnel.
• Prepare written spill reports and notifications as required.
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Evacuations
The Refinery subscribes to a telephone notification system administered by the County Local
Emergency Planning Committee (LEPC). In the event a public evacuation or shelter-in-place
is required, the Shift Supervisor or onsite manager can authorize a community notification for
the specific area of concern. The decision to evacuate or shelter-in-place, and the
determination of which areas will be evacuated, will be made by the UC (County Fire Chief or
Sheriff, in consultation with the IC.
Level One Evacuation:
A level one evacuation will be announced by the emergency alarm system. Non-essential
personnel (other than ERT and unit operating personnel) will evacuate the area and report to
their designated emergency muster areas:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

ROC Personnel- If the digital voice announces the emergency as “R.O.C. Complex",
follow the "ROC Building Evacuation" instructions.
Phillips 66 Maintenance Personnel will go to the North End of the shops. If this location
is inaccessible, I&E Personnel will report to the nearest safe Muster Location.
Phillips 66 I&E Personnel will report to the I&E shop, if this location is inaccessible, I&E
Personnel will report to the nearest safe Muster Location.
Contractor Personnel - go to assigned evacuation muster location.
Staff Personnel - go to administration building. If the digital voice announces the
emergency as "Administration Building Complex", follow the "Administration Building
Evacuation" instructions.
Visitors/Vendors - go to Administration Building visitors lobby.
Others - Other personnel such as Lab Technicians, who work in buildings inside the
Refinery, should report to those buildings if safe to do so. If unsafe, then report to
administration building lunchroom and remain there until notified/contacted by their
supervisor.

All personnel must contact their supervisor or muster station coordinator once they arrive at
the designated meeting areas. Supervisors will account for all personnel and report any
missing personnel to Incident Command. Muster Station Coordinators and Supervisors shall
report their accountability roll up to the IC upon request via radio. Below is a list of
coordinators for each muster site.
Emergency Evacuation
Muster Location
1. North of garage
2. So Material Laydown Area
3. Salt Water Pump Station
4. Contractors Trailer area
5. Totem Pole – for emergency
originating in Admin
6. North of ROC building
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Muster Site Coordinator
Maintenance Contractor Team Lead
Capital Contractor Coordinator 1
Capital Contractor Coordinator 2
Maintenance Coordinator – Tanks

Back up
Machine Shop Planner
First person w/ radio
First person w/ radio
First person w/ radio

First person w/ radio
Maintenance Scheduling Supervisor
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Level Two Evacuation:
A level two evacuation will be announced over the Refinery radio system using the "All Call"
feature and the emergency alarm is sounded for the following:
•
•
•

Extreme danger to life, property, or the environment.
The problem threatens to or goes beyond the facility property.
Emergency response teams are no longer effective and evacuation of all personnel
from the Refinery is recommended by the IC.

Incident Command may choose to notify BP, COGEN (Radio B-1), and/or Fire Districts 7 and
17 if they have an exposure. All personnel will evacuate via the designated escape routes if
safe to do so and report to the parking lot of the Silver Reef Casino on Slater Road.
Employees will remain there until otherwise directed by their supervisor.
The CP will relocate to an off-site area as determined by the IC. In all instances, the IC has
the discretion to define and order "shelter in place" or an evacuation that is consistent with the
hazards presented by the emergency.
Special Evacuation Procedures
•
•

WITHDRAW: the orderly departure of emergency crews (with their equipment) from a
unit/area/building.
ABANDON: the immediate emergency retreat (pullout) of all emergency crews, with or
without equipment, from the area of operation when there is imminent danger, i.e., the
fire or hazard is out of control, container failure, BLEVE, structural collapse, etc.

Sheltering-In-Place
Sheltering-in-Place refers to directing personnel to go inside of a structure and remain within it
until the danger from a hazardous materials release has passed. It should include the closing
and sealing of all doors and windows, and the shutdown of air conditioning and HVAC
systems, which use outside air.
Shelter in place may be accomplished under the following conditions:
•
•
•
•
•

The released material has a moderate to low health hazard.
The hazardous material has been totally released from its container and is dissipating.
The released material quickly disperses after being released.
A fast-moving toxic vapor cloud will quickly overrun personnel who are outdoors.
Evacuation is not feasible or has unacceptable risks.
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Safe Haven
Safe Haven refers to a building where occupants are required to shelter-in-place during and
post incident to perform work activities to safely shutdown and monitor critical systems (PCO).
The Safe Haven is designed to provide supplied air for the occupants that must perform these
critical activities if a respiratory hazard should exist.
The Central Control Room located in the Refinery Operations Center (ROC) is the only
designated Safe Haven at the Ferndale Refinery. The console operators have been provided
fresh air respiratory equipment at each console. This equipment is inspected monthly, and the
air supply is maintained by a third party.
The building was designed and constructed based on the following API 751 Safe Haven
criteria:
• Blast overpressure and thermal protection
• Toxic and flammable gas analyzers in HVAC system that automatically shut down
ventilation systems
• HVAC system capable of manual shutdown from inside the building
• Self-closing doors
• Positive building pressurization
• Internal notification of fire / toxic release
• Emergency communications (hardwired phones and radios)
• Breathing air for occupants (primary and secondary bottle racks stored outside of
building)
• Signage at Safe Haven entry points
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Evacuation and Muster Sites
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Immediate Response Measures
Preliminary spill assessment will be made by the Initial Incident Commander and focuses on
health and safety hazards, the nature of the spill, and immediate equipment and personnel
needs.
Note: Response to large aquatic spills involving gasoline is not recommended due to
extreme fire hazard. Similarly, response to large terrestrial gasoline, diesel, or other light
petroleum distillate spills is not recommended without the assistance of the fire department.
Specific actions to be taken are summarized below:
1. Health and Safety Hazards
a.
b.
c.
d.

Warn all on-site personnel of the incident and potential hazards.
Evacuate site personnel to an area upwind of the vapor source.
Determine appropriate PPE required to approach and make an initial assessment.
Determine explosive and toxic vapor hazards, including direction and speed of
travel.
e. Determine the level of PPE required to conduct further operations in the spill area.
f. Assist injured personnel, and determine the number and location of on shift
personnel.
2. Nature of Spill
a.
b.
c.
d.

Determine location and source of spill.
Identify the receiving environment (water or land).
Estimate size of spill and determine type of oil.
Determine how to stop spill if continuing.

3. Spill Movements
a. Assess existing direction and a. rate of movement.
b. For aquatic spills, estimate the wind and current speeds and directions.
c. For land spills, estimate probable spill movements and potential for entering river.
4. Response Resources Required
a. Determine what procedures are required to stop and contain or control the spill.
b. Determine number of personnel and quantities of equipment necessary to
implement the response techniques.
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In most situations, the spills will occur during transfer operations will be easily identifiable by
the personnel involved based on their knowledge of the material(s) being transferred. Spills
from storage tanks and pipelines can also be quickly identified as the type of product in each
pipeline is displayed on the outside and the tanks have the hazard placarding on the outside
to indicate the product they contain. In the event that a spill of unknown origin does occur, the
type of product will be identified initially by color and/or smell.
6.8.1

Size/Quantity

Early in a spill response, total spill volume determines, in part, the equipment, logistics,
manpower, and disposal requirements. Actual spill volumes are often unavailable or
inaccurate so that field estimates are generally required. A few quick methods, as discussed
below, can be used to provide working approximations of spill size.
If a tanker/barge collides with the terminal dock or becomes grounded near the refinery and
suffers serious damage, spill volumes can be estimated if the cargo capacity and extent of hull
are known. Typically, only one or two cargo compartments are breached during a collision or
grounding incident. A reasonable estimate of maximum probable spill size would be the
volume of these compartments. For a barge, this usually amounts to one-fourth of its cargo
(two compartments), whereas two compartments on a tanker generally represents one-eighth
to one tenth of the total volume. If a spill occurs during a transfer operation, the total spill
volume can be estimated by multiplying the pumping rate by the elapsed time between leak
commencement and transfer shutdown plus the contents of the line between the two closest
valves or isolation points for a total pipeline failure.
6.8.2

Refinery Areas

Most spills within the oil transfer and storage areas within the refinery will be contained by the
various secondary containment and stormwater runoff collection systems installed at the
refinery. The containment areas within the tank farm are designed such that spills or
stormwater will drain to a sump located in one corner of the area. The sumps contain valved
connections to the clean water or oily water sewer systems and are normally maintained in the
closed position. Spills will collect in the sumps and either can be recovered directly or allowed
to drain to the oily water system.
The portions of the pipelines outside the storage tank secondary containment systems
generally parallel refinery roads within designated pipeways. Oily water sewer inlets are
located along the pipeways to contain pipeline leaks and divert them to the wastewater
treatment plant. Storm water collection ditches also parallel the roads within the refinery and
most drain to the storm water sewer system.
The storm water ditches can be blocked (dammed) using soil, sandbags, plastic sheeting, or
plywood, to prevent oil from entering the sewer system. In the event that oil does enter the
storm water system, it can be diverted to the oily water system at the Waste Water Treatment
Plant. Hay filter locations are also suitable for the construction of dams, berms, or trenches
for containing larger spills.
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Tank Truck Loading Racks

The tank truck loading racks are situated in a paved area with curbing and drains discharging
to the oily water sewer around the racks themselves. Spills occurring at the racks would
generally be allowed to drain to the sewer system and the residual oil washed into the drains
afterwards. In the event of a spill outside the transfer area at the racks, the oil would drain to
the nearest storm drain inlet and into the stormwater sewer.
The inlets could be blocked using plastic sheeting, plywood, sandbags, or adjacent soils to
contain a spill. If the spill enters the stormwater sewer, it can be diverted into the oily water
sewer at the treatment plant. In the unlikely event that spills escape the secondary
containment or the stormwater/spill basin collection systems, containment and recovery is
best achieved by using earthen berms or dams or the excavation of trenches within an
existing drainage course or to divert the oil to a natural or manmade containment area.
6.8.4

Marine Terminal Pipeline Spills

In the unlikely event that a spill does occur within the “cut” and reaches water, the following
actions should be conducted:
•
•
•
•

Notify MSRC to mobilize the appropriate containment and recovery equipment and
personnel.
Launch Ferndale Refinery response boat and deploy 200 to 500 ft. of boom stored at
Beachhead into a “U” or “V” configuration around the oil's point of entry into the water
(wave conditions permitting) and anchor boom ends to the shoreline on either side.
Deploy additional Ferndale Refinery boom or on-site MSRC boom (stored in trailers) in
a "U" configuration offshore or as a secondary containment boom from the shoreline to
contain oil that may have escaped the initial boom.
Recover oil within booms using Ferndale Refinery or local contractor vacuum trucks
stationed on the shoreline until the arrival of the appropriate skimming equipment from
MSRC or other contractors.
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General Refinery Plot Plan with Surface Water Drainage

See next page.
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Storm Sewer Map
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